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!Killer Retained -In Office
! a Buys Blue Web;

Old Adage

bntinue Personnel

A recent poll conducted by the
research department of WNEW.
New York, proved an old adage

Directorate Votes To Keep Incumbent
Until His Term Expires In 1944;

't the first time in history,

very often attributed to men. When
the listeners were asked to name
their three favorite programs on
WNEW, one male listener listed

Passes Three Resolutions

r t -to -coast network chang-

¿'ids when the Blue was

riday to Edward J. Noble,
Under - Secretary of
pierce, chairman of the

t ;avers Corp. and owner

the following in the order named:
Mission Bell Wine, Kathryn Craven's woman program and Ann
Perry 's songs. giving him his desire of wine, women and song.

V:CA in New York. Noble,

hlsisted on acquiring the
Irk complete, took imme- Sees Ad Men Setting
(Continued on Page

3)

News Roundup"
rains Local Sponsors

meeting of the board
WJZ Completes Study of Special
directors of the NAB held

in Chicago Friday failed to re-

Of Listening Habits sult in any change in the status
What is regarded as one of the

most detailed studies of listening

habits in the area covered by major
New York radio stations has been
completed and results released by
McNeil, manager of WJZ, Blue
Television Pattern John
Network outlet. The study was conducted for WJZ by Crossley, Inc.
Samuel H. Cuff, program director Outstanding for intensity and scope,

C "World News Roundup" has of W2XWV, New York, television sta-

(Continued on Page 6)

t;work stations during the past DuMont Laboratories, Inc., intimates
ccording to E. B. Lyford, that the advertising agencies and adtation Department. The pro- vertisers will influence the pattern of

Grove Spot Campaign
Readied For Sept. Start

..d

to local sponsors by two tion owned and operated by Allen B.

of Neville Miller as president.
Meeting was called by seven
members of the board, who had

met the week before in Wash-

ington as part of the Legislative
Committee, the members calling
the meeting, exercising the pro (Continued on Page 3)

H. W. Institute Ends;

Hear "Analyst" Talk
first made available for television commercial presentations
through ,their own set of rules.
Chicago-Through the Russel M.
,c stations to report sales are "The advertising agencies and adver- Seeds agency of this city, Grove
Chicago-"Because of radio's unique
tL Knoxville, Tenn., for the tisers are the ones who will set the Laboratories of St. Louis is contractposition, it is the duty of every news
l Coffee Co., on a six -day -a - rules for commercial presentation of
ing for an unusually heavy order of commentator to present all the issues,"
Isis, and WSYR, Syracuse, N.
(Continued on Page 6)
spot announcements. Contracts will Clifton Utley, NBC news analyst, told
as

i tion on July 5.

t

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 2)

Elgin Watch Returning
/Mutual Readying
Over CBS Sat. Sept. 4 Nearly 50 Affiliates
eial eoast Guard Show
Take NBC"News" Script
Elgin National Watch Co. on Frirecent "Black day
officially announced it is return- Nearly 50 NBC stations already
special feature, the WOR ing to
Columbia network on have expressed intentions to broad=
/ices has another show lined Saturday,the
4, to once again spon- cast "Your Radio Reporter," a 15 his Wednesday. The WOR sor "ManSept.
Behind the Gun." The minute script of radio personality
vices Division will bring to

Iing

up

its

tal web, the 153rd Annivermonies of the United States
lard. Broadcast will origin -

1111, statue of George Washing(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on ,Page 2)

(Continued on Page 5)

* THE WEEK
IN RADIO *
NAB's Board Meet
By PEGGY BYRNE

1rig Bond Da'
Da>. Dayton is preparing a big
war bonds Monday. August
brating the first anniversary

Victory Bond Wagon. The

PA system will plug the
war bonds at the Victory
Vagon where a total of 12
t

'e

.

t programs, from 11:45 a.m,
p.m.. will originate. Arents are also being made to

Air Force band to play.

SURPRISE session of a quorum of
seven members of the NAB
Legislaive Committee was held after
regular Committee meeting in Washington last week. Group called for a
special board meeting for the reported
purpose of removing Neville Miller,
NAB president.
Likely candidate
for the position was William B.
Lewis, former head of OWI Domestic
Radio Bureau and previously CBS
vice-president in charge of radio.

students attending the Second Annual
NBC -Northwestern University Summer Radio Institute. Utley warned
against the superficiality in the news

wherein the temptation exists to air
(Continued on Page 3)

CBS News Director Sends
Pryor on Another Tour
Paul White, CBS director of news
broadcasts and public affairs, last
week started Don Pryor, CBS news
reporter, on his second and more
(Continued on Page 5)

announced the appropriation of $500,-

000 from its funds for the financing
of 570 free symphony concerts in
cities not usually receiving

such

music. Plan is result of conference
between James C. Petrillo, AFM

chief, and President Roosevelt, which

took place last December. All symphony orchestras will participate and
musicians will receive scale wages
....Neville Miller, NAB president,
called the plan hypocritical, pointMeeting was held in Chicago last ing out that Petrillo's recording ban
Friday.
has deprived American homes of just
American Federation of Musicians
(Continued on Page 2)

'Bello!"
Two men formerly with KSD, St.
Louis, had an unusual meeting
recently. Sgt. Rudolph Schultz,
violinist, and Lieutenant Clair C.
Callihan, chief announcer, had
said their 'goodbyes' two years
ago when Schultz left for the
Army. However, when Callihan
was assigned to naval duty in
the Aleutians, the boys bumped
into each other accidentally.
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such music, as well as depriving musi- ported the OWI. Witnesses questioned

cians of income from recording fees, at preliminary sessions vehemently

and that one of the main causes of condemned Committee Counsel
the ban-to provide work for local Eugene Garey's probe methods.

musicians-is being violated. He also
Songwriters' Protective Association
accused Petrillo of exploiting orches- met last week to discuss possibilities
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays tras and men by not providing main- of establishing the song -writer's proand Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York,
prietary interest in copyrights by
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate, tenance.
NAB ruled against broadcast of means of a preamble to the ConPresident and Publisher; Donald M. Mercer
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester United
Automobile Workers' ET stitution and Articles of Ascap
B. Bahn, Vice -President; Charles A. Alicoate,
Secretary. Terms (Post free) United States series. Union sought to buy time for Hooper and CAB ratings showed that
outside of Greater New York, one year, $10; series on controversial public issues. Dept. of Agriculture potatoes conforeign, year, $15. Subscriber should remit Ruling stated discs were not con- sumption
campaign, conducted
with order. Address all communications to cerned with a political campaign and through OWI Domestic Radio Bureau,
RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York,
were
an
attempt
to
influence
public
7.6336
7-6337,
Phone Wlsconsin
reached 111,800,000 listeners....SurN. Y.
Chicago, III.-Frank Burke, Suite opinion, and therefore could be pre- vey conducted by FM Broadcasters,
7-6338.
1800-A, Merchandise Mart, Phone Delaware sented only as a public service with
Inc., indicated that operators are, on
4950. Hollwood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425
the other side of issues also con- the whole, satisfied with the preHollywood Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5, sidered....Broadcasting, as well as sent position of FM on the spectrum
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y., other amusement enterprises, was ....NEIC
Coordinating Committee
ander the act of March 3, 1879.
placed under jurisdiction of Office met last week and heard report of
of Civilian Requirements in a reor- AFRA's Special Project Committee,
ganization of the WPB. George W. working on talent pooling. Talent
McMurphey was named head of the pledges were drawn up. Results will
Amusement and Recreation Section. be read at September rally in New
i However, Donald R. Longman, head York. Four new committees were ap(July 30)
of Service Trades and Distribution pointed-Projects, Membership, ExeNEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Division, subsequently stated that the cutive Secretary and Arrangements
Net OCR will not encroach on the work ...:Mutual Broadcasting System is
Chg.
High Low Close
of the Radio and Radar Branch but preparing a new program policy
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Elgin Watch Returning
Grove Spot Campaign
Readied For Sept. Start
Over CBS Sat. Sept. 4

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Farnsworth Tel. G Rad
WCAO (Baltimore)

Asked

8%
21

WJR (Detroit)

27

87/a

24
29

"World News Roundup"
Gains Local Sponsors

(Continued from Page 1)

mtiuued from Page 1)

from March 7, 1943 until May 30, 1944. There will also be an extenat that time discontinuing the airing sive white space campaign running
for the summer months. Since then about the same time as a promotional
"Man Behind the Gun" has been tie-ups.
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Los Angeles-One of KNX's largfor Elgin. Sixty-one Columbia est national spot sales, is the sale of
Y., for the Netherland Dairy Co., on time
stations will carry the dramatic two daytime strips and two evening
a thrice -weekly basis.
(Continued from Page 1)

show.
"World News Roundup," with newsA CBS advertiser since 1936. Elgin's
caster W. W. Chaplin, is heard week- sponsorship of "Man Behind the Gun"
days 8:00 to 8:15 a.m., and Sundays, was its first long-term campaign on
9:00 to 9:15 a.m. Only weekday the network since its initial one.
periods are available for sponsorThe Peabody Award -winning pro-

ship.

quarter-hour

Laboratories.

periods to Grove
Program for the

periods, which include a total of 180
air -minutes weekly, have not yet
been set. The contracts were placed
by Russel M. Seeds agency of Chicago

gram was inaugurated as a sustain- through Radio Sales, Inc., CBS organing program in October of 1942 and ization of the same city.

to show how the man
Senator On NBC Thursday behind the gun
linves. works and
United States Senator Tom Stewart, fights. Offered with the full cois

designed

Democrat of Tennessee and a mem- operation of the armed services, the
ber of the Interstate Commerce Com- program is directed by CBS' William
mittee, will deliver an address on N. Robson. Institutional commercials
freight rates in a special broadcast to will be used.
be heard over NBC on Thursday from Agency handling the account is J.
10:00-10:45 p.m. His topic will be Walter Thompson, Company.
"Freight Rate Discrimination."

Wagner Subs For Barlow

M

CONSISTENTLY
SELLING THE

NORTH COUNTRY'S

BLUE NETWORK

Plattsburg, N. Y.

F

RICHEST MARKET
George P. Hollingbery, Rep,

F

Jane Tiffany Wagner, NBC's Director of War Activities for Women, will

speak on Ernesta Barlow's "Commando Mary" program Sudayy. August

(9:15 a.m., EWT), while Mrs. Barlow vacations. Miss Wagner will give
a summary of war work for all "available" women.
8

of listener activities for the NAB. h, pg .also is regional director of NAB lister tel
ties in Minnesota and founder of hap
Council there.

EARL MULLIN, manager of the BluNt
publicity department, back today cep
vacation, as is also CECILE CUMMINC31

ber of

the

FULTON

publicity staff.
LEWIS,

JR.,

commentattedn(

Mutual network, returns to New Ykeq
and continues his programs following g14..
on his farm in Southern Maryland.
h.

WILLARD SCHROEDER, sales myfrt
Pittsburgh, is expected in eiy._

WCAE,

this week on a business trip.

JOAN LANE, trade news editor of1134
over the week-end on a vacation ti b4'
South Jersey shore.

iJ

"DINNY" DINSDALE, commercial n'

WATN, Watertown, 'N. Y., in New 1
few days on station business.

JAMES CASSIDY, special events d'
WLW-WSAI, Cincinnati, and his w
HACKETT, WSAI fashion commentator,

tinning in West Virginia.

PARKS JOHNSON and WARREN HL

Hunter Liggett Military Reset
California for the broadcasting of tonal
Pop" program, which will have as g
GEN. BASILIO I. VALDEZ, Chief of St
Army of the Philippines.
the

SARA ANN McCABE, "Follies" vot
to be heard on her own NBC prograr
turned from Philadelphia, where she
at a war bond rally.
TED HERBERT, of the WJZ sales d
left Friday on his vacation.

JOHN WELLINGTON, producer on
Network, is at Pando, Colo., for the

of tomorrow's "Spotlight Bands'
from nearby Camp Hale.
ing

client first sponsored the program start Sept. 6 and run through March

heard as a CBS sustaining feature
Saturday evenings from 7:00 to 7:30
EWT and will continue at the same

MRS. GEORGE B. PALMER, radio cgw
the General Federation of Women's Ctr, N
neapolis, is spending 10 days in Nelae.
house guest of Mrs. Dorothy Lewis, cur

FUR

The first furrier to sani
radio in Baltimore has t

to say today:
"WITH HAS PRODUCT
RESULTS FOR ME HE/
AND SHOULDERS OVI

ANY OTHER STATIC
OR COMBINATION
STATIONS!"
It takes more than a and

cum of moola to buy
5000 WATTS

1330 KILOCYCLES

coats. What have you to s

sew

T
rti

Of

iPrVf

ENGLISH JEWISH ITALIAN
The roster of odnertlsers using WEVD year

otter yeor reads like "Who's Who'

in

Notionol Adverl,sing. List on regcest.
HENRY CREENFIELD, MANAGING DIRECTOR

WEVD-I17 W. 4611.'51,41, Now York, N. Y.

IN BALTIMO
TOM TINSLEY, President
REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-RE

',may, August 2, 1943
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Blue Web Sold To E. J. Noble; N. W. Institute Ends;
¡MI Office Expires No Personnel Change Planned Hear "Analyst" Talk
)ard Supports Miller
(Continued from Page 1)

"lis of the By -Laws of the NAB
fi permit seven board members
act.

't
+ker
a stormy series of sessions Chicago and San Francisco, as well
qli started at 10 a.m. at the Palmer as the 156 affiliated outlet -contracts.
Key outlets are WJZ in New York,
t and ran into early evening
ti resolutions were adopted. Reso- 50,000 watts; WENR, Chicago, also
i No. 1 read to the effect that 50,000 watts and KGO, San Francisco
,itas the purpose for which a with 7,500 watts. This makes a total
<ag was called was misunder- network to date of 159 stations.
+c or misrepresented to some of Although formal approval of the
tdustry members who believed FCC for the transfer of the three

,;were to hear the report of the stations involved is yet to be retgative Committee and not con- ceived, it is understood that prior
i'1themselves with the status of consultation with the FCC plus tacit
resent incumbent of the NAB okay of Chairman James Lawrence
+aency whose term runs to June Fly, indicates that all is in order.

'1 14, the board of directors em tally decreed it was not the purilif the meeting or any part of it
'Insider an immediate successor
( e office.

acting Circumstances" Intervened

illation No. 2 took cognizance
fact that W. B. Lewis, was a
le successor to the presidency
B after the present incumbent

srved a six year term ending
4 and it was suggested that it
esirable to consider Lewis at
line. Also the board paid its
t and admiration to Lewis for
'esenting himself as a possible

for the sum of $8,000,000 in cash. The ture of events. The commentator's

statement was brief and also said chief responsibilities consist of giving
that RCA remains the owner of NBC information to those who can read
which will continue to operate the but don't and who depend upon the
radio solely for their news.
"Red" Network.
"Radio must be considered as a
No Changes By Noble
After the sale had been consummat- primary news source because of this
ed Noble said in part: "I have been group and for this reason news on
tremendously impressed with the the air must be judged not by the
Blue Network's record of public serv- standard of how well it complements
ice, with the work of its manage- other media but how well it does
ment and personnel and particularly the job by itself," Utley told his
with its contributions to our Nation's listeners. He also said that radio
newsmen should continue to stress
War effort.
"There will be no change in the interpretation of the news "because
management. The officers and execu- they can excel over all other media

Noble will divest himself of WMCA
as soon as a suitable buyer is found, tives who have guided the destinies
to avoid the multiple ownership
of the Blue Network since its separaregulations of the FCC.
tion will continue at the helm. The
The sale of the Blue Network to entire
personnel will be retained and
Noble culminates a period during the Network
will continue functionwhich various interests and indivi- ing as heretofore.
duals bid for ownership. Among these
"The policies and practices which
were: James H. McGraw, Jr., presi- have
responsible for the Netdent of McGraw Hill Publishing Co.; work'sbeen
record of accomplishment will
Dillon, Read & Co., investment bank- be continued.
As a matter of fact,
ers; Marshall Field, Chicago, and the
the Network officials plan to extend
Mellon interests in Pittsburgh.
its services to listeners, advertisers
See Additional Investment Required
The belief in industry circles Fri- and its affiliated stations."
day was that additional investment Continuing, Noble said, "I accept
will be required under the network's fully the responsibility of public ser -

this and realized that
circumstances" inter - new ownership in view of the fact
to precluded his availability that the web, under its setup in the
244 and expressed regrets.
past, has been housed in a portion
elution No. 3 was for the pur- of the NBC headquarters and had
sor at

uating

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

ing that an agreement had been too few issues and items and thereby
diate possession of the three reached
to sell the Blue Network deprive listeners of a complete pickey stations in New York,

(Continued on Page 5)

in that respect.

Interpretation As Guide

"Interpretation of events will help
guard against listener fatigue for he
is constantly being given new stimuli
to appease his desire to know what
the news means."

Utley's address was the sixth and
final in a series of lecture seminars
designed to give students an overall
comprehension of the broadcasting
industry.

student body

The

social period Thursday and the institute ended Saturday.
Hi 131

nominating a special commit - available for its operations the studios
and facilities of NBC and RCA.

six to report either at regular
vial board meetings on a sucto Neville Miller who would
ffíce when the present incumterm or contract expired.

Blue Network Co. formed a year

and a half ago set itself up as an

entity apart from the NBC Red and
operated directly under its parent
six members of this committee concern RCA. This was in accord:on Elias, of WWNC, Ashville, ance with FCC ruling on multiple
G. Richard Shafto, WIS,
chain operation which went into efS. C.; John J. Gillin, WOW, fect May 2, 1941. Blue Network was
i; J. O. Maland, WHO, Des originally formed Jan. 1, 1927, about
i; James D. Shouse, WLW,
a month and half after that of NBC.
and Paul W. Morency, WTIC,

rd.

nembers of the board were on
:xcepting two who were ex These two were Arthur Westnd Frank King. This made 22
the 24 board members in at ce. Neville Miller attended all
closed sessions but one, which
the afternoon.
Igard to the Legislative Corn -

The Blue's first year on its own

(1942) had gross billings of $15,782,493

and since then the network's business
under the presidency of Mark Woods

and executive vice-president Edgar
Kobak, has steadily grown.
Sarnoff Announcement

David Sarnoff, president of RCA
made the official announcement of
the sale late Friday afternoon, stat-

no action was taken and it like another one of those historic
s status quo.
rows. I believe the need for unity
Lewis Withdrew Name
among broadcasters-and especially
no action to oust Neville Miller among their leaders-is especially
be taken at this time was indi- great at this time. Anything to furrhursday night when William ther this controversy I feel, is harmris, who was proposed as suc- ful to the industry.
to Miller by several board
"Certainly I'm flattered
know
rs, wired to Chicago asking that some leaders of the to
industry
3 name be withdrawn from any want me for such an important
post,
:ration at this time. Having but before I were to accept I'd want
ready to step in was considered the call for me to be unanimous. I
the strong points of the "in- did not in any way solicit the job and
I'm unwilling to take it at this time,
s told RADIO DAILY at the time: even if it should be offered me toheard of considerable dissen- morrow because of the circumstances
ising within the industry and in which the offer would probably
hole thing is beginning to look come."

/ALMS s

DEIJEPhE

Alms & Doepke is one of Cincinnati's
oldest department stores ... has known
Cincinnati and Cincinnati buying habits
for over 100 years.
This famous store has renewed its contract on WSAI 16 consecutive times ...
increased its schedule to present 6 -times

weekly basis at end of first year .
Compelling proof of WSAI's EXTRA

selling power!

5000
WATTS

DAY AND
NIGHT

and

faculty gathered for a dinner and

i

Basic

Blue Network Sta.
Nat'l Reps.

SPOT SALES, INC.

New York, Chicago,
San Francisco

4
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Los Angeles
By RALPH WILK

rROUGH inadvertence, Dick Joy,
announcer on "Those We Love,"
was credited with being a brand-new

home -owner. This was all news to
Dick, who has owned his own home
in Glendale since 1939.

The Radio division of the Holly-

wood Victory Committee has set Jane

Wyatt and Jean Parker for two "G
I. Jive" transcriptions and Charles
Starrett, Doug Taylor and the Sons

of the Pioneers for "Melody Round-

up" programs for the War Department. Deanna Durbin and Oscar
Levant will headline the "Mail Call"
show to be transcribed Aug. 5, and
John Nesbitt and Walter Huston will
wax War Department programs for
overseas broadcast this week.
Dan Bowers, former. Don Lee staff -

man at KGB, San Diego, has been
added to the KHJ-Don Lee announcer

staff. Bowers came to Hollywood
from Oklahoma City, where he was
radio special events man and news
announcer. For two years intervening since he left KGB in 1939, the
announcer did radio acting in Chi-

cago, then went back on staff at
Art Stander, writer on Groucho
Marx's "Blue Ribbon Town" proOklahoma City.

gram, was on the writing staff of the
Ransom Sherman show for 13 weeks.
Sydney Gaynor, general sales man-

ager of the Don Lee Broadcasting
System, returned to his office after
a week's vacation in Santa Barbara.
Gaynor will leave Hollywood again
August 6 for a visit to Mutual sta-

TREETIM:
!'1 ii
.Zi.
o

Reporter At Large ... !

Individuals possessing that indefinable something which catches
the fancy of radio listeners, find themselves overnight stars
to mention
a few we have Kate Smith, Bing Crosby, Rudy Vallee. Frank Sinatra and
others
in tact, it is expected that the public can recognize talents of
individuals
but what we wished to point out is a most unusual circumstance which was uncovered while lunching at Toots Shor's with Nick
Keeseley and Doug Storer
back In the early thirties, we believe from
193L to 1936, a dramatic show, heard over NBC, titled "Crime Clues."

had that indefinable something which was reflected upon its two main
characters, Spencer Dean and Dan Cassidy, after whom babies and horses
were named and who to this day still receive fan mail
Radio's Happy
Jim Parsons opened a theater personal appearance tour this week at the
86th St. Orpheum
The CBScreen Guild Players, on August 16, will
present Monty Woolley and Roddy McDowall, who will do the roles they
created in the film "Pied Piper."
Admiral Yates Stirling, Jr.. will sub
for John Gunther on the Blue's "Where Do We Stand?" show Aug. 8
Photographer Kurt Severn, whose pictures in 1936 showed "experimental
cotton planting in S. America by the. Japanese." which since Pearl Harbor.
have proven the experiments to be phony, guested on Saturday on Frances
Scott's "Who, What, When and Where" quis-whirs over NBC.

Can you imagine a radio announcer, at the mike, who
couldn't even open his mouth, let alone speak?
step up and
meet WOWO-WGL announcer Fred Freeland, who, after leaving a
decayed molar with his dentist, raced to the studio and in attempting to speak, found that though the spirit was willing, the jaw -bones
were on a "sit-down strike"
"Cohen the Detective," featuring
Jack Rubin and Nat Cantor, which was
weeks

tions and advertising agencies.
Paul Hollister, vice-president in
charge of advertising and sales pro-

ago over the Blue, has been signed for six weeks with options by
that network, and will start Aug. 10
People wondered at the
odd figure of concerts 570, that James C. Petrillo announced would

City, was guest at a luncheon -conference last week when he was feted by
George Moscovics, sales promotion
manager for KNX and the Columbia
Pacific Network, Merchandise Man-

be given by A. F. of M. That figure might have been merely a hunch
on his part, since the address of his offices is 570 Lexington Ave.
Connie Haines, vocalovely, currently featured at the N. Y. Strand,
will return to the singing slot when the Abbott & Costello program
resumes in the Fall
We're looking for a hectic program when
Orson Welles visits Groucho Marx "Blue Ribbon Town," CBSilly,
August 14
A pair of NCAC's, Jeri Sullavan, CBSongstress and
Baritone Thomas L. Thomas have been booked to OBSerenade August
11 on the "Cresta Blancapades"
Paula Kelly, former vocalist
with Artie Shaw and Glenn Miller orchestras, has replaced Marion

motion for Columbia in New York

ager Jack O'Mara, Irvin Horders,
sales

production copy chief, and
James Cantwell, art director. Hollister
is on the coast for meetings with Columbia executives.

A songwriter who started out to
be a lawyer, then turned to writing
melodies and

finally switched

to

lyrics writing was a member of the
famed team to guest on "Fitch Bandwagon"

yesterday,

was

NBC

with Freddy Martin's orchestra. He
is Johnny Burke, and with him was
his partner Jimmy Van Heusen.
Burke has contributed songs to some
13 Bing Crosby pictures. Van Heusen

collaborated on four Crosby films
and the team has been in existence
for a little over two years. Tom Reddy

does the emcee chores with Alex
Dreier taking over the last five minutes for a review of the latest news.
VACANT POSITIONS FILLED QUICKLY
CALL

FRANK McGRANN

POSITION SECURING BUREAU, INC.
(Agency)

Hutton as a member of the Modernaires

San Francis.
ONE of this area's largest ci
1.J for radio advertisement o
has just been signed with KQ'

outlet, by Landendorf-United E

of this city. Placed by Ruth If
Ryan agency, the deal calls r
week exploitation of three b

Dr. Penland, Langendorf and
bread, and 13 -week promotion
company's Hollywood bread.
breaks and one -minute transe:

are used, varying in numbe

five to eleven each week.
Special program ballyhooing
ing of a WAVES recruitment

in the large H. C. Capwell
ment store in Oakland was ai
KGO, Blue Network station,
ing space in both eastbay news
the "Tribune" and "Post -Ene
A well-known Pacific Coast co

tator of pre-war days, now I
Venter of the Coast Guard, al
master of ceremonies at the
'which presented outstanding
speakers, and songs by sp

second class John Tremaine, fo

with Horace Heidt's orchestra
sang the Naval Hymn.
Studios of KJBS, San Franci
dependent, have been completr
decorated....Kenneth Owens i
as KJBS after a year in Africa,
he helped construct radio static
Uncle Sam....Sgt. Mary Leon
the women's Marine Corps has

KJBS, announces the show.
Jack McDonald, KYA sport:
assigned to handle home games
San Francisco Seals, has been
public relations chief of the tear
ing the absence of Walter Mail:

time famous pitcher, now

***

it

Marines.

New wrinkle on KYA early
ing shows is Bob Sweeney's "I

fast Fun." He brings to

the

femme groups, such as the Ice I
skaters, women members of the
Ad Club, etc.

WOR-Mutual Readyitm
Special Coast Guard Si

Did you hear the

Victor Sorge silly about the musician who flopped as a bugler?
seems the Colonel ordered 'him to play Taps and he made a Mess of it.

I

a Saturday morning series on
for recruits. Jan King, newcor

(Continued from Page

1)

ton on the steps of the United
Sub -Treasury

Building,

Wall

Nassau Street, New York City.
tual will carry the program

The Girls' Dramatic Group of the Grand Street Settlement has
voted Kate Smith as one of "the leading women who possess eternal youth
and intelligence." the others named include Helen Hayes, Sister Kenny,
Mme. Chiang Kal-Shek, Eleanor Roosevelt and Jeannette MacDonald
AMP's new song "Bullfrogs and Marines," was introduced Friday by
Percy Faith's NBContented Hour Orchestra. with Reinhold Schmidt baritoning
the pidgin English lyrics which is spoken by the natives of the Solomon
Islands
After a long "second take" of the bill during a recent visit
to the Stork Club, Bernard Dudley, youthful commentator on the New York
Philharmonic CBSymphony Orchestra, remarked that Billingsley should

will represent Secretary of the T'
ury Hamilton, reading the order,
tablishing the original Coast Gt.

have a slogan. "all you can drink for $1,500.00"

Coast Guard." The original

you top this" gag bears repeating

"Senator" Ed Ford's "Can

said the comic, "a man in

a

restaurant almost choked to death the other day while eating a piece of
horse -meat
somebody had yelled 'Whoa' while ho was swallowing."

331 MADISON AVE., N. Y.-Tel. MU. 2-6494

-- Remember Pearl Harbor -

noon to 1:00 p.m., WOR will air

12:45 noon to 1:00 p.m.
Movie star Ralph

Bellamy

dress in the costume of the era

then known as "The Revenue Mar
Later it became "The Revenue Ci

Service." 'Under the Act of
gress January 28, 1915, the orgat.
I

tion

became

"The

United

Guard operated under the Direct
of the Secretary of the Treasury.

Admiral Parker, Captain

of

Port of New York will deliver an

dress, and a band from Ellis Is]
will furnish music for the occasio

,
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nUEST-ING
da (WABC-CBS, 9:30 p.m.).

LWY PONS, coloratura soprano,

e Great Artists Series of the

,e),hone Hour,"
BC9 p.m.).

today

(WEAF-

and JOHN
LAMARR
DER, in an adaptation of "Come
ve,ith Me," on the "Screen Guild
eys," show, today (WABC-CBS,
p.).
HUY

IN
DIN

JAGGER, on "Cavalcade of
today

(WEAF-NBC,

8

Iv)

JRTON HEATH, editorial corn-

tor of the NEA Service, Inc.;

OND J. FUNKHOUSER, West
industrialist; DONALD
;.OMERY, consumer counsel
CIO United Automobile Work-

¡pa

Railroad Dedication

WLW "Travel" Show
B. T. BABBITT INC., will introduce
on Saturday started the first
role in the present war, the first of ofWLW
a series of programs "Travelling its new dehydrated soup mix via its
a summer series of four weekly pro- with
Dave Roberts,"
by already established advertising schedgrams will be heard on WBZ, Boston Roberts, Outdoor Editorpresented
for the Cin- ules. Product will be plugged on
and WBZA, Springfield, beginning cinnati "Enquirer." Roberts,
who is sponsor's two network daytime
August 5 at 8:30 p.m.
serials, "Lora Lawton" and "David
covering
the
Northern
and
Western
The program will present through states, will broadcast stories on the Harum" on NBC. Duane Jones Co. is
the eyes of the engineer of the New effects of the war on various phases the agency.
Haven railroad's "Yankee Clipper" of our civilian economy in the states
ARTHUR KUDNER, Inc., for Gena dramatization of the problems, in covered.
eral Motors, is planning a series of
wartime railroading. Written by Don
The
first
three
of
the
series,
to
be
dealer
posters as tie-up advertising
Horter, the series will have the ad- heard on WLW's "Everybody's Farm
vantage of genuine railroad sound Hour," will describe the commercial with the program of the NBC Symeffects. A special recording crew fisheries operating on Lake Superior phony which GM is sponsoring over
visited the Boston yards of the New and "Food Production" in North 122 stations of the network. The
Haven road line and there made a Dakota, during which Roberts inter- programs started yesterday.
With railroads playing an important

transcription

of the

actual

back- views Governor John Moses on crop

ground needed for the series. The
method was adopted to present as
much realism as possible as the railroad line, itself, has a number of
whistles and sounds related only to
the New Haven line.
Climaxing the first program will

iRA T. BENSON, executive be brief appearances by two veteran
ry of the National Council of railmen, Frank A. Worden, locomos Cooperatives, and A. W. tive engineer on the "Yankee Clipper,"
[EK, economic counsellor of who has been with the road for 37
.ernational Statistical Bureau, years, and Craig A. Burdick, fireng "Can We Still Control In- man of the same train, who has seen
' on Theodore Granik's "Amer- approximately 25 years of service.
>rum of the Air," tomorrow
Red Cross Activities
Mutual, 8 p.m.).
While many branches of the Red
CRT YOUNG, on the "Sus- Cross have been publicized over the
program, tomorrow (WABC- air, not all activities of the humane
1 p.m.).
service have been related, WCOA,
Pensacola,

Fla.

observed.

Hence,

Continue Personnel

when. the Pensaloca chapter of the
Red Cross recently celebrated the
completion of their one millionth

Continued from Page 3)

CBS News Director Sends

uys Blue Network;
h ownership of the Blue
will place upon me. In
gard this responsibility to

AGENCIES

t1EW PROGRAMS- IDEAS

,LIE HOWARD, on Frank Sinai'; Broadway Bandbox" program,

r
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Pryor on Another Tour

SAMUEL J. MEEK, vice-president

prospects in North Dakota and the of J. Walter Thompson Co. in charge
Governor tells how city and town of international operations, has anpeople in that state assist farmers in nounced that the British Governtheir labor problems. Succeeding ment, during the first four months
broadcasts in the series will describe
shipping on the Great Lakes, forestry
problems in the Northwest and corn
belt farming in Iowa.
Roberts, who recently traveled over
the Alaskan Highway, described the
building of that vital link as a WLW

of 1943, spent £696,358 for govern-

mental advertising, a gain of 40 per
cent over the sum spent during the
corresponding period of 1942.
CHRYSLER CORP., through McCann-Erickson, Inc., is planning an
World Front Guest Observer. The advertising campaign to acquaint the
current issue of "The Readers' Digest" public with the nature and scope of
carries a reprint of one of Roberts' its war activities.
articles which appeared in the "Enquirer," under the title "Steamboat NORTHWESTERN NATIONAL
a -Coming."
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY of
Minneapolis has appointed Batten,
surgical dressing, WCOA engineers Barton, Durstine & Osborn to handle
established a remote at a downtown its advertising. A. M. Kennedy,
store where high ranking Naval assistant to the president, will be
officers and members of the Medical contacted by account representative
Corps highlighted the event with J. M. Bridge of BBD&O.
brief talks on the special program.
GEORGE H. ADAMS, for over 35
Nearly 50 Affiliates
.

Take NBC"News" Script

years a prominent figure in the
newspaper world of Minneapolis and

the Northwest, has joined the Min-

(Continued from Page 1)
neapolis office of Batten, Barton,
e much as an elected official
(Continued from Page 1)
esponsibility to the public. extensive tour from coast -to -coast to items prepared and distributed by Durstine & Osborn, Inc. Adams bephase of broadcasting- study the reactions of the average the network press department. Sample came a member of the agency's

ice, the all-important war American on how he feels about the scripts submitted to stations a few
weeks ago brought a strong response.
The program is designed to be read
by each station's "radio reporter" at

ws, information, entertain - war and the individual's own prosBlue will continue to serve pects in the post-war world. Pryor
rs and to increase its serv- is expected to visit almost every large
city on his reporting tour, stopping
e Nation."
oods, President of the 'Blue off at such widely separated cities as
expressed himself as being Boston, New Orleans, Los Angeles,
ith the new ownership. "As Seattle, Detroit and ending in Washhairman of the Civil Aero- ington, D. C. Sept. 15. His reports
uthority, 1938-39, and as will be heard at various times over
of the Board of Trustees the Columbia network on "The World
rence University, Mr. Noble Today" Mondays through Saturdays
with the fundamental con- from 6:45 to 6:55 p.m., EWT; on
blic service. He represents "Report to the Nation" Tuesdays from
f forward looking man that 9:30 to 10 p.m., EWT; and "World
e continued operation of News Today" Sundays at 2:30 to 2:55
Network in the public in- p.m., EWT.
oods declared.

any available time in the program
schedule. The text, written in light,

on

nation Contented Hour
ROGS AND MARINES

AMP

j

opment of a new but old network.
It simply means that radio has one

more avenue of expression for principles which characterize this democratic system.... We are gratified and
enthusiastic of what will undoubtedly
enlarge a more successful service to
the radio public."

Times.

conversational style, includes per-

sonal items about old and new radio
stars, facts about coming programs
and changes in the format of estab-

lished shows. In addition, each release
will have a feature story built

around some well known radio per-

sonage. The programs can .be sold for
local sponsorship.
Among the stations that plan to use

"Your Radio Reporter" are WTAM,

Cleveland; W G Y,
Schenectady;
WHAM, Rochester; WBZ, Boston;
president in charge of the Blue west- WTIC, Hartford; WBAL, Baltimore;
oast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
od-Don E. Gilman, vice- ern division, stated: "The sale of the WSM, Nashville, and WOAI, San
Blue is a very happy conclusion to Antonio, all 50,000 watt affiliates.
many months of constructive develonday, Aug. 2, 10 P.M.

Minneapolis group shortly after resigning from the position of executive editor of the Minneapolis Daily

WCBm u p.u..1
appe,.tosc.r y FREE B PETERS
.a! aw! 444o
u.u.5. ! w

Claire On "Theater Of Air"
Marion Claire, soprano, will return
to the "Chicago Theater of the Air"
Saturday to co-star with Attilio Bag
giore, tenor, in a musical dramatization "Prologue to Destiny" over the
Mutual network at 9 p.m. Miss Claire
has been vacationing.

VJCBQ1
RITIMORE'S
BLUE NETWORK
OUTLET
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Sees Ad Men Setting

Television Pattern

WORDS AND MUSIC
By HERMAN PINCUS

(Continued from Page 1)

television after the war," Cuff said,
in addressing the American Television Society Thursday. "Most of the
leaders have already recognized the
potentialities of the new medium and
a number are conducting experimental programs or planning to do so.
"Now, when the television audience
is necessarily limited by wartime restrictions, is the time for advertisers
to test the medium, 'play around' with
television and experience the growing

pains of program development-by
trial and error-so that when televi-

sion becomes full-blown they will be

ready for it. There is only one way
to understand television, and that is

to actually use it."
Cuff, who besides his other duties at

DuMont, is also on the air Sunday

evenings with "The Face of the War,"
television's oldest program, declared
that in its simplification of television

programs "DuMont is in the process

of making a molehill

out of the

mountain."

Television Facilities "Flexible"

"Most persons," he said, "are under
the impression that television is very
complicated, that it requires large

studios and large staffs-so large, in
fact, that many in the advertising
business believe that it is too complex for them to tackle and they
therefore are leaving it alone.
"But all of this is not so. Some
operators of television stations have
use only a small
part. Regardless of the studio dimensions, television is

limited by the

size of the viewing screen.

"Television must be intimate. It

must be show business, yet recognize

the all-important fact that it reaches
the public in their homes. When they
are lounging and relaxed, they don't
want too much theatrical effect; they
do want intimate informality. Thus
it is a mistake to present programs
that try to compete with a stage show

in a theater of a floor show in

a

cabaret, or to present shows that are

too formal or dressy. What the viewer

sees on the screen must be in harmony with the informality in which
he is clothed in body and mind and
the intimacy of his surroundings."
Discussing further the commercial
possibilities, Cuff said:

"Television will be the era of the
fullest exploitation of trade marks.
It is the greatest medium yet developed for the advertiser of trademarked goods and packages, for he
can not only tell his full story but
also show his product, animated and

in use, and thus exploited

to the

very best advantage.

"Gadgets, miniatures and similar
devices can so build up a setting for

the client's product that there is

created in the viewer's mind an indelible picture of the trade -marked

merchandise. The viewer gets a fixed
image of the product and the uses to
which it is put. It is up to the advertising business to develop this use of
television, for the advertiser will
eventually set the pace."

IN the biographies of famous stars, one invariably reads of a particular
song which catapulated the artist, identified with it, to stardom....
glancing backward we found Nora Bayes and "Shine On Harvest Moon,"
Sophie Tucker and "Some of These Days," Eddie Cantor and "Ida." Ted
Lewis and "When My Baby Smiles At Me." Mary Martin and "My Heart
Belongs To Daddy." the Andrews Sisters and "Bei Mir Bist du Schoen,"
George 'easel and "My Mother's Eyes," Morton Downey and "Carolina
Moon," Bob Hope and "Thanks For The Memory," Ethel Merman and
"You're The Top." Rudy Vallee and "Deep Night," etc....Fate still is
whirling the wheel of fortune in the same manner and thus we find
Ella Mae Morse, vocalovely heard on Johnny Mercer's Music Shop via
NBC, linked to "Mister Five By Five," which she originally waxed for
the writers Gene DePaul and Don Raye under the Capitol Records label,
which incidentally is owned by Mercer and Buddy DeSylva.... When the
stork brought baby Ella 19 years ago to a couple down in Dallas, Texas,
the Mother and Father of the infant were playing the piano and drums
respectively in a dance band and when the newcomer reached the age
of twelve she just naturally became the vocalist for the outfit.... later
she sang, when but fifteen, with Jimmy Dorsey's band and when Freddie
Slack left the Dorsey crew to go out on his own in San Diego, Ella who
liked California. shifted her talents to Slack's band where she met and
married Richard Showalter, pianist -arranger for Chico Marx' orchestra.
So when Mercer took over Bob Hope's spot for the summer, he naturally
picked the gal who made "Cow Cow Boogie" and "Mr. Five By Five," hits.

RADIOLOGY: Carlton Alsop, who directs the "Abie s Irish Rose,"
NBComedy, has been named producer of the Judy Canova program,
replacing Diana Bourbon, who resigned to join the overseas branch

of the OWI....Bob (Thanks to the Yanks) Hawk says that the
laundry situation is so bad these days, that he gets all his buttons
back-but no shirts....Ethel Smith, rhumba -samba organist with
the "Hit Parade" NBCiggie, has signed an MGMovie contract....
her first flicker will be "Mr. Co-ed," which is slated to start rolling
October 1....Max Marcin's CBSeries, "Crime Doctor," started its
fourth consecutive year Sunday.... Lovely Lois January, last seen
on Broadway in "High Kickers," and who presently is known on
the air as "Reveille Sweetheart," has been offered a leading role
in Mike Todd's forthcoming "Mexican Hayride"....FDR's speech
which took over the Jack Carson time made it necessary for a

shifting of guesting dates.... Bob Benchley will appear on that

program Aug. 4 and Simone Simon and Phil Harris will heckle
the Carson feller a week later....After two months, a letter from
the Victory Twins has arrived from "somewhere in the South Pacific."

***

LEFT HAND ON THE KEYS: Gladys Shelley. ih collaboration with
Wallace Jones, hot trumpeter with Duke Ellington's Band, has written a
new torch ballad titled, "Until It Happened To Me," which the Duke introduced on the air and which he predicts will go places.... Lillian MacDonald

and Howard Warren have turned out a Patriotic March called, "In the

WJZ Completes Sti

Of Listening Haim
(Continued from Page 1)

the "WJZ Multiple Market
measured the dialing habits
teners to all stations in
75,000

ld
ii

cif;

population and over

t

the V2 my/m contour of WJZ. ¡t
in New York, New Jersey, Pt's
vania, Connecticut and De.var*
came under the Crossley scrub,
total of 68,226 calls were mt; 1
Metropolitan New York, Ph dety1
phia, Allentown, Reading, Sex toT
Wilkes-Barre,
Camden, Ti to;
Bridgeport, New Haven and NM
mington.

The purpose of the survey st

get a much -needed comparison tltj

listening habits in Metropolitans.
York with those of the other in oty

of people who live outside oiler
York, but still within the prat

areas of the leading New Yor;c11,
tions. Because of the dimin l
signals of New York's score of des
pendents and the widely varyirdee

grees of signal strength than; to
the 50,000 watt stations in theul.

side area, time -buyers have aql
that the listening outside of eV

York cannot be compared wallet
in the Metropolitan area.
Consequently they have beetwl

able to get an accurate picture'
New York station's total folk*
from the various continuing sue
which confine their calls to IC*
politan New York. Lack of fil
information on listening in this*

outside area has been a sore If
among New York time buyer.*
some time.
According to the "Multiple M>d

Study" WJZ was revealed

ashe

dominant New York station in til
of the ten cities surveyed. No fill
are being released, however, on
standing with the local stations m

cities surveyed, as the intent olp

survey was not to pose WJZ Il
competitor of the stations In .t$

particular cities.
In this study, the most compren
sive ever undertaken in these tlt

by any New York station, the i'

were made during the last two Wl'
of May, Monday through Friday ;o
8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Results were brio

down by two-hour periods ando

index was computed for

morel

afternoon and evening for each '

153rd Birth Anniversary,
Of Coast Guard On Wt I

Land of the U.S.A." which Vicki Nevada has been featuring with marked
success on her USO camp show appearances....When George Simon of
Melrose Music was on the coast he heard a song titled, "Thinkin' About
the Wabash," written by Sammy Cahn, Walter Bullock and Jule Styne,

United States Coast Guard celebrtt.

which he wanted to publish.... the writers did not think his firm big
enough to make the song so they turned down his offer and placed the
number with Buddy Morris, who promptly put it in as the plug song of

equipment on the Charles River IN
was heard over WBZ-WBZA, Bog
at 4:30 p.m. yesterday. Annoy

the Melrose catalogue, the firm he just purchased from George Simon....
Mack Green swears it'll be on the "Hit Parade,"

mitter aboard a Coast Guard sial'
bian truck, ,broadcast an on-thewq
description of the water display''
the basin. The music on the pro

***

Be A Rational National-

The 153rd birth anniversary of

with an elaborate program at
Esplanade and a huge display

Carl Caruso, packed with a Ira

was arranged and played by

I

Port of Boston Coast Guard Baal

{

THE EXECUTIVE

WHO STOPS TO THI

Knows that "10% for War Bonds isn't enough these days"
Workers' Living Costs going up ... and
Income and Victory Tax now deducted
at source for thousands of workers .. .
Check! You're perfectly right ... but
all these burdens are more than balanced
by much higher FAMILY INCOMES for
most of your workers!

Millions of new workers have entered

the picture. Millions of women who
never worked before. Millions of others
who never began to earn what they are
getting today!

This space is a contribution to
America's all-out war effort by

RADIO DAILY

A 10% Pay -Roll Allotment for War

Bonds from the wages of the family
bread -winner is one thing-a 10% PayRoll Allotment from each of several workers
in the same family is quite another matter!

War Bond campaign is built around the
family unit-and labor-management sales
programs should be revised accordingly.

of the family's new money!

For details get in touch with your local
War Savings Staff which will supply you
with all necessary material for the proper
presentation of the new plan.

That's why the Treasury Department
now urges you to revise your War Bond
thinking-and your War Bond selling-on
the basis of family incomes. The current

year's bonds are to win! So let's all raise
our sights, and get going. If we all pull
together, we'll put it over with a bang!

Why, in many such casés, it could well
be jacked up to 30%-50% or even more

Last year's bonds got us started-this

you've done your bit
... now do your best!

********* ***
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-5> 7> Coast -to -Coast
DICK HAYMES, baritone, will co-

WFBL, Syracuse, released Vol. 2,
WAOV, Vincennes, Ind: on Augumt
star with Carole Landis tomor- No- 7 of their mimeograph "Noo-se" 11 will carry the war bond ceremonies
row at 10 p.m. on the WMCA, New paper of four pages back to back for to the scene of the two -man Japanese
York program presented in coopera- the service boys of the Grecian - submarine now being moved to the
tion with the Auxiliary Aircraft named city. Stencil sketches of Indiana city on its nation-wide tour

Warning Service each Tuesday night. humorous incidents are used through- ....Aline Arnold, the home economist
Jerry Sears and his orchestra will out the issue to good effect.
of WAOV, has begun a new series of
also feature Lois January and Paul
"canning" programs, sponsored by the
Sullivan.... Literary editor of the
East Side Market of the locale as the
New York "Post" Sterling North was In view of the mounting tension caused War Food Administration is stressing
a guest of WMCA's program "Fight- by Oklahoma City's present iniantile to all women the need to preserve all
ing Words" Saturday. John McCaffery paralysis. Helen B. Schuyler of ROMA kinds of foods in the midst of the
of Doubleday -Doran presided as asked Dr. R. L. Bennett of the Warm present canning shortage.... WAOV
moderator as the topic in discussion Springs. Ga. Institute, who was in the recently carried the graduation exerwas "Books and the Home Front.".... city at the time by assignment through cises of nearly George Field Army
Thomas F. McGloin, acting assistant the National Infantile Paralysis Associa- Air Base....The sports parade heard
director, First Aid, Water Safety and tion, to discuss the current local polio out- on WAOV, has been renewed by Esco
Accident Prevention of the New York break and to outline preventive measures Walk & Son of Vincennes for 26 more
Chapter of the American Red Cross, that could be readily adaptable to the weeks, six days per week.

will speak on the subject "Learn to
Swim" next Saturday on WMCA's
"Good Health to You" series.

situation.

Maria Ouspenskaya, famed actress

the Russian Art Theater, will be
Members of the University of Oregon of
heard on WIP, Philadelphia today

summer session radio writers class recent- before her role in the Bucks County
ly wrote "The Perfect Crime- that was Playhouse production, "The Romantic
produced on a 15 -minute program on EEL Young Lady."....On the occasion of
Portland... .Mel Baldwin has joined the Mussolini's birth anniversary, WIP
announcing staff of EGW-ICE2C. Portland,

WHAM. Rochester, has added the fourth

weekly broadcast from Sampson Naval
Training Station to its schedule recently The new program features dramatisations
by Sampson's bluejackets of the heroic
episodes in the lives of Navy men. The
musical background is arranged by Seaman 2nd Class Art Jarrett and the station

billed as the Viriginia Mountain*
Charles Ledingham, newcomer le
has been added to the announcb
of WLVA. He was formerly a shoe
man in a local department store.

A South Haven, Mich. v
offered to buy a $5,000 war
Danny

O'Neill,

WBBM,

singer, would sing "Eli Eli"
a bond rally held at the res
However, Danny's accompan
the tune. Whereupon Da
stituted "A Little Bit of Heav
ting the war bond anywa

Red Cross has asked WBB

Tom Haley, John Batchelder and G
Sandefer. Sandefer has lust receltn
medical discharge from the Air
after 363 days of service.

workers and executives will discuss Ada M. Rogers, Clinton
methods of curtailing absenteeism. chairman of the American R
The objectives will be to aid workers
in their shopping problems, transportation, child care, laundry service and
other burdens that cause workers to
skip a day now and then to attend to
these matters,

he played a Welsh policeman in "Yes- orchestra.

terday's Magic" which starred Paul
Muni. Last season Monks was the
WPAR, Parkersburg, West Va. was
southern doughboy in "The Eve of instrumental in helping keep Dan
St. Mark."
Cupid's date at the altar recently.
The story related follows: At fifteen
When Clift Gray, SPA, Spartanburg, minutes of five, it was found that a
S. C., arranged to visit Washington, D. C. neighborhood church organ had gone
to gain a clearer picture of the farm out of order. One of the bridal group

consists of hill -billy and dance

Barnes to write another
Mobilizes" program to stimul
In appreciation of his "generous co- donations.
operation which played such an important
part in making our benefit show such an
Ken Banghart. WRC. Washington
outstanding success." Bundles For Amer- announcer, now has six commerde
ica. Inc., has awarded Henry Sylvern, Don Fischer. former WRC chief one
musical director of "This Is Our Cause." and NBC presidential announce,
heard each Sunday at 4:30 p.m. on WINS, been promoted to night program
New York. an honorary membership in agar... .New WRC-NBC announce

a half-hour program on the its organization.
alter being discharged from the Army presented
and fall of Il Duce... -Joe
because of physical disabilities. Baldwin rise
WPAT, Paterson, N. J. will place a
WIP orchestra will vacation
is a native, having been with KWIJ. Port- Frasetto's
mike at the Rotary Club Luncheon
until September 3.
land. previous to this.
in Passaic tomorrow while the war

James Monks, playing the role of
Wade Douglas in NB:. s dramatization "A Woman of America," has been
signed for the roe of Cassio in
"Othello" to be produced in the Fall
with Paul Robeson in the lead. This
is the second contract in a Theater
Guild production. Two seasons ago

on WLVA and WBTM, Danville,

Lieut.-Col, Bernice Wilbur, author the
"Saturday Evening Post" article "Angels
in Long Underwear," remarked in her
recent visit to the WBZ, Boston studios.
that she couldn't get accustomed to the

civilian luxuries

of

easy chairs, thick

was guest on the WMFF, PI
program "Shopping at Sharron
daily remote from the local de
ment store.... Rosebud Creamery

barks on its fourth consecutive
as participating sponsor on the
morning program "To The Woe
..Merkels department store si

for an additional 26 weeks on

"Mystery Chef," a Blue Net wall

operative show....Ruth Cothran

returned from her vacation to ref

her bi-weekly. feature "News I

the Home Front" over wan

carpets, as they make her "feel restless." George Wilson, athletic coach et
Her visit, however, was to comment on local high school, joins the anfl

situation, he asked his listeners to send attending the wedding made a frantic the need for more army nurses over WBZ. ing staff of WMFF for the sum

in the questions they'd like answered. Col- dash to WPAR to obtain a wedding
lecting all these questions, Gray traveled march recording. However, there

The "Famous Hoosier Hop," for the
wasn't sufficient time to return to the past eight years a barn dance proMarie Jones, War Food Administrator. The church on schedule. WPAR called gram on WOWO, Fort Wayne, Ind.,
WFA head threw up his arms, exclaim- the church and inquired whether reopened last week amidst the color-

Gilbert -Sullivan On Blot

scribed interviews and air -expressed them melodic strains of the bridal chorus danoe.
to WSPA for broadcasts.
from "Lohengrin" through the speaker
of the radio set.
Ellsworth Gosling, staff announcer at
WLVA, Lynchburg. Va., resigned to take
The crisis in Italy, precipitated by Mus- up new duties as a mike -man with WI?,
solini's downfall, was the occasion for a Philadelphia. Having worked as "Ellsspecial broadcast on WTAG. Worcester, worth" on WLVA's "Top O' The Morning"
4 5

each Saturday, at 8:15 p.m.,

to the

Capital and presented them

to

ing that it would require his staff at least there was a radio receiver handy.
two weeks to answer all those questions. When it was verified there was one,
While waiting for these queries to be WPAR played the recording at the
answered. Gray made a number of tran- studio, filling the church with the

1
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August 2
Bob Burns

John Kieran

C. Henry Nathan
Doris Rising
Clark Ross
Ray Suber
Beverly Younger

S

last week, in which prominent local citizens of Italian extraction participated in a
round -table discussion. Speakers on the
program discussed the possible repercussions and gave their opinion of the reac-

As Symphony Vacant

ful atmosphere of rustic costumes, With Wilbur Evans, America
ringing cowbells, whistles and tam- tone, singing leading roles. se,
bourines. The personnel opened the of Gilbert & Sullivan operettas
program with an old fashioned square be presented over the Blue lets

show for the past two years. he will be

Phillip
known as Ken Barrett on WIP
Allen. manager of the Tri-City stations of
Virginia. is vacationing with the family
Hilda Wagers, former
in New Jersey
tions of Worcester's Italian -American music librarian at WLVA. has been transpopulation, symbolized by bonfire cele- ferred to the continuity department.
brations. Michael H. Selzo. former state Gale Pearson, announcer, has been named

starting August 21, and
through October 2. Singing

porting roles will be a so
to be selected; Frederick
tenor;

Celia Branz, control

Paul Reed, baritone.

Filling the time allotted

Boston Symphony Orche
will be off the air during tha
the popular

musical extra

will be conducted by Josef
Opening production will be
of Penzance,"

Upon conclusion of the

Claude Taylor, Boston Symphony

Orches
with Phil Brook, WTAG chief announcer, program director of WLVA, is the emcee ducted by Dr. Serge Ko
on the new Dr. Pepper soft drink show will return to the air,
presiding at the discussion.

Senator, was featured on the broadcast the new music librarian
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D & 0 's Tele
Il Discusses Blue;
so McGraw Angles
hgton Bureau, RADIO DAILY

gton - Possibility

that
Publishing Company
ill be in the Blue Network picw -Hill

raised yesterday by FCC
James Lawrence Fly. The

told a press conference yes -

at he "does not know that
Hill has dropped from the

Fly said that Noble has "for
ent taken full responsibility

urchase but there is some
ty as to what persons will

with him."

cement of the sale of the

was made Friday by RCA(Continued on Page 6)

Ye Uncle Don
Uncle Don succeeded last night
where Superman failed. It seems
that at 5:45 p.m. some one in the
WOR studios accidentally pushed

a police alarm bringing a whole

Schedule

Three Clients In Experimental Move To

- Use G. E. Outlet Dividing Hour
Beginning Next Friday

troop of gendarmes who, stationed

at entrances and exits, refused to

let anyone out or in. Superman,
trying to leave, was told "Super-

See August Listeners

However, Uncle Don, donor of much

Maintaining '43 Gains

man or no Superman, you stay in"!

time to police benefits, got a cordial salute-and admission.

H. Y. FCC Investigation

Gets Under Way Today

Radio reception in 1943 mercial tele experiment and explora -

(Continued on Page 2)

Advertising plans are
g formulated and will be

uit.

shortly.

(Continued on Page 6)

Find Jobs Waiting
Chicago-Seventy-two jobs were
awaiting the graduates of the second
NBC -Northwestern University Summer Radio Institute when they were
handed their graduation certificates

Cottington Will join
in Chicago last week-end-and the
end of the offers from radio stations
Erwin, Wasey Agency Four New Web Series
is not in sight.
Scheduled Over Mutual This is the climax of a joint educa C. H. Cottington, radio director of
McCann-Erickson,

Inc., will join
program series, varied in
Erwin, Wasey & Co., Inc. as radio Four newhave
been added to the
Citrus Commission has ap- director on August 16. Cottington character,
schedule
of
the
network. They
Benton & Bowles, Inc. as its formerly was a vice-president at N. are "Happy JoeMutual
and
Ralph," "Quiz
Ing agent for the advertis- W. Ayer & Son.
(Continued on Page 2)
Florida oranges, grapefruit,

es, seedless limes, and canned

were accelerated yesterday
when BBD&O completed arrange-

ments with three sponsors and the
General Electric tele outlet WGRB,
whereby the agency will
Every indication that radio listen- Schenectady,
utilize one hour of time on regular
ing for the month of August will periods
next Friday. Hour
maintain the average listening pace chosen isbeginning
9-10 p.m., EWT and for the
set earlier this year was revealed in time being there will be a tentative
the 100 per cent Yardstick Radio Sur- monthly schedule.
veys conducted by the Pulse of New General supervision of the comYork, Inc.

Indications are that the sessions of
the House Select Committee investigating activities of the FCC, starting
rS. Buck, Nobel and Pulitzer in New York this morning in Room Yankton, S. D.-Tallest radio tower
nner and author of such 705 of the Federal Building, may run in the Americas will be formally dedilassies as "The Good Earth" for considerable length of time if all cated by WNAX, Yankton -Sioux City,
gon Seed," has paid tribute of the witnesses are called as pro- Sept. 4. The tower, 927 feet in height,
's Inter -American Univer- posed -by Eugene L. Garey, general is the second tallest structure in the
e Air's newest series, "The counsel of the committee. As stated country being topped only by the
Empire State Building.
(Continued on Page 6)
tory" In a letter to Sterling
WNAX, owned and operated by the
director of the NBC Inter (Continued on Page 7)
University of the Air, Miss

a Citrus Acct.
To Benton & Bowles

client

Set Dedicatory Program
For Highest Tower Debut N. W. Radio Graduates

Buck Pays Tribute
NBC "Pacific Story"

(Continued on Page 5)

Experiments with commercial tele-

vision on the part of agency and

(Continued on Page 7)

Major Clausen Joins Staff
Of WJZ Commentators
Another noted figure was added to the

list of WJZ commentators in the perN. Y. Outlets In Full Co -Op Far
son of Major Walter Clausen, former
East war correspondent when he
With Mayor On "Disorder"
(Continued on Page 2)

Biggest Yet
ywood - Paramount's radio
lotion for the Carthay Circle

dere of "For Whom the Bell
lb" August 16 will be the bigge in local theater history. Spot

ao,uncements, six participation
alms on MIX, KECA, KFI, KFWB,

KE and KFAC, featuring news.
muc and the cast on special
lrndcasts will herald the premiere,

Li the premiere will be aired.

Sked Belmont Feature
On MBS This Saturday

New York's radio stations gave full

cooperation to Mayor LaGuardia in
getting him on the air early Monday
to help curb the rioting that
The 41st running of the $15,000 morning
added Merchants' and Citizens' broke out in Harlem Sunday night.
rioting to date has taken a toll of
Handicap, one of Saratoga's featured The
six lives, 200 injured, 359 arrests and
races, will be described by turf com- heavy looting.
mentator Bryan Field in his broad- The Mayor urging the people to
cast from Belmont Park over the
the streets and "go to bed" first
Mutual network next Saturday 4:15- clear
on the air at 12:51 a.m. to 1:00
4:30 .p.m, EWT. Field will also give went
and was carried by WOR, WJZ
a review of the Saratoga Special for a.m.
and WABC. The original broadcast
two-year olds.
(Continued on Page 7)

Technique
Mutual engineers used a special
technique to assure transmission of

"U. S. Army Radio in Africa" to
listeners here last Saturday. Early
morning, when transmission Is us-

ually better, the studios made recordings to synchronize with the
"live" broadcasts. When the "live"
broadcasts faded because of atmos.
pheric conditions, the transcription
supplemented the "live" broadcast.
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P Dahn, Vice -President; Charles A. Alienate,
Secretary. Terms (Post free) United States

outside of Greater New York, one year, $10;
foreign, year, $15. Subscriber should remit

all communications to

Address

LEE

B.

WAILES,

general

manager

of West-

NEVILLE MILLER, president of the NAB, a
inghouse Radio Stations, Inc and W. B. McGILL, visitor in New York while en route to Cape
sales promotion manager of KDKA. Pittsburgh, Cod for two days.
are spending a few days in New York.
KATHERINE FOX, co-ordinator of war activiTOM SLATER, Mutual network director of ties
and public service director for WLW-WSAI,
sports and special events, left last night for is back at the station
following a two-week
Washington, D. C. Tomorrow and Thursday he vacation.
mil; attend and participate in the glider invasion demonstration at the Maxton Army Air
JOHN WELLINGTON, Blue Network poducer,
Base in North Carolina.
is in Pando, Cal., for the broadcasting of to.

night's "Spotlight Bands" program from nearby
C. OTIS RAYWALT, of the Burn -Smith Com- Camp Hale.
Inc., has left on his vacation.

pany,

RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York,

E.

HILL,

E.

director of WTAG

managing

Y. Phone Wlsconsin 7-6336 7-6337, and WIXTG, Worcester, Mass., is en route to
Chicago, Ill.-Frank Burke, Suite Milwaukee, where he will attend the conferences
4800-A, Merchandise Mart, Phone Delaware of the FMB!.
..950. Hollwood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425
Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
S.
C. VINSONHALER, general manager of
Entered as second class matter April 5, KLRA, Little Rock, who has been here for
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y., more than a week, left last night for Arkansas.
,,nder the act of March 3, 1879.
TOMMY DOLAN, traffic manager of the Blue
Network, is on a vacation of two weeks.
N.

1-6338.

FINANCIAL

CHARLES A. SMITHGALL,

gia

RCA First Pfd

Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse

97/

91/2

701/4
115/8

92

203/4
701/4
111/4

short visit

on

station and

network

RAD HALL, off by plane for Boston. originating point of tonight's "Beat the Band" program.

H. E. WESTMORELAND, of WEBC, Duluth, was
town yesterday conferring with the New

York representatives of the station.

CLYDE KITTELL, NBC announcer, and MRS.
KITTELL have returned from a vacation spent
on their farm in New Hampshire.
EZRA T. BENSON, executive secretary of the
National Council of Farmers Co-operatives, reyesterday from a tour of the middle
and far west. He was heard last night on
"America's Forum of the Air" over the Mutual
turned

network.

WORTH

KRAMER,

manager

of

WGKV,
Charleston, West Va., is vacationing in Findlay,

Ohio, his home town.

Chg.

Close

21% 21% 21%191/4
351/4

a

in

ALFRED
LOWE,
commercial
manager of
Macon, up from Georgia for a few days
THOMAS L. MEANS, of the CBS promotion WBML,
on
station
and
network
business.
He
will leave
150% - 41/2 department, is in Charlotte, N. C., for talks at later in the week.

Net

201/4
361/2
213/8

for

business.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Am. Tel. Cr Tel
CBSA
Corsley Corp.
Gen. Electric
Philco
RCA Common

IR., general man-

ager of WAGA. Atlanta has arrived from Geor-

(Monday, Aug. 2)
High Low
1543/8 150

Maintaining '43 Ciit
(Continued f,.rn Page

Publisher

:

and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York,
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
President and Publisher; Donald M. Mersey

with order.

See August listenrs

Price 10 Cts.

Editor

.

l01

1/4

191/4 -

WBT, Columbia's WO station in that city.

SARA ANN McCABE, vocalist, is back in
manager of
after a series of personal appearances at
201/4 - 3/e WLEU, Blue Network outlet In Erie, Pa., arrived town
Camp Patrick Henry, Virginia.
95/8 - I/e in New York yesterday.
701/4 + 1/4

354 - 11/4
111/4 - 1/8

88% 88% - 25/e

Zenith Radio
321/4 301/2
303/4 - 3/e
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Hazeltine Corp.
29% 29%
29% 31/4
31/4 - is
Nat. Union Radio
3%
OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Farnsworth Tel. G Rad
Stromberg-Carlson
WCAO
Baltimore)
Detroit)
WJR
1

Asked

8%

8

103/8
21
371/2

23

11

..

V.

HAMILTON -WEIR,

general

Four New Web Series
Hynes On Extended Tour
Scheduled Over Mutual Among OWI Local Offices
(Continued from Page 1)

Wizard," "The 'Black Castle"

and

Major Clausen Joins Staff introduces news and views about
glamorizing for the duration
Of WJZ Commentators milady's
of the war.
(Continued from Page 1)

launched a program of news and commentaries over WJZ yesterday at
6:05 p.m., EWT. Backed by an exten-

sive career in the military and reporting fields, Major Clausen recently completed a new book, "Blood

For the Emperor," which will be off
the presses this month.
Shortly after Pearl Harbor was at-

tacked by the Japanese, the Asso-

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-John D. Hynes, chief
"Sophisticated Lady."
of the station relations division of
"Sophisticated Lady," conducted by the OWI's Domestic Radio Bureau,
Maxine Keith, is heard Monday has left on a two-week trip to confer
through Friday 3:30 to 3:45 p.m., with six of the OIW3 regional station
EWT, effective Friday (July 30). It relations offices. He will be away

BOSTON
MASS.

the editorial staff of RADIO DAILY.

IDEAL LIVING
and WORKING CONDITIONS

Miss Weiss had been with RADIO DAILY

$35.00 A WEEK TO START

had been with "The Billboard." for
four years and had been affiliated,
also, with the War Manpower Commission's vocational guidance and employment service.

The increase in radio lis

attributed to traveling rest
on rails and gasoline rationin
mented by the increased persi
terest in the rapid develops
war news on all the battle fro
The graph illustrated on tht
showed a steady decline in li
for 1942, beginning with
dropping sharply at the turn c
Although listening in March di

t

it held fairly firm as April w
alded with the rains, holding

until the turn of May. Whe
merged with June the gral
dined sharply. However, the

ence in 1942 and 1943, the gra
this year straightened out, ma

ing a fairly steady pace and it

pected that this pace will be
tained, as the war is rapidly
ing new situations on all fro[

Ivan Frank Tyler
Montreal-Ivan Frank Tyli
associate producer of Radio Pi

Producers and former junio
champion, died in a hospital het
terday following a brief illnt

McGill graduate, he produced
outstanding radio programs an

an active member of the Pi
Club.

"Supersuds'
"Bond Bread"
"Resinol"
Last week, three more
advertising 'names' all

themselves with the
growing group of nati
using WITH to cover
Baltimore market effici
and economically.
You're next?

WL

ai

UNDERSTAND SHOWMANSHIP

Sylvia Weiss, has resigned from

for the past two years and before that

est level of listening in 1942
January and the lowest level
with July listening only 63 1
of January's. However, th
July listening level was 84 p
of this year's March level.

During his trip Hynes will visit

the branches in Richmond, Atlanta,
fol- Dallas, Kansas City, Chicago and
lowing, Monday through Friday, 3:45 Minneapolis. He expects to return
to 4 p.m., EWT, is devoted to keep- the latter part of next week.
ing you on your toes, and to discovering your mental ability under presTastyeast On WNEW
sure of time.
Happy Joe Gentile and Ralph Binge, Tastyeast has signed for participanationally famed as Detroit's "Hell- tion on "Swing Billies," heard over
zapoppin' " pair, will bring their WNEW Mondays through Saturdays.
antics to a coast -to -coast network, The contract will run for 13 weeks.
for 13 weeks the product will be
Monday through Friday, beginning Also
Monday. August 9, 11:30 a.m. to 12 plugged on "Make Believe Ballroom"

ciated Press assigned Major Clausen
or. WNEW, Monday, Wednesday, Frito cover the headquarters of Admiral noon, EWT.
Chester W. Nimitz with Clausen, reLast of the foursome is "The Black day. C. L. Miller Co. is the agency.
maining there for more than a year. Castle," a one-man show ghost series,
The commentator will be heard which makes its Mutual debut, SaturMonday through Friday.
day (August 7) 3 to 3:15 p.m., EWT.
WANTED
Don Douglas will take the part of all
the characters appearing in the
2 ANNOUNCERS!
THIS LITTLE BUDGET stories.
MEN WHO
WENT TO

WORL

137 per cent in July over t

responding periods in 1942. Tt

10 days or two weeks.

"Quiz Wizard" immediately

Sylvia Weiss Resigns

I

to date has increased by a in
of 104 per cent in June to as

WTAQ

IN BALTIMORE

GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN
CBS
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ACTION PAsiot

'lii

841 COUNTIES

'

" 39 STATES
Mail came from counties shown
in gray.
Some counties in far
west not shown.

r1

Ration -book -holders have
been given away by the millions ... yet 37
announcements on KDKA brought 38,092 requests from LISTENERS! As a matter of
fact, this sponsor (late nite news, 11:05-11:15
p.m.) averaged 1029 replies per announcement. You get 50,000 Watts, Clear Channel,
and the world's best known call -letters when
you schedule KDKA .. .
but what is of greatest
importance, you get LISACTION!

TENERS
listeners.

... responsive

'WI time cd 9aad ti ste cut

50,000 watts and KDKA's long standing listener acceptance combine to
give advertisers an extra value
KDKA's regular Tri-State Market Area

-

plus a vast territory well beyond-at
no extra cost.

KDKA is one of the Nation's half dozen, lowest -cost -per -inquiry pro-

ducers.
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By RALPH WILK

MR. AND MRS. UPTON CLOSE

have just returned from a trip

to Denver, Colorado, where Mr. Close

addressed a large American Legion
rally at Colorado Springs. The trip
was a combined vacation and lecture
tour. While there, Close and James
R. MacPherson, station manager of

KOA, went on a fishing trip and
caught a three -pound mountain
trout. They are so proud of their
achievement that they are having the
fish mounted and autographed and
hung on the walls of the NBC station
in Denver.

Two of the many stooges making
people laugh at the Thursday broadcast Fred Brady show, stumbling Lou
Lubin and sputtering Charlie Kern -

per, are being held up as bad ex-

amples by the American Association
of Speech Teachers!

"Be Honest With Me" might just
as well have been the theme song
for "People Are Funny" Friday (30)

NBC, when the zany in -and -out -of the -studio stunt show tried to find out

just how honest people really were.

Emcee Art Baker assigned a member
of the studio audience to venture out
on Hollywood Boulevard to attempt
to find the answer in a typical
"People Are Funny" novel way.
Identifying "Ridin' Hard on a
Cloud" on the sheet music stands of
America is going to be mighty simple,

partner. On each copy of the song
will be a picture of NBC's sweetheart
of song, Ginny Simms, in cowboy

shirt, jeans and sombrero. "Ridin' Hard

on a Cloud" was written by Guitarist
Perry Botkin, a member of the
"Kraft Music Hall" orchestra, in cooperation with Bernie Schwartz and
Jon Bushellow, Jr. Bing Crosby will

introduce it to NBC dialers August
12.

"Murder is the Word for It" the

next Carlton Morse "I Love a Mysin the

tery" thriller, is centered

Mother Lode country of California
where author -producer Morse spent
his boyhood.

"Spitfire," the last film of Leslie
Howard, made in England just before
his

untimely death in the Nazi -

downed Lisbon to London transport,
will be broadcast by a cast of English stars including Basil Rathbone,
Reginald

Gardiner,

and

Heather

Angel, on the Monday, August 9th,
performance of the Screen Guild
Players.
Marvin Best, KHJ-Don Lee an-

nouncer, is receiving congratulations

on the birth of his first child, a son.
The boy was born in the Cedars of
Lebanon

Hospital,

and

named Douglas Gary.

has

been

ciaue 1/04 Mel ate voices

ern

.

By FRANK BURKE

MARION CLAIRE, soprano r
donna of the WGN-l1

`'I
d!
Smart Event In Music! ! !
111.111:111P,,

In the classic 5.6 p.m. period on NBC Sunday, David Sarnoff
in a brief talk turned over the sponsorship of the NBC Symphony Broadcasts

to General Motors Corp.... C. E. Wilson, president of G.M. accepted the
responsibility on behalf of his company as part of the important ceremony.
...Dr. Frank Black wielded the baton at the opening program which
featured Alexander Brailowsky as piano soloist in the Tchaikovsky Piano
Concerto No. 1 for Piano and Orchestra in B flat minor as the piece de
resistance of the program, both conductor and orchestra proving brilliant
in their work.... Overture to "Russian and Ludmilla" by Glinka opened
the program while an orchestral fantasy of Jerome Kern's "Ole Man River"
brought the exceptionally fine musical hour to a close.

Following the concert in the famed 8H, largest broadcasting studio in the world, NBC gave a reception in the Rainbow
Room in honor of General Motors and the press....David Sarnoff,
Chairman of the Board of NBC, Frank Mullen, Clarence Menser,
and Roy C. Witmer, vice-presidents, Clay Morgan, assistant to the
president, and many other NBC officials played host to C. E. Wilson,

president of General Motors, Paul Garrett, vice-president, H. H.
Curtice, president of the Buick Corp., and many other officials of
General Motors from Detroit, Flint and New York....Myron Kirk,
radio director, Robert Stewart, General Motors account executive,
and Gordon Mills, business manager of the radio department, all
of the Arthur Kudner Advertising Agency, also attended. Representatives from the general and musical and trade press of New
York were also NBC's guests....Dr. Frank Black and soloist Alexander Brailowsky were among the guests of honor....A fitting
climax to an eventful day in radio and music.

A. Reporter's Report Card .

. .

RAYMOND PAIGE: They like him so well at the Starlight
Roof of the Waldorf-Astoria (patrons and management) that they've extended Morton Downey's engagement, which was to have ended this
week, until September 1....COREY FORD: Listen in next Monday at
8 p.m., EWT and thrill to Ralph Bellamy's portrayal in the lead of the
radio adaptation of your book "Short Cut to Tokyo," which will be heard
on the NBCavalcade of America.... H. I. PHILLIPS: A little birdie told us
that you will 'sort of mention' your new tome "All Out Arlene," when you
guestar Thursday on Martha Deane's WORatory.... WILLIAM FORD MAN -

LEY: The National Academy of Broadcasting at Washington, D. C., has
selected several scripts of your NBC program "Snow Village," for classroom
material in the study of successful script -writing.... DAVE RUDMAN: As
mutually agreed, sound effects is a vital factor in the successful presentation
of comedy or drama on the air... .however we wonder what effect, if any,
a name can have on a Saturday afternoon shopping crowd....for instance
at the A&P Super Market in Newburyport, Mass, where the manager's name
is Les Noyes....EILEEN FARRELL: You are slated to guestrill August 29
on Andre Kostelanetz' program.... incidentally we hear that CBSolons are
readying a fifteen -minute Saturday Nite spot for you in addition to your
regular Thursday CBSustainers.

JACK BENNY: When Grace Hartman defended your
reputation one nite last week....she said that you aren't stingy
to light on one match....BING CROSBY: When Johnny Mercer
waxes enthusiastic on his NBCasts and gives out with "That's

GILBERT MACK

Capitol," ye sly old Music Shoppe proprietor is really giving a sly
plug to his own (and Buddy DeSylva's) recording firm, Capitol

LEX. 2-1100

"Theater of the Air," will reto;
the program August 7. She ha
vacationing for a month.
A dramatized tribute to the!,.
Guard on the 153rd anniversarl
founding will be presented on

Wednesday, 5:15 to 5:30 p.m
mond F. O'Malley, Jr., seams
class, one of the two survivors
Coast Guard cutter Escanaba's'
ing, will tell his story of th

Records.

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

'

minutes of the boat's loss.

A series of four discussiot

pounding phases of the genera..

"The Lessons of the War" tt
presented by the University o
cago Round Table, on NBC,
ning Sunday, August 8. The

will include the first complete :
Table broadcast from outside th

tinental United States in the 1'
of the program. The August 151
cast will originate in London an

be on the topic "On the Eco

System; Today and 'Tomorrow.'
ticipants will be Eric Johnston,
dent of the United States Cham

Commerce, and William B. B
vice-president of the Univerl
Chicago. The third speaker

-

I

pected to be a prominent Englis

Alma Platts has been added'
cast of NBC's "Helpmate," re

Kathryn Card, who has
New York.
Dick Post, radio director
Russel M. Seeds Company,

ing agency, has gone to N
for a couple of weeks to
the

making

of

transcrip

Grove Laboratories. A lar
ber of recordings of the Gol
Quartet show will be made.
E. M. Claypool, presiden
Publicity Club of Chicago,

WGN listeners what the

business is all about when he
viewed by June Baker on h

Management Program" tod
11:45 a.m. to 12 noon.

Danny O'Neill, new WB
ing discovery will be featu
Caesar Petrillo and his ore
the CBS "Forty Chicagoan
nesday, August 4th, from
11:30 p.m. Ell Henry. WLS

is vacationing, with Don K
motion director, handling
while Ell is away.
June Bundy, of Hollywo
town in advance of Spike J
his "City Slickers," who op
gagement at the Oriental
Friday. Miss Bundy reports
Spike band grossed $21,00
Orpheum, Omaha, and is n
another big week at the To
ter in Kansas City.

but merely superstitious....that you consider it unlucky for thirteen

ob

:.

OFFICE ASSISTA
Age 30, married, college honor.
with 8 years' secretarial and cle
experience; 6 years in radio.
sired $40.00 per week. Write R
Box 728, 1501 Broadway, New
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=VEST-ING

DEW PROGRAMS- IDEAS

Tu sdalr,

1

Accident Prevention
"News In Review"
A new series of 15 -minute prodirector of the women's re- In an effort to stem the prevalence grams
"The News In Review" will
of drowning cases, WTAG, Worcester,
er of the U. S. Coast Guard, on
recently broadcast a realistic demon- be presented on WHK, Cleveland,
Sate to Youth," tonight WEAF- stration of a rescue following a canoe as a radio newsreel. The program
ig 7:30 p.m.).
"accident." Staged in cooperation will stress the outstanding events
1NCE HUBERTUS ZU LOEWEN- with the Red Cross Safety Depart- and highlights in the world of sports,
)1, exiled by Hitler in 1933; EMIL ment, the graphic exhibition was in- locally, nationally or internationally.
Hungarian - Amercan tended to illustrate how waters' The series will include a theme and
GYEL,
r; NORMAN E. ISAACS, chief deaths could be prevented with safe incidental music. The reporters are
of the WHK staff who will
Trial writer of the Indianapolis methods of canoe management and members
bring the news to the mike will be
es," and DR. EDWARD ELLIOTT, rescue.
The "incident," which took place Russell Wise, Washington News; Duke
(),lent of Purdue University, dislocal; and Walt Davis, sports.
Ig "Should the Small Nations at near -by Lake Quinsigamont, was Lidyard,
Irope Keep Their Boundaries," covered by Patricia Neighbors, an- Carter Wayne will do the announcfinerica's Town Meeting of the nouncer for WTAG's FM station ing.
Thursday (WJZ-Blue Network, W1XTG. Picturing the scene as a
boy and a girl overturned in their
"Job Counselor"
>.m.).
canoe, Miss Neighbors described the Sponsored by 10 war plants and
BEL RANDOLPH, "Mrs. Up - subsequent rescue by a life-saving industries advertising for war workxi," on the "Kraft Music Hall," expert, pointing out the proper holds ers "Job Counselor" is a new pro.L UT. COMM. DOROTHY STRAT70

i

day (WEAF-NBC, 9 p.m.).

Y WOOD, in a sixth appear -

the "Stage Door Canteen,"

y (WABC-CBS, 9:30 p.m.).
ADMIRAL

LLOYD

T.

R, USCG, on the U. S. Navy
f Music "For Victory" show,
(WOR-Mutual, 7:30 p.m.).

and correct method of uprighting the gram heard on KLX, Oakland, Calif.,
canoe.
from 5:15-5:30 p.m. daily except
Sunday. The program's theme deals
with types of jobs offered, working
"Tic Tac Toe"
conditions and essentials of war
A new program called "Tic Tac work. "Job Counselor"
personally
Toe," a 15 -minute show featuring visits the plant of each advertiser,
Frances Ferguson, now being heard certifying conditions and opporon WINN, Louisville, collects back- tunities offered.
ground information on invasion points
and battle areas and supplements this by the families of boys in the

EL HEATTER, newscaster, with excerpts from letters received services.
tble or Nothing," Friday
McGrann Sets Up Post -War Pearl Buck
utual, 9:30 p.m.).

Job Plan For Servicemen

HUTTON, on the "Philip
layhouse," Friday (WABC- Cooperating with the President's
mJ.
announcement recently that this
will stand-by the service men
ROSENBLOOM, on Bill country
obtaining jobs for them directly
"Colgate Sports Newsreel," in
after the war, Frank McGrann, head
WEAF-NBC, 10:30 p.m.).
of the radio and motion picture diviof the Positions Securing Bureau,
FRANCIS and RICHARD sion
N, on "Soldiers with Wings," Inc., has opened a special "post-war
registry" for men in the
(WOR-Mutual, 9:30 p.m.). employment
armed forces who left jobs in radio
or motion pictures. Capt. Albert
E SIMON and PHIL HAR- Duffy of the Army Signal Corps at
"The Jack Carson Show," Wright Field was the first to register.
(WABC-CBS, 9:30 p.m.).

ITURBI, on Morton Gould's
Blanca Carnival," tomorrow
CBS, 10:30 p.m.).

K PARKER, on the Joan

ck Haley program, Thursday
BC, 9:30 p.m.).

Pays Tribute
To NBC "Pacific Story"

JAMES C. CUMMING has joined
John A. Cairns as account executive.
He formerly held a similar post with
Grey Advertising Agency. SAMJUDL

KAY, formerly with the Grey organization but more recently with

Gimbel Brothers, has rejoined the
agency today as controller.
DAVID RUTLEDGE has joined the
Omaha office of Beaumont and Hoh-

man. He formerly was national ad-

vertising manager of the Dayton
"Journal -Herald."
BBD&O has been appointed to place

the business of Northwest National
Life Insurance Company. J. M. Bridge
will be account executive.

JERRY LESTER PRODUCTIONS,
INC., theatrical producers, has named

Arthur Pine Agency to handle its
advertising.

WILTON C. HAFF has been elected

executive vice-president at Gregory
Advertising, Incoporated, of Cleveland, Ohio, according to Honor Gregory, president.

BOZELL & JACOBS Advertising
Agency baseball team will represent
Omaha in the Nebraska American
Legion midget baseball tournament at
on the new NBC series, 'The Pacific Norfolk, August 6, 7, 8 and 9.
(Continued from Page

1)

Story.'

radio and motion picture manpower. clared the series "should go far toward
McGrann has indicated a hope that providing national comprehension of
such a service will provide quick job Asiatic problems."
replacements following demobiliza-

OCD Head On NBC Show

BETTER VISION INSTITUTE, Inc.,

has named Lennen & Mitchell to
handle its advertising campaign
which will start about Oct. 1.

Buck, who is president of the East
and West Association, said:
"I should like to congratulate you

It is very timely and much
needed. We still have a war to win
in the Pacific and a peace to make,
and surely we ought to know the
countries and peoples over there.
They are so much like us in their
hopes and needs, if we only knew it.
"Everybody here in the East and
Duffy, before entering the service, West offices appreciates the seriesnaturally, since we are at work on
was a Hollywood script writer.
McGrann says that he plans to the same job of trying to explain
apply to his registry principles of peoples to each other on the two sides
the college draft of candidates for of the world, and they join in good
berths on professional baseball and wishes for the success of the series."
football teams. By this means the Richard J. Walsh, editor of the
agency expects to serve as a clear- magazine "Asia and the Americas,"
ing house of available post-war also sent congratulations. Walsh de-

tion.

AGENCIES

Fur Account On WDRC
The

gram contracted for is

of

Wise -

"Memory

Lane," late afternoon musical feature.

The account was handled by J. Eric
Williams. salesman.

CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

987,600

It ashington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Seattle, Wash., and an NBC cast in ton, N. J., from A.' Harry Zoog to
New York will dramatize a composite Elmer H. Wene, who recently purstory on child care.
chased 431/8 shares in the station.

department

three five-minute periods weekly in
August through September. The pro-

WINS And Trent Corp.
File Pleas With The FCC

Washington-OCD Director James Washington-The FCC yesterday
M. Landis will appear on the seventh received an application for shift to
program in the special NBC-OCD the 1010 band from WINS, New York,
series to be aired Saturday at 5:00 to be effective when it begins operap.m., EWT. Subject of the program tion on 50 kilowatts, unlimited.
will be the work of civilian defense Stipulated frequency was 1000 kilovolunteers in caring for the children cycles.
of working mothers. Landis will
The Commission also was asked to
present a citation for outstanding approve
the transfer
control of
work in this line to the city of the Trent Broadcastingof
Corp., Tren-

fur

Smith's department store has contracted with WDRC, Hartford, for

Thot's

the

population

in

WDRC's Primary Area Connecticut's Major Market! For this big audience,
WDRC is the buy-with one
low

9

uniform rate

for all

advertisers - notional, regional, local. WDRC, Hartford, Basic CBS for Connecticut.
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Fly Discusses Blue;

N IL W

Also McGraw Angles

from Page 1)
WLS, Chicago: Three new sponto Edward J. Noble, WMCA licensee, sored shows and a renewal are infor $8,000,000. No formal application cluded in business announced by WLS
for transfer of the licenses for WJZ, this week. Foley & Company (drugs)
New York; WENR, Chicago, or KGO, began its sponsorship of "Mountain
San Francisco, all owned by the Blue Theater" yesterday for a period
Network has yet been received in of 52 weeks. For an eight -week period
the program will be aired three times
Washington.
Sale of the network, Fly said, is an a week, and for the remaining 44
'outstanding example" of industry - weeks six quarter-hour shows will be
government co-operation. He empha- used. Jack Holden will be emcee and

sized that he was not expressing ap- the Prairie Ramblers' music will be
proval of this particular transaction- featured.
"that's up to the entire Commission," Dr. Hess and Clark (poultry remedies), Ashland, Ohio, begin sponsorhe said.
That Fly does expect approval for ship of a musical program called
the sale, however, was indicated when "Home Harmonies" today, using five
he said he did not contemplate pres- five-minute periods weekly for 52
sure upon Noble for the "immediate weeks. Show will feature recordings
divestment" of WMCA. Commission of Bill and Mary Adams and their
regulations make the sale of WMCA four sons. Business was placed through
obligatory when approval of Noble's N. W. Ayer Agency, New York.
purchase of the Blue stations is ap- The F. E. Myers & Brothers Company (water systems), of Ashland,
proved.
May Take Minority Interest

Fly made it clear that the Commission will be watching to see whether
McGraw-Hill does come into the picture again. It would be possible for
the publishing company to acquire a
minority interest without formal application, the only requirement being
the filing of full details with the FCC.

Ohio, have contracted for an early
morning program beginning September 13, to be heard each Monday, Wed-

nesday and Friday from 6:30 to 6:45
a.m., and featuring musical recording by the Sons of the Pioneers. Business was placed for 10 weeks through
Meldrum & Fewsmith Agency, Cleveland.

Pioneer HiBred Corn Company,
The original purchaser was to have Princeton,
Ill., has signed another 26 been a partnership composed of
contract for Julian Bentley's
Noble and James H. McGraw of week
p.m. news, for three 15 -minute
McGraw-Hill, but the FCC attitude 12:30
weekly. Placed through R. J.
toward publisher ownership of sta- periods
tions is credited with responsioility Potts -Calkins & Holden, Kansas City,
for withdrawal of McGraw-provided Mo.

complete withdrawal is intended. Fly
is apparently not certain that complete
withdrawal was intended.

Shouse Heads Radio Group
To Eliminate Absenteeism
Cincinnati-James D. Shouse, vicepresident of Crosley Corporation and
general manager of WLW-WSAI, was
appointed chairman of the sub -com-

mittee on radio for the Cincinnati
campaign against illegitimate absenteeism. The committee is in charge
of a series of broadcasts that will be

carried on Cincinnati stations as a
part of the drive to reduce absenteeism in the metropolitan and surrounding areas.
Serving with Shouse on the com-

II N IL

I

BBD&O Tele Schedlo

For Three Accoil:

(i ,ntinucd from Page 1)
WFIL, Philadelphia: Morris Plan
of such will be under the
Bank of Philadelphia, Philadelphia tion
(banking service) six fifteen -minute ance of Fred Machee agency

president and its television boa
studio programs weekly for 52 weeks, Schedule as now set calls for
thru Philip Klein Advg. Agency, Goodrich Rubber Co. using a
Philadelphia; Carter Products, Inc., hour feature demonstrating its
N.Y.C. (Carter's Little Liver Pills) ucts; also a brief talk by JO
three five-minute transcribed pro- Collyer, president of the coa
grams weekly for 52 weeks, thru Ted Script is by John Southwell
Bates, Inc., N.Y.C.; Griffin Manufac- BBD&O radio copy departmee
turing Co., Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y. Garth Montgomery and
1Griffin Shoe Polish) four arms. also of the agency.
weekly for 52 weeks, thru BermingLever On Schedule
ham Castleman & Pierce, Inc., New Lever Bros.
for Vims will use
York City; National Biscuit Co.,
comedy sketch by
N.Y.C. (Premium Crackers) 12 anns. minute
Kuhne,
featuring
Lyons. Bo
weekly for 13 weeks, thru McCann- of the radio copy Joe
department at
Erickson, Inc., N.Y.C.; Garden State tors as well. Dramatized
comml
Racing Association, Camden, N. J. will also be used.
(Garden State Park) three fifteen - Hamilton Watch Co. will taro
minute studio programs weekly for time breaks and has produced a
10 weeks, thru Al Paul Lefton Co., of slides.
Inc., Philadelphia; Rice & Holman,
BBD&O had already tried an e
Merchantville, N. J. (Rice & Holman iment
on the q. t. but which p
Ford Dealers -Merlin Motor Company) to be that of Royal
Crown Cola
five anns. weekly for indefinite pe- tele as an experiment. Other
riod, thru Cox & Tanz, Philadelphia; cies scheduled to delve into the
Dr. Jaynes, Philadelphia (Cough sibilities of commercial tele as a
Remedy) five anns. weekly for 26 war proposition are Benton & B
weeks, thru J. M. Korn Co., Phila- planning to use DuMont studios;
delphia; Harry Krouse, Philadelphia nen & Mitchell are also known
(automobile dealer) 11 anns. weekly making a close study of develop')
for 13 weeks, thru Samuel Taubman,
Philadelphia; Coronet Magazine, Chicago (Coronet Magazine) blanket N. Y. FCC Investigation

contract for at least 52 transcribed
anns.. within 52 weeks, thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago, Ill.; George

Gets Under Way To

(Continued from Page 1)
Gorson, Philadelphia (used cars) one
ann. weekly for 52 weeks, thru in these columns previously, ant
Philip Klein Advg. Agency, Phila- be probed here is the foreign lamt
WGY, Schenectady General Foods, delphia.
station situation. Particular emp
two anns., two per week, through
will be placed on the Italian lane
Benton & Bowles, Inc.; MacFadden
outlets, according to the wit')
Publications, four anns., four per anns., scattered schedule, through heard last week by Garey in pr
week, through Raymond Spector Co., Courtland D. Ferguson, Inc.; Benrus sessions in his own offices here. 'I
Inc.; American Chicle, 26 anns., one Watch Co., 260 anus., 52 weeks, five was no change up until last
per week, through Badger, Browning per week, through J. D. Tarcher & selection of Rep. Hart, New
Hersey. Studebaker Co., South Co.; Pillsbury Flour Mills, 130 anns., Democrat and Wigglesworth,
&
Bend, Ind., 42 news programs, three scattered schedule, through McCann- Republican to hold the New
per week, through Roche, Williams & Erickson, Inc.; Beech-Nut Packing hearings. Chairman Cox of G
Cunnyngham; J. J. Grass Noodle Co., Packing Co., 26 anus., two per week, of the Select Committee will
Chicago, part. in "Market Basket," through Newell -Emmett Co.; Lever present, as stated last week.
104 programs, two per week, through Bros., 80 anns., through Ruthrauff &
Washington B«rruu, RADIO D.1
Charles Silver & Co.; N. Y. Power & Ryan, Inc.; N. Y. State Savings Bank
Light Corp., five anns. per week, Assn., spots on "Musical Clock," five Washington-FCC Chairma>7
Lawrence Fly said yesterday
six times; Resinol Chemical Co., 145 weeks, three per week.

did not think the Cox Cot

Stauffer And OWI Execs Will Re -Classify Fathers
Meet Today In New York For Induction After Oct. 1

I) oe'
g'
Bu, eau, RADIO DAILY
mitee are Mortimer Waters, manager
of WCPO; Kenneth Church, manager
Washington -Details of OWI coof WKRC; Fred Palmer, manager of operation with the Treasury on the
WCKY; and Walter Callahan, man- Third War Loan Drive next month
ager of WSAI.
will be discussed today when Merritt
Shouse said that all local stations Barnum, Lavinia Schwartz and Nat
are cooperating in the absenteeism Wolfe, Radio Bureau deputy directors
campaign, and that, while they are in charge of the New York, Chicago
being paid for the time to make these and Hollywood offices, meet with
broadcasts, they are actually devoting Director Don Stauffer and his Washmore time to them than they are be- ington deputies, Philip Cohen and
ing paid for. Broadcast periods on William Spire.
the local stations are being coordin-

hearings due to resume today

ten day layoff, had been po
because of the Italian develc
and certainty that head linen
be difficult to attain. The

It'ashingtn Burra«, RADIO DAILY
get under way in New York
Washington-Emphasizing that the FCC relations with foreign it
armed services, despite recent vic- broadcasters reported to be tl
tories, still are seriously in need of ject.
manpower, Selective Service headFly said the Commission w

quarters here yesterday stated that any such investigation and
pre -Pearl Harbor fathers within the that foreign language broa

18-37 age group will be re-classified
to make them available for induction
after Oct. 1. However, it was stressed
that calls for these men will be kept
to an absolute minimum.

have been doing "a grand job
There have been some
spots," he said, but we've

them out. Fly said 171 static
now engaged in foreign la
broadcasts with 40 of them pt
Karole Singer On WINS
ming less than one hour per
Karole Singer, of WHN "Gloom foreign tongues. Foreign la

ated, so that regardless of the shift
Lum 'N Abner Mercer Guests
a worker may be on, he will have an
Lum 'N Abner will oe heard as
opportunity to hear some of the an- guests tonight on Johnny Mercer's Dodgers," will appear Sunday on programs account for less
nouncements.

"Music Shop" at 10 p.m. on WEAF. "This Is Our Cause" over WINS.

ti

¡ per cent of broadcast hours, 1
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,N. Radio Graduates

Find Jobs Waiting i
(Continued from Page I)

el effort that has been going on
rte past six weeks-six weeks in
11 educators of the Northwestern
1 ?rsity staff and top personnel of
8; central division studios in Chi g have sought to pound home the
1r boiled facts of radio production,
nmcing, programming news writg.ttudio

engineering and public

n e.

p hundred and thirty-four stua 85 per cent of them women,
a( the educational grade. The radio
at 1s

to which they will now go

IRIRCMC1fI1CN

N. Y. Outlets Co -Op
Y.V

KMBC Farm Service
Jap Sub Spurs Bond Drive
Listeners to KMBC, Kansas City, Moving from Dayton to Fort
will receive first-hand actual reports Wayne, Ind. the touring two -man Jap
on farming conditions as Arthur B. sub stirred WOWO, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Church, president of the Midland to promote the sale of $250,000 in
Broadcasting Company, announced war bonds and stamps. This was a
that the station has completed pre- record sale for bond sales in Índiana
liminary details and plans for the in connection with the exhibit. Adults
operation of a 400 -acre livestock farm were admitted to view the sub with
as part of a service to the farmers of purchases of $18.75 bond while chilthe "Heart of America." Phil Evans, dren were admitted for a 25 -cent
farm authority, will conduct his daily stamp. WOWO supplied the various
morning and noon farmcasts direct banks and bond booths in Fort Wayne
from the farm.
with tickets, providing publicity in
In announcing this new feature of the local newspapers and used spot
KMBC. Church had informed the announcements concerning the ex-

e attered from Vermont to Texas
d rom Florida to Oregon. While advertising profession that everyone
it e whole answer to radio's press - interested in this new project was
g nployment situation, the joint invited to send in his suggestions
le Tonal

7

effort by Northwestern for a name for the new farm. An

ldio department of the N. U. from downtown Kansas City, just
Lime Project
of Speech, and Judith Waller,
the :Missouri line in Kansas. With limes one of the few pre)r of public service for the NBC across
The
farm
will
have
in
addition
to
requisites for a thoroughly refreshdivision.
the barns, silos and sheds, a modern- ing summer, the staff of WQAM,
Two Honors Awarded
ized
main
farm
house
including
an
close decision, the NBC scholar - acoustically treated office -broadcast- Miami, Fla. united in a promotional
ward for most outstanding per - ing studio. A stock pond has, been feature of Persian limes. Using its
of the few men in attendance
school, William Reade of
Rouge, La. May Dowst, stuSt. Petersburg, Fla., also

(Continued from Page 1)

was piped to WOR from WNYC and
piped to WJZ and WABC.

At 7:58 a.m. The Mayor went on
the air again and this time his talk
was carried by WNYC, WOR, WEAF,
WJZ, WMCA and WNEW. At this
broadcast wire trouble developed and
it was reported that reception was
poor. Later yesterday morning, at
9:50 a.m., the Mayor took to the air
again and was carried by WEAF,

WOR, WNYC, WABC, WHN and
WMCA. WJZ recorded the broadcast
and rebroadcast it at 10:15 a.m.
Following
his earlier radio
hibit. The WOWO announcer stood broadcasts theup
Mayor went on the air
on the railing of the sub. The WOWO from the 28th precinct at 12:45 p.m.,
bond booth show also urged the audi- and was carried by WOR and WNYC.
ence to

war bonds and
d BC is recognized by the indus- award of $100 in war bonds will be stamps. purchase
WOWO bond booth
a very definite aid. Much credit made to the one whose suggestion remained The
open until midnight with
a success of the course is being is selected as the official name of an estimated
5,000 persons witnessing
to the Institute and its co- this new farm service.
the exhibit.
ws, Albert Crews, chairman of
The farm is located twenty miles

Ice at the Institute was awarded

With Mayor On Riot

letterhead,

At this time the Mayor gave a de-

scription of those arrested and of the
loot found on their persons. Augmenting this broadcast were Commissioner
Samuel J. Battle of the Parol Board
and Roy Wilkins, Assistant Secretary
of the N.A.A.C.P.
As tension eased off somewhat later
in the evening, the Mayor was heard
again at 10:45 over WOR from an
uptown police station. He promised
regular bulletins on the situation.

staff mimeographed
Negro Executive Speaker
dug and plans are being made to a number ofthecopies
of its amusing At 6:45 p.m. last night A. Philip
provide the farm with a lake as a and effective promotion
of the sum- Randolph, president of the Pullman
preventive from possible drought.
Large stocks of Angus cattle, Berk-

shire and Hampshire hogs, Hampe honor list and was awarded shire
New Hampshire and
War Bond prize offered by Leghornsheep,
chickens, and a herd of
Writers Conference for the Guernsey cattle.
Crops to be raised
to

script developed at the include corn, wheat, oats, flax, soy-

mer citrus fruit.

Porters Union, Frank Crosswaith,
The theme was made more readable member of the Harlem Housing
by using a rhythmical editorial copy Authority, and Judge Hubert T.
enhanced by six panels of humorous Delany, Chairman of the Speakers
sketches on the value of the lime. Group were brought to a WNYC mike
The throwaway asks "no apprecia- set up at the 28th precinct.
tion-merely your appropriation for All stations referring to the Harlem

beans, and alfalfa as part of the policy the year-spent
to make the farm self-supporting.
right away!"

with this station- fracas reported it factually

allayed the fears of listeners and
dicatory Program
referring to it as a race riot. by not
Highest Tower Debut Coast Programs To Clarify Miller Reticent Regarding Allan Courtney's program on WOV
last night had as his guest Lester
Mexican -American Setup NAB Chicago Board Meet B.
Grainger, executive secretary of
(Continued from Page 1)

the National Urban League considered
Los Angeles-The Columbia Pacific
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
of the more conservative of Negro
Network and the Southern California Washington-NAB President Neville one
Council on Inter -American Affairs Miller maintained complete silence organizations. Grainger who was an
witness to the rioting
a
joined forces last week in the first yesterday concerning last Friday's eye
plea for order and also gavemade
of a series of weekly broadcasts meeting in Chicago of
runthe NAB ning story of what he saw and aheard.
aimed at giving local listeners an ap- Board of Directors. Pointing out
ors from the states of Iowa, preciation of the Mexican -American
Minnesota, North and South situation in Los Angeles, it has that the Board had issued its own
ong with all but two Sena - been announced by Mrs. Frances statement, he declared that "As far
I'm concerned, that's the story."
those states to make the Farmer Wilder, director of education as
Miller, whose contract as NAB head
for KNX and the CPN. The runs until July 1 of next year, laughed
officials have made arrange - program is now
DAVE CHAPMAN, news editor and
ring from Washington, John ginal dramatizations,presenting ori- when it was pointed out that the
through the second and third of the resolutions director of special events
assistant to Admiral Jere - script -writing cooperation
for KOMA,
of
the
Holadopted
by
the
Chicago
meeting
ands, War Shipping Adminseem- Oklahoma City, left recently for San
lywood
War
Mobilization
and
talent
ed
to
contradict
the
first.
"Where
did Diego to acquire his "boot training"
nd Marvin Jones, Food Ad - coordination of the Hollywood Vicyou ever get that idea," he asked the for service in the Navy.
r. An invitation has also
conferees.
tded to Mrs. Franklin D. tory Committee.
The first resolution stated that the
is a tie-in with station's part in meeting
was not called for the pur- FRED SHEPHERD, time. salesman
of the tower dedication sion
honoring
the
mid
-west
farmer.
es a Liberty Ship will be
pose of ousting Miller, while the sec- at WNOX, Knoxville, Tenn., for the
"Whitey"
Larson,
WNAX
news
ond
announced that William B. past seven years, has been inducted
Y the Maritime Commission analyst, will make the maiden
voyage Lewis, former CBS vice-president into the Army at Fort Oglethorpe,
West Farmer." It will be on the "Mid -west Farmer" and
will
and more recently an OWI official, Ga.
time that the commission trace by a series of
recordings the had requested that he should
e a ship in an anonymous experiences
- vvv not
of mid -west farm prod- be considered for Miller's post as head
Ordinarily the ships are
BILL SHEEHAN, announcer, and
from the time it leaves the farm of the NAB.
tfter cities, heroes, or celebri- uct
HALE, sales representative
the time of the launching until it reaches its destination at The third announced the formation MILTON
and Hollywood commentator
for
aiser coast yards WNAX will some foreign port. Larson will re- of a special committee empowered WMAS,
Springfield, Mass., left for
t the launching ceremonies broadcast these recording when he to suggest a successor to Miller and
the
armed
forces
recently.
o -way hook up. The naming returned to the United States.
his name before the board training as an aviation Sheehan is
CBS will feed the dedication exer- present
zip by the Maritime Commis cadet with
at some future date. This could
be the Army. Hale was drafted,
cises to the network.
and is
done long before next July.
the last of the original
rothers, is dedicating the

the mid -west farmers for
k in the national war effort.
he purpose of selecting the
id -west farmer the station is
to the dedicatory exercises

With the Colors!

-vvv-

WMAS staff,

8
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Coast -to -Coast -7> ul
ARTHUR TANDY, British Consul
When the lullaby -music and poetry - Harry Burke, assistant general WWNY, Watertown. N. Y.. on
stations to use the syndicapie
for Cincinnati; Air Commodore cooing of the "Sleepy Hollow" will be manager, and Al Larson, office man- tint
Omaha, a captain and gram "Funny Money Man," wit
Drawley of the RAF; Brigadier -Gen- heard on WSB, Atlanta, organist George ager of WOW,
eral Tunner, commandant of the Army Hamrick will be playing his 1,000th con. lieutenant, respectively, are active it August 30 through the sponsodprf
in the Nebraska CAP Army Air Cadet the L P. L Business Schools. TI
Air Force Ferrying Division; and secutive broadcast. Over three years ago. recruiting
campaign.... A newcomer will be heard three times weekly.,*
Mayor James Stewart of Cincinnati, Hamrick walked up to the program directhe WOW newsroom staff is Carl Money Man" is handled by Pip
will be interviewed on WSAI, Cin- tor and asked to try such a program on to
Uhlarik, formerly a member of the Funt, radio productions.
cinnati, August 5 on a special pro- WSB.
*
public relations staff of the OWI and
gram from the Taft Museum there
radio script writer....Tom Dailey, Marguerite Miller, June g
where a special traveling RAF re- Audrey Summers, WBT, Charlotte, asports
announcer for WOW, is the of Ohio U, joined the aunt
connaissance photo exhibit will be continuity writer, was presented with first golfer
of the Cornhusker state Staff of WMAN, Mansfield, 1j
on display. The photos, taken from a full-size layer cake last week with
enter the Iowa State College feminine addition.
British bombers over Europe, show a single candle on her first anniver- to
*
golf tournament. A look at
the devastation left by RAF bomb- sary with WBT. Fellow staff mem- Master's
bers joined in the occasion ....Claude the course, while broadcasting the
ings.
A
dramatized
tribute
to the Coal
*
Casey, WBT's yodeler, who was given Cyclone -Nebraska game in 1941, on the 153rd anniversary of its I
prompted
Dailey
to
file
his
entry
for
a
leave
of
absence
for
a
feature
role
will be heard on WBBM. Chicago
Pete de Lima, KECA and BFI, Loa
row evening at 5:15 p.m.
Angeles news analyst, will replace Fleet- in "Swing Your Partner," will return the 1943 meet.*
*
*
a
wood Lawton for six weeks, as of July to the WBT talent staff August 22....
James E. Rogers, author of "The Child
30, when Lawton leaves the air to make A. D. Willard, Jr., WBT general manMolly
Pitcher
Day
will b
a brief visit to England and the Con- ager, was guest speaker at a recent and Play" and special representative of brated on WING, Dayton with
tinental war zone. Larry Smith will take meeting of the Masonic Fellowship the National Recreation Association, told cial interview of women I
over Lawtoá s NBC programs on BFI at Club of Charlotte. Willard spoke on of his many visits to as many parks in work. Mrs. Gladys Knee of tl
8:15 p.m., Monday. Wednesday and "Radio's War Effort."....Jack Knell, the city and complimented the Neighbor- Finance Committee, a WA
WBT news editor, is on the job after hood Community Nights for their effort on WAAC and a housewife doh
Friday.
WKNY, Kingston, N. Y. recently.
a week's vacation.
tory work will be queried.
a
*
*
Ernest Charles, veteran of the KNXPitcher was the heroine of the
director
CBS, Los Angeles transcription de- Since Fred Shepard, WNOX, Knoxville Sinclair Hatch, regional
can Revolution who fought
time
salesman
for
seven
years
entered
of the Office of Civilian Defense for Battle of Monmouth after her h
partment, has been moved to a post
the
army,
commercial
manager
Harry
Le
the 2nd Corps Area, was interviewed had been killed.
as contact producer ....Bob Miller,
*
a
*
former KNX technician, has been Brun is handling Shepard's accounts until Monday by Harold John Adonis
a
replacement
can
be
found.
on the "State and Nation" forum over Dan Bowers. former Don Lee iIM
made audio supervisor in charge of
*
*
WHN, New York. Topic of the interall audio operations, Chief Engineer
at KGB, San Diego. has been a
Howard Langfitt, recently returned view was "Civilian and Defense."
Les Bowman announced.
the KHJ-Don Lee. Los Angeles sic
*
*
*
from the South Pacific, 'has been
*
*
*
named
farm
director
for
KSO-KRNT,
The
other
day
instead
of
the
staff
of
Howard Baker, formerly of WMC, Mem- Des Moines, Ia. His radio experience
phis, has joined the engineering staff included farm news on WSUI, Iowa WHIO, Dayton taking out the advertiser Canadians Appreciat
lunch, the advertiser invited the cast
of WINO, West Palm Beach, FIa.....Engi- City, and WHO, Des Moines. Langfitt to
Of Radio Aid To Fat
his program and the salesman to have
neer Warren Spencer took a visiting sailor replaces .Mal Hanse, who is now an of
lunch
with
him
at
the
Van
Cleve
hotel.
Montreal-Ontario farmers g
friend to the shore for a swim. They left ensign stationed in Florida ....Andy
Markets representative, bank- couraging reports of the wal
their clothes in the car and, when they Woolfries, recently returned from a Liberal
rolling
"Jack
and
Betty,"
was
the
host
to
has
brought them help, now
returned, they saw that their car had special assignment with the British show his company's appreciation for the
been broken into and there was stolen Navy, is heard over WMT and KRNT, way the cast handled the broadcasts re- to them from the urban center
$65 from Spencer and $60 from his sailor Cedar Rapids, and Des Moines, Ia., garding rationing and its many restric- 20 Farm Commando Brigade
been formed in the Provit
friend.
respectively.
'
tions.
*
*
Ontario alone, their purpose
*
*
*
*
to supply workers to the f
The United States Department of Thelma Nurenberg, formerly correspond- Bert Stanley, featured in the cast of most
in need of them. Each
Agriculture has discontinued its nt for the MacFadden publications in the current Broadway production
has registered wit
"Market News" feature broadcast to Russia and Germany. was interviewed by "The Vagabond King," and an under- mando"
for as many hours, ha'
the home -makers in the Greater Frann Filmore on her program "The Wo- study to John Brownlee, the leading brigade
Cleveland area. However, WHK exe- man Today" over WHIO, Dayton recently baritone, is now doing a series of song and days as he has free frt
or town work.
cutives arranged to have a similar ....R. D. Higgs. studio engineer of WHIO, recitals over WBNX, New York, every city
Considerable impetus to the
service to be broadcast from the has gone to Chicago to take his Navy Thursday at 1 p.m.
ing of the brigades was git
Northern Ohio Food Terminal, the Radio examination. Higgs has been with
5
5
the CBC broadcasts of "Help W
first of which was held yesterday on the CBS station eight years.
Walter
Tyrrell,
formerly
staff
announcer,
The programs present an at
Eleanor Hanson's "Lady Fare" pro*
s
*
has
been
appointed
chief
announcer
and
gram at 1:45 p.m. George Urban, who Pat O'Brian, who at 24 has 10 years daytime news editor of WINX, Washing- picture of farm problems
year of war, and descri
has been associated with the terminal of radio experience, joined the an- ton, D. C..... The WTNX, staff, en masse, fourth
for 14 years, is the market reporter, nouncing staff of WCKY, Cincinnati. practiced up on glamor so that Ethel endeavors now being made ti
these
problems.
This week's
visiting the mart each morning for O'Brian received his medical dis- Davis, vacationing vice-president, could and Quebec broadcast
was he
his statistical report.
charge from the U. S. Air Force two be met in the manner in which she had Wednesday, July 21 at 7:3C
#+
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Paul Carson
David H. Harris
Gaylord Carter
Irma Glenn
Robert Emmet Dolan
John S. Young
Johannes Steel
Marvel Marilyn Maxwell
Ray Block

weeks before he would have graduated with a commission when he
was injured in a dive during tactical
training. O'Brian started on the air
as a "Voice of Youth" character on
WIND, Gary, Ind. He has also been
heard on KMAC and KABC, San
Antonio, and KEYS, Corpus Christi.

The River Rondoliers, a girls' chorus,
made its debut on "Uncle Tom's Juveniles.'

kiddie program on WTAG, Worcester.
Specializing in old-fashioned songs dedicated to parents, the youngsters who

show the greatest talent will be devel.
oped later as soloists. The chorus is di-

rected by Lou Chapin of the WTAG staff.

become accustomed

to

while in Holly- EDT., 8:30 p.m., ADT.

Feature broadcasts of a pt
and
topical nature are beini
Newest announcer at WJTN, James- sented Monday evenings by tht

wood.

*

*

town, N. Y. is Bob Dambach, form- Broadcasts Department of the
erly of WEBR, Buffalo....Al Spokes
is now handling the play-by-play de- Western Magazine H
scription of the Jamestown Falcons
For Kate Smith's
baseball games of the Pony League
....Julius King, public relations director of the Chautauqua Institution, The "Kate Smith Speaks"
is now heard three times weekly in has been voted first honol
his own news commentary direct from Western Family Magazine'
Chautauqua ....J. Ralph Carlon has the daytime program doing
been assigned announcing duties on job to maintain the nation
WJTN's feeds of the Chautauqua Program is on the web
through Friday, 12:00-12:15
concerts on the Blue.
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Billion "Loan"
B

Rate Structure

Query

the lengthy session conducted by the House Select Committee in investigating the FCC
had ended the court stenographer
After

2es Upward Sept. 1
¡sing rate structure of NBC,
Sept. 1, 1943 will be read meet increases in operating
ell as other items "peculiar
adcasting business," accord-

oy C. Witmer, NBC vice in charge of sales. Witmer
mentioned

seemed perplexed by certain terms

she had taken down during the

More War Bonds and Stamps

Radio Men Given OWI's Treasury Plan
For Campaign Starting Sept. 9;
$10,000,000 Of Time -Talent

course of the testimony. She asked

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

FCC Witness Heard

sort of a society it could be.

the OWI Radio Bureau has
As Cox Probe Resumes ers,
laid a full program for broadcasting co-operation in the
The censorship powers of the FCC

name of a society, and if so what

mpensation to stations and

of public service programs

Listeners

all seriousness whether the
term "fellow travelers" was the
in

performance

(Continued on Page 5)

TEN CENTS

RCA's Musk Survey

and Orchestra

Washington - Shooting at
more than one billion listen-

in the Domestic -Foreign Language

Third War Loan drive, Sept.

field came under scrutiny yesterday 9-30, before the responsible
when the House select committee re- radio officials. Ten million dolconvened its hearings in the Federal lars worth of time and talent

ff CBS Next Season Re War Labor Morale Court Building in New York. The are expected to be donated by
hearing, presided over by Rep. Ed-

d-CBS will not schedule An extensive study of music affectand Symphony Orchestra ing the morale and production of war
on, it was announced yes - workers in industrial plants will be
John F. ,Pact, vice-president conducted under the direction of Dr.
ral manager of WGAR, W. A. Kerr, psychologist of RCA's
Decision was made fol- personnel planning and research divigthy negotiations with CBS sion, David J. Finn, general sales
att stated that he had hoped manager of RCA's industrial and
R would be able to sponsor sound division announced at a recent
stra for a third season of conference of the RCA Industrial
nal broadcasts, but that no Music Service.
me was available on the Discussing the manifold possibilities
(Continued on Page 3)
More War Bands and Stamps

(Continued on Page 6)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Plan Considerable Spot
sence of Rosenbaum In Setting Grove Campaign

Exec. Vice -President

ward Hart of Jersey City, N. J., and broadcasters, during the course
Rep. Richard

B. Wigglesworth

of

Mass., was conducted by Eugene L.
(Continued on Page 6)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

AFRA New York Chapter
Picks Convention Reps

a Lieutenant Colonel
nited States Army Special
or service in the Division
(Continued on Page 2)

OWI 'Pin -U1)'
line Francis, femcee of NBC's

Date," who is an Armenian
scent, and currently seen as
ssian sniper in the play
hgirls," is now reposing picAlly in Eurasia, much to her
uipte for propaganda purposes
t'ROWI in cementing friendship
atasn Armenians and Russians.
b,tht, young OWI-er conceived
Ida natural tie-up-er pin-up.

(Continued on Page 2)

Toronto-The four overseas CBC
mobile units list 15 of their own men
strategically located in Britain, the
Middle East and the forward areas,
reporting the progress of Canada's
troops to listeners at home since

To Affiliates --Public

will be held in Chicago August

28

that he had no associates in buying

and 29. List of 58 delegates have the network, and that his plans called
been chosen by the New York chap - for considerable distribution of stock
in the company to both affiliated out(Continued on Page 4)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

role of programming and production
(Continued on Page 2)

WLB Choosing 3 -Man Panel
To Investigate AFM Disk Ban
List Fifteen Technicians
In Overseas CBC Units

Blue To Offer Stock

Agenda committee appointed by
AFRA has started work on the de- Edward G. Noble, new owner of
tails for the annual convention which the Blue Network, yesterday stated

phia-Roger W. Clipp has Chicago-Russel M. Seeds agency WNEW Appoints Cott
moted to executive vice - is now completing the final details of
As Program Director
of WFIL Broadcasting Co. the Grove Laboratories expanded
radio
campaign
se full executive powers as
which will be
Ted Cott, has been appointed produring Samuel R. Rosen - launched Sept. 6. In addition to con- gram
director for WNEW. William B.
ave of absence for military tinuing its "Reveille Roundup" McGrath,
who held down the dual
Rosenbaum was recently thrice -a -week program featuring

toned

(Continued on Page 5)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-The War Labor Board
will announce today the make-up of

a special three-man panel to inves-

tigate the AFM recording ban. This
panel will determine whether
the ban

should be considered a strike, and
will probably prepare other recommendations to the full board. If they
hold the ban to be a strike, it is
December, 1939.
likely that the board will order the
The CBC overseas staff is headed musicians
to resume making tran(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 5)

lets and the public at large. While
awaiting formal approval of the purchase of the three key outlets of the
(Continued on Page 3)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Wrigley Air Force Show
Starts Sunday Over CBS
"America in the Air," third net-

work show of William Wrigley Company, will have its premiere on CBS
Sunday, August 8, replacing the Gene
(Continued on Page 2)

"Jay's Dismay"'
Holyoke, Mass.-WHYN was instrumental in putting Holyoke's
quota for the "Shangri-La" drive
of S60,000 over the top.
Special

broadcasts were utilized as part
of
the

promotional

campaign.

throughout the drive

employing

Chain break spots were numerous

such unique phrases as "Buy a
bond today-and add to the laps'
dismay!" amongst others.

2

Clipp Exec. Vice -President

In Absence of Rosenbaum
(Continued from Page 1)
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net
High
CBS

152

Low Close
Chg.
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+ 13/4
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211/2

195/8
363/4
215/4
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Crosley Corp.

Gen. Electric
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363/4 + 11/
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Philco
RCA Common

RCA First Pfd
Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse
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WCAO (Baltimore)
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21

WJR IDetroit)
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Wrigley Air Force Show
Starts Sunday Over CBS
(Continued from Page 1)

Autry program. Originating in Chicago, it will be heard from 6:30-7:00
p.m., EWT, and will feature authentic stories of the U. S. Air Force and
will be broadcast in the interest of

The new executive vice-president Wrigley's Doublemint Gum.

Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., is the
began his career as a "ham." When agency
he was employed as an engineer, his count. controlling the Wrigley ackeen business acumen brought him
executive attention. For a number of The Wrigley Company now has
years, he was with NBC in the sta- three full network Columbia prodevoted to the war effort-"The
tion relations department, leaving the grams
network in 1935 to become business First Line," which deals with the
importance to America now
manager of WFIL. In 1938 he was Navy's
appointed general manager. It was in and in the past; "American Women,"
1941 that he was elevated to the vice- a salute to the women who are helppresidency and directorate member. ing to win the war, and "America in
presidency and member of the board the Air."
of directors.

Plan Considerable Spot
New Stations Sought
In Setting Grove Campaign
In Akron and Detroit
(Continued from Page 1)
Louise Massey and the Westerners,
the NBC network, Grove will use
Washington-The FCC yesterday on
stations for Grove's Cold Tablets,
received an application for a new 200
station to replace WJW, Akron, Ohio, 100 stations for ABD Vitamins, and
100
stations for B Complex. Supwhose transfer to Cleveland it has
authorized. The new station would plementing the radio time, daily news
operate on 1,250 kilocycles with 250 copy and ads in the American Weekwill be used for ABD tablets, and
watts unlimited just as did WJW. ly
Applicant is the Buckeye Broadcast- a magazine schedule nas been set for
ing Corp., which includes Charles B Complex.
Swaringen, Alex Teitebaum, Myer
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

(Tuesday, Aug. 3)

Am. Tel. Tr Tel
CBS A

of Military Government of Occupied
Territories. Clipp's regular positions
are vice-president and member of the
Board of Directors of WFIL Broadcasting Co.

:

:

Price 10 Cts.

and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York,

N.

Wednesday, August

RADIO DAILY

Asked
83/4

23
29

WNEW Appoints Cott
As Program Director
(Continued from Page 1)
continues as Production Director.

Cott was the originator and master

Wiesenthal, Jack N. Berkman, Richard
Teitlebaum, John J. Laux, Louis
Berkman, Joseph M. Troesch and
John L. Meridian.
leaves Akron
The
of

"Pegeen Prefers" Gains

2 More Sponsors On WOR
"Pegeen

Prefers," women's pro-

one of Ohio's major cities, with only gram conducted by Pegeen Fitzgerald
two stations-WAKR (Blue) and at 8:30 a.m., Mondays through SaturWADC (CBS). Approval for the WJW days over WOR, gained two more
move was given by the FCC because sponsors. The G. F. Mattlage Sales
it felt that Cleveland had inadequate Company, through St. George and
radio coverage. Now the Buckeye Keyes, Inc., placed a 30 -week conBroadcasting Co., has put the ques- tract effective August 8 with Jack
tion squarely up to the commission, Lowe, WOR account executive. The

for other account placed with John B.
Shelton, WOR's Chicago office,
The FCC yesterday also received an through Meldrum and Fewsmith, Inc..
application for a new 50 -kilo- was signed by the Glidden Company
"how about
Akron?"

radio

1,220

A.

D.

WILLARD,

JR.,

general

miser

WBT, Columbia's 000 station in Chin
back at the North Carolina headquassp
a week in New York.

ROGER W. CLIPP, manager of WF
in town yesterday for confrgd

delphia,

the offices of the Blue Network.

SYDNEY GAYNOR, general sales mgi
Broadcasting System, isa

the Don Lee

his office following a vacation of two:
Santa Barbara, Cal.

JAMES V. McCONNELL, NBC managnl
sales,

is back from his vacation.

HAROLD C. BURKE, general manager
Baltimore, is here from Maryland for
lames M. Gaines, of NBC's station
department.

HERB POLESIE, who postponed his
for the West Coast, will leave ton

company with FRANK SINATRA.

Th

16 stanza of the "Broadway Bandbox
broadcast from Hollywood.

AILEEN SOARES, member of the

I

work publicity staff, has returned iron
tion spent on the coast of Maine.
HOWARD L. CHERNOFF, general m

the West Virginia Network, has arrive:
York on a short business trip.

JOE' B. CARRIGAN, president of KWF1

Tex., who has been here for t
part of a week, left for home yesteri
Falls,

MICHAEL ROY and NEWTON STAB

the Blue Network's Chicago office, an
York en route to the Army Air Base a
Isle, Me., where on Friday they will It
"Spotlight Bands" program.
HOWARD CHAMBERLAIN, assistant

director of WLW, is on vacation.

PAULA STONE, Broadway and Hollyw

commentator on WNEW, has returner
tour of Army camps in New England.

coverage

watt station in Detroit to be operated for Spred Paint, effective August 23
on

COn1111G and GOI

kilocycles by the Detroit for 13 weeks.

of ceremonies of "So You Think You Broadcasting Co. Detroit has full netKnow Music," which held forth two work coverage, plus two independent

Introducing A
New Product':
READ THIS:

years on CBS, and a year on NBC; outlets.
he was director for the CBS Serial

"We give WITH full

Andre Kostelanetz on the Coca-Cola

extremely difficult market,
a time when competition W.

"Society

program,

Girl,"

commentator

Dramatic

Director

for

of

WNYC, producer and director for
"Sounding Board" program for RCA -

Victor over NBC and has recently
authored "Book of Musical Fun" to
be released by Simon and Schuster
in October.
Cott plans to introduce more live
shows to the station and is polling
WNEW listeners, as well as other

FCC Issues Subpoena
For WORD Case Witness
Washington Bureau. RADIO DAILY

Washington-A subpoena was issued
yesterday by the FCC for an assistant

his appearance was desired by the

PROGRAM - PRODUCTION - IDEAS
Here's a capable man with more than 12
years' broadcasting experience.

Competent

to write, produce, or direct any type program. Draft exempt. Willing to go any-

i

Write Box 729, RADIO DAILY, 1501
Broadway, New York City.
where.

WEIIR.

attorney for WOKO, Albany, N. Y.,
in order that he might testify regarding stock ownership in that station.

He has been ordered to appear on
August 10, after having failed to show
up yesterday for the scheduled session of the FCC inquiry into WOKO
affairs.

A renewal application for the sta-

tion is pending.

at its keenest."
NAME OF SPONSC
ON REQUES

or,m

is Richard Phelps, who holds office in

agencies, inviting ideas for new pro- of the Federal Radio Commission and
grams.

I

United States District Attorney. He

Kansas City. Phelps is the brotherin-law of Sam Pickard, former CBS
vice-president and one time member

ai

complete credit for puttil
across a new product in

WENR recently delivered 700% more returns

than the advertiser

expected I Here is real
pulling power !

1

WENR

- `01(

is Chicago's Basic

Blue Network Station. 50,000

watts on a clear channel,
890 k. c. Represented nationally
by Blue Spot Sales.

IN BALTIMOR!
TOM TINSLEY, President
REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-

9'l5

i

v,'nesday August 4, 1943
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le To Offer Stock

IpIR®MOlfI1ON

11 Affiliates-Public

"We Salute Today"

(Continued from Page 1)

4vrk by the FCC, Noble reiter- Belle West, known as "Polly the
,d.hat the chain would continue Shopper" over KOIL, Omaha, Neb.,
el ions as usual and no changes in was honored recently in the Omaha
"World -Herald" feature, "We Salute
es.nel are contemplated.
Ai stating that he did not intend Today." The recognition is for outh e associates in the operation of standing men and women of the
t ietwork apart from general area who have contributed most to
01olders, Noble pointed out that the community and public service,
41 plans to widen the scope of good deeds and outstanding achievep ..b's public service operations. ments.
Asldividual companies neither the "The "World -Herald" lauded Belle
i2 Red) nor the Blue, both owned West's efforts in USO activities, furi A ever had outstanding stock nishing and repair of recreation and
lit market. They were both wholly induction centers, aid in finding a
subsidiaries of RCA until the place for relatives of the service men
s sold by the parent organiza - to board while visiting, victory gardening and work and as a state radio
also believed that since the representative for salvage.
as

so much interested in

ere would be a large number

Id be equally interested in
stock and in the financing

terprise.

urns and Allen Return

Manpower Study

The same day that the Washington

of the War Manpower Commission announced that the status
of the Dayton, O. critical labor area
had been changed from Class 1 to
office

Class 2, WHIO contacted Marion
ge Burns and Gracie Allen will Gregg, area director of the WMC,

return visit to the NBC pro - and queried him that evening. Gregg
'Paul Whiteman Presents," on answered the questions concerning
The show stars the vocal the new classification and what it
HIS
of Dinah Shore.
Bill would mean to businessmen and emIn assists Whiteman as host ployers of all kinds as well as war
rogram.
workers and employees of all types.

3

Cleveland Orchestra
Off CBS Next Season

OCD Drive
(Continued from Page 1)
In cooperation with the local Office network because of many changes in
of Civilian Defense recruiting cam- its program schedule in recent months.
paign, WTOP, Washington, D. C. is
periods were offered for
devoting the entire week to stir in- theSeveral
from Severance Hall,
terest amongst civilians to join in but broadcasts
the orchestra's own schedule of
the activities of the organization.
together with other compliHighlight of the week in this con- concerts,
made it impossible to work
nection will be a half-hour dramatic cations
an agreement. WGAR would have
program titled "The Blue Signal." out
the cost of the series, as it has
The script, written by Betty Grove, paid
in the two previous seasons,
stresses the need and importance of done
and a larger budget had been set up
home -front workers.
for increased payments to the
Another feature during the week calling
orchestra fund, if negotiations were
will be an interview on "Top Tune successful.
Time,"

presenting a high-ranking

Considered WIR Tieup

official of OCD. Plugs for the campaign are being featured on all, pro-

When it appeared that the proper
grams throughout the week wherever period could not be secured on CBS,
the
station states that it still was
they can be suitably dsed.
willing to exercise its option for
1943-44 broadcasts by arranging a
WSBN Reprint
special network, including WJR,
Selecting one of its best advertis- 50,000 -watt Detroit station. However,
ing copies, WKBN, Youngstown, O. this would have provided a more
mailed a reprint of the ad to its limited audience than a coast -to present advertising list and prospec- coast hook-up. Patt was then willing
tive clients. The ad pictures a woman to release orchestra from WGAR opof society, with the caption "Upper tion, so the Severance Hall manageThird, Of 'Course," followed by an ment would be free to negotiate for
introductory passage 'of the city's a series of another established netbackground, its industries, its people work. In so doing, he stated that he
and concluding with the message of was anxious to see the orchestra sethe potential radio listening popula- cure the largest possible audience for
tion in the vicinity of its frequency. its broadcasts.
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friends the following day.
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Los Angeles

Chicago

By RALPH WILK

By FRANK i "JRKE

OUR selection of the week of the
most photogenic non-professional-

Jane Glenn of the CBS-KNX publicity department.

Carlton Alsop, who has been the
director of "Abie's Irish Rose" pro-

gram for the past three years, has
taken over the direction of "The Judy
Canova

Show,"

succeeding

Diana

Bourbon who leave shortly for England to join the staff of the OWI.

John P. Medbury and Bob Ross
have been signed as writers on the
new Amos 'N' Andy show.
Gene Hulotte of the KNX transcrip-

tion department reports next week
for active duty with the Army Air
Corps Reserve.
One of Hollywood's top radio ac-

tors, veteran Earle Éioss, the beloved
Judge Hooker to "Great Gildersleeve"
fans,

launched

Ross,

and

a

one-man

show

ire
N
Notes From A Ringside Seat

UAL O'HALLORAN, who

sociated with WLS as.

... !

Seems the only DEFINITE thing about the "Aldrich Family" is
that

will return to the airwaves in the Fall. .other than that, things
are in a nebulous state.... Auditions to find a successor to Norman Tokar
(now in the Army and temporarily stationed at Fort Dix), is still being
held and though the sponsors would like to find a lad whose voice
inflections and pitch is similar to Norman's, they'll settle for a "Henry"
whose personality, at least, coincides with Tokar's or the original, Ezra
Stcne....Bernie Schubert has acquired the radio rights to Brett Halliday's
famous sleuth stories based on the adventures of Michael Shayne, the
character which Lloyd Nolan so cleverly portrays on the screen. ...After
seven years as accompanist for the Landt Trio, Curley Mahr leaves next
week to take a defense lob....the trio would like to replace him with
it

a gal.... Herb Polesie, producer of the "Broadway Bandbox- CBSinatra-la

on August 1. It is called "Jeremiah Quid," a role tailor-made for

and the Jersey Lark will leave New York City for the Pacific Coast
Thursday, whence that program will emanate fo: five weeks starting
Aug. 16.... meanwhile next Monday, the "Bandbox" will be femceed by

Fleetwood Lawton visits the Euro-

Connee

heard Sundays for
four weeks at 3:30 p.m., PWT, while
is

pean theater of war. Ross will devote
the quarter-hour to comments on
headlines of the past and present.
Martha O'Driscoll has been signed
by C. P. MacGregor, producer of the
Hollywood Radio Theater, to appear
in the original

playlet, "A Penny
Is there an old timer who has a

Saved," by Donna Reed.

would be very grateful for a copy.
She is anxious to do the number on
her Tuesday night CBS show. It

starts: "Oh, an S. P. train was speeding through the darkness, all the passengers were in bed."

program.

Morgan Ryan, formerly with Pedlar & Ryan, moves

over to Sherman -Marquette to be Radio Director.... Miss Ishmael
McCullough, formerly of the P & R office in Dallas, is now in
Gotham to handle copy for the Colgate -Palmolive -Peet Co....Dick
Haymes has been set for a minimum of three weeks at the Roxy
Theater starting early in September....Because Yanks, stationed
in the battle areas 'somewhere in the South Pacific', need costume

with Sammy Kaye has reached her eighteenth birthday, the Maestro
doesn't send along one of the boys from the band to chaperone her
'dates'....The August 7th issue of the "Saturday Evening Post" will
profile Duke Ellington.... When her schedule of musicals has been
filmed, MGMoguls may star Ginny Simms in dramatic roles, which

MONEY

she has always wanted to do....Bill Hightower, who does the

MAN'

GOOD LITTLE SHOW

THAT IS DOING NICELY
ALL OVER THE CONTINENT. INQUIRE!

ALLEN A. FUNT
N. Y. C.

WLW, Cincinnati.

Jack Stilwill, WLS annou
writer, received orders and rt
at the Jacksonville, Florida,
air station August 2. Stilwill,

tenant j.g., has been with WI
six years. For more than a y
handled the announcing assigi
on the

coast -to -coast "Meet

Navy" program.
The "Four Harmonizers," Le
Charles Schwab, Huck Sincla.
Fred Stein, this year's winners
national Barber Shop Quartettt
petition, and the Four Johnso

ters, nationally known vocal
tette, were competitors on i
"Spelling Bee" Sunday, August
Mrs. Josephine Wetzler,
director of women's activities

tions WJWC, Chicago, and
Peoria, has been added to the
tinuity staff of WLS.
Ralph F. Spangler,

i

of

Indianapolis, in town for a

vi

network studios and agencies.
Kane Campbell, formerly of
in New York, has joined the..
staff as continuity writer.
4

AFRA New York Chapt,'
Picks Convention Ay
(Continued from Page 1)
''

ter to represent that city. Dele

are as follows:
Gordon Cross, Phil Duey, Pe ¡f
Centra, Evelyn MacGregor,
McKee, Walter Preston, Marl
Speaks, Conrad Thibault, Lawr
Tibbett, M. C. Brackhausen, Ed F
ing, Frank Gallop, Ben Grt
George F. Putnam, Ken Roberts,
Seymour, Tom Shirley and
Adams.

Also Peggy Allenby, Horace

ham, John Brown, Alan Bu
Charles Cantor, Cliff Carpenter, Hh
Claire, Clayton Collyer, Ted De P 1.

sia, Roger De Koven, Peter Dan

announcing chores on Barry Wood's "Million Dollar Band," succeeds Howard Petrie as announcer -emcee on the "Everything Goes"
NBComedy morning show....Because she admires his noble efforts
on behalf of the Country's morale, petite chanteuse Grace Morgan,

nandez, House Jameson, Ted Jett
Joe Julian, Walter Kinsella, Adel t

is devoting her WJZ program this week to thrilling Irving Berlin

mick, John McGovern and Sat

songs.

Radio Productions
52 Vanderbilt Ave.

realize that

jewelry and trinkets in trading with the natives, Joan Blaine,
CBStar of "Valiant Lady," collects the ornaments from milady
which are sent to our lads....Now that Nancy Norman, vocalist

`FUNNY

A

to

whose voice versatility is really something to hear, is doing a four -star
non -siren job these days on the "Foreign Assignment" and "Light of the
World- show....Dorothy Ross, heard at the 22 Room at the G. Washington
Hotel will appear on DuMont Tele show tomorrow night....and follows
that with a guest appearance on WBYN, Friday night on Johnny Kane's

copy of the old mountain tune: "Blow

the Whistle"? If so Judy Canova

Boswell.... Dramatic producers are beginning

Anna Karen is more than a siren with plenty of sex appeal ...Anna,

nouncer from 1929 to 1934,
turned to the station as a
the announcing staff. He co

***

POSTCARDS WE FORGOT TO MAIL YESTERDAY: LEON
HENDERSON: We understand that though you start broadcasting soon for
the O'Sullivan Rubber Co., your contract specifically stipulates that you
may appear as guest speaker on any program you wish 'at little or no
cost'....ORSON WELLES: Chucho Martinez, the Latin-American Lark,
whom you discovered, has been signed as featured vocalist on the
Revlon program which will be NBCycled starting September 10. BERT
GORDON: It's a far cry from 'playing feedle for the Czar' to being a
rootin'-tootin' forty-four shootin' operator of a dude ranch, but that's what
you'll be....it you don't believe us take a look at the script they're
preparing for you when you guestar on Jack Carson's CBShow August 18.

-- Remember Pearl Harbor -

Eric Dressler, Carl Eastman, Fiord";

Freeman, Betty Garde, Juana I'

Klein, Frank Lovejoy, Myron MCC'

Ortega.
Minerva Pious, Elizabeth

Bel

Adele Ronson, Selena Royle. Ste
Schnabel, Anne Seymour, Eve)
Sloane, Hester Sondergaard. P
Stewart, Karl Swenson, James 1
Dyk, Luis Van Rooten, Lucille W
Ned Weyer and Carleton Young.
POSITIONS FILLED QUICKL'
CALL

FRANK McGRANN
POSITION SECURING BUREAU,
(Agency)

131 MADISON AVE..

N.

V.-Tel. MU. 24»I1;

?lesdaY, August 4, 1943
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VI Expects Billion

"Loan' Audience

NBC Advertising Rate Scales
To Be Revised Upward Sept. 1

(Continued from Page 1)

WLBThree-Man Panel
To Probe AFM Ban

(Continued from Page 1)

from Page 1)
uat is expected to be the as three of the essentials whose rising ties as well as the Full Network scriptions(Continued
pending settlement; if they
a1 t single drive the industry has costs have and are contributing to Discount of 10 per cent for use of do
not find that a strike exists, it is
the necessity for rate revision.
r it on.
125 stations or more, continue as impossible
to say what the board
In the interest of paper economy before.
bj 9, the first day of the drive,

Radio Day, with all the OWI a new rate card will not be issued Witmer's statement emphasized that
plans devoted exclusively at this time. Instead, instructions for all advertisers who are using NBC
drive. On that day, every re - noting revisions on the network's facilities as of Sept. 1, 1943, will cone of the Network Allocation latest card No. 30, were included in tinue to receive service under rates
,he Special Assignment Plan, the general notice distributed to the as of August 31, 1943 on all facilities
al station announcements will industry.
which they continue to use without
lted to the drive, with special Weekly discounts, which previously lapse until Sept. 1, 1943.
r promotions planned, special were 21 per cent to 121 per cent,
broadcasts on all four nets and have been changed to 5 per cent to Witmer's letter to all agencies and
durum number of local station 10 per cent. Contracted Values of clients, relative to the forthcoming
Is

that can be devoted to the Network Time at Gross Rates and boost in rates follows in full:

will do.

If an employer -employe relationship no longer exists, it may be that
the board can only stipulate conditions under which the musicians may
resume work.

Congressional Opposition
To Father -Draft Growing

practically every other business durWashington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
the corresponding Rates of Discount ingLike
past few years our operating costs
Washington-Two bills which, if
on Weekly Gross Billings are to be havethesteadily
increased,
and
the
nature
of
me on the network plan will changed as follows:
them also has been much the same as In passed, would disrupt plans of the
led for the drive on Radio Less than $8,000 per week No discount other industries. However, a few Items that WMC for the drafting of fathers after
$8,000
or
more
but
less
than
are
peculiar to the broadcasting business, Oct. 1 are now pending in the legis:h 60 per cent of the time de $18,000 per week
5 per cent such as performance rights, compensation
:o the drive from Sept. 10
$18,000 or more per week
to
station,
etc. which are necessary to the lature here and it is felt that one or
10 percent
Sept. 30. It is estimated that
of proper service to our cus- both of them will see action before
Hereafter, the discount rate will maintenance
tomers
have
increased appreciably. Then the end of September.
Trams will participate during be reduced 5 per cent on network too, it has been
necessary to meet the exriod, reaching 600,000,000 lis - programs broadcast between 8 and 10 panding cost of the
One bill, introduced by Senator
added and unusual public
Among the shows will be p.m., New York time and on their service programs which we are contributing Burton K. Wheeler, would defer the
to the war effort.
carters of the most popular rebroadcasts.
induction of fathers until January of
extraordinary countern the air. In every case, proAnother change in the rate struc- Through wesome
have been able to meet many next year. The other, sponsored by
ars and guests will be asked ture pertains to paragraph "c" in the measures
of our added costs and avoid the necessity Rep. Paul Kilday of Texas would enpersonal appeals.
any major change in our service force the taking of all single men and
card schedule. Now reading: Annual of making
However, these rising expenses have
er nine million listeners are Discount -25 per cent, this category rates.
finally reached the point where it now married men without children before
to be reached through the has been revised as follows:
becomes necessary for us to announce a tapping the list of fathers.
Spot Allocation Plan, with c. Annual Discount -22%%
rate adjustment, but-I am sure you will
oted to the drive for the two A discount of 22% % in lieu of weekly agree-a very modest one. It will become
effective Sept. 1, 1943, and as usual ail of

Stars to Make Appeals

!

beginning Sept.
be covered.

13.

Forty

every program on the air
r the special assignment
ked to devote at least one

our advertisers as of that date will con- Serutan Increases
tinue to receive service under our rates as
Lindlahr Station List
of August 31, 1943, on all facilities which
they continue to use without lapse until
Sept. 1, 1944.
The Victor H. Lindlahr program one
In the interest of paper economy we are
ceeds $1,500,000 within a twelve-month
of the oldest on the air and sponsored
not
issuing
a
new
rate
card
at
this
time.
fiscal year period.
new rates are determined
by for the past- seven years by Serutan,
All other provisions under "NBC The
changing the discount schedules merelyaphas increased its stations from 11 to
Commissions, Discounts and Rebates," pearing on NBC Rate Card No, now
30, as
discounts and annual rebates (17% %
in the case of network programs broadcast between 8 and 10 p.m., New York
time, and their rebroadcasts) will be
allowed currently to advertisers whose
contracted gross billing equals or ex-

e drive in addition to their
location. Hollywood and
stars will be used and it is
they will introduce heroes appearing on Rate Card No. 30 re- follows:
Under "NBC Commissions, Discounts and
ting. forces returned from main unchanged. Thus the annual Rebates,"
change the present schedule "a.
fronts.
rebate
of
123/2
per
cent
for,
52
Weekly
Discounts -21h% to 12%%" and
contation announcement on secutive weeks of use of NBC facili- the requirements
appearing thereunder to
read:
be devoted to the drivech affiliate and 12 on each
a. WEEKLY DISCOUNTS -5% to 10%
For 13 or nwre consecutive weeks of network broadcasting.
e. For the rest of the drive
In determining
the amount rate from the following table all NBC network contracts
uncements per day will be
for the
same advertiser may be combined:
on affiliates, six on non Contracted Value of Network
Rate of Discount On
he number of announceTime At Gross Rates
Weekly Gross Billings
Less than $8,000 per week
pected to total 76,800 and
None
5,000,000 listeners.
Navy Dept. Co -Op

lio Bureau, through its 12
el a t i o n s representatives
t the country, will plug the
all local programs as often
In addition, the War and
artments will be asked to
ial fact sheets to all their
ations offices, urging cover e drive. OWI hopes that

$8,000 or more but less than $18,000 per week
$18,000 or more per week

5%
10%

Note: Rate of discount will be reduced 5 % on network programs broadcast
between 8 and 10 p.m.

example, 10 % becomes 5%New
) . York time, and on their rebroadcasts. (For
Then also change the present schedule "c. ANNUAL DISCOUNT -25%"
to read:
e. ANNUAL DISCOUNT -22% %
.
A discount of 22/2 % in lieu of weekly discounts and annual rebates
in the case of network programs
(173%
broadcast between 8 and 10 p.m., New
time, and their rebroadcasts) will
York
be allowed currently to advertisers whose
contracted gross billing equals or exceeds
$1,500,000 within a twelve-month
fiscal year period.
All other provisions under "NBC Commissions, Discounts and
Card No. 30 remain. unchanged. Thus the Annual Rebate Rebates" appearing on
Service shows will partici- Rate
secutive weeks of use of facilities as well
12% % for 52 conas the Full Network ofDiscount
arly co-operation will be use of 125 stations or more continue as before.
of 10% for

e Department of Agriculfrom local farm programs
ughout the country.

THE

3rd

IHIOUNTRY'S

:RTATION

'Farewell' On MBS
Los Angeles-Katina Paxinou, Greek Whirlaway
The ceremonies marking the retireactress who won the important role ment
Whirlaway, the greatest
of Pilar in "For Whom the Bell money of
-winning thoroughbred race-

Tolls," will be guest of Erskine Johnof all time, will be broadcast
son on his "Hollywood Spotlight" horse
over the Mutual network, Sunday,
over KECA today at 9:30 p.m.
August 8, from 3:30-3:45

MARKET

tAl;T STATE

''Filar" Erskine Johnson Guest

ROCHESTER
N. Y.

Wedding Bells

Margaret Dreyman of commercial
traffic department of the Blue Network, has announced her engagement to Walter Nowarck.

15. The new stations which will channel the program beginning Sept. 20 are
WLW, KDKA, WBZ and KGW. Show

is a five day a week, 15 -minute ET
show. Lindlahr is the author of the
book "You are what you Eat" which
to date has sold upwards of 1,500,000

copies.

Raymond Spector is the agency for

Lindlahr.

Coast Guard Salute On Blue
A salute and tribute to the men
of the United States Coast Guard

will be heard tomorrow at 9:30 p.m.,
EWT, over the Blue Network, when
Russ Morgan and his orchestra appear on the "Victory Parade of Spotlight Bands," from the Coast Guard
Academy at New London, Conn.

WANTED
2 ANNOUNCERS!
MEN WHO
UNDERSTAND SHOWMANSHIP
IDEAL LIVING

p.m., WT.
Warren Wright, owner, Ben Jones,

and WORKING CONDITIONS
$35.00 A WEEK TO START

trict, James C. Stone, President of
the Thoroughbred Club of America,
and Whirlaway will appear.

GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN

the

trainer, Representative Virgil
Chapman, Congressman for the dis-

WTAQ
CBS

5000 WATTS
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RCA's Music Survey

Re War Labor Morale

**

*

CAROLE LANDIS, on the Maxine WALT DISNEY, MAJ. DAVID
(Continued from Page 1)
Keith program, today (WABC-CBS, NIVEN, JOHN GLOAGE, architect,
of the RCA Industrial Music Service, 3:30 p.m.).
and BARBARA WARD, editor of
Finn declared:
"The Economist," on the "Answering
"The full potentialities for a service ALBERT CAZANTRE, tenor, on the You" program, Sunday (BBC -Mutual,
that utilizes both the benefits of a "Thursday Concert," tomorrow (WJZ- 5 p.m.).
plant broadcasting system and music Blue Network, 1:45 p.m.).
have only begun to be realized. Not
CARROLL BINDER, foreign editor
only can such a service provide music
JERRY LESTER, on the "Philip of the Chicago "Daily News"; CLIFto relieve fatigue and raise the spirits Morris Playhouse," Friday (WABC- TON UTLEY, of the Chicago "Sun,"
of the workers, but it can and is used CBS, 9 p.m.).
and TRACEY STREVEY, professor
for emergency announcements, such
of history at Northwestern University,
as air raid alarms, paging, and com- WILLIAM BENDIX, on Groucho discussing "What Next for Italy," on
munications from management direct Marx's "Blue Ribbon Town," Satur- Northwestern University's "Reviewto the employees.
day (WABC-CBS, 10:15 p.m.).
ing Stand" program, Sunday (WORSees Mutual Improvement

MADELEINE CARROLL, on "It's
"There is little doubt that this use
of music in industry, and *the direct Maritime," Saturday (WABC-CBS, 5
contact which a plant sound system p.m.) .
provides between top management
and the -workers will have a most im- OLGA CUELHO, LOWELL
portant part in bringing about better THOMAS and JERRY COOPER,
worker -management relations. on the "Brazilian Parade," Saturday
Through the sound system factory (WOR-Mutual. 4:30 p.m.) .
managers or department heads can
address all their workers personally KATHRYN CRAVENS, on the

Mutual,

12

noon).

M'ILDRED BAILEY and VICTOR
BORGE, on the "Chamber Music
Society of Lower Basin Street,"
Sunday. (W+JZ-Blue Network, 9:15
p.m.).

..

ming techniques. In programming for

industrial workers, Dr. Kerr said,
close attention must be paid to the
tastes Qf men and women as related
to their national descent, geographical influences, and social and econo-

CARL FRIEDRICH, professor of

government at Harvard University,
and MAYNARD KREUGER, of the
department of

economics

at

the

st

investt,

committee.

The first witness called by

was James Alfred Guest, heat

New York field office of th

Guest, the only witness called
the day, was grilled by Garel

fining the type of investigati
the right of the investigatiot

gated by the FCC in
Language field.

the

It was elicited from Guest

office was instructed to inv
the activities of Foreign Ls

stations in New York both in
to personnel and operational

ties. Those stations which wet

investigated by the FCC were 1
WOV, WBNX, WWRL and WE
Itºlian Activities
The main discussion a

compiling the evidence for the
tigation the FCC brought out

rector of Central and 852, which according to
Presbyterian Church, New York City, was used as a source of infot
on Columbia's "Church of the Air," by the FCC and which could
Sunday .(WABC-CBS, 10 a.m.).
as a weapon by that com4
against those stations supplyf
JAN PEERCE, on the Coca-Cola information.
program, Sunday (WABC-CBS, 4:30
Luotto a Sore Point
p.nl1.).
Garey also singled out the fl
of Censorship refu
JOHN D. MORSE, editor of the the Office
the questionnaires an
Magazine of Art and former mod- sanction
though the OWI had api
erator of the CBS series "Living even
he stressed that it earn
Art," and JOSEPH HUDNUT, Dean it
voice.
of the Harvard School of Architec- authoritative
The most controversial issue
ture, discussing "Mont Saint Michel over
the removal from the air
and Chartres," on "Invitation to fano Luotto, an announcer o
Learning," Sunday (WABC - CBS, Balboa Oil Company program,
11:30 a.m.).
over WHOM. Garey charged
SPEERS, D.D.,

t
I

that the FCC has abused its
by having Luotto taken off ti

on unsubstantiated evidence.
claimed that both the FCC file
the FBI files showed that Luott

CARMEN CAVALARRO, on Barry been a member of the Dante All

more melodic of popular music, while

J. FRED RIPPY; 'professor ' of his- Wood's "Million Dollar Band" proin the East the workers indicated a tory
at the University.. of. Chicago, gram, Saturday (WEAF-NBC 10
taste for the popular name bands on "Lands
of the Free," Sunday
mixed with classical selections.
p.m.) .
On one matter all opinion was (WEAF-NBC, 4:30 p.m.).

agreed: "red hot" music is out during SECOND . OFFICER BEATRICE
working 'hours because it distracts
and SGT. LILLIAN BECK,
workers. "Deep in the Heart of Texas," PARKER
for instance, is taboo because it would of the WAC, on "Stars and Stripes
Britain," Sunday (WOR-Mutual,
virtually halt work while the work- in
7:30 p.m.).
ers' joined in the hand -clapping.
One "Early Bird" Show

(Continued from Page 1)

Garey counsel for the

REV. THEODORE CUYLER of questionnaires numbered 9

University of Chicago, on that in"Round Table" program,
To illustrate, Dr. Kerr pointed out stitution's
that workers in Texas war plants Sunday (WEAF-NBC, 2 p.m.).
showed a strong preference for MexiLT. RUTH G. HASKELL, U. S.
can.. music and the. plantive range Army
nurse who served during the DENNIS DAY, on the "Silver
songs of their own Southwest; Mid- invasion
of North Africa, on "Take Theater" program, Sunday (WABCwest workers, many of them of Ger- It Or Leave
It," Sunday (WABC- CBS, 6 p.m.).
manic and Scandinavian descent, CBS, 10 p.m.).
favored the light classics and the
mic status.

As Cox Probe Rem

POSTMASTER GENERAL FRANK around the activities in the'
C. WALKER, on "Washington Re- field which was investigated
ports on Rationing," Sunday (WEAF- FCC for pro -fascist tendenc/

Crumit-Sanderson quiz program, Sa- NBC, 3 p.m.).
to explain mutual objectives."
To supplement Dr. Kerr's study of turday (WABC-CBS', 8 p.m.).

plant music, Mr. Finn announced a
program of commercial research on MARY SMALL and MEYER DAVIS,
plant broadcasting to develop new on the Ellery Queen show, Saturday
merchandising methods, under Dan (WEAF-NBC, 7:30 p.m.).
Halpin of the Industrial Sales DiviCOL. JOSEPH R. CARVEL, comsion.
mander of an American camp for
Will Study Programming
prisoners, on "We, the
Dr. Kerr's investigations will in- German Sunday
(WABC-CBS, 7:30
clude a thorough study of program- People,"
p.m.) .

FCC Witness Hearita.

Society of Chicago. Guest ck
that the organization was pro -f
And when Albert Fenner of the

field office told Joseph Lang abs'
DR. PAUL WEISS, professor of zoo- affiliation, Land said, "That's el
logy at the University of Chicago, dis- for me." Guest also said the Off
had no objection
cussing "Nerve Growth and Nerve Censorship
Repair," on "Adventures in Science," Luotto.
Saturday (WABC-CBS, 1:30 p.m.).
Temporary License "Club

HURST, GEORGE E. REV. DR. VINCENT LLOYD -RUSReports from the sound system SOKOLSKY and REV. DR. RALPH SELL, pastor of Our Lady Help of
operators of a number of RCA plants EMERSON DAVIS, on A. L. Alex- Christians Church, on Mutual "Radio
pointed up many interesting ideas for ander's "Mediation Board," Sunday Chapel," Sunday (WOR-Mutual, 11:30
programming. In RCA's Indianapolis (WOR-Mutual, 8 p.m.).
a.m.) .
plant, for example, Musical Director
Jean Williams has inaugurated an addition several other music periods. in the morning, two in the afternoon,
"Early Bird" program from 7:15 to Among the most unusual of the and one at lunchtime. Partly respon7:30 a.m., before the regular work plant broadcasting schedules is that sible for employe satisfaction with
shift begins, playing selections re- handled by Miss Alfreda Guy of the the program is the Music Request
quested by workers. She signs off Montreal plant. Because of the large Box, which is filled daily with special
with: "This program has been brought number of French-speaking workers, forms distributed by the company.
to you from the RCA family's plant she is obliged to make all announce- In English on one side and French on
studio. You are invited to send in ments in both French and English the other, the slips provide space for
your comments on this program and and the musical programs are pre- the workers's birth date, his three
requests for favorite selections." Dur- dominantly of French airs. Music is favorite selections, the orchestras and
FANNIE

ing the working day, there are in broadcast .f or three 15 -minute periods artists.

Garey tried to get Guest
that he had forced Luotto o
which

admission Guest ste

refused to make. Garey said
FCC had no power to remov
one from the air, that the sole,
belonged to the Office of Censor
and that the right of censorshil
longed to that agency and no oth,
In questioning Guest on the :j

subject he asked whether the

that WHOM was operating on a
porary license, as the WBNX.
have been used as a club to force f
to remove Luotto from the air or
C

its operating license , "Did you
hear of that before?" Garey as
The hearings continue today.

------`^
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Coast -to -Coast

TODD BRANSON, formerly con- Alma Kitchell, who conducts the Blue
tinuity writer at WMRN, Marion, program "Women's Exchange," answered
O., has joined the announcing staff Donald Voorhees' inquiry as to what
of WJW, Akron.
song would best express our emotions
on the day of Victory.
She chose
Frazier Reams, head of the Community
Co., operator of WTOL,
Toledo, said that he may be a Democratic
candidate for governor of Ohio next year.
Broadcasting

Reams has been a member of the Ohio

delegation to every Democratic conven-

for many years. In 1936 he was
of President Roosevelt's campaign in Ohio. He was named collector
of U. S. Internal Revenue in Toledo last
tion

manager
year.

«

*

Beatrice Kay of the "Gay Nineties KSTP, Minneapolis -St. Paul w
Revue" radio program, and Chuck sented in the Mill City's "On To
Foster, orchestra leader, are appear- Aquatennial parade with a huge
ing at

tive director of the New York State
Emergency Food Commission, will

A

Garden City Dairies has lust increased
interviewed by Lilian Okun
Thursday over WIVICA, New York, its schedule with KGVO, Missoula, Mont.
on "The Importance of Home Can- to include the daily 5 -minute strip show
be

"According to the Record"; a 15 -minute
newscast on Sundays and an amplified
program of spot announcements. Con-

Kenneth Spencer, basso, will be guest tract was signed for 13 weeks...."The
artist on WQXR, New York, "Treasury Army Game," weekly quiz show on
Concert" Sunday. He appeared in the KGVO, sponsored by the Missoula Drug
motion picture "Bataan' and "Cabin in Company, recently added a feminine
the Sky."

He is

a graduate

of

the

the

Orpheum Theater

in float. The float symbolized Ft,

Omaha....Harry Fitch and Forrest with a huge tank and two so
Blair are the new additions to the guard. KSTP last year also e
"America, The Beautiful."
*
salestaff of KOIL, Omaha. Blair was huge and impressive float rep
With the broadcasting industry formerly a farming representative. Ft. Snelling.
*
*
feeling an extreme pinch in engi- Fitch was formerly connected with
neers, WLIB, Brooklyn, is contribut- KFOR-KFAB, Lincoln.
Robert Hope has resigned
ing its studio equipment as well as
announcing staff of WOR, Ne
the services of assistant chief engi- Charles Worcester, CBS farm news edi- to return to his alma mater
neer Murray Goldberg and chief tor, spent several days recently on a tour Montgomery, Ala.
studio engineer Harold Brown in of farming communities in Minnesota to
conducting a class in studio opera- obtain first-hand information on agricultion each Monday night at the sta- tural conditions and problems. Larry Haeg, List Fifteen Technicia
tion's studio. Students are sent to WCCO, Minneapolis farm news editor,
In Overseas CBC
the class by the A.C.A. who must accompanied him.

Mrs. Katherine Norton Britt, execu- have at least a 1st class ticket.

ning."

:
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angle. A team of air cadets were op-

Japanese - American

(Continued from Page I)
"Nisei." by John Kannawin,
who took

Marie Kai, is scheduled for an interview by the special events department of WING, Dayton. Miss
Kai is doing war work ....C. C. Adler
of Dayton was honored recently by
WING at the close of the 13 -week
series of Red Cross dramas, sponsored by the Home Store, of which
Adler is president. Red Cross executives, members of the cast and the
WING staff immediately after the
final production attended the party

Eastman School of Music in Rochester. posed by a team of their wives. The in Adler's honor.
+
*
women emerged winners and have been
*
s
*
Jerry Cooper, singer of WOR's challenged by the cadets to a return Barbara Brown, mainstay of the KDYL,
bout.
Friday night "Keep Ahead" series,
Salt Lake City, conjinuity department, is
has been chosen to handle the vocal
all the happier because she learned that

year ago when the BBC

Rooney Pelletier to join its
staff. A. E. Powley, former

the CBC central newsroom at I
is in charge of the Londot
bureau. Matthew Halton, one

ada's leading newspaper corn
ents, joined CBC in Londot
this summer. Marcel Ouimet,
chief editor of the newsroom i
treal, heads the staff of

speaking correspondents.

I

Hit

ciates at present are Benoit
and Paul Barette. Jerry Wil
CBS's roving reporter in
Peter Stursburg, formerly w1

1

Vancouver news bureau, wh
her husband, Rex. seaman first class, on the shores of Sicily wi
aboard the ill-fated USS Helena, was detachment of Canadian tr
amongst the 161 who were rescued from Andrew Cowan, broadcas
an unnamed Jap-held island.
North Africa, completes the
*
«
«
tary personnel.
WOV, which broadcasts a WAVES
Recording Units Inclu
show, "Notes From Our Lady Sailors," Six engineers handle
Saturdays at 6:30 p.m., paid tribute technical equipment. Art Ho
140 stations will carry the rendi- ters and hotels to tune in the pro- to the United States Naval Training recorded the sounds of th
tions by Cooper, Bob Stanley and his gram as a feature.
School, Women's Reserve, Bronx, N. blitz, is now senior techni
40 -piece orchestra amongst others.
Y., on their first anniversary, with stationed in London. F. P
*
*
Joe Girard, formerly with WPAT, Pater- Navy signal flags, spelling out "U. S. and A. J. McDonald are a
CBC Mobile Unit No. 4
WBAA, West Lafayette, Ind., has re- son, N. J., has joined the WIBG, Phila- Navy."
*
«
leased its schedule of farm and home delphia outlet....Rupe Weling is that Wayne Mack, emcee, writer and pro- Africa. L. R. Moore, J. Be
and F. H. Wadsworth comple
service programs for the month of way about television.... Phillies' ball
games will be aired at 10:30 a.m. on ducer of "Friendly Open House," after- overseas squad. The last three
August.
noon
variety
clambake
held
on
WGAR,
August 11 and 18, both double-headers.
engineers served with the
.The WIBG rate cards effective August Cleveland, is given a good deal of credit forces before receiving their
The starting date of the new drama - 15 are now ready for distribution.
for his novel treatment of spot announce- able discharges.
adventure series "Foreign Assignments on his program. His format policy
s
*
Mobile Unit No. 3 is the
ment" on KILT, Los Angeles has been
is to coincide with the type of program of the four covering the fronts.
of
war
effort
programs
A
series
postponed until August 8.
aired at the time. ...Bob Fox, ever Units 4, 5 and 6 are bat
produced by Allan H. Miller produc- feature
WGAR engineer who is on leave with
vehicles suited for mane
tions and heard recently over WTOL, the Rubber Development Corp., has re- army
in the field. Besides the
Toledo, and other midwestern sta- turned to Cleveland for a two-week vaca- ing
there is the required
tions, moves in August to WMAS, tion after five months in the bungle coun- units
recording set-up in England .
Springfield, Mass. The deal is the

When the President was scheduled
speak early last week, WPAR,
the Coordinator of Inter -American Parkersburg, West Va., made arAffairs in cooperation with the rangements with the two largest
Brazilian Government. The Sunday downtown theaters to carry the
program will be titled "The Brazilian President's talk via direct line to
Parade," and it will be shortwaved the film houses. Arrangements were
to Brazil where it is expected about made with several amusement cenhonors on the "Good Neighbor" pro-

gram Sunday through the Office of

to

i

I

B

JI4

S2

j1JJJ

19 20 21

17

18

8'

25.26,27 20

-

Keith Boss

August 4
Henry Dupre

Bobby Griffin
Pat Friday
Alan Kent
Floyd Holm
Frank Luther
Odette Levet
Carson Robison
Ray McNamara
Earle Tanner
Herman Schubert

Richard James Todd
June Travis

first of several signed by Miller for
broadcasts reaching the manufacturing plants of the United States Rub-

try of the Amazon River valley of Brazil. spare recording unit which c
While in Brazil, Fox supervised the in- used in the field, remote fret

stallation of 22 radio stations in Brazil, mobile units. Each of the field

and Bolivia. Young Brazilians are carries microphones, ampli
ber Co.....Forrest Owen, Jr., pro- Peru
serving as operators, having been taught portable recording equipm
duction manager of WTOL, Toledo,

code, telegraphic procedure and meteor- ated by batteries.
has resigned to join the Allan H. Mil- ology.
headquarters were in
The vehicles and their equip
ler productions in the same capacity. Mamaos, Fox's
1,000 miles inland from the designed and constructed in
s
s
+
mouth of the Amazon.

Since leaving were shipped to Britain

WCAR, Pontiac. Mich, reported recent- Cleveland, he has flown some 19.000 equipment was assembled
stalled under the supervisi
ly that when they were assigned to make miles.
*
«
CBC technical staff on dut
a five-minute transcription of news for the

OWI Overseas branch, they received a

Harry W. Engleberg, who has been land. The broadcast engine

letter from a couple who related their son's a car salesman and automobile copy- invaluable experience when

pleasure of hearing news from home al- writer for newspapers, has been added ered the visit of King Geor
though he was about 10,000 miles away. to salestaff of KGO, San Francisco. Queen Elizabeth in 1939.

it
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)yer's FCC Testimony
t Selects Panel

Helping The P.O.

¡FM Recording Ban
on Bureau, RADIO DAILY

on-War Labor Board yesounced the makeup of its
anel to conduct hearings

recording ban. Time and
e first hearing will be anigoon. It is expected that the

Washington-At the suggestion

of the Post Office Department, the
OWI Radio Bureau yesterday
asked that broadcasters give postal

zone numbers when announcing

station identification. WADC, Akron

is believed the first to use the zone
number on its station announce-

ments and numerous others have
already followed suit.

i will be held in New York.

nan of the panel is Arthur

Chairman of the New York
tidiation Board and vice -chair -

he Regional War Labor Board

'York. Henry S. Woodbridge

,'(Continued on Page 2)

al List' May Weaken
WMC Classification
Upton Bureau, RADIO DAILY

lgton-Possibility of the
Og of broadcasting's status as

jtial industry in the eyes of
0 loomed yesterday as diswere reported under way to
le some means of differentiat-

'een war production jobs and
erely "supporting the war
ho authoritative statement on
r has come out, although it
that the USES offices
t the country have been difContinued on Page 2)

Midwestern Station -Owner Tells Garey
Of Losses Sustained Via Orders
Carried Out For Commission
Commerce Dep. Lauds

Radio's War Effort

the agency. Miss Ishmael McCullough

.

$30.000.000
the WJZ Victory Troupe
the mammoth bond rally at

le Bowl in New Haven,
last Wednesday, they ac-

ted an additional $3.000,000

bond sales to their already
ltous record of S30,000,000
II, Madeline Frazier of the
tudience promotion

depart -

reported. "Sky is the limit"
troupe's motto.

Select,

(Continued on Page 2)

KPO 'Adv. News' Program
Expands To Coast Network
San Francisco-A month after its
ing feature, "News in Advertising,"

departure of Manager George Gilling- first airing KPO's new Sunday morn-

t -war planning series, "For Pedlar & Ryan.

Fight," on Saturday, 7:00
Other speakers will be

at yesterday's

Committee investigating the FCC that
station WGES, Chicago, had sustained the loss of $18,000 through the
loss of three commercial accounts be-

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-The FCC yesterday
announced the appointment of Earl
Minderman . as Director of Information, thus filling a post which has

Court Justice Owen J. also appointed to the same branch
ill head a panel of speak- will handle copywriting on Colgateing justice and human Palmblive-Peet. Both Ryan and Miss
a world at peace during McCullough, were formerly with been vacant for over a year since the
Coo ',Inca on Pone 2)

disclosed

cause of the actions of the FCC.
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-Radio's war job came Eugene L. Garey, counsel for the incommittee, in questionNBC Coast Execs Meet in for some attention from the De- vestigating
partment of Commerce yesterday, ing Gene T. Dyer, owner and operator
publication of the August issue of WGES, WSBC and WAIT, brought
that when Dyer took Stefano
On Wartime Problems with
of the publication "Domestic Com- out
merce." "It's a well-known, accepted Luotto off the air along with two
other announcers, Lucca Alfridi, and
San Francisco-Western division fact," said the paper, "that radio has Remo Conti, commercial sponsor
potent plugger of goy executives of NBC are meeting here been a most
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 2)
this week from seven western states,
to discuss their wartime problems.
Leading the discussions are Niles Decca Six -Month Profit
Trammell, network president, and W.
Shows Rise Over 1942 Evening Show Ratings
S. Hedges, vice-president in charge
of station relations. Hosting the deleConsolidated net profit of Decca
gates, from California, Oregon, Wash- Records, Inc. for the six months Were Led By Winchell
ington, Idaho, Utah, Arizona, and ended June 30, 1943, amounted to
Montana, is KPO manager John W. $428,348 (unaudited) after provision Rating reports for evening programs
(Continued on Page 7)
of $554,049 for all estimated income reveal that the July 30, Hooper "Naand excess profits taxes in accordance tional" study places Walter Winchell
(Continued on Page 2)
Sherman & Marquette Set
now on vacation on top of the list of
the "first 15," with "Take it Or Leave
Ryan As Head Of Radio FCC Names Minderman
It," in second place, "Mr. District AtMorgan Ryan has been appointed As Director of Information torney" in third while the first half -

Roberts To Head
to the New York office of Sherman &
NF List Of Speakers Marquette, as director of radio for

C.

It was

hearing held by the House

(Continued on Page 2)

CBS 6-Mo. Net Is $2,204,499;
Klauber Retires From Duties
Board of Directors of CBS yesterMartin And Hamilton Join
declared a cash dividend of 30
Web Spot Sales Division day
cents per share on the present Class

and B stocks of $2.50 par value,
W. G. Martin and Wm. Thomas A
the dividend being payable Sept. 3,
Hamilton have joined the staff of to
stockholders of record Aug. 20.
NBC Spot Sales, James V. McConnell, Board at the same time issued a
manager of the
department,

an- consolidated income statement for the

nounced yesterday. Before leaving 26 weeks ending July 3, 1943, which
NBC early this year to become direc- reveals a net income for the period
tor of public relations for Lady
of $2,204,499.11 which equals $1.28 per
(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 7)

featuring news gleaned from paid ads

of national manufacturers in news (Continued on Page 6)

"Blew its Top"
Recently,

the

control room at
had become
stifling hot when the cooling sysWSYR,

Syracuse,

tem had gone out of order. However, in the bargain there persisted
a peculiar hissing noise. Engineer
Jimmy Carmen torridly searched
about for the source of the hissing

only to learn that the

fire extin-

guisher had blown its top off, discharging its contents in the room.

2

Thursday,

RADIO DAILY
WLB Selects Panel
Commerce Dept. Lauds
Re AFM Recording Ban
Radio's War Effort
(Continued from Page 1)
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(Continued from Page 1)

assistant to the president of the Amer- ernment campaigns designed to
ican Optical Co. will serve as indus- shorten the war."
try representative, and Max Zaritsky Domestic Commerce then presented te

president of the United Hatter, Cap the following facts, gathered from
and Millinery Workers, AFL, is the an OWI survey:
labor member of the panel. Both "The Office of War Information
Woodbridge and Zaritsky have served recently surveyed the situation and
on numerous WLB panels during the made public the following statistics:
past year.
"Under the national spot allocaNo action will be taken by the board tion plan, 85 programs sponsored by

9

GEORGE LASKER, general manager
was here yesterday for coe,y
the headquarters of the Atlantic Coa:

Boston,

JIMMY DURANTE leaves for OM'
following his broadcast tonight Tt

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
join AL SCHWARTZ on his way to
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York,
from which point he will broads
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
shows while making a film.
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merser- until the findings of the panel are
70 advertisers broadcast much -needed SAMUEL CHOTZINOFF. manager
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester
B. Bahn, Vice -President, Charles A. Al.coate, before it despite the request of the war messages. These have mounted music division, is spending his two -1
Secretary. Terms (Post free) United States transcription companies that AFM be to 9,000,000 listener impressions per tion at his country place in RidgefSet
outside of Greater New York. one year, $10; directed to "terminate its strike"
week.
foreign, year, $15. Subscriber should remit
BENNETT LARSON,
G.

pending final determination on the

"The station announcement plan has
been used by 891 stations to the tune
N. Y.
Phone WIsconsin 7-6336 7-6337,
The following companies are parts of 8,000 messages per day. Over 50
7-6338.
Chicago, Ill.-Frank Burke, Suite
1800-A, Merchandise Mart, Phone Delaware to the case-Associated Music pub- programs have turned over complete
4950. Hollwood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425 lishers, Empire Broadcasting Corp., shows on war themes. OWI estimates
Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5, Lang -Worth Feature Programs, NBC, these would have cost over $13,000,000
1937, at the postoffsce at New York, N. Y., World Broadcasting System, Standard for time and talent.
Radio and C. P. MacGregor.
under the act of March 3, 1879.
"Of specific campaigns, the following shows the effectiveness of such
volunteer promotion:
Evening Show Ratings
with

Address all communications to

order.

RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, case.

FINANCIAL
(Wednesday, Aug. 4)

(Continued from Page 1)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

hour of Kay Kyser's show was fourth.

High
Am. Tel. L Tel.

1541/2
217/e

CGS A
Crosley Corp.
Gen.

2014

Electric

371/4

Philco

22%

RCA Common
RCA First Pfd.
Stewart -Warner

101/e

Westinghouse

911/2

Radio

3212

Zanith

Were Led By Winchell

70

1131

Low

Close

Net
Chg.

15234 1541/2 + 211
21
195/8

217/e

19%

Kyser; "Your Hit Parade"; "Screen It helped add 30,000,000 people to the
36% 3634
21% 22% + 11/8 Guild Players"; Durante -Moore -Cu - War Bond pay -roll plan."
+ 1/4
Joan Davis-Jack Haley; "Can
691/2J/2 gat;
You Top This?"; Bing Crosby; Ginny
111n11%
9014 907/8 + 11/8 Simms
Show; "Blondie"; Jimmy
9%

10

691/2

3214

321/2 + s Fidler; Tommy Riggs and Betty Lou

OVER THE COUNTER

Farnsworth Tel. Cr Rad.
Stromberg-Carlson
WCAO I Baltimore
WJR :Detroit1

List of programs rated among the

"first 15" are as follows:
Walter Winchell, "Take It Or Leave
It"; "Mr. District Attorney"; Kay

"A 2 -week campaign on glider pilot

training filled every glider school in
the country. In the nurse recruiting campaign, radio helped persuade
23,972 women to join. It helped increase Signal Corps enlistment 10
times over and Coast Guard 40 per
cent. It helped speed buying of coal
70 per cent in the spring of last year.

Bid
81/4

81/2

101

11%

191/2

I

Asked

27%

..

FCC Names Minderman
As Director of Information
(Continued from Page 1)

and "Ellery Queen."

AMOR,

assistant

a

nigh

manager of the Blue Network, has
annual vacation.
GEORGE

D.

COLEMAN.

I

commerell

and sales director of WGBI. Colu
Scranton, Pa.,
York.
in

is

BRUFF W. OLIN,
WKIP,

is

here from

on

a

JR.,

short v.

general e

Poughkeepsie 9

at the offices of the Blue Network.
BETTY

SALES,

ROEHRS, of

HELEN

GUY

an

the Blue Network staff,

tinning. BARBARA CLARK. of the woe
office, returned this week from b
holiday,

JOHN MURPHY, of the NBC statie

ment, has left on

a

tour of affiliate

sylvania.

BEN BAYLOR, manager of WMAL,
D. C., a
visitor yesterday at

Justice Roberts To Head
FTWF List Of Speakers Rubber Prexy On CBS

(Continued from Page 1)
Herbert E. Smith, presideS
Judge Manly O. Hudson, U. S. mem- the U. S. Rubber Company,
ber of the Court of International of the N. Y. Philharmonic-Syi
Justice, and Philip C. Jessup, assistant concerts on CBS, will deliver
to the director of the Office of For- address during the program
eign Relief and Rehabilitation.
day, August 8.
not measured in the Eastern Time "For This We Fight," is presented
by the NBC Inter -American UniverZone.

The first half-hour of the Kay Kyser
program, which was measured in the
32 Hooper checking cities, appears in
the "first 15" while the second halfhour of the broadcast leads the after
10:30 p.m., EWT, programs which are

sity of the Air in co-operation with

'Critical List' May Weaken
Radio WMC Classification

the Commission to Study the Organ-

ization of Peace and the Twentieth

WORL
MASS.

in New York.

'ADDIE"

a

the

following

to the Capital

quarters of the Blue Network.

I )

BOSTON

returned

ton,

Century Fund.
was director of research and information for the OWI motion picture
Decca Six -Month Profit
(Continued from Page 1)
bureau until that agency's recent
ferentiating
for
many
months
in
their
Shows Rise Over 1942
Congressional elimination, and before labor recruitment activities.
that was WPB information director.
(1 ut(,ued from Pay.'
Broadcasting would almost certainly
be listed in the secondary group. Just with 1942 tax law. This is equal to
per share on 388,325 shares of
Boy Scouts Babe Ruth Guests what effect this would have on defer- $1.10
capital stock outstanding at June
ments
for
military
service
is
still
an
Boy Scouts of Troop 636 in Manhat30, 1943. This compares with net
question.
tan will be given an opportunity to open
The new list of "critical" occupa- profit of $379,783, equal to 98 cents
ask baseball questions of Babe Ruth tions
is expected to be issued within per share on the same number of
on the "Babe Ruth in Person" pro- the next
10 days by the War Man- shares outstanding in the correspondgram over WEAF and the NBC net- power Commission,
it was stated here ing period of 1942.
work Saturday, August 7 at 10:30 a.m. yesterday by a responsible
official of
the WMC. Although the list even now Martin And Hamilton Join
is undergoing last-minute revisions,
Web Spot Sales Division
said, it is felt that its release
THIS LITTLE BUDGET he
will not be delayed much longer.
t . ,nriuued from Pore 1)
The list is being reviewed this week
WENT TO
by regional WMC representatives. Esther, Ltd., of Chicago, Martin was
of NBC's Guest Relations deThese representatives are expected to manager
suggest some deletions and additions. partment.
Hamilton, formerly on the staff
"Puck -the -Comic Weekly," is a nati

ham to join the Army. Minderman

station

WWDC, Washington outlet of

Uncle Don Circus Kiddie Host of Chciago. He attended Yale Uni
Uncle Don will play host today versity and then worked successivel

to 100 underprivileged youngsters at
the circus. Fifty of the 100 will have
been named by the P.A.L., Police
Athletic Association.

for P. Lorillard Co., Tide Magazine

and stations WNEW and WOR, befo,,

joining the advertising sales division
of "Puck."

THE BEAUTY

PARADE
For the third successive ye

Station WITH has

be

selected to sponsor the "M
Maryland" official pages
Whether it's beauty or be
soap or ideas, WITH does

reat job in Baltimore.

w+
1

IN BALTIMOR
TOM TINSLEY, President
REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY

A

Message to Every Station Manager
Who Wants to Increase His Billing
ISIAce

OFFERS STATIONS SIX PROVEN SALES
PLANS PLUS THE ASSISTANCE OF THE
SESAC STATION RELATIONS STAFF

WITHOUT CHARGE.

HEREare six sales ideas that have been originated and profitably used by stations
throughout the country. Each plan is simple, applicable to any size station, clear channel,
regional or local. In each case, where one of the plans has been used, increased revenue
has resulted.

HEREis what some of the station managers say about these plans:
"For a long time I have been wanting to tell you what a swell job you are

doing. I think it is grand of your organization to give stations so much of

your time, thought, money and energy."-Gen. Mgr. Regional Network.

`Your representative's visit was the first occasion that we have had anyone from a music licensing organization call on us with so many helpful
ideas and an attempt to be of service to us as broadcasters. "-Station Owner.

"Your representative's two day visit and his assistance to our sales staff
were very productive and greatly appreciated."-Station Mgr.
"My sincere appreciation for the efforts you put forth in our behalf this

week. Sears Roebuck just called back to reserve the maximum number of

periods. "-Station Owner.

WHY DOES SESAC MAKE THIS OFFER?

Because Sesac is a service organization
Our station relations staff all have thorough
broadcasting experience and they personally call on every radio station throughout the
year to assist station executives with their program, sales and operating problems. These

-serving the broadcasting industry.

revenue producing ideas are offered to all broadcasters as another Sesac service to the
industry.

GETcomplete details on the six plans from

your Sesac station relations representative, or write or wire: Sesac Program Service Dept.
rR BEST

Iyp

THE BEST
MUSI

IN
IERICA

113 W. 42nd St.

New York

IN

AMERICA
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Los Angeles

Chicago

By RALPH WILL

By FRANK BURKE

NEW announcer on the Grpucho

JOEL KUPPERMAN, your.st
the "Quiz Kids," oral.

Marx "Blue Ribbon Town" pro-

gram is Ken Niles, well-known to

"Saturday Evening Post" th w
in 'their "People You Know';

air fans.

Charles Bulotti, Jr., producer of

CBS "Your Home Front Reporter,"
doesn't have to read maps to get an
accurate picture of the home front.
Before assuming his present position
on the Fletcher Wiley program,
Bulotti was a producer of the "Spotlight Bands" programs, traveling
150,000 miles in nine months, super-

vising 135 broadcasts, each from a
different city.

Kay Kyser is booked for two pictures at Columbia studios this Fall,

after an extensive camp tour. He will
start on the first Hollywood production in October.
Claude Rains replaced George
Tobias and Alan Hale when "This Is

The Army" was heard on the KHJ-

Mutual Don Lee Broadcast of
"Soldiers With Wings," yesterday. The

"Soldiers With Wings" radio presen-

tation of "This Is The Army" was
originally set for July. 28, ,but because
of the radio address by President
Roosevelt was scheduled for August
11th. Joan Leslie was heard on
the broadcast, as was originally an-

Radio Is My Beat ... !
Say what you will about the mentalities or lack of any signs
of intelligence on the laces of some addicts to "the youngest profession."
yet collectively, these autograph -hounds have literally tossed the objects of
their attentions and affections into the most "SUR" (if we may be permitted
to coin a word) of Uncle Sam's surtax brackets
and if at times, it

"seems" that a certain cinema star or orchestra leader or vocalist may
appear vexed by an avalanche of pencils, pens, quills or any other object
with which to sign an autograph book, that's the time to forget the axiom
"Seeiá is believin' "'
for none, but the downright stupid artist, ever
has the inclination to actually evade his responsibility, nay, his duty towards

the profferer of the autograph book and thus incur the wrath of those
who crowned him "King"
all of which is a lengthy introduction to
the item which we herewith chronicle

1

Parade," have had a wager on the
preferred pronunciation of words:
one dollar was at stake. The other

After lunching at Sardi's Monday,

Comic Jerry Lester and Ann Corfo, walked together towards Broadway.
and had to pass the stage door of the Paramount Theater, where a throng
of fans. awaiting the appearnce of the Andrews Sisters, Mitch Ayres and
Tim Herbert, currently that theater's stage attraction, crowded the sidewalk
After Jerry and Ann, unrecognized, had squeezed through the be pencilled throng, the comic turned to Coro and sighed, "Gee, doesn't it feel
awful to get through that crowd So Easily?"

nounced.

Winning money from John Nesbitt
on mispronounced words is conversely like betting on Crosby's horses-it
just doesn't happen often enough for
comment. All summer long Nesbitt,
star, and Cecil Underwood, production director of NBC's "The Passing

Tom Wallace, free-lance ra)

*

*

OWI execs think so highly of the swell patter -chatter of
Lois January's "Reveille Programs," that henceforth those early
morning "cheer -ups" will be recorded and sent to our Fighting Yanks
overseas
When Woody Herman's trombonist, Neil Reid joins

Uncle Sam's armed forces next month, it will mean that Woody's
entire original orchestra will be in uniform

even his dyna"mite"

manager, Mike Vallon, got his G.I. haircut last month......Jerry
Cooper, vocaluminary of the "Keep Ahead" program heard over

day, for the first time, a dollar

WOR, has been named by the Coordinator of Inter -American Affairs,
to do the vocal honors on the "Good Neighbor" program which will

it rhyme with "dodge" instead of

be ethered Saturday over WOR-Mutual
show will also be
MBShort-waved to Brazil
Bobby Sherwood, whose orchestra
finished ninth (he was unknown last year) in Martin Block's recent
Ork Pilot Popularity Poll, opens next week at the Roxy
Harry
Wismer, Blue's ace sportscaster has shelved 20 pounds since last

changed hands. Nesbitt had slipped
up on the word "espionage," making
"ridge," preference listed in Webster's
dictionary.
Eddie Marr, the "tell -ya -what -I'm gonna -do." super salesman, barker, and
con man on CBS "Roma Show," has

a perplexing victory garden prob-

Independence Day

A year ago, "Singo" the Art Gentry -Welcome

lem. He planted summer squash and
now he's reaping a harvest of beans!
"Well, the family prefers beans any-

Lewis song -quiz started as a once weekly Blue sustainer
it
grew in popularity by degrees and today is heard six times a week.

paign for the motion picture, "For
Whom the Bell Tolls," Paramount
Pictures, Inc., have contracted with

If you want a musical thrill, ask Ben Bornstein of Advanced
Music to play for you the off -the -air recording of "Man of My Life" from
Dick Kollmeí s musical hit "Early To Bed," sung by Kay Armand, vocalist
with Beasley Smith's orchestra
Walter Batchellor, Attorney for Fred
Allen, and Martin J. Desmoni, leave for the Coast Tuesday so it appears
that Allen will definitely do some clowning before the cameras this Fall
Once again, in an emergency, Radio was "Johnny on the spot"
through the facilities of WNYCycles, Mayor LaGuardia was able to speak
directly to the residents of Harlem and succeeded in restoring peace and
tranquility where riots and mob violence threatened the safety of thousands
of New Yorkers, Negroes as well as Whites
At rehearsal earlier this
week of "The Open Door," heard over NBC, Mady Christians, of the cast
and Fred Knopfke, production director of the program, both did "double
takes"
the last time they saw each other was, back in 1926, while
both were skiing in Switzerland.

way," laughs Eddie.
As part of a special promotion cam-

station KNX for four weeks partici-

pation in the "Sunrise Salute" and
"Housewives
programs, 21

Protective League"
"Swingshift" station

breaks and three night-time signals.
Buchanan & Co. is the agency, with
Ernest Bagge as KNX account executive.

HERE IT IS AGAIN
This time on
Schaefer Revue with Al Roth

NBC-Wed. Aug. 11-7:30 P. M.

BULLFROGS AND
MARINES
ASSOCIATED MUSIC PUBLISHERS

***

*

*

*

- Remember Pearl Harbor-

ducer, is in New York on (dé
Bob McKee, Blue Netwc
nouncer, has been signed

-

Ainley, producer, for a c
part in a daytime se
The Nilsson Twins, singe

Spike Jones'
chestra, will

"City Slicke';
be

interview!

WJJD Sunday.
Larry Wolters, "Tribune'
editor, starts a two-week
at Lake Geneva, Wise., this

end.
Bill Irwin, "Times" radio

has returned from his annu.
day.

Hal Bohm, WGN announ

the past eight years, reported*

naval base at Farragut, Ida;
week, bringing the total nur
WGN men in the armed sent
57.

Marylou Neumiller, NBC acal.

back from a Hollywood vseot
Bert Wilson, sports annour.
WJJD, is the proud father of
daughter named Betty Louis(
Howard Walsh, WIND sa

has returned from a two-week
tion, with John Carey, sales rr
leaving this week-end for
consin resort.
Lavinia Schwarz, OWI
director of radio, is back-.
Washington conference.

A series of four discussim'

pounding phases of the genera

"The Lessons of the War," 1

presented by the Chicago '
Table" beginning Sunday, f
over NBC, at 1 p.m., CWT. P
of Sunday, Aug. 15, will of
in London and the topic will
the Economic System, Tod*
Tomorrow."

Jack Benny in the middle 4

a tour of USO camps. With Bed
screen actress Anna Lee, Wink

and Larry Adler.
Don McNeil, slated to do a

emcee for "Vox Pop" from arm:1
at Battle Creek, Michigan, Aug Y

Canada Assembled S.
Must Carry Guara
Montreal-The Wartime
Trade Board states that de
guarantee used or rebuilt rad o
ing for $50 or less for 30 dal
if the radio sells for over $50 ti

plied warranty must extend
days.

Renewals Prove ResuIl

WTBO
820 Kc.

Cumberland,

1

Walter Winchell

on

all -Blue

Leads the Leaders!
ON JULY 18, 1943, Walter Winchell's program started
on a new and extended line-up of Blue Network stations.
For the first time, it was an all-Blue network and for the
first time it was the full BLUE network. The Hooper Report covering the week of July 15 to July 21

places Walter Winchell at the top
of all programs on the airThis proves two points which we on The Blue
have always made:
PEOPLE TUNE TO PROGRAMS...which means that given
a good show, the people will seek it out.
THE BLUE DELIVERS RATINGS ... The Blue's program

policies in the past year and a half have created for the Network an increasing listening habit. Given a popular program,
the Blue delivers ratings that mean listeners and sales.

The entire incident is another proof that THERE IS A
CHANGE IN THE BROADCASTING PICTURE...
with the BLUE's role assuming increased importanceday by day.

A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE

Pig

'i
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GUEST-ING

Dyer Tells FCC Investigators
AGENCIEi_
Of "Language" Station Losses
a

(Continued from Page 1)
REP. CLARE HOFFMAN, of Michigan; JOHN L. CHILDS and GEORGE took their business away from the Tuesday. Garey questioned Guest on
the activities of Guiseppe Lupis,
W. HARTMAN, both professors at station.
Dyer testified that one of his em-' WHOM censor, on his communistic
Teachers College, and JOSEPH
CLARK BALDWIN, discussing ployees, Arnold B. Hartley had gone activities and wanted to know why

FOOTE, CONE & BELDIN(
Armour & Co., has placed a ful
advertisement in 175 papers,

1

uled to run today, and whicl

stress food conservation and
"Should Congress Vote Now to Join to Washington to attend the Foreign the FCC was using Lupis' paper Il tion to black markets.
In World Collaboration," on "Amer- Language Control Committee meet- Mondo to do translations of foreign
ica's Town Meeting of the Air," today ing and reported by letter to Dyer language broadcasts. Garey asked, COMPTON ADVERTISING,
that he contacted Nathan David then "Did you want to use the material will hold a golf tournament 1
(WJZ-Blue Network, 8:30 p.m.).
the head of the now defunct Wartime against people in the radio industry?" of its qualifying male person)
the
"Stage
ILONA MASSEY, at
Problems Division of the FCC and Garey also probed the relationship Pine Valley, N. Y., on Tuesda;
Door Canteen," today (WABC-CBS, Jerry Spingarn of the same office and maintained by Frances Keene with Wednesday, August 10 and 11.
9:30 p.m.).
was told that the station's employ- the Commission. It was pointed out
ment of the three named announcers that Frances Keene, of the Short LASKINLAMB INSTITUTE
SYLVAN SCHULMAN, violinist, on was not favorable to the commission Wave. Research, Inc., had contracts awarded
to McCann -Erick sot
the Sylvia Marlowe program, Satur- and implied that since the s' ition was with the FCC to supply information agency prize
in the nation-wid)
day (WJZ-Blue Network, 1:30 p.m.). on a temporary license basi 'it would on people being investigated by the
test to determine the most dra
FCC.
be
best
if
the
station
removed
the
illustrations showing fighting
DR. LAWRENCE THOMPSON and
in question if they wanted their Garey revealed that Short Wave wearing Laskinlamb fighting
RICHARD W. THRUSH, assistant di- men
was
a non-profit McCann-Erickson had prepare
Research,
Inc.,
license
renewed.
rectors of the First Aid Water Safety
organization which was given $600,- ads for Talon, Inc.
"Retaliation" Threatened
and Accident Prevention Service of Luotto,
whom the storm rages, 000 by the Federal government. It
the American Red Cross, discussing had beenover
with the station for five was charged that it was responsible CHARLES A. HOLCOMB
"Water Safety," on the "Highways to
previous to his dismissal on for all the source material on those RICHARD B. RAYNOLDS
have
Health" program, Saturday (WABC- years
November 1, 1942. Hartley's letter being investigated by the FCC.
elected partners in Alley & Ric
CBS, 1:45 p.m.).
Guest's Testimony
contained the information gotten
Co,
DR. RUDOLPH FLESCH, of the from the FCC that "Luotto's name Guest's testimony brought to light
UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS
CBS post-war department; EDGAR was as black as sin in the eyes of the fact that confidential government
ANSEL MOWRER, columnist of the the Commission," and if the station reports were sent to Professor PANY of Chicago has appointee
Gaetano
Salvemini,
Professor
of
ItaNew York "Post," and ROBERT M. didn't clean up the situation the FCC lian History and Political Science at bott Kimball Company to hand
McIVER, professor of political phil- would resort to some form of retaliaadvertising.
University. Guest testified
osophy and sociology at Columbia tion. Hartley also pointed out that Harvard
that
the
reports
were
sent
to
Salanother
FCC
employee
named
Saylor
University, discussing "What Kind of
use two techni- vemini as a matter of interest to the Lucy Monroe Again To
Democracy for Europe," on the had found and wouldcondition
of the professor who is an avowed anti- East, Midwest War Phi
'People's Platform, ' Saturday cal charges, one:
(WABC-CBS, 6:15 p.m.).

station's books and two: station's fascist.

Garey

wanted

to

know

physical equipment as a means of whether the reports were sent to the
DR. ALFRED T. DORF, clergyman forcing the station to do what the professor "because of the job being
heard on "The Open Door," on "Nellie Commission wanted. Garey claimed done in character assasination."
Revell Presents," Saturday (WEAF- that the charges were specious and Guest's testimony also unearthed
trumped up to get Luotto and Conti the fact that in a criminal libel suit
NBC, 10 a.m.).
LT. COL. TOM LEWIS, head of the

off the air.
Hartley also informed his employer

radio section of the Special Services that he had better not use Porter of
Division, on "Enough-and on Time," the legal firm of Porter and Healy
Saturday (WJZ-Blue Network, 7:30 because he was persona non grata
p.m.).
with the Commission. Hartley said
that the case Porter was trying before
JEAN BARTHOLD, vocalist, on the Commission would be lost. It
Bob Crosby and Company, Sunday subsequently was lost.
(WEAF-NBC, 10:30 p.m.).
Dyer admitted that he had dropped
the men from the station because he
that his actions would facilitate
EPO's "Advt. News" Show felt
getting his station's license renewed.
Expands To Coast Network The license was renewed in February
(Continued from Page 1)

papers, magazines and on radio, has

gone Pacific coast NBC network.

Originated by KPO manager John W.

Elwood, the show was an instant
click, due to the fact that some of

the most interesting stories of the war
and its inventions are now being told

through the medium of wartime advertising. Advertising agencies and

advertisers alike in this area have

1943.

Okay With Censor Office

Dyer also testified that, before he
had removed anyone from the air,
specifically Luotto, that he had written the Office of Censorship to inquire about Luotto. J. Harold Ryan
of the Office of Censorship replied
that he knew of no reason why Luotto
should not remain on the air. Ryan

Lucy Monroe,
renditions of "The Star Spa
Banner" at public ceremonies,
the auspices of the War Produl
has embarked on anothertt.
brought by Stefano Luotto against a Board,
director of patriotic music for. t.
man named Valenti, an Italian news- as
Miss Monroe will ex
paper publisher, that Albert Fenner co-sponsor.
until she has sung the lyril
of the FCC New York office attended turn
Scott Key for the /1
the magistrates court in New York Francis
time.
during the hearing and made a com- thousandth
Miss Monroe, holding a recce
plete transcript of the record which having
sung the national anthem.
was sent to Washington.
Garey charged that when Fenner than five thousand times, will 11,
visited magistrate Robert P. Levis in duct industrial rallies, singing at

plants in the East and Midweáf`
his chambers after Valenti was held fore
her tour, Miss Ill
for the grand jury under a $1,000 bail wentbeginning
an intensive coun
the FCC was trying to coerce the plant through
sound system technique a14
courts. It was brought out that Fenner RCA -Victor plant in Camden, N.
was sent to court at the suggestion she is expected to do most of her:
of Hilda Shea of the FCC Washing- ing within war plants. Miss Me
ton Office.
Calls Action "Shameful"

will tour through New England,

Garey said, to Guest, "You know Jersey, New York, Pennsylvu
that the Commission has no reason Michigan and Ohio.
for butting into court proceedings
spending government money and gov- other stations. When supervision
ernment employees' time. It's a shame- personnel was eliminated from
ful proceeding and one of the most code Nathan David of the FCC
that Chairman Fly of the
stated that, "this office has no recom- shameful practices that this Commis- Lang
would have nothing to do with
mendation to make nor is it our func_ sion has ever committed."
tion to do this."
Shortly before the hearing ad- code committee. A code was Ha
Garey on further questioning of journed Joseph Lang, general man- created by the Office of Censorshl

hailed the show as emphasizing the
need for advertising and the need to
maintain free enterprise. Bud Heyde Dyer revealed that Dyer had acted on ager and part owner of station WHOM, code which was a purely voluntt
code.
does the narrating.
the off-the-record letter written by took the stand. Lang testified to the self-imposed
Lang stated that the FCC and
Hartley in removing Luotto and unwillingness of the FCC to cooperate OWI
wanted
the right to remove ]
with the foreign language stations sonnel on their
AMP Renewals -New Pacts others from the air, and that the po- code
say so when as
committee. The code committee
Music license agreements between tential loss of the three station licenses
indicated such removal. I
the Associated Music Publishers and prompted him to act in this manner. was formed to determine standards they
also pointed out that when he as
three outlets have been extended. Dyer also admitted that he Ir ,w that of who should be removed from the for supporting statements for reme
'zing air for impeding the war effort. This
KRKO, Everett; the FCC had no jurisdiction
The stations are
voluntary code committee dissolved they weren't forthcoming. He felt
KYSM, Makato, and WFIL, Philadel- anyone off the air.
action was purely arbitrary.
Earlier in the hearing James Guest when individual stations felt that they theHearings
phia. One new contract has been
in the Federal Build
negotiated with WATR, Waterbury, head of the New York field office didn't want to be subject to directions New York continue today.
continued his testimony started on concerning their own personnel from
Conn.
:

1
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Program Ideas
"Modern Farmer"

CBS 6-Mo. Net Is $2,204,499;
Klauber Retires From Duties

Viely diversified problems cono, ng the woman home -maker in
(Continued from Page 1)
b, as well as rural communities
share as compared to $1.17 per share Mr. Klauber cannot continue his work
it ie discussed by Jane T. Wagner, for
the same period in 1942.
with us and in a feeling of deep
B, director of war activities for
Board also announced that it had appreciation for his many years of
01 n, in a series of weekly chats accepted
the
resignation
of
Edward
service and his outstanding contribu?rt Emmert's "Modern Farmer"
as a Director and as Chair- tion both to the success of the como am over station WEAF, effec- Klauber,
man
of
the
Executive
Committee
of
pany and to the development of the
terriday, August 13, at 6:30 a.m.
CBS, the resignation being due to ill radio broadcasting industry."
7,
health.
his new series of Friday talks,
Slaubeí s Letter
¡Wagner will cover the gamut of Klauber has been with CBS for
In a letter accompanying his resigmore
than
12
years
and
came
to
the
tic topics including such es Klauber addressed the personnetwork from the Lennen & Mitchell nation
Is as planting, insect control
agency. Prior to that he was a nel of the network, saying:
ig, spring and fall house cleanexecutive and for some "Because of my ill health the Board
abor problems-in fact every newspaper
years
Was with the New York of Directors has accepted my resigtable chore that confronts city "Times." Statement
nation fr -n all official connections
of William S. with CBS and I have
iuntry housewives. In addition, Paley, CBS president, follows:
been allowed
Wagner will offer pertinent
to retire.
Paley's Statement
its on how the woman on the
"It is a matter of real regret that

"The Board of Directors of the
accepted the resignation of Edward
Klauber, as a Director and as. Chairman of the Executive Committee,
and allowed Mr. Klauber to retire
ntary style.
because of ill health.
"I know you will join with me
Combined Shows
Lawder, program director at in a feeling of profound regret that
Washington, D. C. combined
reasury Star Parade" and the
ary Song Parade" to make a
front can carry on her many
ín this time of stress. A
t of the program will consist
interview with Emmert and
mainder delivered in regular

show, presenting

iur

varied

such as Frank Sinatra's sing lowed by Helen Hayes' read-

' plays.

Columbia Broadcasting System today

ers selected by popular apre-played.

mer C. Grimley
al-Falling from his yacht
Memphramagog off Magog
ue., yesterday afternoon,

Grimley, 52, president of
or Co. Ltd., Montreal, in ally known radio authority,
ed in water 30 feet deep.
hile manipulating the sail,
im to fall overboard.
ey was sailing with his wife
niece, Nancy Smith of Toms

Only a slight breeze
wing and Mrs. Grimley imly lowered sail and swung
t round expecting her huso was a good swimmer, to
aboard. However, he did
ear. Last fall a heart conJ.

ced him to take six months'

y was born

New York."

etc.
Less: Time
discount and
agency commissions, record
returns,
allowances
hecords,

Deduct:
Operating
expenses
cost of goods sold

in

Cornwall,

graduated from the School
rce at New York University.

rking with the Radio Cor-

achine Co. in New - York

comptroller and treasurer.
e came to Canada to take
Lion of President of RCA lo. Ltd. He was past presithe Radio Manufacturers

Ion

and

director of the
Commercial Security Corp.
, three daughters, and
a son

July 4, 1942 (26 Weeks)
$30,901,661.94

10,687,851.36

8,475,244.58

$24,600,463.37

$22,426,417.36

and

$14,394,488.61

$13,587,095.04

Selling, general and administrative expenses

4,468,677.96

4,216,228.47

Provision for depreciation
and amortization

524,052.47

502,051.98

Total

Miscellaneous income, less
miscellaneous deductions.
Income

before

come

and

taxes

for

Provision
come

and

19,387,219.04

18,305,375.49

$ 4,121,041.87

61,254.78

53,768.54

$ 5,274,499.11

$ 4,174,810.41

inexcess profits
federal

$ 1,184,000.00

$ 1,184,000.00

1942

NBC Coast Execs Meet
On Wartime Problems
(Continued from Page 1)

Up from Hollywood are
Sidney N. Strotz, western division
vice-prexy; John Swallow, program
manager; Jennings Pierce, public
service and station relations; sales
chief Frank Berend; traffic supervisor Paul Gale; and Henry C. Maas,
manager of sales and program traffic.

From KFI, Los Angeles, are Earl

C. Anthony, owner; William B. Ryan,
manager; Clyde Scott, commercial
manager; and Roy Spencer. The
McClatchy Broadcasting Company,
owner of KMJ, Fresno, and other valley stations, has sent Eleanor McClatchy, Keith Collins, John Hamlyn and

Ed Yocum, KGHL, Billings; S. S. Fox,
owner of KDYL, Salt Lake, and W. E.
Wagstaff, commercial manager; Dick

Lewis, KTAR, Phoenix; Arden X.
Pangborn, KGW, Portland; Harvey
Wilson, KGA, Spokane; Bert F.
Fisher, manager, and W. B. Stuht,
commercial manager, KOMO-KJR,
Current issue of the "Saturday

1,886,000.00

984,900.00
3,070,000.00

Net Income for Period
Earnings Per Share

(Calculated upon the 1,716,277
shares of $2.50 par value stock
outstanding at July 3, 1943.)

$ 2,204,499.11
$

1,28

2,168,900.00

-

$ 2,005,910.41
$

1.17

Notes:

1. The provisions for federal income and
excess
taxes for both periods shown above
have been calculated under the Revenue Act profits
of 1942; the earnings previously reported
for the 1942 period have been adjusted in this
resr'.
2. The 1943 results are subject to
year end adJus`^
and to audit at the end of
the year by Certified Public Accountants.

August 4, 1943

WABY, Albany: Army and Navy

Ellington Story In "Post"

profits taxes, less

400 in 1943 and $109,in

1944; Capitol Park, three daily

Seattle.

post-war refund of $211,300

14,

anns., one -minute each, 13 weeks.

Ruth Fletcher, KSEI program chief,
Pocatello; Ed Craney, KGIR, Butte;

taxes-Note 1:
Excess

anns., 13 weeks; Albany Veos Company, daily anns., four weeks; Solomon Furriers, 15 -minute periods with
Forrest Willis, 52 weeks through July

Others are Georgia
Phillips, KIDO, Boise; Mrs. F. N.
Gardner, KTFI, Twin Falls; Mrs.

federal inexcess profits

Income taxes

Schwimmer and Scott, 35 -word anns.,
13 weeks; M. Solomon Furriers, daily

Robert Street.

$ 5,213,244.33

of America, he joined Victor

various positions including

E nding

$35,288,314.73

and discounts

weeks; Coronet Magazine, through

Elwood.

July 3, 1943 (26 Weeks)Months

Income from sale of
facilities, talent, lines,

ught that he took a heart

M.

I take this only available means of
saying `so long and good luck,' and
I do hope to see very many of you
individually when I get back to

Consolidated Income Statement
CBS and Subsidiary Companies

Gross

WOKO, Albany: Saratoga Racing
Assn., through Leighton and Nelson,
Schenectady, daily anns., three times
daily, five weeks; Beech-Nut Packing
Co., through Newell -Emmett Co., 35word anns., daily, 13 weeks; RKO
Radio Pictures, 38 weekly anns., two

Store, sports program, daily, 13 weeks,
five -minutes nightly with Joe Nolan;
I cannot say a personal good-bye to RKO Radio Pictures, 29 weekly anns.,
all of you with whom I was associated two weeks; Penny Wise Shop, daily
anns., 13 weeks; Bray Shoe Store,
for so many years.
"Since I am resting in the country daily anns.

Six

now uses six Treasury shows
using three current discs and

DEW BUSINESS

FRANK K. WHITE,
Vice -President and Treasurer

Evening Post" has another article by
Maurice Zolotow, this time giving the
break to Duke Ellington. Article is
entitled, "The Duke Is Hot." A per-

sonality sketch of the maestro, the
article includes his composing, eating
and sleeping habits, as well as a
biography of Ellington from his rag-

time days to Carnegie Hall. Color
half -tones of Duke with his orchestra,
at the piano and with his publisher
accompany the story.

Wedding Bells

Helen Ullery, WOV, New
night receptionist was marriedYork
to
Martin Celay, arranger for NBC on
August 1.

I
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Coast -to -Coast
ZIHE "Funny Money Man," syndicated Dick Granville show. "Musical Merry 1 program of Allen A. Fui .t, radio pro- Go -Round." heard on WMBR, Jacksonville.
ductions, will be heard on WGN, Chi- Fla., has been increased to a full hour
cago, and KMBC, Kansas City, be- and a half, beginning at 6 a.m., carrying
ginning September 20. The Gardner through until 7:30 a.m., Monday through
Advertising Company of St. Louis Saturdays....Recent additions to the annegotiated the deal. A Detroit outlet, nouncing staff of WMBR. include Larry

soon to be announced, will be added Scarborough, formerly of WMC, Memphis;
Joe Byars. formerly program -musical dito the schedule. *
*

Jerry Cooper, singer on WOR's "Keep
Ahead" program, is starred in the Monogram musical "Melody Parade" opening
at the RKO Palace theater August 19.

Cooper plays his real life role in the film.
*

Rosemary Tholl, WABY engineer,
her 21st birthday by
donating her blood to the Red Cross.
celebrated

It was Miss Tholl's third trip for a
blood donation. New Trudeau, WOKO,
Albany, announcer returned this

rector of WCOV. Montgomery, Ala.....
Mae Pape. full-time transmitter engineer
on WMBR, holds a first class radio -telephone operator's license at only 19 years
of age.

Edward A. Davies, WIP, Philadelphia, vice-president and director of
sales, has been appointed by Governor Edward Martin of Pennsylvania as Lieut. Col. and assistant
Chief of Staff "G-2" on the staff of
Brig. Gen. Milton G. Baker, com-

week from Saranac Lake, where his manding general of the Pennsylvania
grandfather originally established the State Guard. Col. Davies is attending
of the guard at
Trudeau Sanitorium. Trudeau and the annual training
U. S. Military Reservation at
his bride vacationed in Ned's old the
Indiantown Gap, Pa. However, this
home.
appointment will not affect Davies'
*
KPO-NBC, San Francisco, honored its
10 -year employes Monday with a special luncheon at the St. Francis Hotel....
Lucille Kale, assistant in the sales promotion department of KPO, serves one
night a week on the Disaster Relief Unit
of Grace Cathedral. She is a Red Cross
first aid graduate.
*
*

*

position as officer of WIP.

Only 2 years

been created at WDRC, Hartford. under
the direction of program manager Walter
B. Haase, to work on all new program
ideas suggested by staff members. Regu-

lar "bull sessions" are held among the
staffers on various ideas and changes

ture Petty Girl, and Ballerina Carol
King, currently at the Latin Quarter,
will be interviewed by Adrienne
Ames on her WHN, New York .program today and tomorrow respec-

One and one-half million dollars
in bonds were sold in the month of
July by KMYR, Denver, through
daily quarter-hour remotes. On the
last day of July, KMYR carried six
tively.
half-hour remotes from a busy inter*
in downtown Denver with
E. C. Edwards. Cleveland, factory rep- section
resentative for the Universal Microphone Verne Hiner, wearer of the Purple

this call -letter slogal

is already known t)

millions -"This

dial at 93"
The most dynamic young stall

serving the metropolitan are!

sent tonight Hugh D. Scully, consul
first week on the show....Bill
general of the Dominion of Canada; his
announcer on KMYR, has
C. H. W. Hasselriis of the National Butterfield,
America Denmark Association; Nicho- been named news editor of the stalas Embircos, director of the Greek tion.

Office of Information; and a represenExploits of the 33rd Fighter Group and
tative of Russia to be announced. some
its personnel will be re-enacted
Roscoe L. West, president of the when of
First Fighter Command's "Eyes
American Association of Teachers of thethe
Air Force" program is presented
Colleges, will preside as chairman. over WABC
tonight. The Mitchel Field
chorus of enlisted men will be heard in
a special score arranged and conducted
4 3
by Ben Ludlow and the entire production
will be directed by John Dietz.

S
11

19 20

25,26,27,2ü 29 30

August 5
Arthur B. Church Malcolm Claire
Vick Knight
Wilbur Evans

i;.

WPATcenter of thil'

handling the broadcasts. Army
Co., Inglewood, Calif., for the states of Heart,
from nearby posts and the
Ohio, Kentucky, and West Virginia. is talent
traveling KMYR bond wagon troupe
in Inglewood for a brief stay.
from Kearns Field, Utah, were feaHawthorne, original
The fourth program devoted to tured....ofJim
the show "The Boys In The
"Youth-Today and Tomorrow" in emcee
is back at KMYR after a
the "United Nations Compare Notes" Band,"
in the Army. Hawthorne has
series on WMCA, New York, will pre- hitch
pulled in over 500 pieces of mail in

B

old C

An "experimental program" division has

in the program schedule. Sometimes sesLee (Twink Bradley) Purdue,
ing comedienne, known as the minia_ sions are held several times a week.

9

!Nu

Paul Roberts, emcee on the WGL,
Fort Wayne "Farnsworth Firing Line"
quiz show, had a contestant who was
nephew to almost everyone the emcee
mentioned. The interviewed was

named Trout, related to Dizzy Trout

the Detroit Tiger pitcher, and Mel
Ott, manager of the New York Giants.

Paul Roberts stopped then and there.

A
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TEN CENTS

Disk
Letter
fliosenbaum
Bey Hears Joe Lang'

Spitfire `Talk'

of the FCC by the House

Mutual in cooperation with BBC
will broadcast at 2 p.m. tomorrow
actual conversation of British Spitfire pilots during a fight with German F.W. 190's in a running battle
over Troqueville, France. The Spit-

ogram content had been in -

ing which they destroyed nine Nazi
planes. Conversation was recorded
in England.

1( Probe -Testimony'
1'trday's hearing of the invest

c Committee disclosed that the
ttermining rights of foreign
;e stations in choosing their
tm mercial accounts, personnel

by members of the OWI and

fires were protecting a flight of
American bombers in a raid dur-

Writes Broadcasters Of His Viewpoint
On Settling AFM Recording Ban;
See Radio Men Disagreeing

Closed Circuit Talk

By Network Officials

C.

estioning Joseph Lang, general
tr of WHOM, Eugene L. Garey,
out that Allan Cranston, head
tForeign Language Division of
(Continued on Page 5)

bedy To England
As Guest Of Britain

Bed Co. Buys St. John
On 19 NBC Stations

Roy C. Witmer, vice-president in
charge of sales; Dr. James Rowland
Angell, public service counselor, and
Charles B. Brown, director of advertising and promotion will participate
in

On the eve of his temporary leave

from the broadcasting business to
don the uniform of the AMGOT as a
Lieut. Colonel, Samuel R. Rosenbaum,

president of WFIL, Philadelphia yes-

terday sent out a letter addressed to
"Fellow Broadcasters" in which he
offered ways and means of settling
the AFM recording ban, or at least
break the deadlock now current.
An official answer was not forthcoming yesterday from any industry

a closed circuit talk Monday, spokesman inasmuch as the time eleAugust 16 at 1:15 p.m., during which ment was short. However, unofficial

The Southern Spring Bed Co. of the three NBC executives will de - spokesmen and broadcasters queried
Atlanta, Ga., manufacturers of beds
in New York, in most cases pointed
(Continued on Page 2)

and bedding, will sponsor newscaster
ii B. Kennedy, commentator for Robert St. John over 19 southern and
vi et Dealers on CBS twice south central stations of the NBC
for the past six months, ends network beginning August 17. The
gram on August 12. He will contract, placed through Tucker

(Continued on Page 6)

NBC Daytime Page Staff
Now Entirely Feminine WDEVTakes Exception

ntly leave for England as a Wayne & Co., also of Atlanta, calls Ten pagettes, wearing trim unithe government there for for two programs weekly; Tuesdays
of powder blue jackets and
To OWI Potato Drive
ks and gather some first-hand and Thursdays 9:45 to 10:00 a.m., forms
midnight blue skirts, have been
ion. Kennedy is also heard in EWT.
added to NBC's guest relations staff.
vie theaters throughout the Stations in the network are WDTF, They
will take over all daytime Waterbury, Vt.-Lloyd E. Squier,
(Continued on Page 2)
as narrator on M -G -M news
manager of WDEV, took exduties heretofore assigned to pages, station
including the manning of informa - ception to the recent OWI radio campaign urging listeners to buy and use
"Collier's" Asks Change
(Continued on Page 5)
more potatoes during the latter weeks
Itinal Shoe Resuming
In Communications Act
in July. Following his own investiga by York Spot Campaign Calling for Congress to settle the WJZ "Icecapades" Goal
(Continued on Page 3)

j

FCC -Cox fight and avoid others like

$5,000,000 In Bonds

a six weeks' summer lay-off,
Grobe To Be Newscaster
"Collier's" weekly in an editorial
I Shoe Stores announce the it,
its current issue out today takes Shooting at the $5,000,000 figure in
On 8 Of 10 WQXR Shows
of their new Fall radio cam - in
hart of the schedule gets under a slap at FCC Chairman Fly and War Bond sales, WJZ and the War
Albert Grobe, WQXR's chief anAugust 15, and part on Sept. 13. also asks for suitable legislation to Finance Committee of the New York
brought about by Treasury Department will co-sponsor nouncer, will henceforth be the newslowing stations will be used: remedy conditions
(Continued
on
Page
3)
(Continued on Page 2)
caster on eight of the station's ten
9-Martin Block's Make -Be ballroom,

three

15 -minute

(Continued on Page 4)

130 Years
C' hundred thirty years of show
usltss is represented in the five
rlt4)als who appear on the MBS

a I1113C show "Can You Top
WS Wednesdays and Saturdays,
t4Atively. "Senator" Ed Ford, 38:
4 aurie, Jr., 35; Harry Hersh All 25:

Roger Bower, 17; and
eta Donald, 15, represent the

urns of years, not their ages,
t 6wmanship and laughter.

RCA Gross Up $50,000,000;
Net Shows $77,000 Decrease
statement of income
Canada Decline Continues ofConsolidated
RCA and subsidiaries for the
In Sales Of Sets, Supplies second
quarter of 1943 and the first

six months of the year, with com-

Montreal-Continued decline in parative figures for the corresponding
radio receiving set sales is reported periods of 1942, has been issued by
by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, David Sarnoff, president.
which announces that June retail Total gross income from all sources
sales were down 16.7 per cent as coin_ amounted to $141,001,366 in the first
pared with June, 1942, and declined half of 1943, compared with $89,435,466
9.6 per cent from May of this year; in the same period in 1942, an in (Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 3)

regularly -scheduled daytime news
broadcasts from 8:55 a.m. to 5:25 p.m.
(Continued on Page 2)

Wrong Number
St.

For weeks, a woman In South
Paul,

Minn was awakened

early each morning by her phone.

After a sleepy "hello," a man's

voice would ask "Anything going
on in South St. Paul?" Her answer
was drearily, "I don't know." This
continued daily until Henry Van
Lear, of RSTP news staff, learned

that he'd been calling the wrong
number for police news.
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J

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Am. Tel. Cr Tel

CBS A
CBS

Closed Circuit Talk
By Network Officials

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

"Icecapades" at Madison Square Garden on the night of Tuesday, Sept. 14.
Called "WJZ War Bond Night," the
production will officially inaugurate
the fourth annual ice review. During
the intermission, WJZ's "Victory

which is to be distributed to affiliated
stations later this month.
NBC's coming "Parade of Stars,"

coma 1G and GOI

the premiere of the 1944 edition of scribe the new "Parade of Stars"

Vo.24, No.26

N.
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High Low
1541/2 154
22
22

B

Close

Net
Chg.

1543/8 - 1/8

19%22

9%

363/4

Philco
RCA Common
Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse

22%

36%

10

213/4

9%

117/e

115/e

91

90%

191/22

903/4

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR (Detroit)

to stations will consist of a portfolio
of promotional aids and two albums
of recordings specially made for the
formance.
Parade by the top ranking artists of
Admission to this magnificent en- close to 50 NBC feature programs.
tertainment cannot be purchased at Stations will combine scripts included
the box office. Only a War Bond in the portfolio, with the transcrippurchase can obtain a ticket of ad- tions to build novel programs of any

mission to see the show. A total of length from one minute to half an
hour.
14,000 tickets will be distributed.
Allocation of seats will be according to the size of the bond purchase. Canada Decline Continues
Approximately 2,500 seats will be
sold with the purchase of a $25 bond In Sales Of Sets, Supplies
each; 2,900 seats will be assigned to
11 orhn,,ed from Page 1)
the $50 bond buyers, and 3,400 tickets
will go to those paying $100 for each for the half year to June 30 sales
are down 14.7 per cent as compared
bond.
Another 2,900 seats will be parceled with 1942.

out to purchasers of $200 worth of June sales of radios, musical inbonds apiece; 1,500 tickets will go struments and supplies by 19 departon sale for the $500 bond buyers, and ment stores reporting to the bureau
1,000 seats will call for the purchase
of at least $1,000 bond each.
Those tickets do not include boxes
and loges which will be apportioned

were valued at $211,994, as compared
with $284,419 in June 1942, a decline

{1

Zenith Radio
32% 32% 32% - 1/e
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
31/2
Nat. Union Radio ...
31/z
31/2 + 1/4
Farnsworth Tel. G Rad
Slromberg-Carlson

signed on a more ambitious scale than
its predecessors. Material submitted

of 25.5 per cent. Department store
22± i/a
sales for the half year ended June 30
361/4 at a premium of $2,000 worth of bonds were valued at $1,637,098, as com22% - 18 per seat.
pared with $1,961,688, a decline of
93/4 - t/4
115/8
Tickets for the "Icecapades" show 16.5 per cent.
22

t

Crosley Corp.
Gen. Electric

Troupe," which itself has been instrumental in the sale of approximately $30,000,000 of United States
Bonds, will broadcast its 150th per-

the third in a series of similar promotional campaigns, has been de-

85/e
107/8
21

27

Asked
87/8
117/8

23
29

can be obtained in person or by send-

a money order or

check to
Station WJZ, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
ing

'a

New York City; any New York retail

Two Political Programs
Aired On WMCA Today

or department store from August 9
on; at all AWVS War Bond booths, WMCA will have two political
and at local Skouras Theaters.
broadcasts today. The first will be
heard from 7:15-7:30 p.m., featuring

Dean Alfange, Samuel Shore and
Grobe To Be Newscaster Thomas
de Lorenzo, who will speak
On 8 Of 10 WQXR Shows on "The Role of Labor in the New
Helen Kublin Convalescing
Deal," in behalf of the "Liberal and
Helen Kublin, of the Blue Network
Labor Committee to Safeguard the
(Continued from Page 1)
research department, is recovering Grobe, whose daily 8:55 a.m. news American Labor Party." This profrom an appendectomy.
program has won a large following, gram is aimed at ALP designations
will start on the new schedule imme- for Primary Day next Tuesday.
The second political program will
diately.
The change was dictated by the sta_ be heard from 7:45-8 p.m., when
tion's desire to maintain a news per- Judge Thomas N. Fasso, will be
sonality in its programs throughout heard in behalf of his candidacy
the day. WQXR's newsroom will for election to County Judge in

write the five-minute newscasts to Westchester County. Time for this
fit the style of Grobe's delivery. Dur- broadcast was purchased by the
ing the daytime news summaries are "Committee for Promotion of City
broadcast by WQXR five minutes Judge Thomas N. Fasso to County
before every hour.

Judge."

nouncer, Grobe is also WQXR's pro-

"Handy Man" On WOR
Sked Five Days Weekly

In addition to acting as chief an-

duction manager, as well as an announcer for the Office of War Information's overseas broadcast division.

Bed

"The Handy Man" will visit WOR

listeners five times a week beginning Monday, August 9, from 12:45 to
Co. Buys St. John
1 p.m.
The program replaces "The
On 19 NBC Stations Little Show" formerly heard at that
time.

LINDSAY NUNN, owner of KFDA,
outlet in Amarillo, Texas, ja
conferences at Rockefeller Center.
work

MA). EDWARD BOWES was
night for the broadcasting of

in
hi

Hour" from the Rockcliffe Manning
BEN GRAUER, following the Babe

on NBC tomorrow, will leave for W

lead discussion on "Education for Fre

the network will broadcast at 7 p.m,'.y
SHE? FIELDS

is back in Detroit a
with his family here.

day visit,

S¡

GREGOR ZIEMER, WLW Europe
and news commentator, is at Lakesi
deliver an address on the subject
'43."

BOB KING, roving reporter of the
work publicity department, was in N
Conn.,

last night for the broadcast
"Spotlight Bands" program.

JIM AMECHE has left for Chicago
vacation from radio in four years.
VIVIAN DELLA CHIESA is at th
in New London, Conn. She Nd
the servicemen there tonight.
base

RALPH EDWARDS, conductor of
or Consequences" quiz show, has rel
his vacation.
SGT. SID WEISS, formerly of Radio

arrives today from Camp Hood, Te
assignment.

SYDNEY GAYNER, Don Lee ge
manager, leaves the West Coast tod

with Mutual stations and affiliates
and New York.

BEATRICE KAY

for a theater date.
for the
Sinatra.

is

due in

Des M

EVANS, publicist, le
Coast to handle publicity

GEORGE

B.

DE LANCY PROVOST, assistant
WEAF, leaves today on his vacation.
JERRY LESTER, comedian heard on
CBS program each Sunday, has reruns)
three-day tour of Army camps

a

i

England.

TWO WAY WII'
When a radio station

WKPT, WIS, WTMA, WSAV, WMBG, gestions, time -saving advice for busy
WJAX, WFLA, WLAK. WIOD, WSB, wives and homemakers, all done in a
light and humorous vein. Jack
WROL. WBRC and WSFA.

The St. John broadcasts on NBC are Creamer will conduct the program
open to local or cooperative sponsor- and will soothe the harried housewife with music ,nd song.
ship.

cal

attract and hold both a long
list of famous radio "na

tionals" - and more retai
accounts

than any other
Maryland station - it's gold
something.

That something is its a
to do a whale of a sale
in Baltimore.

41-411'
1

"The Handy Man," as the title imWSJS, WMVA, WSOC, WFBC, WISE, plies, is a program of household sug(Continued from Page 1)

I

IN BALTIMOR
TOM TINSLEY, President

REPRESENTED BY HEADLEYRE

;,Y, August 6, 1943

Cs Gross Soars;

WDEV Takes Exception

let Shows Decrease
(Continued from Page 1)
$51,565,900 over previous

a of

Ir figures.

Pr ision for Federal Income Taxes
lotted to $14,204,800 for the first
1943, compared with $9,434,700

corresponding 1942 period, an

he of $4,770,100.

income, after all charges and
was $4,918,794 for the first six

1; of 1943, compared with $4,996,-

1942, a decrease of $77,223. The

of net income resulting from
,oduction contracts is subject
.

tgotiation by the Government.

t payment of Preferred divitarnings applicable to the Com-

ick for the first six months of
:re 23.9 cents per share, com-

vith 24.4 cents per share in the

If of 1942.

ier s" Asks Change
Communications Act
(Continued from Page 1)

mmunications Act. Editorial
Is follows:
Es

L.

Fly, chairman of the

ommunications Commission,

himself into a fight with
tive E. E. Cox (Dem., Ga.),

To OWI Potato Drive
The "WAFC"
KMBC "Heart Beats"
Reprints of "Liberty's" magazine In line with its new promotional
article "A Million Kids Take Yen In campaign to familiarize KMBC, KanHand,' circulated to advertising sas City, as the "Heart of America,"
cuents, is based on the "Jack Arm- the station released the first issue of
strong, All American troy" adventure "KMBC Heart Beats," a four -page
aerial on WJz-tslue. In me course or coated -stock paper. The tabloid forins program Jack Armstrong organ- mat bears a mast head featuring a
.zea uie w,& e, the Write-A-r'lgnter- civilian and a farmer who bear
..orps, a national membership that bodies in the shape of hearts standWould write letters regularly to the ing between the title of the paper.
armed rort:es overseas. 'l'o date it is A two -column line cartoon, illusestimated tnat mere are 1,z0u,uuU .boys trating a woman, a farmer, a child
ana girls ,between the ages or six ana and a male dressed in a checker suit

others like it, by putting
d his FCC in their proper

general

abundance

of

potatoes

throughout the nation, for presenting
an erroneous impression, at least as
far as Vermont was concerned.
When Squier received the announcement from the OWI, he made
a tour of the local markets and in no
place could he find a market selling

potatoes by the bushel. The marts

selling them by pecks and at
with a derby, are indicated as KMBC were
prices that were not indicative of a
.sacn squaaron in the Lorps has its gremlins, friendly, however. The in- surplus.
Each peck was being sold
own leaner, a boy or a girl, wno re- side pages are profuse with half- at 79 cents,
or equivalent to $3.16 per
cruits rive -fighter pilots and directs tones or personalities appearing be- bushel. Subsequently,
Squier, instead
their activities. 1;very pilot or the fore the KMBC mike; similarly with of broadcasting the OWI
announcesquadron is solemnly pledged to write the back -page, maintaining its theme ment that would have caused
greater
at least one letter a montn to a friend of "heart beat" throughout the four shortages on a local market that
was
or relative In the armed service. How- pages of the paper. The editorial, already short, sent a letter to Shirley
ever, the WAFC has not restricted written by Robert D. Mullin, pub- M. Wolfson, in care of the War Food
its activities to letter writing. They licity director, Chamber of Commerce Administration office in New York.
nave brancned out, collecting scrap of Kansas City, cites a composite He wrote:
metal, etc., helping victory gardeners, literary picture of the people and "We have just received your sugselling stamps and bonds, and in gen- the industries.
gested radio script intended for use
eral making them uselul while they
by food commentators. I note you
WBBM Plays Host
are not in school.
are asking stations to urge greater

Bond Caravan
Cooperating with the Treasury De-

ve with a vengeful streak. ment store.
could settle this fight

(Continued from Page 1)

tion, Squier wrote and criticized the
War Food Administration, who had
apparently informed the OWI of the

w.,o nave jomea the WAr'C.

WBBM, Columbia key station in use of potato as you say there is
a
Chicago, will play host to the Brew- surplus
the market today.
ster clan today, when the program "This on
is
not
the
case
in
Vermont
at
celebrates its 100th broadcast for present,
and with current market
CBS tonight.
of potatoes at $3.16 per bushel,
According to the telephone direc- price
are certainly not willing to lend
tories from which the names and we
facilities to the promotion of unaddresses were taken, there are ap- our
usually heavy sales."
proximately 105 Brewster families in In commenting on the exception,

reaming that he and his partment, KYA, San Francisco, has
being persecuted by Cox begun a series of special broadcast radio monopoly and Wall auctions of war bonds and stamps
rests'. Cox, out after Fly's with pick-ups originating in Chinais Congress to trim the town, North Beach, International
ers over radio.
Settlement and other areas of the
Chicago area, and a written ins long been a demagogic coastal city. Scotty Butterworth is the
vitation to attend has been sent to
of business. His outcries the auctioneer, having joined, too, the all of them. Pictures will be taken
discounted accordingly. staff of KYA crew broadcasting a of the gala "relative" get-to-gether
arently not a 100 -per -cent war bond sale each week -day from and each family will receive a print.
ars to be rather narrowly the window of a downtown depart- Quaker Oats is the sponsor of the
s
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popular adolescent escapade series.

12 -Column Spread
Using a 12 -column spread in the

Squier said that the printing of the

facts of this case might induce more
station managers to do a little more
checking up on the claims contained
in the barrage of announcement mate-

rial which is being fired at them by
the various agencies affiliated with
the home front.

The Four "R's"
ey are all over the radio local Charlotte (N. C.) "News," In a four -page dual colored folder,
because of the nature of WAYS publicized a contest for its WJR, Detroit has used the theme of NEIC Votes Co -Operation
the three "R's," adding another "R,"
nder which they operate.

contest "End of Rainbow Hunt," climaxed by a prize of $25 in cash "to
the boy or girl who finds the 'pot of
gold'." The contest was conducted as
special summer vacation time fead inevitably the FCC has ature
of "The Young Americans' Club"
or more and more power- through
the cooperation of "Big
tell radio broadcasters what Buddy" club members.
and may not put on the A huge half -tone of a typical scene
to mess up their adver- of the "Young Americans' Club" was
tracts and networks aron the right of the spread
ts, and so on and so forth. featured
while several local shops participated
ful have these FCC power with ads of their own extending felin that the Supreme Court citations to the hunt and WAYS. The
pheld one of the brashest outside columns, two on each side of
The Court pointed out- the spread, was used with publicity
e think-that it is for Con - on the movement.
for the Courts, to clip the
ws.
programs, and should take away
ss can do this by passing radio
its present life -and -death
amendment to the Com- power over radio stations. licensing
ns Act-an amendment stet- "Such a reform would give the
far the FCC may go in FCC strictly and healthily delimited
Ig radio, and stating it clear - powers, and would cut Mr. Fly
down
amendment should make it
his proper size. We know of no
le for the FCC to deprive to
greater single blessing that could
ters of property or to abroto American radio at this time,
eir contracts without due come
Since radio is a tremendous influence
of law; it should kill off the in American life,
we'd all share in
acessant attempts to censor that blessing."

law is the Communications
34, which created the FCC
ed it with a lot of vaguely
ily defined powers. Nat -

Radio, in its recent advertising promotion.

In Nation's War Drives

Three scholarly -looking robins are The National Entertainment Indusillustrated on the cover, busy at their try Council, at its committee meeting
desks on the elementary three "R's," held last night, voted to offer its

and at the bottom of the page with
a speaker above a cabinet of dials
"and Radio" is added with broad
sweeping brush -lines underlining it.
The center spread on the left lists
the particulars of the area while the
right-hand page has a map bordered
by the silhouette of the U. S. shield.

facilities to the furtherance of the

Third War Loan Drive and to the
National War Campaign (Winthrop
Aldrich group) . A committee of
NEIC will go to Washington on Tuesday to confer with Treasury officials

on methods of maximum co-operation.
The NEIC rally, flag raising
The last page, with another series of pledge report will be held Augustand
23
broad brush -lines, "Penetration" ends instead of Sept. 20.

the advertising message with a concluding text.

Another Frances Scott 'Party'
Frances Scott, mistress of ceremonies and "city editor," on the
"Who, What, When and Where" program Saturday, 10:30-11 p.m., EWT,
on NBC network, will give her second
"Studio Service Party" tomorrow.
The audience and participants will

comprise members of the Aircraft
Warning Corps of the New York
Fighter Wing.

THIS LITTLE BUDGET
WENT TO

WORL
BOSTON
MASS.
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Los Angeles

With the Colott
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By RALPH WILD

LT. NORMAN WEISER, fo

EDGAR BERGEN-with the mem-

of RADIO DAILY staff, has brig
moted to First Lieutenant

bers of his official family, Charlie

McCarthy and Mortimer Snerd-returned to Hollywood after spending
three weeks entertaining the officers
and men of remote military outposts
in Newfoundland. This is the first
mention of the comedian's tour, as
word of his destination and work had
been previously withheld by the government authorities. The one-man
show ran close to two hours in length,

with Bergen doing magic, Swedish
and Latin characters in addition to

his usual work. Bergen has begun
plans for his Fall radio show and a

movie soon to be announced.
Songs with a Latin flavor were highlighted on "Music to Remember,"
with Claude Sweeten's KECA orchestra and tenor Jimmy Nolan, Wednesday (3rd). "Marchetti" and "Cielito
Lindo" were two of the featured selections on the half-hour concert.

Editorial comment representing a
cross-section of American thought
will be featured in "Voice of a Naheard

tion,"

over

KFI

Mondays

through Fridays at 5:00 p.m. Jack

Latham and Frank Hemingway will
narrate the daily "Voice of a Nation"
programs, presenting editorials from
newspapers in American cities from
coast to coast.
Orson Welles and Joseph Cotten
were heard on KHJ Sunday in a one
time radio adaptation of their "Mercury Wonder Show" which opened in

Hollywood Tuesday. With Stu Wilson as producer and interviewer, the

two actors described in words the
features of the program presented
under the big top.
Nelson Pringle of Wheaties news-

cast fame, is a man to admire. He's
been getting up for an early morning newscast for so long, he has no
further use for an alarm clock, therefore lives in Serenity-a tick-tackless,
clockless house.

When NBC commentator Louis
addressed the graduating
class at the Stockton (Calif.) Army
Lochner

Advanced Flying School last week he

met an old college friend he hadn't

seen in 34 years. It was Congressman
Leroy Johnson of California, who
graduated from the University of Wis_
consin in 1909 with Lochner. While
several hundred flying graduates were
receiving their officers' commissions,
old grads Lochner and Johnson talked

over their student days.
Dena Reed, is the author of "A

Penny Saved," in which Martha
O'Driscoll will appear. C. P. MacGregor, producer of the Hollywood Radio

Theater signed her for this original

playlet.

CkfiVaY[JLILI

TINY DILL
'%a

or'FEo6iPrcX años. /%O.rrc CoRr

Army Air Corps.

Reporter At Large...
O

Credit another bull's eye for The Horn & Hardart Kiddie Hour.

...The newest of its alumnae, Joan Roberts, star of the musical hit of the
decade, "Oklahoma," and co-starred with James Melton on the CBSunday
program for Texaco, has agreed to scribble her Jane Hancock to a David
O. Selznick movie contract, calling for one picture a year for five years.
...A lengthy letter arrived at this desk postmarked Los Angeles, in which
the worthy efforts to entertain at isolated Army Camps in California on
the part of many more or less 'little known' actors and actresses, is
chronicled.... we've always handed bows or tossed Radiokays to those
whose extra -curricular forays, did so much to entertain men in our armed
forces.... however since it is physically impossible for us to personally be

present on all but a very few of these jaunts, we appreciate hearing
about the unselfish efforts of members of the theatrical world, but we
would like to know the sources of this information....the letter we refer
to didn't even have the name of the author.... hence we cannot mention
any of the names contained in the letter.... Robert 'Red' Sutherland, New
England newspaperman, will be added to the Blue Net's News Room
Staff August 23.... We got a thrill listening to WBYN's "Keep Freedom
Ringing" last night when Pvt. Herbert Lederer, 22 -year -old Vienna -born
lad, described his escape from the Gestapo'lecats', finally reaching America
where he promptly enlisted in the U. S. Army....Ed East ó Polly's

- vvv -

SIMON GOLDMAN, mate
WJTN, Jamestown, New Y
entered active service with lb
nal Corps, U. S. Army.

-vvv-

ANDRE BRUMMER, sqB
nouncer of WLIB, Brooklyn, at

ducer of special musical presepij

joins the Army this Friday, roe
to Camp Upton.

-vvv-

MATT GETTINGS, announu

WJNO, West Palm Beach, F

has been inducted into the serf
Camp Blanding.

-Vvv-

STEVE DOUGLAS, WRC-NB 1'
nouncer, Washington, D. C., r

to the RCAF August 30 for c

flying instruction. Douglas, bo
Canada and now a naturalizes
zen, received permission fror

draft board. His age and mariti
tus made his call by the draft 1
improbable.

"Breakfast In Bedlam." heard on the Blue for the past four years, has
been renewed for another year starting Oct. 1.

National Shoe Resumir
New York Spot Camp

With tonight's program, Gabriel Heatter, MBS com-

periods weekly. A daily particlj

mentator, completes a decade of Radioratory.... Vera Barton, song-

stress will thrill the lads at Fort Dix with a half-hour of songs
this afternoon.... Though she had played at the "Old Vic" in London,

she hadn't been doing much radio work, but since being selected
the most photogenic actress in Radio a week ago, the 'Lexington'
exchange has been flooded with calls for Adele Buschman from
directors.... Blue Network will toss a cocktail party next Wednesday

at the Jansen Blue Room of the Waldorf-Astoria to introduce the
new owner of that chain to the press.... Eileen Farrell, CBStellar
vocalist, now heard on the Prudential Family Hour during Gladys
Swarthout's vacation, has been signed as a regular feature on the
"American Melody Hour," starting Tuesday, August 24....In September, the repeat on the "Inner Sanctum," heard Sunday's over
the Blue Net, will be an all -musical program.... sponsors will then
decide whether to replace the early show with music.... Norman
Winter, former RADIO DAILY staffer, is the author and director of
the "Brazilian Parade" which will be channelled over 127 Mutual
stations tomorrow by the Coordinator of Inter -American Affairs....
Baritone Earl Wrightson is currently entertaining at Camps and
Bases 'Somewhere in the South Pacific'.... When Bob Hawk brought
his "Thanks To The Yanks" program to U.S.S. Hunter College Naval

Training Station, he drew a gale of laughter from two thousand
WAVES when he quipped, "This is the first time I've seen so many
happy women-wearing the same outfit"....Bill Wells' platter chatter on WNEW's nightly "Magic of Music" show is easy on
the ears.
Josephine Bangs, who plays "Miss MacDonald" in "The Open
Door," was discovered by Axel Gruenberg in the N. Y. office of John
Gibbs & Co. where she was employed as a secretary.... Some fellows get
all the breaks.... Jackson Beck, the 'Cisco Kid' on the MBSeries, will have
five

different Power's Models on successive weeks, whom he'll rescue

from the clutches of villains.

(l, nlinued Puna Puy,

on the Swing Billies program,
one -minute spot-announcemeDti

WMCA-Jerry Lawrence Air

ter, six 15 -minute periods weeld)
James' Little Show, six 10 -re

periods weekly, plus spot- a
ments.

WOV-Alan Courtney's 1

three 15 -minute periods weekly.IA

Baldi and recorded Italian spots..
one -minute spots in English.

WPAT-Steve Ellis' Music Mai

six 15 -minute periods weekly, f.'

spot announcements.
Emil Mogul Company, Inc., Ili
agency in charge.

Stork News
Al "Barn" Bamford, acting Imo'

of KROW, Oakland,

Calif.,

11

father of a seven and one-half MI'

boy born July 22. The infant 1',
first boy and the second child of
Bamfords. He'll be called Will
Alfred.

James C. Fidler, former staff N
orologist for WLW, Cincinnati,

his wife celebrated the arriv
daughter, born in Muncie, In
1.

Lt. Fidler is teaching me

to army pilots at

the N

School in Hondo, Texas.

POSITIONS FILLED QUIC
CALL

FRANK McGRANN
POSITIONS SECURING BUREA
(

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

1)

Agency)

331 MADISON AVE., N. Y.-Tel. MU.

-
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Garey Hears Lang Of ' WHOM
AGENCIES
VEST-ING
In Testimony At FCC Probe
IE CY

HUTTON, on Charlie Mar Playhouse," today

"Radio

GOODYEAR TIRE AND RUBBER
(Continued from Page 1)
CO. has engaged H. A. Bruno and
the OWI, and Hilda Shea of the FCC, out that Lang had hired an inves- Associates to serve as its public relahad brought pressure to bear on the tigator at his own expense to look tions counsel.

to

>CBS, 9 p.m.).

WI

.,ARD E. GIVENS, executive Foreign Language Wartime Control into the matter but never was able
of the NEA, and GEORGE Committee, which committee Lang is to find any basis for the complaint

ke Ty

JULE GORDON is resigning as a
)K, director of the American a member, to have James Hopkins against her. When she was removed director and eastern sales manager
un on Education, on "For This of WJBK, Detroit, change the con- from the air Lang said that the sta- of the F. W. Fitch Co. to become disuffered the loss of $6,000 rector of retail sales of the NestleF ht," tomorrow (WEAF-NBC, 7 tent and attitude of the news com- tion
mentator on that station to conform because two accounts, Selwyn Fur LeMur Co., Cleveland, beauty parlor
more with Cranston's viewpoint re- Co., and the Adolf Schrager FurniGordon was with Fitch for
dU I CHATTERTON, on the "Sa- garding the Russian situation in re- ture Co., withdrew from the station. supplies.
19 years, creating its advertising deps Night Bondwagon," tomorrow gard to the Polish -Russo boundary Probing into the activities of Falk partment and writing and staging the
Im]Mutual, 10:15 p.m.).
question and the death of ten thou- it was disclosed that he had a black- first Fitch radio show.
sand Polish officers.
list of radio personnel. He wanted
IR (OMER W. CARPENTER, min keep them off the air and none CONMAR PRODUCTS CORP.,
the First Christian Church, It was revealed by Garey that to
hired because of this blacklist. Newark, New Jersey, makers of Con is of Christ, Louisville, Ky., Cranston thought the Detroit com- were
was also reported that when Lang mar Major Zippers, has appointed
ambia's "Church of the Air," mentator was antagonistic to Russia It
and was voicing opinions inimicable asked for specific reasons as to why Wm. H. Weintraub & Company, Inc.,
(WABC-CBS, 1 p.m.).
to those of Cranston. Lang stated people should be kept off the air to handle its advertising account, efCORIGLIANO, as violin solo - that the committee suggested that Falk said that he would have to be fective immediately.
DUDLEY DIGGES, as inter- Hopkins stick to the news and not satisfied with what was told him
mmentator, on the program give views. When Garey asked Lang and act on their (the OWI) say so.
REYNOLDS METALS CO. has appointed J. Walter Thompson Company
York Philharmonic, Sun - if he thought the FCC and the OWI
Lang Reveals Losses
to direct its advertising, effective
C -CBS, 3 p.m.).
engaged in censorship program con- In questioning
Lang on the effect September 1st. Further details will
tent Lang replied, "I think you might the temporary license
had on clients be announced at a later date.
/O. CLAYTOR, presi- put it that way."
Lang stated that this type of license
e National Dental AssociaFalk's Recommendations
militated against the station and that
'Wings Over Jordan," Sun Lang also told the investigating the organization suffered the loss of NBC Daytime Page Staff
C -CBS, 10:30 a.m.).

a

>2

committee that Lee Falk, head of approximately $15,000 tó $20,000 per
MERMAN, on Jerry Les- the Foreign Language Division of the year. The temporary license was
ariety Show," Sunday OWI had recommended that his sta- first issued to the station in Dec.
tion stop doing business with three 1942. Since May 1, 1943 the station
S, 7 p.m.).
advertising firms which Falk con- has been operating on a 60 -day temsidered potential sources of Fascist porary license which expires Sept.
BELLAMY, in an adapta- propaganda. Garey pointed out that 30 of this year.
orey Ford's book, "Short Falk had not the slightest authority Garey, in looking into the license
okyo," on "Cavalcade of for his actions.
brought out that Lang had
Monday (WEAF-NBC, 8 In regard to personnel Lang re- matter
looked into the matter and had convealed that he started to take broad- ferred with Nathan David of the FCC
casters off the air as far back as to find out when the license would
R ANGEL, BASIL RATH- 1934 for pro -Fascist tendencies with- be restored. At that time David told

Now Entirely Feminine
(Continued from Page 1)

tion desks in the lobby and on the

eight studio floors of the NBC Building.

The decision to convert the day
page staff from men to young women,

now completed, was made several
months ago when increasing numbers of trained pages were being inducted into the armed services. It
was recognized then that candidates

d REGINALD GARDINER, out being told to do so by any fed- Lang that the license wouldn't be would have to be selected with great
aptation of "Spitfire," on eral agency. He said that he re- restored until after the FCC in- care in order to assure a high type
of personnel.

am of the "Screen Guild moved Herbert Oettgin from WFAB vestigation of the foreign language
Monday (WABC-CBS, 10 in 1934 for Nazi leanings; in 1935 he stations was completed, that Lang
removed George Bruenner for the would have to bide his time until
same reason. In 1936 after Lang that was effected.
HOFMANN, on the Great and his associates gained control of Lang told the investigating comeries of the "Telephone WHOM he again removed Oettgin
that other personnel had been
nday (WEAF-NBC, 9 p.m.). from the air. Following these dis- mittee
by the station at the recommissals Lang stated that he was re- hired
mendation
of the OWI. One Ilise
sponsible for the removal of Domhad been engaged because
e On Speaker List enica Trombetta, the Italian comedy Intrator
alleged anti -Nazi activity, as
Maglicini and Cavallero, en- of her
Retailer "Circuit" team
Roberti Bertolini.
gaged in Fascist propaganda work. was
Pietro Garafalo, who later went to It was also revealed that personnel
e Gamble, assistant to See- WBNX but was subsequently taken at WHOM was being investigated
the Treasury Henry MorJr., has been added to the
eakers who will address
's retailers on August 10
osed circuit to NBC affil that date, groups of re 1 meet in local studios at
EWT, to hear authorities
lans for the coming War
paign conducted during
by the Treasury Depart-

Albert Fenner as to their religion,
off at Lang's suggestion, Cola -Negri by
political

and what they
and Vinzo Cometo who was taken thought ofaffiliations,
certain international quesoff because his program was distions, which as Lang pointed out was
continued by the sponsor.
not in the province of any member
It was stated that Elsa Maria Troya of the FCC to ask.
was taken off the air at the sugges- Garey wanted to know from Lang
tion of Lee Falk of the OWI. Falk, whether he complied with the deit was told by Lang never made any mands of the FCC because he
was
specific accusations against Troya
of not having his license reand would never give any even afraid
stored.
Lang
steadfastly
denied
the
though he was asked for them on allegation.
innumerable
occasions.
peakers already scheduled
resume today at 10 a.m.
Garey on questioning Lang brought in Hearings
vent are Palmer Hoyt, di the Federal Building, New York.
I OWI's Domestic Bureau;
alker, chairman of the ReStork News
Beverly Mahr Leaves Radio
ar Campaign Committee and
John
Gordon,
assistant to Storrs Beverly Mahr, NBC vocalist is leavM. Allen, president of the Haynes, of Compton
Advertising, Inc., ing the airwaves after three
Retail Dry Goods Associa- is the father of a son,
years of
his first child, continuuous broadcasting on
NBC.
tlks will not be broadcast. born July 28 at Elgin, Ill. The baby Beverly is going West with her huswill be named John Stuart.
band, Carl Mahr.

"Pages and pagettes have a tre-

mendously important assignment at
NBC," Paul Rittenhouse, manager of
the

guest

relations

department,

pointed out. "Of all our employees,
these young people are most closely

associated with the thousands of
visitors who pass daily through NBC's

corridors and into the studios. They

must know how to meet and greet
the guests who come from all parts
of the country and from all walks
of life. The treatment these people
receive at the hands of our employees
is the picture of NBC they will retain when they return to their
homes."
Under the plans which led to the
formation of the pagette staff, the
young women eventually will receive
the same training that has been given
pages.

Furthermore, they will be

offered opportunities to prepare themselves for other positions for which

they seem best fitted.
The appointment of the first ten
pagettes may lead to the early employment of others if the present
group works out satisfactorily. By
substituting pagettes for pages, as
the latter are called to service, NBC
expects to maintain a stable staff,

fully trained to serve as the network's personal contacts with studio
guests.
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Rosenbaum Letter Gives Radio Men
Farewell Angles On AFM Disk Ban
(Continued from Page 1)

out what they considered flaws in a

theory not in harmony with their
way of thinking.
Rosenbaum's letter follows:

Broadcasters Doubtful
Before withdrawing tomorrow into the
anonymity of army uniform 1 send you a
parting message on the subject of the
recording situation.
Last October I wrote to all of you to

say that

not believe the slambang
attack on Petrillo would succeed. It did not.
Last January, after the Senate hearings,
I wrote to all of you again. I pointed out
that while it would take legislation to solve
the problem, the legislation you would get
would be the opposite of what you were
asking for.
Now 1 write once more to urge you to
review the position. Congress will be fully
occupied with war and post-war matters,
beside which the recording of music will
seem to it like a trifle. I predict Congress
will give it no attention unless the music
industries and the union agree on a program
I

did

and get together on a law which will be
satisfactory to both.
Some of you, and particularly our National Association, still believe in Santa
Claus, and are waiting for the War Labor

Board to make a ruling for the transcribers
that will force the musicians to adcept reemployment by the record -makers. I am not
speaking as a lawyer, but you all know how
specious is the plea that the war will be
made longer if advertisers cannot send yod
musical jingles on platters. You know perfectly well it is a matter of revenue, not
patriotism or war service. Certainly we serve
the war effort. So do plenty of others. That
is no reason to expect to continue to get
something for nothing when we are in business for profit.
WLB Prediction

It is my prediction the War Labor Board
will wash its hands of this whole dispute
when it gets the facts. It has plenty of real
work to keep production moving for munitions and food that really fight for victory,

without lending Itself to an effort of the
music industries to perpetuate the commercial pirating of records made and sold for
home use only.
Meanwhile no new records are being published and none will be until all of us get
together. Therefore I feel it not amiss to
leave a constructive thought with you. It is
largely a repetition of what I recommended
last January, but maybe I was too early
then. Maybe it is still too early. Very often
a disease has to get a lot worse before it
begins to get better. That is up to you.
I know I am addressing an audience that
has no sympathy with the whole idea of the
right of copyright. I believe a majority
of you, by number, are convinced, for instance, that the fees collected by Ascap for
composers and publishers are a form of
tribute that is collected but not earned.
Therefore it is not surprising if you resist
the further extension of the right of copyright which affords the only possible solution to this recording impasse.
Urges Performer Rights
Yet I now depose, suggest and urge that
the performer should have a right of protection similar to that which the law already
gives the composer and his publisher. In
fact, in some jurisdictions the performer's
copyright is recognized at common law. Such
is the law as declared by the Supreme Court

of my own state

of

Pennsylvania, so it

cannot be so shocking, and you might as
well start to get used to the idea.
In fact, I venture another prediction, that
sooner or later Congress will grant the performer that copyright by statute. It will
come because it is right and just that it
should. How much better that It should be
done promptly, by agreement between the

performers and the employers, and that there
be an understanding based on mutual respeét
and protection.

I shall not weary you by repeating all
the arguments I presented in my letters of
last October and last January. But I shall
sum them up. I said (1) the musicians have
a just complaint against the commercial use
for profit of records played, made and sold
"for home use only"; (2) the performer has

a right of protection which should be given recommended that it be spent pro rata in
the different parts of the country from which
recognition.
it is collected, and that it be spent in conJuke -Box Industry
nection with the educational system of the
These arguments 1 implemented by some country,
so that it would work no unfair
facts. The juke -box industry collects an an- competition
with the commercial music innual gross which I was then informed was dustries which
create it.
1150,000,000 per annum, but which 1 am
does not require much imagination to
toad now is nearer to $250,000,000. This seeIt that
this
opens
up possibilities for the
cosiness is built entirely on records, mostly development of the art
music in this counsecond-hand, without employing a single live try, such as has never of
been experienced in
musician.
True, radio stations use records, and there the history of music.
This is my plan and proposal. 1 leave it
are said to be 400 statlous that employ no with
you and recommend that you study it
.ive musicians. They will have to pay a
calmly,
without the high temperature that
performing royalty somehow before they are
is so far evident in all of your public statetnrough, and my plan wilt show the way.
ments.
On the other hand, 1 asked that it should
not be overlooked that the gross of the mu"Forget About Petrillo"
tton picture industry is many times the gross
Forget about Petrillo. He is merely an
, f even the juke -box industry, and it should instrument In an economic conflict which
ae included in any overall computation of must be resolved with justice and vision.
the sources of royalty.
I view with complete good -nature the
It is my conviction that the musicians prospect
that now you will soon hold annave no just complaint against the record - other lot of district meetings and unanipublishers and manufacturers or against the mously approve resolutions which ignore my
transcribers, or against that segment of the suggestion and hiderse your association.
radio industry which employs live musicians
If you do, then I want you to know what
in accordance with the 1037 Plan of Settle- will
next. Here is a final prediction:
ment. The complaint against the other com- The happen
manufacturers and the union will get
mercial users of music for profit is, however, together
without you. They will get Conin my opinion, justified.
performing copyright. Every
Union has declined to accept any more gress to grant
engagement from then on will
engagements to play for recordings. We have recording
require
the
performer
to assign his copysaid to Union, In effect: "What do you right to the record -publisher.
The publisher
want?" Union says: "Nothing. We just don't will collect the royalty and give
union
want to record because we want to protect a small fixed fee per record. Youthe
will pay
.ive performers."
more royalty than you now have any idea
of, and you will pay it whether you employ
Proposes An Accord
or not. The public is not
Therefore 1 propose that the commercial live musicians
as long as it gets its records.
music industries get together with the union interested,
The
juke
-box
will
escape scot-free and you
an the following program:
will foot the bill. Instead of
It seems to me it is up to the Industries broadcasters
using
used
for
the
good
of music by creating
to propose a method by which live perform- more opportunities for the
young people of
ers will be given protection and member» of our country to make a living
as musicians,
Federation will again play for recording.
the
money
will
add
to
manufacturers'
profits.
Here, 1 believe, it is:
If
you
let
it
go
like
that,
all
well
and good.
Let us propose to union that we will We all have friends among the manufacturers
join with it in urging Congress to extend too.
the right of copyright to cover the perNow this transmitter will sign off and
fornier, provided union will agree the right
will be exercised in a manner .that will cease to trouble you for the duration. I love
create new employment Instead of merely you all, those who disagree with me, who
enriching those who already have em- are many, and those few who tell me indulgently they believe 1 am right. Whatever
ployment.
1 know broadcasters will continue
You ask how this can be done. This is happens,
to serve the public interest. They will have
how:
Practically every professional performer to.

is a member of the American Federation of
Musicians. Let us recognize that fact. We
then ask the Federation to make it a condition of its membership that every member
must assign to the Federation his performing
copyright under this new law. We shall now
ask the Federation to set up a machinery
for administering the new copyright which
is in accord with public conscience and the
better interest of all music and musicians.
Such machinery, for instance, could be a
Board of Trustees named by Federation but
including a representative of the public and
a representative of the idustrles. This Board
would disburse the royalty fund collected and
use it for live employment of Federation
members, after certain deductions. The deductions would be: first, the cost of administration of the fund; second, a fair share
of the royalty to the performers who create
it. Any employer who employs live musicians would receive credit against his royalty
obligation.

Favors Disk Royalties
In other words, any commercial user of
records for profit would have to pay the
Federation fund a fixed royalty for such
use, based on his gross revenue derived from
the use of records, against which he would
be entitled to credit for any money he spent
for live musicians.
Let us suppose a royalty of three per cent
were agreed. A radio station which derives
$10,000 per annum gross revenue by the use
of records would be obligated either to pay
the fund $300 per annum or spend that
much for services of members of Its local
of the Federation. What is wrong with that?
On this basis, an annual fund of large
amount, possibly ten millions of dollars,
would be produced from the start, without
any undue hardship to anybody, and make
possible ordinary justice to the organized
musicians without whose services the music
industries would, of course, not exist.

As to the expenditure of the fund,
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Broadcasters Doubtful

Regarding

Rosenbaum's

letter

IVar-Program Idyl

"Soldiers of Safety'
"Soldiers of Safety" is the
another in the series of p.
over WLW in the interest
welfare of war workers in c

tion with the U. S. Departí
Labor which will be broadc
turday.

This Saturday's program w
with industrial safety for won

Material for the bí
is being gathered at the Id
ployes.

Norris Company of Connersvil

where a large number of wort
ployes operate heavy machine
eluded on the program will bi
views with women employes,

supervisors and women trait
the Company's
school.

machine

"Foreign Assignm
"Foreign Assignment," a

ries of dramatic adventu

played against authentic lo
be governed by the change
throughout the world. The

ries made its debut Sunday

will be presented at 2:30-3 p.m

Sunday on KH.I, Los Angele
initial broadcast presented the
ican correspondent Brian Ba
Turkey.

"Foreign Assignme

written by Frank Pharos and
ed by Tom Riley.

nouncements was continuing
minished with vocal recordings

effects and the like, and tha

was really involved were libra
vices and 15 -minute shows.

pointed out that stations

fat

the centers of large population

musicians are avi
broadcasters in New York pointed competent
not survive indefinitely
out that his theory that broadcasters could
should pay a percentage of their gross out a supply of transcription
this certainly would invol
income for the benefit of musicians that
of wartime con
who are allegedly unemployed be- maintenance
cations.
cause records were used, would apply

equally to network broadcasting, to
actors, to singers and to other cate-

See No AFM Headway

Representatives of bruadl
gories of employees in the broadcast- stations also pointed out flu
ing and recording industries. They main burden of Rosenbaums

pointed out that the assumption of seemed to be that the broads
obligations to persons whose services industry has not yet beaten
the broadcasting industry did not use, It was pointed out that Petr
either directly or indirectly, involved not made any headway at
grave economic fallacy. These indeed, that his members
broadcasters also argued that far deprived of millions of
from there being any proof that radio revenue without any acivan
broadcasting had interfered with em- soever. Under these circ
ployment of musicians, all of the broadcastsers said that the
evidence was that there had been surrender .by Rosenbaum o
more musicians employed, at higher ciple which they believe b
wages, since the radio, than ever be- valid, seemed totally uncal
fore in the history of this country or Radio men also indicated
any other country.
trillo had felt keenly his ac
a

Scoff At "Jingles" Claim

Some broadcasters were particularly- at variance with Rosenbaum's
suggestion that the controversy before the War Labor Board involved
merely "musical jingles on platters"
and, therefore, did not affect the war
effort. These broadcasters stated that
the jingle type of one -minute an-

Hoe

the position in which his
placed and was showing th
concerts under which he p
use musicians who are alr
ployed. Broadcasters said

counter to Rosenbaum's Id

the union got money out
casters,

it would use it 1

who aren't fully employed.
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Coast _to _Co ast
WTMJ, for the 15th consecutive year

with Russ Winnie at the mike,
will broadcast the gridiron games of
the Green Bay Packers and the University of Wisconsin Badgers. The
Wadhams division of the SoconyVacuum Oil Company, as in the last
15 years, will sponsor the series of
football games.
*

In order to insure even more thorough
cooperation with network accounts, WING.
Dayton, has a chart of coming and current

shows with starting date, pre -announce-

ments, ads and other services to be

checked off by the promotion department
as soon as they are finished.
*

*

-

.

"Camp Ellis on Parade," is a 15 minute presentation of news and
views, highlighting the hit tune of
the week chosen by enlisted men at

Bill

Rothrum, sportscaster of WSYR,

WNYC, New York ,will salute the

Syracuse, who was recently assigned to Coast Guard tomorrow as a feature
handle a show originating at Sampson, of the Lewisohn Stadium Concert
N. Y. Naval training base, was almost broadcasts.
*
*
shanghaied because he had gotten mixed
WFTC, Kinston, N. C., is really worwith a group of recruits In civilian clothes.
ried about its listening audience. Rev.
Clarence J. Brown, representative Clifton Rice, who conducts a religious

in Congress from the seventh Ohio program over WFTC, told Jonas Weiland,

district, tonight at 8:30 p.m. will begin owner of WFTC, that in the last seven
a series of talks over WLW, Cincin- years he has announced the deaths of
nati under the general subject "Voice 4,200 of its listening audience.
of Congress."
*
*
*
WIOD, Miami, Fla., participated in
Katherine Fox, coordinator of war activi- the Miami birthday celebration

Sunday. Pvt. Clark Dennis, former for the special radio wire of the
singer with Paul Whieman, sings the Associated Press, Wilfred L. Davis,
hit tune. Lieut. Grant C. Butler, for- president, announced. The new sermer "Chicago
"Herald -American" vice will include telescripts and other
sports writer, is the writer and pro- features in addition to AP disducer. The broadcast originates in patches.
the WBBM, Chicago studios.

*

a

Desert Hitler?"

*

by the OWI.

E. R. Cappellini has been appointed programs wekly under the general title
manager of KALB, Alexandria, La. by "The Open Book" to acquaint the geneal
Walter H. Allen, owner. Cappellini re- public with special services offered by
ceived his final U. S. citizenship papers In the library and to review new books
1937. He has been with KALB since 1939 added to the library's collection. Nina

as news editor and commercial manager. Ford. head librarian, supervises the broadCappellini, born in Chile, has a knowledge casts....KGVO is currently producing
of Spanish, French and Portuguese.
and transcribing four programs of news
*
*
and sports monthly for Western Montana

N. Y.

turns to the announcing chores at

"News Thru A Woman's
as manager of WJTN, Jamestown, program
Eyes" today over WNEW, New York
City.

*

B

4
1

18

5
2
19

IJ

20 21

*

OWI series was taken off the ai
Woehmeyer and Harold Clark

continuity department got

tc

*

Scribner,

the

creator

11.

pared by the Royal Norwegi, it
formation Service. Titled "Nra,
Fights On," the stories are ba'e,

actual fact and are designed to al
that the spirit of the Vikings Ii''c
....Fourteen offers of blood done
was the result of a single anncrc
ment made on KROW's new So
morning "Western Roundup" rt
..As a public interest fer°.
KROW broadcast an interview l"

OWI overseas program division and the W. Austin Campbell, manager oil'.
United States Army special service divi- lic relations for Timm Ai,,
Corporation, Los Angeles, whet I:
sion.
*
*
*
troop gliders for the Army Air
Chief announcer Murray Jordan re- are being manufactured.

WLIB, Brooklyn, after a two-week

*

Jimmy

In cooperation with the Missoula Public
KROW, Oakland, has sched
Library, KGVO, Missoula, Mont., Is currently presenting a series of quarter-hour series of transcribed program re

ized by both the East and West Coast

4

*

Faced with a problem wb

Theater, will originate his Negro.*
strip on WIP for the week of the 1,

*

While Simon Goldman serves in the photographer, who has snapped the
so many times that the
Signal Corps of the U. S. Army, Day- president
ton S. Wilkins, treasurer of the James count has been forgotten, will be inBroadcasting Co., will take his place terviewed by Kathryn Cravens on her

9

13th of August when he will hold spore

program on constructive sugges ,i
the Ohio sportsmen and sportsw,a
siding In the Dayton area. The cece
no "bugaboo" for Stuber.

throughout the world. The greeting '7ohnson Family," while in Philapi
will be shortwaved from New York for a personal appearance at the ,re

Jack Shere, former White House servicemen overseas. Programs are util-

*

*

Jim Stuber of the Ohio Wild I,tjX','
servation organization will take too,
before a WHIO, Dayton mike, Fr ry

and wrote. a "Proudly We Hail
which deals with war informs
ties and public service director for WLW- recently with a program presenting story of an American hero.
WSAI, has announced a new series of historic highlights in the city's scribed music keyed to the tin
programs in the interests of the local growth. The biggest part of the show something on what the individi
Navy Recruiting Office to be broadcast related the early developments of do to help win the war. Most
over WSAI, Cincinnati each Saturday the metropolis as told by old-time sponsors of the OWI series
residents....Mayor Leonard K. Thom- transferred to the newly crests
evening.
*
*
son of Miami made an electrical tran- gram on WOWO-WGL, Fort
*
KYA, San Francisco, has con- scription of a greeting to Miami's

the Camp Ellis, Ill. stamping grounds, tracted with Press Association, Inc. fighting men on the battle fronts

Charles Davila, former Rumanian ambassador to the United States, and Dr.
Emil Lengyel, author of "Danube" and
many other books on international topics,
will be the guest speakers on WLIB,
Brooklyn "Liberty Forum," Sunday. Their
topic will be "Will Hungary and Rumania

,'tx

When a meeting of the Cons

Dr. Henry Townley Heald, president stay in Milford, Conn.....Edith Zor- Broadcasting System was held in'r
of Illinois Institute of Technology, only 38 now, office manager of WLIB, is tak- Haven recently, the delegative

S

26,26, 21 28
August 6
Jim Ameche
Jack Armstrong
Frank Froeba
Arthur Fields
Peg Moody
Leonard M. Leonard
Louella Parsons,
Tony Parenti
Louis K. Sidney
Guy Remington
Walter Valentine
August 7
Orm Downes
Torrence E. Donley
W. C. Gartland
Kathleen Fitz
Al Goodman
Hildred Price
August 8
Charles Boyer
Bill Conno
Ross Graham
Gail Hensh
Michael E. Ken
Red Ingle
Nino Martini
I. Manned
Edna O'Dell
Robert L. Simpson
Otis Wright
Victor Young
William Elmo Tanner

years of age, will be cited "For Distinctive ing her vacation at the Cedars Coun- cided to change their name to that
Service" on the program of that name try Club ....Assistant musical direc- Connecticut State Network to avol
today over WGN, Chicago.... Kane tor Roger Wayne has gone to a hos- confusion of initials with the Cob
Broadcasting System. Harold Mey,'
Campbell, formerly with NBC In New pital for an operation.
*
WSSR, Stamford, was re-elected cha
York, joined the WGN staff as continuity
and
Tames T. Milne, secretary-trea
writer.
The RCA -Victor Division of Radio
*

*

The American Women's Volunteer
Service begins a new WBNX, New
York series this afternoon at 4:15
p.m. Mrs. Alexander Haring, chairman of AWVS radio activities, is in
charge of the latest addition to
WBNX' schedule of wartime broadcasts.... WBNX salutes Belgium, Australia and Greece during its "United

Corporation of America has contracted

with WDRC, Hartford, for 10 wekly one minute ET's through to September 1.7. The
account was placed by Ruthrauff & Ryan.
*

*

Ken Yeend Leaves KW
For Position With 16

*

Pullman, Washington-Kennet
United States Broadcasting Company, Yeend, director of KWSC, has
has completed arrangements for the signed to become director of ed
broadcast of a series of concerts from tion and farm programs at
Severance Hall by the Cleveland or- CBS Seattle affiliate. Yeend cam

C. M. Hunter, program director of

IC

Nations Notes" programs on Tuesdays, chestra which will be heard each KWSC in 1934, when the station
Wednesdays and Thursdays.
Sunday evening at 9 over WHK, still connected with Washington E
*
a
a
Cleveland. The programs will be College, as half-time student asses
1937

Gloria Carroll, singing star of the WEEI, made available to Mutual affiliates.
*
Boston "Coffee Club," inaugurates a new
series of programs entitled "Musically
Bruce Wallace has returned to BOIL,
Yours-Signed Gloria Carroll," Monday, Omaha as studio manager after a session
Wednesday and Friday beginning Mon- at WING. Dayton. Harold Roll of Allen
M

to the station director. In

transferred to KW, Tacoma, as
of the continuity department,
ing to KWSC after a short pe

become acting director and
day at 6:15 p.m.....Evelyn Howe has & Reynolds advertising agency is now director. In addition to his

invited Marie H. Houlahan, director of director of sales and promotion for KOIL activities, Yeend has been a m'
publicity for WEEI, to attend her "Five and two Lincoln. Neb. stations, KFAB of the Washington State College
faculty for nine years.
O'Clock raffles" program Monday.
and !FOB.
,

..

NFS
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TEN CENTS

J. S. Shortwave Winning
he Witness Alleges

Bowes Culls RCAF

I'll -FCC Domination

Montreal - An opportunity for
local RCAF personnel to take part
in Major Edward Bowes' "Amateur
Hour" is provided this week. Audi-

,ay's session of the House Select

[ttee investigation of the FCC
ed through the continued tes-

of Joseph Lang of station
that two Federal agencies,
FCC, sought over all author ding program content and
rsonnel on foreign language

also revealed that OWI and
delved into the ideaolgies
language station personnel
rd to fascist tendencies but
asion was anything done to

tions are being held at Lachine

CIAA Reports Broadcasts To So. Am.
Killing Demand For Axis Programs;
BBC Planning Additional Shows

of No. 5 Manning Depot. No.
Training Command and No.

Hummert Quitting BSH

Manning Pool Depot for members
3
1

Wireless School. Finals are scheduled for tonight. Two to seven air-

men will be chosen to take the

Will Start Own Firm

Mutual July Billings

Frank Hummert, of BlackettSample-Hummert agency, will sever
his connection with the organization
as of Dec. 31, 1943 and will open his
own firm to be called Hummert Radio
Productions. It is presumed that Mrs.

trip to New York for Thursday's
show.

(Continued on Page 7)

ore War Bonds and Stamps

Rose 104% Over 1942
o Spot Business
ws Big Improvement Mutual's billings for the month of

July reveal a
of $1,088,809,
0-Spot business here is on which is the thirdgross
month
ing, with at least two out- that the network consecutive
has exceeded the
rting current biz and the million dollar mark.
Figure also res most promising in history. veals an increase of 104.9
per cent
hicago key station of the over July of last year, when the
gross
ork, according to Gil Berry, revenue was $531,305.
Cumulative
spot sales manager for the total for the seven months
ntral Division is going par - $6,991,727 which is an increasetotals
strong. New contracts for the same period in 1942 of 19.2over
per
ess just signed include the
(Continued on Page 8)

More War Bonds and Stamps

Returns To KMOX;

ds New Department

cent.

Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Lewis Rejoins CBS;

Making Special Study

is-C. G. "Tiny" Renier re- William B. Lewis has accepted a
KMOX-CBS outlet, to be- special 12 -month assignment from
d of a new Department of President William S. Paley of CBS
Sales, established to provide wherein Lewis will make a nationservice to national and wide study of radio program service;
vertisers. Renier, who has
(Continued on Page 3)
successful year as producer -

in the New York offices of
(Continued on Page 4)

noublt'-Talk
Begley, as Alexis a Greek
lla, had to speak a number
les in Greek on "Hop Har-

WI' on the Blue. Hence, con 'at /vas made with the Greek
'tht

of Information for transla00, However, when Begley re.
`furl

it,

it was "Greek" to him.

belwere literal but the phonetic

~rtion was lacking. However,
t on the air as received.

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-United States networks today are averaging 420 hours
of programs a week into South America, it was reported last week by the

CIAA. Our broadcasters have won
the fight for the air from the Axis,
with the influence of Berlin, Tokyo
and Rome broadcasts into the Latin Americas growing less and less potent.

Recent CIAA surveys have shown
that the four million receivers below
Anne Hummert will be associated the Rio Grande are now tuned in to
Allied frequencies far more than to
with him in this venture.
Hummert

joined

the

(Continued on Page 6)

Blackett-

(Continued on Page 6)

Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Ray More War Bonds and Stamps

FMB! Directors Meet
Lew Weiss Appointed
To OWI Radio Committee
On Post -War Problems
Los Angeles-Appointment has just

been accepted by Lewis Allen Weiss,

vice-president and general manager

Milwaukee-Frequency Modulation
of the Don Lee Broadcasting System. Broadcasters, Inc., held a directors
as a member of the Radio News and meeting here late last week, confab

Policy Committee of the Office of being open to all members. Among
(Continued on Page 6)
those present were directors, Walter
J. Damm, president; Theodore StreiBuy Wore War Bonds and Stamps
bert, Arthur Church, Walter Evans,

RKO's New Promotion
Increases Radio Time

Radio is again being employed with
great effect by Radio-Keith-Orpheum

in the promotion of its current film

(Continued on Page 3)

Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

RCA Declares Dividend
On First Preferred Stock

production "Behind The Rising Sun," Following the meeting of the Board
now being shown in Boston. It is evi- of Directors of the Radio Corp. of
dent that the new movie -production America held Friday in New York,
(Continued on Page 6)
David Sarnoff, president, announced

* THE WEEK IN RADIO

that a dividend of 871/2 cents per
share has been declared on the out (Continued on Page 2)

OWI War Loan Plans
By PEGGY BYRNE

INDUSTRY received from the OWI
plans for its part in the Third War
Loan drive. Campaign, from September 9-30, will be inaugurated with
Radio Day. On September 9 the
industry will devote all possible time

to promoting the drive. Network
Allocation Plan, Special Assignment
Plan, and local station announcements will be used to their fullest
extent on that day. Sixty per cent
of the network plan time will be
enlisted for the remainder of the

drive.

Ten million dollars of time
by broadcasters during drive, and
over one billion listeners are to be
and talent are expected to be donated

reached.
Samuel R. Rosenbaum, president of

WFIL, Philadelphia, issued a letter

to broadcasters, before leaving for
the Army, and offered his plan to
settle the AFM recording ban. He
suggested establishing a performer
copyright, which musicians would
(Continued

on Page 2)

Fortitude
Mark Love, who conducts the

WGN. Chicago program "Greetings

From Your Boy," although now
hobbling on crutches, is a trouper
of the old school. Late one night
he fell and broke his ankle. Realizing that it he had the ankle treated,
he would not have time to open
his show, he arrived at the WGN
studio and for 25 minutes went
through the pacos.

2

Monday. August 8.
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... OWI War Loan Plans
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:

Editor
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Business Manager

except Saturdays,

Sundays

place in the hands of the AFM. Pay- the deal-due to a statement by
ment of royalties would go to the James L. Fly that he had not heard
union on condition that they use about a McG.-H. withdrawal-Noble
funds to hire unemployed musicians, stated that he had no associates in
working in conjunction with the buying the web, that he did not
country's educational system. He intend to acquire any, and that he
warned that if the industry did not would offer stock to affiliates and the
act, the manufacturers and union public. Sale pends on an FCC apwould make a separate agreement proval.
and get Congress to establish the ...War Labor Board selected a threecopyright. Then manufacturers would man panel to conduct hearings on

and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York,
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
President and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester
B. Bahn, Vice -President; Charles A. Alicoate,
Secretary. Terms (Post free) United States
outside of Greater New York, one year, $10; demand the copyrights and royalties, the AFM recording ban....CBS netforeign, year, $15. Subscriber should remit and at a much higher percentage.... ted $2,204,488.11 during the 26 weeks
with order. Address all communications to
RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, New York broadcasters pointed out ending July 3, 1943, the board of
Phone Wlsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, that such a ruling would apply to directors announced last week. At
N. Y.
7-6338.
Chicago, I11.-Frank Burke, Suite all other performers, as well as mu- the same time, they revealed that
1800-A, Merchandise Mart, Phone Delaware
Edward Klauber, director and also
4950. Hollwood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425 sicians, and that there was no reason
why the industry should assume re- chairman of the executive committee,
Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
matter
April
class
5,
Entered as second
sponsibility for persons not in its had resigned because of ill health....
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
RCA statement of income for the
employ.
under the act of March 3, 1879.

Special meeting of the NAB board second quarter of 1943 showed a gross
of directors in Chicago passed three of $141,001,366, a fifty million dollar
resolutions: one, that the meet had increase over last year's for the same
not been called to consider the pos- period. Net income, however, with
sibility of removing Neville Miller, taxes and charges deducted showed

FINANCIAL
(August 6)
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Net

Am. Tel. G Tel.
CBS
CBS

A

High

Low
152

152

Chg.

Close

152% - 21/g

22

21%

217/e - 1/2

36%

355/2
211/2

35%

21% 21% 21% - 5/a

president; two, that William B. Lewis a decrease of $77,223.... WJZ released
should be considered as a possible a listener study for the area covering
successor to Miller in 1944 (Lewis New York stations. Survey was conwithdrew his name) ; three, that a ducted by Crossley, and is considered
special committee be nominated to to be one of the most comprehensive
consider possible candidates to suc- jobs done on this area.

KINGSLEY HORTON,

assistant

WEEI, Columbia's O G 0 station

man,
in Be

town on Friday for conferences at netwoi
quarters.
LOUIS

APPELL has

J.

arrived

from

York, Pa., for a short visit on station

a

work business.
PARKS JOHNSON and WARREN HULL
Camp Parks, Cal., for the broadcasting

night's stanza of the "Vox Pop" progras
JOHN MAYO, of A.M.P., is expected I
day

tomorrow from

or

an

extended

trip.
ANNE NICHOLS, author of the
production of "Abié s Irish

st:

radio

RICHARD HUBBELL, of N. W. Ayer

Inc., off by plane for

Seattle, where

spend a few weeks setting the stage fo
radio show for Boeing Aircraft Compa
DON DAVIS, president of WHO,
Mo.,

in New York visiting at the M

work offices.
MAURICE HART. conductor of the
Hall" over WNEW, is leaving today
annual vacation.
WILLIAM I. MOORE, secretary and

cial manager of WBNX, is spending a
Sturgis,

Mich., with William

Alcon

C.

ager of the station. MRS. FRANCES D.
FORD, of the station staff, is vaca
the Poconos.
H. H. HOLTHOUSER, national sal
motion manager of WAPI, affilia,

ceed Miller at the expiration of his New York stations gave full coterm in office....BBD&O concluded operation last week to Mayor La22
91/2
93/4
arrangements with three sponsors Guardia in his efforts to stop riots
+
69
69
69
and WGRB, General Electric televi- in Harlem....NBC announced that
1152
113/4 +
1.13/4
rate scale,
- 3/4 sion station in Schenectady, to use it is revising its advertising
911/2 90
90
11/2 one hour monthly.... Cox investiga- effective September 1, to meet inZenith Radio
311/4 31
31
OVER THE COUNTER
tion of the FCC resumed hearings, creasing operating costs....RCA anBid
Asked
having moved to New York for this nounced plans for an extensive surFarnsworth Tel. Cr Rad.
87/2
834

ED MASON, director of the farm
on WLW, Cincinnati, and HOWARD
LAIN, assistant program director of
tion, are in Clarksburg, West Va.,
the "silver anniversary" convention of
Virginia Farm Bureau. They will rema

Strom berg -Carlson

103/4

113/e

WCAO (Baltimore)

Wednesday.

20

23

271/2

291/2

B

Gen. Electric
Philco
RCA Common
RCA
First Pfd.
Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse

WJR (Detroit)

211/2 - 3/4
91/2 - 1/4
1/4
1/g

-

S. S. Round -Table

lap of the probe. Witnesses last week vey of music as it affects morale and
were James A. Guest, chief of FCC production of war workers. Dr. W. A.
New York field office, Gene T. Dyer, Kerr, psychologist of RCA personnel
owner and operator of three mid - planning and research division, will
western stations, and Joseph Lang, direct the study....NBC western divi-

Arthur J. Altmeyer, chairman, and general manager of WHOM, New
George Bigge and Ellen Woodward, York. Main point of the sessions was
members of the Social Security Board, to show that FCC controlled, through
will participate in a round table dis- the OWI, the personnel policies of

sion executives met last week with
Hedges, vice-president in charge of

istration, its future needs and plans, stations had suffered losses due to Minderman as Director of Information last week....Latest Hooper ratduring a special NBC broadcast Sa- this.
turday, August 14 at 4:00 p.m., EWT. Sale agreement of the Blue Net- ings for evening shows placed Walter
The date of the broadcast is the eighth work to Edward J. Noble, chairman Winchell in the lead, followed by
anniversary of the founding of the of the Life Savers Corp. and owner "Take It Or Leave It"....Roger W.
Administration.
of WMCA, New York, was announced Clipp was appointed executive vicelast week. Noble stated that there president of WFIL Broadcasting Co.
Stork News
will be no changes in personnel.... to act for Samuel R. Rosenbaum,
Fred Deinert, sales manager of Though it was thought that McGraw- president, during his leave of absence
WPEN, Philadelphia, is the proud Hill was possibly still involved in for military service.
poppa of a new broadcaster, Darlene
RCA Declares Dividend
Joyce, born about three weeks ago.
Linton Appoints Higgins
5000 WATTS

1330 KILOCYCLES

REa

TT

ENGLISH JEWISH ITALIAN
The roster of advertisers using WEVD year

otter year reads like "Who's Who' in
Notional Advertising. List on req,.est.
HENRY CREENFIELD, MANAGING DIRECTOR

t.. WEVO-117 W. 46th Street, Nw York, N. Y.

buss

New York.

JIMMIE BLAIR, singer heard on t
ber Music Society of Lower Basin
the Blue Network, off on a twosonal appearance tour of theaters in
and Springfield,

Mass.

On First Preferred Stock

"Hot" Availability

`;9t é Capitol

new!

JI

* "Washington Insi

Out" now available* f
immediate sale.

$45 per week
SUNDAY EVENINGS

6:15-6:30 P. M.
*subject to prior sale

(Continued Porn Nose II

441
Of

in Birmingham, Ala., on a short

Niles Trammell, president, and W. S.

station relations, to discuss their warcussion of the Social Security Admin- foreign language stations, and that time problems.... FCC named Earl

To Head Chicago Office

'

Harold Higgins has been placed in
shares of $3.50 Cumulative
charge of the Chicago office of Ray standing
Preferred stock, for the period
Linton & Co. Linton, now moved to First
from July 1, 1943 to Sept. 30, 1943.
direct New York office.

The dividend is payable Oct. 1, 1943
Higgins has been manager of WOR's to holders of record at the close of
Chicago office and prior to that served business Sept. 10, 1943.
on the staffs of WBZ and Paul Raymer.
Jeff Sparks To Red Cross
Jeff Sparks, who has been in charge'
of night operations at WABC, has re
signed his post and will leave shortly
for Washington, D. C., where he will
be assigned to overseas duty as a pro-

gram director in a Red Cross unit.

Rt

vacationing on Hollywood. After two or
the Coast she will return to Chicago.

POSITIONS FILLED QUICKLY
CALL

FRANK McGRANN
POSITIONS SECURING BUREAU, INC.
(meow
331 MADISON AVE., N. Y -Tel. MU. 2-6494

IN BALTIMO
TOM TINSLEY, President
REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-'

4, day. August 9, 1943

rBl Directors Meet
),Post -War Problems i
(t,,,,n

,,,

1,0", lor

3

RADIO DAILY
11

IU At 4) 111- I 1)

"Important Message"

1)

*

The cover of the folder carried the hanced by negative gothic type on the
announcement in red and
shade with a CBS mike on the
with a caricatured mike in a rustic
was largely devoted to a blue,
lower right hand of the page.
lighter
blue.
The
inside
spread
on
of post-war problems and
one turns the top flap, an index
left was illustrated by a line -cut ofAs
tion in the Radio Technical the its
the folder acts as the guide to the
of
transmitter, while the right
of broadcasting.

Making Special Study

"Programs For Sale"

A dual, patriotic colored folder was
ng and Ray H. Manson. Also
CBS has released its second issue
win H. Armstrong, Dr. W. R. released recently to its clientele ad- of the programs it has for sale, effecvice-president of General vertising "A Message of Importance" tive July 15, 1943. The 7" x 3" 20 -page
and Director of the RMA relative. to the 10th anniversary of plus cover -flap book is imprinted in
ng Dept., and George Adair, WDNC, Durham, N. C.
a rustic color. The cover itself is en-

chief engineer of the FCC,

Lewis Rejoins CBS;

simple

(Continued from Page 1)

he will travel to various sections of
the country and discuss with typical
listeners, with public leaders and with
broadcasters the role broadcasting is

playing-and can in the future play

-in American life.
Lewis will bring to this assignment
his previous experience as vice-presi-

dent in charge of programs for CBS
as well as his more recent experience
as Chief of the Radio Bureau of the
Office of War Information. His asmanager of WDNC. The text carried all the particulars of the programs, signment will cover the whole range
several noteworthy reviews of the including the production credits and of radio programming. He will conhimself with local and regional
station since its beginning.
some comments on the noteworthi- cern
as well as nation-wide radio service.
ness
of
each.
"Dream Products"
Lewis Starts Immediately

Agency. The meeting reitersucceeding pages, segregated into secte stand taken at the last meet - hand page carried the "message of tions, such as drama, variety, news
New York on June 16, the fact importance" signed by Frank Jarman, and music and miscellaneous, listing

IABI must take part in any

ctivitity when such activity is
ly co-ordinated by all inter parties to represent the entire
ndustry.
Walter Evans Resigns

The Crosley Corporation of Cincinnati has circulated a reprint of one
er Evans, representative of the of their current newspaper adverghouse Radio Stations, Inc., tisements, titled "Tomorrow's Dream
ted the privilege of resigning Products." In bold italics three phrases
he board, giving as his reason advise the readers to .be on the alert
enslve devotion to the manu- for "Radar, electronics, Crosley." The
ag end of Westinghouse inter- text recalls to the readers that they

nd the board elected in his have "run across" two of the above
Lee B. Wailes, general man- products....and that it will be Cros! Westinghouse Radio Stations, ley's job after this war, and other

been desirous of having such a study
WCCO, Minneapolis, released a four - made. It has been impossible for men
page stiff -covered folder about its burdened with the day-to-day operamorning program "Sunrisers," con- tions of a network to devote to such
ducted by Lew Brock. At the left of an inquiry either the concentration
the spread,

weird, ghostly figures or the leisure which it requires, to-

appear to float at the break of dawn, gether with the detached perspective
while the right-hand page carries a oí an observer who is not himself inreview of the program under the title volved in the creative effort.
"Nobody Ever Threw A Clock At Lewis undertakes his new work im-

manufacturers, to develop these Lew Brock."
also voted that the presiproducts. Line -cuts illustratould be the association's repre- dream
ing the effect of Radar and television
ie in the Radio Technical ties -in the text.
tg Agency.
iderable time was again spent

mediately.

3oard

ing

mileage separations and

tree allocations and the corn appointed at the last meeting

Lt. J. H. Garey Missing
After Reich Bombing Raid

Lieut. John H. Garey, former guide
otter ready for the next meet - on NBC's Guest Relations staff, was
It was felt that matters of reported missing after his plane failed
td should have prompt atten- to return from a mission over Hand should not be delayed until over, Germany, on July 26, accord-

ltructed to have its report on

war.
Bering Comm. Active

ing to word received by his parents.
been made during the past twenty-

ting took the same action five years of radio history which came
d to the Engineering Com- about because those who laid out the
eport on the investigation wave length allocation proceeded on
t the last meeting to deter - the theory that they, at the time
advisability of increasing they took action, knew all there was
on the outer fringe of ser - to know about radio. He said, "The
The general consensus of classic example of this, of course,
ent was to the effect that was in the radio allocation which gave
ation should vigorously pro- all the wave lengths below two hunettle as many of the prob- dred meters to the amateur! A second

cting FM allocation and blunder was the assumption that a
as possible now, so that five thousand cycle modulation band
manufacturing commences was all that would ever be required
in be no question of delay.
for good broadcasting, and this asreported that the Commission sumption resulted in a permanent imowing the suggestions made pairment of the quality of transmis-

last FMBI meeting of the sion on the standard broadcast band.

uring the Commission to make "A more recent illustration was the
measurements of propagation allocation of television to wave bands
Iristics, and in this connection where it had no business to be, that

those present that the Com- is, where the modulating frequency
was short of receivers for was a large percentage of the carrier
vice and would welcome the frequency." He suggested, therefore,
lallicrafters 27X or REL 517A an approach to the problem of stana for at least six months and dards and wave length allocations
id any one having such equip - which would be sufficiently flexible
get in touch with him.
to permit the correction of the errors
Armstrong's Talk
of judgment which will this time unArmstrong addressed the doubtedly be made just as they have
Irectors meeting and pointed been made in the past.
rangers inherent in the formaWTMJ and W55M were hosts at
any rigid straight -jacketing cocktails
and luncheon before
ture. He further pointed out meeting and at dinner in honorthe
of
ries of mistakes which had Major Armstrong in the evening.

Paley stated that for some time he has

"Re: Daybreak Grouch"

in scamp
the
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By FRANK BURKE

By RALPH WILK

OUR Passing Show: Fred Brady
and Hoagy Carmichael participating in the annual motion picture
tennis tournament at the West Side
club.

Anne Nichols, author of NBC's
"Abie's Irish Rose," is vacationing in
Hollywood. No quotes, says she, just

a rest. She'll return to Chicago and
her writing chores within the next
two weeks.

Joe Close, radio director of the

Owens-Illinois Glass Co., sponsors of
"Your Home Front Reporter," has returned to his headquarters in Toledo,

after conferring here with Al Steele

of the D'Arcy Advertising Co., which
is the agency for Owens-Illinois. Close

made the return trip to Toledo via
San Francisoo.

"Stars in the Spotlight," news and

features about Hollywood and its
stars, made its debut over KECA,
August 5th, with Harold Cowan as
commentator and emcee. The new
program features outstanding guest
stars, first of whom was Belita, the
famous skating star of ice extravaganzas and motion pictures.
Jack Benny is passing a tin hat for

laughs among our Armed Forces in
the Middle East. Announcement of
the famed NBC comedian's arrival in

the war area was released by the
USO, July 31. With Benny are screen
actress Anna Lee, radio and stage
singer Wini Shaw and harmonica
wizard Larry Adler.

2 Commentators On MBS
Renewed For 52 Weeks
Upton Close, noted authority on
Far Eastern Affairs, will be sponsored
for an additional 52 weeks over the
Mutual network by Lumberman's
Mutual Casualty Co. for his Sunday
broadcasts, 6:30-6:45 p.m., EWT, ef-

fective August 29.
Paul Schubert, whose commentaries

are heard over the Mutual network
Monday through Friday 10:30-10:45
p.m., EWT, has been renewed for an

additional 52 weeks by Benson &
Hedges, effective Monday, August 16.

Hearings Expected Mon.
On WLB Disk Ban Probe
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Hearings by the WLB
panel named last week to investigate

the AFM recording ban are tenta-

tively scheduled for next Monday, in
New York. The panel includes Arthur
Meyer, Henry Woodbridge and Max
Zaritsky.

o/{aue ?loo Met ¿4e Voices

GILBERT MACH
7

LEX. 2-1100

LION AMECHE arrived on the

Friday from the West Cot

route to New York.

CBS reporter Don Pryor,

Memos 01 An Innocent Bystander ... !

WBBM, today, for partial origi:
of "Report to the Nation," on Tu

'Mussolini fizzle', is related by Diane Courtney, vocalovely of the air lanes...

Clark Dennis, radio tenor r
private in Public Relations D
ment at Camp Ellis, Illinois, ir

One of the funnier stories to have been born of the recent

as is her custom, Diane who phones her mother, after each broadcast to
ask 'how she liked the program', called her immediately following the
first of a new CBSeries with Jerry Lester on the Sunday that "Sawdust
Caesar" took it on the lam ....it happened that the first two minutes of
the program was devoted to bulletins relating to 'Ill Duce's' disappearing
act, so when Diane reached her mother in Fall River, Mass, by phone,
the latter, excitedly said. "Diane, at last you're on a Very Good program....
it said Mussolini Quit"....Benny Goodman will guestconduct Barry Wood's
"Million Dollar Band," over NBC. next Saturday....The Nebraska Clink.

which was purchased for $6.00 by a youthful Harvard undergrad, was
sold to Charlie McCarthy who purchased $10,000 worth of War Bonds
in order to obtain the deed to the property... ,said deed described the
property as 'one lot, one jail with two cells, 347 iron bars and one iron
door'. ...Milton J. Cross has won the announcer assignment on the Leon
Henderson program which debuts on the Blue Network, next Saturday for
O'Sullivan s Rubber Co.

'

It was erroneously reported that Newscaster Robert St.
John's NBC broadcasts are open to local and cooperative sponsorship.... such is not the case....St. John programs are of course to
be sponsored by the Southern Bed Spring Co. of Atlanta, Ga., as

cago to handle details of Cams
broadcast over WBBM. Clark

ports that Mrs. Dennis-Janethe Marines and slated for a
mission.

Departure of Carl Olson, nigh
Lain of the NBC Chicago Guide

for training in the Navy V-12
gram this week, resulted in shi
guide staff assignments. Conn
Smith was promoted to night ci
and Edward D. Podolinsky was r

night special officer. New me:
of the guide staff are Robe

Hayes, Paul M. Dasker and Rob.
Nelson.

Two of the most confirmed

elors in the NBC Chicago
joined the ranks of benedictt
week-end. William E. Law
transcription supervisor, mt

Julie Johnson of Chicago, Sat
at the home of Louis Roen and :

stated in these columns last week....The radio producers of the

beth Hart, NBC husband -wilt
pouncing team. William Brewe

new MBShow, "Let Your Hair Down," have no manpower shortage
problem....the show features Eleanor Wells, wife of Billy K. welllate
screen scripter, Lillyan Astaire,
known radio

ried Jean Swisher of Danville
yesterday, in the first Presbyl

comic Sam Bernard and the show's publicist is Jane Medlock....
Signs of the times....The London "Daily Mirror," a tabloid, has
cut its size down to a mere four pages to save labor and paper
and the only department to remain intact is the radio columns....
talking about radio columns, a fan in Akron, Ohio, clipped a part
of the radio listing in the Akron "Beacon -Journal," encircled two
programs, heard over WAKR, the Blue's local outlet, namely, "Baby

Institute," heard at 10:30 a.m. followed by "Love Problems," and
mailed same to Earl Mullin, Press Chief of that chain....we quote
the lines which accompanied the clipping.... Quote: For the sake
of the poor gals, couldn't you arrange to have the "Love Problems,"
program precede the "Baby Institute?"

***

Harry Hershfield recently hit the top of the Laugh -meter on
the NBClowner. "Can You Top This?" with the story of the prominent
citizen of a certain town, who owned a prim and sedate parrot, named
Agatha... .the man decided that perhaps, Polly might like a companion
so he purchased a male parrot from a sailor who had just arrived from
the South Seas and placed the new parrot in Agatha's cage. ...while the
newcomer looked at her in awe, Agatha snuggled up to him and cooed,
"hey Butch, how about a kiss?"....amazed and somewhat taken aback
by this unexpected request. Butch, ejaculated, "But I thought that all
you did all day was pray"...."Well," answered Agatha, "what the
dickens do you think I've been praying for?" ...Henry Jerome and his
orchestra, who recently closed a ten-month engagement at the Pelham
Heath Inn, opens Tuesday at Maria Kramer's Hotel Lincoln .Baritone
Tommy Taylor starts a new series of programs tonight to be heard every
Monday. Wednesday and Friday at 10 p.m. over NBC....Tammy formerly
was vocalist with Benny Goodman and Teddy Powell bands.... Jack
Carson's clowning has been signed for another 13 weeks by Campbell's
Soup, starting September 1.

sistant program traffic manager,

church in Danville.

Renier Returns To KMC

Heads New Departn
(Continued from Page 1)

CBS, assumes his new duties t
The new Department of Pro
Sales was created to accommodal
great increase in requirements of

local and national programs, ac
ing to Merle S. Jones, general
ager of KMOX. The new depart
will offer greater program dev
ment at KMOX, with the thret

portant phases of this departn
operations being at present the

tion and presentation of pre -t

programs of all types; the centre

tion of program service of all
sored shows; the organization
larger writer -producer staff to
courage station rather than at
tiser-agency produced shows.
While in New York, Renier dirt

the following shows: "Mother
Dad," "This Life Is Mine," "Sci
at Work," and "New Horizons,"
latter two being part of the "SC
of the Air of the Americas" serie
AVAILABLE NOW! 1111
WRITER - PRODUCER - DIRECT
Versatile background
8 years in radio.

III
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IUEST-ING
i

Frank
"Broadway Bandbox," to BOS W ELL,

un

Washington Front

iVeterans Employment Service
War Manpower Commission,
,.()MI F. MANN, senior inter 'sot the (J. S. Employment Ser u the District of Columbia, on
Ewer, Ltd.," today (NOR -Mu -

0 p.m.).

MURRAY, night club 'come-

t the "Better Hall" program,
WUH-Mutual, 8:30 p.m.).

NE MILLER, ANNE ROSSI
,MA WILHELM, all women
also

FRANCIS

CIULLO, JOSEPH BUCCI
DON CHER, of the U. S.

AGENCIES

By ANDREW H. OLDER

DOWN here we're wondering what
C -CBS, 9:30 p.m.).
the FCC plans to do about the application received Tuesday for a new
A. KERWIN, assistant chief station in Akron. The station would

sergeants,

5
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M. P. FRANCESCHI, of the New
doesn't help. In fact, it burns him York office of Foote, Cone & Belding,
up even to have to share it with a has been elected a vice-president of
witness. For confirmation, check with the agency.

anyone who attended the session at
replace WJW, which Bill O'Neill which FCC Chairman Fly put Garey LAWRENCE H. LIPSKIN has
bought last year and plans to move through his paces.
& Coe, Inc. He forto Cleveland. Its removal was okayed Talking about the FCC-which is joined Donahue
was chief copywriter at
by the commission on the grounds what we make our living by doing-it merly
Columbia Pictures.
that Cleveland, the nation's sixth narrowly escaped some more trouble
largest market, had inadequate radio with Martin Dies. You read about

coverage. All four nets couldn't get
in simultaneously. All of which left
Akron with only two stations-and
two nets (CBS and NBC) ....Approval for the WJW move was predicated on the fact that an absolute
minimum of critical materials would
be needed....Now comes a group of
Akronites known as the Buckeye
Broadcasting Co. to seek permission

IT DO UNTIL VICTORY"
Dies serving pro tem as OEW per- is "MAKE
the title of a 32 -page booklet presonnel officer and firing the terp- pared
Maxine Garrison and dissichorean John Bovingdon, whom the tributedby to
retail stores by Grey
Civil Service Commission naively

thought was worth $5,600 yearly as an Advertising Agency.
economist. Dies doesn't think danc- ROBERT M. WATSON, manager of
ing is quite American....Anyhow,
& Ryan's San Francisco
Bovingdon applied last year for a job Ruthrauff
since July 1940, has been transwith the FCC's foreign broadcast in- office
telligence service. Apparently the ferred to the Agency's New York
to operate on 1,240 kc, with 250 watts dancing-economisting business wasn't Office and has been assigned to the
Account Executive Group.

Corps, on the "Battle of the unlimited-the same band and power
tomorrow (WEAF-NBC, 9 WJW used. Akron, it would seem, is
sympathetic toward the plight of
Cleveland, but nonetheless feels that
MING, Powers model, on it's sufficiently important itself to

too good, because he was being considered for a job paying only $3,200.

He was turned down by the FCC,
after which OEW decided it could
use him....The Washington "Post"
Thursday, riding OEW chief Leo
Crowley hard for yielding to the
Texas loudmouth and ordering Bovingdon out without regard to his
qualifications as an economist, heaped
a bouquet on the FCC, along with
Harold Ickes, as the only executive
agencies with enough guts to fight
Dies. Reference was to the FCC's

Kid," tomorrow (WOR- merit at least the coverage it had
before the WJW move was approved
..What they should have done was
GWENN, British actor, buy WJW before O'Neill did, and
uspense" show, tomorrow then it would have been up to the
Commission to decide whether CleveCBS, 10 p.m.).
land coverage merited a new station
at this time.
EARLE LOCKE, character
of the "Chicago Dames," on
The OWI Radio Bureau, which defiance in the Watson -Dodd dismisWolcott's 'What's Your
sal matter.
ednesday
(WOR-Mutual, seems to be enjoying life these days,
*
*
*
had a little confab last week with its
Chicago, New York and Hollywood An "M" production award, cor0 p.m.).

J. D. McINTYRE, president of Dr.
D. Jayne & Son, Inc., Philadelphia,
has made plans for an extensive advertising

campaign

on

Jaylax.

Radio will .be used. Agency is J. M.

Korn & Co., Inc., Philadelphia. Agency also handles Jayne's Cough Syrup.

THE AREL PHOTO SUPPLY CO.
of St. Louis has appointed Olian Advertising Co. to handle their advertis-

ing.

try we have perfected a machine

which can drill from eight to 12 dies
at one time, instead of making them

singly, by hand, as was the Old
O'KEEFE, on Wally But - deputies - Pete Barnum, Duffy responding to the Army -Navy "E,"
custom.... The more wire we
"Take -A -Card," Wednes- Schwartz and Nat Wolfe. It was has been awarded the E. H. Scott World
can draw through each individual

-Mutual, 8:30 p.m.).

AB Regional Units

d Peabody Awards
n Bureau, RADIO DAILY

on-NAB has named sevonal sub -committees

to

mendations regarding the

body awards. Below are
nd the local chairmen:
City, Mrs. Milton B. Wil-

o, Harry D. Lamb, presio Council of Toledo; CinJohn F. Locke, community
director, Cincinnati Board
on; Eastern Massachusetts,
min F. Kraus; Rochester,
George Howard, presi(

II

Duffy's first trip here since she took Radio Laboratories for outstanding
the post....The meeting was condu- achievement in production for the
cive of some good ideas re -war bond Maritime Commission.... And talkcoverage, with an
arrangement ing about production, WPB Viceworked out also to eliminate duplica- chairman Charles
Wilson, had some
tion of effort by the three deputies words to say lastE.week
about how
in instances where a show might go quantity production of radio
equipon in Chicago, bring in a star or two ment for the armed forces was
posfrom Hollywood and be written by sible only through the terrific achievea New York agency.... Talking about ments of the diamond die industry
stars, Nat Wolfe felt quite at home
to the war all the thin wire
here-the doors to all the Radio for..Prior
radio construction came from
bureau offices were plastered with France
the low countries. We
huge and tiny stars. Special for Nat. refer to and
wire so think you can't see
it. One pound of it will span a hunAnnouncement of a huge four -net dred miles....This wire must be
show for the night of September 8, drawn through tiny diamond dies.
to launch the Third War Loan Drive, "We desperately needed that wire,"
may be looked for this week. Original said Wilson. "We had to have craftsplan was to have Henry Morgenthau, men who could fashion the diamond
Jr., keeper of the keys, speak briefly, dies.- After a thorough search we

ester Federation of Wothat's out....If the War Mans; Champaign, Ill., Mrs. but
Commission doesn't stop gety, NAB regional director power
ting
Bert Wheeler's goat, he never
ctivity; Indianapolis, Mrs. will get
around to hearings on the
opf, Indiana Federation of White -Wheeler
He's already
lub, and Des Moines, Mrs. lined up a majorbill.
campaign for himself on the manpower question....
lulls.

RE IT IS AGAIN
This time on
meter Revue with Al Roth

-Wed. Aug. 11-7:30 P. M.

JLLFROGS AND
MARINES
ATED MUSIC PUBLISHERS

Washington sessions of the Cox Committee were scheduled to resume today, but hearing have been postponed,

probably until after the New York
phase is over. Truth of the matter
is that Gene Garey doesn't like to
trust anybody else to conduct the
hearings. He's out to make a name
for himself as some kind of a Pecora,
begorra, and sharing the spotlight

die, the fewer dies we need. While
this work is still going on, we have
found ways to greatly lengthen the
life of the die, which was normally
limited to the drawing of one pound

of wire." A die which draws as many
as 25 pounds of wire-or 2,500 miles
-is still regarded as a museum piece
but we can still say that mass -pro-

duction has been initiated....It was
estimated at the beginning of this
year that we would need nearly
30,000 of these tiny diamond dies,
and it's a tribute to WPB and American industry that it looks now as
if the quota will be met...."We still

have production problems in radio,"
said Wilson, "but we can safely say

that this particular bottleneck has
been broken."

found half a dozen and persuaded
them to go to work at their old calling. There was a shortage of tools,

too, but with government aid four
small workshops were set up....As
a result of experiments conducted
first in Britain and then in this counBEST RADIO BUY IN BALTIMORE!

c.
.
nn....N
. .l,.w.e

r..aa.,,

c,,.M

,

"Like an ad on WFDF, Flint, Michigan
-she gets results from the right appeal
and the right coverage."
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U. S. Beats Axis Radio

In S. A., CIAA Reports

Hummert Quitting;t
WORDS AND MUSIC1 Will Start Own irk
By HERMAN PINCUS

States or British shows. This despite
the concentration of Axis propaganda

STUNNy thing about radio artists, especially orchestra Leaders and
Vocalists.... most of them drift along with the tide, taking the paths
of least resistance... .we mean those individuals who, in making up
their programs, depend too much on the so-called "most played list,"
often times including on their shows, songs, which do no fit their type

years before the war, resulting in
complete domination of the air at

of band or personality yet programmed only because contemporaries rendered those particular numbers during the preceding week.... that is the

commentaries, music and dramatic
programs now average 420 hours
weekly, with BBC on for another 32
hours. Six BBC representatives are

sibilities, Ork Pilots, themselves get tired of playing the same tunes and
singers find themselves with a most limited repertoire.... time was when

(Continued from Page 1)

Axis broadcasts, and that a large
there prefer to hook up with United

majority of the 200 shortwave outlets
agencies on Latin -America for several

that time.
United States news shows, features,

in South and Central America now ar-

ranging for additional BBC shows,
and a co-operative agreement was
signed recently between MBS and
Radio Mil, Mexico City, for free interchange of programs.

Our programs are beamed simultaneously in Spanish over 10 shortwave stations and in Portuguese over

three more, operating on three fre-

quencies for best coverage. Facilities
of CBS, NBC, Westinghouse, General
Electric, Crosley and World Wide are
used for the transmissions.
Besides supervising and co-ordinating programs, CIAA prepares a daily
average of about 40,000 words of news

and commentary in three languages
for the networks. Distinguished visitors from the other Americas daily
interpret the United States war effort
to their countrymen on the "Americas All -Shortwave Hour."

Other programs include quiz programs, caravans of questions, with

experts trying to answer questions on
Inter -American affairs, also radio
plays illustrating Axis barbarism, espidnage methods and anti-American
activities, and a program in which a
pretended Axis commentator tries to
reconcile conflicting Axis progapanda

until he gives up a ludicrous confusion.

New plan's call for short news
broadcasts every hour, in addition to
the regular 15 -minutes news programs.

main reason why songs are 'done to death' in a short period of time
with the result that publishers do not get the most of a song's sales posartists such as Vallee, Crosby. Lombardo, Kate Smith, Horace Heidt, Benny
Goodman, Connee Boswell and other top radio names used to vie for the
privilege of introducing a new song, for in that way, the smart performer

became identified with the hits of the day thus increasing his own value
to radio and theater executives.

One artist on the networks, who realizes the importance of becoming identified as the introducer of new songs, not worried if
the song 'is on the sheet' but rather, if the song, new or old, is her
type, is CBStar, Joan Brooks, who is surely gaining a reputation
as a picker of hits....in the past few months, the, former school
teacher has introduced the following songs: "Secretly," "Fortune
For A Penny," "Later Tonight" and "Do You Know?", ...If other
vocalists could read some of Joan's fan letters (we read about 60
letters Friday afternoon) they would realize how vital to their
own interests, is the escape from the 'follow the leader' type of
programming and inserting instead, songs which fit their individual
personalities, be they new or old....we repeat then, that because
in addition to her voice, she has the courage to 'call them as she
sees them', 'sing them because she wants to' and not 'because
everybody else is singing them', Joan Brooks' star is ascending,
but fast.
Fickle Lady Luck doesn't often focus the sunshine of her Golden smile
on too many mortals but when she does there's nothing half -way about

her....true, one must have the talent needed to take advantage of the
'breaks' and the subject of this item possesses the voice.... this took place
in 1934, when Terry Cooper, current singing star of WOR's "Keep Ahead;
program, was judging an amateur contest at a Jersey City Nabe vaudeville

house....the local talent that night was quite a bit on the 'not so good'
side and among the contestants was a bedraggled trio -a -piano, bull biddle

and an anaemic -looking singer.... there was really nothing better

RKO's New Promotion
Increases Radio Time
(Continued from Page 1)

technique used in making the three

to

choose on that particular bill, so soft-hearted Jerry awarded the first prize

of fifteen dollars to the trio, because they appeared to need the money
most....in announcing his decision, Jerry's words were, "the winner tonight is Frank Sinatra and his accompanists."

(Continued from Page 1)

Sample agency in Chicago
was chiefly concerned with
tion, and later became a pat
the firm. The Hummerts spe

in the daytime serials and
sponsible for a great man
shows now on the air.
Understood that negotiatic
tween Hummert and the ages
through, the negotiations c
matters after Jan. 1, 1944.

Simultaneous Draft -0
For Fathers In All 1
Washington Bureau, RADIO DA

Washington-Adopting in p

principle of the I .ilday bill note
ing before the Senate Military
Committee, the War Manpowe

mission announced Friday thi

upon state and local draft

will be so adjusted that lathe

begin to be called for military
at approximately the same tim
areas. Board or states with
pools of non -fathers might fin

quotas raised, while the quo

others might be lowered, in at
to exhaust the supply of sing

childless men at the same t

all areas.
Once again the WMC made
that the October date is inni
only as a date for eligibility of.
for military call. No definite thb

been set for the actual beg
the call.

Lew Weiss Appointe
To OWI Radio Corn
(Continued f rom Page' 1)

War Information. Other memt4
the committee are William S. 04
president of the CBS, Niles Tral
president of NBC, Mark Woods,
dent of the Blue Network,
McClintock, president of the D

and Neville Miller, president
National Association of Broad
The committee will meet

Palmer Hoyt, director of Del
Operations of the OWI in Wa
ton on or before Sept. 15.

Singo Now 5 -Wee

transcrip- transcription, or "live" show, stirs Sun." The scenes used in the record- Launched less than a yea
tions at the WOR Recording studios, the emotions of the listeners, tying -in ing script were based upon the books WJZ on a once -a -week bas'
and used on the 21 outlets of the the concept of the picture promoted written by James R. Young, who the musical version of t
wrote the novel of the same name, game and featuring Welco
Yankee network two -weeks prior its on the air.
Eleven actors, enacting 17 roles, and Gwenn Dew, foreign correspond- and Art Gentry, has been
current showing, "sold" the picture,
as it is now breaking all gross receipt were employed in one of the record- ent for the "Detroit Press," who to five times each week
records of "Hitler's Children," an- ings at the WOR studios, using sound authored "Prisoner of the Japs." Jerry through Friday, at 6:30 p
other RKO production, in a similar effects, a vocal accompaniment to a Sears composed the original vocal In addition, "Singo" is broa
run to date. "Hitler's Children," it script employing dramatics to high- effects. All told, there were 30 people WJZ and the Blue Network
will be recalled, received a similar light some of the more stirring scenes connected with the recording of the day from 1:45 to 2:00 p.
promotional build-up prior to its pre- of the picture "Behind The Rising series of three 15 -minute discs, 19 The program is open for lo
spots, 16 station breaks, and 10 after - sorship.
Sun."
miere in Cincinnati.
The present RKO campaign to use In one instance WOR recording en- opening.
radio more and more is the growth gineers visited J. B. Powell, former RKO's other pictures that received Granik Returning To "Fo
of the tremendous grosses of "Hitler's editor of the "China Weekly," who is similar radio promotion were "Cat Theodore Granik returns to
Children." Under the direction of S. now hospitalized through the barbar- People," "Bombadier,' "I Walked
program, "Amel'
Barret McCormick, director of pub- ous treatment by the Japanese occu- With. A Zombie," and "This Land Is WOR-Mutual
Forum of the Air," tomorrow. V/1
licity for RKO, Carl Rigrod, creative pational forces, to record his intro- Mine."
Mutual commentator
radio director, foresees tremendous duction to the series of transcrip- The increased radio campaign, how- Compton,
acting moderator on the
possibilities in the use of radio, par- tions promoting the version of the ever, has not decreased the budget been
during Granik's absence.
ticularly if the format, whether by factual scenes of "Behind The Rising for newspaper advertising.
15 -minute

chronological

D iy, August 9, 1943

1 W BUSIIIESS
;4-WBAP, Dallas and Fort
tt Quaker Oats Company, (Aunt

O W1 -FCC Domination Alleged
By House Committee Witness

NEW IDRGGI?AMS
IDEAS
KGO ET Show

Music by the top bands, five minof news and a half-hour of light
worked. But it was Lang's contention utes
classics will be featured in KGO,
that if it was good for one station it San
Francisco's new hour of music
would be good for all.
from 9:30 to 10:30 p.m. every weekSees Hartley Favored
day evening. The program is sponGarey asked Lang "if there were sored by the Federal Outfitting Comcertain sinister aspects to the Hart- pany of San Francisco.
ley -Falk tie-up." Lang replied that, KGO's new hour of music will be
"Hartley was favored with material divided into three sections every
and this instance proved a tie-up long night. From 9:30 to 9:35 the program
suspected."
will open with the records by the
When Lang pressed Falk for a de- most popular music -makers in the
finite answer regarding this news pro- country, featuring the theme of the
gram Falk replied, "Don't get any band to be selected for that night.
screwy ideas about it; What are you Monday has been set aside as Tommy
trying to do, make a story for the Dorsey night, while Tuesday will
Chicago 'Tribune'?"
highlight the music of Kay Kyser,
Lang stated that since that time the Horace Heidt, Freddie Slack and other
stations have been given the OWI "sweet" bands. Wednesday night will
program.
be alternated between Benny Good-

(Continued from Page I)

(i), through Sherman K. Ellis

D. tdvertising, Chicago, 123 five - determine whether or not station em-

t transcribed programs, sched- ployees were communists
i,,ee per week; Grove Labora- leadings in that direction.

or had

(Porter's Oil), through

In questioning Lang, Eugene L.
Garey, counsel for the investigating
committee, brought out that Lee Falk
of the Foreign Language Division of
the OWI had acted with a free hand
in making personnel recommendaIles Company, N. Y. C., 34 15 - tions to the station.
lnc.,

7
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,Castor & Sons Adv. Co., Chi minute programs of WFAA
, scheduled five per week;
Express Company, (Amer press Money Orders), through

transcribed programs, schedThe line of questioning followed by
) per week; American Chicle
y,
(Adams Clove Gum), Garey disclosed the fact that on occawhen a party favorable to the
Badger, Browning & Hersey, sion
OWI sought a job at a foreign lanY. C.. 445 one -minute and 25 -

scheduled nine per week; guage station he came well fortified
& Robbins, (Calox Tooth - with letters of introduction and
rough J. D. Tarcher & recommendation. In the instance of
C., 260 25 -word anns., Riccardi Ascarelli he brought four
from members of the OWI
ve per week; W. A. Green letters
for him. Letters from MorWallas (department store), vouching
purchased 52 100 -word ris Bishop, chief of the Italian SecFAA Early Birds, sched- tion, John Housman, Chief of Radio
Division, Carlos Aprato, Rer week; Southwestern Bell Program
advisor, and Mario Rossi, EdiCo., purchased direct, 52 gional
tor
of
the
Italian Section of the OWI
ns.; Gross Chemical Corn- were instrumental
in gaining emidene), through Bernard ployment for Ascarelli.
Advertising, San Antonio,
Re Dismissals
more 50 -word anns.
Punch Company of Amer Reference was again made to the
Antonio, (soft drink), dismissal of Stefano Luotto from
ne Advertising, Inc., San WHOM. Garey questioned Lang was
xas, 26 15 -minute studio to why Luotto was removed from the

Charles Baltin, program director of man and Glenn Miller. Thursdays
WHOM testified to the fact that when will present a top negro band while

Albert Fenner of the FCC investi- Friday will be Harry James night.
gated the station he used high-handed Then from 9:55 to 10 KGO will premethods and wasted incalculable man sent the latest news, concluding the
hours in having Baltin fill out ques- hour with a half-hour of semi -classitionnaires requested by the FCC.

cal recordings.

cardinal rules of the station by entering the control room. He went in the

"Hasten The Day"' Disks
Readied By OCD Aug. 15

Baltin disclosed that Fenner, because he was a member of the FCC
was allowed to violate one of the

control room it was said by Baltin

cheduled two per week; air. And Lang testified that he was to check the monitoring and censorPacking Company, Dallas, told by. Albert Fenner of the FCC that ing
station.
ird-brand
Shortening), Luotto was a member of the Dante this time it was reported that Fenner
ouchman Advertising Alighieri society which was reputed defeated the purpose of monitoring
llas, Texas, 52 15 -minute to be Fascist.
by taking away a script from the
WFAA Early Birds, one Garey asked: "Weren't you told to monitor while the program was on
Lamont Corliss & Com- take Stefano Luotto off the air or the air.
d's Creams), through J. else?"
On one occasion Baltin said that
mpson Co., N. Y. C., 150
Lang: "I was not."
Fenner quizzed him for three hours
ETs; McCormick Sales Garey: "But you did remove him regarding every procedure of the staore, Md. (Bee Brand In - from the air at the instance of the tion and wanted to know all the ac-

through Jones & Brakeley, FCC?"
C., 130 one -minute ETs, Lang: "Yes."
0 per week; McKesson & Lang testified that the War ProbBexel), through J. D. lems Division of the FCC had asCo., Advertising, N. Y. C., sumed broad powers in making their
to news broadcasts, three investigation and had used high-

Paul F. Beich Company handed methods which were not in
ndy) , through Arthur accord with their powers.
& Co., Advertising, Chi Garey intimated from his questionword ETs, scheduled two ing
that WHOM was getting pro Continental Baking Co., democratic propaganda material from
read), through Ted Bates, the 'Mazzinni Society and the Short
C., 198 one -minute live
Research, Inc. Lang denied the
ns., scheduled eight per Wave
to which denial Garey
itt Fruit Products, Inc., assumption
said, "Would it surprise you if it
ange Drink), through M. came from them?"
Lang stated that
mpany, Advertising, Los

A new and somewhat different type

of wartime radio show goes on the
air the week of August 15 when stations throughout the country release
the new government transcription
series "Hasten The Day," a weekly 15 -

minute dramatic comedy about the
Tucker family whose wartime prob-

lems at home are "real and Is human."

Jean King and Jack Smart are cast

in the leading roles of Mary and Robb
tivities and duties of station personnel Tucker, mother and father in the
from minor employees up to the gen- series. Jean King is known to mileral manager.
lions of radio fans through her charIt was also revealed that Fenner acter roles in the series "Death Valley

practically took the station over in Days" during the past 12 years. Inconducting his investigation and that stead of assuming a Western accent

he felt quite at home there.
"Without as much as saying by your
leave?" questioned Garey.
Baltin affirmed the question.
FCC Luotto Release

and a voice twice her age, Miss King

breaks away completely from char-

acter acting to play the role of an
average housewife. Jack Smart, who
is the Robb Tucker of "Hasten The
Day," has been playing radio and

The FCC issued a release which stage character roles of all kinds, instated that the Dante Alighieri so- cluding assorted villains, the role of
ciety of Chicago was a fascist organ- Sherlock Holmes, and a recent ap-

ization and that Stefano Luotto about pearance with Alfred Lunt and Lynn
whom much of the controversial tes- Fontanne in "The Pirate." When
rages was vice-president of Smart accepted the role of Robb
The committee's counsel disclosed timony
the organization. The FCC points out Tucker, he said "It'll be wonderful to
that there was a close tie-up with that
Luotto came to the United States act like a normal human being for
Arnold B. Hartley of station WOV

lif., 40 25 -word transcribed it would.

ents.

tes For Maynor
vitation To Music"

1931 but failed to apply for his
and Lee Falk of the OWI in regard in
citizenship until after the passage of
the Alien Registration Act in 1940.
It also stated that Mario Palmieri,
president of the Dante Alighieri Society wrote a volumn entitled "The
Philosophy of Fascism" and that it
contains a foreword by Dr. Guido
Corni, member of the Italian Parlia-

to a certain news program which was
being issued and prepared by the
OWI and which was being used exby WOV. When this matter
Maynor,
distinguished clusively
brought to Lang's attention he
rano, is to make four solo was
es with the Columbia Con- spoke to Falk about it and wanted
stra over CBS on the "In- to know why the rest of the stations
I-b Music" series, beginning weren't getting the program which
y. August 11, from 11:30 seemed to be a news program that all
foreign stations could use to good
1:00 midnight, EWT.
Barlow conducts the or - effect at that time.
Falk said "They'd try it out on one
ti the series.

ment and Honorary Governor of Somaliland, dated Chicago, July 27, 1936
in which he says: ... "Mr. Palmieri's
work is not only honored by the seal
the 'Dante' organization but also
station for awhile and see how it of
by the approval of the father

once!"

Program is written by Pauline Gils-

dorf,

Fascism, the Duce himself, His Excellency Benito Mussolini."

The FCC reports that in the confidential reports of three Federal investigation agencies the Dante Alighieri has been characterized as being suversive and devoted to the principles of Fascism.
The hearings ,will be resumed `-morrow at 10 a.m. at the
Fed,r,.1

of Court Building, New York.
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Coast -to -Coast

1

Agnes Alexander, new assistant Robert W. Chapman, formerly mil.
Mme. Marie Koussevitzky, noted European soprano and wife of Fabian Sevitzky, ,ales service manager, western divi- Radio Division, United Slates Dt
conductor of the Indianapolis Symphony sion at WBBM, Chicago, is engaged of the Interior, has ben appoin r1S
Orchestra, was a guest of WGL, Fort to Chief Petty Officer John Hibbs, engineer for the United States 1
U. S. N..... Frances Paley of WBBM's Company ....The USRC has leas
Wayne, Indiana, early last week.
transcription department is back at lion of the Portland Hotel building
The latest program to make its her job after several weeks in the additional sound recording slut
offices will be opened. An arch'
reporter, now on active duty in the debut on CKBI, Prince Albert, Sas- hospital.
*
connect the new addition with
Pacific. The program will be broad- katchewan is "The Weird Circle,"
cast at 7:30 as one of the regular sponsored by Ogden's Fine Cut To- WTAG. Worcester, has scheduled a building.
WSAI "Summer Playhouse of the bacco. It will be head Mondays, be- special series of statements by leading When New
industrialists and businessmen on postJersey's
Air." Preceding the broadcast there ginning August 16.

WSAI, Cincinnati, tomorrow will
dedicate a program to the U. S.
Marines, following the first anniversary of the Marines' landing on
Guadalcanal. The program will highlight the life of Sgt. Howard Bigger staff, former Cincinnati "Enquirer"

war subjects, prepared by the National
members of the local press -and friends From stock exchange clerk to radio Industrial Information Committee, for
of Sgt. Biggerstaff. A transcription of announcer in three years via WLVA, Thursdays.
*
the entire program will be made and Lynchburg, Va. is the route traveled by
Danny
O'Neil,
WBBM, Chicago
WIP's
Roy
Philadelphia.
new
voice,
sent to Sgt. Biggerstaff.
tenor, becomes a regular feature of

will be a special entertainment with

*

*

Grove,

*

Cravens, news commentator

Kathryn

heard Monday through Friday on WNEW,
New York, beginning today will broadcast

at 4:45 instead of 5:15 p.m.....WNEW
has added 3.000 square feet of space to
their executive offices.
*

*

Charles Edison declared Aug
the state's day for celebration
153rd anniversary of the U.
Guard, WAAT, Newark, pres
program featuring the Coast
Quartet and two New Jersey

.C. K. Withers, Newark
Columbia's "Forty Chicagoans" proVan George Patrick, sports an- gram when he makes his return ap- who was recently appointed
nouncer from Texas, has joined the pearance with Caesar Petrillo and his Council chairman for the
area, has named Roland Trt
staff of WHEN, Buffalo, as sports orchestra, Wednesday.
e
WAAT public relations dirt
director. Van is replacing Jim Wells
who was called for active service in Don Lyon, WSYR, Syracuse, news edi- member of the Council's pubs
the Navy ....A transcribed version of tor and commentator, is off on a two- tions advisory board.
a talk by J. Edgar Hoover before the week vacation to the Adirondacks. just to
police executives of the country will assure his transportation to many likely Chicago Spot Busines
be given Monday.
fishing spots in the hills, he had his
*

*

*

The. Duchess of Leinster, the first
lady of Ireland, was the guest speaker
for "Bundles for Britain" on a special
Show Big Improvt
bicycle checked in the baggage coach....
broadcast on "This Is Our Cause," Constantine Toffee, author of "We Were Fred R. Ripley, vice-president of WSYR,
(Continued from Paw 1)
over WINS, New York, yesterday.
Free," was presented by Henry L. Milo on recently had a book of poetry published, Ralston -Purina Co. of Si. Lot
*
*
*
his "Cavalcade of United Nations" pro- and has been kept busy autographing the Longines-Wittnauer Wain}
WDRC, Hartford. has begun an exten- gram on WINS, New York, last night.
them for his listeners to his bi-weekly pro- New York. Ralston -Purina há
gram "Songs For A Soldier."
sive promotion of its two featured news
*
*
*
programs. Tie-ins are u-cd on many susPaul Nesselroad, staff announcer
Adrienne Ames has the following
taining shows to call attention to the at WDAF, Kansas City, Mo., recently
news features, and spats are used near celebrated his six months of service guests scheduled for appearances on

other news program to pep up interest with the station, by handling the announcing trick of Alf Landon's speech
in the two units.

*
*
over WDAF and the full NBC netBetty Hurd, WCAU, Philadelphia, work.
*
t
*

has added a five-minute period of film
comment 'Hurd in Hollywood." in

WKRC,

Cincinnati,

released another

addition to her daily program "Open issue of its "Times Star" WKRC edition of

ered a five-minute news st¡u
Mondays through Fridays at 8:
CWT on WENR, starting Sept
weeks. Gardner Advertisini
her program this coming week over 26
cy placed the account. Longine
WHN, New York: Lois January, CBS nauer has contracted for six hi
"Reveille Sweetheart," today; Ann programs weekly, Sundays '
Corio, film star, Tuesday; Bucky
at 10:00 p.m. CWT
McDonald, rural mail carrier, poet, Fridays,
weeks, beginning Sept. 19.
philosopher of West Englewood, N. scribed "World's Most
J., Wednesday; Chris Cross, band Music" program will be a'

leader currently appearing at Jack spot. Arthur Rosenberg C
Thursday, and Sandy the agency.
Frank Mallants, WIOD promotion Spear, band leader curerntly at the
WMAQ Spots
Newcomer to the WING. Dayton. anNew Pelham Heath Inn, Friday.
Effective August 11, rene
nouncing staff, is Charlotte Howard. She manager and outdoor columnist for
news affiliated with the station.

House."

a

*

*

was formerly staff vocalist on WLW, Cin the Miami "Daily News," was selected
cinnati....Problems of shoe dealers from by members of the Sportsmen's Club

Dempsey's,

All -State Insurance Co. thr
Capt. Michael Fielding. WIND, Gary. rauff & Ryan, of its five -m
ciated press newscast,

five states will be carried when WING of Dade County, Fla. as the man who Ind., news analyst, is a member of the
special events department visits a meet- has done the most outstanding work Red Cross "Gallon Club."
ing of the OPA officials and merchants at for conservation in South Florida
during the past 12 months. He was WSIX, Nashville, feeds a 15 -minute
the Biltmore Hotel in Dayton.
recommended by the conservation or- program to the Mutual net daily,
*
s
ganization for the annual award given Monday through Friday at 1:15 p.m.
Roy Shudt, whose "Five -Star Final" by the Florida State Chamber of The program is called "Nashville
Y.,
is heard over WTRY, Troy, N.
Commerce.
Varieties" and features talent groups
*
*
each night, will describe the Hamblewhich have been appearing regularly
tonian at Empire City, Wednesday. The "Ave Marie Hour" presented on WSIX.
At present Don Dunphy, sports editor the dramatic story of St. Toan of Arc over
of WINS, is doing the P. A. Clem WMCA, New York, on Sunday at 6:30 To acquaint Fort Wayne listeners with
McCarthy did it last year.
the latest news in the OPA rationing prop.m.
gram. WGL, Fort Wayne, is presenting
Jess Kirkpatrick, WGN's announcer, a series of talks -by R. Nelson Snider,
9 4 3
1
one of 29 members of the Goofus head of the rationing program In Allen

B

17

4

5

1

2

18

1

1

19 2021 22 23

'1.J25,26;27,211 29 30
August 9
Ken Dolan
Susanne Helen Field
Daniel S. Samuels
W. A. Wilson
Charlie Speer

S

Club. He was awarded the identify- County.
e
ing medal by Colleen Moore, who
accepts members advancing nutty, In the second of a series of proyet acceptable, ideas for new gadgets grams dedicated to the railroads,
for her famous Doll's House....The WBZ, Boston and WBZA, Springfield.
WGN, Chicago, service flag now bears will honor the ticket agent Thursday

..Wartime production miracles will
be broadcast in a special program on
ICRNT and KSO, Des Moines, released WBZ "Adventures in Research" with
the July issue of its pictorial edition of Dr. Phillips Thomas, research engipersonalities and programs heard on both neer of the Westinghouse Research
outlets. Mats and line -cuts enhance the , Laboratories, outlining the engineering feats.
eight -page edition.
57 stars as of August 4.
*

through Fridays, from 6:5
a.m., CWT, headed busine
announced

this week

lo

WMAQ by Oliver Morton,
of the NBC central division
spot sales department. Th
order is for 52 weeks and
August 26. Spot announce

ness was paced by an o

the Thomas J. Webb C

through Schwimmer & SG
series of 364 transcribed
ments during a 52 -week
ginning August 2.
The Washington Park

through Al Paul Lefton

ordered 60 one -minute live

ments between August 2
tember 3; the Armand
(Armand leg make-up) , t
Hill, renewed its schedule

signal annoucements, call
during a four -week per
August, 2, and the 'RCA
ing Company, through R
Ryan, ordered 16 one -m
scribed announcements

eight -week period from J

tt
lit

RAN.
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TEN CENTS

y Alleges `Pro -Fascism'

E']

]l Occupations"
ro m WMC Sunday
is Bureau, RADIO DAILY

out." Station assured him there was

i's new list of "critical oc-

but he insisted he'd read

on-The War Manpower

no blackout scheduled that night,

which will take prece-

it on

station's electric news -o -graph sign.

the present lists of essen-

WABC's New Business

Check was made of news -o -graph
material. Cause of the trouble was
commercial on Arch Obolers show
"Ligths Out. 8 p.m."

es and jobs, will be ant

Says Lox Committee Investigating FCC
Favors Shows In Enemy Language;
Hits "Star -Chamber" Procedure,

Oboler Again
Cincinnati-An anonymous telephoner pitched WCICY. into a turmoil last week when he demanded
to know "more about this black-

Sunday, it was learned

day.

nal press conference with

Shows 515% Increase

With 13 new accounts and six re- bring out full facts on the various

Seven Tele Stations

'ontinwed ml l'agr 2)

uts Lined Up
Gillette On Mutual

To Be Built On Coast
San

newals signed as of this month, matters which it has been investiWABC key outlet in New York for gating. Scoring the committee for its
CBS established an all-time July "Wall Street headquarters," Fly rerecord for future bookings, accord- ferred to committee counsel Eugene
ing to Arthur Hull Hayes, general Garey's Saturday press conference at

manager of the station.

his law office on Wall Street, where
Representing a 525 per cent in- Garey "issued a
release

Francisco-Post-war period crease over business signed in July.
(Continued on Page 2)
will see seven new television stations
uts. including the light- built on the Coast, according to Wilnpionship contest between liam M. Boland, manager of General Transmitter Of WJW
>mery and Beau Jack, have Electric's western region electronics
May Remain In Akron
uled for exclusive broad - department. Boland made the declarahe Mutual network as the tion before the Advertising Club here
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
avalcade of Sports" initi- and said the plans call for three transWashington-Possibility that the
1 program. The ten -round mitters in San Francisco and four in transmitter
Akron, Ohio,
!en Sal Bartolo. feather- Los Angeles area. Tremendous outlay may remainofinWJW,
Akron rather than
mpionship contender, and
(Continuei
Page 2)
move to Cleveland, as authorized last
Bobby Ruffian will start
winter by the FCC, was admitted yeson Friday August 20. with
terday by Chairman James Lawrence
over Mutual, from Madi- Foote, Cone And Belding
Fly. Removal was authorized because

'ontinerd n Pow 21

Resigning Network Accts.

(Continued on Page 6)

May Seek Sunday Spot
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-If his weekly broad-

casts are resumed, OWI Chief Elmer

Davis will probably seek a Sunday
night spot, he admitted yesterday
upon his return from North Africa.
Davis said he had found that his OWI

The "March of Time" returns to the
Ind Polly, whose hilarious terday that it will withdraw from the
In Bedlam" program is handling of the NBC and Blue Net- air with its dramatized news and
ver WJZ Monday through work accounts. The resignation of the "people who make the news" Thursday, August 19, over NBC at

Camp Lee Show Observes

tom 7-7:45 a.m., EWT, have

red for another year, ef>tember 24,

according to

ohn H. McNeil. On that
'nonrated

red
select

Pao.-

21

It ems sues
committee investi-

the FCC will resume its
s in New York this morning
Federal Building. As was
te
last week. the hearing
by Attorney Eugene Garey
Committee will concentrate
tloninq personnel of foreign
1/ stations and their relath the FCC. OW1 and other
a.

Davis Back In U. S. A.;

duties did not leave him sufficient

In

accordance with a permanent
policy adopted by the agency some
time ago not to handle media clients,
Foote, Cone & Belding announced yes-

y

(Continued on Page 5)

"March Of Time" Returns
Over NBC Web Aug. 19

1st In Bedlam"
awed For Yr. On WJZ

t

yesterday scored the committee for

its failure to make any attempt to

Is of WMC will be held

In order to give press and
esociations sufficient time
the story, which has been

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Charging the Cox
committee with "plugging pro -Fascist
broadcasts in the enemy language,"
FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly

(Continued nn Page 2)

(Continued on Page 2)

10:30

Climax Of Lafayette Salvage
Draws Full Station Coverage
Liberty Magazine Article
Praises "Jack Armstrong"
Stressing the influence of the Jack
Armstrong series on millions of Jack's
youthful listeners, Martha Ostenso,
novelist, writes in this week's issue
of "Liberty" that the program "plays
a dominant role in the morale building of our fighting men on the war
front."
The article points out that the re (Continued en Page 2)

As the French liner Normandie,

now the U. S. S. Lafayette, slowly

emerged from its resting place in the
North River, New York's independent
and network stations invited by the
Navy, described over the week-end
the greatest salvage engineering in
the annals of maritime history.
When the Navy announced that the
79,000 -ton luxury liner, now being
converted for military use, had begun
to rise from its 79 -degree angle since
its disastrous fire 18 months ago, the
(Continued on Page 6)

time or energy to prepare the sort of
(Continued on Page 3)

First Birthday On WRVA
Camp

Lee,

Va.-"Conquer

We

Must," original fighting show produced by the military personnel of

Camp Lee, after two postponements
due to previous commitments, marks
(Continued on Page 7)

Horses
For

weeks Frank Crumit has
been on the search for a horsein his program on CBS-so he could

take his better half Julia Sanderson
buggy -riding. Whereupon a
fan from Denver wrote that he sent

one to him.

Wondering what to

do with a horse in a New York

apartment, he awaited apprehensively. The "horse" arrived but
proved to be only a paper weight.

\
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WABC's New Business

Shows 525% Increase

Four Bouts Lined Up
For Gillette On Mutual
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

the bookings were not only son Square Garden. The contest will
greater than any other July but were be fought at catchweights.
Lightweight Champion Bob Montthe second all-time high for any
1942,
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FINANCIAL

The all-time gomery will tune up for his contest
monthly record was set in August, with Beau Jack by taking on former
1942.
welterweight champion Fritzi Zivic
Never before have advertisers on Monday, August 23, in a ten signed for Fall campaigns so early, round bout at Shibe Park, PhiladelHayes said. To some extent this was phia.
due, he added, to the desire of Fall Sgt. Ray Robinson, "Sugar Ray"
advertisers to obtain the best avail - who won 69 out of 70 fights, will
abilities by pushing forward their fight former three -titled champion
starting dates, and to greater activity Henry Armstrong, in a ten -round bout

month, Hayes said.

in general among advertisers.
Hayes stated that June business on
the air was well ahead of June, 1942
and that July and August schedules
indicate an increase in billings over
these months of last year. These
figures as a whole, concluded Hayes,
presage WABC's best year.

to be broadcast from the Polo Grounds
iu New York City, Friday, August 27.
Then on Tuesday, September 14, Bob
Montgomery will meet former champion Beau Jack in a return championship bout, for 15 rounds, to be broadcast from the Polo Grounds.

Liberty Magazine Article
Praises "Jack Armstrong"

highlights on all of these Gillette sponsored Mutual exclusives, start-

(Continued from Page 1)

doubtable All-American Boy, heard

(Monday, Aug. 9)

Don Dunphy and Bill Corum pro-

+

CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

RETAIL SALES UP

Again In September
A predicted increase, according to Sales Management,

of 9.100

over last

year's record high in Hartford. WDRC will sell your
in Connecticut's
Major Market. Basic CBS
for Connecticut.

product

to over a reasonable period of time when

'avery available source of information severance is completed, all depending
necessary to plan the program's min- on what is in the works at the preutest detail. Adrian Samish, producer - sent time.
director, and two writers, Paul Milton
and Garrett Porter, work directly with

Tonkin Gets FDA Post

Norris.

Joe Tonkin, formerly of WOWO,

Seven Tele Stations
To Be Built On Coast
(Continued from Page

1)

his

broadcasts from

the ,,ttr

JOSEPH SAUER, of the Blue Network

department, leaves this week on a two eá,
ZENIA PARSON, of the u 4)r
vacation.
partment, returned yesterday from a hi
spent in the Midwest.

RADCLIFFE HALL, off to Boston blly.
for the "Beat the Band" program tonig
AUSTIN

WILDER,

concert

manage

left on a business trip of one week in

ARTHUR ALLEN, of the cast of

lage" heard on NBC, is expected
from Buffalo, N. Y.

BOB DAVIS, of the WOR press
left Saturday on a fishing trip of

"Breakfast In Bedlam"

Frank Callan Norris, the program's current plans have been carried out.
managing editor. Having written for According to Charles Brown of NBC
and edited every department of the and Edgar Kobak of the Blue, it may
magazine, Norris has at his fingertips be a possible six months before the

I

resumed

capital.

DON PRYOR, of CBS, is in Chicago f
the origination of "Report to the I

"the most important announcement will feature a format streamlined to Foote, Cone And Belding
from WMC since the essential lists bring news, not as it happened days
were released.
or hours before, but at the moment, Resigning Network Accts.
It is also believed In Capital circles and with the people involved report(Continued from Page 1)
that a further announcement con- ing in person.
cerning the drafting of fathers will be
Much credit for March of Time's accounts does not mean that they are
made at the conference on Thursday. record of anticipating the news breaks severing such relations at once but
goes

has

WJZ, have a date today at Fort Dix tf'

1/4

and realistic presentation

has returned to London from North Ah

ing at 10 p.m., EWT.

351/4 - %
21
91

a;

3
RAYMOND CLAPPER, commentator on

W. N. CONNOLLY, advertising dim
the Johnson Wax Co., is on the Wed
for conferences with John Nesbitt.

Miss Ostenso explains in her story of their fourth year over WJZ with
that followers of this outstanding "Breakfast In Bedlam" and the start
juvenile character of radio have re- of their fifth year, one of the longest
11
sustained periods of activity in radio.
91 4 + 13f lieved the mail -from -home hunger of
At the current writing, four sponour armed forces by solemnly pledgBid
Asked ing to write ao least one letter a sors buy time in 'the program. They
9%
8%
Farnsworth Tel. G Rad.
are Drydock Savings Institution, New
103k 11% month to a friend or relative on the
Stromberg-Carlson
York, (Anderson, Davis and Platte,
war front.
agency) ; Empire Gold Buying Ser(Carl Calman, Inc., agency) ;
"Critical Occupations"
"March Of Time" Returns vice,
Automobile Brokers Corporation,
From WMC Sunday
Over NBC Web Aug. 19 (Miller Advertising, agency) ; and
General Baking Co., BBD&O.
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
characterized .by the Commission as p.m., EWT. The returning program
357/e
351/4
Electric
21% 211/4
Philco
95/8
9%
RCA Common
Stewart -Warner .... 113/4 11%
91% 91
Westinghouse
OVER THE COUNTER

-

vide the blow-by-blow and color

on the Blue Network Monday through
Renewed For Yr. On WJZ
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Friday at 5:30 p.m., EWT, organized
Net the "Write -A -Fighter -Corps" which
High Low Close Chg.
(Continued from Page 1)
boasts a membership of 1,200,000 boys
1533/4 1527/e 1531/4
Am. Tel. G Tel.
211/2 21 % 211/2 +
CBS B
and girls between the ages of six and date, East together with his partner.
1/a
21 % 211/4 211/4 - 5/a sixteen.
CBS A
Polly, will celebrate the anniversary
19%
197/e + 1/4
195/e
Crosley Corp.
Gen.

COn1I11G and GOII;g

Fort Wayne, Ind., has been appointed
acting chief, Radio and Market News
Section, Food Distribution Administration, Great Lakes Region, with
headquarters in Chicago, succeeding

JOHN McNEIL and the "Victory Trot

fain

from

the servicemen.

WBBM.

GUY LOMBARDO, accompanied by hp
ents and three brothers, have returned w
vacation

spent

in

Canada.

CHRIS CROSS and his orchestra are lie
lack Dempsey's following Army camp u.
They and
ances in upstate New York.
over Mutual several times weekly.

LILLIAN GRIFFIN, of The Katz

returned from her vacation.

'Tops" Shows End Saturd
The Esplanade concerts pre:
over the Blue Network each t
day at 8:15 p.m., by the Bo
Orchestra, under the d'
Arthur Fiedler, will come to
sion with the broadcast to

fl'OC

iPllc

on Saturday, August 14.

rrHot77 Availability

"VAUDEVILLE

AIN'T DEAD"
A grand novelty music
program for Baltimore's 1

anti -serial housewives.
$1 50 per week
(Time and talent)
1:05-1:30 P. M.
MONDAY thru SATURDAY

f

wIi.

of money would be made Boland Lance Hooks, who has entered the
stated, due to booster stations at vari- Army.
ous points and the electronics industry as a whole would do the building. Wallace On Webs Sept. 11
While licenses have been issued by
the FCC for coast tele outlets, the Washington-A network broadcast
war delayed such building with Don has been scheduled by Vice -President
Lee being about the only current tele Henry A. Wallace for Sept. 11, when
experimentor in the Los Angeles he will address a Chicago meeting on
post-war international planning.
area.

IN BALTIMO
TOM TINSLEY, President
REPRESENTED, BY HEADIEY-

it

lEiay, August 10, 1943
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ails Back In U. S. A.;

lo Seek Sunday Spot
(Continued from Page

1)

he wanted to prepare during
!ek. He would prefer to have
hampered freedom of a Sunday

er to prepare these programs.
;s not know that anything has
one to arrange them, however,
s

declared

himself

highly

l with the work of the OWI
as Branch, and said General
)wer had also been pleased and
?oken very highly of OWI" in
Africa.

defended the branch against

; that it fails to follow the gov-

t line and that it is "honey with communists." He de that the OWI domestic foringuage section has files on
;el of foreign language stathis country and has furnI

rmation and recommendarding station employes on

ssed doubt that the agency
ue that activity now, how use of the shortage of funds
re a certain number of prooadcasts going out," said
ess the owners of the stalittle jittery and we furn-

e of them information on

ood Theater"
itches Sked To KFI

We stacked the cards
against Hitler

eles-As of last Saturday

Beans and beets are vital to fighting men.

C. P. MacGregor, will be

Michigan grows both. Packs them in the famed

wood Radio Theater," pro -

ry Saturday at 9 p.m., PWT,

Program was formerly

over KNX, Sunday, at 9:30

ewell is featured this Satan original playlet titled
In Hand."

"C" and "K" canned rations.

When Washington called urgently for the
planting of additional acres, WJR farm editor
Duncan Moore went into action. Working in
conjunction with the Department of Agricul-

ture and the War Department, the idea of

orce Salute" Show

a

spondent, salute the women

special Army motorcade was conceived. This
mobile war show, on the road in a ten-day tour
of sixteen counties, sold farmers on the necessity of increased production.

ight at 10:03 on the "Army
e Salutes" program over

Throughout Michigan farmlands, farmers gazed
for the first time at jeeps, tanks and scout cars

agger, direct from Hollytoria Cordova, Latin -Amer -

tress, and John Getty, for-

of the Aircraft Warning

audia Morgan will be on
articipate in a special dra-

t with Dean Jagger while

is Trio of South American
add good -will between two

livan emcees the half-hour
ow with Jerry Sears and his
providing

the

... met wounded Guadalcanal heroes ... heard
the appeals to plant more beans and beets ..
signed pledge cards with patriotic pride.
.

Today, the fields of Michigan are green with
growing beans and beets ... the hundreds of

thousands of extra acres that

musical

An Owner Of KPHO

Arizona-Gene Autry,
3 movie star, has been named
f the incorporators of Phoeadcasting, Inc., which has
:PHO, from M. C. Reese. Com-

capitalized for $75,000 with
)n to issue 1,000 shares of
atry, who is a technical ser now stationed at Luke Field,

were pledged in those ten days

wsirinlk

when the cards were stacked
against Hitler.

9~
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Los Angeles
By RALPH WILK

GALE PAGE is coming out of re-

tirement to play the lead opOtto Kruger in "Perpetual
Emotion" on "Woodbury's Hollywood

MA:N..STREETfn
111

posite

Playhouse" show, replacing Binnie

A Reporter's Report Cord

in Spokane, Miss Page first
found radio fame in Chicago and
joined NBC there in 1933. Warner

DOROTHY LAMOUR: The nineteen year old night club songstress, Kay Penton, who won the berth as Vocalist on Guy Lombardo's 'three
ring circus' program, not only hails from your home town of N'Awlins, but
looks and sings like you
DON McNEILL: Next Monday morning when
you heckle Parks Johnson on your "Breakfast Club" program via the Blue
Network, you'd better take it easy with him
you see, the Vox Popper

Barnes, who was forced to forego the
assignment due to film commitments.
Born

Bros. brought her to Hollywood in

1938 and her star rose rapidly.
Hendrik Booreman, producer of
Columbia's "Silver Theater," has been

sworn in as Lieutenant (j.g.) in the

U. S. Navy, but will continue his pro-

duction duties until he is called into
active service.
John B. Hughes, mellow voiced

newscaster, is anything but an armchair general. He has been in on

things since, at the age of 15, and
armed only with a camera and a lot
of nerve, he hung head first out of an

open -cockpit de Haviland plane to
take angle pictures of the Interna-

tional Air Races which are still
used today.

Joe Besser arrives in Hollywood
Aug. 20th and will immediately go
into rehearsal at Columbia for a top

spot in "Hey, Rookie."
Wilbur Hatch, who conducts CBS
"Your Home Front Reporter" orches-

tra, boasts four top concert masters
in his group-Victor Arno, Thomas
Mancini, Herman Seidel and Dave
Frisinia-all of whom played in symphony orchestras all over the world.

Fifteen screen and radio names
were set by Hollywood Victory Committee to make transcriptions this

week for the Army and for overseas
entertainment. Johnny Mercer will
wax "Yank Swing Session," Xavier
Cugat, Nelson Eddy and Cass Daley
were set .for "Command Performance," Laird 'Cregar for "Yarns for

the

Yanks," Oscar

Levant,

Carol

Bruce and Capt. Ronald Reagan for
"Mail Call," Kay Kyser and his arranger, George Dunning, for "C. I.
Journal," Cass Daley, Anita and Bob
Crosby for "Personal Album."
Hugh Daniels has been made radio
contact at the RKO-Radio studio, replacing Al Rackin, who resigned
recently.

Carlos Ramirez, South American

singer on "The Roma Show," is hap-

pily exhibiting his familiarity with
American slang. His latest acquisition

is a slightly Latinized version of the
Dodger fans' cry "I'll kill dat bum!"

THIS LITTLE BUDGET
WENT TO

WORL
BOSTON

MASS.

.

. .

!

has you scheduled to pinch-hit later that evening for vacationing Warren
Hull when the latter program is CBStaged from Fort Custer, Michigan
catch ong
BEA WAIN: Arrangements are now being formulated which

will have you journey to Baltimore at the end of August to sponsor the
launching of a Liberty Ship
JIM AMECHE: John Reed King will pinch narrate for you on tomorrow night's "Manhattan At Midnight" on the Blue
while you take your first vacation in four years
CHICO MARX: When
the radio version of "Stars and Gripes" an all -army musical is NBCast Saturday at 4:30 p.m. EWT, the featured vocalist will be Corporal Ziggy Lane
the score was composed by Pfc. Harold Rome of "Pins and Needles"
lame
JACK JOHNSTONE: One of your members of the "Crime Doctor"
cast, Frank Readick, has been tested by Paramount for the role of "Schicklegruber" in the forthcoming vehicle "The Hitler Gang.-

*

By FRANK BURKE

GEORGE HALL in town hs
business affairs of Dolly q

currently appearing at the C,
Theater.
Private Clark Dennis retur'
Camp Ellis, Ill. after handling
Ellis on Parade" broadcast
WBBM Sunday night.
Photographers from "Look"

zine doing a pictorial cover
Blue Network "Breakfast Clu

Danny O'Neil, WBBM's new
getting a big local build uI
"Times" carry full -page Sundt
ture.
Eddie Dunn back as emcee o:

tory Matinee" on WBBM aft
sence of several weeks.
Ed Borroff, vice-president

division Blue Network, in Nevl
for conference with Mark Woo
Edgar Kobak.
Two hours of highlights

1

Fourteenth Annual Chicago
Festival will be broadcast on
from Soldier's Field on Sat
August 21 at 8 p.m., CWT frc
p.m., Mutual will present a p
from the outdoor show.
Cyril Wagner, a member
WGN press department un1
joined the army 14 months at
rejoined the staff after receivi
1

NORMAN CORWIN: After a five month search to find
a suitable child actor to play the role of "Stinky" in the film version
of your radio program "My Client Curley," the filmoguls have
selected nine-year old Ted Donaldson for the part...... Cary Grant
will be starred in the flicker which goes into production Monday
JANE PICKENS: At the moment it's plenty "Hush-hush",
but you'll soon be heard on a coast -to -coaster
and with an
elaborate mike set-up
JACK MARSHALL: That agency seems
very much interested in your "Pvt. Butchy McKurk" character for
a radio series
PHIL SPITALNY: We hear that you and your
"Hour of Charmers" are slated to be profiled in a forthcoming
issue of American Magazine...... JOHNNY GART: If you get a
role in a soon -to -be -produced Mark Hellinger picture for Warners,
you can thank Dinah Shore, the star of the flicker, who still remem-

bers how you helped her when she sang with your band at the
Hotel Shelton Corner some years back

Chicago

HORACE HEIDT: After

touring the country with your "Treasure Chest" 'troupe, you'll be
happy to know that you'll stay in Gotham at least until Sept. 14
during which you'll follow Spitalny's crew at the Capitol
JOAN
BLONDELL: When Charles Martin signed you to appear Friday on

honorable discharge from the st

WSBA Joining Blue

Effective August 16, WSBA of

Pa., will become affiliated wit
Blue Network as a basic suppl
Lary station. WSBA operates dE

only at present, but there is
cellent possibility that as sal

equipment becomes available th

tion will operate full time.

Bernie Estes Resign

Bernard L. Estes, director 01,
cial events and publicity at WH
nounced his resignation from th
tion to be effective Saturday,
21.

Estes has announced n

plans. A successor for Estes
has not yet been decided on.

the CBS Playhouse, the vehicle hadn't yet been selected
we
can tell you now it's "The Palm Beach Story" which you'll star in.
BARTON FELLOWES: That grade -labeling crack of yours in
describing your position at NBC as "The Hitchcock of the Hitch -hikes," proves

that even a staff producer can have a sensayuma

THERE'S NOT ANOTE

LIKE IT!

JACK CARSON:
Your producer, Vick Knight has three pair of glasses and explains it this

way
"One pair is for outdoors, one for indoors and the third pair I use
when looking for the other two."
MAXIE ROSENBLOOM: Milton Berle
is responsible for the rumor that's making the rounds of Kilocycle Row

to wit: that you've been signed to appear on "Information Please"
as contrast
NAN MERRIMAN: "Junetime," the song you introduced
last Friday with Leopold Spitalny's NBConcert Orchestra, was composed by
Kent Cooper, General Manager of the Associated Press, who, in his lighter
moments, dilly-dallies with the Muse
DMITRI SHOSTAKOVICH:
Leo
Feist, Inc., has acquired Western Hemisphere publication rights to your
"United Nations On the March" composition which will be themed in M -G -M's
forthcoming production, "Thousands Cheer.-

**
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-- Remember Pearl Harbor -- --

DIRECT ROUTE TO AMERICA'S No.1 MA

The Travelers Broadcasting Sets
Corporation
Member of NBC and New Engle'

Regional Network
Represented by: WEED & COMP
New York, Boston, Chicago, Detroi"
Francisco and Hollywood
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'k Charges Probe Committee
Favors "Pro -Fascist" Shows

WRY COMES UP WITH ANOTHER

(Continued I, om Page 1)

cing what the committee had any of this testimony "but perhaps
led on the 'evidence' presented it has not observed that the counsel
(Garey) nevertheless reads carefully
no responsible evidence in selected portions of that stuff into
urd, " Fly continued, "the coun- the public record as 'evidence'."

)unces the Cox committee conReferring to the appearance of Gene
ci as to the impropriety of the and Dr. John Dyer, Fly found signiCommunications Commission ficance in the fact that "two witnesses
eye on these broacasts to were brought to New York from Chien foreign born citizens in cago to testify as to a conversation
languages." He pointed out between two other men. These wit-

Eminent Paris Fashion Authority

for this work by Congress versation, while the two men holdtr and this year. "If the Cox ing the conversation were both pretee is going to formally adopt sent in New York and one of them
iclusions announced from its (FCC Assistant General Counsel
reet headquarters it must be Nathan David) was actually present

()LABOMA women, long and ably served by WKY in two
fields of vital interest by recognized specialists, are
now being served in still another ... the field of Fashion,

Becomes WRY Fashion Counsellor!

ids had been appropriated spe- nesses were not present at the con-

subject of endless and universal women -interest during
war as well as peace.

d to accept a grave public in the hearing room at the time." The
other was Arnold Hartley.
"I cannot believe that the Congress
thority for the FCC investi- of the United States will long conIbility," he said.

ugh there is no written statu-

To the woman -winning ways, therefore, of WK'f's "Aunt
Susan" in the field of cooking and homemaking, and Edyth
Thomas Wallace, nationally quoted authority in the field
of child guidance, WY has added Marjorie Howard, a third

tf foreign language personnel
ammendations regarding such
1,
Fly declared that the
/don does have such authority
die statutory mandate that we

tinue to tolerate this brand of 'due
process of law,' which, after all, is
being carried on in its name and on
its seeming responsibility," said Fly,
adding, "the committee is avoiding
lerate in the public interest. the pro -Fascist nature of the broadtattion operates a pro -Nazi casting it has charged the Commission
he said, "I cannot believe that with forcing off the air."
deemed to be operating in
Calls Check Wartime Necessity

specialist, completing a triangle of service to women's
foremost interests ... their homes, their children, and
themselves.

Por 22 years, WKY has been doing this kind of imagina-

lic interest."
Last Saturday Fly had followed
ission responsibility, he said, Garey's New York announcement of
aiew "over the long stretch" committee "of conclusion" with a
ram content rather than spe- statement in which he charged Garey
ams.
More Complete Hearing

tive, creative listener service. It has resulted in
building an unequalled listenership for WKY and making
it a medium for advertising without equal in Oklahoma.

with publicity favoring pro -Fascist

broadcasts. "The Commission would
in reply to a question, that be derelict in its duties as provided in
'scion has similar author - the Communications Act, especially

r

case of stations with no in time of war, if it did not check
guage programs, but he on these domestic stations ,broadcbstt there is less cause to ing in the enemy's own language"
ut them.
said Fly; "the reason for this obliin Fly called for full and gation is obvious with 170 stations
hearing on the matters broadcasting foreign language proiry, asking whether the grams many in enemy tongues and
n is ever to be heard on directed at the millions of our people
or its evidence ever to be of foreign origin it is imperative for

IR

WW1
OKLAHOMA CITY

e does not understand, he the national security Chat the Federal
e committee can continue government exercise some degree of
o accept documents bear - caution to guard against the use of
points it "purports to be public's own airways to promote the
g." The public knows al - interest of our enemies. The stations
tout the star -chamber tactics almost without exception, have welby the committee before it comed this service as a protection to
tblic hearings, said Fly, and themselves and as an assistance in
the FCC has been refused their efforts to promote war activities
>n to see the transcripts of and have cooperated wholeheartedly.
The Commission has never censored
any program of any broadcasting sta3/E RAG E
and it is a fortunate circumFROM WITHIN tion,
stance that it has not found it necessary to revoke a single stations license
to prevent these grave abuses. '
"This latest line of attack is typical
.
of the

reckless methods that have

characterized the whole Cox investigation up to date. Mr. Garey's story
is simply a reiteration of conclusions

>1
tier to be inside of Central
land, rather than outside.

VTAG
MICESTER

announced in advance of a hearing
and which, week after week, he has
utterly failed to prove."

Jeri Sullavan Sked Upped
Jeri Sullavan, vocalist on CBS will

be heard five times weekly starting
Monday August 16, on the network
from 6:30-6:45 p.m., Miss Sullavan,

supported by Paul Baron's orchestra
formerly was heard thrice weekly.

RRRRR UNTIO NATIONAL.

MARJORIE HOWARD

Dean of Paris Fashion
Correspondents
The war terminated a

30 -year

stay in arms for Marjorie Howard
during which she was successively
fashion correspondent for Vogue,
Harper's Bazaar, and Woman's
Home Companion. Miss Howard
began a schedule of daily quarterhour broadcasts

August 4.

over WKY on

11,

NI MALI AGIN, INC
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Climax Of Lafayette Salvage
AGENCIES
Draws Full Station Coverage

WALTER DURANTY, former Mos-

(Continued from Page 1)

cow correspondent and author of the engineering staffs of the various staforthcoming "A Short History of tions were assigned to transport
Soviet Russia"; DR. ARTHUR UP - portable remote equipment to the
HAM POPE, director of the Iranian pier. Setting up their microphones
Institute and School for Asiatic and transmitters in various locales
Studies; ISAAC DON LEVINE, for- around the scene, special events aneign correspondent and biographer of nouncers described the slow emerStalin and Lenin, and WILL ALLEN, gence of the huge hull from the
of the International Ladies Garment muddy water of the river.
Workers Union, discussing "Can We

Get Along with Russia," on "The
American Forum of the Air," today
(WOR-Mutual, 8 p.m.).

DIANA BARRYMORE and

Within one hour of the notice by
the Navy on Saturday, the engineering staffs of WNEW, WMCA and
WEAF were on the scene at 2 p.m.
describing the salvage of the Atlantic luxury liner. The WEAF broad-

ADVERTISING AND SE
service to cover the salvage. The ini- COURSE of the Advertising 1
tial broadcast was followed by an New York this October celebr
interview with Lieut. C. M. Hart, 20th anniversary with a cour
connected with the operations of the will fit present day condition
U. S. S. Lafayette. Coy, Hart and Advertising and Selling Cours
Erbe also queried Mrs. Tooker, wife has graduated 20,000 students
of Capt. John I. Tooker, a civilian 20 years of its existence.

in charge of the divers, and Capt.
Bernard Edward Manseau, who is-

F. KENNETH BEIRN has
the official announcement. the Chicago office of Blackett-S
WNEW will maintain its schedule of Hummert. Formerly with the
salvage broadcasts until completed. Washington, D. C., he now
WMCA, also, reported that it would associated with the Procter &
sued

maintain a frequent schedule. The account of B -S -H.

CHARLES RUGGLES, on "Soldiers cast was made available for the NBC network outlets of New York simiWith Wings," tomorrow (WABC-CBS, network. Later in the day WOR spe- larly reported that it would carry
special on -the -scene broadcasts, time
9:30 p.m.).
cial events carried the activities on permitting.
In its seventh shipside coverage of
BABE RUTH, on Bill Stern's "Col- Mutual at 4 p.m. WNEW, WEAF,
Friday WOR and WMCA maintained the de- the salvage of the U. S. S. Lafayette
gate Sports Newsreel,"
scription of the progress on late Sat- yesterday afternoon, WNEW presented
(WEAF-NBC, 10:30 p.m.).
urday, Sunday and yesterday. WABC some similarity and differences of the
DOROTHY KIRSTEN, on "Nellie will present a description of the salvage engineering efforts of Pearl
Revell Presents," Saturday (WEAF- righted hull tonight on the CBS pro- Harbor with the present one here
NBC, 10:30 p.m.).
gram "Report To The Nation" at 8:30 when James L. Kilgailen, veteran INS
p.m.
correspondent, who saw the salvage
CLAUDE RAINS and JOAN LESSince John B. Kennedy and other program at Pearl Harbor, compared
LIE, on "This Is the Army," tomorrow WNEW commentators were not notes with Capt. John I. Tooker, chief
(WOR-Mutual, 9:30 p.m.).
available for the Saturday broadcast, civilian salvage director. Jimniy
Maurice Hart, conductor of the "Music Benne, youngest diver on the job,
JERI SULLAVAN and THOMAS L. Hall" on WNEW, James Coy, station related some of his experiences under
THOMAS, on the "Cresta Blanca announcer, and Carl Erbe, WNEW the hull of the former French liner
Carnival, tomorrow (WABC-CBS, press department, were pressed into Normandie.
10:30 p.m.).

JACK CARSON and SIMONE
SIMON, on the Jack Carson program,
tomorrow (WABC-CBS, 9:30 p.m.).

RCA Promotes Teegarden
Transmitter Of WJW
May Remain In Akron To Asst. Sales Manager
(Continued from Page 1)

REP. CLARE E. HOFFMAN, of the Commission held that Cleveland
Michigan; REP. JOSEPH CLARK needed increased radio coverage, and
BALDWIN, of New York; PROF. because it was proved that it could
JOHN L. CHILDS, of Teachers Col- be accomplished with the use of a
lege, and PROF. GEORGE W. HART - minimum of critical materials. Last
MAN, of Teachers College, discussing week brought an application by the
"Should Congress Vote to Join Now Buckeye Broadcasting Co., Akron, for
in World Collaboration," on "Amer- a riew station on 1,240 kc, with 250
ica's Town Meeting," Thursday (WJZ- watts power-the
power WJW had.
Blue Network, 8:30 p.m.).

JOAN BLONDELL, in an adaptation of "The Palm Beach Story," on
"The Philip Morris Playhouse," Friday (WABC-CBS, 9 p.m.).

same band and

WJW may be left in Akron, with
the FCC forced either to rescind its

grant of last winter to William S.
O'Neill, its new owner, or to permit

O'Neill to construct a new transmitter

in Cleveland to operate with 5,000

BENNY GOODMAN, on "The Mil- watts.
lion Dollar Band" program, Saturday "Ohio has the poorest radio coverage
of any of the comparably populous
(WEAF-NBC, 10 p.m.).

states," said Fly, "whatever we can

.

JAMES BREWSTER, for
charge of the film service at
University, has joined th
picture department of J

Thompson Co., Inc.

TOD REED of the Ruthrauff
Detroit office, has been elected
president of the agency.
ROBERT RODMAN will joie
ray Breese Associates, Inc., on

He formerly was editor of tht
tical pharmacy edition of the J
of the American Pharmaceut
sociation.

RALPH HARRIS, former
Mears Agency, has been add
account executive staff o
Kimball Company.

Appointment of L. W. Teegarden to

New Hillbilly Outfit
Signed For WNEW
general sales manager of the RCA
assistant general sales manager has
been announced by Henry C. Bonfig,

Victor Division of the Radio Corpora- "Steamboat" Johnson and hi:r
tion of America. In his new capacity, have taken over WNEW's ":;i.
Teegarden will have direct supervi- billy" program. They will be I1'''
sion over the selling, distributing and one hour Monday through Sal
warehousing of all RCA products. In at 9 a.m. and Sunday at 12 nos:
addition, the Company's four Regional program is participated by H:
Directors in the Eastern, Central, Clothes, Tastyeast and Canadia
Western and Southern territories will Trappers.
report to him.
Actually "Steamboat" is rep.
his friend Zeke Manners who a
Meighan, Jr., On "The Falcon" ducted six months ago. Both w
James Meighan, nephew of the late sociated at KTMR and KMP
silent picture star, has taken over the Angeles, each having legit h
lead role of "The Falcon" on the Blue background. Johnson also wor
Network, replacing Hollywood -bound the Mexican station XEPN.
Berry Kroeger.
tional relaxation of the critical mate- Personna Expands
rials freeze to the extent of authoriz- Effective Wednesday, Sept. 1

ORSON WELLES, on Groucho do to improve that situation we will
Marx's "Blue Ribbon Town," Satur- do."
Fly may find that construction of a ing power increases to 250 watts for
day (WABC-CBS, 10:15 p.m.). _.
new transmitter for WJW will not be a number of 100 watters who have
since a report to be filed requested such increases.
CARROLL BRYANT and WILBERT necessary,
the full Commission by Com- Fly said he could not predict how
E. LONGFELLOW, assistant direc- with
missioners
C. J. Durr and T. A. M. the Commission would act on this
tors of the First Aid Water Safety Craven will list
5,000 -watt trans- report, which he has not yet seen.
and Accident Prevention Service of mitters now onfive
hand along with 64 Nor did he know enough of the equipthe American Red Cross, discussing others of less capacity.
ment situation at present to discuss
"Water Safety," on "Highways to
'
This report, plainly marked confi- the press report he had seen.
Health," Saturday (WABC-CBS, 1:45 dential
because of its lengthy discus- WPB sources, however, pointed out
p.m.) .
sion of military communications that the tube situation is more serious
needs, was revealed in the press yes- now than it has ever been and seemed
Schubert Does Another Film terday but has not yet been submitted to feel that this would block any deciPaul Schubert, war news analyst, to the full Commission. It recom- sion to accept the recommendations
heard Monday through Friday at mends on the basis of available trans- of Durr and Craven. Tube production
10:45 p.m. over WOR, has just com- mitters, the licensing by the FCC of for all purposes is not expected to
pleted another short newsreel feature new low -powered stations in areas of exceed 3,000,000 for the latter six
poor coverage and calls also for addi- months of this year.
titled "Airpower."

sonna Men's News," spoils()
Personna Blade Co. over WJ
featuring Ken Farnsworth as
mentator, will be heard Weda
and Friday of each week from
to 10:40 p.m., EWT, moving

current spot at 10:35 to

10:

EWT. Amos Parrish & Comp

is the agency handling the

H. A. Pope Honor

H. A. Pope, credit manag

tional Union Radio Co
Newark, N. J., has been re the post of vice-chairman of

ern Credit Group of the Rad
facturers Association.

t!
:I
N
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)M, New York E. R. Squibb &
íx five-minute periods weekly,
weeks, placed direct; I. J. Fox,
2 announcements weekly, for
eks, placed direct; Roxy Theaannouncements, placed through
Agency;
Atlantic
-Speiro
mi Co., 24 announcements
, for 52 weeks, placed through
lla Adv. Agency; Grove Labs.,
announcements weekly, for 13
placed through Russel M.
Agency; Southern Cotton Oil,
tal) three quarter-hour periods
and eight spot announcements
placed through Tracy -Locke-

*PROMOTION*

With the Colors!
i

HAL BOHM, WGN, Chicago, announcer for the past eight years, re"Great News"
ported
to the naval base at Farragut,
Alert to the advantages of fairs, Represented by Paul H. Raymer
last week, bringing to 57 the
KSTP, St. Paul, will again have a Company, WKBN, Youngstown, issued Idaho
of WGN men now in the U. S.
booth in the War Exhibits building an advertising folder of 12 pages, number
at the Minnesota State Fair. "Main measuring 20 inches high by 131 armed services.-vvvStreet, Minnesota," program will not inches across on heavy white oaktag.
WAAC MARY A. HIGGINS formerly
only entertain the sight -seers but The front of this huge promotion is
will also originate there while David enhanced by a half -tone of its trans- with the NBC traffic department, has
Stone, Billy Folger, Chuck Mukern mitter. The half -tone itself measures been promoted from Auxiliary First
Class to Junior Leader (Corporal).
and Frank and Ester, amongst others, 13 x 13 inches.
will appear on the program each The inside pages are divided into Corporal Higgins is serving as a
week -day during the 10 -day exposi- three huge columns, led by call let- stenographer in the office of the base
tion. In addition a booth, featuring ters standing 11/2 inches high, while adjutant at the Northern California
the pictures of KSTP and NBC talent, the columns are filled with mats of Army Air Base.
-vvvwill have a newsprinter with bulle- the personalities appearing on WKBN.
KSTP Fair Exhibits

HARVEY YOUNG, salesman is the
latest WHIO, Dayton, Ohio, staff mem-

Inc.; Stuhmer Baking Co., tins posted throughout the day for the The promotional folder, includes picinouncements weekly, for 13 fair visitors.
tures of other promotional ideas of
placed through A. B. Landau, Another exhibit is planned by WKBN used extensively to keep the
Y. Schools of Music, 15-min- KSTP for Anoka County Fair in call letters of the station in the
riod weekly, for 13 weeks, Anoke. Giveaway for farm folks at public eye.
through Prudential Adv. this rural fair will be pocket note
;
Globe Brenner Bros., six books with the front cover carrying the station's frequency and power.
cements weekly, for 52 weeks, the picture of Harry Aspleaf, KSTP The back cover will carry the scheddirect; Chrysler Bldg. Corp., farm service director, and copy about ule of special farm features.
auncements weekly, indefinite,
direct; National Candle Co., Camp Lee Show Observes Production Of Resistors
min. periods weekly, for 13
t,

First Birthday On WRVA

placed direct.

(Continued from Page 1)
San Antonio: American
through Badger, Browning & its first anniversary tonight at 9 p.m.

0,

for a full hour over WRVA. Highd's Cold Cream, through J. lights of the ceremony will include
Thompson, 26 weeks; Carter remarks by Maj.-Gen. James E. Edie Co., through Ted Bates, one- monds, camp commander; a Cavalhtract; True Story Magazine, cade of Events saluting the various
Raymond Spector Co., 52 branches of the armed services by
;Colgate -Palmolive -Peet, Pfc. Isaac Cohen; a sequence on milimenyWilliam Esty & Co., and Ted
weeks; Grove Vitamins and ace to vertical attack; an original
radio
play
by
Lt.
Howard
B.
Leeds;
day
Cold Tablets, through
& Coe, 10 15 -minute pro- songs by the Camp Lee Glee Club;
f() and 19 weeks, respectively; and music by the 1303rd Reception
through Joseph Katz Co., 19 Center Band under the direction of
X52 weeks; Lamont Corliss Co.

1 Joins Press Firm
J. Vogel who resigned as
of

Transcriptions for the

the Coordinator of Inter -

Affairs, has joined the staff

ity Associates, Inc., New

is relations and radio firm.
vious to his two years ser he Office of the Coordinator
men can Affairs, promoted
radio for seven years in the
and was manager of
ons KZRM and KZRF in

s

Pier Faber In WPB Post
igton-Peter J. Faber, radio
'or

Montgomery -Ward,

has
ned as advisor to the Domes -

Foreign Radio Branch of the
nd Radar Division, WPB, it
announced. Faber will ad branch on the distribution of
tary radio equipment.

lode Connor Resigns
le Connor (Mrs. William L.

ey) assistant

to Harold E.

nanager of NBC's promotion
an department, has resigned.
return to her home in Nash nn., for an extended rest.

ber to leave his job in order to work

for Uncle Sam. Young passed his phy-

sical in Columbus and is now a private awaiting assignment, which is
due August 27.

-"Vv-

ROBERT LYLE FINCH. featured

announcer and sportscaster at KMOX,
St. Louis, Mo., has been sworn in as a

Lieutenant (j.g.) of the United States
Navy. Known as Bob Lyle on the air,
Finch has reported for active duty at
Jacksonville, Florida. He marks the
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-Prospective expansion forty-third KMOX employee to enter
of radio resistor facilities will pro- the armed forces.
vide sufficient capacity to meet requirements of the armed services dur- JOE SPAGNOLA, supervisor of the
ing the remainder of 1943 and the first Blue Network's duplicating division,

Assured Armed Services

has been inducted and reports

half of 1944, it was indicted at a meeting of the fixed and variable resistors
industry advisory committee with
WPB representatives here last week.
However, all plants must operate at
capacity and proper distribution must

to

Camp Upton for training on August
20. Spagnola has been with the Blue
for ten years.

-"Vv -

KENNETH HEADY, announcer for
be maintained in order to achieve KCMO, Kansas City, Mo., reports to

these goals, Daniel J. Connor of the Ft. Leavenworth on August 13 for
WPB radio division, told the meeting. active duty with the Army.
Sgt. Jack Platt, and the 9th Regiment The industry's rate of production of
Band under the baton of Sgt. Joe resistors showed a slump of approxiBrown.
mately 15 per cent in June, the comPrior to the broadcast the camp will mittee was informed.
present a variety show at War De- Asked for an opinion on the causes
partment Theater No. 1 with a capa- of the June slump, committee memcity audience of officers and enlisted bers variously attributed it to hot and the Central Atlantic States
men expected to be in attendance.
vacations, absenteeism, lack
The format of the anniversary weather,
of adequate supervision, lack of
broadcast will follow along the lines orders, and high labor turnover.
of the first show originated through WPB recommended that manufacthe cooperation of Col. Joseph J. turers accept orders only to the
exDavidson, commanding officer of the tent of their ability to produce. Under
1303rd Reception Center at the Recep- priorities regulations they may refuse
tion Center Recreation Hall on orders which they cannot deliver beJuly 31.

in BALTIMORE

State Governor To Be Guest

Capt. Brace Conning, who created
the program and under whose supervision it is produced, remarked that
"Conquer We Must" is to convey to
the military and civilian population
a fighting radio show "by means of
history. drama and music." The show
is produced in cooperation with Irving Abeloff, program director of
WRVA. The material is cleared
through the camp's public relations

cause of commitments on equal or
higher rated orders. If this practice
is followed, purchasers will be forced
to sources which are in a position to
make

delivery. the

load will be

spread, and scheduling will be unnecessary.
Standardization of resistors should
benefit both the industry and the
armed services, Col. G. C. Irwin of
the Army Signal Corps standards
agency,

told

the

committee.

The

primary importance of standardization is to insure that men in the field
Guests on the program include Col- are able to obtain repairs, he said.
gate Darden, governor of Virginia:
Mayor Alexander Hamilton, Jr. of Service for Virginia; Brig. Gen. Guy
Petersburg: Col. Barry of the Rich- I. Rowe, commanding officer of the
mond OM Depot; former Ambassador QMRTC; and Brig. Gen.
George A.
to Spain Alexander Weddell; Col. Horkan, commandant
of the QM
Mills F. Neal, director of Selective school.
office.

-

Edward Petry 8. Co., National Representative
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Coast -to -Coast

MORE than 300 mayors of Minne-

Harry

C.

Harvey, chief engineer of

sota were present recently at a KMOX, St. Louis. is now at his home in
reception and dinner at the Nicollet Webster Groves, Mo., where he is re.
Hotel given by WCCO, Minneapolis, cuperating from a recent major operation.
in conjunction with the Minneapolis All his friends will be happy to learn

"Four Stars at Nine -Thirty," a new Harry Wismer, the Blue's
variety show, has been purchased by caster, has signed to do the W
the Grange League Federation to run ton Redskin "pro" football gt
for one year on WSYR, Syracuse. the Capital this Fall on Sundd
*
*
Featured on the new half-hour pro-

Aquatennial. Host of the occasion was that he is well on his way to recovery. gram, five mornings each week at
9:30 a.m., will be Bill Davis, newly
*
*
*
A. E. Joscelyn, manager of WCCO.
Doug Romine, formerly production added vocal star, Terese Johnson,
Major -General Gatehouse, commander manager, has been given the added staff organist, and Rollie Furman and
of the British tanks in North Africa, will assignment of program director, while Barabara Blake, dramatists....Russ
be heard tonight on the WMCA. New York Charles Lutz, formerly merchandising Russell is the emcee on "Club 570," a
program conducted by Richard Eaton from manager, is now handling promotion new dinner show now being heard at
The general will speak and publicity for KSTA, San Antonio, 6:25 p.m. on week -days over WSYR.
Washington.
A participating show, it highlights
about "The Part Tanks Play in Winning Texas.

*
the music of a different band each
*
*
the War.' On Friday, Eaton will interview
Rear Admiral Theodore D. Ruddock, as- William Hacker, pianist, conductor and night, with added ad libbing by
sistant chief of "Naval Ordnance.- re- student of Jose Iturbi, made his television Russell.
garding the "'Progress in Naval Opera- debut last week on WRGB, Schenectady.
tions."
His program included a group of three
"Action Overhead.'" spectacular demon*
selections from Chopin. and composi- stration of air attack on Dayton, Ohio,
WLW, Cincinnati, is presenting a tions by Scarlatti. Gershwin, Albans and was described for radio listeners by WHIO
new series of programs, "Black Mar- DeFalla.
announcers recently. U. S. Army Chemi*
*
*
ket," in cooperation with the Office
cal Warfare Service cooperated with the

After a thirteen -week

test,

1.

store of Lane Bryant, ladies garmt,

renewed seven studio shows ovti
Brooklyn, N. Y., for 52 weeks.

was placed through Erland Ad'
Agency.

.

.

.

20th Century -Fox

Roxy Theater, New York, are sp
spot announcements over
through /Layton Spiero Co..
16

York.
*

*

*

In addition to its Sunday I

and -,baseball parties at genera
ager Ron Woodyard's country
the staff of WING, Dayton, Oh
together, seriously, in meeting

other week. WING meeting
everything from copy techni
of Price Administration. The series is The patriotic float,entered by KSTP, OCD in putting on the big show at the approaching a client; and one
based on the OPA Home Front Pledge Minneapolis, in the "On The Victory" University of Dayton stadium. The War best features is the opening
of two points, 1. Pay no more than Aquatennial parade was awarded one Department had direct control over the "Suggestion Box," in which ti¡
top legal prices, and 2. Accept no of the prizes in its division....KSTP second part of the show, while local has been slipping, in the previc
rationed goods without giving up ra- will again have a booth in the War Civilian Defense members put on the weeks, ideas on promotion.
tion stamps....WLW and WSAI, Cin- Exhibits building at the Minnesota opening pageant. Miniature village was efficiency, programs, etc....
special events department had
cinnati, have arranged several pro- State Fair, and will also provide enat the stadium and was attacked by last week from one of the Del
grams in connection with the Ohio tertainment daily for the crowds. built
enemy air forces. Description of attack Kids, Bobbie McClung, who wat
American Legion convention being KSTP also plans to have an exhibit and activities of those on the defensive viewed on the Dayton Coca
at the Anoka County Fair.
held now in Cincinnati.
was aired over WHIO.
*

*

*

"Man On the Street" show.

Frank Burke, production manager of Mark Schreiber KMYR, Denver sports
CELW. Windsor, Ont., is on the lob again announcer, is the Colorado State Junior
champion.
after a two-week vacation.
. Arnold Chamber of Commerce golf
Stinson, of the "Memorable Classics" He shot an even par of 72 at the Park
show, has gone on a leisurely sojourn Hill country club in Denver.
to Lindsay...Ralph Binge had his vacation
marred by Illness. However, he's glad to
WINS, New York, has contracted
be back at the old post of "Happy Joe."
with Press Association, Inc., for the
*
*
*
special radio AP wire, Major E. M.
announcer Harvey Olson. Storer announced. The new service
and Alice Fraser of WDRC, Hartford, will include telescripts and hourly
were performers at the Press -Radio five-minute newscasts as well as AP
Jamboree held in Hartford over the dispatches.

Chief

week-end. Olson put on a talking act,

*

and Miss Fraser sang several songs Jerry Colonna will be the guest of
at the all-night affair.
Paula Stone on her WNEW. New York.
*
program "Hollywood Digest." ... By the
Marcia Young, new to radio, has been way, Paula Stone will now be heard at
added as an announcer to WSAZ, Hunt- 4:45 p.m.. instead of at 5:15, exchanging
times with Kathryn Cravens. who will be
ington, West Va.
heard at 5:15 p.m.
*
*
*

*

*

e

C. B. Locke, manager of KFDM,
Wagner, who joined the Army
Beaumont, Texas, announced that the 14Cyril
months ago, has rejoined the WGN,
station has acquired the special AP
Chicago press department. He was
radio wire from Press Association, discharged
from the Army for medInc.
ical reasons.

1

9

4

S

August 10
Robert Feldman
Larry Fisk
Jack Haley
Louise Massey
Frank E. Mullen
Jane Pickens
Harry Richman
Duke Rorabaugh

Capt. A. A. Schechter

*

*

For the third consecutive year WWNY,
Watertown. N. Y. has gone to the grounds
of the combined Governeur and St.

3

B

*

REACH THE WOMEN OF THE
OHIO VALLEY WITH ... .

Lawrence County fairs. The broadcasts
were made at three different times during the afternoon, covering the horse
races, exhibits and awarding of prizes.
Jack Chase. sports announcer, and Bob
Walter, program director, handled the

broadcasts... To build up their registration for the fall term,

the Watertown

bunch of the Rochester Business Institute
purchased the "Funny Money Man" three
times a week, Monday, Wednesday and
Friday mornings over WWNY. The broadcast is handled by Bob Walter.

WCKY

ti
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TEN CENTS

;;barges FCC-OWI Deal
pended CBC Staff

Canteen Cake

1 iw Covering Front
Veal-Starting with an overff of one back in 1939, Cana-

oadcasting Corp. now has a
15 correspondents covering

network and stationed in Eng-

fiddle East and the forward
here Canadian troops are on

Stage Door Canteen, operated in
New York by the American Theater
Wing, will present a birthday cake
tonight to WOR with suitable ceremonies. Occasion is the first anniversary of the station's regular
Wednesday night contribution of
talent to entertain the servicemen.
Station officials will be on hand to
take part in the presentation.

CBC staff overseas is
by John Kannawin, who took
luty.

year ago when the BBC in-

:ooney Pelletier to join its
(Continued on Page

Gertrude Lawrence

3)

House Investigating Committee Counsel
Sees Preconceived Plan Established
Which Coerced 'Language' Men
"Ellery Queen" Heads
Coast Show Ratings

At the resumption yesterday of the
Cox committee hearing investigating
the FCC, Eugene L. Garey, counsel

for the committee, in the presence
of the chairman of the Committee,

Eugene Cox, charged the FCC and the
OWI acted in concert with a preProgram ratings on the Pacific conceived plan to place Foreign LanCoast according to latest Hooper re- guage Broadcasting stations under
port puts "Ellery Queen" as heading

their control and domination. Garey
the "top ten" in program popularity. stated that the FCC created a special
This covers both June and July calls division, the War Problems Division,
Idler Symphony
of course concerns shows heard "for the avowed purpose of unlawnaugural On Mutual Gertrude Lawrence, stage star, will and
on the Coast and not in all cases those fully liquidating all of the radio per be featured in a new half-hour pro- also heard in the East.
(Continued on Page 7)
Imen who gained interna- gram series sponsored by Revlon Top 10 in the ratings are listed as
'pute in civilian life as sym- Products Corporation over the Blue
(Continued on Page 3)
tusicians have joined together
More War Bonds and Stamps

Set For Blue Series

coast - to - coast, starting
the Fort Dix String Sym- Network,
Thursday, Sept. 30, at 10:30 p.m.,

tnd will give their inaugural
ince under the baton of noted

st Pvt.

Buy .More War Bonds and Stamps

Sevareid Now Living

Middleton To Army;
EWT. The show, which will advertise
Field WABC Sales Mgr. In Tiny Burma Village
Revlon Nail Enamel and Lipstick,
will have prominent personages

Nicholas Harsanyi on
as
Fort Dix" to be heard over
Among those already reported
Beverly M. (Bevo) Middleton, sales
,ü,ial network, this Sunday 3- guests.
as
scheduled
are
Paul
Lukas,
with
a manager of WABC, will leave on
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
pi., EWT. Pvt. Harsanyi was
August 20 to join the Army, it was Washington-CBS news ace Eric
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 2)
announced
yesterday
by
Arthur
Hull
Sevareid is living now in a tiny vilBuy More War Bonds end Stamps
Us More War Bonds and Stamps
Hayes, General Manager of Colum- lage in the Burma jungle, with heads kdding Outlets;
bia's
key
station.
He
reports
for
duty
hunters stalking the surrounding terTwo More Foreign Sources
ritory. An AP dispatch received yes(Continued on Page 2)
162nd Affiliate Joins Added To CBS World News
Buy llore War Bonds and Stamp,
terday from New Delhi, India, revealed that Sevareid, en route from
Network continues to add Two more on -the -spot news sources Alec Templeton Moving
(Continued on Page 3)
three having already joined abroad were added to CBS world
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps
To Sponsor's CBS Show
lward G. Noble signed an news when James Fleming came in
it to purchase the network. on the first broadcast ever to originDenver Station Men
ircomers, as supplementaries ate in Istanbul, Turkey, and Alice- Schenley Import Corp. for Cresta
Blanca
wines
will
move
Alec
Ldded to the Southcentral
Discuss Recording Ban
TempleLeone Moats was heard from Madrid
e WBLM, Macon, Ga., join - in the first newscast by an American ton from his thrice weekly five-minDenver-C. E. Arney, Jr., executive
1st 23, and WGGM, Gulfport, since shortly after the end of the ute spot on the Blue to the "Cresta
Blanca Carnival" program on CBS to secretary of the NAB en route to the
;oming an affiliate effective
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
Coast for vacation, stopped off here
making the 162nd Blue outwith Ralph Wentworth of BMI, with
A, York, Pa., as previously
the result that Robert Hudson of the
d, joins on August 16.
Rocky Mountain Radio Council called

vs.

Pigeon Days

dr work on air conditioning
office of C. L. Menser, NBC
ssident, is being delayed by

temal urge. A pigeon,

aP-

y attracted to the cozy niche
by the ventilation inlet, took
r'a rights and built its nest.

than disturb the bird, con work has been halted at
.int until the pigeon family
en raised!

Navy's Uniform Service ETs
Sponsored Over 83 Stations
"Truth Or Consequences"
Returns On NBC Aug. 28
"Truth

or

Consequences"

with

Ralph Edwards as its master of ceremonies will return to the NBC net-

work at the usual time, 8:30

p.m.,

Naval Uniform Service, group of
retail stores, some with manufacturing facilities and designated by the
U. S. Navy as official outlets for regulation uniforms will sponsor the Navy
built program "Fighting Heroes of
the United States Navy" on 83 stations throughout the country. Program is a 15 -minute transcribed show
and will be heard in New York over

Saturday, August 28. When Edwards
arrived in New York after vacationing on his ranch in the hills of California to confer with the producers WJZ beginning Sunday
Sept. 5 at 4:45
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 2)

Initials!
Oklahoma City-It was very hot
the other day and a woman panted
Into the air-cooled reception room
of WRY, started fanning
herself

with a sheet of script. "Where's
your rooms and how much are
they"? she asked. "I saw your

sign-WKY," "Yes, WKY radio station" said the receptionist. "Oh,

my gosh," laughed the women, "I
know what I wanted-the YWCA!"

2
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Two More Foreign Sources
Middleton To Army;
Field WABC Sales Mgr. Added To CBS World News
(Continued from Page 1)
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(Continued from Page 1)

at Fort Devens, Mass., on August 23. Spanish civil war in 1940. Both CBS
At the same time Hayes announced correspondents are heard frequently

that John H. (Jack) Field, Jr., who on "The World Today" (CBS, 6:45-6:55
joined WABC last April as an ac- p.m., EWT), on "News of the World,"

count executive, will succeed Middle- 8-8:15 p.m. six days a week, and on
"World News Today," 2:30-2:55 p.m.
ton as sales manager.
Middleton was born in Roanoke, Sundays.

Va., and attended the University of Proximity to Istanbul gives Flemstationed at Ankara, a balcony
radio in 1933 ing,
station, now seat from which to check Near East
town of Char- activity and observe the smoldering
lottesville, Va. Prior to joining WABC Balkans across the Straits of Bosas an account executive in 1938, Mid- porus. His Istanbul broadcasts are
dleton had been manager of KBIX, carried to Radio Ankara and relayed

and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, Virginia. He entered
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate, when he started a
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merser- WCHV, in his college
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester

B. Bahn, VicePresident; Charles A. Alicoate,
Secretary. Terms (Post free) United States
outside of Greater New York, one year, $10;
foreign, year, $15. Subscriber should remit

Muskogee, Okla.; commercial manager
RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, of WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va., and
7.6337,
Phone WIsconsin 7.6336,
N. Y.
commercial manager of WFAS, White
Chicago, Ill.-Frank Burke, Suite
7-6338.
1800-A, Merchandise Mart, Phone Delaware Plains, N. Y. He was made sales man4950. Hollwood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425 ager of WABC in July, 1942. Last

with

order.

all communications to

Address

Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.

Entered as second class matter April 5,
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,

under the act of March 3, 1879.

FINANCIAL
i

(Tuesday, Aug. 10)
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Net
Am. Tel.
CBS A

Cr

Tel.

High Low Close Chg.
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"Truth Or Consequences"
Returns On NBC Aug. 28

Moats,

author

of

"Blind Date With Mars," in addition

sales manager, remaining there All -Soldier Symphony

until going to WABC.

5/a
1

Alice -Leone

to being the CBS correspondent in
Madrid, represents Collier's and the
year he also served as secretary of New York "Herald Tribune." Her
for CBS followed a suggesthe Radio Executives' Club of New "scoop"
tion by Paul White, Director of News
York.
Field, a native of Rutland, Vt., at- Broadcasts and Public Affairs, that
tended Phillips Andover Academy. she try for broadcast permission in
Spanish capital.
After five years in the advertising theUnder
similar circumstances, when
department of the New York World, no broadcasts
were permitted from
six years with the New York "Times,"
and two years with radio representa- Moscow, a suggestion from White to
Margaret Bourke -White
tive Scott Howe Bowen, he joined photographer
author Erskine Caldwell resulted
Free & Peters' New York office in and
1935 as vice-president of Free, Johns & in the first CBS' reports direct from
Field, a subsidiary organization. In the Soviet capital.

34
t/2

to CBS New York.

Denver Station Men
Discuss Recording Ban
(Continued from Page 1)

Inaugural On Mutual
(Continued from Page 1)

formerly a member of the famed

Budapest String quartet, as well as
viola soloist with the Radio City
Music Hall Orchestra.

a special luncheon meeting of local Pfc. Ossy Renardi, of Vienna, who
has played at Carnegie Hall, will serve
station owners and managers.
Main topic of discussion was the as orchestra concert master.
effect of the Petrillo ban on recorded Other members of the orchestra

music to small stations. It was pointed include Pfc. Leo Cherniaysky of Berout by those in attendance that there lin, former First Violinist of the Berhas been little ill effect thus far, but lin Symphony; Pvt. Martin Lake. First
(Continued from Page 1)
situation may develop in Cellist, formerly with the N. Y. Philon some of the ideas for the next atheserious
unless some steps are harmonic and the St. Louis Symseason, he learned that nearly $200,- taken.future
While nothing definite was phony, and Pvt. Sandor Salza of Buda000,000 in bonds were sold during suggested, Gene O'Fallon of KFEL pest, formerly First Violist of the
the national tour of the variety show. (MBS) expressed the belief that lis- Budapest Opera House and a member
teners were becoming more apprecia- of the Roth String Quartet.
As its first concert the symphony
tive of special events shows, news
Rynd On West Coast
and other non -music programs. KFEL will play "Concerto Grosso For Two
Violins
and String Orchestra" by
is
Confers On Blue Angles trying, he said, to develop more
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Los Angeles-Treasurer Charles E.
Rynd, of the Blue Network has been
here conferring with Sidney N. Strotz
of NBC and Don Gilman of the Blue,

and more programs that will not de- Antonio Vivaldi, with Pfc. Renardi,
pend on music for audience appeal. as solist, and the Finale from "SerThose present were Tom Ekrum of enade For Strings," by Tschaikowsky.
KVOD (Blue) ; Fritz Miller and Hugh Tom Slater, emcee of the program,
Terry of KLZ (CBS); James McPher- announced that the symphony will
son and Robert Owen of KOA (NBC) : perform on "This Is Fort Dix" once
Gene O'Fallon and Frank Bishop of each month.

regarding physical details of the KFEL (MBS) and Bill Meyers of
transaction whereby Edward G. KMYR. Meyers did not stay for the
WISN Appoints Meyer
Noble would acquire the Blue. Local business discussion because of a preMilwaukee-Appointment of Robert
Blue executives honored Rynd with vious engagement.
J. Meyer as promotion manager at
a dinner at the Ambassador during
WISN, is announced by G. W. Grighis visit. Don Searl, of KGO also in
non, general manager. Meyer suctown conferring with Rynd and Gil- Alec Templeton Moving
ceeds Hugh O'Malley, who has joined
man.
To Sponsor's CBS Show the staff of WTAQ, Green Bay. Meyer
came to WISN from the Office of War
(Continued from Page 1)
Information branch office at MilPOSITIONS FILLED QUICKLY
join Morton Gould's show. Templeton waukee, where he was assistant to
CALL
will be a regular feature of the Gould the manager. Prior to his OWI conFRANK McGRANN
program, beginning with the Wednes- nection he was on the editorial staff
day, Sept. 1 show. He does his last of the Wisconsin State Journal, an
POSITIONS SECURING BUREAU, INC.
(Agency)
stanza on the Blue 10:30-10:35 p.m., afternoon daily located at Madison.
331 MADISON AVE., N. Y.-Tel. MU. 2.6494
EWT on August 27. William H. Wein- He was graduated from the University of Wisconsin in 1931.
traub & Co. is the agency.

_
cominG and GOL
EDWARD CODEL, general manager of

lantic Coast Network, has returned fro
weeks spent at Riding
toba, Canada.

National Park,(

HOWARD PILL, president of WSFA, M,

Ala., visiting yesterday with Eh
Woolley in the station's department of I
ery,

BEVERLY M. MIDDLETON, sales man

left yesterday for a
weeks at Flat Rock, N. C.
WABC,

CARL POST,

vacation

Davis -Lieber publicist,

turned from Hancock, N. Y., where

he o

on promotion for the "Snow Village" y
JOHN MAYO, of A.M.P., leaving on

business trip to New England.

JEAN COLLINS, vocalist, off for a few
the country.
DALE ROBINSON, manager of WARN

Network outlet in Scranton, Pa., and W
M. DAWSON, JR., commercial manager
station, are spending a few days in Net
PAUL MILLS, sales manager of WOW
Wayne, Inc., is in town on station an
work business.

JERRY WAYNE, singer on the "All -TI
Parade," has returned from a five-day
Army camps in New Jersey and Pennsylva
HORACE HEIDT, and the members of h

are back in New York and will broadcai
Radio City until Sept. 14.

HAL SEVILLE, national sales mana,
WJEJ, Hagerstown, Md., left for the home
last night after having been here abotft `"

or five days.

DICK KOFF, of the Blue Network
department, leaves on his vacation Friday

HAPPY FELTON, comedian, back in 14

two weeks at Loew's State and

set

guest shots.
BOBBY SHERWOOD and his orchestr

with GWEN DAVIS, vocalist, are at P
for the broadcasting of tonight's
Bands" program from Yale University.
IRENE PANOS, of Blue Networl
booking, is in Summit, N. J., recuper
an appendectomy.

"Hot" Availabilil

Sports Round
with FREDDIE ROBBI!

6:45 to 7:00 P. M. J
Monday thru Satur
-and the price is rig
$12 5 a week
(Special Sports "Packagers

now available, subject 1X
prior sale.
*When they think of sports
Baltimore they tune to WI

WIi-

El

IN BALTIMOI
TOM TINSLEY, Presiden
REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-

It nesday, August 11, 1943
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al "Uniform" ETs

PROMOTION A-

old On 83 Stations

Expanded (BC Staff
i

"Sincerely Yours"

(Continued from Page I)

WKBN Reprint

h.'he New York firms appointed,
"Sincerely Yours, Marjorie Howard,"
In black and white, KWBN, Youngsie ised and directed by the Navy imprinted signature below a purple town, O. has circulated a mail reAlin so far as uniforms and in - imprinted regal insignia bearing a print of its new promotional theme
ni are concerned, include Saks Latin quotation symbolic of a royal "It Takes Three To Do It." A line -cut
.'tlAvenue, Macy's, Brooks Bros., house, is the striking cover an at- 51/4 x 61/4, with Benday shadows, picioingdale's and 14 others, 18 in tractive folder released by WKY, tures a cartoon of three ball players,

hey will have no individual Oklahoma City, to 18,000 women in
Id; as to commercials. Fourteen the metropolitan area. The booklet
bin] dramas will be included in is prepared in typical book fashion
t ies.
with a formal introduction of the new
ties where there are no retail personality on WKY, followed by a
its, or naval emplacements etc. page with the picture of Marjorie
`ies is given gratis to stations Howard. The picture is framed in
'veral hundred will use them purple and to the side brief editorial
,

who, the text mentions, that "back in
the early 1900's it took all themTinker, Evers, Chance-to show what
a combination of the top three could
do. Today, in Ohio, it takes Youngs-

Now Covering Front
(Continued from Page 1)

London staff. A. E. Powley, former

head of the CBC central newsroom,
Toronto, is in charge of the London
news bureau. Matthew Halton, long

known as one of Canada's leading
newspaper

correspondents,

joined

CBC in London early this summer.
Marcel Ouimet, former chief editor
of the newsroom in Montreal, heads

the staff of French-speaking correspondents. At present his associates
town, together with Cleveland and are Benoit Lafleur and Paul Barette.
Cincinnati, to give radio time -buyers Jerry Wilmott is CBC's roving rethe state's top three market areas." porter in Britain and is known
quainting the listeners with text identifies her as a fashion coun- The text follows with statistics on the wherever Canadians foregather on
traditions and history. When sellor for WKY. The succeeding Youngstown station. The CBS affili- duty or pleasure bent. Peter Stursks have been used they are to pages present a brief of her life as iate trade mark is ever prominent berg, formerly of Vancouver news
to high schools and service - well as her experience as fashion at the right-hand corner of the page. bureau, who went ashore with the
:enters.
counsellor. The dual color of purple
first Canadian assault troops landing
Irograms were written by Stan- and black is maintained throughout
on beaches at Sicily and Andrew
"What's Doin', Ladies?"
lfe and they were originated, the booklet, concluding with a listProducer Helen Morgan, celebrat- Cowan, broadcasting from North
td and directed by Bernard ing of when Majorie Howard can be ing
the promotion of "What's Doin', Africa, complete the commentary perwho was recently with OWI's heard.
Ladies?" variety quiz program from sonnel. .c radio division as creator and
the sixth floor studios of Hale Bros. Six engineers handle the CBC techfr of "The Victory Front" and
"Same Thing Happened"
equipment. Art Holmes who
P Volunteers" over CBS and "The same thing happened," WBT, department store to studio "A" of KGO nical
San Francisco, released a list of gained international fame for his
Charlotte, recalls in its four -page in
statistics on the show. In the 19 coolness under bombs and flak when
Igency is Hirshon-Garfield.
stiff -covered kraftex folder, "now the vital
that "What's Doin', Ladies?" he stayed in Regent's Park during
'walls' come tumblin' down ... every weeks
has
been
on the air, 12,000 people have the height of the raids, to record the
Friday night." The promotional folder witnessed
Queen" Heads
the broadcasts. One hun- sounds of the London Blitz, is now

oast Show Ratings

ntinued front Page 1)

lery Queen"; Kay Kyser;
'; Walter Winchell, Dur-

e-Cugat;

"Screen Guild
'One Man's Family"; "Point
"Mr. District Attorney"
and Mrs. North."

en" Adds Sponsor
Prefers" program

over

ded by Pegeen Fitzgerald,
another sponsor to the
rt of the program which is

was issued in conjunction with the dred pounds of Blum's candy has senior technical officer stationed in
new quartet it selected through its been given away, and more than 200 London. He recently completed a furJuly Fourth competition to pick a new pounds of "junk" jewelry has been lough in Canada. F. P. Johnson and
group; the prize a regular weekly spot collected. Fifty-three barter
deals A. J. McDonald are attached to CBC
on WBT to replace "The Golden Gate
were
completed,
$1,000
worth
of
pre- Mobile Unit No. 4 in North Africa.
Quartet" who went on to greater sents had been given away and $225
L. R. Moore, J. Beauregard and F. H.
heights nationally. The Southern
Wadsworth complete the overseas
cash handed out by Art Link - squad.
Sons, selected after a nine -hour audi- in
tion competition, the folder recalls, letter, the master of ceremonies.
has met with similar success. Now sorship. The build-up of their two OWI Domestic Radio
WBT has announced that the Mont- previous quartets is suggestive in
gomery Quartet is available for spon- theme.

Sevareid Now Living
Gertrude Lawrence
In Tiny Burma Village
Signed For Blue Series

day through Saturday 8:30 (Continued from Page 1)
WT. Sponsor is Tighflex India to China, had parachuted to
e Co. . Agency is Charles safety on August 2, together with 18

Washington-A reduction in personnel from 69 to 53 has been made
in the Radio Bureau of the domestic
division of the Office of War Information,
it was reported here yester(Continued from Page 1)
scene from "Watch on the Rhine"; day by Palmer Hoyt, director of the
Paul Muni, re-enacting a sequence division. The division as a whole
from "Scarface," and Walter Pidgeon, has reduced its total staff personnel
with a bit from "Mrs. Miniver." Wil- from 1,269 to 492.
liam H. Weintraub & Co., Inc., is the

ach of Newark, N. J. and other passengers and crew members
six days weekly.
of his plane, which had developed
motor trouble. They landed near a
tiny village, where the natives appear agency.
to be friendly. Army fliers have
The new program will mark Miss
dropped them provisions and medical Lawrence's debut as a regular on a
supplies, but have been unable to radio series, her only appearances on
effect a landing thus far.
the air in the past having been in
Robert St. John, on the "Jergen's guest spots. The actress
been
Journal" program Sunday night first auditioning constantly thishas
week at
told of the plane having run into
trouble.

VENR recently deliv!red 700% more returns

:han the advertiser
expected ! Here is real
Lulling power !

IViVLNR

is Chicago's Basic

tie Network Station. 50,000

flans on a clear channel,
71 )0 k.c. Represented nationally
Blue Spot Sales.

Reduced From 69 to 53

Petrillo Concerts Plan Hit
By Group Irl Local 802

the Blue Network studios in preparation for her new role.

Schubert Subs For Gunther
John Gunther, author of the "In-

side" series of books on foreign con-

A demand that totally or partly tinents, has asked Paul Schubert, now
unemployed musicians be used by heard on Mutual at 10:30 p.m. Monday
James C. Petrillo in his plan to give through Friday, to pinch-hit for him
free concerts in the smaller cities of Sunday at 5:30 on the Blue while
the nation was contained in petitions he's on vacation.
signed by several hundred members
of Local 802, AFM, and delivered last

night to Petrillo's office. The Petrillo

Haegg Mile Run On WHN

Haegg's run of the Mile
plan called for use of major sym- ofGundar
the Century to be held at the
phonies.
Triboro Stadium, Randall's Island
Yesterday's move was organized by
the "Unity Group," a faction within will be broadcast by Marty Glickman,
sports director, over WHN, New York
Local 802.
at 7:30 p.m.

LEW CHILDRE
in person
Available for participating
or

exclusive

sponsorship

THE SOUTH'S BEST
KNOWN HILLBILLY
SINGLE
p!u

...

widest coverage
on

WSGN
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
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Know Your People

and You Know Your Market!
Markets are made up of people - not statistics, graphs and
charts. Research never quite catches up. Raymer gives you
all the data, of course. But, more than that, Raymer stations
know the right time and the right way to reach those people.
With more than ten years of experience in markets all over
the country the Raymer organization can be invaluable to
you in planning your campaign.

PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY
NEW YORK

DETROIT

CHICAGO
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LOS ANGELES
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By FRANK BURKE

By RALPH WILE

ANA MUNSON, movie and radio
star and Lt. Bernard Bell, of

Army Air Forces, were guests on the
third of a series of Red Cross broadcasts, "Since Pearl Harbor," over
KECA, Thursday (August 5th), with
Bob Purcell, KECA special events director, master of ceremonies.
George Riley, otherwise known as
"that red headed Gilmore guy," will
continue to add his funmaking to the
Friday night Gilmore "Furlough
Fun" show for another 13 weeks un-

der his present contract. Riley is at
present dividing his time between
his Friday night stint on the Gilmore
show and an assignment to a featured
part in the Warner Bros. picture,
"Rhapsody in Blue." This is the
fourth consecutive time Gilmore has
exercised its option on Riley.

A half hour "Tom Sawyer" drama

was televised on Thomas S. Lee's television station W6XAO Monday, when
Patrick Michael Cunning and his staff

from "Stage 8" present the "Tragedy
in the Graveyard," Working on the
largest television set ever built on the

Pacific Coast, and using a ten foot
miniature effect of a haunted graveyard, the production starred John
Torchia, with Robert Cherry and John

Christian in featured roles. The presentation was the second in the series
of "Tom Sawyer Stories" written for
television.
"Thoroughfare For Freedom,"

a

wartime radio play written by Evelyn
McCutcheon was selected as the outstanding script submitted by the writ-

ing class of the UCLA -NBC Radio
Institute. It was presented August 7
over NBC's Pacific Coast network. It
starred Vernon Louden of the acting
class. Incidentally, Miss McCutcheon

is at present employed in the traffic
department of CBS, is a member of
AFRA and has appeared in several

transcontinental broadcasts. She
wrote a series, "Tomorrow's Holiday,"

which was presented on KWKW,
Pasadena and is also the author of

"Young Ideas," broadcast over KNX
in 1941.

FUNNY MONEY MAN

FRANK SINATRA caused

citement among fans

passed through Chicago yes

Notes From A Ringside Seat...
Because an Army Nurse, home from "somewhere in

the

South Pacific." told how she and her co-workers there relaxed by listening
to Sinatra -la -la discs, the Jersey Lark will be piped into next Sunday's "We.
The People." CBShow. from Hollywood. where he currently is making a
Ray Knight. lust back from a week vacation at Lake Champ!ain
picture
we thought it seemed strange
with hall of a musical comedy completed
Inge
with a portable typewriter
to see Ray going on a 1, anon
in the NBC show, "Just Plain BIIL" starting
Adams starts a running
tomorrow...... B. S. Bercovici, triple -threat man of radio, writer, director and
news commentator, has authored two radio ideas which Lyons 6, Lyons are
Marjorie Reynolds will be starred, next Sunday on the
"het up over"
CBSilver Theater, in a psychological drama titled, "With All My Love." replacing Claire Trevor. who, unable to appear on this show, will be heard
Shep Fields and his "brassless" orchestra.
on this series, at a later date
will have plenty of air time, via MRS and CBS when they open a threeBob Welt week engagement Friday at the Terrace Room in Newark
man, Paramount Theater head, tossed a party for Benny Goodman and his
lads, last night at Cafe Society Uptown

Harry Conover, is giving special attention to television,
and has instituted a special department to train his models as anThe Motion Picture "sleeper"
nouncers and demonstrators
which copped raves from critics, "The Great McGinty," has been
streamlined into five episodes for the air and will be heard on the
"Hollywood Theater of the Air," program starting Friday over the
Walter Abel, of "Star Spangled Rhythm, will have
NBCycles
One of the most popular of early daytimers,
the title role
"Hilltop House," may again become CBScheduled by September.
....Ralph Edwards, emcee of "Truth Or Consequences," has returned to Gotham from his Californian Ranch and is readying that
NBComedy for its return to the ether, Aug. 28

***

We don't know whether it was premeditated on the part of
Tin Pan Alleyites or merely a coincidence that the airwaves of late seem
anyhow while listening last
to deal so much with the word "Know"
Thursday to CBSerenader, Joan Brooks, we heard a program composed
of current tunes, namely: "Did You Know?." "Now We Know," "More Than
Lionel HampYou Know," "You'll Never Know" and "Little Did I Know"
ton and his Band, signed for another appearance on the Coca-Cola "Spot.
Kate Smith. on the air
light Band" show August 25 over the Blue Net

for 14 years, has never had a program series on any network other than
Jerry Wayne. singing star of "Your All -Time Hit Paade. " has
CBS
been renewed for another 13 weeks on that NBCarnegie Hall series
Marie Greene, NBCharming
the extension starts Friday. August 13
vocalist, heard on the early morning variety show, "Everything Goes." recently received an anti-aircraft shell case from a soldier -admirer
at first glance the vocal's. thought the gift was useless but turned it into a
useful thermos bottle for hot coffee which she takes to the studio each mornJimmy Durante will project his individual personality next Sunday
'ing.

Pvt. Hugh Bader, former
the "Paul Whiteman Presents" hour
program director and chief announcer at IBON, Omaha, Neb., now stationed at Hondo Army Air Base, Texas, has been tabbed. "GJ. Joe," by
Bader rigged up an improvised studio, from which,
his buddies
with the use of a loud speaker, he announces news, gossip, patter and

route to the Coast and his
ture contract. Newspaper
treated Frank kindly and
lot of space to the croon
visit.

Ed Humphrey, program
WIND-WJJD, scored a "s
terday when he had the

kidnapped baby on the a
human interest appeal to

nappers.
Leonard Joy of RCA -Vic

through town yesterday en
the West Coast. During sto
tended an RCA -Victor sh

ranged by the local manager
of Spike Jones and his City
Parks Johnson of "Vox
will do a guest appearance
McNeill of the Blue Networ
fast Club" Saturday.

Wayne Van Dyne, tenor, y

featured on "Harmony Hall" on
Mutual, Thursday, August 19,
p.m., CWT.
Vacationeers at WGN induct(

Afflick, producer; Ray Str'
nouncer; Tom Foy, head of
room and Fred Reynolds,
"Quiz Kids" will match

Army Sergeants at Chan

Ill. during their broadcast o
August 15, on the Blue at
CWT.

"Hello Mom," Coast
Going Full Mutu
The West Coast air sho
Mom," will be heard over

wide hookup when it makes

over WOR and the Mutual
beginning Saturday, August
11:30 a.m. to 12 noon. Or
features of the series will
troduction of messages d,

recruit members for the

Army Corps (WAC).
Original dramas will hig

life and work of flying e

listed men, officers and W

various branches of the

Forces with emphasis plac.
importance of home and se
ing of AAF men and worn'

Poll Honors Kalte
By a plurality of 3 to 1,

tenborn, NBC commenta
selected "Favorite Commen
readers of the Tampa (Fla.) '

in a poll conducted recent]
newspaper.

on
SEND me a check for $10,000,000 Idon't sign it). I'll

return 23 cents and the story
of America's leading syndicated
program ... now on 58 stations.

ALLEN A. FUNT
Radio Productions

52 Vanderbilt Ave.

N. Y. C.

chatter at meal times

"when Radio gets in one's blood

7
*
l(,,rrvmh,r 1',14 U.rrl.,,r

etc."

HERE IT IS AG
This time on
Schaefer Revue with Al
Tonight at 7:30 over

BULLFROGS
MARINES

ASSOCIATED

MUSIC PUB

d,sdaY. August 11, 1943
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Garey Charges FCC -O WI Deal

Coerced `Language" Outlets AGENCIES

IILTON $ENN, pediatrician,
(Continued from Page 1)
2 "Psychological Benefits of sonnel in the foreign language
field found a fellow he thought was doing
ration," on "The Baby Instiay (WJZ-Blue Network, that did not meet with its favor. A some funny business, he told me about
real Gestapo was created and a law- it Then we waited until the station
less enterprise was launched."
applied for a renewal of the license.

Garey also charged that, a general
(RiCHIE" GARDINER, on the condition
prevailed in the foreign
(íusic Hall" program, tomorICAF-NBC, 9 p.m.).

language field whereby stations were

staffed by aliens who censored and

JAMES J. LEWIS, formerly eastern
division manager for the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company, and who
was for 12 years associated with that
organization, has been appointed asSay the station was WBNX and the sistant merchandising manager of the
broadcaster in question was Leopold American Institute of Food Products
Hurdski. Well, when WBNX applied which conducts the Dr. Walter H.
for renewal we would tip off Lee and Eddy Food and Home Forum program
he would drop in on Mr. Alcorn, the on WOR, sponsored by several food
station's manager. He would say, `Mr. manufacturers and producers.

the news and who owed
pALENTO, pugilist, on the monitored
positions to the OWI with the
'Em Club" show, tomorrow their
approval of the FCC.
Alcorn, I believe you ought to fire
tltual, 9:30 p.m.).
In making his statement to the Leopold Hurdski.' Then he would
JOHNSON, of the "Vox committee, Garey, stressed the fact give Mr, ',lcorn some time to think
After a couple of weeks
gram, on Don McNeill's that neither the FCC nor the OWI had this o"
power to staff any station. What Mr. AK- .i would notice he was havClub" broadcast, Friday the
power the FCC did have was the ing some trouble getting his license
e Network, 9 p.m.) .
power of license "and hence the power renewed. After a couple of more
P. HAAKE, co-founder to compel obedience to its directions." weeks of this same thing he would

2e of the American Economic
; MAYNARD KRUEGER,

rofessor of economics at
rsity of Chicago, and
BEROLZHEIMER, pro-

onomics at Northwestern
discussing "How Can We
e War," on the "Reviewing
gram, Sunday (WOR-Mun).
. MERRILL, administrator
ical collections at Harvard
discussing "Emergency

ous Plants in the Islands
ific," on "Adventures in
aturday (WABC-CBS, 1:30

AXEL GRUENBERG and RICH-

ARD STARK have formed G -S Radio
Productions, and have opened offices
in the RCA Building.

M. F. (CHICK) ALLISON, pro-

motion manager of WLW, Cincinnati,
Garey interpreted these moves by begin to put two and two together has taken over the office of president
the FCC and the OWI as an attempt and get four. Then he would fire of the Cincinnati Advertisers Club
to shackle a free press."
Leopold Hurdski and very shortly in the absence of Carl H. Ford, called
after that his license would be re- for service in the U. S. Naval Reserve.
Warns of Extension
By having aliens slant and color newed by the Commission. This was
news that will reach American homes a little extra -legal, I admit, and I WAR ADVERTISING COUNCIL
Garey stated, "If the radio can thus had to wrestle with my conscience has an exhibit at the Brooklyn
be controlled in August of 1943 there about it, but it semed the only way Museum titled "Advertising Joins
is nothing to prevent the same con- to eliminate this kind of person, so Up," representing copy prepared for
56 different companies.
trol from slating our war aims and I did it."
purposes when peace comes."
Censor Office Refused Deal
The testimony of Robert K.
Jean Tennyson Back
The FCC wanted to work out a
Richards, executive assistant to John similar arrangement with the Office of Jean Tennyson, soprano, will return
H. Ryan, Assistant Director of Cen- Censorship which the Censorship to her staring role in "Great Mosorship in charge of broadcasting, office turned down. Richards stated ments in Music" after a brief vacadisclosed that out of 900 radio sta- that the main interest in the FCC was tion when she is heard with Jan
tions operating in the country for the the use of the facilities of the Foreign Peerce, tenor, and Robert Weede,
past two years, 457 of them are operat- Broadcast Intelligence Service. And baritone, on Wednesday, August 11,
ing on temporary licenses. All cases, for which service it was disclosed, the at 10:00 p.m., EWT, over CBS.

A. PATTERSON, USN, Garey revealed, where a station is Office of Censorship paid out to the
cerned. Both of these station exetory," Friday (WOR-Mu- operating on a temporary license the FCC $15,000.
reasons for such operations are di- Further reading of Richards' report cutives reported:
an.).

verse. Not all of them are operating revealed that Lee Falk wanted to
ONDELL, on the "Jerry on a temporary license because the maintain a close liaison with the Office
," Saturday (WABC-CBS, FCC has arbitrarily decided it. But of Censorship because the ground
there are instances Garey stated where work he had done would be of value
the FCC has created a device, and to that office. Richards subscribed to
FLOHERTY, author of which is part of the underlying plan, this but felt that Falk's contentions
FBI," on "Who, What, to use the temporary license as a were nebulous. Falk felt that "someere," Saturday (WEAF- weapon to force the station in ques- thing was fishy" but was unable to
tion to do its bidding. "It is another pin it down because broadcasters who
m.) .
use of the temporary license that the were held suspect operated in a subtle
BROOKS, on "Calling FCC took upon itself and arrogated fashion. He stated that the only way
power
where the Congress never to stamp out subversive broadcast
Sunday (WABC-CBS, 8
gave such power. It is a usurpation activity was to find out what the past
of power and no such power exists associations of the broadcaster were
under the law."

CCHUBERT, news analyst, on

o We Stand," Sunday (WJZvork, 5 p.m.).

Richards' Report

Garey read into the record the

Richards' report to Ryan which sub-

ER BOWLES, general man- stantiated his contention that there
e OPA, on "Washington Re- was a plan in operation which was
lationing," Sunday (WEAF- conceived and carried out by the OWI
in.)
with the approval of the FCC. In an
interview with Sidney Spear, attorE JESSEL, on "The Coronet ney for the FCC held in August 1942
mw," Sunday (WABC-CBS, he related his experiences with Lee
Falk of the Foreign Language Sec-

1-They keep English translations.
2-They have all programs monitored 1n

the language.

3-They are maintaining complete files.

4-They do not "broker" time on "block

time" basis.

Luotto Testimony

Andre Luotto, head of Commercial
Radio Service Inc., answered the

charges brought by some members of

the FCC through Arnold B. Hartley
then of WGES, Chicago that Andre
Luotto's name to the FCC was as
"black as sin," and that he had better
ever show his face to the Comand if they are open to suspicion not
"convict them on that and take them mission.
Luotto read a prepared statement
off the air."
Falk also wanted advance informa- concerning his past and his anti -fasstand which went back to the
tion on those whom it was intended cist
time he left Italy which was two years
to remove from the air so that the before
the advent of Mussolini.
OWI would have a chance to line up
Luotto testified that in the negotiaa replacement which would be pre- tions
for the purchase of station WOV
sented to -the management for confrom Arde Bulova and the Woodam
sideration
Corp., in which he acted as as agent
Precautions Listed
Richards'

disclosed that
tion of the OWI. He said that Falk Arthur Simonreports
Philadelphia,
! idy, Mayor On WEAF
originally had taken on the job of and chairmanofofWPEN,
the voluntary Warlooking into the foreign language
time Control Division set up by foranklin D. Roosevelt and
r orello LaGuardia will dis- broadcasting field for the purpose of eign language stations had fired men
removing
unsavory
personnel
from
at the suggestion of Lee Falk, but
9 At Home, Victory Abroad" the stations because he, Falk,
be- felt that the Office of Censorship
ver WEAF, the first in a lieved such a job had to be done and
would
have to back up the OWI on
our broadcasts to be heard no one else at the time seemed to
the dismissal or else "he would blat
netropolitan stations stress - want to do it.
the story to the press"
for unity at home and Spear in his conversation
with
The report stated that Simon and
var. The first broadcast will
Richards stated that Falk had told Joseph Lang had listed several prethe Mayor's office.
him, "We worked it this way. If Lee cautions as far as censoring
was con -

for the Mester Brothers, that the FCC
when informed of the fact that Andre
Luotto was to be general manager of
the station held

up the application
for the exchange of ownership. He
stated that when he went to Washington to elicit from Nathan
of
the FCC the reasons for theDavid
denial

of the application and what the FCC
had in their files on him, David
evaded answering Luotto's questions.
Nathan David stated that he was
not permitted to make any disclosure
of the Commission's files.
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Coast -to -Coast
NINE youngsters of the Christodora "Time Block Klub" for the past nine
House of Manhattan will bat out months. . . . H. I. Quilliam, vice-presia series of baseball questions at the dent and general manager of K1RO, is
Sultan of Swat on the WEAF-NBC now on vacation, part of which he plans
program "Babe Ruth in Person," Sat- to spend fishing and sailing near his log
urday morning at 10:30....British cabin summer home at Harper. across

WRAL, Raleigh, N. C. has acquiredof "Okay, America" talent

shot

the special AP radio wire from the WRVA, is rather responsible for II je

Press Association, Inc., Fred Fletcher, "junk" jewelry in the windows ix..
general manager, announced. The department stores in Richmon

service will include telescripts and jewelry will be sent sent oversew**

the new hourly summaries in addition boys to trade with the natives.
*
*
to the AP dispatches.
*
*
*
*
*
Dick Brown is the new addi
WHIO, Dayton, baseball announcers. the WSYR, Syracuse announcit
Ethel Smith, rhumba -samba organist, has taken leave of absence from Roger Baker and Dick Bray, will broad- ....E. R. Vadeboncouer, WSYI
the CBS Saturday night "Hit Parade" cast the teletype play-by-play descrip- commentator, has heard his
to fulfill a few weeks of motion pic- tion of the Brooklyn -Cincinnati game at pronounced in many ways, hun
ture commitments for the M -G -M the Victory Bond Wagon in Dayton. Fri- ly, and otherwise. So it was
studios, who have just placed her day, the 13th. All purchasers of bonds prise to learn recently that si
under a seven-year contract. Miss will be given autographed pictures of his listeners who knew him ad:
Smith will guest -star on the "Saludos Baker and Bray showing them in Baker's him in all seriousness as "Vat
Amigos" program on the Blue Friday. victory garden. All of Cincinnati's games Curr" ....Fred Johnstone, WS'

.a

brides and precision dancing will be Puget Sound from Seattle.
amongst the topics discussed by guest
speakers on Mary Hamman's "Frankly
Feminine" heard Monday through Friday next week.
*

*

*

The first report from the recent mission
of United States publishers to Latin American will be delivered by Robert deGraff,
publisher of pocketbooks, as guest of
Professor John T. Frederick Saturday on
WBBM, Chicago....Helen Mary Knox has
joined the WBBM continuity department as

a writer. Miss Knox formerly served as

assistant program director at WIND, Gary,

Ind., and in the continuity department of
KXEL.

Waterloo,

Ia.....Fran

Allison,

*

are

*

pair.... WHIO nouncer, while sojourning at Kit

broadcast by the

WBBM, songstress leaves for California program "Calling All Women" on KGVO,
to join her husband, 2nd Lt. Archie Lexing- recently presented a special "Molly
ton, stationed at Camp Roberts, Paso Pitcher Day" interview with Mrs. Frank
Robles.
Kelley in charge of public relations for
*
*
*
the American Legion Auxiliary.... John
Dave Fox, American Guild of L. Harmon. of the KGVO continuity de-

*

*

*

American Legion Auxiliary policy
on international affairs will be outlined by Mrs. Alfred J. Mathevat,
national president, in a special broadcast tonight on WMCA, New York,

Variety Artists, executive, while in partment, returned from a vacation in Wis- in connection with the New York
State Convention of the American
Montreal, will reorganize the variety consin last week.
Legion Auxiliary.
actors and nite spots there. Nighteries
*
*
*
*
lined -up are the Tic Toe Club, Samovar, El Morocco and Esquire clubs Boeing officials last week selected A magnificent gesture of friendship and
..Formerly connected with the New the August 2 broadcast of "Your Work "family" spirit was represented by a
York office of the American Guild of Is A Weapon," dramatic series on check for $581 that was presented to a
Variety Artists, and now stage man- KIRO, Seattle, Wash., to be played member of the. WLW-WSAI, Cincinnati
ager at the Hurricane, Arthur Kaye over the Flying Fortress plant's loud staff whose daughter was injured seriopens his Miami office about October speaker system to increase workers' ously several weeks ago. The money was
1 in preparation for the winter season morale. Broadcast, a dramatization of raised by a special show in Studio A
..The AGVA has signed the new the Army's need for Flying Fortresses, and a raffle.... As part of the WLW
niglitery on 52nd Street, The Torrid was presented by KIRO department farm department's program "Keep 'Em

of public affairs as an aid to the

Zone.

Seattle Chamber of Commerce cam-

Healthy," Dr. A. G. Madden of Madeira.
O. will

Diego.

ers for the Boeing plant. Written and
directed by Maurice MacDonald, of
the station's continuity department,
the broadcast was transcribed and will
be played for the workers during the
noon hour rest period.
*

Walberg Brown, for nine years

Jack

*

*

O'Connor, staff announcer

for

*

*

When Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Seavell
program director of KFEL. Ire
adopted twin boys, their friends ri s
the following novel announcement a
mails: "By remote control. Station ft
announces the new additions to tie

-associate soundmen Jon

Carl

Edward S. Lewis, executive

tary of the Urban League,
cuss "The Meaning of the,
Riots" with Angeline Dou
the "Women and War" pro,
day, WQXR, New York.
*

Powers Gourad at the age

on WCAU, Philadelphia, will

stage debut August 30 at
Harry C. "Pappy" Cheshire and his County Playhouse In the Belle
national hillbilly champions will be- ford Hotel. He expects to re
gin a new show on KMOX, St. Louis chores as emcee on the Columbl
*

*

*

on Saturday. The schedule will run "95 Minutes From Broadway"
for 13 weeks. "Pappy" and his gang returns to air In the Fall.
will be sponsored by Fleming & Sons,
Inc., Dallas, Texas, manufacturers of

musical director of WGAR, Cleveland, WRBL, Columbus. Ga., has recently been decorated building paper. The musi-

upped to promotional director, Jim Wood- cal effects will be western chiefly
the pit orchestra of the Hanna Thea- ruff, Jr., executive manager, announced. rather than hillbilly.
*
ter. Brown succeeds Louis Rich who ... Miss Billy Wismer has been added as
died recently. He will begin his as- announcer to WRBL. She served as part- When Bee Baxter, emcee of KSTP, St.

has been named new conductor of
signment August 22.

WBYN Plans To Op
On 5,000 Watts
Because WBYN, New Yo

time announcer since last September. She Paul "Household Forum." noticed the, girls pected to operate on 5,0
*
*
*
was formerly continuity director and re- in the publicity department weeding out shortly, according to Bill No
Norman Bunions, announcer and news. ceptioniSt at WRBL.... WRBL carried the old photos from files he learned that tion manager, new program
caster of KIRO, Seattle. for the past three program August 4 when Lt. Col. I. D. they were being thrown away. ..Bee pected to be vitalized an

years, has been added to the sales de- Rosenberg.

Jr., post

adjutant, read the Baxter, however, salvaged them by the "The Columnist's Say," n
box -loads and distributed the pitcures to heard at 6:15, presenting a
several hospitals for child patients who of excerpts from by-lined
are more or less familiar with the per- in the New York paper
Kowalska's program of son
sonalities heard on KSTP.

partment of KIRO. He conducted KIRO's new oath of the WAACs that they would
now be known as the WACs.
*
*
1
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August 11
Fred Barron
Buddy Arnold
Carl Lºndt
John W. Dolph
Adrian Revere

The Stores of Fort Industry sta-

5

*

*

tions purchased homes in Estes Park, Borden's Milk Company, through
Colo. Arthur Church, radio producer Young & Rubicam, starts a 13 -week
and manager of KMBC, Kansas City, campaign for its farm products over
purchased a summer home in Colorado WLIB, Brooklyn, August 23, sponsorSprings.
ing "Moments of Melody," each day
*
*

United Nations' "Folk Son
days at 7:45 p.m.; radio's o

ing triplets, the Clawson Sist
at 10:15 p.m. Monday, Wednes
Friday night, amongst others.

has several other new shows

at 3 p.m. The program consists of The principal show that is e

to be studied, however, is "Th
mentators' Say," when
returns from his v
affairs and agriculture, has joined the Barron Howard, business manager of Warenbud
will not only credit
staff at KOMO-KJR, Seattle. Mulder will WRVA, Richmond. Va., has gone to the WBYN
but also the stati
broadcast his daily "Farm Forum" over mountains of Virginia for his two -week's mentator
vacation....Thorough Joe Brown, emcee own wave length.
KJR.
Bill

Moshier,

formerly

with

KIRO.

Seattle, where he was director of public

light classical selections.

Y

and Joel Henry (Spud). First went s
air December 17, 1942; transferred I
station May 31, 1943."

speak Saturday on "External more than 13 years drama and

M. A. "Bill" Bryan is the new director paign to recruit nine thousand work- Animal Parasites."

of news and special events at KOMA,
Oklahoma City. He was formerly associated with WIBW, Topeka. Bryan replaces Dave Chapman who is now on
active duty with the U. S. Navy in San

i,i

in Canada, was pressed into
New program on KGVO, Missoula, recently helped Wright Field put on a at
his alma mater CKWS to :pp'
Montana. Is a 5 -minute feature titled "The picnic for the employes of the Army Air the station. Returning to his he f,'
Musical Lunch Pail." sponsored by the Forces. Field officials were invited to take tuned in WSYR only to hear of
Cafe Montmartre, and heard daily at noon. part in a round -table discussion the day sign off there, too, via transcrle
... Erin Day, who conducts the partici- before the event.

r.
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úVill Okay Sr all Outlets
(eeks Rebuttal
Probe Testimony
rday's hearing of the

Find Enough Critical Radio Material

Eureka!

Cox

itnittee investigating the FCC

rked by an attempt of mem-

the FCC to offer a rebut -

the testimony of Andrea
Rep. Ed Hart, chairman of the
fmittee told the FCC members
ley would be given their
O be heard at the proper time

the meantime the committee
the FCC would conduct the
Luotto's testimony revealed
Continued on

round Next Wed.
or WJZ Transmitter

All ended happily for the Elkins
Park, Pa., Coast Guard branch, due
to the efforts of W. B. Caskey, business manager of WFIL, Phila. Caskey received a card from a listener
offering a piano to any deserving

To Warrant Some Power Boosts, Also
New Low Fatter Stations

person who'd come and fetch it.
Caine a call from the C. G. desperately in need for a piano for

Two More Executives

a show that very night. Caskey
made the connections and the show

To Be Set By NEIC

was a success.

NBC Foreign Newsmen

Realigned By Brooks

conditions applications for power
boosts from 100 to 250 watts and conSelection of an executive secretary struction of 100 and 250 watt stations
and public relations administrator for in areas with no stations at present

the National Entertainment Industry may be granted. Idle equipment alCouncil is expected to be announced ready fabricated is to be used-includtonight at a meeting of the NEIC Co- ing a total of 48 transmitters now beordinating Committee at the Hotel lieved to be in condition to begin
Astor, Leonard Callahan reported broadcasting, ten with 100 watts, 39
yesterday at his office.

Series of NBC shifts of newsmen The periodic postponements of the
was announced yesterday by Wil- two selections have caused considertion of the new WJZ trans - liam F. Brooks, the network's director able anxiety in the industry to date

di, New Jersey, will start
Wednesday, August 18, at
when Mark Woods, presie Blue Network, will offiground at the site located

of News and Special Events. Morgan
W. Beatty, who has been broadcasting on the "News of the World" pro-

(Continued on Page 2)

gram from London, is returning to WTRC 163rd Affiliate
the United States for a vacation. The

To Join Blue Network

During the next four "News of the World" spots and
JZ will complete its new Beatty's Saturday "War Telescope" Effective August 30, WTRC, Elkbuilding and will re- program at 1:45-2 p.m., EWT, will be hart, Indiana, will become affiliated
(Continued on Page 3)
ts 640 -foot tower which will
with the Blue Network as a basic
Continued on Page 2)
supplementary station. The addition
WOR Business Upswing
of WTRC brings the total number of
17.

w York Office

Continues In August

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Acting swiftly on the
report from its special committee on
critical radio materials, the FCC yesterday announced that under certain

Blue Network affiliates to 163.

(Continued on Page 3)

Lewis To Follow Up

Blast Against OWI
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Fulton Lewis, Jr.,
MBS commentator, hardly recovered
from his anger of Monday night, when
he blasted the OWI for a background
report of the Atlantic Charter which
he declared was "misleading, false and

distorted," promised yesterday that
he will go to New York and examine
On the heels of the record business Dick Lewis Taken Ill;
the files of the OWI overseas broad ork office of the BBC is reported by WOR in June and July,
Rider
Coming
From
Coast
(Continued on Page 2)
tensive alterations so that station has signed three new actechnical facilities will be counts and two contract renewals.
for such features as "An - The majority of the new business has Dick Lewis, of the Biow Co., and Sullavan-Smith Teamed
You," and trans -Atlantic been placed on WOR's participating producer of the "Take It Or Leave
In New Musical On CBS
It" program on CBS for Eversharp,

Increasing Facilities

Extra room will also be programs. The Graham Company, was removed yesterday
to White
ilable to visitors from the
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
tding writing facilities for
e paper or out of town cor-

s and radio editors, etc.!

Combining the talents of Jeri Sul lavan, CBS vocalist, and Jack Smith,
tenor, a new musical show titled

Blue Web -Station Sale To FCC; "You Shall Have Music" makes its
New Name May Be 'American'
(Continued on Page 2)

11 Sure -Fire
nnati- WCPO, has made an
appeal to Strauchon á Mcvertising Agency to "Please,
ur client's catfish bait out
office!"
Trouble started
sponsor of the "Cincinnati
hi" made a request for
to send in their pet recipe
sh bait.
Result ... sixtylifferent baits poured into
PO office!

'Fair Children's Program'
Sold On WOV ForYear
Fair Merchandise Products Corp.
has signed a 52 -week contract with
WOV, New York, for its new Show

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-The FCC yesterday

was asked to approve the sale of WJZ,
New York; WENR, Chicago, and
KGO, San Francisco, from the Blue
Network, Inc., to the American
Broadcasting System, Inc. This application follows by nearly two weeks
announcement that the Blue Network

"Fair Children's Program," it was
announced by Benjamin Franklin,
president of the organization. Prod- had been sold to Edward J. Noble,
ucts to be plugged are Kas-Cola, a present owner of WMCA,
New York,
beverage, and Butroh, an imitation for $8,000,000. The Commission
does
(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 6)

Enthusiast

Local office

of BBC here was
to receive a
check for S2 from a resident of
somewhat surprised

Connecticut asking that the money

be used to give someone a subscription

to "London Calling."
Weekly magazine has BBC's North
American program service and
interesting articles. Money was
used to send an additional sub to
the Union Jack Club, New York.
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Break Ground Next Wed.
For WIZ Transmitter
Continues In August

WOR Business Upswing
(Continued from Page 1)
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Inc. for Redbow Beans, Lentils, etc. go into operation by the latter part
has signed a 26 -week contract on of the year.
Bessie Beatty's program heard over Also scheduled to be present at the
WOR from 11:15 to noon Monday ground breaking will be Mayor Joseph
through Friday. The contract, effective P. Luna of Lodi, who will welcome
September 6, was handled through WJZ to its new operations' base.

B

Commercial Radio Service; WOR Ac- Edgar Kobak, executive vice-president
count Executive is Eugene McCarthy. of the Blue Network, John H. McThe Virginia Dare Extract Com- Neil, manager of WJZ, George Milne,
pany for Virginia Dare Flavoring chief engineer of the Blue Network,
Products will use Dr. Walter H. and close to 100 other county,
Eddy's "Food and Home Forum" heard borough and network officials.

and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York,
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
President and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester
B. Bala, Vice -President; Charles A. Alicoate,
Secretary. Terms (Post free) United States over WOR Monday through Friday
outside of Greater New York, one year, $10; 3:30 to 4:00. The contract, effective

Directly following the brief activities at the site, there will be a lunchforeign, year, $15. Subscriber should remit Monday, September 6, is for 13 weeks eon featuring entertainment by Dorwith order. Address all communications to and was handled through the Scheck othy Mathews, dancer and star of
RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York,
Phone Wlsconsin 7-6336, 7.6337, Agency. Otis Williams was the WOR the motion picture, "Hellza`poppin"';
N. Y.
Chicago, Ili.-Frank Burke, Suite
7-6338.
Jack Smith, whispering baritone; and
1800-A, Merchandise Mart, Phone Delaware Account Executive.
Hosiery Company Renews
the "Kibitzers" team, Larry Marino
4950. Hollwood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425
The Gotham Hosiery Co. has re- and Tobey David, the comedy team
Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5, newed its sponsorship of "Pegeen
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y., Prefers" conducted by Pegeen Fitz- heard over WJZ at 8:00 a.m., EWT,
Monday through Saturday.
under the act of March 3, 1879.
gerald Monday through Saturday at Scheduled speakers at the luncheon
8:30 a.m. The company will use the will include Mayor Luna, Judge BenTuesday, Thursday, Saturday sessions jamin Galanti, borough attorney of
of the program. The renewal, effective Lodi, and Messrs. Woods, Kobak,
August 3, is for 52 weeks. Emdon McNeil and Milne.
Fritz is the Account Executive for

FINANCIAL
(Wednesday Aug. 11)

WOR.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Frank Singiser's United Press News

MILLER McCLINTOCK, president Mini

expected back in town today.

Sullavan-Smith Teamed

HAROLD

E.

FELLOWS,

general

WEEI, Columbia's OGO outlet

in

mak,
Borg

WALTER J. STILES, chief engineer of
tion, conferring yesterday at netwoi

VIVIAN DELLA CHIESA to Chicago ad

for a week's stay during which she

a

some new operatic roles. From Chicagap
go to the Adirondacks for her first

in seven years.

JUDY CORTADA, trade news editol
Blue

Network,

extended

has

her

I

va,e

Maine from two to three weeks.
MARGARET WALTERS, formerly a
head of the Musical Courier and now
promotional work, is in Hollywood on
ness trip of one month.

TOM SLATER, Mutual network's di
sports and special features, leaves tom
Washington, D. C., on a trip during
will deliver a lecture before a Red Cross Ys
MERT EMMERT, farm program diir
leaves this week-end for a
spend at his cabin

WEAF,

which he will
Harbor, L. I.

JOAN LANE, trade news editor of
expected back Monday from a two as

period heard over WOR on Sunday
In New Musical On CBS at Normandieville in southern New Jp
Chg.
High Low Close
from 7:30 to 7:45 p.m. has been re1543/8 1531/2 154
-IAm. Tel. G Tel.
3/a
217/8
'Fair Children's Pro
21% - 5/8 newed by the Axton -Fisher Tobacco
(Continued from Page 1)
CBS A
213/8
205/8 20
20
- 3/8 Company for Fleetwood cigarettes. debut on the Columbia network MonCrosley Corp.
363/4 355/8 365/e ± 13/8
Sold On WOV F
Gen. Electric
The 13 -week renewal is effective day, August 16, from 6:15-6:45 p.m.
223/4
Philco
223/8 221/2 -ISeptember 12. McCann-Erickson, Inc. The thirty -minute program of songs
10
93/4
10
RCA Common
(Continued from Page 1)
693/4 693/4
693/4
RCA First Pfd
is the agency handling the account; and melody will be heard Mondays, butter flavoring.
An amatet
Stewart -Warner .... 121/s 113/4 117/s -IWednesdays
and
Fridays
at
the
same
the
WOR
Account
Otis
Williams
is
927/8 927/8 +
93
program for children, the
Westinghouse
5/e
time.
Executive.
33
+
331/2 327/8
Zenith Radio
being directed by Charles
OVER THE COUNTER
The General Electric Company for In addition to the songs of Miss
Bid
Asked their Incandescent Lamp Division- Sullavan and Smith, the program also formerly with Mack Sennett,
associated with Fair Mer(
83/4
9
Farnsworth Tel. G Rad
20
23.. Mazda lamps-has signed for a five -a - will feature the music of Paul Baron's Initial broadcast takes placl
WCAO (Baltimore)
station
27
29
night-time
Bobby Tucker
Net

p

quarters.

I).,
1.

1/4

1/8

1/2

orchestra, and the
day, 3:05-3:30 p.m. EWT.
break announcements beginning Mon- Voices, a group of eight vocalists.
Account was placed thra
The
contract
is
for
day, August 16.
The show is produced by Wendell Joseph A. Demane Ad'
Two More Executives
52 weeks and was handled through Adams.
To Be Set By NEIC Batten, Barton, Durstine and Osborn. Jeri Sullavan was introduced to Agency.
George Schmidt is the WOR Account the CBS audience two months ago,
(Continued from Page 1)
Executive.
and has been heard three times
weekly in her own show. Jack Smith,
as the Projects Theater Committee of
"Hot" Availabili

WJR

(Detroit)

week series of

the NEIC is meeting today at Equity
to formulate definite plans to promul- Lewis To Follow Up
gate the several projects to coincide
Blast Against OWI
with the Treasury Department's third
war loan bond drive, beginning Sep(Continued from Page 1)
tember 9, as well as the National War casts to determine whether the CharFund drive that is expected to begin ter has been "misprepresented" there.
October 1. The Radio War Projects
Lewis said he rarely gets the OWI
Committee similarly met last night at material, but that this was sent him
AFRA to complete preliminary details by the station's war program direcon their various projects. It was tor, and "when I saw it my blood
voted to ask NEIC to accept the War pressure rose to about 350. I have
Projects Committee as an active no objection to pushing the Atlantic
working group in the formulation and Charter," he continued, "but I do obproduction of radio ideas in the en- ject to the propagandization of that
tertainment drive.
fact sheet. I have high regard for

recently heard three times weekly
at 6:15 p.m., and with Columbia's

IT'S A GII

Dick Lewis Taken Ill;
Rider Coming From Coast

9 A.M.program contain
the profit -making elern
of early morning progr

Plains Hospital where he is expected
to remain for at least a month under-

going treatment for a stomach dis-

order. Bernie Prockter of the agency
summoned Jack Rider from the Coast
office and he will fill in as producer
Palmer Hoyt and for Elmer Davis, here until Lewis returns.
but if their outfit is supposed to disMoore Recuperating
official authentic government
Stork News
Herb Moore, president of Trans - pense
let's be sure that it is Keyes Perrin, producer -announcer
radio Press is convalescing at White information,
official
and
authentic
and
accurate."
Plains Hospital following an append- OWI sources pointed out that the on WOR, and his wife, King, are tellectomy.
their friends about Michael OliRadio Bureau had sent with the fact ing
newest addition to the family,
sheet a copy of the Charter for ex- ver,
Pinch -Hits For Tennyson
amination by broadcasters and that who arrived on July 31.

Vivian della Chiesa pinch-hit for there had been absolutely no other
complaints. It was admitted that the
word "guarantee," referring to the
Charter's calling for the "four freedoms," was ill-advised. "Give assurance of" would have been more accurate, it was stated.

Jean Tennyson last night on the Celanese "Great Moments in Music"
program over CBS. Miss Tennyson
was stricken with laryngitis, and Miss
della Chiesa was called in at the last
minute to take her place.

itt.,

"Raymond Scott Show," continues as
a soloist on "The Family Hour."

(Continued from Page 1)

Christine, a girl was born to Mr.

and Mrs. Mark Crandall. Crandall is

the acting sales manager of KFEL,
Denver, and his wife, Violet, was a
KFEL employe for seven years before

she retired to marry.
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*PROMOTION

NBC Foreign Newsmen

Realigned By Brooks

"Farmer's Digest"
WBBM Folder
KPO's, San Francisco, sales and Promotional folder on one of its
e aY
sales promotion departments have radio personalities has been issued
pications for 129 new stations launched
an all-out campaign to sell by WBBM, CBS Chicago affiliate.
lw on file, including 52 (41 of the station's early morning "Farmer's The 9 x 12" brochure, which
condare contested) for cities with- Digest" program, conducted by Henry cerns Paul Gibson, has a black front
:iy station at present. Forty of Schacht, agriculturist. Keynote to the cover with a white spotlight on the
i lquest 250 watts power. These entire campaign is a typical message words "We Dared. ..'
the lower
tl only ones likely to be granted from one of the program's listeners. right-hand corner. Insideinspread
conthirty-seven applications (of Around the message a mailing pro- tains a half -tone of Gibson' at the
133 are contested) are on file motional item was developed and sent mike and the sales story of how
'ns or cities having one sta- to farm advertisers. Several merchan- WBBM dared to schedule a one -andrve of these applicants seeks
letters were sent to NBC na- a -half hour show of straight talk,
;Us power, and 23 seek 250 dising
tional spot salesmen. The cover of which is what Gibson does; Quotes
KPO's
weekly
program schedule and from fan letters and from an advern applications seek licenses
of the KPO memorandum pad were tising agency letter are included.
t stations in cities with two
also sent to all agencies and clients. Accompanying the folder is a letnow. Seven of these are con (Continued from Page 1)

50 watts,

it was also stated

advertisements were run in trade
'sight request 250 watts. Eigh- Two
papers, one in dual color. The biege

(Continued from Page 1)

taken over by Elmer W. Peterson,
veteran foreign radio correspondent
who recently returned to London from

a trip to neutral Sweden.
Don Hollenbeck, of the London

has been assigned to Allied
Force Headquarters in Algiers, restaff,

placing John MacVane, who recently
returned to England. MacVane went

to North Africa with the first American troops and stayed through the
African campaign, covering the fall
of Tunis. He has just completed the

manuscript for a book tentatively
titled "First Offensive," which will
be published in this country some
ter from J. Kelly Smith, WBBM sales time in the early Fall by Appletonmanager, drawing attention to the Century.
value of a radio personality to an Robert Madidoff, NBC reporter in
advertiser, with a P.S. to the effect Moscow, is scheduled to leave that
that the show is the highest rated post September 1 for home leave. His

5 contested) seek stations in and brown mailing piece points out
ith three stations at present;
various statistics on farming in
these want 250 watts power. the
as well as radio.
ipplicaions for new stations California
Each 30 -minute daily program is participating program in Chicago and
i0 watts or less are for cities made
of several five-minute features, has added four new accounts.
)er three stations presently
to be sponsored individug and granting of these at any patterned
One feature has been purchased
Comic -Book Boost
ing the war period is doubt - ally.
by Northrup King & Co. for Agricul- In the June issue of the "Captain
tural News.
Marvel" comic book, in which the
04 New Outlets Sought
Captain solves "The Minneapolis Mysthere are 84 applications for
tery," appear two boxes with a mike
Guest "Requests"
lions with 250 watts or less,
half or less might be eligible
"Chamber Music Society of Lower bearing the call letters WCCO. (Billy
tiling. There are also 13 ap- Basin Street" is handing out request Batson, who assumes the guise of
a for boosts from 100 to 250 cards to the audience as it files into Captain Marvel, usually broadcasts
the studio for the broadcasts. Spec- the news from station "WHIZ", but,
in Minneapolis, uses the facilielieved that tubes can prob- tators are asked to write their choices being
obtained from WPB for any of guest stars they would like to see ties of "WCCO."
ter licensed by the Commis- and hear on the program. Show, heard Sundays at 9:15
¿ licensing of new transmit- sponsored by Woodbury Soap, is over the Blue Network. p.tn., EMT,

place will be taken by Henry C. Cassidy, Associated Press Moscow cor-

respondent and author of the bestseller, "Moscow Deadline."

McCormick For Longmire

Carey Longmire, whose program

"Longmire Reports" is heard over the
network at 1:45 p.m. Mondays through

Fridays, is being detached for four to
five weeks for war assignment. Until
Longmire returns from abroad, his 1:45
p.m. spot will be carried on by Robert
McCormick of NBC's Washington
staff.

In the South Pacific, Edward R.

Wallace, chief of NBC's news staff in

Deen limited to the low power
that area, returned to Australia from
tubes for higher powered represented in their original applica- operate with 250 watts, the Commis- a tour through the Solomon Islands
tion.
ers are not available. Twension thus served notice that the tube and has resumed his regular broad-

ansmitters ranging in power
to 5,000 watts are on hand.
vhole 69 reported, however,
It completed. Another 51 are
er construction or in need of

The FCC stated yesterday that it
for. higher powered transhas been informed by WPB that shortage
will not permit it to grant
clearance for construction of new mitters
in the higher figures.
buildings for these stations may be power boosts
WAAT Plea Denied
obtained "only when that agency
(WPB) is satisfied that a direct con- Denied were WAAT, Jersey City,

Ind will probably be corn nit there again only those tribution toward winning the war is

casts, while George Thomas Folster
has set out for an unannounced destination to obtain first-hand. color
material with the forces. Mervin K.
Slosberg, stationed in New Zealand
N. J., which sought also permission for the last year, is being transferred
to
assist Wallace.
to install a new transmitter and make
some changes in its directional antenna for night use. WAAT operates Olga Coelho Scheduled
now on 970 kilocycles, one kilowatt,

100 or 250 watts will prob- clearly indicated."
Applications for the new stations to
(lion to the tube shortage, it be located in cities or towns with no
y the Commission that direc- station at present, exclusive of muni- unlimited. WFLA, Tampa, Fla., which
tenna would be required for cipalities in metropolitan districts al- is also on the 970 band, was refused
ions with more than the 250 ready covered by radio, and applica- a boost of its night-time power to five
ter, and there critical mate- tions to boost power from 100 to 250 kilowatts. That station now operates
Ild be called for.
watts may be granted, said the FCC, with five kilowatts day and
one night.
ints for these new stations "upon a satisfactory showing that:
Changes in the directional antenna
afore, invited to inform the
Requirements Listed
would have been necessitated had the
teir present plans and desires
1. "All required materials, except night power been raised and
these
days from yesterday. They vacuum
changes would presumably have
tubes,
may
be
obtained
withw that their application con- out priority assistance.
called
for
critical
materials.
the conditions set forth be- 2. "Such applications involve
WQAM, Miami, Fla., was given final
no innust detail any changes with consistencies with the Commission's
authorization to use its present transo fact and circumstance as rules and regulations.
mitter site and antenna with five kilo3. "Such applications tend toward watts power, subject to certain condia fair, efficient and equitable distribu- tions. WQAM now operates on 560
THIS LITTLE BUDGET tion of radio service, are consistent kilocycles, with one kilowatt day
and
with sound allocation principles, offer night unlimited. It was forced to take
WENT TO
substantial improvement in standard a poor site out of the city for its
broadcast service, and,
transmitter when the military
4. "Such applications are otherwise over Miami, and thus justifiedtook
the
in the public interest."
power boost. The grant is conditional
The FCC yesterday announced that upon blanketing complaints.
BOSTON it has denied two applications for
boosts from one to five kiloNews
watts. Although it announced yester- A son wasStork
MASS. power
born Friday to Mr. and
day that boosts to 250 watts may be Mrs.
"Buddy" Kearns. Buddy
granted on occasion hereafter as well is theHarold
trumpeter in Johnny Warringas the construction of new stations to
ton's orchestra, WCAU, Philadelphia.
licensed.

WORL

For Two Capital Concerts

Olga Coelho, Brazalian songstress,
who presents a weekly Sunday night
concert over the Columbia network
at 11:15 p.m., will be the featured
soloist in two concerts at Meridan
Hill Park in Washington, D. Q.,
August 21 and 22.
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Checks 68,226 Homes in Comprehensive, Detailed St
and Philadelphia, PLUS these Eight Key Cities... Alle
Barre, Trenton, Bridgeport, New
What makes this survey so different?

How was this survey made?

It's the first thorough check of listening habits in
the "Multiple Market" of Metropolitan New York,

By using the telephone coincidental me
veying in Metropolitan New York and i

Metropolitan Philadelphia, and eight other key cities
within an area embracing 18,000,000 people, made

by the same method, by the same organization,

of 75,000 population or more outside
politan New York area and within WJZ
millivolt contour. The very substantial

during the same period of time.

68,226 homes was used by Crossley, Inc.

What does this mean to me as a time buyer?

When was the survey made?

It means that for the first time, you can get a com-

Continuously during the last two weeks o

parative picture of radio listening habits in cities that
are located throughout this market of 18,000,000.. .
that your picture of a New York station's following
is no longer limited to the Metropolitan Area.

-from 8:00 A. M. to 10:00 P. M. Coinci
phone calls were made, and listening hab
during every fifteen minute period, Mon
Friday, of these two weeks.

NEW YORK'S FIRST S
Key

n

ItA!
I,

;1 II/1:1

OF
iRST SURVEY

IIBPLE MARKET
iolitan New York
tg, Scranton, Wilkes-

ngton
3 this survey help in
k time buying?
ling a factor between listening in
and listening in the "Eight City
:es it possible for you to translate
n any WJZ program in New York

d1

agyUt1Y
CItI1Sh1.Y'. INF

a Metropolitan New York survey)
for the rich, populous WJZ area

also shows you the comparative
ew York stations in Philadelphia.

How can I get a copy? Call your WJZ or

your Blue Spot salesman. You

can be sure that he will get a copy to you quickly, and that arrangements will be made for you to keep it long enough for study and analysis.

STILL DOING THINGS FIRST
The Blue Network
REPRESENTED BY BLUE SPOT SALES

Thursday, August 12,g4
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Chicago

Los Angeles

By FRANK BURKE

By RALPH WILK

tSKIPPY Hollywood Ztheater

FOR the eleventh straight ,41
Keystone Steel and Wire

,r e-

turned to KFI Saturday, Aug. 7
after an absence of several months,
to be broadcast each week from 9:00
to 9:30 p.m. A new group of plays,

comedy, romance and melodrama, will
be heard during the Hollywood Theater series, with such outstanding players as Ona Munson, Sterling Holloway

and Elvia Allman taking the leading
roles.

"Hello Mom," theme song of "Hello
Mom," the new KHJ-Mutual Don Lee
program originating at the Army Air

Ed Noble Meets The "Press" . . !

About two weeks ago, millions of people probably read and
heard that one Edward J. Noble had agreed to purchase the Blue Network
Quite true, he had held office as under
Co. for $8,000,000 in cash
Secretary of Commerce, is chairman of the Life Savers Corp. and owner
Still, not a few of the millions who heard
of WMCA in New York

or read about Noble wondered who he was

what sort of a man

bought a coast -to -coast network for the first time in history and planked

Forces West Coast Training Center,

down all that cash

Arthur Jones and Private First Class
Frank Loesser, who has a long line of
hit tunes. The song was originally
introduced by Bing Crosby and later

but Noble? where'd he come from?
in their pocket at the time
Seems he's been around for some time and from all reports and actions,
Just in case there were a few newspaper
has been doing very well
folk in town who hadn't met him personally, the Blue threw a cocktail
party for the press yesterday afternoon in the Janssen Suite at the Waldorf.

was especially written by Major Eddie
Dunstedter, musical director, Captain

recorded by Crosby and the Army
Air Force Orchestra.
Donald Dickson, former operatic
star, currently heard on the Groucho

Marx Saturday night show over KNX,
"Blue Ribbon Town," has been signed

by Producer Walter Colmes for an

important role opposite Rosemary

Lane in his PRC musical, "Harvest

Melody." Present plans in the picture

call for Dickson to perform both as
an operatic vocalist and as a singer
of modern tunes.
George Burns and Gracie Allen,
Columbia's famed comedy team, returned this week from a month -long
tour of service camps, where they
starred in a series of USO shows.
They will be back on CBS airlanes,
August 31.

FCC Gets Blue Sale;

New Name Indicated
(Continued from Page

1)

not have to approve sale of the network itself, since it is not licensed,
but it must approve the sale of the
three stations owned by the Blue.
It was expected that the applica-

tion would seek approval for the

transfer of control of the Blue Net-

work as licensee, and it was generally
believed that the Blue Network would
continue as licensee in name. Forma-

tion of the American Broadcasting
System, Inc., does not necessarily
mean however, that the name Blue
will be dropped, although it is not
unlikely that Noble intends to call

the network the "American Network."
Officers of the new corporation were
listed as Edward J. Noble, president,
of Greenwich, Conn., Earle A. Ander-

son, vice-president, of Upper Montclair, N. J., and C. Nicholas Priaulx,
Yonkers, N. Y., treasurer.

they might have had a package of Lifesavers

The "coming out" party for the new radio tycoon was
an unusual success considering the exceptionally large press turnout.

Nearly one hundred representative scribes, representing the press
associations, local papers and trade publications, were present for
Interrupting the
the unwrapping-and not a rap was registered
genial clink of glasses and the general hum of friendly banter, Mark
Woods, president of the Blue who tendered the party for Noble,
Tall, hale
introduced the new "boss" to the assembled guests
and hearty, Noble, somewhat dubiously confessed that he didn't
His position,
know whether the party was on him or Woods
Noble said, was that "Larry" Fly and the FCC had not yet approved
the sale. Until such time, the party "is on Mark."

I

Ellis, Ill.,

will do a guest op

ance on the Blue on the "Brea
Club" of next Monday, Augua

Clark is handling the Dampellis
show which moves from WBB
WENR on next Sunday.
Bill Thompson, of the Fibber

Gee and Molly show, who is .1

tioning in Chicago this summer,»
headline the WLS-National
Dance which will be aired front
Indiana State Fair at Indianan;
on September 4.
Wait -Cahill Company, Decat
will sponsor a fifteen -minute
program on WLS for tw
weeks through the Wade Adv

Agency. Program will featur
of Jenny Lou Carson and the

arrangements of the WLS "Da

ers" and will be heard

Thursday and Saturday fro
a.m.

Staff items at WLS include
second daughter, Pa
George Menard, announcer a

Numerous puns floated over the general tone of conversa-

reporter; return of Al Rice,

tion concerning Noble's connection with Life Savers. Noble. exhibiting a
fine sense of humor, declared it was a "wholesome" business. In fact he
($22.000,000 worth a
thought it was a "whimsical little business"
In a brief address he welcomed the scribes, inviting any
year)

member of the Maple City Fo
lowing honorable discharge fr

queries concerning his plans for the Blue's future, inviting one and all
to accept the largess of either him or Woods. depending on the decision
To injudicious references to be a
of Chairman Fly and the FCC
"life saver" for the Blue. Noble declared that being chairman of the Life
Saver Corp. was extremely gratifying, "being able to build something

Oklahoma City, Okla.
Buckingham Gunn, radio
of J. Walter Thompson

With the acquisition of the Blue Network, however,
around nothing"
he plans to continue and, wherever possible, to "improve on the network's
Attending the introduction were Mark Woods.
forward -looking views"
the parties' benefactor (depending. according to Noble's statement, on the
FCC's decision), Edgar Kobak, Executive Vice -President, Program Vice President Phillips Carlin; Blue Promotion Manager Bert Hauser, and Earl
Observed among the guests
Mullin, head of the Blue's publicity staff
were Ben Gross, r.e., of the "Daily News"; Sonia Bigman, of "Time" Magazine; Niles von Wettberg, of "Newsweek"; Vance Packard, of "American

Army, and William Nelson
post of associate editor of
News" at the Tinker Army A

points out that their agency
of Arthur M. Meyerhoff will
the new Wrigley show.

Muriel Wagemen, account ex

and radio director of the

Agency, Chicago, is back from

weeks trip to the West Coas
Ross

Metzger, radio dire

Ruthrauff and Ryan, is han
tails of the "Vox Pop" picku
Camp Custer, Mich., next
night.

Magazine"; Earl Spading of "Reader's Digest"; Al Goldstein, St. Louis
"Post Dispatch"; George Marder, United Press; Louis Atwell INS; John
Hutchens, N. Y. "Times"; Zaza O'Hara. "Herald Tribune"; Charles Kenny,
"Daily Mirror"; Gordon Merrick, N. Y. "Post"; Jack Alicoate, M. H. Shapiro,

Don Mersereau, Marvin Kirsch, Abel Green, Lou Frankel and Bruce
Robertson of the trade press.

An apologetic guest, from one of the leading press asso-

Renewals Prove Results

WTBO

perative in the manufacture of the circular sweets) and that he had

Cumberland, Md.

I

of a

ciations, regretted he had no Life Savers to go with the hors d'oeuvres

820 Kc.

pany, Peoria, Ill., has signet
sponsorship of thirty minutes cok
Saturday Night WLS "National
Dance." Business was placed the
Mace Advertising Agency, Peori
and contract is for fifty-two we,
Dowsley Clark, who recently
ed the OWI office here, is now
ciated with the War Production] j
as public relations chief in the
west area.
Clark Dennis, private at

Noble conceded that there was a shortage of sugar (imfound a difficulty in finding men to punch bigger holes in the delicacy
"You'll find they have larger rims, now," he cheerfully confided.

- Remember Pearl Harbor -
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FCC Members Offer Rebuttal
To Probe Testimony Of Luotto AGENCIES

IIJEST-ING

, Y MARTIN and UNA MER(Continued from Page 1)
,,it the "Stage Door Canteen," that the WOV transfer of ownership
ily be mandamused to hold a hearing."
3' (WABC-CBS, 9:30 p.m.) .
from the Bulova interests to the "The facts are that the FCC voted
Mester
Brothers
was
practically
set
to hold a public hearing on this app; BECKWITH, student nurse,
when the FCC stopped the transac- plication in accordance with its well P1,uble or Nothing," tomorrow
tion
on
charges
made
against
Luotto
established procedure. At this hearrutual, 9:30 p.m.).

GENERAL FOODS CORPORATION

will promote Grape Nuts and Grape
Nut Flakes through Young & Rubi-

cam, and Post Toasties and Post's
Bran Flakes through Benton & Bowles
additional radio spots beginning
as being a former pro -fascist in an ing, Luotto, who was to manage the in
September 1, using the theme "The
article by Jerry Franken of the news-

1,ASSAS and JANUARY," on
r;ep Ahead" variety show, to- paper "PM."

Testifies Fully

_.(WOR-Mutual, 7:30 p.m.).

LND S. MORRIS, Philadelphia
tt substituting for U. S. Supreme
et Justice Owen J. Roberts;
C MANLY O. HUDSON, mem-

bfse Court of International Jus-

d PHILIP C. JESSUP, as-

station for the prospective new own- Smart Luncheon."
ers, the Mester Brothers, would have
had full opportunity to present his MT. EDEN WINE CO., producers

Luotto related all the details of views and his testimony, including of Colombo brand, and Sebastiani
the transaction without constant ques- his protestations concerning his at- Wine Co., producers of Sebastiani
tioning by Eugene Garey, counsel for titude toward Fascism.
brand, through Emil Mogul Co., Inc.,
the investigating committee. Luotto
have increased their advertising budApplication
Withdrawn
stated that when the fascist charges
get for radio, beginning September 1.
were first brought against him the "However, instead of going through
ownership transfer of WOV was with his public hearing at which all NATHAN H. SEIDMAN, president
stopped by the FCC. When these interested parties to the transfer of the Inter -Racial Press of America,
charges were made, Harold Lafount, would have been heard, the applicants has been named chairman of the for-

olbrector, Office of Foreign Red Rehabilitation, discussing
tie and Human Rights," on "For a business associate of Arde Bulova elected to call the deal off and with- eign language division of the New

York Committee of the National War
s'e Fight," Saturday (WEAF- said to Luotto, "If you're not a good drew their application."
American, neither am I."
After Stefano Luotto was taken off Fund.
p.m.).
Luotto testified that he couldn't get the air by the Dyer Brothers, Andrea
I. B. KLEINERT RUBBER CO.,
1. COELHO, soprano, in a any answer from Nathan David of Luotto investigated the reasons behind
of dress shields, is
1ppearance on the "Brazilian the FCC on what the specific charges his removal. In this attempt he en- manufacturers
a new campaign to be
Saturday (WOR-Mutual, against him were but that Lafount listed the aid of Congressman Vito planning
placed
by
Federal Advertising
looked into the matter and said that Marcantonio, an old friend of his.
"the commission would not object to Marcantonio told him that he found Agency.
)N PRINZ, 'cellist, on Sylvia the transfer, and that it would be out that Stefano removal was one of
ASSOCIATION OF NATIONAL
Os "Miniature Recital," Sat- forthcoming in a few days with the conjecture and not by specific in(WJZ-Blue Network, 1:30 application for transfer officially ap- structions by the FCC. Marcantonio ADVERTISERS has elected to memproved. The transfer was scheduled also saw Nathan David of the FCC bership Falstaff Brewing Corp., St.
for July 14, 1942.
who denied and termed offensive any Louis; Gotham Hosiery Co., Inc.,
attempt to say the FCC high pres- Julius Kayser & Co., Inc., MentholaRT DE GRAFF, president of
Some Kept, Others Fired
turn Company, Mohawk Carpet Mills
roks, Inc., on "Of Men and
In anticipation of the change in sured any station owner into remov- and
the New York, New Haven &
Saturday (WABC-CBS, 3 ownership Luotto, who was to be gen- ing any station announcer. David
eral manager of the station, made ar- said to Marcantonio, "Do you want Hartford Railroad Company.
rangements to keep certain of the me to write and ask Dyer to take him
A. FITZGERALD, of the personnel and to discharge others. On (Stefano Luotto) back when I never Sterling's Income Rises
d Administration, discussing the morning of the expected transfer asked him to take him off?"
For Six Months Of 1943
sit shortage of livestock feed, Luotto was informed that the trans- Garey caustically characterized the
mbia's "Country Journal," action had been halted by the FCC press release issued by the FCC of
on the grounds "that the Commission August 6th as "malicious conclusions Sterling Drug Inc. and subsidiary
(WABC-CBS, 1 p.m.).
couldn't see its way clear in approv- by the FCC." The press release stated companies, large radio advertisers, has
EASTER GENERAL FRANK ing the application" in view of public reasons why Luotto never took out reported net income of $3,934,211 for
MR., on "Washington Reports opinion stirred up by the article in his citizenship papers and gave rea- the six months ended June 30th, after
sons
(reported in RADIO DAILY, all charges and after provision of
sing," Sunday (WEAF-NBC, "PM."
Testimony disclosed that the "PM" August 9) why the Dante Alighieri $5,291,590 for estimated Federal and
foreign income and excess profits
article was predicated on an article Society was considered fascist.
efRTHUR V. McDERMOTT, which appeared in the Italian monthly
taxes. This is equal to $2.25 per share
Society Members Still Heard
of selective service in New magazine Il Mundo. Ii Mundo is pubon common stock outstanding.
"Answering You," Sunday lished by Giuseppi Lupis, censor of Garey pointed out through further
the first six months of 1942,
BBC -Mutual, 5:30 p.m.).
questioning of Andrea Luotto that netFor
WHOM.
earnings as revised were $3,496,Luotto in an attempt to uncover Stefano Luotto had been making tran- 102, or $1.99 per share, after
taxes of
)RIE REYNOLDS, on the the source of the charges made against scriptions that are now aired over $4,649,800. For the quarter ended June
Cheater" program, Sunday him in Il Mundo met Lupis in Joseph VtrOV, at which station Arnold B. 30, 1943, net earnings were $1,529,113,
niS, 6 p.m.).
Lang's office at WHOM. And to verify Hartley is program director. Luotto or 87 cents per share, after tax pro-.
an account of the meeting Lang wrote also testified that several other mem- vision of $1,690,313. These
earnDMIRAL YATES STIRL- a letter to Luotto describing what bers of the Dante Alighieri Society ings compare with revised net
earnings
USN, retired, on the Up- transpired at the time. Lang stated of Chicago were still on the air with of $1,228,780, or 69 cents per
share,
e "World News Parade," that Lupis denied that he considered 'live' programs. Those who are still after taxes of $1,827,415 for
the second
(WEAF-NBC, 3:15 p.m.). Luotto a fascist or that he told any- broadcasting are: Emmanuelli Mam- quarter of 1942.
one that Luotto was not a good Amer- menella, Prof. Coriglina, Aldo Noci.
Aregio Lupi, Emilio Margiotta, and FCC, Commissioner J. Lawrence Fly
DURANTE, on "Paul ican.
Antonio Faustini.
stated that, "the procedure
Quotes Lafount
Presents," Sunday (WEAFthe
The outbreak by Charles Denny, Cox committee in devoting an of
.m.).
Garey's interrogation of Luotto re- general
attack
counsel
on
the
Federal
Communications
of
the
FCC
came
vealed that the parties interested in
Comwhen Garey said that Nathan mission "without permitting rebuttal
ELMAN, violinist, and the WOV ownership transfer were about
David
contacted
Arnold
by
the
Commission
and
was proof of the
TOUREL, mezzo-soprano, never given a hearing by the FCC.
him as to howHartley
he should hopelessness of expecting
oca -Cola program, Sunday And Luotto stated that Lafount told advised
a fair pubtestify
when
he
lic
hearing."
was
brought
to
the
him
that,
"he
couldn't
have
'BS, 4:30 p.m.).
a hearing witness stand. At this
point both
on the matter for the duration."
,

Blue Sales Dept.
Patterson, formerly head
ruthern California area of
Distribution Administration,
.

i the sales department of
Network.

The FCC in a press statement
claimed there was no foundation for
this statement and Chairman Fly
stated, "The Commission holds hearings on such applications day after
day as a matter of routine. Furthermore, Luotto knows perfectly well
that the Commission could very eas-

Nathan David and Charles Denny
made an attempt to be heard but were
silenced by the chairman who cautioned them to await their turn.
Garey stated that he had the sworn
testimony of Hartley that David
sought to persuade Hartley how
to
testify before the committee.
In the press release issued by the

Talented Children Wanted
to appear on

FAIR CHILDREN'S
PROGRAM

broadcast on WOV every Saturday after-

noon 3:05 to 3:30 P.M. For information:
Write RADIO DAILY, Box 731,
1501
Broadway, New York City.
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By FRANK BURKE

By RALPH WILE

SKIPPY Hollywood Theater returned to KFI Saturday, Aug. 7
after an absence of several months,
to be broadcast each week from 9:00
to 9:30 p.m. A new group of plays,

comedy, romance and melodrama, will
be heard during the Hollywood Theater series, with such outstanding players as Ona Munson, Sterling Holloway

and Elvia Allman taking the leading
roles.

"Hello Mom," theme song of "Hello
Mom," the new KW -Mutual Don Lee

program originating at the Army Air
Forces West Coast Training Center,

was especially written by Major Eddie
Dunstedter, musical director, Captain

Arthur Jones and Private First Class
Frank Loesser, who has a long line of
hit tunes. The song was originally
introduced by Bing Crosby and later

recorded by Crosby and the Army

Air Force Orchestra.
Donald Dickson, former operatic
star, currently heard on the Groucho
Marx Saturday night show over KNX,
"Blue Ribbon Town," has been signed

by Producer Walter Colmes for an
important role opposite Rosemary

Lane in his PRC musical, "Harvest

Melody." Present plans in the picture

call for Dickson to perform both as
an operatic vocalist and as a singer
of modern tunes.
George Burns and Gracie Allen,
Columbia's famed comedy team, returned this week from a month -long
tour of service camps, where they
starred in a series of USO shows.
They will be back on CBS airlanes,
August 31.

FCC Gets Blue Sale;

New Name Indicated
(Continued from Page 1)

not have to approve sale of the network itself, since it is not licensed,
but it must approve the sale of the
three stations owned by the Blue.
It was expected that the applica-

tion would seek approval for the
transfer of control of the Blue Net-

work as licensee, and it was generally
believed that the Blue Network would
continue as licensee in name. Forma-

tion of the American Broadcasting
System, Inc., does not necessarily
mean however, that the name Blue
will be dropped, although it is not
unlikely that Noble intends to call

the network the "American Network."
Officers of the new corporation were
listed as Edward J. Noble, president,
of Greenwich, Conn., Earle A. Ander-

son, vice-president, of Upper Montclair, N. J., and C. Nicholas Priaulx,
Yonkers, N. Y., treasurer.

FOR the eleventh straight
Keystone Steel and Wire

pany, Peoria, Ill., has signet

Ed Noble Meets The "Press" .

About two weeks ago. millions of people probably read and
heard that one Edward J. Noble had agreed to purchase the Blue Network
Quite true, he had held office as under
Co. for $8.001000 in cash
Secretary of Commerce, is chairman of the Life Savers Corp. and owner
Still, not a few of the millions who heard
of WMCA in New York
what sort of a man
or read about Noble wondered who he was
bought a coast -to -coast network for the first time in history and planked

down all that cash

they might have had a package of Lifesavers

but Noble? where'd he come from?
in their pocket at the time
Seems he's been around for some time and from all reports and actions,
Just in case there were a few newspaper
has been doing very well
folk in town who hadn't met him personally, the Blue threw a cocktail
party for the press yesterday afternoon in the Janssen Suite at the Waldorf.

The "coming out" party for the new radio tycoon was

and contract is for fifty-two we
Dowsley Clark, who recently
ed the OWI office here, is now
ciated with the War Production i
as public relations chief in the
west area.
Clark Dennis, private at
Ellis, Ill.,

will do a guest ap

ance on the Blue on the "Brea
Club" of next Monday, Augut
Clark is handling the Dampellis
show which moves from WBB

WENR on next Sunday.
Bill Thompson, of the Fibber
Gee and Molly show, who is
tioning in Chicago this summer,
headline

the

WLS-National

Dance which will be aired iron

Nearly one hundred representative scribes, representing the press
associations, local papers and trade publications, were present for
Interrupting the
the unwrapping-and not a rap was registered
genial clink of glasses and the general hum of friendly banter, Mark
Woods, president of the Blue who tendered the party for Noble,
Tall, hale
introduced the new "boss" to the assembled guests
and hearty, Noble, somewhat dubiously confessed that he didn't
His position,
know whether the party was on him or Woods
Noble said, was that "Larry" Fly and the FCC had not yet approved
the sale. Until such time, the party "is on Mark."

on September 4.

Indiana State Fair at

Indiana

Wait -Cahill Company, Deca
will sponsor a fifteen -minute
program on WLS for tw
weeks through the Wade Adv

Agency. Program will featur
of Jenny Lou Carson and the

arrangements of the WLS "Da
be heard

ers" and will

Thursday and Saturday f ro
a.m.

Staff items at WLS include
second daughter, P
George Menard, announcer a
of a

Numerous puns floated over the general tone of conversa.

reporter; return of Al Rice,

lion concerning Noble's connection with Life Savers. Noble, exhibiting a
fine sense of humor, declared it was a "wholesome" business. In fact he
($22,000,000 worth a
thought it was a "whimsical little business"
In a brief address he welcomed the scribes, inviting any
year)

member of the Maple City F
lowing honorable discharge f

queries concerning his plans for the Blue's future, inviting one and all
to accept the largess of either him or Woods, depending on the decision
To injudicious references to be a
of Chairman Fly and the FCC
"life saver" for the Blue, Noble declared that being chairman of the Life
Saver Corp. was extremely gratifying, "being able to build something

Oklahoma City, Okla.
Buckingham Gunn, radio
of J. Walter Thompson

With the acquisition of the Blue Network, however,
around nothing"
he plans to continue and, wherever possible, to "improve on the network's
Attending the introduction were Mark Woods,
forward -looking views"
the parties' benefactor (depending, according to Noble's statement, on the
FCC's decision), Edgar Kobak, Executive Vice -President, Program Vice President Phillips Carlin; Blue Promotion Manager Bert Hauser, and Earl
Observed among the guests
Mullin, head of the Blue's publicity staff
were Ben Gross, r.e., of the "Daily News"; Sonia Bigman. of "Time" Magazine; Niles von Wettberg, of "Newsweek"; Vance Packard, of "American

Army, and William Nelson
post of associate editor of
News" at the Tinker Army A

points out that their agency
of Arthur M. Meyerhoff will
the new Wrigley show.
Muriel Wagemen, account e

and radio director of the
Agency, Chicago, is back from
weeks trip to the West Coa
Ross

Metzger, radio dire

Ruthrauff and Ryan, is han
tails of the "Vox Pop" pick
Camp Custer, Mich., next
night.

Magazine"; Earl Spading of "Reader's Digest"; Al Goldstein, St. Louis
"Post Dispatch"; George Mader, United Press; Louis Atwell INS; John
Hutchens, N. Y. "Times; Zaza O'Hara, "Herald Tribune"; Charles Kenny,
"Daily Mirror"; Gordon Merrick, N. Y. "Post"; Jack Alienate, M. H. Shapiro,

Don Mersereau, Marvin Kirsch, Abel Green, Lou Frankel and Bruce
Robertson of the trade press.

An apologetic guest, from one of the leading press asso-

Renewals Prove Results

WTBO

perative in the manufacture of the circular sweets) and that he had

Cumberland, Md.

Mace Advertising Agency, Peori

an unusual success considering the exceptionally large press turnout.

ciations, regretted he had no Life Savers to go with the hors d'oeuvres

820 Kc.

sponsorship of thirty minutes c
Saturday Night WLS "National
Dance." Business was placed th

Noble conceded that there was a shortage of sugar (imfound a difficulty in finding men to punch bigger holes in the delicacy
"You'll find they have larger rims, now," he cheerfully confided.

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

preferred spot
Puerto Rico dials
The

.

this

modern

station

your preferred selec
for Puerto Ric
coverage.
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FCC Members Offer Rebuttal
To Probe Testimony Of Luotto AGENCIES

[VEST-ING
A Y MARTIN and UNA MER-

(Continued from Page 1)

the "Stage Door Canteen," that the WOV transfer of ownership ily be mandamused to hold a hearing."
from the Bulova interests to the "The facts are that the FCC voted
1P BECKWITH, student nurse, Mester Brothers was practically set to hold a public hearing on this apthe FCC stopped the transac- plication in accordance with its well tIuble or Nothing," tomorrow when
tion on charges made against Luotto established procedure. At this hear11 Mutual, 9:30 p.m.).
as being a former pro -fascist in an ing, Luotto, who was to manage the
f( ASSAS and JANUARY," on article by Jerry Franken of the news- station for the prospective new own'1 op Ahead" variety show, to- paper "PM."
ers, the Mester Brothers, would have
,,

t

WABC-CBS, 9:30 p.m.).

GENERAL FOODS CORPORATION

will promote Grape Nuts and Grape
Nut Flakes through Young & Rubi-

cam, and Post Toasties and Post's
Bran Flakes through Benton & Bowles
in additional radio spots beginning
September 1, using the theme "The
Smart Luncheon."

had full opportunity to present his MT. EDEN WINE CO., producers
Luotto related all the details of views and his testimony, including of Colombo brand, and Sebastiani
lI ND S. MORRIS, Philadelphia the transaction without constant ques- his protestations concerning his at- Wine Co., producers of Sebastiani
Testifies Fully

e (WOR-Mutual, 7:30 p.m.).

re substituting for U. S. Supreme tioning by Eugene Garey, counsel for titude toward Fascism.
rt Justice Owen J. Roberts; the investigating committee. Luotto
Application Withdrawn
G MANLY O. HUDSON, mem- stated that when the fascist charges

te Court of International Jus- were first brought against him the
d PHILIP C. JESSUP, as - ownership transfer of WOV was
'rector, Office of Foreign Re - stopped by the FCC. When these
Rehabilitation, discussing charges were made, Harold Lafount,
and Human Rights," on "For a business associate of Arde Bulova
Fight," Saturday (WEAF- said to Luotto, "If you're not a good
American, neither am I."
Luotto testified that he couldn't get
COELHO, soprano, in a any answer from Nathan David of
arance on the "Brazilian the FCC on what the specific charges
Saturday (WOR-Mutual, against him were but that Lafount

looked into the matter and said that

"the commission would not object to
PRINZ, 'cellist, on Sylvia the transfer, and that it would be
"Miniature Recital," Sat- forthcoming in a few days with the
JZ-Blue Network, 1:30 application for transfer officially approved. The transfer was scheduled
for July 14, 1942.
DE GRAFF, president of
Some Kept, Others Fired

Inc., on "Of Men and

aturday

(WABC-CBS,

3

In anticipation of the change in

ownership Luotto, who was to be general manager of the station, made ar-

rangements to keep certain of the

A. FITZGERALD, of the personnel and to discharge others. On
Administration, discussing the morning of the expected transfer
shortage of livestock feed, Luotto was informed that the trans-

"However, instead of going through

with his public hearing at which all
interested parties to the transfer
would have been heard, the applicants

brand, through Emil Mogul Co., Inc.,
have increased their advertising budget for radio, beginning September 1.
NATHAN H. SEIDMAN, president
of the Inter -Racial Press of America,
has been named chairman of the for-

elected to call the deal off and with- eign language division of the New
drew their application."
York Committee of the National War
After Stefano Luotto was taken off Fund.
the air by the Dyer Brothers, Andrea
I. B. KLEINERT RUBBER CO.,
Luotto investigated the reasons behind

his removal. In this attempt he enlisted the aid of Congressman Vito
Marcantonio, an old friend of his.
Marcantonio told him that he found
out that Stefano removal was one of
conjecture and not by specific instructions by the FCC. Marcantonio
also saw Nathan David of the FCC
who denied and termed offensive any
attempt to say the FCC high pressured any station owner into removing any station announcer. David
said to Marcantonio, "Do you want
me to write and ask Dyer to take him
(Stefano Luotto) back whén I never
asked him to take him off?"
Garey caustically characterized the

bia's "Country Journal," action had been halted by the FCC press release issued by the FCC of
on the grounds "that the Commission August 6th as "malicious conclusions
WABC-CBS, 1 p.m.).

manufacturers of dress shields, is
planning a new campaign to be
placed
by Federal Advertising
Agency.

ASSOCIATION OF NATIONAL

ADVERTISERS has elected to mem-

bership Falstaff Brewing Corp., St.
Louis; Gotham Hosiery Co., Inc.,
Julius Kayser & Co., Inc., Mentholaturn Company, Mohawk Carpet Mills

and the New York, New Haven
Hartford Railroad Company.

&

Sterling's Income Rises
For Six Months Of 1943

Sterling Drug Inc. and subsidiary
couldn't see its way clear in approv- by the FCC." The press release stated companies, large radio advertisers, has
STER GENERAL FRANK ing the application" in view of public reasons why Luotto never took out reported net income of $3,934,211 for
, on "Washington Reports opinion stirred up by the article in his citizenship papers and gave rea- the six months ended June 30th, after
sons (reported in RADIO DAILY, all charges and after provision of
g," Sunday (WEAF-NBC, "PM."
Testimony disclosed that the "PM" August 9) why the Dante Alighieri $5,291,590 for estimated Federal and
foreign income and excess profits
article was predicated on an article Society was considered fascist.
THUR V. McDERMOTT, which appeared in the Italian monthly
taxes. This is equal to $2.25 per share
Society Members Still Heard
selective service in New magazine Il Mundo. Il Mundo is pubon common stock outstanding.
Garey pointed out through further For the first six months
"Answering You," Sunday lished by Giuseppi Lupis, censor of
of 1942,
IBC -Mutual, 5:30 p.m.)
questioning of Andrea Luotto that net earnings as revised were $3,496,WHOM.
Luotto in an attempt to uncover Stefano Luotto had been making tran- 102, or $1.99 per share, after taxes of
RIE REYNOLDS, on the the source of the charges made against scriptions that are now aired over
For the quarter ended June
?heater" program, Sunday him in Il Mundo met Lupis in Joseph WOV, at which station Arnold B. $4,649,800.
30, 1943, net earnings were $1,529,113,
BS, 6 p.m.).
Lang's office at WHOM. And to verify Hartley is program director. Luotto or 87 cents per share, after tax proan account of the meeting Lang wrote also testified that several other mem- vision of $1,690,313. These
earnMIRAL YATES STIRL- a letter to Luotto describing what bers of the Dante Alighieri Society ings compare with revised net
USN, retired, on the Up- transpired at the time. Lang stated of Chicago were still on the air with of $1,228,780, or 69 cents perearnings
share,
e
"World News Parade," that Lupis denied that he considered 'live' programs. Those who are still after taxes of $1,827,415 for the second
WEAF-NBC, 3:15 p.m.). Luotto a fascist or that he told any- broadcasting are: Emmanuelli Mam- quarter of 1942.
one that Luotto was not a good Amer- menella, Prof. Coriglina, Aldo Noci.
Aregio Lupi, Emilio Margiotta, and FCC, Commissioner J. Lawrence Fly
DURANTE, on "Paul ican.
.

Antonio Faustini.
Quotes Lafount
The outbreak by Charles Denny,
Garey's interrogation of Luotto re- general
counsel of the FCC came
vealed that the parties interested in
when Garey said that Nathan
1
ELMAN, violinist, and the WOV ownership transfer were about
David contacted Arnold Hartley and
TOUREL, mezzo-soprano, never given a hearing by the FCC.
him as to how he should
)ca -Cola program, Sunday And Luotto stated that Lafount told advised
testify when he was brought to the
him that, "he couldn't have a hearing witness
BS, 4:30 p.m.).
stand. At this
Presents," Sunday (WEAF-

m.).

on the matter for the duration."

Blue Sales Dept.

The FCC in

a

point both

David and Charles Denny
press statement Nathan
made an attempt to be heard but were

claimed there was no foundation for
this statement and Chairman Fly
stated, "The Commission holds hearings on such applications day after
the sales department of day as a matter of routine. Furthermore, Luotto knows perfectly well
Network.
that the Commission could very eas. Patterson, formerly head
them California area of
Istribution Administration,

stated that, "the procedure of the
Cox committee in devoting an attack
on the Federal Communications
Commission "without permitting rebuttal
by the Commission was proof of the
hopelessness of expecting a fair public hearing."

silenced by the chairman who cautioned them to await their turn.
Garey stated that he had the sworn
testimony of Hartley that David
sought to persuade Hartley how to
testify before the committee.
In the press release issued by the

Talented Children Wanted
to appear on

FAIR CHILDREN'S
PROGRAM
broadcast on WOV every Saturday after-

noon 3:05 to 3:30 P.M. For information:
Write RADIO DAILY, Box 731, 1501
Broadway, New York City.
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Coast -to -Coast
NEW program at WKY, Oklahoma
City, Okla., is "Eddie Lee and His
Piano," broadcast Mondays through
Fridays at 5:15 p.m. Format combines
piano and singing with bits of philosophical patter. Cain's Coffee Company sponsors the show.

When the WAVES celebrated their first
anniversary BROW, Oakland, Calif..
broadcast the ceremonies from the Oakland City Hall. Program featured more
than 100 women who took the oath of service; musical selections by the 35 -piece

Treasure Island Naval Band; speeches
by ranking officials. Lieut. Mel Venter.
*
*
S. Coast Guard, was the official anShortwave radio conversation between U.
nouncer while Lieut. David N. Simmons,

Elmer H. Dressman, chief of WCKY,
Cincinnati continuity department,
and two Cincinnati "Times -Star" columnists have combined to give "Marguerite," 1883 ballad, a comeback on

the air. Clark B. Firestone started

-7;1

New stall announcer and corgi
writer at

WCBI.

Columbus,

Ni

Yvonne Brisbane. She replaces Job
rous, who resigned to accept a IWr
with

Atlanta,

WAGA,

Ga.

Richardson. secretary to WCBI

c

the search for the old song when he manager Bob McRaney. has returnrtts
wrote of it in his column "From the a vacation spent in the Great ,

Office Window." Dressman found the mountains.
*
remaining copy of the sheet music in
a man in England and his wife and family U. S. N. R., acted as master of ceremonies. Cincinnati. Nixon Denton, sports
August issue of the "WGAR h
in America will be the feature of tonight's
*
*
columnist, supplied an old Regina News," station's mimeographed pti
"Eyes of the Air Force" broadcast, at
WNAX, Yankton, S. D., released its music box and metal perforated re- f or its men in service, announch
10:45 p.m. over CBS. Also featured will "WNAX-tra," featuring half -tones of cording of "Marguerite." The pub- appointment of Mannie Eisner,
be the presentation of the silver citation the personalities heard on the WNAX licity brought forth another, more of publicity, as editor. Ted 1
to the observation post at Hollywood, frequency.
modern wax recording with voice. WGAR news editor and news
Florida, in recognition of its speedy action
*
*
in directing rescuers to two disabled naval
WEVD, New York, presents tonight on
pilots who landed in the Atlantic near the its "Freedom House" broadcast justice
post.
Ferdinand Pecora, Prof. George S. Counts,
Richard B. Scandrett. Jr., and Dr. William
KTBI, Tacoma, Washington, has Agar.
*
*
*
contracted with Press Association,
Inc., for an AP radio wire, C. C.
A native of Dayton asked Bud
Cavanaugh, station president an- Baldwin, announcer of "Breakfast in

All of the elements were combined turned over the job to Elsa
and written into a "Remember handling today's news is a ful
When" program, a morning series of job and more besides.... Paper,
memories and recordings written by contains photos of station pt
Dressman.
and events, has a picture of.
*
*
*
femme engineer in the contp

Les Mawhinney and news staff moved
into new quarters in the KHJ production
building, Los Angeles. Teletypes are glass
nounced recently. Service will include Bedlam," WHIO, Dayton, to play the enclosed and maps of the theaters of
telescripts and hourly five-minute recordings of Spike Jones as they war are mounted on the walls with spenewscasts as well as AP dispatches. keep her 13 cows and one bull rather cially designed copy desk in the center

contented with life.
5

Another listener service is being added
The cast of "Sunny Side Up" heard on
to KXOK, St. Louis, Mo.. with the correct
time being given whenever station identi- WING. Dayton, has been singing songs
fies itself. Time will be announced on the especially for "'The Boys in the Blue
where two youngsters are seriously
hour with the sound of a tone, on the Rcom,"
Hospital there.
quarter hour and half, or whenever the ill in the Good Samaritan
The parents of the boys have extended
call letters are mentioned.
their sincere gratitude for brightening the
*
lives of these two boys in their darkest

"Home News" editor claims tll

on the picture are radio wa
not someone's fingers in thf
oper.

*

Murray Jordan, chief annoi
of the room. ...Mary Ellen Ryan, Don WLIB, Brooklyn, New York, has

Lee traffic manager, will vacation in San
Francisco. She will return to her duties
August 23.... "Do You Remember," a
program of words and music with commentary by Wallace Ramsay. moves to

lected to do the honors for the
of Melody" show sponsored b
Milk Company.... Sidelle Herm
comer to radio, joins the grown
department

of

WLIB

as as

a new time. It was formerly heard on librarian Royer Sweet.
s
Fridays over KHJ and now it will be
*
aired Thursdays at 8:45 p.m..... The hisOfficers
of
the
U.
S. Arm
tory of medicine down through the ages

Sgt. Irving Berlin Kahn, formerly moments. Bookkeeper Helen Dils is will be dramatized in a new series titled and British Army servic
radio director of 20th Century -Fox. anxious to enter the engineering classes "Cavalcade of Medicine," beginning Sun- participate in the "Soldier

is now stationed at Air Forces Train- conducted by Chief Eng:neer Paul Braden day on KHJ, at 12:30 p.m. for 15 minutes. quiz being featured on
Ridd Laboratories, San Francisco, spon- "Answering You" show thi
ing Command's District headquarters of WING.
*
*
*
in Denver where he will supervise
sors the series for 52 weeks on KHJ. Heard from New York, ov
Herb Hollister, of NAB and affili- Rhoades and Davis placed the account. 5 p.m. and over WNYC at
radio activity in the region.

*
EWT, will .be Col. Arthur
radio stations, has moved to Boulder,
Guests to be heard on the Dr. Wal- mott, head of Selective S
Commercial manager William F. Malo Colo. where he owns a crystal -grind- ter. H. Eddy Food and Home Forum N. Y. C., 1st Lt. Jack L
of WDRC. Hartford, has returned to his ing plant engaged in war production. on WOR this week are George Zo- 2nd Lt. James L. Smith,
desk after a two-week vacation.... Sage - He is an ardent mountain -climber, ritch of' "Early to Bed" today, and fliers formerly with the R.
will ask their British co
Allen's department store begins a six- recently engaged in a hunt for a lost Grant Mills of "Janie" Friday.
*
*
*
London about their Army
month campaign over WDRC on August boy in the Rockies until he was called
22. The account totalling 234 spots was East for a special NAB meeting.
Lucille Matthews of Leoncello's Harle- questions on comparisons
handled by salesman G. Arthur Peterson.
quins. appears as guest artist Friday duties and problems.
Art Mosby, general maager of KGVO, night on Johnny Kane's "Around New
Joining the announcing staff of Missoula, Mont., in his capacity as secre- York" over WBYN.
"The Shadow" Retu
WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne, Ind this tary of the Western Montana Mine Ownweek is Bob Runyan. Runyan was ers and Operators Association, presided WCHV, Charlottesville, Va. reTo Mutual Net Si
formerly with WLOL, WTCN, WMIN at the Senatorial hearing of the Mining leased its monthly mimeograph news
and WCCO, all in Minneapolis, Minn., Division of the Small Business Committee letter, highlighting a good deal of
"The Shadow," Mutual c
and has played leading roles in dra- of the Senate which was held last week statistics related to*the station.
*
series, is scheduled to ret
matic road shows.
in Missoula.
*
*
Helen Kublin, survey analyst of the air Sunday, September 28
After writing the date no less than Blue's research department, is convalescing thirteenth consecutive yea!

ated with several Kansas and Iowa

B

by Charles
two dozen times on August 9, Bill after a tonsilectomy at the Brooklyn Eye announced
York, who handles
Adams, program director of WHEC, and Ear Hospital.... Alice Frances Payne New
is sponsored on 22
Rochester, N. Y. suddenly remem- has switched from stenographic to the Blue Series
Lions in the East by Blue C

4
1

18

5
2

19 2021 2223

25 26,27,2h 29 30

August 12
Cecil B. De Mille
Scotty Bates
John Jaeger
Evelyn Gardner

Leonard Joy
Frank Ross
Gus Van

Ruth Lowe
Arthur Sinsheimer
V. A. Weber

J!!

bered that it was his birthday. Adams traffic.... Joseph Sauer, Blue traffic, will an additional 83 affiliated a
then reversed the usual procedure by leave Friday on a two-week vacation....
advertisers.
supplying the cake for an informal Zenia Parson, also of Blue traffic, returned local
Little known fact is
studio party....Gunnar Wiig, WHEC Monday from a sojourn in the mid -West. Shadow"
is not exclusively
general manager, is in Canada on his
WGBF, WEOA, W45V, all of Evans- show. Many non -Mutual stati
farm for his vacation.
*
*
ville, Ind., released their recent edi- the show via discs concur!
network broadcasts, but
Lieut. Comm. Roger W. O'Neil, form- tion of "Listen," a four -page news- the
cities. Sixty-eight to
erly senior medical officer of the U. S. S. paper with two pages of news and same
have been carrying
Juneau, will be the guest of honor dur- half -tones supplemented by program tisers
out the summer months
ing the broadcast tonight of "It Can Be schedules of the week. The back -page prepared in advance by the
Done," KECA, Los Angeles, public service again features a full -page' of partici- that appears on the live s
pating ads.
variety show.
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Radio's Bond -Sale Totals
IBC's Mystery ETs

At Long Last
After 14 years of radio, Fred

old On 40 Stations
vincing proof that radio audilike movie fans and theatre -

find definite appeal in mystery

that are expertly dramatized
produced, is seen in the latest
report on "The Weird Circle,"
ranscribed series of world clasroduced by NBC's Radio -Reg Division. Announced to the
two months ago, this series of

alf-hour programs has already
sold for broadcasting on more
0 stations in the United States
anada.

Chicago, WGN is broadcasting

programs for

a

well known

er; in Canada, a leading tobacco
(Continued on Page 5)

Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

G -M Signs "Quiz Kid";
$2,000 Weekly At Start

Feibel. CBS organist, got to speak
over the air-but only to say goodbye. At the end of his last show
before leaving for the Army, an-

nouncer ad libbed a tribute

U. S. Treasury Reports $80,243,968 Sold
By 455 Stations In 12 -Month Period;
19% To New York State Outlets

to

Fred, and asked him to "Say goodbye to the folks." Visibly affected.
Feibel managed to stammer a few
words. So moving was his speech
that over 500 listeners wrote to

wish him good luck.

N. Y. Promotion Men
Agree On Advt. Plan

Financing Details Set
For Purchase Of Blue

Kids" sponsored by Miles
horatories is heard on the Blue
liz

Noble in his purchase of the Blue the basis of regular reports from the
Network calls for the issuance of 455 radio stations in question.

500,000 shares of common stock with
During the same period total Series
a par value of $10 in the name of his E War Bonds were $8,271,277,000.
American Broadcasting System, Inc.,
First in sales were New York radic
a Delaware corporation. Of this
(Continued on Page 5)

will be issued
stock,
New York station promotion men immediately.
Of
the
$8,000,000 purchase price,
have agreed to a plan to promote the
(Continued on Page 7)
greater New York market area by a
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps
series of paid advertisements. The ad
campaign is scheduled to start about AGVA Starts Fund Drive
Sept. 15 with individual stations pre- To Maintain Service Acts

'work 7:30 p.m., EWT Sundays.
Bay More War Bonds and Stamps

L w Winery Ad Budget
Exclusively For Radio

Two CBS News Programs
Bought By American Oil

American Oil Co. of Baltimore yesterday announced it will sponsor two
news programs over 54 CBS stations,

effective August 19 and August 22,
respectively.

Both programs have

ties.

Under

the

direction

(Continued on Page 2)

of

Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Defer FCC Investigation
Due To Garey Illness
Cox

sub -committee

hpaign will get under way in the
N York area around Sept. 1. The
it Mogul Co. is the agency.

Shore Leave
Like

the

sailor who spent his

shore leave rowing on Central Park
lake, foreign correspondent Cecil
Brown, who has girdled the globe
for CBS, spent his first vacation
Interviewing people for a book
tentatively titled "A Correspondent's Report to America." Brown

Is author of "Suez to Singapore."

(Continued on Page 2)

Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Hummert Tells Reason
For BSH Resignation
Frank

investigating

(Continued on Page 3)

Congressman Criticizes O WI;
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington - The Fulton Lewis
affair and difficulties of the overseas
branch will lead to a Congressional
Under the auspices of the Mayor's investigation of the OWI in SeptemCommittee on Unity, a series of talks ber when Congress reassembles, Rep.
and dramatic scripts will be inaugur- J. William Ditter, Pennsylvania,
ated on the air Sunday in a city-wide chairman of the National Republican
campaign to eliminate any bigotry Congressional Committee, has deand prejudice that may still persist clared. "The Office of War Informasince the Harlem riot of Sunday night, tion was placed on probation by ConAugust 1. At that time, through gress in June," the Pennsylvanian
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 3)

of

Blackett-

week tendered his resignation to take
effect Dec. 31, 1943, yesterday in
formed RADIO DAILY that there ap-

pears to be some misunderstandinf
said that there were some points hi
would like to make clear. They are.
That there has been a long existini
(Continued on Page 2)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

New Campana Musical

Set On Full CBS Networl

Campana Sales Co. has signed fo
a half-hour program on the full U. S
CBS network, starting Saturday
Sept. 4. Titled "Campana Serenade,
(Continued on Page 2)

Predicts Probe In September
Plans Fully Completed
For Mayor's Unity Series

Hummert,

Sample-Hummert agency, who las

as to his position with B -S -H and tht
Billy reason for his resignation. Hummer

signed for 52 weeks. Beginning the FCC yesterday temporarily post'he Mt. Eden Wine Co., recently been
ned, announces that its initial August 19, the client will present poned the hearings due to illness of
get for advertising will be de- Ned Calmer, CBS news reporter, and Eugene L. Garey, counsel for the

ed exclusively to radio. A spot

and the District of Columbia, in their
capacity as direct issuing agents sold

$80,243,968.59 worth of War Bonds and

Stamps during the 12 -month period of
July 1942 to July 1943, it was revealed
Financing instituted by Edward J. today by the Treasury Department on

hicago-Joel Kupperman, young - paring their own copy.
'of the "Quiz Kids" cast, has been It was agreed that all ads be de- Serving over 500 members in variled to an M -G -M movie contract voted to some selling point of the ous branches of the armed forces,
York market. The ads American Guild of Variety Artists
;ing for $2,000 per week with op - Greater New
(Continued on Page 5)
s that will go to a possible top
have launched an extensive campaign
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps
try of $5,000 weekly. Deal handled
to solicit funds to augment its activi-

)ugh Louis G. Cowan Agency.

Four hundred and fifty-five of the
nation's radio stations, in 46 states

Fan Mail
Fred Jeske, who conducts a daily

two hour a.m. 'Timekeeper' show

over WSYR, Syracuse, N. Y., came
in

for congrats recently upon re-

ceipt of following post card: "Dear
Fred: We have listened to your program for a long lime and sure like
it. We have a handsome new bull
calf. Every morning early he starts:
Baaa....until he wakes everybody

up. We named him Jeske."
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Hummert Tells Reason
For BSH Resignation

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

Although AGVA had pledged its cooperation as soon as the National Entertainment Industry Council was
formed, AGVA has on its own initiative produced and presented over 100
shows for every branch of the service,
supplementing their entertaining

able offers. He is not a member of the
firm, but Blackett who has been with
the firm 16 years owns nine per cent
of the stock. Hummert said he asked

1S

Comm and GOIR 1

Gleason, vaudeville actor and radio disagreement between Messrs. Blackscript writer, the AGVA send three ett and Sample and that the contract eo
acts every Wednesday night to enter- between them runs out next August.
KEITH KIGGINS, vice-president of th, iv.
tain members of the service attending Hummert however was free to make Network
in charge of stations, returner,'
the weekly dance art the National a new deal as of Jan. 1, 1944, with terday from
a trip to Syracuse and Roc ie,
whoever he saw fit or accept desirCommunity Center.

Sample not to break with Blackett
in view of the 16 years of association

and other circumstances, even if in

CLEMENT FULLER and MICHAEL BARIO
news correspondents for BBC,
pS
Quebec to cover the special conference belpn
Prime Minister Churchill and President Roe flt,i
special

,

JOSEPH C. BURWELL, president and rd.,
manager of WMBS, Columbia affiliate in Is.r
town, Pa., is in New York. He called Ige i
day at network headquarters.

outside of Greater New York, one year, $10; activities with technical aid in the minor capacity. Thus the dispute, lies
foreign, year, $15. Subscriber should remit
LESLIE W. JOY, KYW general manage*
with order. Address all communications to construction of stages, furnishing really between Sample and Blackett turns to his desk Monday after a two-week ly,
and in no way really affected Hum- tion spent at his farm in Chester Springsiis
RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, drapes, stage lighting, etc. gratis.
Y.
7-6338.

N.

Phone

Chicago,

7-6336, 7.6337,
Recently Frieda Hempel, Metropo- mert.
Ill.-Frank Burke, Suite litan
Opera singer, joined the Amer- As to

Wlsconsin

1800-A, Merchandise Mart, Phone Delaware
4950. Hollwood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425
Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5,
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
under the act of March 3, 1879.

FINANCIAL
(Thursday, Aug.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Net
High

Am. Tel. Cr Tel.....154

Low

Chg.

Close

1535/8 153% - 1/4

CBS A
Crosley Corp.
Gen. Electric

21%

215/8

Philco
RCA Common
RCA First Pfd,
Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse

223/4

221/2

70

697/8

113/4
921/2

11%

Zenith Radio

32

19% 19%
36% 36
97/8

9%

917/8
313/4

1/4

113/4 - 1/e

92% -

313/4 - 1%

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE

Nat. Union

Radio

31/8

3%

31/8

OVER THE COUNTER

8%

Asked
9

S t ro m b e rg-Carlson

101/8

111/8

WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR (Detroit)

20

23

Bid

Farnsworth Tel. & Rad.

27% 29%

As Magazine Editor

Walter E. Schneider, associate editor of "Editor & Publisher," has been

appointed magazine editor of NBC
effective Sept. 1 and will work out of
the press department. Schneider has

Sample-Blackett

matter.

His

to make a deal with either of these
partners prior to expiration of his
pact to take effect after Jan. 1. He

did not want to make a new deal with
Sample until he would agree to take
The American Oil Co. made its care of Blackett, however. The Hum-

products and services.

(Continued from Page I)

Sopranos To Guest On WOR

Two of the more prominent of the
feature the well-known screen and younger sopranos in the classical and
radio singer, Dick Powell, and an semi -classical field will appear as
orchestra. For Campana cosmetics, guests on WOR this Sunday. Margaret
it will be heard Saturday afternoons Daum will be interviewed by Walter
from 1-1:25 EWT, originating at KNX, Preston on his "Show Shop" program
CBS' outlet in Los Angeles.
at 2:00 p.m., while Annamary Dickey
Campana first advertised on the will be heard on "Music for an Hour,"
which is broadcast from 9:00-10 p.m.
Miss Dickey, who will be heard again
on Aug. 22, achieved her membership
with the Metropolitan Opera Company
by having been a winner in the "Metropolitan Auditions of the Air."

300,000 Polish Listeners in Buffalo

WORL
BOSTON

MASS.

vicinity can

be

GEORGE H. ROEDER, general managep
WOBM, Baltimore, and JERRY MARES, oe.
station staff, were visitors yesterday ale

headquarters of the Blue Network.

JAMES T. MILNE, manager of

Haven, Conn.,

is on

a

New York.

WELT, I,

short business tn,.

DALE ROBERTSON, station manager of W,

Scranton, has returned to his Pennsylvania

I

American Home Products.

the program will .be musical, and will

and

"Hour of Charm" program.

organization will continue to produce

centrate on feature news stories.

THIS LITTLE BUDGET
WENT TO

Ylis

quarters after having spent a few days in
York on station and network business.

the programs of Sterling Drug and

Charles Pekor, who has been Chicago.
handling magazines for NBC will con-

GRACE SNIFFIN, secretary to Mark

BOB HOARD, comedian of "Early to
and WHN's "Gloom Dodgers," has returned In
Philadelphia, where he sought material WI
newly -formed Negro Theater Group.

year. At that time, he stated, his

been with E. & P. for six and onehalf years, was news editor for two Columbia network in September,
years of that time. Before joining 1932. The client's last CBS program
E. & P. he was with the Philadelphia went off the network last year.
"Ledger" as feature and assistant city Agency handling the account is
Wallace-Ferry-Hanly Company Of
editor.

managepr

merts are doing their scripts etc. at
their home in Connecticut. As previously announced in these columns,
the couple plan to operate their own
production firm after the first of the

New Campana Musical
Set On Full CBS Netwol

Schneider Joining NBC

station

DAVE STANLEY, publicist of Dave Gree
sociates, is back from Cornell, N. Y., whe
arranged special promotion for Phil Spit

agreement also is that he is at liberty

Katz Co., Baltimore.

CARPENTER,

for the home offices.

possible for B -S -H until he parts comthe

debut on the Columbia network in
September, 1932, and its last program
on CBS was in May, 1942. Agency
handling the account is The Joseph

DAVID

WKNE, Keene, N. H., expects to leave tin

president of the Blue Network, leaves hlf;
on a vacation of two weeks.

pany and will endeavor to arbitrate

t/4

JOHN E. SURRICK, sales manager of k
Philadelphia, was here yesterday for a ry
with the New York representatives of th,e3
lion.

Will Continue Arbitration

In the meantime Hummers stated
he would continue to do the best job

military analyst, every Thursday
from 6-6:15 p.m., EWT.
On Sundays, starting August 22, the
Oil Company will sponsor Edward R.

Murrow, chief of Columbia's Euro193/4 - 1/4 pean news staff, from London, 1:30361 - 3/8 1:45 p.m., EWT. Both programs will
221/2
be heard in behalf of Amoco -Gas,
93/4 - 1/4 American Gas, and other company
70
i21% +

Hummert

acted as the complete
Two CBS News Programs organization
production unit for the daytime
written by Hummert and his
Bought By American Oil serials
wife, Anne.
Major George Fielding Eliot, noted

i

Features,

president was Jim Sauter and the

(Continued from Page 1)

12)

Air

ican Guild of Variety Artists to bol- pointed out that it is owned neither
by B -S -H nor himself and that its
ster its entertaining division.

reached through

nom Va4ie,
Over Station WHLD-1000 Watts.

their favorite Polish Radio program:

P40
For complete details write to

ROOF TOPS:
-in wholesale lots
A Baltimore roofing
concern increased WITH

time from 15 minutes t
an hour.
Why?
116 inquiries from one
program might have had
something to do with it!

W1-4t

.

1

:

HI

If

POLISH BROADCASTING BUREAU

IN BALTIMORE

754 Fillmore Ave., Buffalo, N. Y. - In New York: 19 W. 44th St., VA. 6-5080

REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-REED

(

1
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tiicizes OWI Work;
Ids Congress Probe
(Continued from Page

1)

f,.It has violated that probation.
d the circumstances a thorough
into

lb

its activities

becomes

*

3

SYD1EY MOSELEY sent 2,000 people into a
sponsor's stores every week for 26 weeks!

e ºry.

Eter Davis, Robert Sherwood and

e; at the helm in the New Deal's
ip anda office will have no dif-

Qt in recalling that there was
in sentiment in Congress for the
dim of the Domestic Branch of
R id curtailment of actions of the
iras Branch. It was only upon
Ed assurances to strictly adhere

It/ purposes for which it was
it that the nation's lawmakers
ee to grant funds for the conteroperation of certain of OWI's

* UTllE1 SYOXEY MOSELEY

told his listeners
he'd take an air -vacation to write a book, 10,000
letters poured in begging him to change his mind!

nc is.
4I[,

in spite of its assurances,
ating the radio industry in
g the American public with
d propaganda based upon the
anniversary of the Atlantic
Saturday. In effect, it tells
ations and networks to broadit the Atlantic Charter frees
Mr. Davis' organization again

Unusual? Not for Moseley. This outstanding commentator's air career is spiked

with facts proving that he can make people listen loyally, act promptly, and
buy what he tells them to buy.

,

Id from fear and want. Such
rpretation is sheer nonsense.
I have the radio listeners told
Atlantic Charter has been
by all of the United Nations.
uuld be a plain misstatement
It seeks to intimidate the
iters by asking that the
of time devoted to Atlantic
propaganda be made known
in a special report. Obviously
sp to its old tricks.

Hits Broadcast Re Italy
ter instance occurred about

tks ago when an overseas

t from the Office of War Inn embarrassed the State De and brought a repudiation
President of the material
t. It is conceivable that that

What does a Moseley sponsor think? Read this excerpt from a letter: "We
have sponsored numerous programs in the past - some to our sorrow. But I
can say that Moseley has given us a new perspective on the value of radio
advertising!"
SYDNEY MOSELEY is now available on WOR, in New York. His program, "Head-

lines of Tomorrow", 1:00-1:15 P.M., weekdays, is soaring toward top popularity.
SYDNEY MOSELEY is now geared to do a great selling job for an advertiser,
or

his agency, at a remarkably low price.

Write, wire, or phone WOR, 1440 Broadway, New York 18-PE 6-8600
- attention of NORMAN LIVINGSTON, for a complete, easy -to -read presentation giving
all facts, including price.

broadcast delayed the
ion of the Italian government
reby added to American

ess, I am convinced, will not
to tolerate such activities on
if the Office of War Informa that office is to be main must remove all semblance

al partisanship; it must rid
such stupidity as made the
oadcast possible."

' CC Investigation

e To Garey Illness
Continued from Page 1)

Note-MUTUAL STATIONS!
SYDNEY MOSELEY is available on

Mutual stations from coast -to coast for local sale. Amazing op-

Elect Committee. Hearings
cted to be resumed this

in the Federal Court build -

portunity to sell this great personality in your market. Write

w York.

WOR, 1440 Broadway, N. Y. 18,

Dr Jacobs On WOV

for cost and sales ammunition regarding this remarkable, moneymaking offer!

s clothing shop, will sponJacob, WOV news analyst,
een week period beginning
12. Barney's sponsorship
ob's news broadcasts three
week, Monday, Wednesday
Y at 7 p.m. Jacobs, however,

In WOV five days weekly,
through Fridays.

attention of NORMAN LIVINGSTON,

Write now, today.
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Chicago 1

Los Angeles

By FRANK BURKE

By RALPH WILY

EVERETT MITCHELL, N

IN SPITE of tempting offers from

tral Division director of

three other record companies, the
Merry Macs have renewed their con-

tract with Jack Kapp, president of
Decca Records, for five more years,
according to an announcement by

their manager, Harry Norwood. New
deal is effective August 15.

"Take me out to the ball game" is
the un -sung theme song of Harry
James and his CBS Music Makers,
who are busy with practice sessions
for coming baseball debut on the
Coast. Diamond fans all, the boys
have scheduled a series of games with

rival bands during their stay in Hollywood.

At a luncheon launching a camfacilities for servicemen who visit
paign to raise $350,000 for sleeping

California cities on week-ends, President Y. Frank Freeman of the Association of M. P. Producers, gave credit

to Bing Crosby and Bob Hope for
originating the idea for taking care
of the men of the armed forces.
George Riley, comedy star of the
Gilmore Furlough Fun Show over
KFI Friday nights, has received a
letter from General John Marston
thanking him for entertaining the
Marines stationed at Camp Elliott,
Calif.

Dinah Shore is not going to marry
Bill Goodwin. This is for the benefit

who
excited
two
called NBC Hollywood studios about
it after the "Paul Whiteman Pre-

sents" broadcast featuring Burns &
Allen. When Gracie Allen reported
Dinah's engagement to Bill she was
only kidding. Besides, Bill's already
married.

Lou Costello is proudly displaying

the genuine sheik's ring which the

late screen idol, Rudolph Valentipo,
purchased in Morocco and wore in
the picture, "Son of the Sheik." Cos-

tello is the proud possessor of the

ring by virtue of the fact that he
purchased the largest denomination
war bond on the Blue Network's

"Melodies for Uncle Sam" broadcast.
The purchase of a $10,000 bond was

made at the Cocoanut Grove where

Freddy Martin regularly
holds forth.
Ruth Terry, singing star of Republic Pictures, will join "Bob Crosby &
Co., as guest singer, Sunday, August
15, in her initial coast -to -coast network appearance, NBC network. Although a brandnewcomer to the national airwaves, "Bob Crosby & Co.,
have already established themselves

Reporter At Large ...

Cecil Underwood. producer of the "Fibber McGee & Molly"
the
and the "Great Gildersleeve," NBComedies, is in town for a week
latter returns to the ether August 29 and the "McGees" will end their
When the August 28 issue of Liberty
vacation first week in September
Mag hits the news-stands, several million fans will see a two -page pictorial
spread telling of Kate Smith's Morale -building work for Uncle Sam's Nephews
Jackson Beck's fine work as narrator on the CBSaturday series, "Mon

Behind the Gun," has earned him a similar job in the Coast Guard motion
"Inner Sanctum," sponsored
picture. "Task Force," soon to be released
by Carter's Pills over the Blue Network, Sundays, will be replaced by a
musical show, "Keepsakes," featuring Dorothy Kirsten and Mack Harrell,
CBSongsters, Jeri Sullavan and Jack Smith
beginning September 5
the program will
will start a new series of half-hour songfests Monday
be heard from 6:15 to 6:45 p.m.. Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays

laughs, music and fun.

c%/7tré
Cl1VZ-G7/: I,QII

TINY uiLL

Usrsemeo<///EG6P/Cit UROS %UJ7e COiP/'
.o.,if,,....,,..i
ce.. y..
.

conducted by NBC.
Sergeant Nina Talbott
WACS, a bugler from Brookl

will sound off on the Blue

"Breakfast Club" on Saturda
21, at 8 a.m., CWT.

Ed Borroff and Joe Harte
off to Minneapo
business trip.

the Blue

Ensign Dave Garroway, for
announcer, visited Chicago

yesterday en route to San Fr
for assignment.
Niles Trammell, president o

expected in Chicago this we'

en route back to New Yorl

Six years ago, the Ink Spots make a decca recording of a song titled

Hollywood.

Moe Gale just received word from Reg Connelly
"Whispering Grass"
in London, that due to the record this song is now Number One on Great
Praise Agent Lee Meyers is back along Kilocycle
Britain's Hit Parade
Rocky Clark,
Row, having received a medical discharge from the Army

two -a -week 15 -minute progra

An order for one three-a-wi
minute program and another

two renewal contracts headi
business announced this we

radio editor of the Bridegport "Post" who is probably the only r.e. who
doubles as a disk jockey, will mark his first anniversary as such with

WMAQ. The Atlantic Brewit

station WNAB. on Tuesday, August 17.

the vagabonds, Negro song and

Radcliffe Hall, NBC newscaster, has been identified with
the former French luxury liner, "Normandie," five times in the past
as an actor, ten years ago, Hall worked in the motion
decade

days, Wednesdays and Fridays
same time. Contract is for 13

picture "Sweet Surrender," in a scene in which the ship was used
as background... ..he made a special broadcast when the Normandie
broke the East-West Atlantic crossing record, later gave a vivid
at -the -scene description of the fire last February 10 and early this
week he broadcast an interview with the men whose work is responsible for the salvaging of the much -needed U. S. S. Lafayette
Axel Gruenberg has been assigned to direct the Gertrude
Lawrence variety show .f or Revlon which starts over the Blue

Anne Nichols and Rip Van Ronkel, co -writers of
the NBComedy "Abie's Irish Rose," have arrived in Gotham from a
first thing they must do is find another
Californian vacation
"Solomon Levy" to replace Charlie Cantor, who is now on the Coast
Chick Vincent, one of the better young directors,
to do a picture
has sold 65 one -minute gag spot announcements to Kent -Johnson
Bea Wain booked into the Capitol in October.
for Pepsi -Cola

September 30

Maestro

as a "must" for dialers. It's full of

ture and conductor of the
"Town and Farm" program,
Elkhart, Ind. and Darlingt
next week to present press
ers to women winners in

Two weeks ago, Producer John Golden, happened to tune in to
a broadcast of "The Falcon." and was so pleased by the performance of
Alfred Shirley (who was doing a cockney role), that he plans to use Shirley
The format of the "Everything Goes"
in a forthcoming Broadway legit
Arthur Henley will write the script
show. over NBC has been changed
for the Monday -Wednesday -Friday airings and Jerry Adelman will script the
As a closing gag on the "National Barn Dance"
other three daytimers
program, heard July 24, Pat Buttram, NBCorn Clown said, "T hear Mussolini
less
too much overhead"
is getting ready to go out of business
The keyboard
than 24 hours later Ill Duce actually went out of business
team of Morley & Gearhart. (Mr. and Mrs. Gearhart) have been signed by

Fred Waring and will make their debut on his "Victory Tunes" progam.
Harold Stein, Blue Net and MBS photographer, who has
Tuesday
photographed practically every star in Radio, has been signed to "shoot
celebrities" for the next year at Josephsoá s Cafe Society (Uptown and
Walter Gretna of the "Crime Doctor" cast, has been signed
for the leading male role in Elmer Rice's "A New Life."

Downtown)

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

through August 9, from 10:30 t

p.m., CWT., the program, fe

mental quartet, will be heart
Weiler Foods, Inc., has order
11:45 to 12:00 noon period on'
on Tuesdays and Thursdays beg
Sept. 7. Contract is for 52 we(
program has not been announct
of the renewal orders came fr.
Manhattan Soap Co. throug
Franklin Bruck Agency for itt
Programs on Tuesdays, Tht
and Saturdays from 12:30 to 12:

program present Don Elder w.

sociated Press news roundup
tract for 52 weeks is effectiv
tember 7. The Kitchen Art..
Inc., through Earl Ludvin
newed Happy Jack Turner,.
Sept. 6. Announcement bus,
eluded an order from the Lar
sion of the General Elea.
through BBD&O, New York
live time signal announcemd
ing a 52 -week period b,
August 16.

Bob Cole, popular in rad'
as a music publisher, is ba
New York with a new assi
Chicago manager of

Jewell

Samish "M of T'

Adrian Samish, producing

"March of Time," will also
casting and directing in tht
This will be in addition to h'
producing duties.

WANTED TO

Btu

for 1000 watt transmitte
equipment necessary for installati<
Cash

watt station. Will buy complete
any individual pieces of equipmei
to Box 733, Radio Daily, 1501 Broal
York, N. Y.

k, August 13, 1943

Ns Mystery ETs

5ld On 40 Stations

al

f

(Continued from Page 1)

11EÚ! PROGRAMS
Mutual's "Trick" Map

"A New Yorker's Idea of a Radio
Network" is the title of Mutual's latest promotion. Similar to the recently
popular map of a New Yorker's idea
of America, the map is cleverly illusEA, Manchester, N. H., the trated and annotated. ''A New Yorkis a clothier; beverages will er's Idea of a Network" shows the
ioted by the plays broadcast city itself occupying almost half of
:turer has placed "The Weird
on 34 Dominion stations, and
: additional American cities,
Jive broadcasters have found
insors for the dramatic shows.

.W, Lawrence, Mass., WBML, the map of the U. S., with a large
1a., and WAKR, Akron, Ohio; transmitter giving off radio signals,

Charleston, W. Va., sold the coming out of its center. Chicago and
paint firm, and WSIX, Nash- Hollywood are the other points of

snn
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convinced a furniture importance on the map, also with

IDEAS

Treasury Gives Total
Of Station Bond Sales

Black Market"
(Continued from Page 1)
WLW, Cincinnati, is presenting a stations, with a total of $15,536,256.86;
new series of programs, "Black Mar- second, Pennsylvania stations, with
ket," in cooperation with the Office $9,368,677.85; thrid, Ohio stations,
of Price Administration. The series with $7,288,672.45; fourth, Missouri, stais based upon the home front pledge tions, with $5,262,010.00; fifth, Califorof (1) Pay no more than top legal nia stations, with $4,774,415.55; sixth,
prices and (2) Accept no rationed Iowa stations, with $4,671,522.00.
goods without giving up ration stamps. In two states, no direct War Bond
The series was begun to acquaint the sales were reported by radio stations.
public to work in full partnership in
stamping out the black markets and N. Y. Promotion Men
prevent price increases as a means
of aid the war effort.
Agree On Advt. Plan

iat "The Weird Circle," would transmitters. No mention of Mutual
Dr. H. A. Baker, district price
ductive program for his mer- is made on the map, which is brown officer; Charles Vance, district raprint on beige paper-suitable for

When word of the forth -

programs reached KGU, Hono-

station hastened to sign a
for the 26 thrillers for an

i sponsor.

Iles of mystery, fantasy and
selected for the 26 -presenta -

"The Weird Circle," include

5 produced and ready for

n:
1the House of Usher," by

en Poe; "Declared Insane,"
' ore de Balzac's "Interdic-

he Knightsbridge Mystery,"
Reade; "A Terribly
Bed," by Willkie Colylins;

irles

re of Arthur Gordon Pym,"

"Vendetta," by Balzac; "The
ad the Brain," by E. George
:,ytton; "A Passion in the
by Guy de Maupassant and
Was

It?"

by

Fitz -James

authors whose works are be)ted for the series include
Hawthorne, Alexander
arles Dickens, Washington
id Leo Tolstoi,
motional aids for the use of
Who contract for the series,
prepared an extensive array
WI. Photographs and mats of
Of each production, publicity
or newspapers, spotlight ad tints for radio pages, window
and counter display cards,
ltdbook of publicity and pro tea are included in the mertg kit.
reird Circle" is available for
spot use by advertisers hayed distribution or by national
4's who are searching for an
g
program series for
1

eas.

Wedding Bells

Kurenko Set On CBS

,the ceremony and reception.
!other Harry Gilman is direcldio for Erwin, Wasey & Co.
office.

completed plans with CBS for the

booking of Madame Maria Kurenko,
Russian soprano. Madame Kurenko,
who was engaged by the network for
three appearances with Howard Bar low's orchestra for a weekly Sunday

night spot, has been signed for an
indefinite run on CBS with her own
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

AVAILABLE NOW -CALL

FRANK McGRANN
IN SECURING BUREAU, INC.

DISON AVE.. N. Y., MU. 2-6494

perience. Applicants must write two serial
air.

NEW

YORK

Salary about $100.00 per week.

Please write full details.

al

EFFECTIVE PROGRAM
LARGEST MARCH'
TO AMERICA'S

.uu.

5000 WATTS

Capable writer who has had network ex-

programs a week, which are now on the

WBNXINTTMA D
WITH THE MOST

'RODUCERS b WRITERS

WANTED

Austin Wilder, concert manager, has

lilman, radio actress, was program.
in Chicago yesterday to Dr.

tlmerman. Many radio folk

(( ontioocd from Page 1)

officer, and Joseph Ries, dis- will use the usual amount of space
framing-and accompanying it is a tioning
information officer, are cooperat- carried in other ads and will continue
note from Miller McClintock, MBS trict
to run throughout the Fall season.
president, stating that copies have ing in the series to give listeners a
Promotion men agreed that adverunderstanding of such topics tisers
been in demand for wall decorations. better
have been in the habit of under "top legal prices;" how these prices
Printed story, which is clipped to as
in the New York market. It
arrived at and how the con- spending
the map, points out that "Most New are
was pointed out that advertisers are
Yorkers will be surprised to learn sumer benefits.
willing to spend money on network
that this is not an entirely accurate The program will also serve as a campaigns and leave the key cities
picture of a radio network." It ex- means of distributing the pledge forms out of their over-all picture. In this
plains in ingenuous language just and window stickers provided by the particular case it was felt that there
what a network does consist of, and OPA. The audience is also urged to was a need to supplement network
in their questions on price con- buying with additional spending in
clears up a New Yorker's idea that send
WOR is all there is to Mutual, by trol, according to Katherine Fox, the New York area.
telling how many outlets across the WLW public service director and co- The plan, as adopted by the promocountry are affiliated with the web. ordinator of activities, who is in tion men, calls for each station to
For the reader's information, a small charge of the "Black Market" broad- devote part of their advertising space
outline network map is included to casts.
to selling the New York area.
show what Mutual really looks like.
Attending the meeting were repreAll -Cowboy ET Show
sentatives of WEAF, WABC, WJZ.
Familiar
tunes
played
by
favorite
WOR, WOV, WHN and WQXR.
Classic Tributes
western outfits will be featured on
WLIB, Brooklyn, is producing a KGO's, San Francisco, new record
series of special classical music pro- program "Melody Roundup," spon- Clark Gable Highlighted
grams paying tribute to famous con- sored by Sunday Vitamins, Monday On W2XWV Tele Schedule
ductors and composers. Recently an through Saturday for 15 minutes at
all -Alexander Glazanouw program 7:15 a.m. Oldtime songs, mountain
Televising of the film "Wings Up,"
was presented commemorating the songs and cowboy ballads will be featuring
Capt. Clark Gable, is listed
78th anniversary of the famous Rus- presented on recordings made by for W2XWV
Sunday at 8:50 p.m.
sian composer's birth.
Gene Autry, Texas Jim Robertson,
schedule of the station is as
Jules Massenet, the noted French Slim Duncan and his Texas Torna- Evening
follows: 8:30-Claire Kennedy in "A
composer so well-known to lovers of does, the Jimmy Wakely trio, Bud Letter
from Home"; 8:40-Dennis
the opera, will be honored on the Billin's quintette and Bud Birming- James "Sports
Parade"; 8:50-Film:
31st year of his death. Paul Gould, ham and his Buckaroos amongst "Wings Up" with
program director of WLIB, is origina- others. Tony Morse has been selected 9:10-Sam Cuff: Capt. Clark Gable;
Face of the
tor and producer of the series. It is to be the announcer of the "Melody War"; 9: 20-"What"The
Do You Know"
being written by Jean Bullowa.
Roundup."
quiz with Charlie Taylor.
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WHN, New York: Times Square
Motors, through Oscar Kronenberg,
Brooklyn, N. Y., anns. for 13 weeks;
Bridge Apparel Company, through
Klinger Advertising Corp., 21 weeks
of participation

in Dick Gilbert's
night program; S. A. Schonbrun Company, (Savarin Coffee), through Ruth-

rauff & Ryan, Inc., four weeks of
anns.; Empire Gold Buying Service,

through Harry Oppenheimer, N. Y. C.,

10 weeks of anns.; Simon Ackerman
Clothes, Inc., through A. B. Landau,
Inc., anns. for 13 weeks; Radio
Corporation of America and Subsidiary Company, through Ruthrauff &
Ryan, Inc., anns. for 52 weeks.
WCBI, Columbus, Miss.: B. F. Good-

rich Silvertown Store, anns. as ordered, direct; Kansas Milling Com-

pany, sponsoring of local quartet
once weekly (15 minutes) for 26
weeks, direct; Hiawatha Gin Company,

election returns, direct; Swoope Insurance Company, 365 anns., direct.

NBC Appoints Thompson

Guest Relations Head
Theodore M. Thompson, executive

assistant manager of NBC's Guest

Relations Department, has been promoted to manager to replace Paul Rittenhouse who leaves Friday, August

13 to enter the armed forces.
Rittenhouse joined NBC in 1934
in the department which he has been
directing and has been credited with
many of the innovations in training
that led to the formation of the uniformed corps of pages and pagettes.
Thompson came to NBC as a page,
soon after his graduation in 1934 from
Dartmouth College.
After seven
years in the Guest Relations and

program departments he resigned in

join the personnel department of E. I. duPont de Nemours
Co. Early this year he returned to
NBC as executive assistant to Rit1941

WORDS AND MUSIC

With the Col

By HERMAN PINCUS

CAPT. BRICE DISQUE, JR
er assistant manager of th

AFEW weeks ago, in fact we might be a bit more specific and write ten
weeks ago, Old Sol started acting up as he generally does when that
"what is so rare as a day in-" Month rolls around and programs, singers,
emcees, announcers, actors, sound men, execs. and hundreds of others, actively or even remotely connected with Radio, began taking their vacations
and that is as it should be (ask any employee)
but we've run
across an item, which for sheer novelty, rates this mention
When the
NBC Symphony Hour, currently conducted by Dr. Frank Black, switched from
sustaining to commercial, sponsored by General Motors, the announcer, who
could have taken a vacation, chose not to
When the Heinz Co. decided
to give the Clifton Fadiman "Information Please" experts, a chance to store

up "additional knowledge" during the sultry months and summer-replaced
that program with "Vacºtion Serenade," the same announcer was retained
who continued to suggest to listeners, the merits of the '57 varieties'
when the editor of the "jargons journal" decided to take a well-earned rest
for a few weeks and Fulton Oursler, Lomita Parsons and Robert St. john
each pinch-hit for Winchell, we again heard the soothing tones of the original announcer (still the same fellow)
now if we consider that in addition to the above, the perennial, prolific and productive air salesman sells
rubber tires on the "Salute To Youth" program and soap on "Mr. and Mrs.
North" whodunits for Woodbury's, we must admit that this item, which might
well be titled "from soap to nuts (and bolts)" and that one.'s imagination,
most certainly should not be taxed, were we to write "30" to this tale, but
not until we had added, "Little (Ben Grauer) Man, you've had a busy dayall summer

Lucille Manners, star of the Friday Night NBConcert program;
owns a little home in Short Hills, N. J. and often uses her bicycle
when she goes to the village to change little blue and red stamps
for the vitamins, calories, proteins, carbohydrates and such.... one
day last week, the vocaluminary was approached by one of the
children in the neighborhood who offered to do her shopping in
exchange for four tickets to her broadcast.... Miss Manners, instead,

insisted that she'd pay the child a quarter for each errand but the
commercially -minded youngster answered, "Naw, I'd rather have
four tickets to your program....you see, I can get fifty cents a piece
for them."

Sport Sponsors On WBBM
Chicago-Ten-week series of broad-

casts, to be sponsored by the Consolidated Royal Chemical of Chicago, has been announced by WBBM.

Series, which begins September 25,

has been bought for the products
Krank's Shave Cream and Zymole
Trokeys.

Games will include Notre Dame
and a number of Big Ten teams, with
WBBM sportscaster, John Harrington, announcing. Account was placed
by Arthur Myerhoff & Company, Chicago.

"Pepper Young's" 2000th

Friday, September 10. will mark the

200th consecutive script of "Pepper
Young's Family," personally written
by Elaine Carrington for Procter &
Gamble over NBC. Mrs. Carrington's
other series, "When A Girl Marries,"
will, on September 10, mark its 500th

RADIOLOGY: CBSyncopator Walter Gross will get the customary three

weeks "Army Leave" starting August 20
For the past two weeks
Comedienne Hope Emerson has appeared on two different shows daily
which gave the star's "number 18's" a terrific work-out
When Sammy
Kaye concludes his Atlantic City Steel Pier engagement Sunday, the aggregation will play a theater tour which will take him to RKO Boston Theater
in Beantown Aug. 19, thence to the Adams in Newark, week starting Aug.
26 followed by a stand at the Capitol Theatre in Washington, D. C.
He'll broadcast his Blue Net and CBShows from those towns
Max Meth,
comedy conductor, has a brand new radio idea titled, "Broadway Theater
of the Air" for which he has already lined up, to appear as guest producers.
Max Gordon, Vinton Freedley, George Abbott, Dwight Wiman and Brock
Pemberton
format of the program calls for each of these producers to
produce a stream -lined radio version of their biggest successes
first of
the series will be "Anything Goes." which Edith Meiser has already adapted
for the ether
Jimmy Blair, the "Basin Street" lark, recently entertained
a few friends at a Broadway hide -away restaurant
when the waiter
brought the bill, Jimmy protested, saying that the total should read $13 instead of $14
"1 know that," acknowledged the member of the soup
dipped thumb fraternity, "but 1 thought that you might be superstitious"
-

Five -year -old Bobby Hookey. heard Sundays on two networks. CBS and MBS,
has been profiled in two fan mags this month, Tune -In and Radio Mirror
Meyer Davis tells the one about the young lady who had water on the knee.
whose doctor told her to wear pumps

consecutive script over NBC sponsored by General Foods.

been promoted to the rank of
according to word received
abroad.

CARL NELSON, announce
WTMJ-W55M, Milwaukee, Wit

reported to the Army Air Co
training on August 2.

-vvV-

HERBERT M. ORRELL, of

advertising and promotion
ment, was inducted into th
on August 5.

-wv-

FRED FEIBEL, CBS or
the past 14 years left Mond
duction in the Army.

-VVV-

KATHRYN JAMES and
A. ADAMS, the former sec
J. A. McDonald, NBC Chic
advisor, and the latter WM
cago, transcription clerk, have
the WAVES and will report
Hunter College, New York.

Radio Notables Pres
At Funeral For G
Montreal-Hundreds of ra
were amongst the large gath

mourners at the funeral se
Dominion -Douglas United
held for E. C. Grimley.
of RCA Victor Co., Ltd.,

accidentally drowned in La
phemagog August 3. Interm
place yesterday from Grobl
eral Home, Moorestown.
Representing the RCA Viet

pany, Ltd., were Judge L.
ris, A. H. Elder, K. C., Dr.
man, J. L. McMurray, F.

cliffe, E. L. Gardiner, A. Lib
White, A. Usher, H. E. Walk

to

tenhouse.

script division, now with a
Carrier Command in Eurol

Be A Rational National

Oxley, E. A. Lapori, D. Mc
J. Donovan, H. Marpole, M.

C. Dynes, R. Irany, F. X.

G. Bremand, R. Gordon, A.

Miss M. Portgal, J. M. Bria
Conroy, J. O. Mitchell, J. F
A. Bayard, A. H. Joseph, H.
and C. E. MoNiece
Representing the Radio
turers Association were:
Young,

president; R. M.

vice-president, and W. Ric
executive secretary, while
adian 'Broadcasting Corpora
represented by J. A. Ouimet
G. Richardson.
Among those representing
ufacturers of radio parts in

were: R. Rendall, Radio Co
Company; W. H. Fuemeau
vox, Canada, Ltd.; Emil Loo
adian Westinghouse Compa

J. C. MacFarlane, Canadian
Electric Company.

Arthur L. Brown represen
Wartime Prices and Trade
The Northern Electric Comp
represented by M. K. Pipe,
Harkness and A. B. Hunt.
Among the many others pr
the memorial service were A.
man, president of the Canadi

coni Company, Montreal.
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LIZA MORROW, on "Nellie Revell

Sickles, station manager of Presents,"
M1 Pittsburgh, Pa., is conduct- 10:30 a.m.). tomorrow
s nt broadcast today from the
)Pittsburgh's City Hall. Spe-

7

AGENCIES

EDWARD CORSI, New York State

(WEAF-NBC, Industrial Commissioner and chair-

LOUIS GROSSMAN, formerly of J.
man of the Enemy Alien Hearing Walter
Thompson, has been named
Board of the U. S. Department of art director
of Al Paul Lefton Com-

HOPE EMERSON, on "Words at Justice; DR. HOUSTON PETERSON,
ipf exhibit of ordnance mate - War," tomorrow (WEAF-NBC, 8:30 Head of the department of philosophy
Steel for Victory drive, pre- p.m.) .
at Rutgers University, and DR. L.
the Industrial Incentive
WENDELL FIFFIELD, pastor of Ply)1 of the U. S. Navy for the MARIE DEPPIN, member of the mouth Church in New York, on A. L.
day being Friday the thin - SPARS, and DR. VINCENT J. Alexander's "Mediation Board," Sunsickles plans to make the GRIPPO, hypnotist and manager of day (WOR-Mutual, 8 p.m.).
grogram differ from those be- Mello Bettina of Beacon, on the
3nted by two other Pittsburgh "Hobby Lobby" program, tomorrow MARY MARTIN, on "That They
Might Live," Sunday (WEAF-NBC,
s y quizzing returned combat (WABC-CBS, 8:30 p.m.).
12:30 p.m.).
n about Navy superstitions.
is being conducted under ALBERT SPALDING, on
the
I. Q. HURDLE, president of Texas
trous ladder, with the assist - "Chamber Music Society of Lower
United Ch istian Missionary Convenf t least one black cat if not Basin Street," Sunday
(WJZ-Blue
oken mirrors.
tion, on "Wings Over Jordan," SunNetwork, 9:15 p.m.).
day WABC-CBS, 10:30 a.m.).

nt is to help publicize the

pany, Philadelphia.

FRITZI BLOCKI, formerly of Ken-

yon & Eckhardt, Inc., has joined the
radio writing -and -directing staff of J.
Walter Thompson Co.

BETTY BUFFE, formerly with
Maxon, Inc., and the Blue Network,
has joined the copy staff of William
H. Weintraub & Co. Inc.
OGILVIE SISTERS, producers

of
hair tonics and beatuy aids, have

named Abbott Kimball Company to
place their advertising.
ID ilar Player" Contest
PHILIP BROUGHTON, director of FRANK SINATRA, on "We, the
lI t Popular Player" contest information for the WMC, on "This Is People," Sunday (WABC-CBS,
GREENFIELD-LIPPMAN ADVER7:30 TISING,
tly being conducted on Official," Sunday (WJZ-Blue Net- p.m.) .
new firm, consist of the
lkland, California, to deter - work, 1 p.m.).
former Greenfield Advertising Agenlocal fans consider their
HARRY WARREN, songwriter, on cy and Albert Lippman, new partner.
seball player on the Oak- RUTH TERRY, with "Bob Crosby Tom Reddy's "Fitch Summer Band-

s
r

Hal Parkes, KROW sports Company," Sunday (WEAF-NBC,
1 mikes the games, invites and
10:30 p.m.).
1 vote by mail. Winner will
pient of a Swiss watch.
NEWELL D. LINDNER, Episcopalian chaplain of the U. S. Naval Training School on Columbia's "Church of
ully Completed

:ayor's Unity Series

the Air," Sunday (WABC-CBS,
a.m.) .

wagon," Sunday (WEAF-NBC, 7:30
p.m.) .

COMPTON ADVERTISING, INC.,

is working on several radio ideas for
the Allis Chalmers Co., manufacturers
SGT: WALLACE IRWIN, giving an of farm equipment. When
the
eye -witness account of Allied landings have jelled and problems settledideas
the
in Sicily, on "Stars and Stripes in program will
originate from MilBritain," Sunday (BBC-Mutual, 7:30 waukee.

10 p.m.) .

REV. DR. CHARLES M. CROWE, Unemployed to Be Helped
EDWARD ARNOLD. as intermisof the Centenary Methodist
a special hook-up with sion speaker on the program of the minister
Church,
St. Louis, on "Mutual's
Ra- By Concerts, Says Petrillo
TZ and WOR, Mayor La- N. Y. Philharmonic, Sunday (WABC- dio Chapel," Sunday
(WOR-Mutual,
ts instrumental in alleviat- CBS, 3 p.m.)
11:30 a.m.).
Chicago-James C. Petrillo, presision in Harlem by telling
dent of the American Federation of
"to go to bed." The plea Financing Details Set
Musicians,
James
Sauter
Elected
yesterday asserted that
to have had a quieting
For Purchase Of Blue
many unemployed musicians will be
he populace.
Co-Ordinator
Of
NEIC
given
work
as a result of his plan to
en an inspired movement
(Continued from Page 1)
produce free concerts in many of the
James
Sauter,
of
the
United
Home-Victory Abroad" Noble will
put up $4,000,000 and trical War Activities Council,Thea- smaller sections of the country.
nentum as Radio and its plans to cover
last
the remaining $4,000,- night was unanimously
Petrillo made this statement in
ranches offered their ser- 000 by arranging
for loans with three ordinator of the Nationalelected co- reply to the petitions signed by sevnmulgating the campaign. New York
Entertainhundred members of Local 802,
banks-Bankers Trust
in D. Roosevelt and Mayor Company,
Industry Council (NEIC) at eral
for $1,500,000; Central ament
the New York chapter of the
LaGuardia will inaugurate
meeting
of
that
organization
union,
held
the petitions having objected to what
Sunday with a talk from Hanover Bank & Trust Company, for in the Hotel Astor.
of City Hall on WEAF. $1,500,000, and Commercial Bank & Anita Grannis was named assistant they termed a plan to utilize only
Company, for $1,000,000.
to
symphonies for the pure followed by a series of Trust
and Mrs. Mary Lawler established
The application for approval of willSauter
pose.
cripts to be heard on
be
engaged
as
a
paid
employee
the sale which Noble submitted to in a secretarial capacity.
DV, WOR, and there is the
FCC and on which no action has
ation that other stations
WLW Chungking Series
as
yet been reported, revealed that
k will lend their facilities
Cincinnati - First of a series of
tcaharmony amongst all na- he has put up $1,000,000 and will pay WLOK Names Heller
RCA, owner of the network, the respeaking from Chungking,
Commercial Manager guests
maining
$7,000,000
upon
China's war capital, will take place
approval of
ía1 program ,Tuesday at
the
transaction
by
the
C.
B.
Heller
has
been
IWT, WOV will present
Commission.
named com- tomorrow over WLW.
the
mercial manager of WLOK, Lima, format of the successfulFollowing
of different origins, Ken - ductions on behalf of the Unity
London-toOhio,
it
camWLW
broadcasts
which
was announced by Ralph
.r, Negro baritone; Joan paign, the Radio War Projects
are presentCom- Elvin, managing director. Heller has ed on regularly scheduled programs,
yrican soprano of Greek mittee, having met this
been
connected
with
week
at
Lt.
General
Chow
WLOK for two
Peppino Manna, WOV's
Chih-jou, director
f Tian songs, singing Italian AFRA, will supplement the present years as a member of the
commer- of the National Aeronautical Affairs
tolerance program with sev- cial department, and
lads directed particularly national
Commission,
will
be
heard speaking
will retain his from
eral scripts with the Mayor's ap- place in that department.
China.
a -American listeners.
Inaugural program,
Previous
.proval.
The
plan
of
the Radio War to joining the Fort
ng in the WMCA series
Com- which tells the story of the U. S. Air
Committee is to confront each pany, stations owners,Industry
he was for a Service Command, will
;in Thursday at 9:45 p.m. Projects
be broadcast
and
every
station
and
network to number of years in the newspaper from Patterson Field, Dayton,
ters' War Board headed
Ohio.
one of their scripts at least once business in Ohio.
at; the Radio Directors' use
in six months. A similar plan is exV Earle McGill; and the pected
be placed into action durCanova Sister Guests Again
nlderation of Radio Artists. ing the to
Treasury Department's
AVAILABLE
third Ann Hughes, sister of
be written by the War war loan bond drive.
Judy Canova,
Committees
in who played boogie-woogie
irection under the aus- Chicago and the West
Program
Director with Network experipiano on
Coast associated the first broadcast of
Guild and casting by with the Radio War Projects
ence desires connection with Radio Stathe
"Judy
Canova
tion.
Show," played a return engagement
Write RADIO DAILY, Box 734,
are expected to follow aCommitsimilar August 10, doing a swing arrangement
ting the voluntary pro - tee
plan.
1501 Broadway, New York 18,
rntinued from Page 1)
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Coast -to -Coast ABea Wain, songstress, has this week
QYLVIA MARLOW, Blue Net harp- Background material in the form of humor- cut
first in a series of "Treasury
sichordist, will be the featured ous anecdotes connected with the per- Starthe
Parade" records and next Tuesartist on the CBC Symphony Orches- formance of operatic arias and personal day she stars on the Army Air Forces
tra program tomorrow night from notes about the composers is a feature of show at WMCA, New York. Final ar10:15 to 11 p.m., EWT. Show origin- the series.
*
rangements are also being completed
*
ates from CBM, Montreal. Booking
for her to sponsor and launch a Vic"From
Megaphone
to
Microphone"
was by NCAC.
a new program dealing with the his- tory Ship in Baltimore this month.

and interviewed participants as t
trailer, "Wake Island," pulled uj
of City Hall, where the carat'
greeted by the Mayor and reprery
of several clubs in the city.

Hester

Lawson,

recep

WNLC, New London, Co:
joying her vacation while

tory of crooning was tried out over
being handled by Bat
WNEW, New York, recently. Pro- Thomas E. Martin. station manager of are
Watertown, N. Y., and newscaster nor ...WNLC engineering
gram used records of all famous WWNY,
two men within a
crooners from Vallee to Sinatra, with for Socony Vacuum Oil Co. left recently lost
period
recently; Bob Zwecl
for
England
as
a
guest
of
the
British
govBenning, and different branches of the announcer commenting onasvarious
a major operation, a
yet as ernment. Martin expects to visit Scotland, for
he
plans
to enter the sd
Women Auxiliaries and the newly created transitions....No reports
Wales and Ireland as well as England
John Hillman was unexpect
WAC speak on the subject "The Black to the outcome of the tryout.
*
Home Front Rally, first of its kind to be
held in America, saw 2,200 women gathered in the Bradley Theater, Columbus,
Ga. to hear speakers from the OPA, Fort

*
*
while in the British Isles. He will gather
Lobby interviews for the Philadelphia first hand information which will be used
for broadcast purposes. During his abGibney assisted by Anice Johnson. both premiere of "This Is The Army" will be sence, he will write articles for the Waterby WPEN. Special broadcast
from the WRBL special events depart- broadcast
town '`Daily Times," owners of WWNY.
ment, interviewed Brig. Gen. Walter S. on August 17, from 8:15 to 8:45 p.m.. EWT,
Fulton, WAC Lt. Jeanette Miller. WAVE will bring before the mikes notables from Subject on the WLIB, Brooklyn,
Lt. (i.g.) Florrie Sisson. Marine Sgt. Lille the Army, Navy, Marine Corps and Coast N. Y., "Liberty Forum" this Sunday
D. Williams and Army Nurse Lt. Mary Guard, as well as those prominent in civic. will be "Are Moscow and the Vatican
Kanter. Other members of the WRBL staff social and business affairs of the city. Collaborating?" Speakers are Dr.
took part in the successful rally by par- Don Frank, WPEN staff announcer, and Nicholas S. Timasheff, professor of
Enid Hager, director of news and publicity
ticipating in a fashion show.
for the station, will handle the inter- sociology at Fordham University; Paul

Market." In a special broadcast of the
rally originated by WRBL, Columbus, lack

to active duty in the U. S.

in which he had been a
the reserve.

I

*

Bill Baldwin, special event
EGO, San Francisco. was rec

by the Armed Forces Entert
mittee as one of four poop
entertainment world who h
outstanding service for soldie
at hospitals and camps. Bald

Wohl, journalist and former advisor
to Soviet Central Administration of
ducer of Wright Field, Ohio, has been
Land Transportation in Moscow, and
Rush
Hughes,
emcee
of
KWK,
St.
in a huddle with Bob Mood, general Louis, Mo., who has sold more than J. Max Weis, of World Peaceways.
manager of WHIO, Dayton, and Les $1,282,600 worth of War Bonds in the
Spencer, assistant manager, working last year, has been commissioned by Private Ralph Klein, former chief of
out details for a new series of Wright
U. S. Treasury Department to WNBC. Hartford, Conn.. continuity deField broadcasts to be heard on Sat- the
transcribe
24 five-minute narrations partment, has been cited for brilliant
K.
p.m.....Mary
1:50
urdays at

from ten to twelve hours a

announcer, and Helen Sutton. women's

Gen. Osborn Cites
For Aid On Battl

Phil McKee radio writer and pro-

views.

*

*

*

own time to entertaining s

Since a year ago last May he
part in 70 Red Cross shows. t
before over 600,000 soldiers an
He has also acted as emcee at
Stage Door Canteen.

Staff members of WIN(
of actions in which American lads performance in writing another outstand- Ohio, were recently greet
have
figured
as
heroes.
Discs
will
be
ing
play
for
the
Army
at
Fort
Jackson,
voice of ex -announcer B
member of the dramatic staff, leaves for nation-wide distribution in con- S. C.
now with the U. S. Na
for Hollywood, August 21. She is be*
*
*
nection
with
the
Third
War
Loan
made a recording at the
ing replaced by Dorothy Alsop.
Thomas J. Roche, for a number of Chicago and sent it to chief
campaign. Entitled "Americans In
Action," the shows will follow the years a member of the advertising Bob Barker and staff. Bar]
. Doris Tirrell, newly appointed staff or- form of his "Hughesréel," which was department of the New York "Times,"
missed it, however, as hi
ganist at WEEL Boston, Mass., this week formerly heard over NBC for has joined the sales staff of WQXR, ducted
the next day... .B
thrice
-weekly
of
inaugurated a series
Borden's Milk ....At KWK Hughes is New York ....Albert Grobe, WQXR's
erstwhile promotion
organ recitals from 3:45 to 4 p.m., EWT. emcee of two daily record shows. He chief announcer and daytime news- lace,
WING,
has been succeed
Monday programs consist of the music of also works on a split shift in a local caster, has completed the narration of ginia North,
who for th
old masters; Wednesday feature hit songs war plant five nights a week.
two new films. First is a Pathe-RKO years since graduating fr
from musical comedies; and Fridays an
Sportscope called "Barnyard Golf," to has held down the WIN
all-star variety program composed of
also
Back to WNLC, New London, Conn., be released shortly. Grobe will
popular and memory songs is presented. from
heard narrating "Inca Civiliza- desk.
vacations are Ray Edwards, staff be
tion," a two -reel educational film put
Shroyer,

WHIO

receptionist

4

9
4
1

18

19 20

21

program director.... Additions to the out by the CIAA.
*
*
*
WNLC staff are: Phil Potter, formerly with
Dan Morley, formerly of WNBF. BingWDEV and WWSR, Waterbury and St.

3

i1i

S
2

and

S

22 II 23

25 26 27 28 29 30

Brigadier -General Fredel
Albans, Vt., to the announcing staff, and hamton, New York. and more recently born,
director of the Speci
Bill Kimball and Clayton Howard to the all-night manager of WHOM, Jersey City. division
of the War Produ
N. J., has been added to the announcing
transmitter staff.
is reported to be in Londot
*
*
*
staff of WAAT, Jersey City.

"Words and Music" is the latest

,

August 13
Bert Lahr
Louise Cox
Tibet Nord
Tom Moore
Mabel Todd
Buddy Rogers
Ellen Williams
Jane Webb
August 14
John Holbrook
Ed J. Herlihy
Merle S. Jones
Reinhard Huettig
Alyce Icing
Margaret Jacobson

Bob Patt
Abe Lyman
Doris Rich
John Porterfield
Lew Story
Samuel L. Ross
Walter Winston, Jr.
August 15
Virginia Arnold Ethel Barrymore
Marvin Kohn
Dwayne Carnes
Albert Spalding
Rose Marie
Johnnie (Phillip Morris call boy)

*

*

WELI, New Haven, Conn., is coprogram addition to the morning
schedule of WCHS, Charleston, W. Va. operating with the U. S. Employment
Show features Dwight Louther, vocal- Service by broadcasting seven an-

ist and philosopher, accompanied at nouncements daily and two quarterthe Hammond Electric Organ. Louther hour periods weekly in an effort to is also superintendent of the People's recruit vitally needed war workers.
Store, which sponsors "Words and Shows, titled "Work to Win," feature
interviews with prominent citizens
Music."

now, outlined for the Ame
overseas the part radio is
an expanding program to

morale and education of
ing soldier on the battle
disclosed that some 60 ra

a week, supplemented b

3,000 transcriptions week

broadcast to 55 Army r

..In a similar vein, WELI is appeal- scattered throughout the
while a
"In Freedom's Light" inspired by the ing for 300 apple pickers needed in General Osborn,
Entertainment
idealism envisioned in the Atlantic Char- the town of Wallingford from Sept. 1 National
Council conference at t
ter. a marching song written by Leonard to Oct. 15.
*
Astoria in mid -July, in
*

*

Patricelli, program manager of WTIC,
In cooperation with the U. S. Women's
Hartford. Conn.. will receive its first presentation tomorrow morning by the U. S. Marine Corps Reserve, WTAG, Worcester,
Mass.,
arranged a special broadcast last
Coast Guard Band at New London, when
the cadets of the Academy salute the Friday in the interest of a recruiting camsecond anniversary of the singing of that paign designed to enlist 1,000 young wofamous document in their weekly broad- men in the Marines. Bob Dixon, special
events announcer, described the activities
cast which Is produced by WTIC.
I.

general picture of wha
done and what it could
the tremendous possib
National

Entertainmen

Council's activities on b
servicemen through pers
ances or through radio

r

>
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'`'Critical"
ilDefends The FCC

tow York on a week-end busirip, James L. Fly, chairman
FCC called a radio -press con! Friday afternoon at the Hotel
worker for the purpose of maklar his viewpoint on the House
Committee investigation of the
he heads, also to answer any

f

In course of his talk to the press radio Friday, James L. Fly, FCC
chairman stated that during his

Men In Four Technical Jobs Specified
As Entitled To Service Deferment;

four years as head of the agency.
no station had lost its licenses because

of

ming.

Two outlets however which

Non -Essential Groups Expanded

objectionable program-

did lose out, did so because of
misrepresentation as to ownership

JWT Aligns Personnel

or similar violation

of the Commission's Rules and Regulations.

For Next Season Sked

Ins that those present wished
At the outset Chairman Fly
did not call the confab for
Ocific purpose of getting any
Tito the papers, but primarily
ke himself available in case

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-The broadcasting industry stands to benefit from the new
manpower regulations, which are designed primarily to force individuals
to use their skills in essential work

and to protect those already doing
Los Angeles-With additional pro- so. Men qualified to fill four speciductions
on
its
schedule,
JWT
has
broadcasting jobs who are not
Radio -Treasury Meet anounced the personnel setup to fied
engaged in essential work by October
supervise the agency's key radio pro- 1 lose all claim to draft deferment.
for the Fall season, with sev- The list of non -deferable activities
On 3rd War Loan Plan grams
eral West Coast office members has been expanded, thereby provid(Continued on Page 7)
switched to new assignments.
ing additional impetus to thousands
Representatives of networks and Antony Stanford will continue as
(Continued on Page 6)
Replacing KFSD
(Continued on Page 6)
stations will confer toan Diego Blue Outlet independent
day in Washington with officials of
the Treasury Department on plans
Cox Committee Hears
Norton, Jr., Blue Network and programs to promote the third Ascap To Indemnify NBC
.

elations manager, on Friday war loan bond drive on the air schedthat effective Sept. 1,
to springboard September 9. The
San Diego, California. will uled
conference today most likely will be
ffiliated with the Blue as the devoted to coordinating plans with
o outlet, replacing KFSD.
the Treasury's and those tentatively
owned by the Worcester
(Continued on Page 7)
ing Corp. Jack Gross is
of the outlet.

Court Reserves Decision
In Flamm Suit vs. Noble

Succeeds Woods
rFAB-KFOR Manager

Infringement Suit Costs

FCC according to the statement by
Robert K. Richards, executive as -

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 5)

Interlochen Music Camp
Cites Radio Activities Dewey Long To WELI
cy of a suit brought by Donald
As Station Manager
Flamm, its former owner, was heard Interlochen, Mich.-Despite James

fined as general manager of
KFAB and KFOR of Lind KOIL of Omaha to accept Friday by Supreme Court Justice
Ion with the Sales Feature David Peck in New York. Decision
tion of San Francisco. Hugh was reserved. Flamm, as plaintiff,
t Omaha, formerly sales man - seeks in his suit to rescind the sale
the three stations and man(Continued on Page 6)
KOIL, will succeed him as
manager. He came to the

C. Petrillo's ban on network broad- Dewey Long, well known station
casts by the radio workshop of Naand most recently in charge of
tional Music Camp, four one -hour man
Chicago office of WLW has been
programs are broadcast weekly from the
appointed station manager of WELI,
(Continued on Page 7)
New Haven. James Milne, will continue with the outlet in the capacity
as sales manager. Harold Lafount

* THE WEEK IN RADIO
Station Bond -Sales

(Continued on Page 2)

But No Foolin'

Censorship Assistant

Schwartz and Frohlich, legal counsellors for Ascap, on Friday verified
that under existing contractual rela- Testimony at Friday's hearing of
tions of its licensee with NBC, the so- the Cox committee's investigation of
ciety would indemnify the full amount the FCC disclosed that radio stations,
of infringement rights and counsel particularly foreign language broadfees in the Law vs. NBC-Ascap Fed- casting stations, stand in fear of the

Motion for a temporary injunction
to restrain Edward J. Noble from dis-Judson Woods of Lincoln posing of WMCA during the penden-

*

made the appointment.

By PEGGY BYRNE

hours Louis Gluck, control
cesr of WIOD, Miami, paced
oor near the maternity ward.
t finally at 3 a.m. the nurse

mREASURY Department announced
I. last week that 455 stations had
sold $80,243,968 worth of War Bonds
direct during the period of July 1942
to July 1943. Of the 46 states represented, New York led with 19 per

out with the customary greet -

n he said he was the father of
t

TEN CENTS

List Aids Radio

Actual Count

,tress -Radio Confab

VIS

y weighing 6.10 pounds. All
could say was: "My Gosh."
ame in on the beam. Fee y of the Florida station Is
kilocycles.

`t

witness stand Joseph Lang, of WHOM,

New York, Andrea Luotto, of New
York, and Robert K. Richards, executive assistant to the Assistant Director of Censorship. Committee
Counsel Eugene L. Garey hammered

cent of the sales, Pennsylvania fol- away at the point these particular
lowing second. $8,271,277,000 worth of sessions are trying to
prove: that the
Series E bonds were also sold during FCC has been working
in collusion
that period.
with
the
OWI
to
control
New York hearings of the Cox in- and firing of personnel the hiring
at foreign
vestigation of the FCC continued
through last week. Bringing to the language stations.... FCC Chairman
(Continued on Page 2)

WOR

Sets Next Tele

The sixth in the series of experimental telecasts conducted by
WOR-Mutual will be directed by
Carl Mark of the Al Paul Lefton
Agency in co-operation with WOR
staff producers.
The programs
feature variety acts, magicians,
visual commercials and other
innovations.
They are telecast
through the facilities of the Du.

mont Television station, W2XWV.

2
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James L. Fly again lashed out at the own production organization, taking
Committee, accusing them of not pre- with them the Sterling Drug as well
senting all the facts in the case and as the American Home Products
again asking when, if ever, the Com- accounts.

mission was going to take the witness
stand or have its evidence accepted.
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Ascap To Indemnify NBC
Infringement Suit Costs
(Continued front Page 1)

eral Court litigation. Since Judge

Edward A. Conger ruled Thursday
that Wm. R. Law, composer, is the
rightful and exclusive owner of the
song "On Iowa," NBC and Ascap
must pay Law at the rate of $10 on

218 performances which is $2,180 plus
$250 counsel fees.

Feltis Succeeds Woods
As KFAB-KFOR Manager
ti ant ul utii from l'uyr

..Representatives from the promo-

in areas not having any at present. tion departments of New York staDecision was result of report by spe- tions agreed on a plan last week to
cial committee on critical radio mate- promote the metropolitan market
rials which showed a certain amount through a series of paid advertiseof equipment ready for use. Applications will be granted depending upon
the degree to which they conform to
specifications set down by the FCC.
Co-ordinator of Inter -American
Affairs announced last week that U. S.
broadcasters have wrested from the

ments. Campaign will start September 15, with each station preparing

its own copy ....Fulton Lewis, Jr.,
Mutual

commentator, refused last

week to broadcast a release from the

OWI on the Atlantic Charter, and

1)

the OWI, predicted Rep. J. William
Ditter (R., Pa.), who maintains that
the organization has "violated that
probation" placed upon it by Congress in June.
James Sauter, of the United TheaAmerican Broadcasting System, Inc., trical War Activities Committee, was
of which Edward J. Noble, purchaser elected co-ordinator of the NEIC....
of the Blue, is presider,t....Financial New business for July on WABC,
details for the purchase of the Blue New York, showed a 525 per cent inwere settled last week. Noble will crease over July, 1942. ..Foote, Cone
put up $4,000,000 of the $8,000,000 pur- & Belding announced that it would
chase price, and will ar"ange for loans discontinue handling NBC and Blue
to cover the remaining amount. accounts with the completion of con500,000 shares of common stock will tracts now in progress....NBC rebe- issued in the name of the Amer- ported a series of shifts of their forican Broadcasting System, of which eign news reporters to new assign400,000 are to be issued immediately ments....Mutual's billings for July
Most New York stations, at in- showed a 104- per cent increase over
vitation of the Navy, covered the rais- those for the same month last year
.Directors meeting of Frequency
ing of the U. S. S. Lafayette, formerly
the Normandie, which took place last Modulation Broadcasters, Inc. was
week ....Frank Hummert, of Blackett- held in Milwaukee last week. Walter
Sample-Hummert agency, has re- Evans resigned from the board, and
signed effective December 31, 1943. Lee B. Wailes was elected to fill his
He and his wife intend to set up their place.
Stork News
Senator -Tour Report on CBS

radios are now tuned to Allied frequencies and that most of the shortwave stations prefer to take Allied
programs.... FCC was asked to approve the sale of the three stations
owned by the Blue Network to the

U. S. Senator Carl A. Hatch, Demo-

Kenyon Brown, general manager of

crat of New Mexico, who has just KOMO, Oklahoma City, and Mrs.
completed a nation-wide tour to learn Brown, are the parents of a daughpublic opinion of post-war plants, ter, born at Oklahoma City. The
reports his findings on the Colum- baby, whom the parents have named
bia network Tuesday, August 17 from Carolyn, is the Brown's third child.

p.m. EWT. Senator Hatch,
Central State system in April, 1943 10:30-10:45
from the Blue Network relations office who speaks from Washington, tells

he was joined in the tour by
in New York. Prior to that he was how
Ball, Burton and Lister Hill
manager of stations KOMO-KJR in Senators
and
how
they conducted question
Seattle, Wash.
and
answer
periods to sound out
Woods had been with the Omaha public opinion.
and Lincoln stations,since 1938, corning here from Topeka, Kans.
BEST RADIO BUY !N BALTIMORE!

WC
MO

(.dvdv. Notional P.

ni

l.hn rlm.r. Prodder,
Orle . N.

Mutual

comae

ART DONEGAN, assistant manager of $

Network publicity department, leads a
contingent which returns today from gee

Other sojourners include JUDY CORTADA
news editor; PATRICIA CORT, PEGGY
LALLIE GRIFFIN and NORMA MccULI
HARRY RAUCH, music editor, will leave
for a week in the country.
HAROLD

station

FELLOWS,

E.

mane

WEEI, Boston, and W. 1. STILES, chief e
station,

of the

offices after

a

returned
series

Friday

to the

of conferences at

CLEM KRACHT, of the New York
Howard Wilson Company, has left wi
and daughter for two weeks at his
the Adirondacks.

A. C. HARDY, president of CHMC,
Ont., was here Friday for conferences
New York representatives of the statio
DAVID

CARPENTER,

station

ma

WKNE, returned on Friday to the ho

S. webs are averaging 420 hours week- there as he claims it was in the re- York for about two days on station
ly of shows beamed to S. A. CIAA port he received. Incident may lead work business.
surveys show that Latin American to a Congressional investigation of

(Aug. 12)

Gen.

outlets on the Coast after the war

promised to examine the files of the
Axis its supremacy over the South OWI overseas broadcasts to discover
American airwaves. Report stated U. if the Charter is "misrepresented"

FINANCIAL
Am. Tel. G Tel.
CBS A

William M. Boland, manager of Gen_

eral Electric western electronics department, told the San Francisco Advertising Club that plans have been
made to build seven new television

RAYMOND CLAPPER.

returning today from Europe. He has
a trip which has taken him to London,
holm, Algiers and Glasgow.

, Gen. ateneeer

1330 KILOCYCLES
gMrtit*YoK'S

S

Girls To Quiz Babe Ruth

The roster of advertisers using WEVD year

otter year reads like "Who's Who'

in

Notional Advertising. List on regt.est.

is

WEVD-117 W. 46th Street, Nw York, N. Y.

Saturday, August 21, at 10:30 a.m.

been

WEST W. WILLCOX, assistant gene
ager of WHOM, leaves on the Century
'

for two weeks in Chicago and Wisconsin.
GRACIE FIELDS has arrived in Engle

a series of "command performances" f
and American soldiers in camps, as w
English workers in war plants.
BYNG WHITTEKER, CBC announcer

BBC, has reached the other side safely
nounced his arrival in a three -word cab
Montreal offices of CBC and which read,
ing Weekend Scotland."

PARKS JOHNSON and DON McNE
latter substituting for the vacationing

Hull, are in Battle Creek, Mich., for th
of tonight's "Vox
CBS from Fort Custer.
casting

Pop"

pro

LUBA MAUNA, Russian singer, is .h
at Loew's State and for several

week

war bond appearances.

98%
on WITH!
The largest drug chain'

in the Baltimore area
places 98% of its radio
money on WITH.

Wit
.

that's good businesi

1

HENRY GREENFIELD, MANAGING DIRECTOR

the mike on

after having

I

ENGLISH JEWISH ITALIAN

ganization of Greater New York and
scheduled to face

H.,

Follow the leader!

5000 WAITS

OFp_Ft4E

For the first time since its inception the "Babe Ruth in Person" program on NBC will have an all -girl
cast of contestants quizzing Babe
Ruth on matters pertaining to baseball. The feminine contingent will
come from the Camp Fire Girls Or-

at Keene, N.

IN BALTIMOR
TOM TINSLEY, President

REPRESENTED BY

HEADLEY-RE1

Who wants these

If you have something to sell, today more than ever you've got to get people
to ask for your brand FIRST! In Baltimore, the surest way to reach the most
people at lowest cost is Radio Station W F B R.
Limited supplies ... limited sales ... but
sales ARE being made. People still buy.
The sales trick today is to make sure YOUR
brand isn't by-passed!

And the radio answer in Baltimore is
W F B R. This is the Mutual station that
delivers the concentrated population of the
country's 6th largest city.
W F B R makes no pretense of trying to

cover half the Eastern Seaboard. We deliver the big local station to people who

RADIO STATION

can buy where your products are for sale.
We do not try to cover Virginia, Pennsylvania, Delaware, New Jersey and West
Virginia with a hopped -up signal and a
correspondingly higher cost. (Moreover,
we think radio stations in these scattered
states have their own loyal listeners right
in their own backyards).
In making up budgets ... remember in
Baltimore, the way to make friends and
sales by radio, is W F B R.

1W B

BALTIMORE

Monday, August 16.

RADIO DAILY

Los Angeles

GUEST.INI

By RALPH WA,K

r OUELLA PARSONS, the columnist, who is one of the substitutes
on the Walter Winchell programs for
August, is offering a liberal reward

for the return of a round star sap-

phire earring, set in gold, surrounded
by small diamonds, which she lost at
the NBC building August 8 when she
broacast over the Blue.

Benny Rubin, popular comedian,
who has been in the East for some
time, is due to arrive on the Coast

shortly.

John Nesbitt, narrator on the John
Charles Thomas Sunday afternoon
broadcasts, has long held that lasting
fame usually attaches itself to per-

sons who have hit the top after a long
haul from scratch. He uses as a solid
example the case of Thomas, whose

rise smacks strongly of an Horatio
Alger novel.

George L. Moskovics, director of

sales promotion for Columbia Pacific
has been appointed to represent radio
on the steering committee of the pub-

lic information board for the forth-

coming Los Angeles War Chest drive,
most extensive fund-raising campaign

in local history.
Carleton Alsop, new producer of
the "Judy Canova Show," has signed

a contract to produce for Republic

and his first picture will be "Seabees"

with Albert J. Cohen. Alsop is the
husband of Martha Scott, screen star,
and was for three years producer of
"Abie's Irish Rose."

Decca Records has signed the
Sportsmen, Hollywood's ace song
quartet, to make a series of discs.

They will be distributed some time
this Fall.
Luoille Ball and film commentator
Erskine Johnson were guests of Art
Baker during "People Are Funny,"
August 13, over KFI. Johnson, who
has presented so many famous guests
during his nightly "Hollywood Spotlight" program on KECA, made one

of his infrequent quest appearances
to help Miss Ball and Emcee Baker
conduct a "scientific experiment" to

determine which has the best line
while dancing with a girl-a soldier,
a sailor, or a Marine. The unsuspecting, blindfolded servicemen were, of
course, dancing with Miss Ball.
Four national magazine editors,
after seeing a preview of "Ridin'
High," new Paramount film, are doing
photo layouts on Comedienne Cass
Daley, who apparently has "arrived"
in Hollywood.

Mike Raffette, "Jack Packard" of
the "I Love a Mystery" show, written out of the show during producer

Carlton Morse's one -week holiday, in

order to take over as director on an-

other show of the latter's, "One Man's
Family."

MAJ. GEN. EDMUND B. t
GORY, Quartermaster General o
U.

Memos Of An Innocent Bystander

direct with Ted Collins, producing
"Inner Sanctum" which was succeeded on the Blue by a musical program will start a CBSchedule beginning Saturday, Sept. 4
Mary Louis Anglin, script editor at Pedlar &

AVAILABLE NOW-CALL

FRANK McGRANN
POSITION SECURING BUREAU. INC.
(Agency)

331 MADISON AVE., N. Y., MU. 2-6494

p.m.) .

today

(WABC-CBS,

LUCILLE COHAN, of the U. S

partment of Agriculture, on Imo
Wolcott's "What's Your Idea," t
(WOR-Mutual, 11:50 a.m.).

Ryan, resigned the post and heads for Washington. D. C. where she'll
be the party of the first part at a wedding ceremony
no successor

GLADYS SWARTHOUT,
soprano, on the Great Artists
the "Telephone Hour," today
NBC, 9 p.m.).

will be named, but her duties will be absorbed by the department staff
Bob Novak will direct the "March of Time." when it resumes on the ether

MONTY WOOLLEY and
McDOWALL, in a adaptation

succeeding Sandy Stronach, who will direct a new show titled. "Mystery
Theater." which will be heard Tuesdays
network for this show not
yet selected
Harry James has been signed to star in a MGMovie
titled, "The Trumpet Man," based on the story of a shy trumpeter who
is exploited into national prominence by five gals
Lorraine Rhodes
is the new program manager of WBYN, as of today. succeeding Norman
Warenbud who will handle special events
H that huddle, Thursday
noon in Doug Coulter's office which included besides that exec, CBSong.
stress Joan Brooks and Manny Sachs, was for the purpose of lining up
that radioriole for recordings, we say "it's about time"
that little
lady is headed for the big time
but fast

Pied Piper," on the program
"Screen
Guild
Players,"
(WABC-CBS, 10 p.m.).

ORSON WELLES, on Fran
tra's "Broadway Bandbox,"
(WABC-CBS, 9:30 p.m.).
PHIL HANNA and DIANA

Pacific Coast song duo, on
Home
Front
Reporter,"
(WABC-CBS, 4 p.m.).

ABNER SILVER, composer;
saxophonist, and
RUGGLES, manager of Ina Ray
HOWARD,

The WOR "Keep Ahead" liner, Jerry Cooper and Hit
Parader Bea Wain will be heard tomorrow on the "Army Air Force
Salute" show over the WMCAirwaves
The creator of the musical background for the "Mary Marlin," NBC daytimer, Paul Taubman, will don a suit of Khaki, August 26
The morning's mail
to this desk, includes a bit of verse, the brain -child of one who signed

the epic, "Network Secretary"
quote: Be it "America," be it
"The Blue," We're willing to bet, before they're through, Some wag
with innocent merriment, Will dub it "The Noble Experiment."
unquote
Meyer Davis, Millionaire Maestro -turned Producer, is
bidding for WMCA, we hear
Joan Merrill turned down the
offer for a "hold -over" at the Hotel Chase in St. Louis, to meet her
hubby Lt. Tex Seeger, USN, home on leave from the North African
campaign
Sir Cedric and Lady Hardwicke will join the WJZ

Victory Troupe for tonight's performance for the benefit of the
British Merchant Marine in New York City
It's quite a shakeup taking place at WINS
When Vaughn Monroe's band opens
at the Paramount next month, his new vocalovely will be Phylis
Lynne
Marilyn Duke, for many years the Band's singer, left
to join the WACs

***

NIBS has taken a 60 -day option on a new audience -participation show titled, "Moneygrams, ' scripted by Billy K. Wells and Jack
Adams
Lois January the CBS "Reveille Sweetheart," celebrates her
first anniversary on that 5:30.6:30 ayemer
this early bird didn't get
the worm but has received, instead, over 75,000 letters from men in the
service, to whom she directs her songs and chatter
This happned
lust before Walter Winchell was to take his annual vacation
when

ton's band, on "The Better Half'
program, today (WOR-Mutual,
p.m.).

Special Show Will Salutt
1st NBC Jewish Progrc.;
The first broadcast carried by
under Jewish auspices 20 years
will be commemorated in a 51)4
program Sunday, August 29, at 1
noon, EWT. It will be presa
jointly by NBC and the United

gogue of America.
Rabbi Morris Silverman of
Emanuel Synagogue, Hartford,

will speak on "Contribution o

gion to Broadcasting," and

Lawrence Fly, chairman of th
will discuss "Contributions of

to Winning the War and to th
After Victory." Louis J. Moss,
dent of the United Synago
America, also will speak.

COVERAGE

FROM WIT

W. W. arrived in Hollywood. Bill Pennell, announcer for the program, phoned

him and asked where he might locate the agency exec. who had the
script for the next day's program

the Jergen's Journalist, didn't know

but suggested Bill phone Luella Parsons

TOP PRODUCERS & WRITERS

...

When Kate CBSmith's program returns to the kilocycles the
show will be increased to a full hour
Francis Von Hartesvelde will

S. Army, on the "Gay NitlI

Review,

the NBC switchopérator finally

got La Parsons out of bed, who informed the perturbed announcer where
the exec. was stopping
which happened to be the next door apartment to Pennell's own suite
Jerry Lester will be in the comic lead,
when Vinton Freedlep s revised "Dancing In the Streets" goes into rehearsal
next month.
lam(

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

Much better to be inside of Coto(
New England, rather than outside.

y, August 16, 1943
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rsorship Office Assistant
Testifies At Probe Of FCC
(Continued from Page 1)

t o J. Harold Ryan, assistant exactly cricket on the part of the OC.
of the Office of Censorship In another memo by Richards to
o e of broadcasting, after being Ryan in which he described a meetilxd on that point by Eugene ing with Richards, Joseph Lang and
counsel for the investigat- Nathan David of the FCC it was
trnittee. Garey asked Richards. stated that according to an opinion
e radio industry as a whole of the Attorney General, it was the
i fear of the FCC?" To which duty and the obligation of the OC to
to Richards replied. "I will say see that improper Foreign Language
,2ign language broadcasters broadcasts were taken from the air.
tymptoms very akin to fear."
FBIS Criticized
Richards was pressed for a Further disapproval of the FCC was
t9nite answer regarding his voiced in a memo from Ryan to Byron
tonal opinion in the matter Price, director of the OC. Ryan's
testified that, "those broad - memo stated that, "Fly's letter is a
have actually come in con- very cleverly designed attempt to use
e in fear of the FCC."
the OC in a predicament which will
testimony revealed that lead ultimately to our office being
guage broadcasters "are compelled to refer to FCC other

5

DID YOU SAY 1?
YES, WE SAID 1!

Misting on tneir legal rights cases etc."

aid to oppose the FCC. The Foreign Broadcasters Intelli;It was revealed, is concen- gence Service came in for a scathing
Abe division of the FCC, the denunciation by Garey, who termed
him Division.
their analyses "a waste of taxpayer's
of Fridays testimony as money on this type of trash which

Garey showed that the was the acme of assaninity." A sur-

trying to encroach on the
Censorship as set up by an
'corder of the President and
c was vested solely in the

vey

the

of

Intelligence

records

showed that they were filled with a
hopeless jumble of drivel and failed
to record pertinent facts which could
lensorship.
characterize the actions of the broadi memos originating with caster
as inimitable to the country's
pf the Office of Censorship war effort.
definite attempt was made
Andrea Luotto in his last day of
IC to infringe on the OC's testimony said in substance that mem-

bers of the FCC sought to impose

1To Ryan Introduced

their authority over members

rom Richards to J. Harold advertising agency because heof his
heed that Richards was sus - held suspect by that Commission. was
Re-

FCC. He felt that Dr. grarding his activity as a Fascist he
e Foreign Broadcasters

was asked by Garey whether he was
Service, a branch of the ever connected with fascist activities
ttempt to cooperate with or .whether he was ever a Fascist. To
one of forcing his own both questions he replied with a re-

own the OC's throat. The sounding "no."
that, "Dr. Leigh's idea of The hearing will be continued on
means an acceptance of tomorrow in New York Federal Court
cooperation, and that if building at 10 a.m. It was suggested
a blank check to co- that the chairman of the
will find Dr. Leigh as- Rep. Cox would preside. committee,
hase of our censorship."

ard's idea that the OC

e idea of informing the
staff of ar.y punitive ac the OC had been sucvoluntary basis; and that
ould also prepare a case
oadcaster, it might have
losing him his license. It

ught that this would

Sound effect technician for
roductions.
in

Must

recorded

and

be

co-

be

JUST
PUBLISHED
the

station.

manual

I ck Headley -Reed

1 dramatic and musical pro-

WSGN

ve full details of experience

ter, draft status, salary
c.

Reply

Box

735,

most complete

coverage and market
study ever released
by a southern radio

TWO AWARDS FOR
D

IN ONE YEAR
Lewis' first recognition for superior newscasting came
when he merited the DuPont Award for the year's
best commentator. And now .
the Sigma Delta
.

.

Chi Journalistic Fraternity has honored Fulton Lewis,
Jr., with the Radio News writing award for his series
of "reports on the synthetic rubber situation." The fraternity stated, "Lewis has done not only an excellent

job of reporting but also an outstanding bit of research getting at the facts."

Lewis is the ONLY radio news commentator who has
won TWO awards in one year.
Sell him at your one-time quarter hour rate per
week. Call, wire or write WM.
B. DOLPH,

WOL, WASHINGTON, D.

C.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
ex -

Radio

Broadway, New York City.

ORIGINATING FROM

Z
Ai/Je,.,l u iN,

Che fflinninitilmn 'Nexus
Till, Bunt] \r,!I N1 SGliJl1.11.51.n

Affiliated with the

WOL

WASHINGTON, D. C.

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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New 'Critical' Lists
Favor 4 Radio Jobs
(C anima"! from Paye 1)

of men to get into essential work.
Draft boards were instructed to intensify their efforts to prevent the
draining of hard -to -get workers to
put them in uniform, and the regulations regarding job changes were
revamped to facilitate the moving

I.

-

IIEW PROGRAMS
"Feed Bag Frolics"

IDEAS

New show on WNBC, Hartford, "Air Service Command" is the title
Conn., is a nightly quarter-hour pro- of a new series of programs first to be
gram, "Feed Bag Frolics," which heard Saturday at 8 p.m., WLW, Cinoriginates at the Veedor -Root Com- cinnati. The broadcasts, to originate
pany's Hartford plant four days a directly from the new Service Club
week, and from plant's Bristol divi- at Patterson Field, Dayton, O., will
sion on Fridays.

In Flamm Suit vs. Noble
ment was or is at a pay rate below
that which state or federal regulations provide or that he was or is at
(Continued from Page 1)
a pay rate below that established for of WMCA to Noble, which was conferment if they are in war useful such work by the War Labor Board summated on Nov. 30. 1940. Noble
or a smiler body.
jobs."
recently purchased the Blue NetBroadcasting, as an essential, inwork and, in conformity with the
Many NonDeferables
dustry, is entitled to consideration

as a "war Useful" industry, although
it is conceivable that regional WMC

(Continued from Page

among the essential activities for re- advertising agents, booking agents,
cruiting preference.
errand boys, literary agents, eleva-

Hollywood producer cho
new RCA full -hour airs
debuts September 4 over
work. Mannie Manheim,

with Kraft Music Hall w
switches to the Be ge
program, with Bob Moshe

nelly and others in writer

Joe Bigelow moves from
Sanborn writing berth

head of the large writia
Hollywood and New York

RCA show. Lester O'Ke
the New York production
Fritz Blocki on other pick
associate producer assistin
wood production and on
trips.

Brewster Still Crosby P

Bob Brewster will Conti,

ducer of Bing Crosby's t
Hall, with Carroll Carroll ,
writing staff, assisted by Le

Sherin, Viv McLeod, St.
and Elon Packard. Brewst:
roll also will handle the ":
& Company" Old Gold sho

writer berths.

JWT agency director f'
Radio Theater will again
Barnett. Radio dramatiz.

again be written by Ge.,
with Harry Kerr writing
work.

Maury Holland directs

Kaye Old Gold air sta
York, with Ed Ettinger

writing staff, which in
Cenedella and others.

Harry Hermann produ

tor operators, ushers, display men and

"The present
Rice and Howard Willia
plained, "in no way affects the Blue York.
Network, for it concerns itself solely
Lochrldge Wrigley Co'
with station WMCA.
Buck Gunn, in the Chi'
"Incidentally, I was asked by repre- of JWT, supervises the Bre
sentatives of the plaintiff shortly be- airers, and Ted Jardine is a
fore today's motion was heard, to give tact man on "Man Behind
my consent for a withdrawal of the series for Elgin.
suit. This I refused to do, and asked W. F. Lochridge, JWT v
instead that the suit be expedited." New York, is agency co
In his complaint, Flamm charges new Wrigley air series rep
that at the time of the sale of WMCA Autry.
to Noble, he (Flamm) was "an un- Norman Blackburn of

A new memorandum was sent all porters.
-deferlocal draft boards, emphasizing the The expansion of the non
importance of their protecting the able list is intended to encourage
local pool of vitally skilled men. In transfer of men in these jobs to es- willing seller and was coerced by
judging replacability the boards were sential work and to insure that fathers
threats on the part of the
instructed to consider the shortage holding jobs included in the non - various
and his agents into agreeof the registrant's skill in the total deferable list be inducted into the defendant
to the sale."
labor force, the shortage of work- armed forces first. The list also adds ing
charge is categorically denied
ers to replace him (even if he is that "the status of idleness is to be inThis
Noble's affidavit which was subnot a highly skilled worker), and the treated as a non -deferable activity." mitted
to the court.
possibility of local shortage even
Flamm, is represented by Handelthough there may be no national
Saratoga
Race
On
CBS
man
&
Ives. Noble is represented by
shortage of men qualified to do his
Ted Husing, assisted by Jimmy Frederick S. Wood. both of New York.
job.
Revision of the regulations govern- Dolan, will be at trackside at New
Nominations for the race, which
ing transfer of workers includes the York's Belmont Park next Saturday, EWT.
for three -year -olds and upward,
condition that if an individual seeks Aug. 21, to describe the 41st run- is
Trierarch, Market Wise and
to move from an essential industry ning of the Saratoga Handicap. He include
he must produce, in addition to the will be heard from 4:15-4:30 p.m., Lochinvar.

I

agency producer of the C
Sanborn airer, and also

Rice writes the Guy Lom.
Nash show for Ballentine.
O'Keefe and Charles Chris
vise the Nero Wolfe detec
Raymond Clapper and C
Radio personnel was hit somewhat policy of the Federal Communications newscasts, other news
by the expansion of the list of non - Commission respecting the owner- sports events, spot recor
deferable activities. Talent agents. ship of more than one station in a are handled on rotating
for instance, and musicians whose single community, is in the process by Abbott K. Spencer, Lest
primary employment is in a night of divesting himself of WMCA.
action." Noble ex- Fritz Blocki, Harry He

people might not go along all the
way here. Men with "critical" skills
can be hired only through USES club, are not entitled to deferment
referral, and WMC officials admitted regardless of their dependency staThursday that although nationally tus. Other jobs on the list which
all essential activities are of equal might bear on the personnel of some
standing, regional offices actually broadcasters, or on the talent which
have their own system of priority works with them, include advance
Boards Get Memo

For Next Seasonik

"Air Service Command"

include music by several musical
Show, sponsored across the board groups at the field, such as the Field
from non -essential to essential jobs. by the war plant, consist of "home - Marching Band of 50 pieces, and the
"The time has come when every cooked" entertainment, which is Flying Band, a dance band comworker must justify himself in terms limited strictly by and for Veedor - posed of men who formerly played
of his contribution to the war effort," Root employes. Individual and com- with name bands in civilian life.
said WMC Chairman Paul V. munity singing, games, comedy con- Patterson is one of the leading fields
McNutt, and the new regulations, re- tests, quizzes and spelling bees, with serving the U. S. Army Air Corps
leased to the public yesterday are cash prizes take place at each session. at the present time.
designed to force this justification. Glen Howell, emcee, put on three For the first program, the featured
Purpose of the new regulations is shows daily at the concern with speaker will be Major -General Walto hold essential jobs, to speed trans- WNBC transcribing one of them. ET ter M. Frank, commanding general
fer of workers to essential activities is played back at 6:30 nightly so that of the Air Service Command. He will
and to try to supply men for the employes and their families can listen. describe the activities of the air
armed forces without cutting the
branch. During the first and succeedmanpower resources of essential in"Beat the Deal"
ing programs brief talks by ASC endustries.
"'Beat the Deal," a new musical listed men in England, North Africa,
quiz starts today on WHCU, Ithaca, Australia and other areas will be
Mechanicians maintaining and
repairing "technical broadcast N. Y., at 9:15-9:30 a.m., EWT. Featur- shortwaved to Patterson Field for
ing Jack Deal at the Novachord and presentation on the show. Another
equipment," radio communications technicians, receiver test- piano, "Beat the Deal" includes sev- feature will be demonstrations of
ers-radio and Radar-and radio eral aired telephone calls to listeners, some of the varied activities at Patengineers are named on the new a reverse quiz, and double prizes. Lis- terson Field.
list of critical activities which, teners, phoned by Jack Deal from the Guests will include female aircraft
WHCU studios, are asked to iden- mechanics, flying nurses and physiaccording to McNutt, is "to
tify a melody just played over the cians who parachute with the parasearch out particular skills and
air. A correct answer wins a prize. troops. Gordon Graham of the WLW
to see that they are so employed
The listener on the phone then names special events department is handling
as to speed victory whether
a tune for Jack to play. If Jack is the new series, giving as complete a
their employment is in industry
stumped, the listener "beats the deal" picture within military regulations to
or the military services."
the listeners.
Men with these skills who are not and wins an additional award.
using them in support of the war statement of availability from his Court Reserves Decision
effort will be subject to re-classifica- employer, evidence that his employ-

tion by their draft boards, whereas
draft boards have been advised to
give men with such skills "special.
consideration with reference to de-

JWT Aligns Pers9

office is contact for t'
Pond's Spreckels Sugar (I
Fleetwood Lawton and
Sardi's airers.

New Commentator

A new commentator
added to the list of ne
heard over WJZ. He is
nan, well known report
broadcast each Saturday
from 11:05-11:15 p.m.,

first broadcast was hea
urday.
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To Defend Activities Of The FCC

Radio -Treasury Meet
On 3rd War Loan Plan
(Continued from Page 1)

'Continued from Page 1)

>upporting the FCC for its fine work.
,ire questions regarding the There was no quarrel between Cox
now being carried out by and the FCC. Came the case of
committee under its general WLAB, Albany, Georgia, before the
iugene Garey.
Commission and the oft -mentioned
sr, in connection with the check for $2,500 Cox is
alleged to
low in progress, Fly stated have received from the station.
The
Id not wish to go on record full seven -man Commission heard
disposed to Congressional in-

and said that if some stations sustained losses, he would not put a
monetary loss of $15,000 for instance,
above the security of the nation.
He cited letters of thanks from

many broadcasters who appeared far
from fearful of the FCC and also the
full -hearted co-operation given the
Army and Navy branches. The OWI,

the case, said Fly, and the case is
n, adding that the great still pending as to shift of control
he said, was thankful of the FCC's
of these probes result in without an FCC okay.
co-operation. He outlined the prove work and good results
Has Photostatic Evidence
cedure when evidence is placed beto out of them.
Nothing Queried as to what was wrong with fore
the
aid was to be construed as
lion upon Congress nor its
a making any investigation
This was point number
vished to bring out.

point was that he recogimpropriety of trying a

Commission
a
Cox taking a fee, etc., Fly merely re- language outlet and saidregarding
the renewal
ferred the newspapermen to Section of licenses was the only means the
113 of the Criminal Code. He pre- country had of safeguarding its wavesented photostat copies of the $2,- lengths. It is a question of a station
500 check and said he had many other acting in the public interest and this
records which could be produced on is how it comes about that some li24 hours' notice or less. The FCC, censes are held up unless a station
he said, did its duty by referring the cleans house, the FCC chairman de-

a newspapers, many of the
efng in conformity with matter to Attorney General Biddle clared.
ersy in question and for where it still pends.
Licenses "Valuable"
he said, he saw nothing The FCC chairman went on to say
ess and a low-level qual- that
Conflicts with the Office of Censorhe didn't want to discuss the ship
were minor he said, despite the
proceedings now being significance of these matters but
by the Cox committee- merely to give background
to those Cox Committee taking testimony from
remained silent, although who hadn't followed such events. Robert K. Richards, of the Office of
ed proceedings in Wash - Subsequently, Fly outlined the suc- Censorship.
)i a series of announced
Licenses to operate a station, Fly
ceeding events wherein Cox started said,
arrived at before the
are as valuable as any other
an
attack
against
the
FCC
on
the
ere over, or the FCC given floor of the House. These and the piece of real estate and many staity to be heard.
have been going merrily on
investigation now going on, he said, tions
May Not Be Called
was a "severe tax" on those engaged their way for 20 years or so. He
the licenses practically a
fly, he said, the Cox Com- in doing mostly war work in the FCC considered
-or -more -proposition as long
its counsel intend to try and that it was "very discouraging" lifetime
as
no
infraction
of certain rules are
11 the newspapers-before to these people. Meanwhile, Fly men- practiced.
can be heard. Hearings, tioned that Cox got appointed chair- With Fly at the New Yorker
were
ave already given no small man of the probe committee.
Charles Denny, general counsel; Nad such a procedure and it
Hits "Star Chamber"
than
David,
assistant
general
counsel,
ockeyed to "seize head star chamber proceedings were a member of the local law field office
nut the public getting a hitThe
by Fly, who, said he had never and Earl Minderman, director of ine." Fly stated he believed
seen or been able to buy a copy of formation for the FCC. None of these
ommittee had overshot its
such proceedings and no trans- however had anything to say to the
po far has proved nothing. any
cripts are
Getting into press -radio.
3 that the FCC or any of the questionavailable.
of whether the FCC had
s will be called in an open ever "coerced"
language outuch less himself. He is lets, Fly said theforeign
Commission never Interlochen Music Camp
id, that they never would intimidated anyone,
nor
ever sugCites Radio Activities
prove any charges against
replacements for any job in
esion. So far "it's a wash- gested
the industry whatsoever. He said
(Continued from Page 1)
Ie1ared at this point.
Congress
had appropriated Interlochen over WKAR, East Lansbat was the origin of the money foritself
moves
such
as
the
Cox
operated by Michigan State Colly went into the case of Committee is now declaring the FCC ing,
lege, and 'WTCM, Traverse City. In
Live Cox briefly. In "hap- as exceeding its legal powers.
keeping
with the National Music
He
he said, Cox made speeches defended his language station
moves Camp's policy of music in wartime,
the principal 1943 production by the

WANTED

50 Watt transmitter and a tower. Will
u' together or separately.

Send complete

ifrmation to Box 736, RADIO DAILY,
rcidway, New York City.

1501

prepared by the networks and in-

dependent radio stations.
While it was reported in

RADIO

DAILY Friday that 455 of the nation's

radio stations in 46 states and the

District of Columbia sold $80,243,968

worth of war bonds in their capacity

as issuing agents during the 12 -month
period of July 1942 to July 1943, it is

expected that every effort will be

made to have each and every station,
independent and affiliate, increase

local time in the promotion of war
bond sales.

Sesac Delegation

Entire station relations group of
Sesac will attend a special conference today in the Capital with Vincent F. Callahan, chief of the radio
and press section of the War Savings
Staff of the Treasury Department.

Delegation includes, Leonard D. Cal-

lahan, Sesac general counsel; Emile
Gough, Charles Barbe, Burt Squire
and Claude Cullmer. Same group has
been instrumental in carrying out
many successful assignments for the
Treasury's war bond drives and otherwise acting in consulting capacity to
stations in regards to bond sales.

Wedding Bells
News of the marriage of Elvina
Jensen, secretary to John W. Elwood,
KPO-NBC, San Francisco, general

manager, took guests at the recent

KPO Ten -Year Club luncheon completely by surprise. Miss Jensen, who

had been with the San Francisco

station for twelve years, was to have
been one of the honor guests at the
luncheon. She was married to L. P.
Sorenson of Los Angeles.

in BALTIMORE
and the Central Atlantic States

radio workshop class has been an
adaptation of a community singing
program intended for patriotic rallies. A similar production presented
'ast year was adopted by the U .S.
Treasury Department as a model pro 'ram to be used in connection with

bond rallies throughout the country.
Workshop students at the camp, a
non-profit educational institution affiliated with the University of Michigan, learn rudimentary techniques of

script -writing, announcing, program
*preparation and actual production of
radio shows.
In its 16 years of operation the
National Music camp has been recognized for its musical education laboratory work, attracting about 350 high
school and college students from almost every state in the union.

Edward Petry & Co., National Representative
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Coast -to -Coast

f

Velma Michener, director of woUsing radio for the first time, the HiaTONY WAKEMAN, sportscaster for
WINX, Washington, D. C., has watha Gin Co. of Columbus, Miss., spon- men's activities for KLZ, Denver,
returned from a two week vacation sored the broadcast of recent Ohio elec. Colorado, played a leading role in the
..Jerry Strong, who emcees "Wake tion returns over WCBI with results. Spon- activities of the "Vitamin School"
Up With WINX," has put the mike sor notified station the morning following held recently in Denver for instrucbehind him for a week and is off to the broadcast that three bales of cotton tion to druggists of the area in selling

Kendall Manufacturing Conn
Lowell, Mass., has contracted witei
Hartford. Conn., for 234 spots±ris
product 'Soapline, " starting Septe;ru
Account was placed by Bads

Browning of Boston.

points unknown. During his absence were ginned early the next day, marking methods and merchandising of vita- Six staff members of
ti
Sam Lawder, WINX program direc- quite an early start for the ginning sea- mins.
*
*
Charleston, West Virginia, are
tor, will act as emcee for the show son. Sponsor has advertised that the gin
members
of
the
Charles
Junior
of
the
Robert E. Austin, manager
....Alan Burke, staff announcer, has would offer a new service consisting of a
of Commerce, and tw
been appointed night supervisor and new type drier at no extra cost to the Bridgeport. Conn., Social Security Board ber
and
A. F. Regozinni also of the board, recently elected to offices in
news editor. Burke was formerly with farmers. Company plans to continue a
ganization. Virgil L. Schmidt
WITH, Baltimore ....Norman Weill, radio schedule as result of its first broad- held a discussion over WICC, Bridgeport WCHS
commercial departme.

formerly of WHN, New York, and
WPAT, Paterson, N. J., has joined

Saturday commemorating the eighth anni-

cast.

«

«

Phillip Allen, manager of the Trithe staff of WINX as commercial manCity statons of Virginia, has returned
ager.
e

Gold Shield Laundries is sponsoring,
in addition to five five-minute newscasts
weekly, a quarter-hour transcribed drama
show on WGST, Atlanta, Georgia, entitled "My Prayer Was Answered." Show
is heard Sundays from 10:15 to 10:30 p.m.
Sponsor donates time allotted for commercials to the war effort, at present

to his desk in Lynchburg, after vacationing in New Jersey.... Evelyn
Hamlet, traffic director of WLVA,
Lynchburg, is away on vacation this
week.... Claude Taylor, WVLA program director, has been named production manager and chief announcer
in addition to his regular duties.
*

*

«

versary program of that division.

pointed program director of WBBB,
Burlington, North Carolina.
e

«

Irene Cameron Pierce, nutrition
ence. Each week "Thompson Victory director for Pacific Coast's Golden
Time," over WHK, Cleveland, is fea- State Co., a dairy, is conducting a
turing either a young vocalist or in- week's series of "Hi-Lites" programs

el

'

named president, and Odes Rc

chief engineer, was elected r

Bobbe Arrest, star of stage ante;
and currently featured in "You Caf1

It With You," at the Wilbur Thu

Dr. Augusta Kritz, woman doctor of Boston, will apear in 'The Devil'te:
the Department of Health. New York City. men" program next Thursday e
comes to the WBNX, Bronx. New York, night over WMEX, Boston. She +

mike at 4:30 p.m., next Friday to speak in an original play written
on prevention of accidents. She will deal titled "Horror -Scope."

office of

talented young artists of Cleveland,
Ohio, to perform for the radio audi-

`

William Shepherd has been ap- rector.

with numerous summertime accident risks
"Cavalcade of America," thrice -weekly of the Metropolitan community.
«
show
over
WINS,
New
York,
re-enacted
OWI,
*
the trial and execution of Wilhelm KrueWHIO. Dayton, Ohio, officials have
Lee Clegg, executive vice-president ger, Gestapo chief of Poland, by members started a complete diary of outstandof Thompson Products, has announced of the Polish Underground movement on ing news events. Diary was begun
that an opportunity is being given to last Wednesday night's program.
when several listeners called and

handled by Atlanta regional

e

*

Cheng Pao -Nan, of the

News Service, was the

501

Front Guest Observer over 1

week-end. He discussed

tl

"Life in Blockaded China,"
a Vital Allied Base," ant

asked such questions as: "When did Looks to America"
Hitler invade Poland?", "When did broadcasts.
Italy first attack France?" etc. Diary

will be kept in the news room....
Three boys from Dayton, who are in
strumentalist in the hope that the over KROW, Oakland, California, the Air Force, were featured over
presentation may add another step while Barbara Lee of the station staff .VHIO in a recent special ET made in

tae

in thr
*

Review"

"Midnight

Dudley, dramatic critic, will be
feature of WEVD, New York,
through Fridays from midnigh

along their road to professional suc- vacations....Show is sponsored by the St. Petersburg, Fla. and shipped to a.m., EWT, starting tomorro
cess.
H. C. Capwell Company, an Oakland WHIO studios. 11th Army Air Forces was formerly on WOR, MCA
*
*
*
department store.
Band provided music for the show. all of New York.
*
WCKY, Cincinnati, is offering pairs of
Boys' parents and relatives were intickets for "This Is The Army" during its
vited to listen to the broadcast and Guest speakers will pin
Three
graduates
from
the
WEEL
Bosrun in the city. Tickets are awarded on ton, second school for announcers have were given re -recordings which could Leslie Balogh Bain, WIO
quiz spots during the day.
«

*

*

Advance plans are being made by

WAOV, Vincennes, Indiana, to obtain
the necessary telephone lines in order
that station will again be able to carry

all of the football games of the local
high school both at home and on the
road.... WAOV has completed plans
for a permanent line to George Field,
Army Air Base near Vincennes, and
daily broadcasts are now heard from
the field. These are manned entirely
by technicians and announcers from
the military personnel, using WAOV
equipment. Programs include drama,

won auditions for announcing positions be played on an ordinary phonograph
in New England stations. Douglas Oliver. at 78 r.p.m.
*
*
first member of this class to be placed.
Is now on the staff of MAW. Lawrence, Hon. Harold H. Burton (R). Senator
Mass. Louis J. Rocke assumes his duties from Ohio. and Hon. Robert Ramspeck (D),
at WGAN. Portland, Maine this week. Congressman from Georgia were interTheodore B. Beebe is now with WKNE, viewed over WWSW, Pittsburgh. Pa.,
Saturday morning on the question of
Keene. New Hampshire.
whether or not the U. S. should immediNow on vacation from WLW and ately undertake the organization of the

WSAI, Cincinnati, Ohio, are Miss B. United Nations into a working body
Strawway, director of merchandising capable of post-war planning and activi-

for the former station, and Walter ties. The men were brought to Pittsburgh
Callahan, general manager of WSAI by Pittsburgh Citizens Council for the
..Secret invasion of New Georgia United Nations to attend an outdoor com-

*

Florida, news commentato
is on vacation this week. A

r.

to be heard are Miami cit
A. B. Curry; Charles Mey

Junior Chamber of
Grover Theis, writer; R. D.

president of the Miami T

and Judge Vernon Hawtho
Dade County Court of Cri
e

«

WAY. Portsmouth. Ohio, w
recently to transcribe an eye count of a $100.000 fire. WP
was on the scene, ten miles out d
within an hour after the alarm was

and made a 15 -minute ET giving
by a Marine raider battalion munity forum on Americas place in the in,
scription of the fire and interview
music and interviews with officers and Island
United Nations.
was
told
on
a
WLW
program
last
local Fire Department personnel
enlisted men.
week via transcription furnished by

9

4
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';. 25 26'27'71i' 29 30
'

Rogers Jewelry Co. of Dayton has
signed for its fourth year of a Sunday
half-hour program over WING, Dayton, Ohio ....WING mike will be on

Robert T. Convey, president of KWK,
St. Louis, recently inaugurated a series of
two-hour, staff luncheon meetings to facilitate co-operation between members of
various departments in the station....Rush
Hughes, of the KWK staff, acted as master

nection with the benefit preview of
"This Is the Army" in Dayton. All
activities and personnel of the canteen will appear on the film, and on
the WING special program ....Acme

was Sgt. Howard E. Biggerstaff, now
an overseas combat correspondent
with the Marines, formerly a reporter
for the Cincinnati "Enquirer."

3

I

August 16
Helen E. Bennett Charles C. Hicks
Mildred Linn
Mildred Huebner
Bill Morrow

of power, due to electricity being
the surrounding block, presented
lem for a short time, but it was I
solved when a maintenance crew',
Ohio Power Co. strung special Ia
hand when a movie of the Soldiers' that the broadcast could be made
Service Club is made, for use in con- was aired soon after recording.

the U. S. Marines. Telling the story

Pattern and Tool Company of Dayton

last week for a special has bought the Saturday morning Red
stage show which marked the opening Cross program on WING, donating
of "This Is The Army" at the Ambassador commercial copy time to the sale of
of

ceremonies

Theater in St. Louis.

War Bonds.

WANTED TO BUY

is

New or used approved 250 watt;
U

and all equipment necessary for
of 250 watt station including antenN
buy complete setup or any individual l"4

t:

of equipment. Write to Box 733. fladiapl:
1.
1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

I.t
6:
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I;all Equipment Adequate
1e Public Hearings

1

I

"Arrived Safely"

John Thompson, broadcasting his

y FCC On Blue Sale
t

'aslunnton

Bureau, RADIO DAILY

1hington-Decision to schedule
4C hearings on the application for

f the Blue Network licenses to
kmerican Broadcasting System,
rail of which was sought from
CC last week, is expected to
b from tomorrow's Commission
; fig. The magnitude of the sum
led ($8,000,000) , the outline of
ew corporation, details of stock

;rship and the importance of the

"Overseas Report" on Mutual at

6:30 p.m. last night, announced that
Dave Driscoll, the network's director

of war services. has arrived

safely in North Africa.

(Continued on Page 4)

1'

Engineers Of G. E. See No Obsolescence
Resulting From War Developments;
FM And Tele Increase Expected

Driscoll,

with his "sound -scriber," will visit
the important battle areas in North
Africa and Sicily to prepare mate-

rial which he later will broadcast
to the United States.

88 Programs Weekly

edings to the public will prob-

For Fighting Men

Ammer Switching 'Sexes'
''r m NBC To Blue Sept. 8

t

TEN CENTS

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-A weekly average of
88 radio programs are beamed on U.
Products Co. will shift S. fighting men in every part of the
.e of the Sexes" to the Blue Net - world, including 34 of the most popu-

Sept. 8, replacing its current lar network shows, OWI reported
am on the Blue, "Manhattan at yesterday. In addition to the regular
fight." "Battle of the Sexes" will commercial programs sent by shortand at the same time, Wednes- wave, there are several programs
rom 8:30-9 p.m., EWT, on the presented by, and strictly for, the
network of 74 stations, in be- armed services, including some done
d Energine. Young & Rubicam for transcription, with disks sent
es the account. With J. C. Flip - abroad for local rebroadcast. A daily
(Continued on Page 5)
news summary is sent all troops here

Kate Smith Full Hour

War developments undoubtedly will
bring improvement in broadcast

transmitters, but General Electric engineers see no radical changes tha`
will prematurely obsolete present
Definitely Set Oct. 1 equipment,
according to Pau L. Chainberlain of the company's electronics`'
Proposal to return the Kate Smith department.
program to a full hour has been made
"What we do expect in the field of
definite, according to Ted Collins post-war broadcasting is the replacewho yesterday stated that the show ment by FM stations of many lowwould be back on CBS complete net- powered AM stations which are now
work Friday, Oct. 1 at the usual hour handicapped by interference and in 8 p.m., EWT. Rebroadcast will be
(Continued on Page 7)
12 midnight.

Collins, producer of the show, said
(Continued on Pane 7)

Local H. Y. Stations

BBC Broadcast Delayed
Pending AFM Ruling Plan War Loan Confab
British Broadcasting Corp. reported War Finance Committee of New
yesterday that a `live" broadcast York State, of which W. Randolph
from England scheduled to be re- Burgess is chairman, has called a
broadcast in this country through meeting of War Program Managers of .
transcription facilities approximately local New York stations for tomorrow

24-72 hours later has been delayed at 3 p.m. in the WFC offices in the
C. RKO building. Letter requesting the
Petrillo of certain interpretations of conference also includes the FM sta-

and abroad by the Army Special pending clarification by James

adian Inspectors

Service Division.

lick Auto -Radio Licenses

tions

(Continued on Pane 2)

Shaw CIAA Radio Head; Two Meetings For WFA
Hillpot To Wm. Morris
In Chicago, New York

in

the

discussion which

Is

planned to take up various points in
connection with the 3rd War Loan,

ttreal-Inspectors of the Domin(Continued on Page 4)
iovernment Radio Division acinied by provincial traffic police
ring the highways in the Mon- Donald S. Shaw, former New York To integrate the individual federal Vacuum Tube Distributors
district checking on automobile radio and advertising executive, has food
of the past year, the Will Hold Emergency Meet
rs who possess radio sets in .their been named to succeed William Hill - Officecampaigns
of
War
Information,
Office Vacuum
The government is anxious to pot as director of the New York radio of Price Administration, the
distributors and
the War handlers willtube
f a $2.50 tax from all autoists
be called to Washing(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
ton
for
an
emergency
meeting withDave such a set installed. The
in the next 10 days or two weeks to
Idio license, it is pointed out by

Canada Radio Manufacturers

(Continued on Page 2)

Experience fear -Order- Boom

Sq-Ilawk
ust

as

a

reminder that

Bob

llwk's name doesn't have an "s"
arched unless used in possessive

c e, CBS slipped a special blue
s;et into its releases illustrated

vh a hawk, two hawks and then

fl photo of Bob Hawk all intended
lelear up said spelling of the ace
qz-master of "Thanks to the
:iks." (The black -face eagles look
II Jack Hoines' work).

Rogers And King Named
To New Positions In OWI
Washinytoi Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Ottawa-Canada has produced intricate instruments for war purposes
to the extent of $160,000,000 and the

1943 production will reach the $250,000,000 mark, Hon. C. D. Howe, min-

Washington-Appointment has been ister of munitions and supply,
announced of James G. Rogers, who nounced recently. In the field of anhas been assistant director of the OWI struments and communications inDomestic Branch, as OPA assistant dominion is producing at the ratethe
of
general manager, and of James F. 4.3 million a week.
King as deputy administrator in
Three new industries have
(Continued on Page 2)

been

(Continued on Page 6)

go over the entire tube situation and
(Continued on Page 2)

Of (Field) Mice

...

Continuity department of KSAL.
Salina, Kans.. recently served as a

maternity ward. An enterprising,
enceinte mouse found the waste-

basket highly suitable for its family
to -be. Settling in an MBS envelope.
carefully air-conditioned, It produced a squeaking brood. Noise of

-

typewriters, falling papers and In-

terest of the writers soon caused
the mother to seek new quarters.
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Vacuum Tube Distributors Shaw CIAA Radio Head;
Will Hold Emergency Meet
Hillpot To Wm. Morris
(Continued from Page 1)
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FINANCIAL

During almost 21 months of war-

time operation the

availability of
transmitting tubes has been generally
satisfactory.

(Monday, August 16)
Net

Am. Tel. G Tel.
CBS A
Crosley Corp.
Gen. Eletcric
Philco.

RCA Common

Low

Close

Two Meetings For WFA
In Chicago, New York

Chg.

1541/8 153% 153% -

1/s

ever, should not lull the industry into
a false sense of security. Broadcasters
are urged to maintain a full inventory
of tubes consistent with WPB regula-

(Continued from Page 1)

Food Administration and the War
Advertising Council are jointly sponsoring two meetings, the first of

and

coinc

Chicago,

is back at his desk and at

his m

after having been hospitalized since August 5

A. W. MARLIN, general manager of Witt

Springfield, Mass.,

is

in

town for contemn

RALPH

R.

BRUNTON,

president of

Kaa

San Francisco, who was in New York last trri

left yesterday for the West Coast.

21% 21% -F
J. L.
station -commercial ma
20% 20
201/4 } t4
which will be held at the Blackstone of WKBN,BOWDEN,
Youngstown, Ohio, is in town.
37% 361/2 363/4 - 1/8 tions. Broadcasters call do much to
yesterday
at
the
offices
of CBS.
Hotel,
Chicago,
at
2:45
p.m.,
Tuesday,
227/e 22% 221/2 -l- 1/8 improve their individual positions and
10
9%
9r/8 - 1/8
August 24. A similar meeting will
217/8

69% - 3/4 the industry by minimizing new tube be held at the Waldorf-Astoria, New
923/4 -I- 3/4 requirements and by making fullest
32% 32% 32% -I- ye possible use of tube repairing .facili- York, at 10 a.m., Thursday, August 26.
At each meeting Marvin Jones,
OVER THE COUNTER
ties.
WFA; Chester Bowles, newly apBid Asked
"Any
lengthening
of
operational
Farnsworth Tel. & Rad.
83/4
9
pointed
manager of OPA;
20
23
WCAO (Baltimore)
hours is to be avoided. Tube life is Vernon D.general
special director for
WJR (Detroit)
27
29
measured in hours of operation and advertisingBeatty,
for WFA, and Palmer
any extension of the operating sched- Hoyt, director of the OWI Domestic
RCA First Pfd

Westinghouse
Zenith Radio

cominG

at the headquarters of the Blue Network.

NAB warns that, "'this fact how-

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
High

(Continued from Page 1)

try to work out some means of insur- office of the Coordinator of Inter ing the supplying of essential services American Affairs, Don Francisco, diand keeping as many receiving sets rector of the CIAA radio division anin operation as possible. Tube pro- nounced today. Hillpot tendered his GRACIE FIELDS, now in England, is lea
duction is up, WPB sources reveal, resignation, effective August 31, to shortly for North Africa to entertain Bri
American troops. She will return to Ame
and there is no great materials short- become associated with the William and
late in September and will resume her "Vic
age, but the demands of the military Morris Agency.
Show" over Mutual on October 11.
are at record heights.
Shaw, formerly general manager of
MARSHALL, IR., commercials
Actually, the tube situation has the .New York radio station WMCA GLENN manager
of WIvBR, Columbia of
been difficult for a year now, with was previously assistant to the presi- promotion
ate in Jacksonville, Fla., is in town on staWPB hard put to maintain even the dent of McCann-Erickson Advertising and network business.
vital minimum for civilian needs. Co. and prior to that was eastern sales BOB KING, the Blue Network's roving
While it seems to be tighter now than manager of NBC. Recently he was on porter, leaves today for Northampton. Mass,
ever, it is hoped that it can be the radio committee of the Red Cross cover the "Spotlight Bands" program wf
be broadcast from the campus of Sn
worked out alsce again.
Drive. He has been with the CIAA will
College. He then will go to Boston for la'
for the past six months.
day's show, which will be aired from the Boa
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Francisco also announced that Wil- naval base.
Washington-It seems certain now
S. Roberts will continue as direcALLEN, program director of WA
that new transmitting tubes, eBpe- fred
of all program planning and pro- hasGEORGE
returned from a vacation spent at Seal
cially those used by the higher pow- tor
Lake, N. Y.
duction.
Roberts,
formerly
production
ered stations, will become increas- manager for NBC, recently concluded
W. C. BOCHMAN, general manager of WC
ingly difficult to obtain. This is ex- radio inspection tour through the Columbia,
S. C., outlet of the Blue Network,
pected to be true during the balance agreater
here for confabs at Rockefeller Center.
part
of
South
America
for
of 1943 and the coming year, accord- the Coordinator's Office.
PAT FLANAGAN, sports announcer on WI
ing to NAB and WPB sources.

70

695/8

923/4

92

Rogers And King Named
To New Positions In OWI

UP Adds New Feature
United Press Radio Wire anno

yesterday that another feature,

World In a Nutshell," has been ad

to the schedule as a regular ser
The new service is an expanded h

type summary that will be
ule will automatically deteriorate the Branch are expected to outline the line
eight times daily and brings the t
tube situation."
essence of their individual programs of United Press features to 20.
for coordination.

BBC Broadcast Delayed
Pending AFM Ruling Canadian Inspectors
agency.
Check Auto -Radio Licenses
Rogers has been with OWI since
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

charge of information for the same

January, after 12 years with Benton rules and regulations of the American
(Continued from Page 1)
& Bowles and Lord & Thomas. He was vederation of Musicians. It was also
vice-president and general manager 9isclosed that a similar state of affairs the Royal Automobile Club of Canof Benton & Bowles when he came to exists amongst musicians in England. ada, became due on April 1 and it
Washington. King has had a long Meanwhile, the War Labor Board is estimated that there are about
newspaper background and has also 'ostponed yesterday's hearing of the 20,000 cars in the Province of Quebec
are radio equipped, of which
held high posts with the Office of AFM until a later date, most likely which
Censorship and the Department of 'ate next week or the last Monday 10,000 are in the Montreal district.
Car owners are supposed to carry
Labor.
in August. Originally the postponed their
radio license with them and if
`fearing had been tentatively sched- they have
not a report is made to the
Thomas J. Roche To WQXR uled for Monday, September 6. Con- government
authorities and checkup
Thomas J. Roche, formerly a mem- 7ressman Joseph Clark Baldwin, who
ber of the advertising department of will revive interest in the House re- is made.

the N. Y. "Times," has joined the "arding the present record ban, is
Aueust 26.

Prior to his sojourn, Baldwin dis-

^losed to the press that he would
THIS LITTLE BUDGET renew discussion in a bill introduced
early this year by Representative
WENT TO
Hueh Scott that would also list re^ordings in the copyright laws.
Scott's bill would provide any re-

WOK!'

BOSTON

MASS.

cordings "on disc, film, tape, wire,
record or other devise or instrumentality" the protection of copyright.
Consequently.

the

disc -performers

would be entitled to royalties in the
event the records were broadcast
over radio stations or played in juke
boxes.

ON TAP!

A great Brewery of
Maryland uses more
time on WITH than on

any other station
by a wide margin.

.

Do they know what
they're doing? And hog'.'

mxpected to return from his vacation

selling staff of WQXR.

sate/I-

WANTED: Sound effect technician for
network productions.

perienced

in

recorded

Must be exand

W4vI

-4-H_

manual

sound, both dramatic and musical programs.
in

Give full details of experience

first letter, draft status, salary ex-

pected, etc.

Reply Box 735, Radio

Daily, 1501 Broadway, New York City.

IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President
REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-REED

i

One of a series on America's

fastest growing Victory MarketsPittsburgh.

A Button... and the Pittsburgh Market
on? A steel still? The Pittsburgh market?
tat have they got to do with each other?
very simple.

KDKA ... PITTSBURGH

American people know that a button is
al...or we may all be wrapping ourselves

One of Eleven Stations in Eleven Essential Markets
Represented by NBC Spot Sales

Roman togas.

Here's why these 11 Stations are essential to
you:

American business men know that ad 1g in the right markets is essential-parly today... or back they might go to horse
iggy days.

burgh is one of these right markets ...
KA is the essential station ... because
the most powerful station in western
Itt.lvania, dominates this market. There,
Ili is first choice-morning, afternoon and
1among 6,000,000 people-more than
1

mbined population of Philadelphia,

end,

Cincinnati, Baltimore and Wash -

4 D. C.

1. They broadcast to 55% of the radio homes
in the U. S.
2.

They are in markets whose buying power is

34.2% higher than the country's average.

Essential? Yes, indeed. These eleven stations
are as essential to American business for its
sales-both now and in the post-war period
- as a button is to the wardrobe of America.
And KDKA ... Pittsburgh is right on the

button!

KDKA-Pittsburgh
WEAF-New York
KYW-Philadelphia
WRC-Washington
KOA-Denver \VMtAQ-Chicago
KPO-San Francisco
WGY-Schenectady WTAM-Cleveland
\VBZ-A-Boston-Springfield . WOWO-WGL-Fort Wayne

NBC SPOT SALES
TODAY, ESSENTIAL THINGS FIRSTIN BUSINESS, AS IN LIVING

4
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Los Angeles

Chicago

By RALPH WILK

By FRANK BURKE

DAVID SARNOFF is thanking his
lucky stars that he is not a singer.
He and Frank Sinatra arrived on the

same train at Pasadena-but Frank
was bruised, pummelled around and
had most of his clothes torn by his
countless admirers, while Sarnoff escaped intact. He was greeted by
Niles Trammell and Sidney Strotz.
Sarnoff is here on a vacation.
Elvin Allman handled a solo spot

in "A Nosegay For Julia" for C. P.

MacGregor's Hollywood Radio Theater over KFI August 14.
Bill Pennell, voice of "Dispatch
From Reuters" in Hollywood, was
recently rejected by the U. S. Army.
Pennell, who announced Walter Win-

chell in the East and here recently,
ii 37 years old.
Garry Moore and Jimmy Durante,
a couple of wise guys from Manhat-

tan, arrived in Hollywood under military police escort. Their train stopped

at a desert station outside Los Angeles. A troop train was standing on

a siding and its passengers recognized
Durante. They induced the comedians
to give an impromptu show that went

over so well that the funmakers did

not notice their train was moving.
When they did it was too late, and a
military police car was assigned to
take them to Hollywood in style.
Sgt. Skinnay Ennis brought his
Santa Ana Army Air Base band to
Hollywood August 12 to aid in sale
of tickets for Irving Berlin's "This Is
The Army."

George Riley, comedy star of the
Gilmore Furlough Fun show over
KFI Friday nights, is being paged by
RKO' for its musical, "Higher and

Higher." Riley has just completed his
role in the Warner Bros. picture,
"Rhapsody in Blue."
Annual dance of the Universal Microphone Co. will be staged the night
of September '25 at the Inglewood

Country Club with Cecil L. Sly as

Master -of -Ceremonies.

Song writers Johnny Burke and
Jimmy Van Heusen were guests of
Erskine Johnson, KECA Hollywood
commentator, Monday (16), night on
"Hollywood Spotlight."

'

In The Good Old Summer Time! ! !

(Talkative CBS press information copy reader receives a letter
from his darling wife on vacation wherein he gets a dose of his
own medicine.)
DEAR JOHN: This is THE FIRST LINE I've had a chance to
write since arriving in GOD'S COUNTRY. We got here two hours late
because the train was delayed getting through GREEN VALLEY, otherwise
things have been so quiet it reminds me of our DEATH VALLEY DAYS....

We couldn't get any gas Saturday night so we walked over to visit the
RENFRO VALLEY FOLKS, and whom do we meet there but THE GOLD BERGS, VIC AND SADE and PEPPER YOUNG'S FAMILY....I don't like
to gossip so LET'S PRETEND I never told you (and don't you dare make
this a REPORT TO THE NATION) but MA PERKINS tells me that KITTY
FOYLE is up here being courted by SMILIN' ED McCONNELL and that
AMANDA OF HONEYMOON HILL is about to take her SECOND HUSBAND, that BREWSTER BOY....Ah, dear, it reminds me of THE ROMANCE
OF HELEN TRENT. Yes, darling, LIFE CAN BE BEAUTIFUL and how I do

wish you were here to walk with me to the top of the hill and look out
over the BRIGHT HORIZON.

Now Available!!!

1501

Broadway,

enter the Navy this

week.

Edison taking over the Evans'
Walter Schwimmer, Schwi
Scott, declares that "Coro
quire" magazines deny that the
set up any cooperative deal wi
Kermit Raymond Corp. for t
of transcribed shows. Schwi
Scott will handle paid nation
campaign for the magazines.

and the Kings Jesters cast for

berries in the woods but a rumor spread the lanky fellow had
kidnapped them. We phoned THE MAYOR OF THE TOWN and
he sent a wire to the CRIME DOCTOR who searched the woods
till long after LIGHTS OUT in BLUE RIBBON TOWN....In
desperation they called in MR. KEEN, TRACER OF LOST PERSONS.

grams from the grounds
waukee.
Caesar Petrillo and his

for three hours while he relaxed at the SILVER THEATER....
Finally a posse beats the woods with SERGEANT GENE AUTRY
leading the way on .foot....Suddenly we hear something crawling
through the underbrush and FLASHGUN CASEY takes a shot in
the dark and reveals a rifle being pushed through the bushes by a
hairy hand.... The men jump THE MAN BEHIND THE GUN and
are we disgusted when the guy thrashes around and shouts, "Achtung!
Fm CHIPS DAVIS, COMMANDO." Dear me what a THREE RING

TIME we had that night.

***

Came the dawn and they found the youngsters asleep in the
del.... Soon YOUNG DOCTOR MALONE arrived and started to treat us
all for poison ivy but JOYCE JORDAN. M.D., protested and insisted we
should be treated for the hives....To settle the matter DR. CHRISTIAN flew
into town and prescribed a bottle of ROMA and CRESTA BLANCA and

was playing poker CEILING UNLIMITED with
BLONDIE, JOE AND ETHEL TURP, DICK JOY and his GAL, SUNDAY-and
how was I to know that my EASY ACES wouldn't stand up? Don't get
I

sore, dear, ARE YQU A GENIUS at cards'

I

have been sticking

to

FASHIONS IN RATIONS and can really losing weight. If you don't send

me the money at once

I'll

be back on tomorrow's train and you better

meet me at the PEOPLE'S PLATFORM.... Well dear, don't be angry, WE
LOVE AND LEARN.. As always... Your VALIANT LADY.

**

- Remember Pearl Harbor

in

or

musical program on WBBM-C
ginning Thursday, 5 to 5:15 p.
gram will be fed to the Midwe
West legs of CBS.

Local N. Y. Stations
To Meet On War

He agreed to take the case but kept the whole town in SUSPENSE

me some more money?

New York City.

Bev Kelly, radio contact man
the Ringling Brothers -Barnum
Bailey circus, in town lining up
plugs for the big show which
here next week.
Jimmy Evans, radio comme
has passed induction tests a)

Well dear, the other morning we were sitting on the

producer -director.

Radio Daily,

staff announcer.

lawn near THE GARDEN GATE and rocking the time away when
KATE SMITH SPEAKS up and says TAKE IT OR LEAVE IT girls,
but here is SOMETHING TO TALK ABOUT, and she tells us about
THE ADVENTURES OF THE THIN MAN and the BACHELOR'S
CHILDREN....It seems THE THREE SISTERS got lost picking

Top-flight radio writer -

Position in New York preferred.
Draft status 3-A. Box No. 737,

Dave Banks, formerly with W
New Orleans, has joined WGN

WLS will have an exhibit

some sleep. At first he was peeved we hadn't called him in earlier. He
seemed to think the sleuths handled the case like a bunch of MAJOR
BOWES' AMATEURS ..0h, I almost forgot, dear. Will you please send

*Six years as Production Director of 50,000 watt major
network station.

show.

Wisconsin State Fair, August
29th, and will originate sever

The sunburned star of the Fred

Brady show got his sun the hard way.
He's among the favorites in the mixed
doubles of the Los Angles West Side
Tennis Tournament.

LT. COMMANDER EDDIE Jr
BODY, banjo star of the "Nab
tarn Dance," made his final an
ance on the program Saturday n
Naval duties at Great Lakes Trill
Station make it impossible for hI
continue as a guest artist on

(Continued from Page 1)

with OWI representatives and
government agencies will be o
to answer questions and make
addresses, in which measures
outlined for the stations coop

with the War Loan drive

s

Sept. 9.

Meeting of the networks an
work stations is scheduled fa

other time.

See Public Hearings
By FCC On Blue
(Continued from Page 1)

ably lead to assignment of h
FCC Chairman James Lawre

said yesterday that he expects
public hearings set, adding t
matter is so important that littl
will be lost in acting on it.

phasized that he was speak
himself, rather than for the
Commission.

WNEW Lists Unity Pro
Through the Radio War
Committee active with the

Committee for Unity, WNEW

p.m., Friday will feature the

Gate Quartet and Judge Je
Mahoney, guest speaker, wh
speak on "Unity at HomeAbroad."

d', August 17, 1943

;JEST-ING

DEW PROGRAMS- IDEAS

Air Force Tie Up
GENERAL PHILIP B. The Army
Air Forces, seeking to
;, Federal Works Administheir enlistment program for 17
EP. WALTER A. LYNCH spur
ul' "ork, chairman of the House year olds in the Air Cadet Reserves,
ornittee on Federal Aid for have secured the co-operation of raV; Planning; DEAN WALTER dio, with "Hop Harrigan," a juvenile
program on the Blue net4c3RNACK, member of the aviation
devoting much of its time to
Architecture, Massachusetts work
the
campaign.
of Technology, and chair "Hop Harrigan" audience is comhe Post -War Planning and
ctíon Committee of the prised of youngsters the Cadet Corps
Institute of Architects; desires to reach and the Army was
COBLENTZ, of Baltimore, impressed by a recent series of Hariof the Associated General rigan programs on which was prers of America; STUART sented Pre -Flight Aviation Education
RICK, manager of the Con - subjects. At the suggestion of HarIt

And Civic Development De- rigan, the leading character of the
series, 73,000 young men and
kof the U. S. Chamber of radio
women wrote to the Office of Educaand EZRA B. WHITMAN,

Ire, president of the Amer(ty of Civil Engineers, disWill We Need WPA After
Y
on Theodore Granik's
i Forum of the Air," today

"Sweet Swing"
"Sweet Swing" is the name of the
new program over WBNX, Bronx,

New York. Conducted by a New York
high school girl, Bernadette, program

demonstrates the kind of music the
younger generation prefers in wartime 1943. Instead of the wild, noisy
jam that bombasted the jazz realm a
few years ago, Bernadette contends
that today's adolescents like their
swing light and polite, and, with the
aid of pianist Joe Sender, that's the
way she gives it to them.

"Encore, Encore!"
In recognition of the fact that most
audiences crowd concert halls to hear

tion for information.
almost as much as for the
Army Air Forces is contemplating encores
scheduled
performances, WQXR, New
á plan to make Hop Harrigan an in- York, inaugurates
"Encore, Entegral part of their Air Cadet En- core!" program on its
Thursday, Seplistment Program and are also plan- tember 2, at 5 p.m., EWT. This pro-

ning special events to be presented gram will be heard tnereafter every
on the radio program, with the sanc- Monday and Thursday from 5 to 5:15
tion of high ranking Air Force of- p.m., and is meant for the listener
J. CARMICHAEL, chair - ficers.

ttual, 8 p.m.).

to whom the encore's the thing.

the Canadian Production

partment of Munitions and
E. LEMIEUX, French -

'worker with two sons in

'and PREMIER ABELARD
of Quebec, discussing

Cummer Switching 'Sexes' Weiss Hits Coast Move
From NBC To Blue Sept. 8
To Hinder FDR Critics
(Continued from Page

1)

West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY

d Its Contribution to the pen, veteran master of ceremonies and Los Angeles-Lewis Allen Weiss,
Ions War Effort, on "This gagster as quizmaster, the program vice-president and general manager
War," today (WJZ-Blue will present opposing teams of mas- of the Don Lee Broadcasting System
culine and feminine contestants who has strongly criticized what he termed
10:30 p.m.).

vie for the cash prices awarded to an effort on the part of the Demo-

team which wins the highest cratic organization of Los Angeles
ROSBY, on Johnny Mer- the
County to exert pressure against
le Shop," today (WEAF- score.
Cummer Products has sponsored sponsors of commentators who appear
4n,)
"Manhattan at Midnight" for Energine to be hostile to the New Deal, Fulton
on the 'Bue since January 26, 1940.
Lewis, Jr., Mutual analyst was speIITTE
LESLIE, Powers
cifically mentioned.
the "Cisco Kid" program,
ATW-NEIC Entertain Gobs Weiss, prior to his statement, had
DR -Mutual, 9:30 p.m.).
received from the Central Committee
At Brooklyn Naval Hospital of
the Democratic organization, a resoRIN P. GUY, senior aslution criticizing commentators "oprgeon at

the New York

One of the first in a

Ear Hospital, discussing entertainment

projects

series of posed to the ideals and aims of the
organized Democratic Party and its leader,

"The Baby Institute," to - through the National Entertainment Franklin D. Roosevelt."
Blue Network, 10:30 p.m.).

li

Industry Council was presented yesterday afternoon. Mary Small, Lucy
Monroe, Albert Spalding, 'Bob How-

ard of "Early to Bed," and Bill Wil-

i

CUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

U

WDRC

H -ford

to

sell

the

Trading Area -

Cnecticut's Major Market

- ith an Effective Buying
fume

of $5,028.60Ma oper

pily! Write Wm.

nmercial Manager,
1 details. Basic
nnecticut.

as

Fischer Talks From Quebec

President Roosevelt and
liston with a group of 100 girls of Prime Minister Churchill are conferthe Stage Door Canteen entertained ing at Quebec, WOR-Mutual has made
at the Brooklyn Naval Hospital. The arrangements to broadcast the comproject was arranged by the Amer- mentaries of John Fischer, CBS news
ican Theater Wing and booked by analyst, from the Canadian city.
the United Theatrical War Activi- Fischer broadcast the first of his series
ties Committee through the United of conference commentaries yesterService Organization.
day at 4:30 p.m. and will continue to
While

relay the news until Friday, main-

ONNECT IN
ONNECTICUT

for
for

5
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taining the schedule until the conOld Gold WHN Setup
To Handle Prof. Pigskin ference is concluded.

OPA Head Inaugurates
Barber and Connie Desmond will
New Series Over MBS
carry over into the Fall and will
When the baseball season ends Red

broadcast over WHN the play by play
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
descriptions of the New York Giant's Washington-OPA General Manager
football games.
Chester Bowles began a series of
Old Gold cigarettes have signed con- three quarter-hour talks over
MBS
tracts to sponsor the nome and out- last night at 6:15 p.m., EWT.
His
of-town games played by the New first subject was "Price Control."
York Giants professional football
"Enforcement"
and
"Rationing"
will
team. J. Walter Thompson Co.,
be his topics at the same time Aug.
handled the account.
23 and 30.

PACIFIC COAST

PROGRAM NOTES
Everybody knows John Gunther.
All but a handful ofAmericans have
read either one of the eight editions
of his"Inside Europe"or his"Inside
Asia" or his "Inside Latin America."

For several
years John
Gunther has
been'report-

ing and inter-

preting the
war for the
Blue Network.
Last January the BLUE scheduled
Gunther's commentaries on aregular basis-Friday and Saturday, 7:007:15 P. M. ºw'r-filling out the network's 7:00 P.M. commentary strip.
Within two months Gunther had
achieved a 7.3 national Hooper)
In May a national advertiser purchased Gunther's Friday and Saturday periods on 61 BLUE stations
from New England to the Rockies.

Now this is where you come in.
John Gunther's twice -weekly
commentary is avai:able for
sponsorship on the 13 stations
of the Pacific Blue Network.

Or will be available soon. This is
the way it is-with the good wishes
of his sponsor, Gunther Clippered
to North Africa late in June.
For several weeks keenly analytical, eyewitness stories "By
John Gunther, Representing the
Combined American Press" have

appeared regularly in most
American newspapers.

Gunther is due back soon to resume

his Blue Network commentary.

In the interim,
JohnW.Vander-

cook has been
pinch-hitting on

this commentary. Bearded,
ex -globe trotter Vandercook
was in Germany during the invasion of Poland, reported the fall
of France, and has been the keystone of Alka-Seltzer's "News of
the World" for three years.

You can now buy Mr. Vandercook
on Pacific Blue (covering 95 óofthe
Coast's radio families) and you will
"inherit" Mr.Gunther on his return.
Cost-only a few dollars more than
a home-grown commentator.
Blue Spot Sales in New York and
Chicago can give you the details.

PACIFIC BLUE NETWORK
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AGENCIES Canada Radio Manufacturers
Experience War -Order Boom
WILLIAM FRIETSCH, JR. has been

promoted to director of research and
media of the Ralph H. Jones Co.,
Charles M. Robertson, Jr., president
of the Cincinnati and New York advertising agency, has announced. As
manager of the agency's research department for a number of years, under

DEW

eusmE

WOV, New York: Kerr's
Scotch, through Tracy -Locke -I
10
-minute. programs, 78 times;
developed in Canada to meet the de- Canada for tens of millions of dollars
Company, direct, 30 -second an
mands of the radio industry, the out- worth of this equipment.
put of which has expa led 16 -fold "All the communication devices for ments, 2,808 times; Adler Furs
since the beginning of tl. war. They Canadian tanks, ships, planes and 10 -minute programs, 39 times;
(Continued from Page 1)

are a dynameter industry, a ceramic motorized vehicles are being produced
insulation industry, and a crystal in- in volume in this country," Mr. Howe
dustry.
said. "These are the artificial eyes and
Stanley A. Willer, vice-president,
Canada has become a major source ears of our armed forces. Optical in Frietsch has served as counsel on of United Nations supply in this field. struments by the tens of thousands
many local and national campaigns.
Canadian invention is responsible for have been produced to date by Re seven major developments in the pro- search Enterprise Limited, a governLT. COL. KENNETH COLLINS, duction of signals equipment. Rang- ment owned company producing a
formerly vice-president of Arthur ing from a "talkie-wallkie" set which great variety of intricate equipment
Kudner, Inc., and now in Europe as one man can operate as easily as a such as prismatic gunsights, chino procurement officer for the Eighth cradle phone, to a super-highpower meters, periscopes, range -finders, dial

ern Cotton Oil Co., through

vertising Agencies.

Emil Mogul Agency, 15 -min

Locke -Dawson, 15 -minute pr

39 times; Southern Cotton

through Tracy-Locke-Dawsot
minute programs, 78 times; Par

i

Pictures, through Buchanan it
30 -second announcements. six
Warner Brothers, through Foot.

and Belding, one -minute anti
ments, five times; Fair Merc'
Corp., through Demane Ad a.
Air Force, has been promoted to field wireless station with a radius sights and cathode tubes. This com- 30 -minute programs, 52 times
Colonel.
of more than 100 miles. These prod- pany, which employs 6,800 people, is Theater, through Kayton-Spie
ucts of original Canadian design have working on orders for radio and op - second announcements, 11
HORTON NOYES COMPANY, Pro- so impressed the United Nations that tical equipment totalling more than Barney's Clothes, through E
vidence, has been elected a member large orders have been placed in $130,000,000."
Agency, one -minute anno
of the American Association of Ad3,120 times; Barney's Clothes,
GEYER, CORNELL & NEWELL
have been appointed to place the ad-

vertising to be used by the U. S.
Army Air Force.

ANA Membership Grows; 'Happy Hours,' Navy Show
Sixteen Companies Added On Mutual Web Saturday
Indicative of a consistent increase

in the membership roster of the Asso-

Hosiery Company, Inc., New York, N.
Y., R. E. Titles, president, representing; Hewitt Rubber Corporation,

Reported that "The Adventures of Buffalo, N. Y., Gloria Ennes, adverthe Thin Man" may be moved from tising manager, will represent her

its Friday 8:30-8:55 p.m., EWT period
on CBS to Sunday night 10:30-11 p.m.
effective Oct. 3. Benton & Bowles is
the agency. General E odds sponsors

for Sanka and Post Toasties.

Wedding Bells
Charles Day of the WGAR, Cleve-

land, news room was married in
Middletown, Ohio, to Dorothy Hauselman of that city on Saturday, Aug. 14.

They left for northern Michigan immediately after the ceremony.

Dolly Good, popular femcee for
Cincinnati, "Boone County
Jamboree" shows and performer on
WLW's "Top o' the Morning" broadcasts has just been married to Lt.
Ray Motley of the U. S. Army.
Margaret Farry, of the Blue Network's sales service department, has
been married to Lt. LeRoy R. SwitWLW,

zer, of the U. S. Army Air Corps.

company; Julius Kayser & Company,

New York, N. Y., Gay S. Walton,

advertising manager, will act as company representative.
Also Mentholatum Company, Wilmington, Del., A. A. Reiff, Jr., advertising manager, will represent his
company in the A.N.A.; The Marlin
Firearms Company, New Haven,
Conn., Leonard Harrison, advertising
manager, will represent his company;
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing
Co., St. Paul, Minn., C. O. Moosbrugger. advertising manager, Scotch tape
division,. will represent the firm;
Mohawk Carpet Mills, Inc., Amsterdam, N. Y., Howard P. Hildreth, advertising manager, will act as representative; New York, New Haven and
Hartford Railroad Co.,' New Haven,

ute programs,

156

times;

Air Marshal Billy Bishop, Canadian Shoe Co., through Emil Mo
Ace in the First World War, will be cy, one -minute announcem
guest of honor when a musical times.
pageant, featuring the musical efforts
of all branches of the service, will be

ciation of National Advertisers, that
FREDERICK R. GAMBLE, of the organization lists 16 firm names in
AAAA, has been named by the Camp the latest group of companies to have
Fire Girls Council of Greater New joined the ANA. They are:
presented over the Mutual network,
York, as public relations chairman of
Cutler -Hammer, Incorporated, Mil- Saturday, August 21, from 9-10 p.m.,
that organization's current fund-tais- waukee, Wisc., L. P. Niessen, adver- EWT. The spectacle, held in conjuncing campaign.
tising manager, will represent his tion with the fourteenth annual Chicompany in the A.N.A.; Esmond Mills, cago Music Festival, will replace MuCAPT. FRANK S. KENT, formerly Incorporated, New York, N. Y., tual's Saturday feature, "The Chicago
president of Tracy, Kent & Co.; Inc., Boughton Cobb, vice-president, will Theater of .the Air," for this date
and now servicing with the U. .S represent his company; Falstaff Brew- only.
Army Air Forces, has been promoted ing. Corporation, St. Louis, Mo., Hár- A broadcast of "Happy Hours," just
to the rank of major.
vey Beff a, first vice-president and ad- as it is performed at the U. S. Naval
vertising manager, will act as repre- Training Station at Great Lakes, IlliNORTON-NOYES CO., Providence, sentative; Harry Ferguson, Incorpor- nois,
John Carter, Eddie PeaRhode Island, has been elected to ated, Dearborn, Mich., C. W. Stoup, body,with
and Billie de Wolfe starred,
membership in the American Asso- advertising manager, will represent will be
one of the features of the
ciation of Advertising Agencies.
his company in the A.N.A.; Gotham Navy's contribution.

"Thin Mani " May Move

grams, 39 times; National
through Emil Mogul Agency

New Personnel App
In CBS Construction
Roland J. Young has jo

CBS construction and buildi
tions department as manage

struction operations, it has

houneed by G. S. McAllister,

of CBS construction and

operations. Young comes to
bia with a wide experie

registered architect and

h

pertaining to construction.
J. H. Swenson, supervi

CBS maintenance and
department, and R. A.

sistant supervisor of that
Blue Promotes Sweeney
left the network to
As Don Gilman Assistant have
Army, and W. J. Fahey

that department, it was
at the same time by Henry
Hollywood-Kevin Sweeney, sales eastern division operations
promotion manager, nas been pro- Both Swenson and Trago h
moted to assistant to Don E. Gilman, commissioned captains and
vice-president in charge of the Blue assigned to the Office of
Western Division and will also con- Service in Washington.
tinue his present duties. Walt Lonner, Trago, who had been w
traffic manager, will also handle ser- for the past ten years, re
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY

vice operations.

Albert Moss
Albert Moss, 61, executive vice-pres-

Washington July 26. Swen
to Columbia over twelve Y
and left for Washington
Aug. 9.

David Davis, supervisor
ident of the Standard Rate and Data field engineering depar
Service, died Sunday at the French also fills Swenson's position
Hospital. Funeral services will be visor of the maintenance
held today at the Frank E. Campbell struction department, and
Funeral Church, Madison Avenue at Silbersdorff,
a staff technic'

81st Street. Burial will follow at
Conn., S. A. Boyer, assistant to the Kensico Cemetery.
president, will represent his company in the A.N.A.; Phillips Petro- Sons, New York, N. Y., R. S. Killeum Company, Bartlesville, Okla., W. borne, Jr., vice-president, will be comR. Lund, advertising manager will pany representative, and Taylor Inrepresent his company; Seiberling strument Companies, Rochester, N.

field' engineering division for

12 years, has been named
supervisor of the mainten
construction department.

The new addition to the

nance and construction staff
Fahey, staff technician. So
Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio., G. F. Y., W. W. Lockwood, advertising man- ago, Fahey resigned as a tr
Weisenbach, advertising manager, ager, will represent his company in engineer with one of the co
tion companies.
representing; William Skinner .& the A.N.A.

I., August 17. 1943
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See Post -War Changes

Not Killing Equipment

Westinghouse Reprint

Continued from Page 1)

"Bandwagon" Bond Trip
p rogram will feature a corn Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc. NBC's "F'tch Bandwagon" will
music, drama, comedy and is merchandising its advertisement broadcast
fi n this Canadian city
Two regular members of in the August issue of "Fortune" magt,Smith cast, Jack Miller or- azine. Ad is printed on the inside Sunday, September 12, when it leaves
ader and comedian Henny back cover and on glossy paper. Hollywood for the one day on a
special bond -selling mission for the
n , are on hand as the new The cover is the regular
"For- Canadian Government. Guy Lomsrts. Well known stage and tune" cover for August. "Proteus
:srs are being signed for Rides the Air Waves" is the title of bardo, the Canadian boy who made

parances on the program.
Sith will continue to enteren in service through persrarances at camps. During
Mr II she has already tray 2,1) miles at a personal cost
an $112,000 to give special
n:o more than 1,612,480 sersn,t Army, Navy and Marine

titughout the United States
ma.

idler 13th year as a radio

the ad, which shows a cut in blue of
Proteus with a radio tube superimposed diagonally across his body.
. variety is the spice of radio,"
informs the ad, "changing its form
at will, like Proteus, the living room
become hews room, concert hall, cathedral, classroom. ." etc. On the
left hand cover is the sales story for
the promotion, explaining that to
Westinghouse Proteus is symbolic of
radio, "the versatile medium that as.

(Continued from Page 1)

adequate signal strength. This prob-

ably will mean higher power and

more clear channels for the remaining AM stations," he explains.
"We expect television broadcasting

to develop rapidly after the war,

along with FM radio broadcasting.
good in the name band world of the Manufacturing experience gained in
United States, will be featured on the production of electronic equipthe special program, originating in ment for war will undoubtedly result
the Maple Leaf Auditorium. Admis- in lower -priced television receivers
sion to the show will be by Bond after the war and this, plus public
only, and Canadian Government of- demand, should accelerate the exficials expect 15,000 purchasers to pansion of television service.
attend.
"After the war, we expect to conThe Bandwagon appearance will tinue to build all types of transmitbe sponsored by the entire drug in- ters-FM, AM, television-together
dustry of America as a contribution with auxiliary equipment."
to Canada's Victory Loan Drive. Announcer Tom Reddy and Producer

e ill continue on the air for sumes any shape at will," but that
ree years more under the the control of this medium is in the Byron Ward will fly from Hollywood Thornburgh Holds Confab
to handle the broadcast.
tew contract signed recent of stations, "and a responsibilOn Fall Plans For CBS
h sponsor, General Foods hands
ity,"
and
that
Westinghouse
is
doing
"120 Minutes"
n ie interests of Jell-O and its best to provide the finest
programs "120 minutes
to measure three Hollywood-Donald W. Thornburgh,
pvlings. She began her radio and audiences.
million lives" is the striking mes- CBS vice-president in charge of the
BS May 1, 1931.
division, presided Aug. 12th
sage in negative print on a magazine- western
line program, "Kate Smith
To Executives
at a sales meeting of Pacific Coast
size
cover
with
a
background
of
lth Ted Collins and the CJAT,Tips
a
Trail, British Columbia, huge crowd who seem to be measured executives, in Hollywood, to lay plans
hues (WABC-CBS, Mon- has a newinsystem
of telephone tip- by a compass and timed by a chrono- for the network's 1943 fall season. In
i Friday, 12:00 noon to
offs.
EWT.).
imprint in black with a benday attendance were Arthur Kemp, Pacific
Each week the program schedule is meter
and
ink
-wash engraving. This is the Coast sales manager for CBS; Harry
Rubicam, Inc. handles scanned
for important lectures, new WEEI,
Witt, Southern California sales
( Kate Smith programs.
Boston, promotion to its W.
speeches or broadcasts of any kind clients, listing
head; Charles Morin, Northern Calitime
facts
about
its
and
fornia sales manager; George L.
list of local authorities likely coverage.
Ward T. Sandell
be most interested in such broad- The promotional magazine is im- Moskovics, director of sales promoEdward T. Sandell, 74, to
CKTB, St. Catherines, casts is compiled. On the day of the printed on heavy off -set paper, util- tion for the Columbia Pacific Netthe secretaries are phoned
t his home there Sunday. broadcast
the inside front and back cov- work, and Jack O'Mara, merchandisand asked to leave a note on their izing
ers with two effective fine screened ing manager for Columbia Pacific.
employers desk advising -him of the half -tones of views of Boston and Kemp left immediately following the
broadcast.
serene scene of a rolling country- conference to conduct similar meetTalks on the fuel shortage mean a aside.
News
ings in Chicago, New York and St.
notification to all fuel dealers; on
The succeeding pages are effective Louis.
labor problems a notice to all war with
their simplicity of type lay -out,
;ht, sales manager of plant executives and union officials; illustrations, and statistics.
Interby-election
bulletins
ern
for
New "Sardi's" Account
a
notice
chburg, Va., is the proud to all political leaders.
mittently throughout the book, WEEI
baby girl. In addition
employs solid. black pages with type Los Angeles - The J. B. Folger

i

.

Irk

as sales manager, Wright

o engineering classes at

aeon Women's College.

i suggestion of a lullaby
of Bob Chester's band,
3e heard Monday night,

9:30 p.m. on the Blue

ow, "The Victory Parade
Bands," it's because the
thinking of his new

to arrived about a week
e sby's name is "Jonie."

1

1
t
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lor, WGAR, Cleveland,
ae father of a 7 lb., 4 oz.
)aby

has been named

Re RSO's Dixon

Four -page

brochure,

introducing
Stanley Dixon, Iowa national network news analyst, was released this
week by KSO, Des Moines. Outside
pages are bright orange, while inside
is cream -colored. Type is modernistic
black, and trimming is in red.

ing pages.

sponsors

of the Blue Network's
"Breakfast At Sardi's" program with
a
thirteen
-week
campaign which bePlain People," gives facts of Dixon's
background, includes quotes from lis- gan Aug. 14. The company will
teners all over the country, and ex- sponsor the first 15 minutes of the
plains program availabilities. Large Saturday broadcasts, from 9:30-9:45
are used on pages 3 and 4. a.m., PWT, on the thirteen Pacific
Dixon's commentary is originated pictures
Cut-out map of Iowa on front page, Coast and four Arizona stations affilby KSO for 83 Mutual stations. Bro- allows
informal 'shot of Dixon to iated with the Blue. The Folger
chure features slogan, "Plain Talk for show through
from page 3.
account was placed through the Raymond R. Morgan

IBS Adds Nine Stations
Burns And Allen Return
Raising Its Total To 201
Over CBS Web Aug. 21

Keystone Broadcasting System has
announced that the network has been
augmented by the addition of several
in key points in the secondr Act means nothing to stations
market area.
lelphia, when it comes aryThe
new KBS affiliates bring the
he stork. On Saturday, total number
hn Newhouse, staff an - new stations of members to 201. The
are: KSWO, Lawton,
sed around Coronas to
Oklahoma; KOTN, Pine Bluff, Arkanarrival of a son. Only sas;
WJPA,
Washington,
r Don Martin, producPa.; WRRF,
North Carolina; KPKR,
celebrated the receipt Washington,
Baker,
Oregon;
WMRN,
Marion, Ohio;
bundle-a daughter. But WBTA. Batavia, N.
Both babies weighed cord, North Carolina;Y.; WF,GO, ConWEED, Rocky
pounds, 10 ounces.
Mount, North Carolina.

is the Taylors' second

printed in red, giving the reader a Coffee Company of San Francisco
lead to the contents of, the succeed- has joined the list of participating

George Burns and Gracie Allen
return with their special brand
of

domestic daffiness on the "Burns and
Allen" program Tuesday, Aug. 31.
on CBS from 9-9:30 p.m.
Most of the same voices associated
with the "Burns and Allen" menage

will be heard again this season"Tootsie
Sagwell,"

"Herman

the

Duck," "The Happy Postman," and
"Nigel Bolingbroke."
Bill Goodwin returns as announcer
for the series and Jimmy Cash, tenor,
brings the pick of the season's ballads

over the air each week.

Angeles.

agency of Los

WANTED
Capable Secretary with

s t a ti on, advertising or
trade paper experience.
Call Wis. 7-6336

8
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"ACTION OVERHEAD,"

1

Coast -to -Coast

-5>

;4:,

t,

After a two-week vacation, Lisa tary to Carter Ringlep radio so
Sergio, WQXR, New York, woman sentative, has gone to Chico,
news commentator, has resumed her Cornwell, program director. jq
weekday evening "Column of the McSkimming of the conlinui
a.m. Narrations are ten minutes in Air" broadcasts. During her absence, ment are resting at home...
to
length and are written, produced and this spot was filled by Lester Velie, Barrington has joined the KMOI
narrated by Sherwood Broome and Ed WQXR's war economics commentator ing stall. Barrington formerly l(N
Hennessy, the latter a WRBL staff mem- who is heard regularly every Tues- on WORL, Boston; WLAW,

demonstra- series of narrations is heard over WRBL

evening during the
Ohio, put on by the U. S. Army Chem- "Swing Shift" show, a 55 -minute ET musiical Warware Service in cooperation cale heard every night from 12:05 a.m.

tion of an air attack on Dayton, every Saturday

with the local Office of Civilian De-

fense, took place at the University
of Dayton stadium yesterday. Show
was described over the air by mem-

1

day at 10:30 p.m. Miss Sergio will not Mass.: KOB, Albuquerque, Ne
resume her Monday and Friday 10:00 and KSD, St. Louis.

bers of the staffs of WING and WHIO, ber.
both of Dayton.

Ran Kaler, program director of a.m. broadcasts until September....
WFAS,
White Plains, New York, is Duncan Pirnie, WQXR announcer, Claire and Merna Barr
Super Save Market of Missoula, Mon- off to Vermont for a vacation, and left Sunday for a three-week vacation. ing duo, have returne
tana, has begun a new series of programs

Josephine Altamuro, secretary to sta-

on KCVO, Missoula. Five minutes across tion managing director Frank A. Seitz,
the board are utilized for a "lucky lis- is back from a sojourn at Martha's
tener" angle. Telephone number selected Vineyard ....Fred Peach, formerly of
at random is called, and it person called WTRY, Troy, N. Y., WBRK, Pittsfield,
can correctly answer a question about the Mass. and WINS, N. Y., has joined
Super Save Market. cash award is forth- the WFAS announcing staff ....Rawls

coming. If question is unanswered, half
the award goes to the person called, and
the remainder into the Jack Pot, which is
awarded three times weekly.
*

*

Hampton is being hea-d in a weekly

Dodgers," over WHN, N
app
Newest addition to the WTMJ-W55M, lowing a week-end
Milwaukee. Wisconsin, staff is Paul War Bond Benefit an
Coates. Recently discharged from the Albany, New *York.
service, he is now promotion manager for
"Farragut Calling." a weal d
the stations.
*
*
o
viceman musical show heard outr
Coast from Farragut Naval Tot:,

quarter hour of poems and philosophy, Bea Wain and Jerry Cooper, sing- Lion. Idaho. through the lacilitiell
Wednesday ing stars, join the Army Air Force's Spokane. Wash., trots out an is
Thoughts,"
"Random
recruiting drive for volunteers in the list of performers for its Sun
mornings over WFAS.
Aircraft Warning Corps, when they

MacKenzie Ward, WBBM, Chicago,
KSAL, Salina, Kansas. personnel took anradio sales, is vacationing in the other shift when ex -Marine Kirk Hammer
northwest woods.... WBBM announ- was called by the Army. He has been
cer Cliff Johnson is also vacationing, succeeded by Ben Greer, who came to
and Bob Cunningham is assuming KSAL from KICD, Spencer, Iowa. He is

'combine their talents on the "Army shows. The "Topsiders," a sever*

is made up of artists Irma
Air Force Salutes" tonight over WMCA, band,
the compass. Leader is fimmtf
New York. Also appearing on the of
time first -trumpet man vie
show will be the minstrel duo, "Mo- one
Dorsey and Les Brown. Trume'
lasses 'n January," and William S. R. Vesely, formerly played vile

Cliff's emcee duties on "Missus Goes working as announcer, actor, control man Gailmore. news commentator.
to a Party" during his absence.... and newscaster, having gained experiAnother vacationer from WBBM is ence in all sides of radio at KICD....

Edward Furman, of the local sales
department.

*

s

*

Goodman. Fred Waring, Artie

Ben Pollack bands. Many o,'

Vacationing from KMOX. St. Louis, Mo.:

equal calibre make up the

?ma Lou Bireline, KSAL continuity writer Wendell B. Campbell, assistant manager, the -Men-of-Note."
and broadcaster, has returned from a is fishing in Michigan: Vi Mathae. secre- group.

blue]

vacation at her home in western Kansas.
WSAI, Cincinnati, presented officials of
the Ohio Daughters of America in a speDarragh Aldrich, emcee on "Calling
cial broadcast recently. Participating in All
Women" over WCCO, Minneapothe program were national councilor, lis, Minnesota,
is resting at her sumClara E. Usher; national vice -councilor, mer home in northern Minnesota on
Cora Andriessen, and Mabel Adkins, Lake Superior...John Raleigh, WCCO
state councilor for Ohio.
news analyst, is vacationing at French
*

*

9

Lick Springs, Ind.....Governor Ed-

Today's guest on Paula Stone's ward J. Thye of Minnesota was the
"Hollywood Digest," over WNEW, principal guest of Larry Haeg, WCCO

New York, is Carole Landis, who has farm news editor, on a special "Rejust returned from England, where port From the Food Front" program
she has been entertaining American recently.
*
troops.... Kathryn Cravens, WNEW

bt CINCINN

*

women's commentator, was one of

John Van Swearingen, formerly with
the judges yesterday, at the Waldorf- WCHV,
Charlottesville, Va., WSVA, HarAstoria, to select a uniform for the
risonburg. Va.. and WINX. Washington,
U. S. Nurse Cadet Corps.
D. C., has replaced Allan Oak on the announcing staff of WGBR, Goldsboro, N. C.

During the month of July the Victory Oak has returned to New York. ...Billy

Bond Tank operated by WRBL, Columbus, Burwell, younger brother of Ted Burwell
Georgia, reported sales of $40,780.66, al- formerly program director of WGBR, has
most ten per cent of the total sold in the Joined the engineering staff while his
entire Muscogee County.... Gertrude Han. brother is on leave with the Army Air
ley, musical director of WRBL, has re- Forces....Billy Haire, assistant chief engi-

THE POTTER SHOE COMPP
"Potter's" has been a leading Cinci'

shoe store for 76 years ... knows
listening as well as walking habits

turned from a two-week vacation ....New neer, has resigned to join the Civil Air
Patrol.

Eddie

45
12

B
17

18 19 20 21 22 23

S

2S26,27282990

*

Cincinnatians.

Current advertising problem-to :n.
the name "Potter's" fresh in the mind
of Greater Cincinnati people. Ilt`t

*

Lee, one-man show from

Detroit, Michigan, has joined WKY,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. He was
followed by Marjorie Howard, style

chosen WSAI exclusively to do this im

portant advertising job.

consultant from New York, and in

two weeks comes organist Edna Sellers
from Chicago's WGN and NBC.
BASIC BLUE NETWORK STATION

August 17
Mae West
"Uncle Don" Carney
Fredda Gibson
Abram Chorine
Axel Gruenberg
Claire Glazer
Arlene Johnson
George Howard
Frederick W. Ziv
Donald Kraatz

Two former Omahans, now network
actors, returned to Omaha to audition
"The Adventures of Omar," which will
be heard over KOWH and KOIL beginning
September 18. They are Louise Fitch.

heard in "That Brewster Boy." and Ray
Sober, heard in "The First Line."

Nat'l Reps. SPOT SALES, INC.

New York, Chicago,
Son Francisco

,

,I

?áúC
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TEN CENTS

:ites OWI's Radio Power
o Public Sessions

Doubtful

lefore FCC Sept. 10
on Bureau, RADIO DAILY

on-The full FCC Corn -

ill sit on Sept. 10, for public
the application for transfer

spected

cago; KGO, San Francisco
y stations from the Blue

, The setting of hearing

news item from the West Coast. It
seems a prof at California Tech
conducted a private poll on radio
commentators. Kaltenborn received
1st place as best informed corn.
mentotor; 2nd place as most re-

nses of WJZ, New York;

the American Broadcast-

H. V. Kaltenborn may have to
hire a smart analyst to interpret

commentator:

and

2nd

place also as biggest stuffed shirt.
What HVK wants to know is: Is
this good?

ticular significance since it
(C'ontinued on Page 2)
ore R' ,,r R
I. and Stomp.

Sharp Upward Swing
In Blue Sales Curve
According to a report of the Blue

d that the proposed sale,

$8,000,000 would be set for

Witness At Probe Of FCC Says Agency
Had Free Hand In Removing Station
Personnel; Rep. Cox Presides

Five CBS Commercials

Network's progress in 1943 made yes-

terday by research manager Edward
F. Evans to Fred Thrower, vice-presi-

The ability to remove station personnel without jurisdiction was cred-

ited to the OWI in the person of

Lee Falk yesterday at the Cox Committee hearing investigating the FCC.
In the presence of Rep. Eugene Cox,
chairman of the committee, who presided at the hearing, James A. Guest
of the FCC N. Y. Field office testified
that George Bruenner, a citizen of the
U. S. for twenty years was taken off

dent in charge of sales, the sales curve the air at WBNX at the request of
Appoints Combs
will shoot sharply upward during the Lee Falk after an investigation
Adding
New
Affiliates
(Continued on Page 6)
second half of the year, in view of
Head Special Events

Buy More War Bonds red Stumps
the ten additional programs signed up
That clients are continuing to ex- for July, August and September and
that George
' Combs, the station's news pand networks along with the addi(Continued nn Page 6)
Radio News Committee
,has taken over the manage- tion of new affiliates by the webs is
Ruy Store War Ponds and Stamps
Special Events Depart- indicated by two CBS accounts add1ch will be operated as a ing the new affiliates to five of their First National Stores
1ff news. The publicity de- programs. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco On New England Network May Be Set Next Week
Co. is adding eight outlets to three of
: will function separately.
aouncement of the station's its shows and American Home Prod- The New England Regional NetIVashington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
I. more detailed coverage of ucts 10 stations to two of its day- work will carry the first in a series Washington-Make up of the NAB
pd special events will be time serials. Latter sponsor had al- of new programs, "First National's Radio News Committee will be an(Crnti,iued on Page 6)
W after Labor Day, but it
Wartime Food News," September 14, nounced next week, it was believed
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps
good that the station may

announces

'

over six stations at 9:30 p.m. for 15
minutes Tuesdays through Fridays.
Browning handled the ac Sets Two London Cut -Ins Badger &(Continued
on Page 2)

here yesterday. Members have been
chosen but acceptances have not yet
been received from all. The committee which will study the whole
matter of radio news broadcasts has

bids hitherto dominated by

"American Town Meeting '

rsleeve" Returns
NBC Web August 29

Buy More War Ponds and Stamps
For the first time "American Town
(Continued on Page 7)
Meeting of the Air" will do a trans - Hamilton Replaces Turner
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps
Atlantic two-way program with part
As NBC ET Program Mgr. War Leaders Will Speak
of the audience in London and the
other part here in Town Hall. Two Morris W. Hamiltor,
At 'E' Award Ceremonies
will replace
shows have been set for this innovaTurner as program manager of
tion, the first to be heard on Thurs- Oscar
War leaders of six United Nations
day, Sept. 30 and the second same NBC's radio -recording division. C. will
speak on the broadcast of the
Lloyd Egner, vice-president of the
(Continued on Page 7)
ceremonies presenting the Fourth
(Continued on Page 2)

brks.
ewe War Bands and stamp.

Great Gildersleeve,"

spon-

Kraft Cheese Products, re the air, after a summer laytunday, August 29, at 6:30

T, over the NBC network.
'vary, who spent his radio
working in pictures at RKO,
t play the title role. J. Walter
n is the agency.

Army -Navy "E" Award to the Bridge-

Brass Company which will be
Waste PaperlCarnpaign Set; port
heard over WOR and the Mutual net
Radio Not Among Paid Media
(Continued on Page 2)

Book 7'hirst
"Are You a Genius?" proas lust given away the two
rdth

Winston Encyclopedic

try to listen: is as an award
slions used on the air. Since
sl made 'his offer. the netas been getting an averoge
.n hundred to two thousand

a week from people who
win a dictionary. Show Is

lining educational feature.

Lloyd To Treasury Dept.
During War Loan Drive
Ted Lloyd, in charge of radio de-

partment for 20th Century -Fox Film
Corp. has been appointed to repre-

Coincidental

with various

radio

artists and programs being promoted
to aid the waste paper salvage campaign in the name of aiding the war
effort, eastern paperboard mills are
sponsoring a Waste Paper Conservative Drive in connection with the Salvage Division of the WPB in 12 eastern cities where newspapers and out-

sent the Treasury Dept. in Hollywood during the forthcoming Third
War Loan Drive. He will report in door advertising will be used.
The
Hollywood this week-end and serve
as liaison officer between the Trees - ad campaign will be handled by the
(Continued on Page 2)

Olian Advertising Co. of St. Louis and
(Continued on Page 4)

Ceremonies

It's Lodi today and Lido tomor-

row for the WJZ "Victory Troupe."
The entertainers will participate
today in the ground -breaking cere
monies for the new WJZ transmitter
at Lodi, N. J. Tomorrow they will

perform for the men of the Navy
base at Lido, L. I. Attending the

Lodi ceremonies today will be Mark
Woods, Edgar Kobak, John McNeil,
Bob Hutton and George Milne,

-

2
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Hamilton Replaces Turner War Leaders Will Speak
As NBC ET Program Mgr. At 'E' Award Ceremonies
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NBC recording division, announced
yesterday. Turner resigned to assume
a special assignment with the Office
of War Information. Norman Cloutier
has been appointed manager of
Thesaurus program, assuming responsibility for all recording copyright
matters.

«ontu,ued from Page l)

work, Saturday, August 21, from 5:306 p.m., EWT.
Rear Admiral W. H. P. Blandy,

Chief of the Bureau of Ordnance of

CORK and GOL

e
MILLER McCLINTOCK, president
,

1,

production on commercial programs
such as "Cities Service," American
Album of Familiar Music," and other
1800-A, Merchandise Mart, Phone Delaware features. However, he returned early
4950. Hollwood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425
this year as a member of the producHollywood Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5, tion staff until Egner's appointment
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
yesterday.
under the act of March 3, 1879.
Oscar Turner was appointed Thesaurus program manager in March,
1943 when Reginald Thomas left to

Ming, China, will speak for their respective nations.

ager of the Blue Network, is

of a United Nations salute to industry,
labor and management.

where

had joined the Thesaurus staff in 1936

First National Stores
On New England Network

N.

Y.
7-6338.

Phone Wlsconsin 7-6336, 7.6337,
Chicago, III.-Frank Burke, Suite

FINANCIAL

i as script writer and production man,

continuing in that position until he
was made assistant program manager

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Am. Tel. 0 Tel.
CBS B

High

15418 153

Gen. Electric

Philco
RCA Common

RCA First Pfd.
Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse

Zenith Radio

Low

Net
Chg.

Close

1/5

2 15314
/e 37
+

371%2

36%

223/4
97/a

221
93/4

223/4

693/4

693/4

693/4 +

113/8
941/8
32'1/8

113/e
923/4

321/4

OVER THE COUNTER

Farnsworth Tel. 0 Rad.
Stromberg-Carlson
WCAO (Baltimore)

1/4

93/4
1/8

11% +

1/4
3/4

931/2 +
323/4 +
Bid

1/4

Asked

83/4

9

20

23

271/2

29

10% 11%

WJ (Detroit)

The program will take the form

More than 20,000 employees and
their families will attend the ceremonies which will originate at Pleasure Beach Park, Bridgeport, through
the facilities of WICC.

enter the Navy. Prior to that he

(Tuesday August 17)

Lloyd To Treasury Dept.
During War Loan Drive

in 1939.

(Continued from Page 1)

Cloutier began his services with count for the First National Stores,
NBC in 1936 as staff conductor, be- Inc.
coming widely known for the series. Featuring Gretchen McMullen, New
"Norman Cloutier Presents." In 1941 England food authority and broadhe joined the music rights staff under
for the past 15 years, the proThomas Belviso to carry out special caster
will be heard on WBZ, Boston,
work in connection with BMI and gram
where
broadcast will originate;
Ascap. A year later he moved to the WCSH,the
Portland; WJAR, Providence;

"Unity at Home -Victory Abroad"
over WHN today during the "Commentators' Round Table" program.

He will be joined by George Coombs.

be under the joint direction of Vin-

Stork News

and

Polly Hart To Blue Web
In Station Relations Dept.
Polly Hart, has joined the Blue
H. Norton, Jr., manager of station
Network as special assistant to John

It's a second daughter, Paula, at relations dept. Miss Hart for eight
radio for the War Finance Division the home of the George Menards. years was secretary and general as-

cent F. Callahan, director of press and

of the Treasury, and Carlton Duffus, Daddy is announcer and farm re- sistant to Fred Weber. general manassociate field director in charge of porter on WLS, Chicago.
ager of Mutual.
special and other activities. Lloyd is

loaned to the Treasury through arrangement with Hal Horne of 20th
Century -Fox.

Blue Public Sessions
Before FCC Sept. 10
(Continued from Page 1)

a public session. FCC does not pass

on sale of the network, but it does
pass on sale of the stations. Authority
to send to Canadian stations is also
involved.

ADDIE AMOR, assistant night prograir
back trom

week vacation spent near Brewster, N. Y r
LEONARD D. CALLAHAN, general cot r
Sesac, has returned from Washington,
he conferred regarding plans II,

Third War Loan campaign.

KINGSLEY HORTON, assistant mass,?
WEEI, Columbia 000 outlet in Boston, .y
yesterday at network headquarters.
HARRY H. HOESSLY, sales manager Id

Columbia, Ohio, is in New York for «da
with the local representatives of the Pi
B.

.1.

HAUSER, sales

promotion max r

the Blue Network, returns today
week trip through the Midwest.

from

AD MEN,

INGHAM S. ROBERTS, station
Harlington, Texas, is here

in

KGBS,

with the local reps.
JOHN T. HOPKINS, III, station ma

chief engineer of WJAX, Jacksonville,
Florida on a short business trip.

WANT TO ENTER
A CONTEST?
Help us actually put the
Use them in a
4 -Word Slogan.

$100 WAR BOND

"SELLING"

MANPOWER
Radio has sold

a

lot of thin

Now in Baltimore WITH is get)
sorely needed manpower for I
tractors.
Carpenters, machis

hen's teeth,

in this

scarce

boom m

respond to WITH appeals.

KEEp

How fast?

Well, on more

one occasion, the sponsor sec
the necessary help with the
tour spots of the contract)

FREEDOM

wI

KFEL call letters to work

in the War Effort-

of the U. S. Army Air ,Fort
stationed in Alaska.

and laborers, about as

I

VER

AST j

FOR THE SLOGAN WE LIKE BEST

$50 AND $25 BONGS

COVER THE 3rd
LARGEST MARKET
IN THE COUNTRY'S

GREATEST STATE

OVER STATION

WSAY
ROCHESTER
N. Y.

For the Two Next Best
NO RULES! Just write it on anything and mail to

GENE O'FALLON-KFEL, DENVER
A contest must close sometime-let's make it September

IN BALTIMORE
15

I.

GEORGE W. JOHNSON, station meet.
KTSA, San Antonio, has joined the es.
contingent currently in New York on 4

radio -recording division as conductor WLBZ, Bangor; WTIC, Hartford, and
Wedding Bells
and producer.
The engagement has bt
WFEA, Manchester, N. H. Miss Mc- nounced of Barbara Mary
WI
Mullen owned and operated the Gretof William H. WI
Morris On WHN 'Unity' chen McMullen Laboratory Kitchen daughter
head of the advertising agen
Newbold Morris will speak on for food testing in Boston.
ing his name, to Lt. Arthur F

(Continued from Page 1)
Walton, Lewis Gannett
ury Dept. and the War Activities Sid
Committee of the motion picture as Father Kernan.

well as radio industry. His work will

of

and TOM SLATER, director of

the U. S. Navy, and Maj. Gen. Safford, leave today for Washington, D. Cspecial
w4
U. S. Army, will represent the United will attend a luncheon tomorrow with
tary Morgenthau regarding the Third W
States.
drive. They will return tomorrow night,
Maj. Gen. Sir Walter Benning,
Hamilton had joined NBC in 1931 as
W. H. SUMMERVILLE, general mu
Great
Britian:
Vice
-Admiral
Raya music program builder for the sucWV/L, New Orleans, has arrived from
ceeding five years he was responsible mond Senard, France; Col. Ilia Far- for a few days on station and network I
for the "Morning Parade" programs. ayev and Capt. Ivan Yegorichev,
BILL HUGHES, commercial manager e
In 1936 he was moved to director of Russia; Roy G. Peers, Director of the Corpus
Christi, Tex., is on a short th
production, holding the position until Department of Munitions and Supply trip to New York.
for
Canada,
and
Maj.
Gen.
Chu
Shih1939 when he resigned to free lance

TOM TINSLEY, President
REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY -REED

A
Through this microphone pass the
most effective commercials in radio

MARTIN BLOCK'S "Make -Believe
Ballroom" on WNEW still sells more
products for more advertisers than any other

Make -Believe Ballroom" for all of its nine
years-and some have just discovered it.

Some advertisers buy only "The Make Believe Ballroom" to sell New York-

From 10:00 to 11:30 a.m., and from 5:30 to
7:30 p.m., "The Make -Believe Ballroom" is
still New York's favorite program six days
a week.

and some rely on Martin Block to reinforce
their network coverage.

And with its rating at an all-time high, the

Some advertisers have been using "The

No. 1 market.

program in radio-in or out of New York.

"Ballroom" is still the No. 1 buy in the

NEW

501 MADISON AVENUE

NEW YORK, N.

Y.

Serving New York and New Jersey Twenty -Four
Hours a Day

NATIONALLY REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR
& COMPANY

____ _____,
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San Francisol

Chicago

FORMERLY heard on KSF(
Williamson's Sunday night

By FRANK BURKE

WLS National Barn Dance returns

"What's the Name of That
is now on KFRC and coast s
of the Don Lee network ever

again to the scene of its early

if

triumphs when the program originates

at

the Eighth Street Theater

starting Saturday, Sept. 11. The show

first moved into the Eighth Street
Theater in March

1932,

and

last

August moved out to make way for

the Army Air Force Technical Training Command. Since then it has

been broadcasting from the Civic

Notes From A Ringside Seat ... !

Due to a last minute switch, Carole Landis, the screenotable.
will be starred Friday, in a radio version of "Love Crazy." on the CBS
Playhouse rather than the originally scheduled "The Lady Eve"....George

must then be able to sing tit

William Norins, manager of WBYN, has assured the War Department that
through the co'operately-sponsored program, "Send 'Em Smokes." at least
100,000,000 cigarettes will be shipped to Fighting Yanks stationed all over
the globe....A fantastic tale of the deep, titled "Land of the Lost,"
authored by Isabel Manning Hewson and Cyril Armbrister, will be 'sneak previewed' over the Blue Net, Sunday, Sept. 5.... The day following her
first appearance on the CBShow, "Calling America," lovely Joan Brooks

program on war gardening, "Know
Your Onions," got an assignment to
prepare an 8,000 -word article on
dogs for the Encyclopedia Britannica.
Local Loan Co., through their
agency Van Hecker -MacLeod, Inc.,
have renewed their 15 -minute news
period on WGN, Monday through Fri-

day, for an additional 52 weeks ef-

fective August 16.
Members of WGN staff on vacations
this week include Kenneth MacGregor, program director, Jess Kirkpatrick, announcer.
Don Dowd, Blue Network an-

nouncer, passing out cigars in cele-

bration of the arrival of Elizabeth

Maurer Dowd, seven pounds, two and
one-half ounces, at the Swedish Covenant Hospital. Mother is former radio
actress, Betty Anne Brown.
Pabst Brewing Co., sponsor the

play by play broadcast of the col-

lege all-star football team against the
Washington Red Skins at Northwestern University on Wednesday, August
25.

Harry Wismer engaged for the

announcing job.

was re-signed to "Guestrill' on that program two succeeding weeks....
Kate CBSmith will write a monthly feature for True Story Magazine, the
initial stanza to appear in the November issue .. Sam Fuller. Director at
Young & Rubicam, has been commissioned a Lieutenant (j.g.) and reports

(Continued from Page 1)

according to Norman F. Greenway of

Robert Gair, Inc., chairman of the

eastern committee of the Waste Paper

Consuming Industries, the 12 cities
where paid advertising will be used
are: New York, Philadelphia Baltimore, Rochester, Boston, Richmond,

Va.; Charlotte, N. C.; Atlanta, Buffalo
and Hartford, Conn.
Greenway pointed out that the
waste paper shortage is more critical
than at any time since the war began,
and reasons why the shortage existed,

but in no instance mentioned radio,
either as an aid much less as a paid
medium.

Advertising - novelty - pictorial

records

on unbreakable transparent plastic.
DUPLI-KUT RECORD CORP.
Cl. 6-4288

236 W. 55th St., N. Y. C.

three bars.

Larry Smith, KFO's No.

network Monday, Tt
Wednesday and Friday for Flet
Lawton, Hollywood comme
coast
who

is

on

a

six -week lea

absence to observe the Europef
front at first hand. Smith co
to air his regular commentaries

are heard on Mondays throug
days over KPO.

There's a reason for Bob (Thanks to the Yanks) Hawk's

Press Information Departme
past year, enters the Army
August 28. He reports for

perfect diction and extensive vocabulary.... the quiptease, at the
age of 18, taught English to Junior H. S. Students in his home town
of Creston, Iowa.... Adrian Samish, Production Editor and Director

of the "March of Time," NBCurrent Events program, has been
selected to act as one of the American Theater Wing Judges, to
find the winning sketch, song and playlet, respectively....those
chosen will be aired on his program during the ,first three weeks
of January, next....Kay Lorraine will be heard on the "Raymond
Scott Presents" CBSyncopations for five more Tuesday nights....
this team was co-starred on the "Hit Parade," for a year in 1939-40.
...Bob Kerr has sold the harmonies of Hi, Lo, Jack and the Dame
to Columbia Pictures and accompanies the quartette to Hollywood

***

Radiokays to: Sara Berner. Verna Felton, Lurene Tuttle, Helen
McNeer, Edna Payne and others of the Radio Women's War Service Committee, who do so much to entertain, send gifts and Radio Trade journals

1

mentator and one-time INS cl
Tokyo, is substituting on the

H. J. Feeney Leaving
For Service In The
Harry J. Feeney, Jr., of

Camp Upton on that date.
Prior to joining CBS, Fe
a

staff member of the N

"Post" for five years. H
the night desk of the Post
eral years and later was as
that paper to general news
and feature writing. Feene
ited with having obtained
and only interview from
Chaplin, Jr.

Feeney came to CBS in

1942 and for a .brief period
the publicity of WABC, C
York City outlet. Recentl

been publicizing the pro
Columbia's Department of
tion.

to former Radio folk, now in the armed forces.... to Arthur Q. Bryan for
writing special material and personally appearing with members of the
aforementioned committee,

at isolated camps and bases....to Conrad

Thibault, who between broadcasts, these past three months, has already
flown 75,000 miles to sing at Army camps....to Vi and Vilma Vernor, the
Victory Twins, who even now are 'somewhere in South Pacific' with
songs from home....to emcees and femcees of radio shows, who invite
members of our armed forces, select so many of them to participate on
their programs and not only give the lads and lassies something 'different'
in the way of thrills but actually make it easy for them to win prizes,
gifts, etc..... the fact that there are so many individuals who merit this
low bow', thus making it impossible to list their names in this space,
speaks eloquently of Radio's splendid efforts on behalf of both civilian
and Armed Forces Morale -Building.... Comic Jerry Lester. re -booked into

-RECORD DUBBING
OUR SPECIALTY-

win the prize, however, as the

to the Navy, Aug. 28.... The Arnold Michaelis' (he's the director of the
Blue Net show, "Cohen the Detective,") are expecting a return visit from
Sir Stork....due about Oct. 20.

Sunday ....he'll return to Gotham middle of next month.

Set Waste Paper Advt.;
No Mention Of Radio

the

"Up -to -the -minute -news," Sept. 22, to members of the Advertising Club of

WGN, inviting the press to be his
guests at the Washington All Star
August 25.
Ben Markland, who conducts WGN

by George Wright on

Guessing the song is not env

New York, the first of his calling to be "recognized' by that Group....

football game at Northwestern University, Evanston, next Wednesday,

guessing the titles of songs

F. Putnam, NBC Newscaster, has been engaged to deliver a talk on

Opera House.

Dale O'Brien, publicity director of

day night. Show, originatt
Williamson seven months a
Seattle, features . a studio au

the Strand Theater, Aug. 27....Marian Young, WOR's Martha Deane,
celebrates two years on that show, today.... Jackson (The Cisco Kid)
Beck and Dave Harmon are collabbing on a play titled, "I Ain't Tºlkin' ".. .

Joey Nash. tenori.ole, has been ref ected by the Army.... Marilyn Day,
former Johnny Long vocalovely, leaves this week for the Universal Lot
on the coast....Patti Dugan replaces her.

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

FUNNY MONEY
still available for mask
choice markets althougt4
is

now on 58 stations. kb",
quire

ALLEN A. FUF
Radio Productions
52 Vanderbilt Ave.

N, I

ac eaday. August 18, 1943
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NBC BASIC STATION IN
THE "LAND OF PLENTY"

INA RAY HUTTON and ED BUTTILONA MASSEY, on "Double or
t HOUSING WEEK, planned by NER, on the "Take -A -Card" quiz Nothing," Friday (WOR-Mutual, 9:30

l,tional Housing Agency in co- program, today (WOR-Mutual, 8:30 p.m.) .

on with the War Advertising
nl and having for its purpose

p.m.) .

CAROLE LANDIS and JERRY

BERT (MAD RUSSIAN) GORDON, LESTER, in an adaptation of "The
s for war workers, will be on the Jack Carson show, today Lady Eve," on the "Philip Morris
ed through the medium of an (WABC-CBS, 9:30 p.m.).
Playhouse," Friday tWABC-CBS, 9
sing campaign which will start
p.m.) .
LT. WILLIAM GARRETT, veteran
ober. It is expected that the
:oviding

of improved

living

Hill have the co-operation of of the American air raid on Rome, DR. DAVIS BLOM, attending dery and business firms through on "Soldiers With Wings," today matologist at Sydenham Hospital, and
ivertising. Theme of the cam - (WOR-Mutual, 9:30 p.m.).
GARTH CATE, former travel promowill be "Share Your Home."
tion manager_ of the New York
SUZANNA STEN, mezzo-soprano, "World -Telegram," discussing "The
')ERICK R. GAMBLE, manag- on "Great Moments in Music," today Care of the Skin in Summertime,"
ector American Association of (WABC-CBS, 10 p.m.).
on "Highways to Health," Saturday
icing Agencies, announces that
(WABC-CBS, 1:45 p.m.).
secured Victor Schwab of MARY MARTIN, vocalist, and
& Beatty, and Herbert Cha- MAURICE ROCCO, pianist, on the JAY C. FLIPPEN, on "Nellie Revell
WHN, to serve with him on '`Cresta Blanca Carnival," today Presents," Saturday (WEAF-NBC.
ilic relations committee for the (WABC-CBS, 10:30 p.m.).
10:30 a.m.).
fund-raising campaign of the
Fire Girls Council of Greater JEAN GORDON, publicity direck.
tor for Warner Brothers, on Alma NELSON A. ROCKEFELLER, coKitchell's "Meet Your Neighbor" pro- ordinator of InterAmerican Affairs;
T C. ALLEN, of the art staff gram, today (WJZ-Blue Network, DR. LEO S. ROWE, director general
of the Pan-American Union, and
am, Louis and Brorby, has 12:15 p.m.).
ARCHIBALD MacLE1SH, Librarian
pted for service in the U. S.
has left for tamp Grant, KAROLE SINGER, vocalist, on the of Congress, discussing "The Role of
"South American Serenade," tomor- the Americas," on "For This We
Fight," Saturday (WEAF-NBC, 7
row (WOR-Mutual, 11:30 p.m.).
TH R. McMATH has joined

mes Company as a member

DAY & NIGHT

p.m.) .

JAY ALLEN, foreign correspond-

ent and author, and WILLIAM B.
ZIFF, aviation expert and military
PH I. PALISTRANT has been analyst, discussing "Should the United
director of the drug and cos- States Give Up Its Foreign Military
apartment of Blackett-Sample- Bases After the War," with DR.
Inning board.

WATTS

DR. MARTIN G. LARRABEE, of
the Johnson Foundation, University

of Pennsylvania, and JOHN D. BERG DOLL, JR., chief engineer of the York
Corporation, on "Adventures in
't. He formerly was associated ARTHUR E. BESTOR, president of Science," Saturday (WABC-CBS, 1:30
Dederick Stearn & Co., manu- Chautauqua and member of the board p.m.) .
g chemists of Detroit.
of trustees of Town Hall, substituting
for George V. Denny, Jr., as modera- BRIG. GEN. CLAYTON S. ADAMS,

úky Piano Series

;tarts Sunday On CBS
CBS pianist, broad -

tor, on "America's rown Meeting," director of the U. S. Army Postal
tomorrow (WJZ-Blue Network, 9:30 Service, on Billie Burke's "Fashions

in Rations," Saturday (WABC-CBS,

p.m.) .

11:30 a.m.).

JOAN

BLONDELL,

MORTON

e first in a series of weekly DOWNEY and CONNIE HAINES, at
Sunday, August
130 a.m., EWT

22,

CARROLL GLENN, violinist, and

from the "Stage Door Canteen," tomorrow SGT. EUGENE LIST, pianist, artists
(WABC-CBS, 9:30 p.m.).
married on Monday of this week in

Brodsky has been associated

York City, in joint appearance
BS for some time and has BENNY GOODMAN, on Bill New
on Coca-Cola program, "The Pause
Id many series on the net- Stern's "Colgate Sports Newsreel," That
Refreshes on the Air," Sunday
ncluding one that embraced

for piano works of Brahms,
'ther which featured contem-

Friday (WEAF-NBC, 10:30 p.m.).

(WOR-Mutual, 4:30 p.m.).

music.

1so has been heard with the
is Broadcasting Symphony on
sr of occasions.
e

Bergen On BBC

announced this week that it
adcast the Edgar Bergen and
McCarthy show as a regular
feature. British

broadcast

a recording of the weekly
iow, sponsored by Chase &
, heard Sundays at 8 p.m.,
haugural BBC broadcast takes
Is Friday.
"ata

you Mel floe Voices
a'

I.BERT MACH
LEX. 2-1100

WANTED
Capable radio drama tic writer with Net work experience. Full time position. Salary

WILMINGTON

approximately

DE LAWARE

$100

per

week.

Write

RADIO DAILY, Box 732, 1501 Broadway,

New York City.

1150 KC
Sales Representative

PAUL H. RAYMER

6
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Sharp Upward Swing
In Blue Sales Curve
otinred from Puy,: 1)

OWI Had Free Hand In Radio
Witness Tells Cox Committee

Wednesday, August 19,41

Five CBS Commerdy

Adding New Affilie

(Continued from Page 1)

,min red from l'dyr
the six regular programs due back of Bruenner by the FBI and the FCC Lion of the license as a probable ready been
using the corn
on the air in the fall after a summer failed to reveal any incriminating pro- means of preventing the sale to people until additions
were made.

hiatus.

fascist or Nazi leanings.
The outlook for the second six
At one point in Guest's testimony
months of the year promises an even regarding
the investigation of Bruenmore favorable record than the first
ner,
Cox interrupted and said, "What
half, when one -quarter of the Blue did you
have in mind with these inlineup of 36 sponsored programs were
vestigations.... these were people
newcomers to the network.
a living, were you trying to
As the report pointed out, the Blue makingthe
war effort? ' Guest replied
in July had a total of 66 evening com- protect
he was interested in protecting
mercial quarter hours sold as against that
39 a year ago-an increase of 74 per the war effort.
Guest testified that W. C. Alcorn
cent. Again, the average number of
stations per evening commercial quar- stated that Bruenner was taken off
ter hour in July is 94 as against 76 the air as a result of a conversation
a year ago-an increase of 24 per cent. with Lee Falk. Alcorn protested the
1943 is contained in a chart showing
the increase in total sponsored station hours, month by month, for the
trst eight months of the year, as compared with 1942, based on a check of

a sample week in each month. For

example, while January showed a 20
per cent gain over the previous year,

the increase for August is 227 per

cent.

New programs signed up for July,
August and September are "That's A
Good One," Adam Hat Stores, Inc.,
Sept. 12; "Noah Webster Says," Bristol -Meyers Company for Minit Rub,
July 6; "Fitch Bandwagon," J. W.
Fitch Company, Sept. 8; "Breakfast
Club," Kellogg Company, July 5; "Hot
Copy," 0 -Cedar Corporation, August
29; "Leon Henderson," O'Sullivan
Rubber Company, August 14; "What's
New," RCA Manufacturing Company,
Sept. 4; "Revlon Revue," Revlon
Products Corporation, Sept. 30; "Ad-

ventures of Nero Wolfe," J. B. Wil-

liams Company, July 15; "Kellogg
News," Kellogg Company, August 9.
Due Back After Summer

wood, an institution for mental and WDAN-Danville, Ill.; WTAX
nervous disorders.
Dropped "Like Hot Potato"

Part of Wolgang's information was

field, Ill.; WSOY-Decatur, Ill.'
Paducah, Ky., and W HOP-

ville, Ky.

Reynolds Debut In 1931

The addition of the eight
said that he dropped Wolfgang "like brings the programs' netw
substantiating facts for the removal. a hot potato" when he checked into 126 CBS stations for "Blon
Guest stated that "Alcorn was burned his history after he doubted the cred- outlets for "Thanks to the
up about it."
ibility of Wolfgang's story. But Garey and 125 stations for the var
Reynolds made its debut
In interrogating Guest about the re- unwilling to let Guest off the hook
port of the FBI files, Garey couldn't read a memo of Guest's to Marcus lumbia advertiser in June, 1
get Guest to reveal the contents of the Cohn of the FCC to the effect that, currently holds three spots
file on the grounds that it was in "he wasn't wiling to give up the ship" Columbia network-Mond
violation of the confidential nature of on some of Wolgang's testimony be- from 7:30 to 8:00 EWT, with
the reports. But it was disclosed that cause Dr. Worthington of the Pilgrims cast at 10:30 p.m., Friday
Falk appealed to the FBI to remove State Hospital, a division of Brent- from 10:00 to 10:30 EWT, and
Bruenner which the FBI refused.
wood, said that not all of what Wolf- day niche from 7:30 to B: 00 p
gang said was untrue as he did have with rebroadcast at 11:00
.Asks About "Working Agreement"
eight new stations will be
Cox asked Guest at this point lucid moments.
the Monday program effects
Worthington's
report
did
state
that
whether "in running down and cru- he considered Wolfgang undesirable 27, the Friday show effective
cifying poor devils was there a workbut not insane and that he should be 8, and the Saturday spot
ing agreement with OWI and FCC?"
October 9.
when the war was over.
Guest flared up and replied that deported
While the fall line-up for
"the FCC didn't persecute any one, The New York police record stated not yet definite for the var
Wolfgang showed definite indicaand furthermore I believe Bruenner that
gram,
"Blondie" is curren
tions that he was working for the heard on
should be on the air!"
Monday nights and
German
Gestapo,
although
he
acts
Garey charged that the FCC used
to the Yanks," starring Bob
anti
-Nazi.
That
"he
had
a
lot
of
phony
unethical methods in extracting inquizmaster, on Fridays
formation pertinent to station em- newspaper credentials, some of them All three programs are b
outright
forgeries."
ployees by using informers, a word
for Camel Cigarettes and/or
Luotto Questioned
which Guest vigorously objected to.
Albert Smoking Tobacco. W
It was pointed out that Ralph Weil Garey questioned Stefano Luotto & Company, Inc. is the agen
of WOV had sent in information con- regarding his removal from the air
AMP Adds 10 Stations

Programs off for the. summer and cerning the activities of other stations, in 1942 from WGES at the request of
due back on the Blue in the Fall are and that Guest approved what Weil John Dyer who asked him "to tip -toe
"Duffy's," Bristol-Myers Company; was doing. It was also disclosed by off the air" because if he kept him on
"Dick Tracy," Sweets Company of Garey that Duccio Tabet of WOV was his license would be in jeopardy.
Luotto testified that he never was
America; "True or False," J. B. Wil- also engaged in sending in informaliams Company; "Terry and the tion to the FCC. One of his reports, a fascist although he admitted bePirates," Quaker Oats Company; a 15 -page memo, criticized the sta- longing to the Dante Alighieri Society of Chicago which he emphati"Musical Steelmakers," Wheeling tion and its personnel.
Garey characterized the invasion of cally stated was not fascist or a poliSteel Corporation, and "Dorothy
stations as a "private war constituted tical organization of any kind. That
Thompson," Trimount Clothing Co.
During the first three months of by the War Problems Division of the its meetings were of a cultural nature.
the year the Blue added "Morton FCC in their brief moment of power." He did say, however, that the Italian
Consul of Chicago was a member of
Downey," Coca-Cola Company; "Alec
Charges "Misinformation" Used
the society. When asked why, when he
Templeton Time,' Dubonnet CorporaIt
was
also
revealed
by
Garey
that
tion, and "Where Dc We Stand," the OWI and the FCC relied on mis- entered the country in 1931, he waited
Clark Chewing Gum Company. In the information in making some of their until 1941 to take out Amersecond three-month period, the Blue many decisions. In referring to the ican citizenship papers he stated that
added "Here's To Romance," Bour- WOV ownership transfer, James P. he had to justify his renunciation of
his Italian citizenship and wanted to
jois, Inc.; "John Vandercook," Genof Co-ordinator of Informa- be compatible to his ideals and coneral Mills, Inc., for Wheaties; "Baby Warburg
wrote to Allen Cranston of the science that he would be a good
Institute," H. J. Heinz Company; tion
Language Division of the American citizen, willing to partici"Chamber Music Society of Lower Foreign
Office
Facts and Figures that the pate in all American activities, and
Basin Street," Andrew Jergens Com- stationofshouldn't
be sold to a Mr. that he would be willing to fight his
pany for Woodbury Soap; "Breakfast Balbo of the Balbo
Oil Co. Actually native Italy in case of war.
at Sardi's" sponsored by Kellog's Pep,

Balbo Oil Co. is owned by the
and the same program by Minute the
Mester Brothers. Warburg continued
Man Soup.
Five Shows Former Sustainers

1

whom Warburg thought undesirable.
Reynolds has scheduled
Testimony pointed out that the FCC tion or eight CBS outlets to
had used as a source of information, works of its three CBS pro
Herman Wolfgang, who was a self - shows affected by these ne
admitted dope addict since the age creases are "Blondie," "Th
of twenty-one, and described in New Yanks," and third, a variety
All recently affiliated Col
York police files as a dangerous person suffering from delusions. He had lets, the stations to be added
been committed to Bellevue for obser- WJLS-Beckley, W. Va.; WLBC.,
vation and later committed to Brent- cie, Ind.; WDWS-Champaigp,

action and said there was no valid used as a source for any proposed
for his being taker] off the action against Bruenner. Later Guest
An overall picture of progress in reason
air and that Falk never gave him any
Overall Picture

1

Hughes In Gershwin Film
and said that both Balbo and Andrea
John B. Hughes, Mutual network
Luotto, who was to manage the staIt is interesting to note that five tion, are said to have fascist leanings. west coast newscaster, has been signout of the six programs added in the He suggested that Cranston look into ed by Warner Brothers for a role in
second three -months period were the matter with the object of pre- the forthcoming film biography of the
former Blue Network sustainers.
venting its sale and use the applica- life of George Gershwin.

American Home Products,

add 10 CBS stations to its
network daytime serials, "
ance of Helen Trent," and '

t

Sunday," effective Sept. 20.
tions added, are: WJLS-B

Va.; WPAD-Paducah, Ky.;
Hopkinsville, Ky.; WFMDMd.; WLBC-Muncie, Ind.;
Watertown, N. Y., and the
Illinois stations, WDANWDWS-Champaign, WSOYand WTAX-Springfield.
For Bisodol and Ben
Romance of Helen Ti ent"
be heard over a netwnrk of
stations. The program is
Monday through Friday f
to 12:45 p.m., EWT. 'Our
day," heard for Anacin from
1:00 p.m., EWT Monday thro

day, will also be heard on a
127 CBS outlets.

Introduced In 1933
American Home Products

Columbia debut in 1931, in
"Romance of Helen Trent"
and "Our Gal Sunday" in 19
programs were previously h
a full network of 117 CBS sta
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
agency handling both accoun

Jtsday, August 18, 1943
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-PROMOTION

I:UI BUSIIIESS
1 , Minneapolis -St. Paul: Swift &

p y, through J. Walter Thomp(mpany, continuation of its
e reekly participation in Bee
e. "Household Forum"; Morton
ompany, 10 spots weekly;
illy Flour Mills, through Mc L. ickson, Minneapolis. renewal
r :-weekly participations in the
ik old Forum"; Gluek Brewing

WEAF-McBride Campaign

In cooperation with the Long Island
Railroad, Rockville Center Chamber
of Commerce, H. C. Bo,sack & Co. and
other organizations, WEAF, New
York, is staging an aggressive promo-

tion campaign in connection with
Mary Margaret McBride's broadcast

Monday, August 30, in Rockville Cen-

Iiy, Tuesday and Thursday mu - ter, New York.

ogramm featuring piano and
lrect.

Miss McBride's program on that day

will originate in Rockville Center's

With the Colors!
STOCKTON HELFFRICH, manager

of NBC's Continuity Acceptance DeWGAR, Cleveland, has just released partment, has resigned to begin boot
the second in a series of four -page training with the U. S. Naval Reserve.
program folders outlining various Helffrich came to NBC in 1933 as a
featured shows both commercial and page but soon was transferred to
sustaining. The folder, in two colors, the program department. In 1935, he
is issued monthly. Current issue fea- was made assistant to Lewis H. Tittures the WGAR wartime news ser- terton, manager NBC Script Divivice, detailing information about the sion. Early in 1942 he was named to
news room, its editors and the com- head the network's continuity acplete schedule of news broadcasts. ceptance department.
Pictures of all principals involved are
PHIL RYDER, engineer at KPO.
used. Last page is devoted to special San
Francisco, has reported to Shepstation features. Folders, handled

WGAR's New Folder

-vvv-

South Side High School. The occasion
7, New York: National Shoe will be the town's fiftieth anniversary
and the current war bond drive. Ad- through the department of Clyde pard Field, Texas, to start training
larticipation for six weeks in
'
Believe Ballroom," Monday, mission will be by purchase of bonds. Vortman, WGAR promotion manager, with the Army Air Corps as a cadet.
i lay and Friday, direct; Dun- WEAF's audience promotion de- are sent to a direct mailing list of
MARGARET McNEMAR, of the
Clarettes and Philip Morris partment has arranged for the place- account executives, time buyers and
Charleston, W. Va., office of Beaue s, through the Biow Co., ment of 1,000 car cards announcing agencies.
mont and Hohman, Inc., has enlisted
half -minute ET anns. daily. the program in Long Island Railroad
1

--

i

trains; 20 posters on the outskirts of

311, Chicago, announces the fol- Rockville Center; 85 additional cards

'

for outdoor display; 200 bill posters WMCA, New York, has sent out a
on railroad platforms and streamers one -sheet, black and white announcein the high school auditorium.
ment of advertisement reports on its
In addition, Red Cross Volunteer new Jerry Lawrence show. Simply
workers in Rockville Center will done, on an 8" x 11" sheet, the mesnotify local residents by telephone sage is bordered by a curtain, drawn
of the broadcast and war bond rally. back, with the mask of comedy in
;on Park Jockey Club, Chi- Fanny Farmer lollypops with WEAF the upper right hand corner. Message

in the WAVEs and is now in training for a commission as ensign at
Mt. Holyoke College.

.ew business: Sale of six sta¡k announcements weekly for
II beginning September 30 for
Co., Cleveland, through
Vasey & Co., Inc., N. Y.; Sale
station break announcements
through September 3 for

promotion manager for WLW, Cincinnati, Ohio, leaves soon for the U.

ough Al Paul Lefton Agency,
"Three five-minute programs
tadden Publications through
l Spector Co., N. Y.; Five 10-

imprints on the wrappings will be is in the form of a note from mission in the U. S. Naval Reserve.
distributed to children, and WEAF- Lawrence, starting "hi folks," and FRED FEIBEL, organist for the
imprinted matches will be handed to stating briefly the type show, title, Columbia Broadcasting System for
customers in Bohack stores in Rock- time and opportunities for advertis- the past 14 years, reports for Army
ville Center.

tudio programs weekly be-

Sept. 13 for 26 weeks for
.emical Co., New York,
Morse International, Inc.

neican Town Meeting"
)2 Two London Cut -Ins

a

WMCA's Announcement

Continued from Page 1)

Oct. 7.

Programs will be
l at the usual time over the
-9:30 p.m.

rogram will nave the ques-

at shall we do with Ger-

r the war to win the peace.
rogram will have the same
regarding Japan. Consideriical difficulties will have to
Id for the two-way question
Tfirer

series. Time element

ill also be a factor.

"Hour of Charm" Contest

Phil Spitalny's "Hour of Charm"

(Continued from Page I)
Kate Smith will write a monthly
three main objectives according to feature for True Story Magazine,
0th Century -Fox
Walt Dennis, chief of the NAB news starting with the November issue.
le Coast Differences bureau. First is the setting of Her articles will deal with subjects
standards for newscasts and broad- of interest to women-books, plays,
casters' news personnel; second, cam- motion pictures, radio programs and
oast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
lod - Cooperation between paigning for impartia: treatment of other topics of current interest.
20th Century -Fox has been radio news correspondents, with all
as result of a conference the advantages enjoyed by press assoSidney Strotz, NBC vice - ciation and newspaper representaEverett Joins KOIL
in charge of the western tives; third, the setting of standards
and executives of the Fox for the handling of news about radio Omaha-Max M. Everett, formerly

FODUCERS & WRITERS
VAILABLE NOW-CALL

FRANK McGRANN
ICI SECURING BUREAU, INC.
(Agency)

IA SON AVE., N. Y., MU. 2-6494

Marian Carter, director of the radio
division of "Town Hall Meeting of
the Air" and long an associate of
moderator George V. Denny, Jr.,

(currently in England on a special
mission for OWI), will be in charge
of production of the Blue's popular
public service
program during
Denny's absence.

assistant

Naval Indoctrination School at

Quonset Point, Rhode Island. Partridge has received alt ensign com-

Final 'Lands Of The Free'

"Dial Tones"

Radio News Committee
Kate Smith To Do Series
May Be Set Next Week For True Story Magazine

Carter Subs For Denny

S.

-vvv-

PARTRIDGE.

ing. Under Lawrence's signature ap- duty on August 25.
pears the station's emblem.

show over NBC is conducting a War First annual all -picture edition in
Bond Contest. Listeners are requested the four-year history of "Dial Tones,"
to submit essays on the topic "Why I KSO and KRNT, Des Moines monthly
Am Buying an Extra War Bond," merchandising paper, was issued
and winners will receive $50 War recently. Both network and
local perBonds as prizes. Sponsors have been sonalities are pictured in the paper,
swamped with essays, and if decisions edited by Promotion Manager John
can be reached by this Sunday, the Drake. Copy is confined to brief cut winners of the first contest will be lines accompanying pictures. A group
announced. Two more contests will shot of the Des Moines sales staff
follow this one. General Electric covers the front page of the eight
lamp division sponsors.
page edition.

on. Differences had arisen by radio.
a'ments broadcast concerning
ti film company's players.

DAVID

sales representative for "Better
Homes and Gardens" for 11 years, has

joined the staff of KOIL and will be
in charge of national spot sales.

Schedules A. A. Berle, Jr.
Adolph A. Berle, Jr., assistant secretary of State will be guest speaker

on the final program of NBC's "Lands

of the Free" summer series, which
will be broadcast Sunday, August 22,
at 4:30 p.m. The dramatic portion
of the program, written by Milton
Morton Wishengrad, will be "Congress of Twenty -Two," the story of
the International Pan American Congresses at Lima, Peru, in 1938.
"Lands of the Free" programs will
resume early in October.

WENR
WENR pulled returns
from 42 states and 3 Canadian provinces on a late

hour test offer. WENR
gives you coverage I

AVAILABLE

WENR is Chicago's Basic

Radio engineer, experienced, capable, efficient,
desires position in a live
wire, progressive

watts on a clear channel,

station. Draft deferred. Write, Box 73B,
RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway, N.
Y.

C.

Blue Network Station. 50,000
890 k.c. Represented nationally
by Blue Spot Sales.

8

Martha Deane of WOR, New York,
Margaret Bruce Cleveland is the new
XTORETTA BROWN, traffic man in ager of WLIB, Brooklyn, N. Y., has HLX, Oakland, California, women's editor, will celebrate her second anniversary
returned from a stay of 10 days at replacing Ruth Franklin, who recently left tomorrow by devoting her entire pro_
to the Red Cross Blood Donor
Milford, Conn....Lillian Black, WLIB to join her husband at an Army camp In gram
This will inaugurate a full
receptionist, is back at her desk after Florida. Miss Cleveland was formerly with Service.
year's
campaign during which she
a two -weeks vacation m the Adiron- NBC and CBS in Hollywood, appearing
will recruit blood donors from WOR's
dacks.... Charles Craig, former an- on many shows. She has had character listening
area.
nouncer and special events man for parts in "Hawthorne House," "Lux Radio
*
*
*
WLIB, is producing radio programs Theater," "Cecil and Sally" and the Al
at Shrevesport, Louisiana, between Pearce show.... So successful has been The "Clarion," regular weekly mimeothe new show "Job Counselor" heard graphed newsletter to the WSB, Atlanta,
Army maneuvers.
*
*
daily on HLX, that two programs daily Georgia, boys in the Armed Services,
have
been scheduled. Show's theme deals went all out recently on a printed, picF. W. Meyer. manager of KMYR. Denver, Colorado, has announced the sta- with type of jobs offered, working condi. torial issue about the annual station tamtion's acquisition of the special AP wire
through Press Association, Inc. fjervice
will include Telescripts and hourly news
summaries, in addition to AP dispatches.
*

WHIO, Dayton, Ohio, has scheduled

a special broadcast on "Withholding
Tax Declarations" for next Tuesday.
The Cost Accountants Association is

cooperating in preparing the script
which will feature an interview explaining the correct procedure in
handling the tax declaration which
must be filed by September 15.

lions and essentials of war work. "Coun- boree. Job was slanted towards the boys
selor" James W. Allen personally visits who attended the picnic in 1942 but
plant of each advertiser certifying condi- couldn't be there this year.
º
*
tions and opportunities offered.
º
º

º

c

luncheon in which they listened to a program sponsored by the War Advertising

*

*

Dave Banks, formerly with WWL, New
*
*
*
Orleans, Louisiana, has joined the anSpeakers on yesterday's "Reports on the Council. Representatives of ROIL, HOWH nouncing staff of WGN, Chicago. Banks
Labor Front." heard over WEVD, New and KBON, as well as the WOW board hails from Memphis, Tenn., and started
attended.
York, were: Thomas McGuire, regional labor of directors, also
*
*
his radio career ten years ago as a singer.
*
director of the War Production Board:
*
*
Hank
Lawson
's
"Mu"ic
Mixers" beMax L. Danish, editor of "justice," official
Featured
guest
on this Sunday's
gan
a
regular
program
yesterday
over
organ of the ILGWIJ; and Joseph Tuvim,
"This Is Our Cause" show, over WINS,
manager, Local 142, ILGWU and modera- WHK, Cleveland, Ohio. These Mon- New York, will be Karole Singer,

day through Friday 15 -minute broad-

tor.

*

*

*

Vacationers at WGBR, Goldsboro,
Carolina include Charles
Thompson of the technical crew, who
is spending his two weeks in Texas,
North

and Verna Lee Howell, secretary to
general manager Harry Bright, who
is sunning at Carolina Beach.
*

s

*

Parker Gibbs of NBC. Chicas
the National Music Camp at Int
Mich., to serve as guest directc
camp's radio workshop. Course
instruction

t

script -writing,

in

preparation and actual roductloi
weekly shows on WHAB, East
and WTCM, Traverse City.

a

*

In cooperation with the opt

the Health Clinic of the Y1

Dayton, Ohio, WING schedu
special shows-first with
Bevan, athletic trainer for We:

who is with the Clinic, and

with Dr. Arthur Steinhaus, p
of physiology, who descrit
opening of the Clinic from 1
of view.
,Weekly script show on WAC re- specialized point
s
s

BBC news summary, regularly re- cruiting is now being aired by WLVA,
broadcast on the North American Lynchburg, Va., under the sponsorservice, is now being rebroadcast by ship of a local bank. Script, "Nan
the Armed Forces Radio Service of Patterson, WAC," is written by WAC
the U. S. Army.
Corporal Rita Hayden. Cast includes
*
Lt. Helen Herron and Sergeant Merle
Forty Omaha advertising men were Fletcher stationed at the Lynchburg
guests of Omaha's WOW at a special WAC Recruiting Station.
º

pt

a:

Coast -to -Coast

;.tr
s
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"Worcester Sunday Telegram,"

ter, Mass., gave Bob Martin, wr
nouncer. a three-quarter page st
recently, with a quarter-pcge pict

was the first time such space
corded to a local mikeman in th
º

*

*

"Alabama Marches On"

report from Laurens

Pierct

licity director of the Alabama
ber of Commerce, on the agri

developments of the state is

feature on the "Auburn Fat
Family Forum" over WAPI, B
ham, Ala.....Jack Davis is th
addition to the WAPI staff. Da
formerly with KGHI and

Lopez' vocalist. Other artists Little Rock, Ark.; WLAC, Ni
casts are being carried by the entire Vincent
KRLD, Dallas, KTA'
Mutual network beginning two weeks on the program include: The Kim Loo Tenn.;
Anthony D. Boneventura and Worth, Texas; Southwest N
from yesterday. All five men in the Sisters,
City, Ten
,group work in a war plant as turret Longina Nano. Show will be dedi- and WJHL, Johnson
*
*
lathe operators. They are currently cated to the United States Committee
heard on Thompson Aircraft Products for the Care of European Children, On a recent "Home Service
Co. "Victory Time" show each Tues- and title of the play to be presented gram aired over WTOP, Wash'
Elinor Lee introduced a new re
day evening during their dinner hour is "Suffer the*Little Children,"
a
let, and described a few of th
on the 3 to 11 shift.

New wrinkle introduced recently into Next day the sponsor had to c
WINX, Washington, D. C., recorded pro- request her to please stop to
grams is the combining of name talent. the booklet, because what had
One of those combinations which has ticipated as a week's supply of
brought forth comments is the weekly Lily lets was exhausted.
*
*
Pons-Hostelanetz show. Another combinas
tion
is
that
of
early
Bing
Crosby
recordHugh
B.
Terry,
KLZ,
Den
men will be in town attending the
Whiteman.
Jane Burn, copy writer at WFAS, The
radio, station manager, acted
American Veterinary Association war con- ings with those sof Paul
*
White Plans, New York, is invading ference on food production.
recently at a public forum
*

*

*

Fannie Hurst, noted authoress, is speakProminent livestock specialists and
ing tonight from 9 to 9:15, EWT, over veterinarians
from several states will be
WHN, New York, on "Juvenlie Delin- the guests of farm
Charles Stookey
quency Today." Talk is under the aus- next week on threeeditor
of his "County Jour.
pices of the Campfire Girls of America.
nal" programs over KMOX, St. Louis, Mo.
*
*
*

the mike field as well. In addition to
*
*
*
a semi-weekly chat for parents, she WPTF, Raleigh, North Carolina,
is currently airing a daily ration news joined hands with SPARS in their
summary and a quarter-hour across- current recruitment campaign. High the-board feature called "Women in
spot of activities was studio presenthe News."
tation of the 6th Naval District Coast
Guard Orchestra, directed by Emmet
Schuster, A. S., former music direc9 -1
I
tor of KXOK, St. Louis. Campaign

B

I

S
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Maxine Dooley
Chris Cross
Lorana Ellsworth Walter O'Keefe
Joseph Glicksman William C. Roux
Hilma Hammersten Sgt. Sid Weiss

Bernard J. Prockter

S

WHEC, Rochester, New York, is the ver business men. Terry in
host for a weekly three-hour dance at three Congressmen and o
the local USO headquarters. Ken Senator, from Colorado, at

Sparnon, musical director, and the ing which was attended b
WHEC staff band furnish the music hundred business men.
and the station airs a half hour of the
"WHEC Dance Canteen."
*

*

Ken Stuart of HOWH, Omaha. Nebras-

is authoring a column in the Omaha
was so successful that WPTF lost con- ka,
-Herald" as promotion copy. It
tinuity writer Rebecca Bounds, who "World
deals with the doings at the station and
enlisted in the SPARS.
*

.*

Entertaining several hundred trainees
at the Naval Training Center at Miami
University, Oxford, Ohio, today are stars
of the WLW, Cincinnati, "Boone County
Jamboree" cast. Among those who made
the trip are Bradley Kincaid, the Boone
County Buccaneers, Dolly Good, Hank

Blue Network programs.

Red Rock Cola Bottling Company,
Atlanta, Georgia, has started a series
of musical programs entitled "The Red
Rock Rhythm Review," over WGST,
Atlanta. Show will be heard six days

WANTE
Capable Secretary

station, advertisin
trade paper experien

weekly for 52 weeks. Programs are

built from station's transcribed
Penny, Curly Fox and Texas Ruby.... library, using for program make-up:
William Dowdell, news editor for WLW- "something old, something new, something hot, something blue."
WSAI, has returned from his vacation.

Call Wis. 7-6336

h

it
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of honor at a luncheon today in

given by
ppi Lupis yesterday in response
!stions by Eugene Garey counsel
House Committee investigating
CC almost brought the proceed to a grinding halt.
It was
answers

ed by Garey that Lupis either
ieliberately evading the quesor dodging behind the excuse
faulty recollection.
vious testimony placed Lupis in

9sition of working in conjunciith the FCC and the OWI with
(Continued on Page 5)

!mount Pix Buys
flm Rights To "Duffy's"

Meet The Boss
Edward J. Noble, purchaser of
the Blue Network will be guest

kActed As OWI'Spy'
hedging

the Jansen Suite at the WaldorfAstoria Hotel. Mark Woods, presi-

dent of the Blue will be the host.
Attending the luncheon will be

executives and department heads
of the network.

'Duffy's Tavern" and also car*tional rights for four more pic-

during the next five years, it
sclosed by B. G. De Sylva, exeproducer of Paramount. Ed

er, who as "Archie," is proprieDuffy's Tavern in the air show,
2t in the picture, as will mem(l ontinued on Page 2)

ElY Joining NBC

Effective September 1

Attorney General Seeking, Clarification
Of Music -License Groups' Status;
Sees Ascap Only Compliant
Amos 'n' Andy Return
On NBC Network Oct. 8

'Town Meeting' Mulls
Offer Of Commercial
Possibility of "American
Meeting of the Air" going

Amos 'n' Andy will return to NBC obtain a clarification of the Florida
on Oct. 8 with a half-hour program anti -monopoly music rights laws of
sponsored by Lever Bros. Friday 1937 and 1939.
nights 10-10:30 p.m. Rinso will be the
Watson asked the court specifically
product. Half-hour innovation will to say whether or not the 1939 act

(Continued on Page 2)

Y&R Signs Dickie Jones
To Play "Henry Aldrich"

Miller Finds Demand

FCC Denies Request
For New Nashville CP
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

week apply in areas where radio cov- define clearly the powers of the FCC
claimed yesterday by NAB Presierage is already adequate or nearly was
dent Neville Miller. Speaking followWest Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
(Continued on Page 2)
ing
a
meeting here of the NAB LegisHollywood-Young & Rubicam has
lative Committee, Miller based his
signed Dickie Jones to play the role

of Henry Aldrich in the "Aldrich
Family" series sponsored on NBC by
General Foods in the interest of
Postum.

Mayors And Radio Execs.

At WJZ Ground -Breaking
First step toward the construction

Mew York, joins the NBC net- actor's services for an additional four dent of the Blue Network, broke
ts a basic supplementary outlet. years.

owned by the Elmira

To The Rescue
Ide awake engineer at WMFF.

'burg, New York, saved the
for the local OCD recently.
Fathers arranging with WMFF

anounce air raid signals over

dr, planned to use OCD sirens.

lis began, but no sirens. Re slut engineer opened the con.
tr nom mike and sounded small
'ieic siren used in a "calling all
'U' spot for a used car sponsor.

For FCC Legislation

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-The FCC yesterday
industry united in
served notice that it does not intend itsWashington-An
demand for new legislation to
to let its thaw policy announced last

The deal is for one year, with the of the new WJZ transmitter was taken
'tive September 1, WENY, El - agency retaining an option on the yesterday when Mark Woods, presiazette, Inc., and operates with
tits power on 1,230 kilocycles,
nlimited time.

Tallahassee-Seeking to straighten
out the irksome situation of the Florida music laws Attorney -General J.
Tom Watson, went into Circuit Court
in Leon County yesterday, asking for
a declaratory judgment against BMI,
Sesac, AMP and Ascap, in effort to

Town not only be new to the duo but also modifies or changes in any way the
for the first time there will be a
(Continued on Page
for the first time appears to have an studio audience and guest stars. Niles
even chance of becoming a reality Trammell, president of NBC, for
according to consideration now being
(Continued on Page 6)

*mount Pictures has outbid sev- given the matter by the Town Hall
ther prospective producers for Board of Directors. Board met earlier
i picture rights to "Duffy's," this week but did not have a quorum.
members
have
network program. The deal pro - Individual
been
for Paramount to film the pic- sounded out however, it is under -

is

TEN CENTS

vs Own Music Laws

ey Witness Denies

JY

i5\

The National Daily Newspaper of Commercial Radio and Television

(Continued on Page 2)

Indp't New York Outlets Set

Plans For War Loan Co -Op
Philco Declares Dividend;
Profit Is $1.61 a Share

All 12 local independent stations
wholeheartedly agreed yesterday in
the offices of W. Randolph Burgess,
chairman of the War Finance
Board of Directors of Philco Corp. mittee of New York, to supportComthe
this week declared a dividend of 20 Treasury Department's
third war
cents per shore of common stock
loan bond drive beginning Septempayable Sept. 13, 1943, to stockholders ber 9.
of record August 28, 1943. Previous
program outlined by Burgess
dividend payments this year were 15 is The
the most thorough and
cents per share on March 12th and conceived to date. Althoughambitious
not one
20 cents per share on June 12th.
relative to the drive
It was also announced that the con - announcement
will be made Sept. 6, 7 and 8, every
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 6)

statement on reports from regional
(Continued on Page 3)

WHOM's 2nd Quarter Biz
Exceeds 1942 Period
Despite a shaky start for the first
quarter of the fiscal year, business
at WHOM, N. Y., has leveled off at
higher figures for the second quarter
than was registered for 1942, it was
(Continued on Page 2)

Complicated
Washington - Washington -City
News Service, local UP wire started
Cox committee report this war

"New York - Witness before the
Congressional

Sub -committee

in-

vestigating FCC explained that an
anti -Nazi organization assigned an
investigator to investigate a committee investigator who has been
investigating an investigator of the
anti -Nazi organization."
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Mayors And Radio Execs. "Town Meeting" Mulls
Offer Of Commercial
At WJZ Ground -Breaking
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Business Manager

Saturdays,

Sundays

and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, building will be completed within the
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate, next four months and the 640 -foot
President and Publisher; Donald M. Moser - tower will be reconstructed and in
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester
B. Bahn, Vice -President; Charles A. Alienate, full operation by the end of the preSecretary. Terms (Post free) United States sent year.
outside of Greater New York, one year, $10;
Following the ceremony, John Mcforeign, year, $15. Subscriber should remit
with order., Address all communications to

RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York,
N.

Y.
7-6338.

Phone Wlsconsin 7-6336, 7.6337,
Chicago, I11.-Frank Burke, Suite

under advisement.
One of the leading programs of its
kind on the air, "Town Meeting"
heard on the Blue Network Thursday
8:30-9:30 p.m., EWT, has been pro-

positioned to go commercial in the
but so far has never accepted
Neil, manager of WJZ, was host at past,
bid. Various problems will need
a luncheon featuring entertainment the
be ironed out in the opinion of
by Dorothy Mathews, dancer and star to
the program's directors since it wishes

1800-A, Merchandise Mart, Phone Delaware of the motion picture, "Hellzapoppin"; to be regarded as a wholly independ4950. Hollwood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425 "The Kibitzers" team of Larry Marino ent forum as to its policies in every diHollywood Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
and Tobey David, and "Whispering rection. At the same time the organizaEntered as second class matter April 5,
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y., Jack Smith," all members of the WJZ tion does not want to jeopardize its
Victory Troupe which has given more standing either with its Town Hall or
under the act of March 3, 1879.

than 160 performances in war plants radio audience.
and army, navy and coast guard
bases.

COmIt1G and G0111II

FINANCIAL

Web. Station Men Present

Representing the Blue were Keith
Kiggins, vice-president in charge of
stations; Phillips Carlin, vice-presi-

(Wednesday, August 18)
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
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Philco Declares Dividend;
Profit Is $1.61 a Share
(Continued from Page 1)

solidated `net income of the corporation of $2,209,992, or $1.61 per share,
for the year ended December 31,

of the manufacturing of
treasurer; and from WJZ, Joseph M. curtailment
Seiferth, audience promotion manager civilian merchandise. And those
which did a large conand director of the Victory Troupe, manufacturers
and Robert L. Hutton, Jr., of the sales sumer business are now diverting
their products to wartime uses and
promotion staff.
not seeking advertising or conAlso among those present were are
Joseph Luna, mayor of Lodi; Vincent sumer markets for the duration.
Murphy, mayor of Newark; Fred There has been no decrease in station
Ferber, mayor of Hackensack; Alex- revenue because of foreign language
ander Allan, mayor of North Arling- broadcasting and no advertiser has
field for that reason.
ton, and Joseph Shrolez, mayor of leftInthe
looking to the future of foreign
Little Ferry.

I

has been announced by Robert J. De Sylva and other Paramount execuLandry, CBS director of program tives.
Producing and writing assignments
writing. Frankel comes to Columbia
from the United Artists Corporation for "Duffy's Tavern" will be made
home office in New York, where he shortly by De Sylva.
wrote and produced electrical tran-

Senator James J. Davis
Guest On Ziemer Program

THIS LITTLE BUDGET
Cincinnati-Senator James J. Davis
WENT TO
of Pennsylvania will be the guest of
Gregor Ziemer on his regular WLW
"Background" program tonight at
11:15 p.m. Senator Davis, founder

WORL

BOSTON

MASS.

hon

a business trip. They'll be back

tomorr

e

CLARENCE L. MENSER, vice-president of

e

in charge of programs, is en route to the
Coast with a stopover scheduled at Chical
VINCENT

F.

CALLAHAN,

director of

and radio for the war finance division
Depatment,
from Washington, D. C.
U.

S.

Treasury

returned

o

yes'

ROBERT E. DUNVILLE, vice-president q
Crosley Corp. and assistant general man

the broadcasting division, and JAMES

special events director for WLW-WSAI,
nati, are on a business trip to Chicago.
ETHEL SMITH,

rhumba -samba

orga

taken leave of absence from the CBS '
Night Hit Parade" and is on her way
wood, where she is cast for a role in
coming M -G -M film.

GODOFSKY, president and

manager of WLIB, Brooklyn, to Washin
a few days on business.
KINGSLEY HORTON,

assistant

ma

WEEI, has returned to his Boston hea
JERRY WAYNE, of the "All Time Hit

is back from a three-day tour of Arm
He will guest Sunday on the "Chant
Society of Lower 'Basin Street."

MARTIN AGRONSKY, newscaster on
Network, will leave on his vacation

Max Hill will pinch-hit during his abse
JACK DONOHUE, Blue Network repre

in Detroit,

in town for a few days.

Talk On Jewels By Gue

Albert Ramsey, Manhattan jew
and world traveler, will be the g
speaker on Mary Hamman's "Fral
Feminine" program over WEAF,
day, August 20 at 9:30 a.m. Ran
will be interviewed on the subj
language broadcasting, Lang esti- the
care and protection of jewe
mated that its position would remain

strong for at least five years after

war. AftOr that it would be a
Film Rights To "Duffy's" the
matter of conjecture as to what sort

(Continued from Page 1)
remains unchanged following
of the radio cast. In addition, top
final renegotiation of the company's bers
screen stars will appear in
war production contracts for that ranking
the picture as guests of the Tavern,
year.
just as they do on the air.
Gardner, who produces the show
Joins CBS Writing Staff and writes for it, too, went to Holly' Mortimer Frankel has been added wood to close the deal, and will remain
to the CBS program writing staff, it there for several weeks to confer with

scription programs.

(Continued from Page 1)

cial features; Robert D. Swezey, legal The slump felt during the first
counsel; Anthony M. Hennig, assistant quarter was due primarily to the

1942

PHILLIPS CARLIN, vice-president of th(
Network in charge of programs, and (kit
"JOHNNY" JOHNSTONE, director of new
special features, off today for Washington,

following conferences at CBS.

by Joseph Lang, business
dent in charge of programs; G. W. reported
Johnstone, director of news and spe- manager of the station.

Paramount Pix Buys

a

ELIAS F.

WHOM's 2nd Quarter Biz
Exceeds 1942 Period

:
sx]

a

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
and at the next meeting the
ground at the site on Route 17 in stood,
matter will probably be ratified.
Lodi, New Jersey.
The official ground -breaking was While various sponsors have been
mentioned in connection with the
the high point of a gala celebration forum
show going commercial it is
attended by representatives of the believed
that Philco Radio and TeleBlue and WJZ, the mayors of five vision Corp.
has the inside track and
New Jersey cities and officials of its directorate
also has the matter
Bergen County. The new transmitter

19,

of a condition would arise.
The uncertainty of the foreign lan-

SPECIAL

the attitude of first and second American -born generations. This group
might leave the foreign language

For $165.00 a week yo

guage position after the war lies in

can dominate the lar

field and diminish it by becoming
a part of the over-all English speak-

Baltimore night - work
market.

FCC Denies Request
For New Nashville CP

40 five-minute news pr
grams! On the hour eve
hour from 1:00 A.M.
6:00 A.M. Seven days

ing audience.

(Continued from Page 1)

so. Proposed findings and conclusions
denying without prejudice the application of R. O. Hardin and J. C.
Buchanan, doing business as the Nash-

ville Broadcasting Co., for a new station

to operate on

1,240

kilocycles

week!

Vtly

with 250 watts, unlimited, were an-

nounced. The action was in conformity with the equipment freeze policy
of April 1942, the Commission said.
Nashville has three stationsof the famous Moosehart City and WLAC, a CBS affiliate on 1,510 kc,
director general of International operating on 5.000 watts with a CP
Moose, will be in Cincinnati for the for 50,000; WSIX, an MBS affiliate on
Moose convention. He is serving his the 1,240 band now with 250 watts

fifth term as a member of Congress but holding a CP to shift to 930 kc
and has been secretary of labor under and 5,000 watts, and NBC's .50,000
four presidents.
watter WSN on the 650 band:

1

If

IN BALTIMOR
TOM TINSLEY, President

REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-REED

t

u
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viler Finds Demand
For FCC Legislation
nntinued from Page 1)

t,i groups throughout the country.
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PROMOTION*
WOL Brochure
Recent brochure from WOL, Wash-

Li numbers among its members ington, D. C. points up the fact that
w 500 of the 912 licensees for the present Washington market will
triard broadcast in the country.
distributed over the country after
l;ports from meetings in nearly be
the war. Entitled "250,000 Ambassa-

Florida Asks Court

To Clarify Music Law

Esso "Air Newspaper"

(Continued from Page 1)

Colonial

Beacon Oil Company,
-monopoly provisions of the 1937
Northeast Airlines and WBZ, Boston, anti
The bill of complaint sets forth
Mass., are cooperating on what is Act.
from the State Comtroclaimed to be the world's first news- certificates
ler's office showing that only Ascap

paper on the air. Paper is a mimeoof the 17 NAB districts were read dors of Forced National Distribution," graphed edition of the latest news as has complied with all of the tax and
ig session. These were the first superimposed on a panoramic view of edited by the Esso Reporter, and . is regulatory provisions of the Act.
.ings for these groups since the crowded Washington street scenes, presented to every passenger aboard Attorney General also asked for injunctions in any instance where the
eme court decision on the net-

folder elaborates on the point Northeast Airline planes.
rules last May, and it is re- the
that since the NRA thousands of people Immediately after the Esso Reporter court finds operations transgress the
d that without exception they have come to Washington, and since broadcasts are completed on the air, law as interpreted. Bill of complaint
:ed a re -writing of the Commun- the war many thousands more have they are rushed over Western Union is contained in a 500 -word document.
ins Act.
joined them, but after the war they're printers to Northeast Airlines, where Spokesman for BMI in New York
ost of the meetings have resulted going to go home. Many of these they are mimeographed and delive passage of resolutions and the people are earning more money than ered to the stewardess five minutes yesterday stated that the organization
Intment of district legislative they have, in the past and are con- before plane departure time. This new has always attempted to comply with
oittees. Recognition of the indus- sequently forming new buying habits. service, which was started early this the Florida music laws and believed
peril is evident in these moves," "When they go home the habits go month, is called the "Up -To -The - that it had always done so. At least,
r said.
with them" says WOL. "Concentra- Minuteman." Editions are produced he stated,' BMI never had any come committee discussed legislative tion on the Washington market to- simultaneously at all the airline's plaint from Florida authorities to the
and policies for the association day means forced national distribu- commercial terminals through New contrary.
particular stress upon the White - tion for you tomorrow."
England and Canada, and in addition,
tier bill before the Senate Inter Sales story is on the inside front are relayed by plane to Northeast's W. B. Davison Joining
Commerce Committee and the cover.
the inside back cover are stations in the Arctic and across the
NBC Radio -Recording
;es bill before the House Inter - cut-outOn
half -tones of typical Wash- North Atlantic.
Commerce Committee. Both bills
ington
workers,
with
a
reiteration
of
use all Washington stations and
Walter B. Davison, formerly with
divide the Commission into two
r -one to handle common carriers the message. Spread across the bottom papers, and to remember WOL. Folder the maintenance engineering section
is
the
advice
that
advertisers
should
one broadcasting, and would
of the U. S. Signal Corps Radar Labis printed in black and red.
oratories at Fort Monmouth, N. J.,
Wise limit the powers of the govWeb
Spot
Sales
Dept.
bnt agency.
'The Holidays,' Vocalists, has joined the sales staff of NBC's
:

September Hearings Doubtful

hough the White -Wheeler bill,

Oiled for September hearing, has

seen formally postponed, it is
'!ul now that the hearings on it
pet under way next month. Man t policies are certain to occupy
tajor part of the time of the In te Commerce Committee chair Burton K. Wheeler. Wheeler has

Indicated that he thought the
night be a bit too strong, and
he might re -write it. On the
hand, there is mounting Repubpressure for action on the Comlations bills.

re also was discussion of the

Sets New Acct. -Renewal

Penn.; Joseph Ream, CBS.

Radio -Recording Division, Robert W.
Friedheim, sales manager of the division has announced.

One new contract and a renewal, "The Holidays," five of radio's singDavison came to NBC in 1934 as
covering participation in WEAF's
favorites, will make their debut a page and remained in the Guest
Mary Margaret McBride program, were ing
over
WOR
in
a
program
of
songs
oh
department until 1938 when
announced yesterday by
Spot Sunday, August 22, from 1:15-1:30 Relations
was transferred to the network's
Sales department. Through William p.m., and will be heard each Sunday
Douglas McAdams, New York agency, thereafter at the same time.
the Van Camp Milk Co., signed for Peggy and Kay Marshall, who have
52 weeks beginning August 30, and been
heard on the Ben Bernie, Eddie
the Manhattan Soap Co., through
Cantor and Fred Allen programs;
Franklin Bruck Co., renewed for 130 Babs
Ryan, one of the Fred Waring
broadcasts scheduled to start on the "Smoothies";
Irene Carrol of the Carsame date.
roll
Sisters;
and Tom Eldridge, formAt the same time, the Spot Sales erly with Charlie
Spivak's orchestra,
department announced the renewal of are the new team.
George Putnam's 15 -minute news
"The Holidays" will sing, old and
period, (Sundays, 11:30 to 11:45 a.m.) new
songs in original arrangements
by Maltex Cereals Co., Inc. The con- by Peggy
Marshall. Their first

for a full-time NAB legislative
1. No decision was reached, al h it is thought likely that such
tract, placed through Samuel C. Croot
tion will be created in the near Co.,
Inc., calls for 26 programs begint.
unittee members present in- ning September 5.
Nathan Lord, WAVE, LouisClair McCollough, WGAL, Lan -

Debut Over WOR Aug. 22

Hollywood office as manager of the
Guest Relations department there.
From 1938 to 1941, he was successively

assistant sales promotion manager for

the Pacific Coast and National Spot

Sales representative for Southern
California.
In 1941, he resigned to become Sales

Manager of KMPC, Beverley Hills,
Calif.,

later moving to KGO. San

Francisco, as Sales Manager. He remained in that post until November,

pro- 1942, when he assumed civilian duties
gram will include such hits as "What's at Fort Monmouth.

the Good Word, Mr. Bluebird?"-"I
Never Mention Your Name" and
"Why Don't You Do Right?"

"When A Girl Marries"
Celebrating 500th Airing San Francisco Brewery
Takes Program On KQW
"When a Girl Marries," the roman-

Hoover On CBS Sept. 3

Herbert Hoover will speak over CBS

Friday, Sept. 3, from 10:30-11 p.m.,

on "A New Approach to the Making
York; William Barlow, appear of a Lasting Peace."
r James D. Shouse, WLW, CinI; Ed Yocum, Billings, Montana, tic daytime serial by Elaine Carring. Richard Shafto, WIS, Colum- ton, celebrates its 500th broadcast San Francisco-Acme Breweries of
San Francisco, makers of Peerless
C.
Friday, August 27. It
heard on
Yeast, have begun sponsorFROM WITHIN
S. Elias, WWNC, Asheville, NBC, Mondays through is
Fridays, at Baker's
ship of KQW's "Ten O'Clock News,"
Frank M. Russell, NBC, Wash- 5:00 p.m.

COVERAGE

i

seven nights weekly. Program plugs
will salute bakers of the west who,
Busy
Week
For
Miss
Manners
despite shortages and rationing, are
to attend. Willard D. Egolf,
their best to provide good
nt to the NAB president, served
Lucille Manners, soprano,
of doing
retary.
the "Cities Service" programstar
heard bread to consumers. Carroll Hansen
on NBC, Fridays at 8:00 p.m., has a will edit and read the news on the
busy schedule for the week of August show.
nay, De Seversky At BBC
27.
the regular Friday broadit Alexander de Seversky, au- castAfter
she leaves for Milwaukee to be Eileen Farrell Will Join
f the book "Victory Through
Much better to be inside of Central
soloist at Humboldt Park with
ower," and Walt Disney, pro- guest
'American Melody Hour' New England, rather than outside.
the Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra
of the technicolor feature of August
29. Returning to New York, Eileen Farrell,
e name, were at BBC record soprano, joins the
will stop in Illinois, Indiana, Ohio musical
cast of "The American
dios Tuesday to record their she
Pennsylvania to sing at Army Melody Hour,"
n connection with the picture and
Tuesday,
August 24.
And she returns to sing on the The program is heard
shown in England next month. camps.
on CBS from
air the following Friday,
,

D. C., and James W. Wood -

r., WRBL, Columbus, Ga., were

September 3. 7:30 to 8:00 p.m.
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By RALPH WILE

By FRANK BURKE

ALICE REINHEART, New York

ATINA PAXINOU, Greek
11. in Chicago for the Midw
miere of "For Whom The Bel'.
will guest on the Blue 1'

radio actress, who has been vacationing in Hollwood, is now visiting

at her former home in San Francisco.

Radio Is Illy Beat.. .

view," who have been off the air
for four months due to Sutherland's
illness, have returned to the "Re-

vicinity and things are popping....we mean that literally as well as
figuratively....in the past two weeks several cocktail parties have been

Sid Sutherland and Jose Rodriquez,
members of the "Blue Newsroom Re-

which is heard Mondays
through Fridays over the Pacific Blue.
view,"

Jean Meredith, of the CBS-KNX

publicity department, is in San Francisco on a combination business and
pleasure trip.

"Goin' To Lasso A Rainbow For
You," a new song by a new song -

writing team, Alma Sioux Scarberry
and Connie Glore, will be introduced
over the air -lanes on the "Judy
Canova Show."

Our Passing Show: Dave Taylor,

Corporal Bill

Gay, now of Camp

Hobbs, N. M., Tom Sawyer and Lou
Merrill lunching at Brittingham's;
Ken Carpenter watching the Portland
Beavers win a 11 -inning game from
the Hollywood Stars at Gilmore field.
Madaline Lee,

who has

played

"Miss Blue" on the Amos and Andy
shows for several years, is dropping
colored

characterizations

and

is

readying a new program, which will
be 15 or 30 minutes in length. On her
own program, she will play a white
Southern girl.
Mrs. Eddie Dean, wife of the "Judy
Canova Show" singer, accompanied
the body of her mother to the family's
former home in Yankton, S. D., where
funeral services were held. Mrs.

Dean's mother passed away at

a

Burbank hospital, following an opera_

!

Cooler days are becoming more frequent in the immediate
tossed and we mention them in the order of their occurrence lust to prove
that events as well as champagne bottle -corks are popping....two weeks
ago George Lowtheí s cocktail party was tossed to preview for the press
his new radio idea, "I Want A Baby"....last week. Prexy Mark Woods
of the Blue Network, put some expert drink -mixers to work when we
fourth-estaters were introduced to Edward Noble, the purchaser of the
Blue Network (or as Noble himself admitted, "the FCC permitting")....
Tuesday, we taxied (our memory is deteriorating....we clean forgot to
turn in an expense account on this) to the spacious home of publicist Tom
Fizdale to meet Cecil Underwood. director of the "Fibber McGee & Molly"
and "The Great Gildersleeve" programs, who leaves next week for Hollywood to launch the new series of programs involving the foibles, adventures, trials and tribulations of the Jordans and Harold Peary, respectively,
the former resuming on the NBCycles at the end of September while the

latter returns at the end of this month....and now we have at hand
another of those Newcomb Carlton missives, in which Don Ameche, asks
if we'd be his guest tomorrow for cocktails (my how Old Scoops bends
that elbow) at the Waldorf-Astoria, during which he would like to tell us
about his new air show, "What's New." which will Blue -debut September 4.
....thus, things along kilocycle row, are stirring, action is supplanting vacation -time with its laissez-faire inertia and slack -be -togged hikes through
dale and wooded glen (gee, wander what poison ivy looks like.... does it

start itching right away or....) come, come, Scoops 01' fellow, are you
trying to say that vacationing programs will soon be back on the air,
that there will be abundant material for columns, that the heated molecules

of air, bouncing to and fro from the skyscrapers to the pavements, will

vanish like a Nazi in Sicily and that you're happy about the whole

tion.

thing.... quad eral demonstrandum.

today, via the Joan Davis -Jack Haley
Sealtest program.

$1,600,000.... George Crandall, CBS Press Chief, who spent four

Levant as guest on the Groucho Marx

heads for the country today for a rest....he'll return to 485 Madison

Joan Davis' boy friend, William
Bendix, comes back to the village
Herman Bernie has booked Oscar

"Blue Ribbon Town" show for September 4.

Mischa Auer, Sara Berner, Dale

Evans and Laraine Day have returned
from Portland, where they made personal appearances under the auspices
of the Hollywood Victory Committee.
Dave Willock, who was Jack Car-

son's partner in vaudeville and who
has appeared on several of Carson's
air programs, is often mistaken for
Frank Sinatra. Because of this he has

been receiving mash notes-some so
hot he is ashamed to show them to
his wife.

Stork News

John Royal, NBC, will act as god-

father at the christening of Daniel

We hear that WMCA has been sold....the figure

is

days at the Murray Hill Hospital this week, is recuperating and

CBSong-"Hit Parade"....NBC gets a terrific break in the Universal
flicker, "We've Never Been Licked"....the opening scene depicts
handsome George Putnam, that chain's newscaster, portraying him-

self at an NBC mike....Jimmie Lunceford and his crew open at
the State September 23.... We got a load of the craftsmanship of
the Dupli-Kut Records on which special messages or bits from
'off -the -air -recordings' were dubbed on plastic....artists, who want

to hear the portions of programs in which they appear, can have
those portions dubbed by this process for their own use or for
auditions.

***

Beautiful looks are not always an asset.. paradoxical but
true, nonetheless....asks Lee Bloch, model, actress and comedienne....

Chris Cross, maestro at Jack Demp-

Lee. who looks like a double for Hedy LºMarr, had every Motion Picture
Company interested in her, but her height, (she's 6 ft. 2) precludes cinematic
roles....Lee is a clever comedienne and some time ago, when Ed Gardner

sey's spot in New York, became a
proud father on August 11th, when
his wife, Marguerite, gave birth to
a 61/2 pound girl, Donna Rae, at the
New Rochelle Hospital.

with words, music and libr
Kent Cooper, executive dire
the Associated Press, will be
cast by WGN on the Chicag

ter of the air on Saturday,
to 9 p.m. Marion Claire,

8

prima donna, and Thomas L.

baritone, will sing the leadit
in the operetta.
Jack La Frandre will prod
the music will be under the d
of Henry Weber.
Tom Dunlop, WJJD studio

visor, back at his desk foll

two weeks vacation at Brow

Wisconsin.
Ernie Graham,

engineer,

week's vacation at Lake Cot
Frank Rand, former radio
now civilian public relations f

recruiting in the Chicago art
Chuk Logan, who left the
division of OWI in New Yot
a brief fling back in Chicago
re-enter radio here. Chuk w
erly special events director of
CBS.

Fifth all-star amateur
featuring first place winners f

last nine-"Stars of Tomorro
grams on WGN will compe
$500 war bond on the WGN
of Sunday, 8 to 8:30 p.m.

Violinist Joins "Irish Ec
The concert violinist, Franc

agan, has joined "Irish Ech

Sunday 9 p.m. feature on WB

after Labor Day....Appearing on three major programs in three
days is the record of Bea Wain who will vocalize tonight on the
CBStage Door Canteen, tomorrow night on the NBCarnegie Hall
show, with the third appearance taking place Saturday on the

Alexander Salt, son of Mr. and Mrs.
John Salt. Salt is the deputy director

of BBC.

"Breakfast Club," Saturday,
the "Quiz Kids" show, Sunda}
Hazel Dopheide is newest
of "Ma Perkins" family on NI
gets role of Cleo the maid.
Premiere performance of
operetta entitled, "About the

was seeking another "Miss Duffy." he heard her and thought she was
great but "too beatutiful for the role."

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

KQW, San Francisco: RCA
(electronics), seven ETs wee)

further notice, through Rut',
Ryan; Local Loan Co., 17
breaks weekly, until further
through Hixon & O'Donnell;

Magazine, 15 anns., ETs,
Schwimmer & Scott; Lat
United Bakeries (America

bread), weekly station brea

weeks, through Erwin, Wase
Granat Bros. (jewelers), held
anns.,

and

15 -min.

record

through N. W. Ayer & Son;
Federal Savings & Loan Soci
ticipation in "Housewives' P

League," 13 weeks, through Li
Agency; Sage Bros. (religio

vals), Sunday night revival
through Hoskins Agency; Mi
Dock Company (ship builde
wanted anns., twice weekly,
itely.
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JEST-ING
'DS HAINES, currently apg t the New York Strand, at

Witness At FCC Probe Denies
He Served As "Spy" For OWI i AGENCIES
STUART SHERMAN, president of

(Continued from Page 1)

ple Door Canteen," today sub rosa powers of being able to place "had used the paper to attack all those Sherman & Marquette, Inc., this week

friends of his or of the OWI in jobs whom he hadn't gotten jobs for."
on foreign language radio stations. The WOV proposed sale was cited
A LEVANT, on the "Kraft This testimony also disclosed that he as an example of what "Il Mondo"
H1" program, today (WEAF- had the power of removing from sta- could do. In previous testimony it
11.).
tions those who were voicing opinions was shown that, an article which ap:BS, 9:30 p.m.).

1

,ANDERS DUNBAR, psyn the staff of the Columbia
department of psychiatry
Ile, discussing "Emotional
Pregnancy," on "The Baby
today (WJZ-Blue Network,

inimicable to his own or of the OWI.

Lupis, a censor and monitor on

WHOM, told Garey that he was not
yet an American citizen but expected
to receive his final papers in a few
days. He described his duties on the
station as acting as a censor in a consulting capacity on Italian programs.

Here Garey asked Lupis, "If you don't
MASSEY, on "Double or like a script then you don't allow it
tomorrow

received a certificate of gratitude from

the United States Navy for aid, assistance and cooperation in the re-

cruiting of WAVES and SPARS. His
agency prepared advertisements, radio
and general promopeared in "PM" and which was announcements
founded on an article in "Il Mondo" tion for the drive.
and from information supplied by CAN MANUFACTURING INSTILupis, was responsible for the failure TUTE, New York, through Benton &
of the sale of the station.
inaugurate on or about
Lupis stated that the information Bowles,1,will
an extensive institutional
appearing in "Il Mondo" regarding January
advertising campaign.
Luotto was taken from a San Francisco Italian paper, "L'Italia," which DAVIS-LIEBER, New York, has
accused Andre Luotto of fascist be- been appointed by Olian Advertising

(WOR-Mutual, to be broadcast." Lupis replied, "Yes." liefs. He said, "I just tried to call Agency of St. Louis as local repreDoesn't Understand "Informer"
attention to public opinion about the sentatives for their waste paper sal-

Interrogation of Lupis revealed that
Jerry he gave information to the FCC and
teep Ahead" variety show, the OWI. Garey asked the witness
(WOR-Mutual, 7:30 p.m.). "if he ever acted as an informer" at
which word the witness professed
9 LOWE and PATRICIA ignorance, then Garey changed it to
"Armstrong's Theater of "spy for the OWI."
aturday (WABC-CBS, 12
The point of Garey's interrogation
of the witness was to tie him to the
statement that he was giving informaEDWARDS, originator of tion to the previously mentioned govO'KEEFE,

on

sale of the station." In response to vage campaign.

Garey's question "You had opinions
about all these people?" Lupis replied ROBERT C. MYERS, of the copy
that, "they weren't opinions but facts department of Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
and proofs" which he had been keep- has been given a leave of absence to
ing for 15 years although he stated serve in the U. S. Navy.
that neither he nor "Il Mondo" kept
WESSON
COMPANY,
Detroit
any files on those reported on.
Helped Swiss Refugee

manufacturers of cutting tools for
the aircraft industry, has named

as
Lupis admitted that he was respon- agency the Klau-Van Pietersom-DunConsequences," and RAJAH ernment agencies which Lupis refused sible in getting a position for Carlo lap Associates of Milwaukee.
aind reader, on the Ellery to admit. He denied ever volunteer- Aprato with the OWI after Aprato
gram, Saturday (WEAF- ing information at which denial Garey was forced to leave Switzerland. NATIONAL THEATER SUPPLY
p.m.) .
added. "You only volunteer informa- Garey charged that Aprato was a com- CO. has appointed A. J. Lindsley of
tion when it was reluctantly pried munist which description brought a International Projector Corp., to
ALLER, on the "Million out of you." And he continued, "You denial from Lupis. The FCC cited a handle its advertising and publicity.
and"
show,
Saturday wanted to see that the government story in the New York "Times," which
, 10 p.m.).
didn't make any mistakes. You wanted paper Aprato worked for as a corRockefeller On FTWF
to see the government do what you respondent, proving that he was re- Nelson
A. Rockefeller, Co-ordinator
moved from Switzerland because
ELHO and JOHANNES wanted them to do." Lupis in a nonof
Inter
-American Affairs; Dr. Leo S.
the "Brazilian Parade," factual admission said that he spoke pressure was brought by the Italian
Rowe,
Director
General, Pan-AmerOR -Mutual, 4:30 p.m.).
to Allen Cranston, Lee Falk and government for his anti -fascist writican Union, Librarian of Congress
ings.
Giuseppi Facci of the OWI.
Macleish and Moderator
Dr. James H. Sheldon, chairman of Archibald
. PAUL WURTSMITH,
Used By Naval Intelligence
Ben Grauer will discuss the "Role of
MALCOLM MOORE, Lupis did state that he was called the advisory committee of the Anti - the
Americas" in the 12th broadcast
WIN DESS, Eureka, Mo., upon by Naval Intelligence to give Nazi League, testified that the League session of "For This We Fight"
WINBURN, San An- information which he had collected kept a small staff to investigate the day over NBC, 7 p.m., EWT. SaturCAPTAINS FRED on pro -fascists. He also admitted that pro -fascist activities of those here in
the United States. He admitted
Abernathy,
Texas; he gave this information to Army
paper "Il Mondo" and failed to conIn- the League sent information to that
the
LLIVAN, Roanoke, Ill.; telligence, G-2.
a man by the name of Buzzi or
FCC concerning N. Y. Language sta- nect
ER, Salinas, Cal.; JOHN He denied giving information to
the tions but that the information was Bossi, who was on the League's paytroit, Mich.; LIEUTEN- FCC although he admitted
roll
but
is no longer, with any proknowing sent only after it was requested.
LEY ANDREWS, St. Allen Fenner, James A. Guest
posed
investigation
made of the Luotand
He
denied
ever
subsidizing
la.; HARVEY CLYMER,
Lupis' tos in Chicago.
Hubert of the FCC.
j. Y.; STEPHEN DAVID, Charles
the records of this testimonyLater,
dis)hio; FRANCES DUDISH- closed that the FCC attributed
certain
nsburg, Iowa; EUGENE
statements regarding Andrea Luotto
nicago,

Ill.; CHARLES
wport, Ky.; RICHARD
ansville, Indiana; KENRKS, Blackwell, Okla.;
INCH, Audubon, N. J.;
R CURRIE, North Seattle,

YARD HOYT, Denver,

MEN, Greenwood, S. C.;

11

e
Y

e

tPER, Blytheville, Ark.,
ERNEST RANDOLPH,
Ohio, on Jack's Shaw's

and his fascist leanings to Lupis.

Lupis denied making the statements
to the FCC claiming that, although
what he said was true he made the
statements to so many people that he
couldn't recollect whether he made
them to the FCC directly. The FCC
records also show that Lupis sent in
a report about Salvatore Nifosi.
Defended Cupelli

bringing out his connection with
;ross Reporter," Saturday theInOWI
and particularly with Lee
al, 12:45 p.m.).
Falk, Lupis admitted that he wrote a
letter to him in which he vigorously
protested Alberto Cupelli's dismissal
from WOV and wanted him rehired.
GIs Prove Results
Garey asked, "What reason had you
to believe that writing to Falk would
be effective in helping Cupelli getting
his job back?"
Garey charged that Lupis, the pubCumberland, Md. lisher and editor of the Italian Language monthly magazine, "Il Mondo,"

i

WANTED
Capable radio drama tic writer with Net work experience. Full time position. Salary
approximately

$100

per

week.

Write

RADIO DAILY, Box 732, 1501 Broadway,
New York City.
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By RALPH WILL

By FRANK BURKE

ALICE REINHEART, New York

KATINA PAXINOU, Greek actin
in Chicago for the Midwest p

radio actress, who has been vacationing in Hollwood, is now visiting

at her former home in San Francisco.

Sid Sutherland and Jose Rodriquez,
members of the "Blue Newsroom Review," who have been off the air

for four months due to Sutherland's
illness, have returned to the "Rewhich is heard Mondays
through Fridays over the Pacific Blue.
view,"

Jean Meredith, of the CBS-KNX

publicity department, is in San Francisco on a combination business and
pleasure trip.

"Goin' To Lasso A Rainbow For
You," a new song by a new song writing team, Alma Sioux Scarberry
and Connie Glore, will be introduced
over the air -lanes on the "Judy
Canova Show."

Our Passing Show: Dave Taylor,

Corporal Bill

Gay, now of Camp

Hobbs, N. M., Tom Sawyer and Lou
Merrill lunching at Brittingham's;
Ken Carpenter watching the Portland
Beavers win a 11 -inning game from
the Hollywood Stars at Gilmore field.
Madaline Lee,

who has

played

"Miss Blue" on the Amos and Andy
shows for several years, is dropping
colored

characterizations

and

is

readying a new program, which will
be 15 or 30 minutes in length. On her
own program, she will play a white
Southern girl.
Mrs. Eddie Dean, wife of the "Judy
Canova Show" singer, accompanied
the body of her mother to the family's
former home in Yankton, S. D., where
funeral services were held. Mrs.

Dean's mother passed away at

a

Burbank hospital, following an opera_

tion.

Joan Davis' boy friend, William
Bendix, comes back to the village

today, via the Joan Davis -Jack Haley
Sealtest program.

Herman Bernie has booked Oscar

Levant as guest on the Groucho Marx

"Blue Ribbon Town" show for September 4.

Mischa Auer, Sara Berner, Dale

Evans and Laraine Day have returned
from Portland, where they made personal appearances under the auspices
of the Hollywood Victory Committee.
Dave Willock, who was Jack Car-

son's partner in vaudeville and who
has appeared on several of Carson's
air programs, is often mistaken for
Frank Sinatra. Because of this he has

been receiving mash notes-some so
hot he is ashamed to show them to
his wife.

Stork News

John Royal, NBC, will act as god-

father at the christening of Daniel

Radio Is My Beat.. .
Cooler days are becoming more frequent in the immediate
vicinity and things are popping.... we mean that literally as well as
figuratively....in the past two weeks several cocktail parties have been
tossed and we mention them in the order of their occurrence lust to prove
that events as well as champagne bottle -corks are popping.... two weeks
ago George Lowtheí s cocktail party was tossed to preview for the press

his new radio idea, "I Want A Baby"....last week, Prexy Mark Woods
of the Blue Network, put some expert drink -mixers to work when we
fourth-estaters were introduced to Edward Noble, the purchaser of the
Blue Network (or as Noble himself admitted, "the FCC permitting")....
Tuesday, we taxied (our memory is deteriorating....we clean forgot to
turn in an expense account on this) to the spacious home of publicist Tom
Fizdale to meet Cecil Underwood, director of the "Fibber McGee & Molly"
and "The Great Gildersleeve" programs, who leaves next week for Hollywood to launch the new series of programs involving the foibles, adventures, trials and tribulations of the Jordans and Harold Peary, respectively,
the former resuming on the NBCycles at the end of September while the

latter returns at the end of this month....and now we have at hand

the Associated Press, will be
cast by WGN on the Chicago

ter of the air on Saturday, Se
to 9 p.m. Marion Claire, s

8

prima donna, and Thomas L. T

baritone, will sing the leading
in the operetta.
Jack La Frandre will produ
the music will be under the di
of Henry Weber.
Tom Dunlop, WJJD studio
visor, back at his desk folio
two weeks vacation at Brown
Wisconsin.
Ernie Graham,

engineer,

start itching right away or....) come, come, Scoops 01' fellow, are you
trying to say that vacationing programs will soon be back on the air,

CBS.

that there will be abundant material for columns, that the heated molecules

of air, bouncing to and fro from the skyscrapers to the pavements, will

vanish like a Nazi in Sicily and that you're happy about the whole
thing.... quad erat demonstrandum.

We hear that WMCA has been sold....the figure

is

$1,600,000.... George Crandall, CBS Press Chief, who spent four
days at the Murray Hill Hospital this week, is recuperating and
heads for the country today for a rest....he'll return to 485 Madison
after Labor Day.... Appearing on three major programs in three
days is the record of Bea Wain who will vocalize tonight on the
CBStage Door Canteen, tomorrow night on the NBCarnegie Hall

show, with the third appearance taking place Saturday on the
CBSong-"Hit Parade"....NBC gets a terrific break in the Universal
flicker, "We've Never Been Licked"....the opening scene depicts
handsome George Putnam, that chain's newscaster, portraying him-

self at an NBC mike....Jimmie Lunceford and his crew open at
the State September 23.... We got a load of the craftsmanship of
the Dupli-Kut Records on which special messages or bits from
'off -the -air -recordings' were dubbed on plastic.... artists, who want

to hear the portions of programs in which they appear, can have
those portions dubbed by this process for their own use or for
auditions.

***

Chris Cross, maestro at Jack Demp-

Lee. who looks like a double for Hedy LaMarr, had every Motion Picture
Company interested in her, but her height, (she's 6 ft. 2) precludes cinematic
roles.... Lee is a clever comedienne and some time ago, when Ed Gardner

New Rochelle Hospital.

with words, music and libre
Kent Cooper, executive direc

week's vacation at Lake Como
Frank Rand, former radio pu
now civilian public relations for
recruiting in the Chicago area.
Chuk Logan, who left the ov
division of OWI in New York
a brief fling back in Chicago an
re-enter radio here. Chuk was

Beautiful looks are not always an asset.... paradoxical but
true, nonetheless....asks Lee Bloch, model, actress and comedienne....

sey's spot in New York, became a
proud father on August 11th, when
his wife, Marguerite, gave birth to
a 61 pound girl, Donna Rae, at the

gets role of Cleo the maid.
Premiere performance of
operetta entitled, "About the

another of those Newcomb Carlton missives, in which Don Ameche, asks
if we'd be his guest tomorrow for cocktails (my how Old Scoops bends
that elbow) at the Waldorf-Astoria, during which he would like to tell us
about his new air show, "What's New," which will Blue -debut September 4.
....thus, things along kilocycle row, are stirring, action is supplanting vacation -time with its laissez-faire inertia and slack -be -togged hikes through
dale and wooded glen (gee, wonder what poison ivy looks like-. .does it

Alexander Salt, son of Mr. and Mrs.
John Salt. Salt is the deputy director
of BBC.

miere of "For Whom The Bell Tot
will guest on the Blue Netwt
"Breakfast Club," Saturday, and
the "Quiz Kids" show, Sunday.
Hazel Dopheide is newest mem)
of "Ma Perkins" family on NB

was seeking another "Miss Duffy." he heard her and thought she was
great but "too beatutiful for the role."

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

erly special events director of

Fifth all-star amateur pr
featuring first place winners fr

last nine-"Stars of Tomorrow'
grams on WGN will compete
$500 war bond on the WGN pr
of Sunday, 8 to 8:30 p.m.

Violinist Joins "Irish Echo
The concert violinist, Francis
agan, has joined "Irish Echoes
Sunday 9 p.m. feature on WBN

IIEU! BUSIIIE
KQW, San Francisco: RCA Ml
(electronics), seven ETs weekly

further notice, through Ruthrl
Ryan; Local Loan

Co.,

17

breaks weekly, until further

through Hixon & O'Donnell; C
Magazine,

15

anns.,

ETs,

ti

Schwimmer & Scott; Lang
United Bakeries (American

bread), weekly station break

weeks, through Erwin, Wasey Í
Granat Bros. (jewelers), help vY
anns.,

and

15 -min.

record

through N. W. Ayer & Son; C

Federal Savings & Loan Societ
ticipation in "Housewives' Pro
League," 13 weeks, through Lon
Agency; Sage Bros. (religion

vals), Sunday night revival pr

through Hoskins Agency; Moo
Dock Company (ship builders
wanted anns., twice weekly,
itely.

jy, August 19, 1943

Witness At FCC Probe Denies
He Served As "Spy" For OWI AGENCIES

IES'1'-I1VG
Ni HAINES, currently apthe New York Strand, at
s

:

it;e
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STUART SHERMAN, president of

(Continued from Page 1)

Door Canteen," today sub rosa powers of being able to place "had used the paper to attack all those Sherman & Marquette, Inc., this week

friends of his or of the OWI in jobs whom he hadn't gotten jobs for."
on foreign language radio stations. The WOV proposed sale was cited
1. LEVANT, on the "Kraft This testimony also disclosed that he as an example of what "Il Mondo"
111" program, today (WEAF- had the power of removing from sta- could do. In previous testimony it
i.'n.).
tions those who were voicing opinions was shown that, an article which apinimicable to his own or of the OWI. peared in "PM" and which was
ANDERS DUNBAR, psy- Lupis, a censor and monitor on founded on an article in "Il Mondo"
s the staff of the Columbia WHOM, told Garey that he was not and from information supplied by
department of psychiatry yet an American citizen but expected Lupin, was responsible for the failure
ne, discussing "Emotional to receive his final papers in a few of the sale of the station.
iPregnancy," on "The Baby days. He described his duties on the
Lupis stated that the information
today (WJZ-Blue Network, station as acting as a censor in a con- appearing in "Il Mondo" regarding
sulting capacity on Italian programs. Luotto was taken from a San FranHere Garey asked Lupis, "If you don't cisco Italian paper, "L'Italia," which
TSSEY, on "Double or like a script then you don't allow it accused Andre Luotto of fascist beBS, 9:30 p.m.).

received a certificate of gratitude from

the United States Navy for aid, assistance and cooperation in the re-

cruiting of WAVES and SPARS. His
agency prepared advertisements, radio
announcements and general promotion for the drive.
CAN MANUFACTURING INSTITUTE, New York, through Benton &

Bowles, will inaugurate on or about
January 1, an extensive institutional
advertising campaign.

DAVIS-LIEBER, New York, has
been appointed by Olian Advertising
omorrow (WOR-Mutual, to be broadcast." Lupis replied, "Yes." liefs. He said, ' "I just tried to call Agency of St. Louis as local repreDoesn't Understand "Informer"
attention to public opinion about the
for their waste paper salInterrogation of Lupin revealed that sale of the station." In response to sentatives
t O'KEEFE, on Jerry he gave information to the FCC and Garey's question "You had opinions vage campaign.
Seep Ahead" variety show, the OWI. Garey asked the witness about all these people?" Lupis replied
ROBERT C. MYERS, of the copy
(WOR-Mutual, 7:30 p.m.). "if he ever acted as an informer" at that, "they weren't opinions but facts department
of Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
which word the witness professed and proofs" which he had been keep- has been given
of absence to
) LOWE and PATRICIA ignorance, then Garey changed it to ing for 15 years although he stated serve in the U. aS.leave
Navy.
"Armstrong's Theater of "spy for the OWI."
that neither he nor "Il Mondo" kept
aturday (WABC-CBS, 12
The point of Garey's interrogation any files on those reported on.
WESSON
COMPANY,
Detroit
of the witness was to tie him to the
manufacturers of cutting tools for
Helped
Swiss
Refugee
statement that he was giving informathe aircraft industry, has named as
Lupis admitted that he was respon- agency the Klau-Van Pietersom-DunEDWARDS, originator of tion to the previously mentioned govonsequences," and RAJAH ernment agencies which Lupis refused sible in getting a position for Carlo lap Associates of Milwaukee.
find reader, on the Ellery to admit. He denied ever volunteer- Aprato with the OWI after Aprato
gram, Saturday (WEAF- ing information at which denial Garey was forced to leave Switzerland. NATIONAL THEATER SUPPLY
p.m.).
added. "You only volunteer informa- Garey charged that Aprato was a com- CO. has appointed A. J. Lindsley of
tion when it was reluctantly pried munist which description brought a International Projector Corp., to
3 CALLER, on the "Million out of you." And he continued, "You denial from Lupis. The FCC cited a handle its advertising and publicity.
story in the New York "Times," which
to see that
and"
show,
Saturday
C, 10 p.m.).
didn't make any mistakes. You wanted paper Aprato worked for as a corRockefeller On FTWF
to see the government do what you respondent, proving that he was reDELHO and JOHANNES wanted them to do." Lupis in a non- moved from Switzerland because Nelson A. Rockefeller, Co-ordinator
of
Inter
-American Affairs; Dr. Leo S.
the "Brazilian Parade," factual admission said that he spoke pressure was brought by the Italian
t i VOR-Mutual, 4:30 p.m.) .
to Allen Cranston, Lee Falk and government for his anti -fascist writ- Rowe, Director General, Pan-American Union, Librarian of Congress
ings.
Giuseppi Facci of the OWI.
Archibald Macleish and Moderator
Dr.
James
H.
Sheldon,
chairman
of
N. PAUL WURTSMITH,
Used Sy Naval Intelligence
Ben Grauer will discuss the "Role of
the
advisory
committee
of
the
Anti
MALCOLM MOORE, Lupis did state that he was called
the Americas" in the 12th broadcast
)WIN DESS, Eureka, Mo., upon by Naval Intelligence to give Nazi League, testified that the League session of "For This We Fight"
AS WINBURN, San An - information which he had collected kept a small staff to investigate the day over NBC, 7 p.m., EWT. Saturc.;
CAPTAINS FRED on pro -fascists. He also admitted that pro -fascist activities of those here in
1,
Abernathy,
Texas; he gave this information to Army In- the United States. He admitted that paper "Il Mondo" and failed to conthe League sent information to the nect a man by the name of Buzzi
,ULLIVAN, Roanoke, Ill.; telligence, G-2.
or
,LER, Salinas, Cal.; JOHN He denied giving information to the FCC concerning N. Y. Language sta- Bossi, who was on the League's paytions but that the information was roll but is no longer, with
etroit, Mich.; LIEUTEN- FCC although he admitted
any proknowing sent only after it was requested.
(NLEY ANDREWS, St. Allen Fenner, James A. Guest
and He denied ever subsidizing Lupis' posed investigation made of the LuotFla.; HARVEY CLYMER, Charles Hubert of the FCC.
tos
in
Chicago.
Later,
1. Y.; STEPHEN DAVID,
hio; FRANCES DUDISHasburg, Iowa; EUGENE
ticago, Ill.; CHARLES
wport, Ky.; RICHARD
nsville, Indiana; KENRKS, Blackwell, Okla.;
NCH, Audubon, N. J.;
R CURRIE, North Seattle,

YARD HOYT, Denver,
WEN, Greenwood, S. C.;

1

the records of this testimony disclosed that the FCC attributed certain
statements regarding Andrea Luotto
and his fascist leanings to Lupis.

Lupis denied making the statements
to the FCC claiming that, although
what he said was true he made the
statements to so many people that he
couldn't recollect whether he made
them to the FCC directly. The FCC
records also show that Lupis sent in
a report about Salvatore Nifosi.

:PER, Blytheville, Ark.,
ERNEST RANDOLPH,
Defended Cupelil
Ohio, on Jack's Shaw's In bringing
his connection
ross Reporter," Saturday the OWI andout
particularly with with
Lee
al, 12:45 p.m.) .
Falk, Lupis admitted that he wrote a
letter to him in which he vigorously
protested Alberto Cupelli's dismissal
from WOV and wanted him rehired.
is Prove Results
Garey asked, "What reason had you
to believe that writing to Falk would
be effective in helping Cupelli getting
his job back?"
Garey charged that Lupis, the pubCumberland, Md. lisher and editor of the Italian Language monthly magazine, "Il Mondo,"

WANTED
Capable radio drama tic writer with Net work experience. Full time position. Salary
approximately $100 per week.

Write

RADIO DAILY, Box 732, 1501 Broadway,
New York City.
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Amos 'n' Andy Return
On NBC Network Oct. 8
(Continued from Page 1)

years an intimate friend of the comedians, personally made the announcements of the "homecoming" of Freeman F. Gosden and Charles J. Correll.

"We are happy to have Amos 'n'
Andy once again before an NBC

microphone," said Trammell. "They
were the first radio program to become an American institution and for
more than a decade were the favorites of millions of Americans, both
young and old. A warm welcome
from the radio audience awaits them,
I am sure."
There will be another innovation
in the series that breaks an Amos 'n'
Andy precedent of 14 years' standing.

They will now broadcast before a
studio audience. Except on special
occasions when they played charity
or patriotic shows, Amos 'n' Andy
were never seen by the public in
their character roles.
The secret of Gosden's amazing

WORDS

AND

MUSIC

WHEN a fellow reaches the heights in his chosen profession, then drops

out of sight for several years, only to return but as a greater figure
in the very same profession, therein perforce, lies a story.... briefly told,
the story revolves about Jesse Crawford, who, born in California. learned

old when it first presented the nation
with the new comedy team of Amos
'n' Andy 14 years ago-on August 19,
1929.

They caught the fancy of America
and began making radio history from

the start. In millions of homes they
became a household word. And they
went on to perennial fame that was

without precedent in radio as the
favorite comedians of a generation.
Using a technique new to them,

Amos 'n' Andy's new NBC series will
offer a complete fast-moving episode

every Friday night. Musical bridges
will speed the action as Andrew H.
Brown extricates himself from the

heartaches of a new girl friend or
the headaches of a business venture
with the help of faithful Amos Jones.
Their guest stars will play specially
written roles and rub shoulders with
the hilarious characters of Amos 'n'
Andy's world.

Stark Replaces Petrie
Charles Stark has replaced Howard

Petrie as announcer for "The Story
of Mary Marlin" (NBC, Mondays
through Fridays, 3:00 p.m., EWT).
Stark also announces NBC's "When a
Girl Marries" (Mondays through Fridays, 5:00 p.m., EWT).

New to the Marlin cast are Bob

Haag and Del Sharbutt as soldier comrades of Joe Marlin.

"Bright Horizon" Birthday

"Bright Horizon," the story of
Michael West, celebrates its second
anniversary Wednesday, August 25.
The serial is heard daily at 11:30 a.m.,
over the Columbia network.

devote

will

promotion.

song by him at

the Theater, was considered.... his music was given
featured spots an the air....he became a Victor Recording artist and his
picture graced the title pages of many a hit.... then, about four years ago.
Crawford met the late Joseph Schillinger, teacher of the late George

Gershwin, Glenn (now Captain U.S. Army) Miller and many other famous
artists.... then and there the master of the pipe organ, who had thrilled
more people than other individual of his calling, decided to sacrifice the
financial gains his wizardry on the console was earning, to study music.
real music.... composing, orchestrating, conducting.

its

entire t

least once during the

Twenty-one

story....Frank Telford, tousle -headed director of this program, also

directs "This Is Our Enemy," over WOR for the Office of War
Information, and for the past few months has prodded Jesse about

starting in as a conductor but Crawford felt that perhaps a bit
more study was needed.... just about this time, Nathan Van Cleve,
musical director of the "Enemy" program, decided to take a vacation and this time, Telford dropped the substitute musical assignment in Crawford's lap.:.. without fanfare, the organist -turned
Maestro, picked up the baton for the August 5th and 12th shows
and for tonight's program, will conduct the 45 -piece orchestra,
through a score entirely composed and orchestrated by himself....
Back in 1930, when this scribbler was struggling with ballads on
Tin Pan Alley, we wrote a song titled, "Shadows in the Moonlight,"
with an energetic little tunester named Buddy Valentine and played
the song for Jesse, who, despite his position as a top -name artist,
engulfed knee-deep in conferences, etc., yet listened to the song,
liked it, programmed it and helped us place the song with Shapiro Bernstein, who immediately discovered a fine corner on their shelves

where the song was 'allowed to gather dust'....but that is beside
the point.... what we wished to say is that we've never forgotten
Jesse for his kindness and think this is as good a time as any to
try to repay, in small measure, our debt of gratitude to Jesse
Crawford, gentleman, artist and scholar.

alone will be used to carry t
sage in September "to back k
tack," setting a new record
bond and stamp announcer .'
addition, Rush Hughes dram
series of 24 five-minute ref

composer, will guest -conduct Barry Wood's "Million Dollar Band." Saturday

on the NBCycles.... Waller, who composed the score for the Broadway
musical hit, "Early To Bed," claims that swing is "two-thirds rhythm and
one-third soul"....Jimmy Lytell, heard on NBC and Blue Networks, is
celebrating his third anniversary as a bandleader this week....his band
is heard on "Rhythm Ro Id," the Ella Fitzgerald program and "Lyrics By
Liza."...A1 Trace, Ben :race and Charlie Dant have collabbed on a
novelty tune, "Sh... Don t Look Now," which Eli Dawson is getting results
with.

***

Be A Rational National-

i

titled "Americans in Action" t
be available to all stations.

Every possible angle will

ployed during the course of th
The War Finance Committee

ranged to use the huge tent -e

50th Street and 6th Avenue, tilt
ing two shows per day, mating
evening, approximately two%

bond purchasers. Each of tht4
cial shows within the tent-afl
be available to each station i
mote pick-up. Every affiliatedi
of the entertainment induslt'
volunteered its services to creiii
cial shows in the principals

throughout the nation.

John Hymes, head

of

radio division in Washin

and Harry Levin, head of
York OWI, were present to
Burgess' outline to all

managers in attendance.

NEW PI206

IDEAS

WNEW's News Rc

"Around the World

i

utes" is the title of a ne

inaugurated over WNEW,
tnis week. Running fra

through Saturday the ha
eludes: "The Face of the
Samuel H. Cuff as and

Washington Desk" with IS

"Five Minutes of
BBC" direct; and "War
ing;

Profile" with Samuel H.

ing to do a profile on

di

leaders.
RADIOLOGY: Joy Hathaway. bright bubble of the CBSoap opera,
"Amanda of Honeymoon Lane," celebrates her third anniversary on that
program next month....Jay Jostyn. "Mr. D.A." himself looked pretty good
when he guest -detected on the "Ellery Queen" whodunit last Saturday....
not only did Jay guess it the killer was the "lawyer" but told the reason
for his belief ....a bull's eye..."Fats" Waller. boogie-woogie pianist and

t

re(

each for the entertainment 1

.. one of the assignments is to supply background music on the
CBShow, "Valiant Lady"....which brings us to the crux of this

and Correll, "to be back on the air
with our new program. We think
we have something new to give to
radio."
NBC itself was only three years

devoted to open the war bor
September 9. Each and eve
gram of every independent

house at the age of sixteen and though hired to play the Great pipe organ
at the Paramount (N.Y.) Theater just on opening day, remained for six
years.... during that period, Jesse became known as a songhit-maker,
the most prominent publishers, vieing for the great plug a rendition of a

or Henry Van Porter

come out of the bag.
"We are delighted," said Gosden

(Continued from Page 1)

possible facility and time

to play a harmonica at the age of three, played an organ in a movie

switch from Amos to Kingfish or
finally will

3rd War Loan

By HERMAN PINCUS

Under Schillinger's tutelage, Crawford studied, retaining but enough
pipe organ assignments to bring a small part of his one-time income.

Brother Crawford and Correll's transformation from Andy to the landlord

New York Outlets

At this point WNEW
departure from the usual
gram by inserting a red
war song of the various)
the United Nations. Thii
titled "Music Moves Into
tions." Concluding the p
gives a daily prediction
ous trends.

"Our Second Ch
"Everybody's Farm Ho
over WLW, Cincinnati, Ol

ing a series of five-minul
titled "Our Second Ch
sented through the coope
Farm Credit Adminisl
broadcasts warn farmers I
tion through high prices
livestock.

the

THE EXECUTIVE

WHO STOPS YO THI

Knows that "10% for War Bonds isn't enough these days"
1. Workers' Living Costs going up ... and
Income and Victory Tax now deducted

at source for thousands of workers...
Check! You're perfectly right ... but

all these burdens are more than balanced
by much higher FAMILY INCOMES for

Imost of your workers!

Millions of new workers have entered

the picture. Millions of women who
never worked before. Millions of others
who never began to earn what they are
getting today!

1

This space is a contribution to
America's all-out war effort by

RADIO DAILY

A 10% Pay -Roll Allotment for War

Bonds from the wages of the family
bread -winner is one thing-a 10% Pay Roll Allotment from each of several workers
in the same family is quite another matter!

Why, in many such cases, it could well
be jacked up to 3095-50% or even more
of the family's new money!
Thát's why the Treasury Department
now urges you to revise your War Bond
thinking-and your War Bond selling-on
the basis of family incomes. The current

War Bond campaign is built around the
family unit-and labor-management sales
programs should be revised accordingly.
For details get in touch with your local
War Savings Staff which will supply you
with all necessary material for the proper
presentation of the new plan.

Last year's bonds got us started-this
year's bonds are to win! So let's all raise
our sights, and get going. If we all pull
together, we'll put it over with a bang!

you've done your bit

... now

do your best!

***** ******

*
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* ir Coast -to -Coast * ,t
Marc Bowman, program director for
JAMES POWERS, director of pro"Salute to the Service," program of
Portland, Oregon, leaves shortmotion of the Yankee network, is transcribed band music honoring our KOIN,
enjoying a vacation on Cape Cod this fighting men, made its bow last Saturday ly for Washington, D. C., for training
Ben
Hadfield, veteran from 5:45 to 6 p.m. over WEEI, Boston. to prepare for his assignment with
week
Bowman
Yankee net announcer, has left sta- Each Saturday show will feature songs Red Cross units overseas.
in Europe with Canadian
tion cares behind him and is relax- associated with the various branches of served
ing at the Eagle Mountain House in the Armed Forces with their historical Forces and the RFC in the last war.
Jackson, New Hampshire.... Loose - backgrounds.... William Gavin, city edi-

broadcasts, Mondays through Fridays,
inclusive, beginning September 1,

over the following Yankee net stations: WNAC, WEAN, WICC, WAAB,
WCSH, WLBZ and WTHT.

lack Miller, Donald O'Brien and S. J.
Fitzgerald of ESSO, and Carlo DeAngelo
of Marschalk and Pratt visited at WDRC,

Baker,

former

arms

where he announces the canes

shows over K BK. Sacramento,'.
day nights.
e

Word of newspaper-ra
Sam Smith, member of the summer anpointed Doris Tirrell, WEEI staff organist, nouncing staff of KGVO, Missoula, Mon- operation comes from KRIi ,
as official organist for the Boston "Herald" tana, leaves this week to return to school mont, Texas. Because of tl
Book Fair, which takes place in October. teaching. His successor has not been shortage the morning daily t
selected....Dave Roberts, roving reporter 5,000 volunteers to drop th
A representative
KRIC, Beaumont, Texas, sees to it for WLW, Cincinnati, Ohio. was a visitor scriptions.
hundred defense worker
that employees now in the service are to KGVO recently. While there he re- eral
cancel subscriptions if that
kept in touch with the news back corded interviews with Forest Service to
an early morning news
home. Once a week each member of officials and parachute jumpers who are get
volunteered with a 15 the staff writes a paragraph which is with the Forest Service.
up of AP news at 6 a.
incorporated in a news letter, mimeoDr. James T. Shotwell and Mrs. morning shift is gettin

Wiles Biscuit Co. has renewed Cedric tor

Foster's contract for a series of 65

Russ

WOW, Omaha, Nebraska, is r.
in the Orientation Branch of st..
ing Division at Camp Kohler,

of

the "Boston Traveller," has ap-

Conn. this week with station graphed and sent to the boys and
work and the night shif
president Franklin M. Doolittle and com- girls who are serving their country. Lytle Hull were the principal speak- home.
Notes from KRIC's staffers in uni- ers at a War Bond Rally at the Woodmercial manager William F. Malo.
s
form are also included in the news stock, N. Y., artists' colony, aired Series of half-hour band
recently
by
WKNY,
Kingston,
N.
Y.
Val Martin is currently presenting letter.
k
4
Rally Was preceded by a concert the Jefferson Barracks band
a new feature on WFAS, White Plains,
by KMOX, St. Louis, M
New York. "The Opera House of the Ed Wilson, master of ceremonies for St. featuring Vladimir Padwa, pianist of cast
Programs will m
Air"- presents complete operas in re- Louis, Mo., KWK's '"M. 1. B. Show" is the First Piano Quartet; Horace Britt, tomorrow.
cessful conclusion of weeks o
corded form, to which Martin pro- broadcasting his portion of the program cellist of the Britt Ensemble, and have
lines installed at the mill
vides incidental comments, and ex- from his bed in a local hospital to which Angel Reyes, Cuban violinist.
Lines will be on a permanent
planations of the story preceding he is confined by a back injury. Music
Frances Jones of the WICC, Bridgeport. by the Army, and will be
each act. Show is heard Sunday MI the two daily shows is put on the
stations in St. Louis. Move
air from the studios, with Wilson's corn. Conn., program department, has left her all
afternoons from 2 to 5 p.m.
because of recent Army
ments coming by special lines from the radio duties for a short vacation.... sary
WICC's Dottie Whitehead is in Wash- no recordings may be made
Latest addition to the commercial sales hospital.
ington. D. C.. on vacation ....Ken post for broadcasting purp
staff of WOL, Washington. D. C., is Milton
"Sports Matinee" show tomor- musician may leave the pos
J. Baker, former special representative in
As part of the Mayor's Unity Pro- Rapieff's
special recruiting purposes.
the southeastern states for King Features gram, WMCA, New York, is pre- row will be moved to another time on will originate in the band
to make way for the Bridgeport
Syndicate.
senting a series of dramatic scripts WICC
the post, and will be heard
aimed at racial unity and tolerance. Brass Mutual net show.
at 7 p.m.
Benedict Gimbel, Jr., president and Initial broadcast takes place toCentral
New
England
sports
fans
manager of WIP, Philadelphia, leaves day from 9:45 to 10 p.m., EWT. ParDouglas Wilkie, Au
today for a three week fishing trip in ticipating in the series are the Wri- recently heard an interview with correspondent,
now en
Maine....Madie Kelley of the WIP ters' War Board, headed by Rex Gundar Haegg, Swedish runner, European war theater,
program department leaves the sta- Stout, Radio Directors' Guild headed broadcast over WTAG, Worcester, WLW, Cincinnati, "World
Mass. Listeners heard the racer by

Hartford,

tion on October 12 to be married.

ay Earle McGill and AFRA. Scripts
of a three-way conversation beare being written by the War Board way
Herb Edman, WTAG announAdrienne Ames. of WHN, New York, with airection under the auspices of tween
cer, Haegg, who spoke in Swedish.
who has been doing 15 stints weekly the Guild and casting by AFRA.
*

*

for the past year. in addition to outside
activities of attending bond rallies, and
entertaining

servicemen's organiza-

at

tions, has left for a vacation in New
Hampshire.

*

*

*
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August 18
Don Bernard
Marcus Bartlett
Anice Ives
Elsie Ekstein
Bob Kea
A. W. Kaney
Spencer Odom John M. Outler, Jr.
Jimmy Shields
Vi & Vilma Vernor (The Victory
Twins)

son, promotion manager f
now on vacation.... First

and Gerhard T. Rooth, Haegg's official J. Brown's series of prof
WLW, titled "Congressinterpreter.
Instrument of Congress
*
Members of the Arta Board of the U.
«
by special request
of Cincinnati made their initial bow on the
WING, Dayton, Ohio, carried the broad- peated
WSAI Summer Playhouse yesterday. Play cast of the mammoth Wright Field em- Ohio District Congressml
was "Murder by the Stars," a melodrama ployees' picnic last week, with two mem- five broadcasts over WLIÁ
written by Fred Russell of the WSAI con- bers of the WING special events depart- Third in series will b
tinuity staff. Another first on the program ment conducting interviews and a quiz week. The subject will b
was producer Robert Fuller, recently show for prizes of War Bonds and Stamps. Freedom."
transferred from the WLW-WSAI announc- Thirty-five thousand people attended the
*

Nadine Conner, Met soprano and
star of NBC's "Salute to Youth" program, will present a concert for the
entertainment of the WAVES and ing staff.
SPARS at the S. S. Hunter College
tomorrow afternoon.

server" this week-end....

*

*

*

picnic.

*

UP Appoints Pac

Tom Stewart, salesman for WHIO, "Alabama Hayloft Jamboree," lisNorth Africa
Dayton, Ohio, pulled a scoop recently teners are filling the WAPI, Birming_
when he forgot about selling time ham. Alabama, mail bags to the tune Reynolds Packard, it w
long enough to become a reporter. of 1.500 letters a week in response to yesterday by Virgil Pt
He was calling on one of his clients a "Homemaking" contest Ralph Rogers Press European Manage

when a fire broke out next door.
Stewart borrowed his customer's
phone and called the WHIO news
room to give news editor Dick Cull
the tip off on the local story.

is conducting in search of new recipes and cooking tins. Winners are
awarded an Ernest Tubb song book.
personnally autographed by Tubb

when he appeared on the "Jamboree."

appointed UP manager
Africa, with instructions

the Rome bureau of the ne
as soon as possible.

Packard, a veteran

Ua

correspondent, headed
"Magic of Music" show over WNEW, Sneakers pinch-hitting next week for bureau from 1939 until his
New York, from 8 to 8:30 p.m., EWT. Leslie B. Bain. news commentator for in 1941. He returned to Ne
Monday through Saturday has been taken WIOD. Miami, Florida, who is on a two- the diplomatic exchange
over by James Coy, replacing Bill Bur- week vacation, are: Mayor Leonard 1942, and was assigned to inAI
rell.... Mayoí s Unity Program over Thomson, of Miami: Dr. W. H. Walker: African headquarters
WNEW Friday will feature the Golden Robert E. Cook, of the firm sponsoring the credited to the U. S. Air.
Gate Quartette and guest speaker Judge news shows: Guy Butler, sports editor of accompanied American boa
Jeremiah Mahoney whose subject will be the Miami "Doily News." and Leonard mission over Palermo P
Sicilian invasion.
"Unity at Home-Victory Abroad."
Lyons, of the Miami Labor Temple.
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TEN CENTS

IVebs War -Loan Co -Op
NC Edits Address;

"Swindle -Sheet".

Libor Circles Object
'ngton Bureau, RADIO DAILY

igton-In what may become
serious test of broadcasters'
keep expressions which do

with the NAB code from

ATHKC, Columbus, Ohio, yes-

liminated several portions of
ss by Richard Frankensteen,

About to sign an account for
chief engineer George Milne's expenses at the WIZ ground -breaking
ceremony at Lodi, N. J., Edgar
Kobak, Blue executive vice-presi-

dent, noticed that Radio Daily did
not mention the engineer as among
those present. Milne was there but
he had a heap of trouble convincing Kobak. P. S. Milne isn't speaking to the Blue publicity department.

.utomobile Workers of Amer I) vice-president.

not clear here just what

(Continued on Page 6)
Moro War Bonds and Stamps

Iearings Scheduled
shington Next Week

'Language' Testimony
Continued By Garey

Sec. Morgenthau Meets Network Execs
To Discuss Plans Of Big Campaign
To Raise $15,000,000,000
"For This We Fight"
Sets Up New Series

Guiseppi Lupis continued to parry Called "For This We Fight," the
its first series of 13 broad gton-Resumption of hear - the direct questions of Eugene L. program in
(Continued on Page 2)
the Cox committee here is Garey, the Cox committee's counsel
Buy
More
War Bonds and Stamps
9 +1 for the middle of next by combative answers, yesterday as
c, ;.cording to Fred Walker, the hearings continued in New York. Scophony To Develop
a

committee counsel. The Lupis, who was first employed by
irk sessions will continue, the OWI short-wave station as an

i

' Vashington.

th he has not yet decided

t the subject will be heard,
(Continued on Page 2)
Wore War Bonds and Stamps

(Continued on Page 3)

Buv More War Bonds and Stamps

Second NAB District

Meets Upstate Aug. 24

"Skiatron" Tele Method
The "skiatron" method of televi-

sion, will be developed in the United
States by Scophony Corp. of America,

z,

ice -president in

Miller, president of NAB will head
the association officials in attendance

Substitute Gets Own Spot

which is

expected to draw a connumber of station execu- "Red Skelton and Company" returns
charge of siderable
tives in the District. Kolin Hager of to NBC after a Summer vacation

Tuesday, Sept. 14, at 10:30 p.m., EWT,
estern Division, announced WGY, Schenectady is
District as Hildegarde's "Beat the Band"
KFSD will function as a No. 2 Director and willthepreside.
pro e ztary outlet until Oct. 1,
(Continued on Page 3)
it will become the seventh
s

is network station on the

Post -War Population
Seen Shifting To West
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

peace

industries are being studied here in
the light of their possible effect on
the people's ability to purchase radio
receivers or television sets following
(Continued on Page 2)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Old Joke Program Sked
For Blue Debut Sept. 12
"That's a Good One," comedy series

starring Hope Emerson, with comedians Ward Wilson and Art Elmer,

CBS Man's Perilous Flight
in a "laugh -a -minute" joust with
To Break News Of Messina
(Continued on Page 8)

Arrived!
wood-As David Sarnotf
ss Trammell were entering
rn Derby for lunch the other
youngster approached and
e '!. S. for his autograph, bea

(Continued on Page 3)
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Washington-The effects of postin addition to the supersonic method war
wartime populacontrolled by the company, Arthur tion demobilization,
shifts and the potential absorbLevey, president of Scophony, said tion of
war -production labor by

(Continued on Page 2)
..,acific Network
Syracuse-District No. 2 of the
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps
NAB
will
meet
here
at
the
Hotel
lmented With RFSD Syracuse Tuesday, Aug. 24. Neville Skelton Returns Sept. 14;
1000 -watt outlet in San
tlif., will join NBC's Pacific
work on Sept. 1, Sidney N.

met in the Capital yesterday with
Secretary of the Treasury Henry

Morgenthau, Jr. to discuss plans for
the Third War Loan which gets under
way Sept. 9. Ted R. Gamble, NaDr. James Rowland Angell, NBC tional Director of the War Finance
Public Service Counsellor has com- Division of the Treasury addressed
pleted details of the second series of the meeting after Morgenthau had
broadcasts in which post-war prob- spoken and he stressed the importance
lems will be discussed by leading of the campaign and the need for the
experts in many fields. New series greatest promotion job in history to
will start Saturday Sept. 4, sched- raise the $15,000,000,000 quota.
uled 7-7:30 p.m., EWT.
It was brought out that since banks.

Y 'tgton Bureau, RADIO DAILY

aid, with simultaneous hear - announcer at a salary of $3,800 per

Important
network
executives
representing four major networks

er the impression that the
ad was a movie celebrity.
urned to the NBC president
I: Looks like the folks figure

lly "arrived."

Indianapolis Sets Aug. 27
'Double Or Nothing' Day

In

gags

In Reverse

a cable to Paul White, CBS
director of news broadcasts, John
Daly, the network's correspondent,
revealed the risks taken
"Double or Nothing," veteran Mu- yesterday
get the story of the fall of Messina
tual network quiz piloted by John to
the microphone and listeners in
Reed King, which highlights tributes to
the U. S. via a night flight in Gen.
to Americans contributing to

Good news seems to travel slowly, despite the fact that radio waves

Indianapolis Friday, August 27, 9:30 -

continued his ad in 1939.

the war

effort, will broadcast before 15,000 Patton's plane from Palermo to
where he delivered
first
war workers and bond purchasers Algiers
eye -witness account. Daly'sthecable
when the program originates from follows.
(Continued on Page 2)

"Early in the evening of the day
(Continued on Page 6)

travel 186.000 miles per second.
Ruth Chilton, conductor of women's
programs for WSYR, Syracuse, New

York, was rather startled at the
request sent in by a listener for a
baking set she offered at a special
price four years ago. Special offer
was made by a sponsor who die.

2
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Indianapolis Sets Aug. 27
"For This We Fight"
Sets Up New Series 'Double Or Nothing' Day
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
High

Am. Tel. Cr Tel
CBS A
CBS B
Gen. Electric

rhi'co

155
217/8
211/2
371/8
223/4

RCA Common

97/e

RCA First Pfd.
Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse

Zenith Radio

701/8
115/8
941/2
331/8

Net

Low

Chg.

Close
1541/2 154y/%
217/e
211/2
363/4
221/4
93/4
695/8
111/2
931/8
33

217/8 +3/16
211/2 -3/16

363/4 - 1/4
221/4 - 5/8
93/4 - 1/a

695/8 - 1h

115/8 - tYa
941/4 +

1/4

33

1/8

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Farnsworth Tel. G Rad
Stromlerg-Carlson
WCAQ (Baltimore)

MR (Detroit)

83/4
105/8

20
271/2

+

Asked

9
115/8

23
29

Cox Hearings Scheduled
In Washington Next Week
(Continued from Page 1)

casts presented discussions of the in- 10 p.m., EWT. On that date the proairing from Indianapolis' masternational apects of the peace. The gram,
Coliseum, will salute outstandsecond 13 will present the national sive
aspects and will be followed by five ing war workers in that city and war
bond buyers who have increased their
programs of a special nature.

The last broadcast, on Saturday, purchases.
Contestants will be war workers
Jan. 1, 1944, will be by Secretary of from
the various war plants in
State Cordell Hull, who was origin- Indianapolis,
servicemen and state
ally scheduled to open the series last and city officials.
is expected that
June. The pressure of international Indiana's GovernorItHenry
Schricker

affairs made it impossible for him to will participate in the broadcast.
appear on the opening program, but Indianapolis has proclaimed August
he agreed to appear on the closing 27 "Double or Nothing" day and many
broadcast instead, subject to the same off -the -air features have been arcondition which will permit him to ranged for the radio cast. The troupe
withdraw if national or international will entertain war workers in the U.
events require it.
Company plant at 5:45
Among those who will be heard on S. Rubber
put on informal programs at the
the second series, in addition to Hull, a.m.,
center, three hosU.S.O.
railroad
will be Robert H. Jackson, Associate pitals, and entertain
soldiers at Stout
Justice, United States Supreme Court; Field, Army Air Corps
base. Another
Stuart Chase, economist; Paul G. Hoff- off -the -air feature will
be a special
man, president, Studebaker Corpora-

tion, and chairman, Committee for "Double or Nothing" bond rally to
Economic Development; Frederick C. be held in Indianapolis Circle.
Crawford, president, National Association of Manufacturers; DeWitt M.

Emery, president, National Small
Businessmen's Association; Philip
Murray, president, Congress of Indus-

trial Organizations; A. Philip Randolph, president, International Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters,
and Murray Lincoln, executive secretary, Ohio Farm Bureau Federation.
The first series, devoted to discussions of international peace issues,

Post -War Population
Seen Shifting To West
(Continued from Page 11

conclusion of hostilities and resumption of peacetime activities.
of

The war has seen a revitalization
the old "go West, young man"

philosophy, the Pacific Coast states
having gained about six per cent in
civilian population despite the
concludes Saturday, August 28, with total
of hundreds of thousands to the
an address by Sumner Welles, Under - loss
armed forces. With the exception
Secretary of State.
the Southeastern states, which
"For This We Fight" is presented of
a one per cent gain, the
by the NBC Inter -American Univer- registered
sity of the Air in cooperation with the Far West is .the only region to show

increase as a result of the war.
Twentieth Century Fund and the anOn
the other hand, several Central

Commission to Study the Organization and Eastern states, such as Michigan,
of Peace.
Indiana, Connecticut and Rhode

Estes Civilian Coordinator
Of Army Air Force Show

Walker, who will conduct the Washington sessions, indicated that it is
likely he will delve into the subject Bernie Estes has been appointed
of draft deferments for FCC workers. "Civilian Coordinator" for the U. S
Army show "Wings for Victory."

á
KARL O. WYLER, vice-president and
manager of KTSM, El Paso, is in tow
Texas for conferences with the New

sentatives of the station.

York

'BEN GRAUER, has left for a couple
at Lake Mahopac. He is accompanied
brother, ALVIN, an Army captain hen.

Chicago on a short furlough. He will ret
morrow night and will then leave fo
ington for the Saturday NBC program,
We Fight."

C. OTIS RAWALT, of Burn -Smith

station reps, returned yesterday from a.
in the Berkshires, whereupon FRED L
on his annual holiday in Nantucket.

WALLACE MAGILL, producer of
phone Hour" for N. W. Ayer &
DONALD VOORHEES,

musical

t

directors

program, leave for the West Coast toll'
Monday night broadcast. The nest
will originate at Los Angeles.
R.

E. BRADHAM, station manager

of,`1`

affiliate of NBC in Charleston, S. C.
for a few days on station and network

ELMER J. BOOS, comptroller for WL
Cincinnati, is vacationing with his
Michigan.
ED
WALLACE, program director
Philadelphia, in town today for co

Mutual and BBC.
BOB KERR, also,Hl, LO, JACK AND T
Sunday for Hollywood where
tette will appear in a forthcoming
be produced by Columbia Pictures.

leave

HARRY H. HOESSLY, sales manager

Columbus, has returned to his Ohio he
following a short business trip to N.
LOIS JANUARY, "Reveille Sweethe.

on WABC, is back from a tour of A

in Massachusetts and Connecticut. She

her first year on the program this wee,
BERNARD DUDLEY, commentator hea

programs of the New York Philharmo
phony, leaves Sunday night for Croyd'
and returns Thursday for the program's
EMILE COUCH and CLAUDE CULLM
field reprsentatives, in town for few

Island, show as much as 45 per cent
of

the population engaged in war

work or in uniform, with other states
having a proportion nearly as large.
It is estimated that nearly 15,000,000

6 OUT OF

war workers and servicemen will
have to be absorbed in peacetime

Granted less than ten `per j

economy.

of the total appropria

However, it is believed
intelligent planning probably

Show is being held under the aus- that
pices of the New York Fighter Winn could avert any disastrous depres-Army Air Force and opens officially sion. A sharp drop in farm income
today.
Exhibit, which will run is considered not unlikely.
`.hrough Auenst 29th, features the
picture "Battle of Britain" which is Scophony To Develop
tieing ,shown publicly for the first
'ime on the mezzanine floor of 630
"Skiatron" Tele Method

Fifth Ave. Picture consists of official
(Continued from Page I)
pictures of RAF in action over London and includes use of confiscated yesterday. Levey described the skiatron
method
as an advanced system.
German newsreels which heretofore
have only been shown to Army per- Dr. A. H. Rosenthal, internationally
known physicist and electronic engisonnel.
Estes cut his vacation short to neer, who has been appointed director
volunteer his services for this Army Df research and development for the
project. He will act as civilian company, will do further research on

liaison for Lt. Norman Weiser who the skiatron method, which he inis in charge of recruiting for the vented, Levey said.
Dr. Rosenthal has been placed unNew York Fighter Wing..
Radio personalities who have vol- der a three-year contract by Scounteered personal appearances at the phony. He was connected with
exhibit include Milton Berle, Jerry Scophony Ltd. of London for sevLester, Dorothy Sarnoff, Mary Small, eral years and contributed some of
Arlene Francis, Morton Downey, Bob the more important Scophony invenHoward, Jack Marshall, Walter Cas- tions. He will head a group of engi-

sel, Kay Lorraine, Joan Brooks and neers in developing television and
Diane Courtney.

coming and coin

electronic inventions.

10,

Station W -I -T -H acco

for sixty per cent of th
sponse ... for a Car a,
seeking used cars!

WITH does a great Jo
Baltimore. And how!

1

f

IN BALTIMO

TOM TINSLEY, President

REPRPSENTED BY HEADLEY-R
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iiguage' Testimony
(intinued By Garey
denied statements previously
by Joseph Lang in a letter to
Luotto which purported to
summation of a conversation
1

motto, Lang and Lupis, as be -

accurate and not a true tranof the conversation.
Put Own Man in Job

y charged Lupis with con: himself with the activities
{NX. Testimony which was
ly drawn from the witness
that Lupis was interested in

the newscasts at WBNX moniLupis was interested in secur-

a monitoring job for a man
name of Sonino. Eventually
sCeded in placing the man in

Lupis stated that Sonin,
ding him notes regarding
material emanating from
hich notes Lupis sent to

When asked by Garey what
se was in sending the notes
C he stated, that he always
send information to govern-

mailed entries to the station. Other Third National War Loan Drive.
testified that his relations
ee Falk of the OWI were Luotto a Fascist, or a bad American,
And he substantiated a as inaccurate. He was careful to limit Skelton Returns Sept. 14;
om Falk congratulating him his testimony to that characterization.
appointment as Director of He refused to say that Lang's state-

b

l

Substitute Gets Own Spot

ograms at WHOM. Another ments were untrue. Lang at the
(Continued from Page 1)
tom Falk extolled his co- present time employs Lupis at gram moves to a new time spot on the
n with the OWI and saw WHOM.
Wednesday, Sept. 15, at 8:30
a possible newscaster of
Arnold B. Hartley, formerly of network
p.m., EWT. Both shows are sponprograms.
WGES, Chicago, and current program sored by the Brown & Williamson
director of WOV, testified that the Tobacco Company for Raleigh cigarüeried Regarding Results
t this juncture said to Lupis, original letter that he wrote to Gene ettes.
any Fascists have you located, Dyer of WGES contained conclusions Skelton will return with his regued, put out of business, sent about Stefano Luotto that he drew lar troupe, headed by Harriet Hilliard
n?"
from conversations with Jerome H. and Ozzie Nelson and his orchestra.
replied. "I never persecuted Spingarn of the FCC.
"Beat the Band," musical quiz show,
I only give information." He also testified that before the substituted for Skelton during the
asumed his query by adding, hearings started he was not asked, Summer and now is being given a
ver caught any Fascists but as he was charged, with taking in- regular spot of its own, replacing the
p on running them down." structions from the FCC as to what Tommy Dorsey program.
said. "Oh yes, we found his testimony should be.

whose command of the Eng-

Reasons for Washington Trip

Hartley claimed that when he went
gerness to give testimony to Washington to attend the Foreign
charged the Dante Alighieri Language Control Committee meet-

;uage varied with his intent

f Chicago, as being decidedly ing he went at the request of John
st throughout the world and Dyer to the FCC to ascertain the

being the Chicago chapter reasons why the station was on a

temporary license. At his meeting
alter its affiliations.
acity of the testimony pre - with FCC members he drew from
given by Joseph Lang and them statements that three employees

uotto came under fire from of WGES were under fire with the
len he termed Lang's letter FCC and that they would all "be
in which Lupis was credited able to sleep better" if they were
ring that he never called taken off the air.

Hartley stated that he wanted to

RODUCERS & WRITERS
AVAILABLE NOW-CALL

FRANK McGRANN
it IN SECURING BUREAU, INC.
(Agency)

M)ISON AVE., N. Y., MU. 2-6494

Web Execs Discuss

3rd War Loan Plans

WCKY's "Tackle for Troops"
(Continued from Page 1)
Frequency Mouulacion
station
Extensive
from service- and similar organizations will not be
W47NY, New York, has sent out a men in the inquiries
U. S. on the recent asked to buy large blocks of bonds
letter to its program folder mailing
for Troops" drive in Cincin- but rather the general public, it would
list, requesting its listeners to join "Tackle
necessary more than ever to get
a contest being held by "The Family nati has prompted WCKY to pass the be
along to other stations ano to the greatest number of people posCircle" magazine, which sponsors a word
the Third War Loan mesweekly show on the station. Letter newspapers throughout the country. sible with
a job for which radio is well
states that FM audience opinion is Through the efforts of WCKY, Cin- sages,
fitted,
perhaps
more than any other
newspapers and tackle dealvaluable, as FM listeners are an un- cinnati
usual type, interested in good enter- ers, a quantity of excess fishing media.
Morgenthau thanked the network
tainment, or they wouldn't own FM equipment was collected. Tackle was reps
for their cooperation in the past
specified for troops in the Aleutians
sets in the first place.
for their promise of greater efforts
Contest is to determine ways to and Alaska and was shipped there and
than ever in the forthcoming drive.
improve today's movies. Station points several weeks ago.
Among those who attended the
Servicemen read about the drive in
out that there are no strings atwere: Douglas Coulter and
tached and that there is money to their publication "Yank," and wrote meeting
Gammons of CBS; Phillips Carlin
win, and encloses an entry form on co the station seeking some of the Earl
which a 300 word (maximum) essay tackle for their bases. Publicity anc and G. W. Johnstone of the Blue NetMiller McClintock and Tom
is to be written on "Four Ways to promotion departments of WCKY ex- work;
'prove Today's Movies," plus a post- plained that tackle has already bees. Slater of Mutual, and Frank M. Rus' return envelope. Winners will shipped, but urged the servicemen sell and Wyllis Cooper of NBC.
Those attending the meeting from
oe nnounced over the air on the to contact their local stations ant.
newspapers to assist them in a drive OWI were Palmer Hoyt, Donald
"Family Circle" program.
for tackle to be used in their local- Stauffer, and George Zachary; from
ities.
the Treasury, besides the Secretary
War -Bond Co -Op
and Gamble were Oscar Doob, VinWAAT, Newark, New Jersey, the
F. Callahan, and Marjorie L.
Newark -Adams Theater and the New features will be the appearances of cent
Jersey War Finance Committee are stage and radio stars and music by Spriggs.

nection with his position with cooperating on a special admission - a name band.
Chairman Cox asked, "what by -war -bonds entertainment to be
and theater have donated
have that theGovernment held Monday night. Occasion is the Station
facilities in cooperation with
4so badly?" Lupis responded selection of Miss New Jersey from their
the Treasury Department's preliminit answer that was roughly 125
women candidates who have ary promotion in setting up the
Id as "Yes."

u

e

I'Ii,OMOTION *
FM Contest

(Continued from Page 1)

/encies.
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Jampel Leaves NBC
To Promote "T. Or C."
Carl Jampel, member of NBC's
resigned to handle special events

press staff for the past year, has

and promotion for "Truth or Consequences," comedy quiz heard on

the network and sponsored by Procter
& Gamble. Jampel will work directly
under Ralph Edwards, originator and

emcee of "Truth or Consequences."
Jampel, a graduate of the University of Michigan, before coming to
NBC was associated with WSOO,
Saulte Ste. Marie, and WFDF, Flint,
Mich., as announcer, writer and director of programs.

Burnett Joins WBBM

In Special Events Dept.
Chicago-Jack Burnett has joined

the WBBM staff as assistant director
the use of broadcasting privileges by of special events, it was announced
this week by Shepard Chartoc, dithe station.
of public affairs.
Hartley squelched the idea that he rector
had a working agreement with Lee In coming to WBBM, Burnett leaves
Falk of the OWI regarding exclu- his position as head of publicity for
sivity of an Italian newscast program the Chicago Stadium and the Sonja
which was conceived to combat Henie Hollywood Ice Revue. Previous
to that he was a member of the WHN,
Italian short-wave propaganda.
New York, publicity department and
Clarifies Program Distribution
sports editor for the station.
The idea of the program was, according to Hartley, his original idea.
He found it financially prohibitive
THIS LITTLE BUDGET
to carry it out in lieu of the station's
budget. At that time he suggested
WENT TO
to Lee Falk that OWI do it. This
was done and given to WOV and the
three other Bulova stations, but Hart-

avoid consequent trouble and acted
in the best interests of his employer
if he recommended their removal
ley pointed out that the program
from the air.
was given to WGES and a station
Later it was admitted that, Remon in San Francisco. Later it was given
Conti, one of the three under in- to New York stations. At the time
vestigation of the FCC is still em- the program was, unknown to Hartployed by the station in the capacity ley, not given to other New York
of time buyer although he is denied stations.

WORD

BOSTON
MASS.
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Los Angeles

TREET, s /i

By RALPH WILK

LLOYD BROWNFIELD, new publicity head of CBS-KNX, has returned from a vacation at his favorite
outdoor spot, June Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. George MacMichael,
parents of the Merry Macs, are cele-

brating their 41st wedding anniver-

a captaincy in the Army and

Reporter At Large ... 1

return to radio in New York.

We let Dave Alber "Con" us into taking a jaunt out to Frank

sary.

director and accounting department
head, is recovering from a siege of

the record the arrangements are solid, the lads are hep and the music.
enough in the groove, to make both youngsters and their parents want

pneumonia.
John B. Hughes, the news commen-

tator and analyst, has been signed to
play a commentator in "Rhapsody In
Blue," which is being made at Warner
Bros.

Kay Kyser and his

Musical

Knowledge"

"College of
jour-

troupe

neyed to Las Vegas, Nevada, where
they entertained for the enlisted men
stationed at the U. S. Army Gunnery
School.

To a record -breaking crowd ex-

ceeding

10,000

fans in

Hollywood

Bowl, Frank Sinatra "brought down
the skies" with his concert of popu-

lar songs August 14. With a symphonic musical background of 94
pieces, he repeated encore after encore when the cheering (and sighing)
throng -refused to let him leave the
stage. Before he rushed from Colum-

bia Square to the Bowl, he grinned
out at his audience of "Hit Parade"
listeners and asked them to "keep
your fingers crossed for this Bowl
routine tonight." It was quite apparent they did.
Arch

Oboler writer -producer of

"Lights Out," has returned from Gallup, New Mexico, where he has been

studying the Navajo Indian dances

to gather material for a new play

Needless, to say a lot of Indians will
be biting the dust over at CBS some
of these dark nights.

Gale Robbins, who was heard as
vocalist on the Ben Bernie program
for Wrigley's, has been selected to
play the lead in the 20th Century Fox production, "Greenwich Village"
which is to be produced in Technicolor.
When

Charlie

McCarthy -Edgar

Bergen "Chase & Sanborn" program
returns to the air September 5th,
NBC, it will have as regulars Victor
Moore and William Gaxton, with Jean

Arthur as the guest star for the first
show. Bill Goodwin will be the new
announcer on the program.

Wedding Bells
Los Angeles-W. Bert Scott, Jack
Benny's secretary, and Ann Klem of
New York, stole a march on their
friends by being married at Las

July 25. Announcement of
their marriage has just been made.
Vegas,

to roll up the axminater

Ralph Welliver, the Marine who, after being

torpodoed, spent five and a half days on a raft in the North Atlantic,
received the order of the Purple Heart and was subsequently honorably
dishcarged from the service, will be heard on Ray Paige's "Salute To

C-Mil/LC11',071
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W. A. Sheaffer Pen Corn
through the Russel M. Seeds ag
has renewed sponsorship of "1
News Parade" over 126 NBC stt

each Sunday from 2:15-2:30
Renewal is effective Septembe

P. Goldsmith Sons, of Cinch

through Hugo Wagenseil & Asset
of Dayton, Ohio, will sponsor a

by-play broadcast of the second
of the College all-star vs. Wash

CBSongstress Joan Brooks, during a conYouth" program Tuesday
versation with a Tin Pan Alleyite, mentioned the fact that her program was
heard five days weekly at 11:15 p.m., that tomorrow she was scheduled
to "guest" on the MBSalute to our Pan-American neighbors "Brazilian

Red Skin football game at

Parade." and would also be heard on the "Calling America" CBShow,
"that makes Seven days a week that I'll be singing," added
Sunday
"What a title," ejaculated the songwriter, "I'll
Joan, "but I Love it"
bring a new song titled. 'Seven Days a Week.' to you in about two

10:15-11:45 p.m., CWT.

days"

yesterday. Joan received a manuscript of the song titled, "Seven

Stadium, Evanston, Ill., on Au'
Bill Stern, NBC sportscaster,
handle the broadcast, which wi

heard over 80 NBC stations.
NBC Chicago departmenta

in New York this week are
Morton, manager of local
sales, and Emmons C. Carls
vertising and sales promotio

Days a Week." liked it and will introduce the tuneful ballad on her CBS

ager.

program Friday September 3.

Training Station, Great La
between Purdue and the go
be broadcast on NBC on S

When NBCharlie McCarthy returns to the airwaves,
Sunday September 5, Victor Moore and Billy Gaxton, the musical
comedy team, who appeared on the Chase & Sanborn hour last season
and don't be
as guest stars, will be heard on the show regularly
surprised if Robert A. Pinckney, the lad from whom Mortimer
Snerd's severest critic purchased the "ready -for -occupancy" jail, is
said clink for Charlie
heard on the program, in the role of
June Bailey replaces Shirley Frim in the
on a percentage basis

NBC quintette "Four Gals and a Guy"... ..Judith Allen, former

screen star, has authored a new radio quiz program titled, "How to
sounds like there might be a million or
get into the movies"
two tuner -inners, who'd like to know the answer to that query
Jerry Wayne, Hit Parader, makes his night club debut next Thursday,
when he headlines the new show at the Park Central's Cocoanut
Ray (Frank's cousin) Sinatra, composer of many concert
Grove
he's the writer of
pieces, has gone in for "boogie-woogie"
"Kicked Upstairs," which was introduced earlier this week on the
Tom Kennedy, who has
"Jerry Lester Show" heard on CBS

managed Red Skelton, Beatrice Kaye and the late Ted Healy, joins
The
Fanchon & Marco and will handle radio and stage talent
historical quiz, "History Is Fun," heard on the Blue, will henceforth
Vaughn Monroe, who has just
be called "Yankee Doodle Quiz"
completed an M -G -Movie, "Meet The People," leaves for Gotham next

month where his band will make a stand at the Paramount Theater.
í1
While George and Gracie are spending their vacation from the
airlanes, entertaining at army camps and bases. Jimmy Cash, Tenoriole of
the "Burns and Allen" show, is spending his "on the assembly line" at a
West Coast War Plant... .Kent Cooper, exec of the Associated Press, composed the words and music of a new operetta, "About The Girl," which will
be premiered. September 11 at 9 p.m. on the "Chicago Theater of the Air."

which originates from WGN and which will be heard over the entire

Opening football game at th

Sept. 18, with Bill Stern at th
Ruth Perrott, WBBM-CBS

leaves Chicago soon for a
contract at Universal Studi

other Chicago personality,
Flynn, of WBBM-CBS "Ba
Children" and "Jack Ar

shows, has gone west to
for Warner Brothers.

sc

Chicago local of AFRA sen
invitations to the national co
which will be held August 28
at the Ambassador East Hotel,

60 delegates are expected to
the sessions.

Soap Co. Renews
Cincinnati-Marking the

s

their sixth consecutive year
sorship of WLW broadcasts,

hattan Soap Co., for their

Sweetheart Soap, has rene
contract for 52 weeks of a 15
three times weekly 8:15 a.
commentary, handled by Jo
nell of the WLW staff.
Bruck Advertising Corporatio
York, is the agency.

WANTED: Sound effect technici
network productions.
perienced

in

recorded

Must
and

Radio artists, often succumb to the error of taking things
for granted, often injecting "just so much or so little animation" in direct
this is a mistake
ratio to the importance or unimportance of the role
and those subject to this propensity would do well to remember that each
possibly a Broadtime on the air they are "auditioning" for someone

sound, both dramatic and musics

way producer. Filmogul or Radio exec.

Daily, 1501 Broadway, New York

MBSystem

(ia 17,z `e

By FRANK BURKE

EARL THOMAS, former radi
rector of the McCann -ESL
.t.al~ .<1 agency in Chicago, recently res

Dailey's Terrace Room, t'other side of the Hudson (Newark) Tuesday nite
for
to get an earful of music dispensed by Shep Fields and his crew

Ernest Felix, KECA-KFI personnel

Chicago

á

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

grams.
in

Give full details of expe

first letter, draft status, sala

petted, etc.

Reply Box 735,

,, August 20, 1943
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Ball Bros. Co.,
LUCILLE BALL and DESI ARNAZ,
BOB HOPE, broadcasting from
Ind., (Mason Jars) through on Groucho Marx's "Blue Ribbon Algiers,
and Brig. Gen. H. N. Gilbert,
p to Advertising Agency, Mun- rown," tomorrow (WABC-CBS, 10:15
director
of the Office of Dependency
k,clpation in "Women's Maga - p.m).
Benefits,
on "We, the People," SunI' the Air," Monday through
day (WABC-CBS, 7:30 p.m.).
b for 13 weeks; Kellogg ComH. R. TOLLEY, chief of the bureau
3attle Creek, Mich., (Corn of agricuutural economics in the U.
through J. Walter Thomp- S. Department of Agriculture, on Co- LT. BURGESS MEREDITH, on
,ipany, Chicago, "Rose Room," .umbia's "Country Journal," tomor- "Trans -Atlantic Call:
People to
People," Sunday (WABC-CBS, 12:31.
cal, Monday through Friday, row (WABC-CBS, 1 p.m).
p.m.)
.
weeks; Norwich Pharmacal
;y, Norwich, N. Y., through JOAN BLONDELL, RED SKELTON
e C. Gumbinner Advertising and MAXINE MAXWELL, on the HAROLD ARLEN, composer, on
N. Y. C., one -minute tran- 'Saturday Night Bondwagon," to- the "Fitch Summer Bandwagon,'
'inns., Tuesday, Thursday and morrow (WOR-Mutual, 10:15 p.m.). Sunday (WEAF-NBC, 7:30 p.m.).
nornings, for 26 weeks; CapRICHARD WHORF, on he "Silver
.livan & Furth, Oakland, Cal.,
JACK ROBBINS of Chicago,
Theater" show, Sunday (WABC-CBS,
nent Store), through Gar- founder of the Boys Brotherhood
6 p.m.).
;uild, San

AGENCIES

q San Francisco:
p

Francisco, renewal
newscast Monday,
ay and Friday, for 39 weeks;
nber Brewing Company, San
t, through M. E. Harlan, San
1, renewal of half-hour mus-

ainute

variety program on Thurs52 weeks, also renewal of
mess News," 15 -minute ET
on Sundays, for 26 weeks;
>ds Company, Mamaroneck,

Herb -Ox Bouillon Cubes),

1. M. Mathes, Inc., N. Y. C.,
)f participation in "Women's
of the Air," Monday,
ty and Friday, for 13 weeks;
1ess Company, San Fran -

h Leon Livingston Ad

ency,

San Francisco, re "Korn Kobblers" musical

rtepublic,
and DR. IGNATIUS
i'A(JBENECK, on the "Hobby Lobby,"
RALPH BELLAMY, on "That They
tomorrow (WABC-CBS, 8:30 p.m.).
Might Live," Sunday (WEAF-NBC,
12:30 p.m.).
WALTER O'KEEFE, on "It's Maritime," tomorrow (WABC-CBS, 5

WILLIAM S. SCULL CO. announces
a campaign on behalf of Boscul Coffee.

Boscul did not suspend advertising
during the coffee rationing but its
copy was tuned to rationing problems during that time. The new copy
and ads have been prepared to meet
the new situation. Boscul is continuing its use of radio in Dayton and
Youngstown, Ohio and Philadelphia,

Pa. The campaign which recently
broke will use 600 line ads in all
major cities in the William S. Scull
Company sales area. The schedule

runs from 16,000 to 25,000 lines.

BLAINE - THOMPSON advertising

agency is contributing to the Army
Emergency Relief all its customary
agency commissions for the place-

ment of advertising on Irving Berlin's
"This is the Army." Donation applies
J. B. BREBNER, of Columbia Uni- to magazine as well as newspaper
p.m.) .
versity, and PETER DRUCKER, of :opy placed by the agency on behalf
College, in "Invitation to of the Warner Bros. non-profit proMAX LERNER, assistant to the edi- Bennington
Sunday
(WABC-CBS, duction.
tor of "PM"; LOUIS FISCHER, for- Learning,"
eign correspondent and author of "A 11:30 a.m.).
RONZONI MACARONI CO., Long
Week with Ghandi," and WALTER
ELIOT JANEWAY, magazine wri- Island City, announce the appointDURANTY, former New York "Times' ter,
on the "University of Chicago ment of the Emil Mogul Company as
foreign correspondent and author of Round
Table," Sunday (WEAF-NBC, their advertising agency. This com"I Write As I Please," discussing
pany, who has been a user of radio
"Russia and the War," on the "People's 2 p.m.) .
time in several eastern markets, is
Platform," tomorrow (WABC-CBS,
JOSEPH COTTEN, on "Ceiling Un- planning an augmented campaign.
d: 15 p.m.).
limited," Sunday (WABC-CBS, 2 The entire advertising budget will be
p.m.).
used for radio.
LARRY LESUEUR,

corram, Monday through respondent and author ofCBS
"Twelve
weeks.

REV. A. J. PAYNE, pastor of the
Months that Changed the World," on Enon
Baptist Church, Baltimore, on
"Of Men and Books," tomorrow
"Wings Over
Jordan," Sunday
rtsmouth, N. H.: Franklin (WABC-CBS, 3 p.m.).
(WABC-CBS, 10:30 p.m.).

'Chicago Theatre Of Air'
To Debut Cooper Operetta

er, (Men's Apparel) six
eekly, TF, direct; New

JOHN CARRADINE, on "Stars
Kent Cooper, executive director of
enic Association, Haver- Over Hollywood," tomorrow (WABC- RABBI ABRAHAM A. KELLNER, the Associated Press, has written the
CBS,
12:30
p.m.).
Congregation
Sons
of
Abraham,
Alwords,
music, and libretto of a new
ne program weekly, 52
bany, on Columbia's "Church of the operetta entitled "About the Girl,"
ugh George Panaciotoctor; Gerros', Haverhill,
QUINCY HOWE, commentator; Air," Sunday (WABC-CBS, 1 p.m.).
which will be given its premiere
performance over MBS on Saturday,
Wear), six anns. weekly, WALTER MILLIS, editorial writer of
direct; The Goldenrod, the New York "Herald -Tribune," and
S. I. HAYAKAWA, professor of Sept. 11, from 9-10 p.m., EWT, on
,
Maine, (Resort), six MRS. FRANCES GUNTHER, on the English at Illinois Tech; LOUIS "The Chicago Theater of the Air"
, 13 weeks, direct; Man"Answering You" program, Sunday WIRTH, sociologist at University of program. Marion Claire, soprano
deral Savings & Loan Asso- (WOR-Mutual, 5 p.m., and WNYC, Chicago, and WILLIAM F. BYRON, prima donna and Thomas L. Thomas,
5:30 p.m.).

Ianchester, N. H. (Home
) rogram weekly, 52 weeks,
:

s

:.

sociologist at Northwestern Univer- baritone will be co-starred in the
sity, discussing "Treatment of Enemy leading roles of the Cooper work.
to Pen Company, Chicago,
M. MALDWIN FERTIG, former Aliens," on the "Reviewing Stand,"
fountain Pens, three pro- counsel to President Roosevelt; DR. Sunday (WOR-Mutual, 12:30 p.m.).
ekly, TF., through United RICHARD H. HOFFMAN, New York
g
Company,
GOOD
Chicago; psychiatrist, and DR. THEODORE F.
VICTOR MOORE and WILLIAM
:. (St. Joseph Aspirin) eight SAVAGE, former president of
the GAXTON, on "Paul Whiteman Preanns.
weekly,

13

weeks,

.ake-Spiro-Shurman, Inc.,
enn.; Scott Furriers, Bos'ograms weekly, TF, direct;
r ,awrence, Mass. (Furs), five
weekly, 26 weeks, direct;
ioemakers, Newmarket, N.
uilders),
six programs
h

Greater New York Federation
Churches,

on

A.

L.

of sents," Sunday (WEAF-NBC, 8 p.m.).

Alexander's

"Mediation Board," Sunday (WORMutual, 8 p.m.).

JOSEF HOFMANN, as piano soloist, and DIMITRI MITROPOULOS, as

on the program of the N.
JOAN BROOKS, on "Calling Amer- conductor,
Y. Philharmonic Symphony, Sunday
ica," Sunday (WABC-CBS, 8 p.m).
(WABC-CBS, 3 p.m.).
weeks, direct; Crawford KATINA PAXINOU, Greek actress
3oston, 26 anns., through starred in "For Whom the Bell Tolls," LEON HENDERSON, on John VanSimon, Boston.
on the "Quiz Kids" program, Sun- dercook's "Where Do We Stand," Sunday (WJZ-Blue Network, 7:30 p.m.). day (WJZ-Blue Network, 5 p.m.).

(

c

OMMERCIALS-QUICK
'HS AD IN YOUR DESK)
an-writer, top agency, free to
ernight and week-end writing
re

assignments. All copy sub guarantee basis.
Reasonable

representative

at

1.0.

3-2271.

ROBERT FIZDALE, pianist,
the REV. HARRY NELSON, chaplain
program of the Chuatauqua on
Sym- at Fort Dix,
"Mutual's Radio
phony, Sunday (WJZ-Blue Network, Chapel," Sundayon
(WOR-Mutual,
4:30 p.m.)

.

a.m.) .

11:30

HENRY J. KAISER, ship -builder,
on "Washington Reports on Ration- EDWARD VITO, harpist, on the
General Motors Symphony, Sunday
ing," Sunday (WEAF-NBC, 3 p.m.).
(WEAF-NBC, 5 p.m.).

ANNOUNCERS
WANTED

KDYL-NBC outlet in Salt Lake City
wants two thoroughly experienced announcers for permanent jobs that offer
solid futures and excellent income possibilities. Send full details in first
letter together with audition disc
and photograph, or for personal in-

terview contact W. E. Wagstaff at

John Blair and Co. offices in Chicago
week of Aug. 23rd, the Blair offices in
New York week of Aug. 30th, or the
Hotel

Muehlebach

Sept. 6 and 7.

in

Kansas

City,

6
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CBS Reporter's Story

Of Flight To The Mike

nEU! PROGRAMS

WHKC Edits Addrcil

IDEAS

Labor Circles Olin

WNEW "Alumni"
"Soldiers Serenade"
(Continued from Page 1)
"The WNEW Alumni Society of
Wives of soldiers in American bases
before Allied forces took Messina, I and
camps are being given á break Lower Madison Avenue" is the title
came upon an advance American on the
Cincinnati, early of a new show over the New York
patrol little more than 10 miles from morning WCKY,
series entitled "Soldiers station. Outlet has been the incubator
the city. I fell back and pointed Serenade."
of many radio personalities who have
out to Major John N. Hutchison, who
Each day a Cincinnati soldier's gone on to success. Among them are
commanded the advance, that if wife will be selected to act as mis- Joan Edwards, Nan Wynn, Barry
Messina were taken early the next tress of ceremonies on the John Wat- Wood, Bea Wain, Frank Sinatra,
morning I could broadcast an eye- kins show, and to give the "News Helen Forrest, Dinah Shore, Hazel
witness account, provided I was Irom Home." Station will contact Scott and others.
flown to the radio transmitting sta- commanding officers of the soldiers Plans are to use various platters
tion in Algiers.
whose wives appear on the program, of these stars in a recorded program
"'When you get to Messina,' Major and ask permission for the soldiers interspersed with announcer's backto
me'
Hutchison told me, 'return
to' listen to the programs on which ground material telling something of
and I will talk to General Patton. their wives appear.
the personality "way back when."
The proviso is that you proceed with
Personal interviews with "alumni"
Mueller (NBC Correspondent Merrill
are planned when in New York. Bill
"Famous Yankees"
Mueller), then carry other represenMcGrath and Kerby Cushing are protatives of the press to Algiers.'
New series over WHEB, Ports- ducing.
Hiked Seven Miles
mouth, New Hampshire is entitled
"I agreed, and with the advancing "Famous Yankees." A parade of per"Joe America"
forces I walked the last seven miles sonalities highlighting New England- "Joe America" is the title of a
to Messina where I stayed two hours, ers whose names have been engraved new show heard over KLX, Oakland,
following the capture of the city. in the annals of history, the series is California. Conducted by James
Then I got a ride back to the base starting with the story of Cyrus H. Walker Allen. Program features inticamp with engineers returning for K. Curtis, who rose to fame as mate stories about new American
supplies.
founder of the Curtis Publishing
Part of program summarizes
"Major Hutchison, Mueller and I Company, publishers of the "Ladies heroes.
in rank of service men
caught General Patton on his way Home Journal" and other magazines. promotions
and women formerly residing in the
to Messina, and he instructed an
Series built for Yankee Shoemak- Bay area.
aide to give me a note to a captain -rs, Newmarket, New Hampshire, is Object of program is to recruit
authorizing use of his personal plane ,vritten by Dal Wyant; WHEB pro- families and friends of servicemen
to fly
Africa.

us from Palermo to North duction manager. It

The note was written with
a pencil on a scrap of paper on the
hood of General Patton's jeep.
"I needed air transportation as the
quickest possible way from the .front
to Palermo. The advance division
had a force of small planes for spotting enemy locations, and on the
strength of General Patton's note I
persuaded the commanding officer of

is broadcast

(Continued from Page u

it was that the station objec

but labor circles in Washingt(

the matter will be thorougt

vestigated, with a strong kick t
in prospect.
"NAB talks about the FCC I

power over what goes on tll
said one CIO source, and
"Now maybe we can test t
ment." Such a test would
first since the May 10 de
the United States Supreme
John Moses, WHKC pro
rector, made it plain that
in deference to the NAB c
UAW officers are still
from a notice sent last mon

advising members not to
for a series of transcrip
for UAW. These were
troversial by NAB, and s

presentation only on sustai
This, the labor people felt,

a slick way of trying to
programs off the air."

Grove Renews "Ro
Chicago-"Reveille Roun{

sored by Grove Laboratt
and featuring Louise

11íL

"The Westerners," has bee

into war industries. Show is heard on a 90 -station NBC hook -

Mondays through Saturdays at 6:15 Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at the Russel M. Seeds Agenc
p.m., EWT.

9:15 p.m., PWT.

October 4.

with the North African field, and
we landed, guided only by the lights
of jeeps. The field personnel found
us transportation to Algiers, and we
arrived there after midnight.
Maght Minutes To Go

"Knowing that CBS had a news

the division to give us two planes- program (The World Today) schedone for me, one for Mueller. But uled at 12:45 a.m. (6:45 p.m., EWT) ,
the only baggage we could take with I raced up the steps of the censor's
us was a typewriter each.
office and got my story cleared just

eight minutes before broadcast time.
General Patton's Plane
"We arrived at Palermo at 6 p.m., Mueller was on my heels, but by the
with time running short. It took us time he got his story approved by
almost two hours to find General the censor, I was on the air.
Patton's plane, then a captain told "Thus, through united action of
us that we couldn't fly to North NBC and CBS, plus complete coAfrica for the airfield at Palermo was )peration from the Army and Genclosed for the night and, if we did aral Patton's pilot who risked his
take off, our anti-aircraft guns might aleck so we could get the story to
shoot us down. What's more, the americans, I was able to give an
regular radio operator of General ?ye -witness account of Messina's fall
3n the day it happened.
Patton's plane was sick.
"I pointed out the vital necessity "Prior to the flight to North Africa,
of getting the story to the American while I was hunting General Patton's
people, and Mueller agreed with me pilot in Palermo, I ate my first hot
that we should risk being shot down meal in two days at the airfield mess.
It was then 6:30 p.m., following my
in a night flight.
"Then Pilot Captain Otis B. Gunn entry into Messina with the first
of Byron, Georgia, gave us a message Americans at 8 a.m. Two colonels,

from General Patton, which was: a major and a captain at the next
'Get them through if they are willing table were talking about the battle,
saying that our troops were' reported
to take a chance.'
"We found another radio operator five miles outside the city and that
and took off from Palermo at 8 p.m. it should fall by the next day.
We knew we had no time to write "I told them that Messina already
the story in Algiers and get it cleared was ours and the battle of Sicily over.
by the censor before the radio trans- It was the first report of the Amermitter closed for the night. So Muel- ican victory to reach Palermo and
ler and I wrote our stories in the I had to give a resume of the final
bucking, blacked -out plane, lighted three days of fighting, plus the enonly by a flashlight held by a crew trance into Messina, to more than
100 airfield personnel as the news
member.
"The radio operator made contact spread."

YOU ARE WELCOME
AT THE

"WINGS FOR VICTORY" SiO
Sponsored By

NEW YORK FIGHTER WING
U. S. ARMY AIR FORCE
MEZZANINE FLOOR
INTERNATIONAL BUILDING, RADIO CITY
SCHEDULE

"BATTLE FOR BRITAIN" MOVIE AT 10:30 to 11:00 A.
1:00 to 2:00 P.
3:30 to 4:30 P.
First public showing of official battle pictures including con
cated German Newsreels. Heretofore shown on:y to ar
personnel.

SIMULATED AIR RAID -12 noon to 12:30 P.M. and
3:00 to 3:30 P.M.
Guest Appearances -12:30 to 1:00 P.M. and 5:00 to 5:30
Stars of Radio, Stage and Screen will make personal
appearances.

Exhibit open 10:00 A.M. to 6.00 P.M. daily
From August 20th to 29th

You are welcome as a visitor or performer. Talent desiring to
appear can do so by contacting Lt. Norman Weiser or Bernard
Estes at the exhibit. Phone -Circle 7-5246.

1943
RADIO
ANNUAL
CONTAINS
A COMPLETE

LIST OF
MUSICAL
DIRECTORS OF
STATIONS IN THE
UNITED STATES
AND
CANADA

PAGES 835-839

y/MORE THAN 1000 PAGES
V'HARD COVER CLOTH BOUND

COVERS RADIO COMPLETELY
1/OUR check for $10 will bring you a copy of the 1943 RADIO

ANNUAL

plus the next 2 60 issues of RADIO DAILY (full year's subscription).
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August 20
Jack Copeland
Andre Baruch
Ted Donaldson
Don L. Davis
Lurene Tuttle

to RADIO DAILY'S "Show of

row" issue has been audition.
national advertising agency.
Charles H. Topmiller, chief sy
WCKY, Cincinnati, has been
leave of absence from the statics

for the OW!. He has left for ast
in the foreign war theater. Tope
been with the station for the pest

....Transcribed Gilbert and
series, with a running narrad
Fleming, production manager,
started by WCKY. Operett
densed into a half-hour show.

Arthur Edes, director of
for Announcers at WEEI,

been called in as advis

faculty and trustees on
Willard School of Troy,
In addition to being direc

announcing school, Edes
of ti.e Radio Department of I
College, Boston.
Guest on Kathryn Cravens'
Through a Woman's Eyes" progrs
over WNEW, New York, is J. D

war correspondent who was
the laps and lost his toes bec
ill treatment. Monday's vis
Agnes Smedley, who wrote
of China."

Three major labor organizations of
the Third Congressional District have
purchased an hour's time on August
26 over WELI, New Haven, Connecticut, to hold a forum for discussing
and analyzing the recent sessions of
Congress and the voting records of

Patterson Field will be Brigadier this September.
General Lester T. Miller, Air Service Com
from

mand, speaking from England, where he
is on tour of irspection. His commanding
officer, Major General Walter Frank, will

Old Joke Program
For Network Debut

respond on the program to General Miller.
(Continued from Paps
Highlight of musical portion of show will
be first public performance of "We Keep and funny stories that ha

'Em Flying.'" a march composed by a through the ages, will bo
necticut. Leaders of the AFL, Rail- member of the ASC. which has been Blue Network on Sunday
road Brotherhood and CIO will ap- 'dopted as the official song of the Air Produced and directed

55

Edgar Guest
Charles Rabiner

"Little Country Church" 03
from WFOY, St. Augustine,

Newcomer to the anno
of WHIO, Dayton, Ohio, is
-ubject
will
be
"What
Peace
Terms
tor, who will handle rem
solved the transportation problem by for Italy?"
casts as well as some stud
arising at 3 a.m. walking three miles and
tions.... WHIO has made
catching the street car to reach the studios
Feature of the second of the WLW. ments to broadcast Dayto
at 5:45 for his 6 a.m. show.
Cincinnati, "Skyway to War' programs Opera Festival from Me

Congressman and Senators from ConI

8

2.

COAST

LOVEMAN'S, Nashville department Arbitrators who will participate Ruth Hughes Aarons, 22 -year -old world
store, has purchased a second strip with Samuel R. Zack on WMCA, New champion at Ping Pong, will be guest on
show on WLAC, Nashville, Tennessee. York, "Labor Arbitration" program the WPAT, Paterson, New Jersey
For the past 18 months the store has this Sunday include John Warwick, "Luncheon with Helen" program today.
sponsored "Beyond the Looking Glass," representative of the Bakery and Helen Leighton, who conducts the daily
and will add "Memories of the Old Confectionery Workers' International show, will interview the table tennis
South" starting Monday ....For the Union of America and Ashley L. Tot- champ.
fourteenth consecutive year the ten, International Secretary of the
Frank Scott Shoe Store of Nashville Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters.
Different feminine angle is being
has signed for daily, 52 weeks anused on the "What's New" show,
nouncement service on WLAC.
MilNew show on WBNX, Bronx. New York. morning feature over WTMJ,
s
Wisconsin. Station sent
is a German feature entitled "Invitation waukee,
Fred Jeske, WSYR, Syracuse. New York.
which will be heard three Nancy Grey, commentator on the
conductor of an a.m. timekeeper show, to the Dance,"
to defense plants throughout
....Frank Johnson, show,
a
evenings
is vacationing in Chicago. Ralph Wallace WBNX programweek
the country where she did a series
is
on
vacation
director,
his
is conducting the program during
recordings with women war workan upstate New York farm. _Livia of
absence.... Jimmy Carman, WSYR engi- on
ers. ET's are now being aired on the
Chill
is
back
at
the
WBNX
mike
after
a
is
also
vacationing
....E.
R.
Vadeneer,
illness. She is one of the "Sun- program.
boncoeur, WSYR news commentator, is serious Sisters,"
heard on the "Modern
back on the air alter a short sojourn in shine
Winslow Bettinson, program director of
Canada for a series of speaking engage Design" show.
WHEB, Portsmouth, New Hampshire, is on
ments. ..Estelle Russo is a new addition
.September proBill Wiseman, promotion manager his annual vacation..
to the WSYR staf'.
of WHEB will salute labor
of WOW, Omaha, Nebraska, has added gram schedule
its vital part in the war. Idea was
trip to the Scottsbluff Internment and
Ironized Yeast Co. is using 26 one - aCamp
suggested by station manager Bert
for
Italian
soldiers
to
his
exminute ET's on WDRC, Hartford. periences at the Japanese war reloca- Georges. layout prepared by commercial
Conn., during this month and next. tion camp at Granada, Colorado. manager Keith Field, and copy by Dal
Account was placed by Ruthrauff & Now Wiseman is busy speaking be- Wyant.
*
Ryan ....Eleanor Nickerson is observ- fore Omaha's civic organizations and
ing her seventh anniversary with making speaking tours through the
Speakers on this Sunday's "Liberty
WDRC this month. She joined t: e state.
Forum" over WLIB, Brooklyn, New
station in 1936 and is head bookkeeper.
York, will be Howard Comfort, pros
fessor of Romance Culture at
Holly Wright, announcer at WRC, ford College; Frans Van Cauwelaerte,
Quarterly auditions on KLX, Oaklan1,
California, recently broke all records for Washington, D. C., was picked to sub- president of the House of Represenparticipants. Nearly 300 women packed stitute for Bill Herson, "Your Timekeeper" tatives of Belgian Parliament, and J.
the studios in tryouts for women's editor. during his vacation. Wright lives in Ana- Max Weis of World Peaceways. The
costia, 15 miles from the station. He has
woman commentator and staff members.
Over 15 eliminations were necessary to
finally select audition winners ....Art
Ltnkletter will emcee a special half-hour
broadcast over KLX from Oakland's larg
est bowling alley on September 6. Program will include interviews with out-oftown servicemen, movie star and dignitaries. Occasion is a community -wide
sponsored benefit for the Oakland Hospitality House.

Friday, August

Walter Guild
Jack Teagarden
Virginia Vass

August 21
Ken Carpenter
Don Albert
Bob Haring
Benny Davis
Billy Idelson
Thomas Hudson
Carlton Kadell
Bob Jellison

Howard W. Friedman

August 22
Carroll Carter
Evelyn Brier
Kerry Donovan Ernest Hackworth

Faye Parker
Julia Sanderson

Gwen Owen
Martha Raye
Lesley Woods

pear. The Congressmen and Senators Service Command. Song will be used as Pola, the program will
have been invited to participate but the theme in future "Skyway" broadcasts. weekly from 8:15 to 8:30
under sponsorship of Adam
previous engagements prevent their
nationwide hookup of 1
acceptance.
Maurice Joachim, station writer - ations.
There will be a re
producer, has become commentator
cast for West Coast liste
Jerry R"harts, disc lackey, Is joining the for all the WHN, New York, classical 11:15 to 11:30 p.m., EWT.
programs, known as "Constaff of WPEN. Philadelohla, Monday it recorded
Interspersed with popul
was announced by Arthur Simon, gen- cert Hall." This is not a new venture provided by a trio of keybo
for Joachim; for, several years ago

eral manager of the station. He will take
wrote and produced the feature -Al and Lee Reiser, at
over the "950 Club," 2 to 5 afternoon he
"Vignettes in Symphony" with Ray- Hammond organ, and Jo
show of music and news.
the accordion-"That'
mond Paige and his orchestra, in on
addition to doing the commentaries. One" will dig into America'

Joint musical concert for the benefit of the Army and Navy Emergency
Relief at Willow Grove Park, Phila- Woodrow Magnusson, formerly of Illidelphia, on August 28 will be broad- nois, is the new chief announcer at WHEN.
cast by WIP, Philadelphia. Concert, Buffalo, New York. succeeding Charles

under the auspices of the Reading Lewis who is now program director...
Railroad and the Philadelphia Trans- Mrs. Alexander Hied, formerly an air raid
portation Co. will feature the U. S. warden in Liverpool and now a personnel
Navy Band, stationed at the Philly counselor at an aircraft industry, will be
Navy Yard, and the Reading Com- interviewed by Louise Wilson over WHEN
pany Choral Society.

next Thursday.

of old and new jokes

t

funny today as they were
ma's day.

Listeners may enter
the thing by sending in
ite stories for use on the
Four fan -sent gags will b

week and the senders

gift certificates entitling

topper at any one of

hundreds of stores and a
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TEN CENTS

gee AFM Ban Settlement
elsury To Pay Cost

A & S Playback

f War Bond Disks
asury Department has aradditional two -point plan

pected to increase interest
In war bond advertising on
ing the current third loan
Leonard Callahan, Sesac,
riday. The Treasury De -

has arranged to pay all
expenses incurred by a

recording a script for local

in the course of the drive,
s announced that an addirecordings, featuring Joe
who has been on a tour of

John Reed King went to Abraham

& Straus on Friday and gave a
special show for the employees

In which the employees were the
contestants. On Sept. 10, the day
the sponsor A á S makes its debut

on the air, using a PA system,
Abraham & Straus will broadcast

this special record to the store
workers as they enter the store
for their day's work. 750 em-

ployees were present at the special show given by King.

Roosevelt's Directive To WLB Expected
To Bring Definite Decision Shortly
Following N. Y. Hearing Sept. 6
Radio Advisory Group
To Consult With OWI
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

NBC Tele Committee;

Continued on Page 7)

sre War Bonds and Stamps

Menser Will Program
er Oil Bides Time
Five Web Auditions In announcing the creation

tic director, and Director Elmer Davis.

The Advisory Radio and Policy

Committee, which will be called into

(Continued on Page 3)
post-war expansion of television and
Ruy More War Bonds and Stamps
a special committee to keep abreast
of such activities, Niles Trammell, New Set Improvements
an 10 years have fallen president of NBC indicated over the
ter a series of five special week-end that all the art needed to Will Be Moderate-Sarnoff
y local stations. Although serve the nation with a "new and
service of sight and sound" San Francisco-Once the radio inle money was spent by the significant
is the release of vital materials and dustry
catches up with the big backlease the account, the oil the
of electronic engineers. log of consumer demand, for today's
y decided to take a bye Bothservices
the
latter
of
course
are
now
conradio
products,
it will spurt ahead
ear. KGO-Blue gave two fined to war needs and there is
no "very fast," David Sarnoff, president
ontinucd on Page 4)

ancisco-Plans for Tideociated Oil Co. to sponsor
oastwide network airshow

ore War Bonds and Stamps

eases News Periods
rd

Clothes, in signing an

Formally Opens Today

renewal contract for one

esident of Newark UniverContinurd on Page 8)

With N. Y. CDVO Office

* THE WEEK IN RADIO *
Critical Occupations
.

ed a "first" in radio his-

' EW, New York, aired the
Lillian

Russell

on

its

Ws Matinee" Saturday. A
discovered 1912 recording

star singing a song titled
Down My Evening Star."
ured in a novelty program
Back Through The Years
Glamour Girls"- from
to today's favorites.
se

disk ban -scheduled for hearing by the
War Labor Board, Labor Day, Sept. 6.
The general consensus of opinion was
typified by a spokesman prominently
active in the record procedure when

(Continued on Page 6)

Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

Communications Act

Declared Ambiguous

,

-

(Continued on Page 6)

Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

OCR Blocks WPB Okay
For Tube Manufacturing
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-The Office of Civilian
Requirements last week blocked the

issuance of a WPB release to announce the granting of authority to
(Continued on Page 2)

By PEGGY BYRNE

Rare Platter
.f

circles

American Federation of Musicians

The terms "public interest, convenience and necessity" stipulated in
the Federal Communications Act
should be clearly defined by the Congress or -eliminated completely acto testimony given by Wilintention of seeking such release until of RCA, declared in an interview here; cording
liam Carlton Alcorn, vice-president
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 2)
and general manager of WBNX, who
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps
Buy More War Roods and Stamps
said that otherwise private enterprise
in the radio industry can't live. Rep.
Blue's Own News Room
BBC In Co -Op Series

The Blue Network formally opens The BBC is cooperating with the
WMCA, is relying on more
ograms. Although several its own New York news room today, Civilian Defense Volunteer Office of
hows have been included, G. W. Johnstone, director of news the City of New York in a new series
s biggest account is the spon- and special features, announced Fri- of broadcasts called "Tale of Two
(Continued on Page 7)
a new news commentator,
(Continued on Page 2)

F k Kingdon, educator and

in recording

Washington-A nine -man advisory be referred to Order No. 2 of Presicommittee to consult with OWI dent Roosevelt's directive to Norman
officials on war information problems H. Davis, chairman of the National
as they pertain to radio was named War Labor Board.
this morning by Palmer Hoyt, domesAlthough the presidential directive

of a session soon, will have functions Simi-

4rd's WMCA Budget

Executives

foresee an early settlement of the

NEW list of critical occupations is- ing of war work, though
regional
sued by the War Manpower Comoffices may possibly give other
mission last week included four cate- WMC
essential industries priority over it
gories of technical jobs in the broad- ....Broadcasting also benefited
by the
casting industry. Radio engineers, re- more stringent ruling on transfers
ceiver testers for both radio and
from essential industries,
Radar, radio communications techni- that the worker must present,providing
in addicians and mehanics maintaining and tion to a statement of availability,
repairing technical broadcast equip- proof that his pay rate
was below that
ment are deferable, provided they
by state or federal law, or below
are now engaged in war work, or set
established for such work by the
become engaged in war work by that
or a similar body.
October 1. Broadcasting, as an essen- WLB
Executives
representing the four
tial industry, comes under the head(Continued on Page 3)

Air -Shuttle
Maestro Don Voorhees is establishing a New York -California air
shuttle. On August 28 he will fly
out to Hollywood to conduct the
"Telephone Hour." August 30 he
will wing to New York to handle
the "March of Time" broadcast
September 2. Then back he flies
for another "Telephone" show on

Labor Day night, returning by
plane for MOT Sept. 9.

2
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OCR Blocks WPB Okay
New Set Improvements
Will Be Moderate-Sarnoff For Tube Manufacturing
(Continued from Page I)

(Lontinued from Page 1)

"It is conceivable," Sarnoff said, "that
in a period substantially less than 10
years you can have in a radio cabinet
the present commercial and interna-

tube manufacturers to turn out sev-

eral types of scare and vitally needed
tubes. Although the tube production
program will not be affected, this
Publish«
JOHN W. ALICOATE : :
the first occasion where OCR
tional reception, frequency modula- marks
has actually asserted itself in the
tion,
television
and
facsimile."
Editor
M. H. SHAPIRO
carrying its disagreeIn the West on a vacation, combined radio picturethe
MARVIN KIRSCH : : Business Manager
Radio and Radar
with
with his annual inspection tour, ment
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays Sarnoff said the first radio sets after Branch to WJB chief Donald M. Neland Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, the war will be only moderately im- son and coming off with a light vicN. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
tory.
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merger - proved from the present models.
It is not believed that OCR was
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester
"Our immediate problem will be to atcually
opposed to the program outB. Bahn, Vice -President; Charles A. Alicoate, obtain maximum employment and to
Secretary. Terms (Post free) United States
lined by the Radio and Radar Branch,
outside of Greater New York, one year, $10; fill the demand for consumer prod- but it objected to announcement of
foreign, year, $15. Subscriber should remit ucts," he said. "But then will follow
with order. Address all communications to a second period in which new prod- the tube program piecemeal. A comRADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York,
prehensive announcement on tube
7.6337, ucts and services will appear.
Phone WIsconsin 7.6336
N. Y.
is looked for this week.
Chicago, Ill.-Frank Burke, Suite
"Television is technically ready, prospects
7-6338.
It appears now that OCR authority
1800-A, Merchandise Mart, Phone Delaware and there remain only the problem
not extend to the broadcasting
4950. Hollwood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425
of creating transmission facilities and will
Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
industry, but will be confined to the
Entered as second class matter April 5, making it pay its way. I think the
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y., transformation we shall see will be manufacture of radio equipment, etc.
OCR amusements section which
under the act of March 3, 1879.
evolutionary rather than revolution- The
was originally believed to include
ary."
in its sphere of activity,
Sarnoff said station KGO, part of broadcasting
learned rather definitely that it is
the recently -sold Blue Network, will has
in the broadcasting picture, with
remain in the new NBC Building here not
until the war's end. He believed the the authority there remaining in the
Vol. 24, No. 37 Mon., August 23, 1943 Price 10 Ch.
:

FINANCIAL
(August 20)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
High

Am. Tel G Tel

155

Low Close
1541/4 1547/e

CBS A

211/2

211/2

Crosley Corp.
Gen. Electric

1934

1934

361/2

361/2

221

22

93/4
695/8
115/8

691/2
113/8

943/e

923/4

Philco
RCA Common

RCA First Pfd.

Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse

....

93/8

Net
Chg.

OVER THE COUNTER

Bid

WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR IDetroit)

Bond Talk For Film Men
On MBS Closed Circuit

functions mainly as a coordinating,

83/4
105/e
191/2
271/2

Rad

..

Asked
9
115/8
21

291/2

picture industry for the Third War A & S Sets Radio Debut;
Loan Drive -will address an estiBuys Program On WABC
mated 5,000 exhibitors Wednesday at
4:15, EWT over the facilities of the Marking a new departure in its
Mutual Broadcasting System. The advertising planning, Abraham &
broadcast will be over a closed cir- Straus. Brooklyn department store
cuit, with theater operators studio will add radio as a major medium.
guests of the MBS affiliates.
Beginning September 10, the store
will sponsor "The Missus Goes A

BBC In Co -Op Series
With N. Y. CDVO Office FTC Issues Complaint
(Continued from Page 1)

Cities." Programs will be carried over
WNYC Sunday evenings 8-8:30 p.m.,

Against Forhan Claims

H'a.rhingtpu Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington -Misrepresentation in
newspaper and radio advertising has
been laid to Zonite Products Cprp.,
makers of Forhan's Tooth Paste, and
Erwin, Wasey & Co.. advertising
the Federal Trade Comrole of the Civilian Defense workers. agency, by
This is matched by the less specta- mission. FTC, quoting typical For-

EWT. Shows will feature the work
of Home Defense units in the two
cities. Listener is taken to London
for insight into what happens in that
city under blitz conditions and the

copy, alleges that the agency
cular, but important work done by han's
defense workers in un -blitzed New has claimed that use of Forhan's on
the gums makes them firmer, proYork.
tects against mouth diseases, will

Holland Diplomat On CBS

cause

teeth

to

become

white, that many dentists have recommended it for years for these purposes and that by comparison with
Forhan's all other tooth pastes are
lands Minister of Overseas Territories, "ordinary" and dull.
speaks from London on the Columbia
FTC charges that these representanetwork Tuesday, August 31, from tions
are untrue. Answering each de5:15-5:30 p.m., EWT.
tail of Forhan's representations, FTC
states that "the only value for For-

and starting September 20, will spon-

sor the program three days weekly.
The 15 -minute show is on the air at
8:30 a.m. with John Reed King as

quizmaster and master of ceremonies.
The agency is Neff -Rogow, Inc.
Abraham & Straus. with Bloomingdale Brothers, own Frequency Modulation station W75NY, operated by
Metropolitan Television, Inc., now
conducting experimental program
work in Collaboration with the General Electric Company at Schenectady, New York.

H. V. KALTENBORN, newscaster
has been in Quebec since Friday cov
between President Roose

conferences

Prime Minister Winston Churchill.
W.

H.

SUMMERVILLE,

general

man

WWL, New Orleans, who spent the la
of last week in New York on business,
his Louisiana headquarters on
A.

D.

WILLARD,

Friday.

JR., general

WBT, Columbia's O G 0 outlet

man
in

N. C., and E. J. DeGRAY, office manage

station, expected in New York today
fabs at network headquarters.

HARRISON B. SUMMERS, public sere
manager of the Blue Network,

gram

this morning from his vacation.

SAMMY KAYE and "RED" BARB
Columbia's "Everybody's Inn" program in
They'll be accompan
on Wednesday.
MINERVA PIOUS, ANN THOMAS and
LYON.

JOHN FULTON has returned to W
lanta, Ca., following talks here last w

the local representatives of the station.

CAROL KING, vocalist, is back from
of the Navy bases in New England.

BEST RADIO BUY IN BALTIMORE!

BORDEN'S MILK

Geo. H. Roeder, ben. Manager

.

,

New York.

40%

of the return
At less than one -tenth the cos

A finance company used S

tion W -I -T -H and newspape

to attract new accounts. T
W -I -T -H investment was 1

than one -tenth the newspa
budget.

YET W -I -T -H produced 40

of the inquiries.
Yes, the radio appropriati

/

We'll be glad to quote you rates.
We'll

NEW YORK'S

adjunct to the use of the tooth brush
in cleaning the teeth-the respondent's
tooth paste possesses no inherent sutraordinary."
Twenty days are given for the filing
of an answer.

Hugh was associated with a
ern Blue affiliate as general m
in charge of production, and w
viously a member of the CBS s

was increased!

1

IN BALTIMOR

periority in any respect over other
tooth pastes.... is in no respect exJahn lino., rredelen,

Chicago and Hollywood.

through Young G Rubicam, bought programs
There
,. iv over WLIB in New York.
MUST be a reason . . we reach a market that none of nor contemporaries
consistently serve.

han's tooth paste is as a not unpleasant

Fe<FM .. No,ianal.eg.

ARTHUR I. KEMP, sales manager of
cific Coast Network of CBS, is in town
ferences at network headquarters.

Shopping" one day a week over WABC,

naturally

Commemorating the 63rd birthday
of Queen Wilhelmina of the Netherlands, Dr. H. J. Van Mook, Nether-

FREE 4 n,,,,

cominG and Gm'

or advisory, agency. Actual scheduling remains with the Radio and Radar
Join K. & E. Agenc
Branch which will however, receive
363/4
Brilmayer and R.
Robert
recommendations
from
OCR.
OCR's
221/8 - 1/8
Ted R. Gamble, War Loan Drive
9% - 3/a director; L. C. Griffith, motion pic- actual weight in the matter has not Hugh, have joined the radio
ment of Kenyon & Eckhardt
695/8
been conclusively tested.
III% - 1/8 tures assistant, and others prominent
radio producers. Brilmayer ha
923/4 -'11/2 in the marshalling of the motion
a free lance writer and prod
211/2 - 3/s
193/4 - 1/2

323/4
Zenith Radio
323/4 323/4 - 1/4
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
31/4
31/4
31/4 + 1/4
Nat. Union Radio.

Farnsworth Tel. Cr
Strombérg-Carlson

and BWC.
Blue's new owner, Edward Noble. FCC
As for its place in the civilian radio
will want to move it after the war.
equipment production field, OCR

4

TOM TINSLEY, President

REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY.REE

RKO Bldg., N. Y. C.

BUckminster 7-5900
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3C Tele Committee;

Denser Will Program
(Continued from Page

1)

1 war effort no longer requires
n.

3

THE WEEK
IN RADIO
Critical Occupations
.

.

Radio Advisory Group

.

To Consult With OWI

(Continued from Page 1)

major webs met in Washington last lete....War demands have created a
Thursday to discuss with Secretary boom for Canadian
radio manufacof the Treasury Henry Morgenthau, turers, it was announced
by Hon. C.
Jr. plans for the Third War Loan D. Howe, minister of munitions
and
drive. It was brought out that radio's supply.
part in the campaign will be of pri- All New York independent stations
mary importance, as the main appeal have agreed to cooperate on an
amis to be to the general public, rather

(Continued from Page 1)

lar to those of the Newspaper Advisory Committee named by Hoyt last
month. Already this latter committee
has made its weight felt at OWI, and

is a supplement to present exist' NBC service," Trammell stated,
M!vision promised much as a new
hmsion in entertainment, educathere is every indication that the
and advertising."
group will be an important unit
bitious program to promote the Third radio
;ice rapid development of televi- than business.
in the OWI organization.
after the war is a foregone con - Continuing through last week, the War Loan Drive. Stations will devote
The new committee is predominon, Trammell revealed the forma - New York hearings of the Cox Inves- all possible time on the opening day, antly a group of network and large
of the committee which will make tigation of the FCC failed to reveal and each will donate its entire time station officials.
.ntial technological studies and new angles on the point Counsel at least once during the course of the
The members include Lewis Allen
urveys of the problems involved Eugene Garey has been trying to promotion ....J. Walter Thompson Weiss, Don Lee vice-president; Miller
agency announced the setup of its
and the conclusions held in make, namely that the FCC with the staff
for the Fall schedule....Board McClintock, NBC head; William S.
ness for the first days of peace." cooperation of the OWI has been inPaley, CBS head; Mark Woods, Blue
:C committee on tele comprises: timidating foreign language stations of Directors of the "American Town Network president; Niles Trammell,
Royal, vice-president in charge and dictating their personnel policies, Meeting of the Air" were considering NBC head; NAB President Neville
ternational, Shortwave and Tele - but rather elaborated on, and at- the possibility of allowing the show Miller; Leo Fitzpatrick, WJR, Detroit;
be sponsored....James G. Rogers
1,
as chairman; William S.
tempted to corroborate previous tes- to
and James F. King were named as- Herbert L. Pettey, WHN, New York,
es, vice-president in charge of
Martin B. Campbell, WFAA, Daltimony
and
evidence.
Witnesses
last
ns; O. B. Hansen, vice-president week included Robert K. Richards, sistant director and deputy adminis- and
las, and WBAP, Fort Worth.
thief engineer and C. L. Menser, of the Office of Censorship; Andrea trator in charge of information, represident and manager of the Luotto, New York radio agent; James spectively, for the Domestic Branch
Op Dept. John T. Williams, A. Guest, of the FCC New York field of the OWI....Offlce of War InformaWHN Closes Chi. Office
tion reported that average of 88 pro- The
t to Noran Kersta, now in office; Stefano Luotto,
Chicago office of WHN will be
Italian
anbrine Corps, was named secre- nouncer; Guiseppi Lupis, monitor for grams weekly are beamed to service- closed effective today, it was anmen all over the world....Return of nounced by station authorities. David
WHOM, New York; Dr. James H. Amos 'n' Andy to the air this Fall was
Operating At Empire State
Sheldon, of the Anti -Nazi League,
last week ....Blue Net- Stein who headed, the Chicago branch
rently, NBC is operating the and Arnold B. Hartley, program di- announced
work predicted an upward swing in will join the New York Sales staff.

'e State tower tele transmitter rector of WOV, New York....At a its sales curve with the addition of In the future all Chicago agency
business will contacted directly by
lours weekly; Mondays, 4-5 p.m. press conference in New York, FCC 10 programs this Summerand Fall.
the New York sales office.
':30-10:30 p.m. Hereafter pro- Chairman James L. Fly stressed the
ning will be under the direction points that he appoves of CongresIC's program department with sional investigations, that his statems and his staff reporting to ments were no reflection upon Conr.
gress, and that he disapproved of tryNBC Television Committee is ing a case in the newspapers, as he
noting its activities with the claimed the Cox Committee is doing.
ch work of RCA laboratories He gave the history of events leading

nceton, N. J. and with the tele - to the investigation, and defended the
development plans of RCA's Commission, reiterating some of his
recent arguments.... Resumption of
acturing division.
Washington hearings of the Cox Committee were announced for next week.

Syndicated Shows

a

Public hearing on the sale of the

New Accts -Renewals Blue Network stations was set

eased interest in syndicated pro -

is indicated in the listing of
cts closed by the Syndicated
)f NBC's Radio -Recording Divi-

for

September 10, by the FCC....Florida
Attorney General J. T. Watson last
week asked the Circuit Court for a
declaratory judgment against BMI,
Sesac, AMP and Ascap, in an effort
to obtain a clarification of the Florida
anti -monopoly music rights laws of

DEPENDS UPON

ACCURATE
WORKMANSHIP

contracts include: KSL, Salt
City and KHQ, Spokane, for 1937 and 1939....Neville Miller, presin Robison and His Buckaroos." dent of the NAB, stated that results
and Bob" by WGR, Buffalo, of reports from regional NAB groups
J. N. Adams & Co.,

indicate a demand for new legislation

department
and by KFPW, Fort
Smith, to clearly define the powers of the
r a local jeweler. KFJZ, Fort FCC....Paul Chamberlain, of the

Texas, will take "Getting the
of Life Today." WTAM,
Ind, will broadcast "Flying for
m" for the Clark Chewing
o. "Let's Take a Look in Your
" goes to WPRO, Providence,
hrough Gordon Schonfarber &
.tes, Inc., for Gladdings, Inc.,
nent store. KGMB, Honolulu,
e "Hollywood Headliners." to
DLit

PRODUCERS & WRITERS
AVAILABLE NOW-CALL

FRANK McGRANN
ON SECURING BUREAU, INC.
(Agency)

DISON AVE., N. Y., MU. 2-6494

General Electric electronics department, declared that GE engineers expect changes in broadcasting equipment after the war, but none so great
as to render present equipment obso-

EACH OF OUR D
TO BE AC

promote sales of the Honolulu Soda
Water Company, and WSTV, Steubenville, Ohio, has contracted for "Five
Minute Mysteries."
Renewals include: "Getting the

EED

Most Out of Life Today," has been
renewed by WSON, Henderson, Ky.,
and KVOA, Tucson, Arizona.
KOME, Oklahoma City, Okla., will
continue to broadcast "Betty
and

Bob" for the Brown Dunkin department store, and WBIG, Greensboro,
N. C., has renewed "The Name You
Will Remember."

TMENTS IS TRAINED
RATE

Al1D COmpAnY

RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORK

BOSTON

CHICAGO

DETROIT.

Monday, August 23, '

RADIO DAILY

Los Angeles

i

i

Chicago
By FRANK BURKE

By RALPH WILY

"MEET YOUR NAVY," aired

OUR selection of the week of the

Ally over the Blue from the I

most photogenic non- professional

Lakes Naval Training Station,

-Bernice Barrett of the CBS-KNX
publicity department.

Spike Jones, the "King of Corn"
and his City Slickers, who put "Det

Feuhrer's Face" in its place, broke all
boxoffice records for an opening day
at Milwaukee's Riverside theater
August 16. Besides regular theater
engagements, they have made "com-

mand performances" at war plant
and at Father Flannagan's famous
"Boys Town."
Effective Sept. 1, KFSD, San Diego;

joins the Pacific Coast network of
NBC, it was announced by Sidney
N. Strotz, vice-prexy in charge of the
NBC Western Division. KSFD will
function as a supplementary NBC
outlet until Oct. 1, 1944, when it will
become the seventh of NBC's basic
network stations located on the West
Coast.

Many persons mistakenly believe
air mail is faster than V -mail to men
in the service, according to Fletcher
Wiley, versatile commentator heard
on "Your Home Front Reporter," and

Wiley is now urging his listeners to
use V -mail and save time when they
are writing to those in the service.
Mason Moltzner, CBS character actor, added the third Barrymore autographed script to his daughter Margaret's collection when he appeared

with Lionel Barrymore on "Mayor
Of The Town." The Moltzners have
an autographed script of every star
Father Moltzner has appeared with.
Ethel Barrymore merely autographed

hers, but Diana, daughter of John,
being a cartoonist, drew pictures to

Memos Of An Innocent Bystander .

Lakes, Ill., again will be pre»
.

. !

Funny how ideas will enter one's cranium at random....in
this case 'at random' meaning while we were typing the stint from last
Friday's pillar.... anyhow as it turned out, the thought we wished to
convey to our readers. occurred when we were near the '30' line of the
column and thus it happened that a vital portion of the subject was left
in the 'over-matter'....we feel that the item itself is important enough
so we reprint here, the story in its entirety so that its message (which we
feel is constructively Critical) will benefit radio performers in particular

and RADIO in general.... Radio artists, often succumb to the error of
taking things too much for granted, injecting 'just so much or so little
animation' into their work in direct ratio to the importance or unimportance
of the role to be portrayed ...this is a grievous mistake and those artists,
subject to this propensity, would do well to remember that each time they

are on the air, they are virtually giving 'auditions' to someone.... might
be a Broadway Producer, Film Magnate or Radio Executive.... for illustration to prove the point we make, we cite an item printed in this pillar last
week, in which we mentioned the fact that Alfred Shirley, during a recent
broadcast was heard by John Golden, dean of Broadway Producers, who
was so impressed that he promised to cast Shirley in a future production....
Richard Sanders, as dim-witted wrestler in one of "The Falcon" series, gave
such a fine performance that Frank Telford, director of the "This Is Our

Enemy." heard over WOR. signed Sanders for the lead in one of those
episodes. ...other cases can very easily be pointed to but we think you get
the idea. ...That cute gag about Bob Hawk on a special CBS press sheet
was a 100 per cent brain child of Hank Warner.

As you may have heard, bowing in on The Blue Sept. 4,
is RCA's new one -hour program "What's New"....To tell the folks
about the new show, Don Ameche, who will emcee the proceedings,
played host to a group of new§paper men and others in the industry.

...the party taking place last Friday at the Waldorf....Ameche

under the auspices of Hall Bro
Inc., beginning Friday, Octobe
Hall Brothers, makers of gre
cards, has contracted with the
Network for the 7:30-8 p.m.,

period on Fridays on

117

star; Chaplain Hjalmar Hanson':
voice choir; the Great Lakes Mi:
Band, and recruits with unusual
sical ability.
"Captain Midnight," the po
children adventure serial, will n

to the famous Blue Network

Show" lineup after a summer 1

on Monday, Sept. 27. The serial
again be aired Mondays t
Fridays at 5:45 p.m., CWT

sponsorship of the Wander C'
in the interests of Ovaltine.
Midnight" will be aired over
tions. Blackett-Sample-Hum
the agency.
Harry C. Kopf, NBC vice -p

and general manager of the
division, is fishing this wee
Hayward, Wisc.

Tidewater Oil Bides T
After Five Web Aud

illustrate hers.
Edgar Bergen's first broadcast for
the new season will be built around
Charlie McCarthy's purchase of the

let it be said, disillusions people because he is anything but Hollywood when you meet him....in fact a modest boy from the Middle

West who made good....but very good....the fine turnout gave
ample proof that Ameche is well liked to say the least....helping

auditions, CBS-KQW two, an
NBC one. CBS' attempt incl

$10,000.75 in Victory Bonds. Charlie
plans many innovations, including a

on the hosting end was Wick Crider of J. Walter Thompson agency,

and other entertainers up f ro
wood for an audition.

town jail in Harvard, Nebraska, for

bath for dirty crooks, an aviary to
raise jail birds, etc. The broadcast

will emanate
Sept. 5.

from

KFI,

station

Ona Munson was presented by

C. P. MacGregor on the Hollywood
Radio Theater Saturday 21, over KFI,

in an original play entitled, "Eternal
Spring."

5000 WATTS

OF

f

ofEOT RÉS

ENGLISH JEWISH ITALIAN
The roster of advertisers using WEVD yeor

after yeor reads like "Who's Who" in
National Advertising. list on req,.est.

HENRY GREENFIELD, MANAGING DIRECTOR
WEVD-117 W. 46th Street, Nw York, N.Y.

(Continued from Page 1)

along with Al Durante and Vila Dobei of the same agency....Earl
Mullin of the Blue was on hand to help, of course, with his henchmen Art Donegan, Warren Gerz and Judy Cortada....Guests included Lester O'Keefe who will produce the new program.... Bill
Lengel, executive editor of Fawcett Publications, Edgar Kobak,
v. -p. and general manager of the Blue....Fritz Blocki, playwright producer recently joining JWT, Judy Dupuy, of PM; Henry Bonfig,
commercial manager of RCA -Victor Division; Orrin Dunlap, Jr., of
the RCA; Bill Berchtald of JWT; Bob Saudec of Blue Sales; Paul

expense of bring Maury A
Efforts to find a

suitabl:

vehicle began two months ag
the account transferred from
Thomas to the Buchanan age
more than 10 years Tidewat
ciated has bankrolled extens
work broadcasts of Pacfic Co.
ball, basketball
events.

and other

McMahon, "Milwaukee Journal"....Lou Allwell, INS....L. L.
Stephenson, Bell Syndicate; ; Jerry Mason, "This Week"....Bob

1330 KILOCYCLES

To

stt

and will make the time availat
the Navy for the Bluejacket "F¡I
Hour." Hall Brothers return tqi
air after a summer layoff. h,
Hurst & McDonald is the aig
handling the account. "Meet t
Navy" each week features such
standing talent as Bluejacket
Carter, former 'Metropolitan (

S

Stephan, Cleveland "Plain Dealer"....Ben Gross, "Daily News"....
Nick Kenny, "Mirror." Jane Cockrane, INS, Jack Alicoate, Don
Mersereau, M. H. Shapiro of RADIO DAILY.... Bill Koska, "Look"
magazine....Syd Roberts, RCA, Beth Twigger, "Time"; Dorris
McFerran, "Radio Mirror," Sgt. Sid Weiss, Army Air Forces.
Don Ameche, incidentally, related that he always has trouble
singing with bands, especially when they break out big arrangements . .
he likes a melody preserved and the simpler the arrangement the better
he can sinq...,on the forthcoming show which will start on the Coast....
Don has compromised with the maestro and he will have his own violinist
playing the straight melody right in his ear at the mike.
.
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- Remember Pearl

Harbor -

JOHN B. KENNEM
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1 f:Orier"
tective Kries, heard ai,

-411

By ANDREW H. OLDER

GYBE it was the heat, maybe they're dissatisfied and have failed t.,
,,
WOR-Mutual Mai.'l e, in 'he pressure, or maybe none of make their reasons for dissatisfaction
1110 p.m.. EWT has picked ii. I. smart enough to know what's known to broadcasters. And, of course,
.1

ver

¡webby since its initial per- happening. Beautiful portents some- Walt's point does apply there.
a short time ago. The first times occur to tip off that events of
ter shows were slow-paced world-shaking import are on tap.
Ift4
tad too much like its pre - Anyhow, over at the FCC last week
Ray Wakefield is a communications
"The Shadow." Now the it was decided that a rehearing on
i made a niche of its own, the license renewal application of commissioner about whom you don't
tory, direction and cast are WGST, the Georgia Tech station, read an awful lot. Late last month.
Last week's story, "The should be held. The Commission is however, he appeared at the StanOf Death," was a natural, not quite satisfied, apparently, about ford University Radio Institute an
ace against the background the deal to ease Sam Pickard and hurled a charge that somehow Wa
dual. There was plenty of John Calhoun out of control.... But passed over by most of the pre a, and the "business" that the important point is that there Referring to the charges that FCC ha
igltt in, about the knife - were two dissents. The names of the the power to censor radio and intend
and the fat lady, etc., was two dissenters were, honest, Fly and to use this power, Wakefield sari
y thing that slowed up the Craven ....An energetic check of "The spreading of such 'false gospel
ell were the sound -effects. Commission records reveals that this about a responsible agency of the
tid have been worked up to is the first time those two executives federal government at a time whet.
pitch, but they probably have ever stood together against the nation is at war and when on]
oo garbled and confused to their colleagues. Make of it what loyalty should be airtight and prop
you will.
ganda-wise is but little short of treason....Those instrumental in the
r, under good direction and
organization of this vicious campaign
smooth acting of the cast,
have a three -fold purpose: (1) They
came off as a honey. Lon
Npecially able as Nick. He
All of us are accustomed to reading wish to bring to bear on certain Con:that smug tone to his voice about what remarkable things radio gressmen sufficient political pressure
of rodio detectives have, will accomplish for us after the war to get the legislature to extract the
(!livery is more than cap - -combing our hair, curing our colds, teeth of the Communications Act, thus
pt Coate rates a bow, too, driving nails, opening doors, etc., etc., making it impossible for the FCC to
Patsy."
ad infinitum. Fine things, indeed. deal effectively with the major net1 the mystery shows on the We're all for them....Down here last works whose power to censor profa good to hear a program week, though, we had a practical gram is far greater than that of the
a up to such a consistent demonstration from a set that didn't FCC. This would leave the industry
()lid entertainment as Nick believe in waiting until after the war. dominated by the large networks. í2i
A man named Williams stole a por- They wish to discredit the present
Gibson does the scripting table radio from a local emporium, administration by depopularizing all
ow, and a creditable job he hiding it under his coat. Before he executive agency of our government
Jock McGregor is the di- had gone a block the outraged radio just prior to an election year. As a
I Lew White plays original began to give out with "You Took Republican I might be expected to
lek Carter" is based on the Advantage of Me." A cop was inter- join in such a campaign, but I do
t & Smith stories-and
is ested in this phenomenon, and soon Mr. believe that fair play should be exby the Charles Michelson Williams found himself in court.... ercised even in politics. (3) They
Whereupon this censored tribute to wish to cover up charges of censorthe efficiency of radio in crime con- ship of programs leveled at themtrol: "I never would have been caught selves by prominent commentators."
if that infernal radio hadn't given out
risco Stations
with the jive."
l

FILMACK

its

no:
:secret:
FILMACK
is a way of converting a few
minutes of your station sus-

taining time into big promotion-results almost without

tinting With AFEA

tons for a new standardized
ave been started with KPO,
'0 and KYA. San Francisco,
terican Federation of Radio
al. Pay increases would be
for staff announcers. An
set last February with
ing for a pay gain from $50
announcers, still awaits
li.iard approval

cost.

We note that the piece Carl Van
Doren did for RADIO DAILY recently
on his reactions to radio as a medium
was reprinted Sunday by the "Wash-

FILMACK

ington

Post."....Talking about the
-Post," Marjorie Kelly, who does a

gives you repeated contact ,
with enormous movie theatre
audiences-stepped up show
ratings-happier
s-ha ppier sponsors.

very enthusiastic and readable radio
column therein, talked last week of
the woeful lack of good music eman-

ating from the six Washington sta'tao, And she's not the first to talk
Lout that).
After printing a few rather strongly
arded letters which mentioned also
'teless commercials on musical pro-

FILMACK

ams. Marjorie then quoted NAB's

alt Dennis to this effect: "What
''d like to hear from listeners is not
"re abuse of what they don't like,
it constructive suggestions such as
-a-and-so has commercials I don't
and listening to. How about more

that sort:"". ..But Marjorie

to wart until WFDF Fh,,i
Im,thes

the

program

is

Tit -for -Tat

deal

that

promotion money.

goes

to point out that NAB is really try-

S

; to do a constructive job of find-

; out what lines should be followed
programming. She also tells her
iders that they're to blame if

a

brings your station greater
tune -in --without using up

Edward Petry t Co., National Representative

YOU WRITE-WE SEND
COMPLETE INFORMATION

1327 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago, III.
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Declared Ambiguous

OMOTION;tt

WBT "Bond" Talent
(Continued from Page 1)
Cox, chairman of the Investigating Fred Kirby, cowboy entertainer,
Committee, asked Alcorn, "Can pri- and recent addition to WBT, Charvate enterprise live under such cir- lotte, N. S., talent staff, will be schedcumstances?" Alcorn replied, "I do uled in a special series of programs
not."
stimulate bond sales during the
Alcorn further testified that the toPhird
War Loan Drive. Series will
station went on a temporary license capitalize
on Kirby's title "Victory
in August of 1942 and was continued Cowboy"-which
he earned as a reon that basis until August 1, 1943. He sult of personal efforts
in war bond
admitted to Garey, who questioned sales (over half a million
him on the point that, the station's worth) over KMOX, St. Louis,dollars
Mo.,
business was affected by the temon personal appearances within
porary license. Many of the station's and
clients Alcorn stated became appre- the St. Louis area,
hensive of the condition and couldn't

make contracts with the station for
more than 30 days.

Calls Bruenner "Target"

Alcorn brought out in his testimony
that anybody who wanted to make a

complaint against a station whether

based on truth or half-truth could use

a "three cent stamp" to accomplish
their purpose.
Alcorn stated that George Bruenner,

an announcer of the station for 10
years was a target for these "three
cent" complaints and at the insistence
of the Lee Falk was removed from
the air.
Lee Falk told Alcorn at a meeting
that Alcorn had better remove Bruen-

ner from the air if he wanted to get
his license renewed and if he didn't
want the Army moving in on him.
Falk said, "Let's get down to brass
tacks. I think you should remove
Bruenner from the air." Although to

Human Resigning Posts
Central War Time Adopted
With "Musical Courier" By Several Cities In Ohio

News Syndicate, which was estab- received from Akron, Cincinnati,

Bruenner while accused of being

newscast. All he did was broadcast

Belli was allowed to return to the
the material from a previously pre- air. Later Belli was picked up again
pared script.
by the Emigration authorities and reThe FCC, according to James A. turned to Ellis Island.
Guest, of the New York office, had It was disclosed that Belli was rereports on Bruenner and Ílsie Troya turned to Ellis Island and kept there
to the effect that they appeared at for awhile at the suggestion of Hilda
German meetings in uniform. Troya Shea of the FCC and Lee Falk of the
it was reported attended a meeting OWI. Later Belli was released from
where German costumes were worn. Ellis Island but under the restriction
Alcorn testified that the costume she of not engaging in and radio activity
wore was a "bunny costume with big whether broadcasting or the solicitaears." Bruenner was said to have at- tion of business. Alcorn testified that
tended a German American Bund during this period Belli nearly sufmeeting in full regalia. Alcorn denied fered a nervous breakdown and that
that Bruenner ever attended such a he and his secretary took care of
Belli's business.

The Department of Justice which
handled the matter stated by letter
Bruenner was removed from the air that, "The broadcasting activities of
that, Lee Falk of the OWI wanted to this individual, (Belli) were sushave a hand in his replacement and pended temporarily at the request of
once

suggested Ruth Parsey.

the Governmental agency then inter-

Garey brought up the question of ested in the matter and without in-

Lido Belli. (Razzieri) another 10 -year dependent

man who was taken off the air and
interned at Ellis Island on the charge

(Continued from Page*

was primarily intended to cla
present inconsistent coal
situation, the order, nevethelt
ered all labor unions and the
ated industries.

Point 2 of President Rot

directive bears definite Jol
plans, as one spokesman of ttle
ing industry indicated. It
settled one way or the other,

in effect. If the hearing can

settled amicably or comprom
the AFM hearing would be ele
a WLB ruling based upon PI
Roosevelt's assurance to Davit
propitious decree would be n
the spokesman recalled.
President Roosevelt's dir
part, follows:
When a local union refits
by'C.
directing or advising workers
under the terms and conditions
the board, action by the respon
or international officers has th
but one or two cases, sufficed to
compliance. If such action thou
effective, or if a national or I
union should itself be the offende

will be taken over under the
Disputes Act and operated by

if this is necessary to

ment,

t
or

ference with production and to
workers who wish to work.
"The act provides that in nne

In the next issue of the "Musical It is likely that a number of cities
and conditions of employe
Courier," Alfred Human is announc- in the State of Ohio will adopt Cen- terms
the tune of taking over .ha
ing his resignation as Managing Edi- tral War Time (equivalent of Eastern at
unless tine board modules tla,
tor, President, and Radio Editor of Standard Time) effective September grits( of either the union or the
agency operating the property.
that publication. Human will devote 26, 1943.
the compliance program the
his entire time now to the Human The first definite reports have
Government agency at the tun

pro -Nazi, never, according to Alcorn his aid and support and Belli was or not his broadcasting activities will
had anything to do with creating a released in his custody. At that time be permanently suspended." This

"Lido Belli" Discussed
Testimony disclosed that

Of AFM Recordino

RCA's "What's New"

Latest issue of the RCA "Victor
Record News" plugs the new RCA
show "What's New?", which starts
September 4 on the Blue Network.
Front cover presents the show's title
in three inch caps with the caption
"RCA Presents the World Today &
Tomorrow in terms of....Entertainment!....Eventst
Personalities!"
First two inside pages are devoted
to the program. Ink wash half -tones
show the types of things "What's
New?" will cover-fast moving
with human interest stories,
WBT will headline Kirby under this variety
music,
etc., and with Don
banner, and overtures arc 'being made Amechestars,
as master of ceremonies.
co school authorities throughout the Large half
of Ameche is cenarea regarding plans to have "The tered on the-tone
page, with brief
Victory Cowboy" appear before school career story second
under it. Surrounding
assemblies. Kirby will entertain the news stories concern
show itself,
youngsters in a program designed to story of the promotionthe
it, and
stimulate their interest in the pur- significance of show tobehind
RCA Victor
chase of war saving stamps. These dealers.
appearances to be publicized on his
program. Kirby is to be featured, also, Bond sales on this WBT feature.
along with "Briarhopper" talent in Kirby's show will be heard from 11:45
the daily spot to be devoted to War to 12 noon, five days weekly.

this day no reason has been advanced lished in 1926, and with headquarters Cleveland and Youngstown. These
for his removal, Alcorn has written in Steinway Hall, to provide radio four cities will adopt Central War
Falk about the matter but Falk has news to newspapers and magazines, Time on Sunday, September 26, 1943,
not seen fit to make a response.
and Dayton will adopt Central War
and also other kinds of news.
NAB Informed
Recently, Human received a citation Time beginning Sunday, October 3,
The NAB has been informed of the in connection with his doctor's degree 1943. This will mean that all netmatter by Alcorn but their efforts to which was awarded to him by Cin- work programs broadcast on these
date have not been availing of Bruen- cinnati College for "outstanding edi- stations will be heard locally one
ner's reappearance on the air.
hour earlier than at present.
torial achievement."

meeting.

See Early Settlemr

determination

by

this

office.

"The Office of Censorship is now

that he was an enemy alien. At the interested in broadcasting control and
time of his internment Alcorn offered its decision will determine whether

statement was made by Edward J.
Ennis of the Department of Justice.
Belli was originally picked up in
August of 1942 and returned to the

over

shall

ask

the board

to

order so as to withhold from the
escrow in the case of checked -off

benefits, privileges or rights ,,'c
as such under the agreement o
agreement with the employer.,

union demonstrates Its willingness

city to abide by the obligation.

"All

questions

of fact in

t

trail. and the extent of any mod
the order, should be determin
board. I ant authorizing the

Economic Stabilization to issue an
instructions to Government agenoi

mg out this policy."

Most of the recording
were queried regarding

hearing, were quick to offer
actions. One had even gone

to say that the AFM hear'
matter and that th
In endeavoring to show that there routine
ban would be settled
was a connection between the OWI, ing
Representative Jos
FCC, and Short Wave Research, Inc., when
Garey credited A. Manfred a foreign Baldwin would renew in
air May.21, 1943.

language broadcaster

with

telling Representative Hugh Scott

copyright bill when
Belli that he ought to go and see ing
Short Wave Research, Inc., and then convenes. Another said th

ban had been in exi
his difficulties would be straightened cording
long, and that such a case
out.
In an off -the -stand opinion Alcorn settled. The AFM recordin
thought that the New York office of gone into effect early Au
However, some executi
the FCC had been very helpful to him
in many ways. He was careful not to reluctant to offer their reac
include the Washington office of the in particular, when confr
this reporter, immediately
Commission.
Testimony given by Julio Ascarelli, that he did not want to b
announcer and part-time censor and Although assured that his
monitor at WHOM revealed that he would be off the record, he,
came from Italy at the time the Ita- less persitsed to withhold.
lian fascist race laws were put into Although James C. Petrillo
effect and that he got a job at WHOM. available for comment on R
He stated that two weeks after he recent directive to Davis, Pe
arrived here he took out his first already agreed that passage
bill would be quite satisfa
citizenship papers.

August 23, 1943

Treas. To Pay For Bond ETs;
NAB Outlines Drive Plans nEw gusinEss

;EIVCIES
SUTHERLAND has joined

(Continued from Page 1)

Advertising, Inc. as an as-

ount executive. For the past camps in the South Pacific, and Denhas been with the OWI in nis Day, singer, as well as John
.n and before that was a Charles Thomas, operatic singer, and
f Pedlar & Ryan Advertis- John Nesbitt, commentator, will be
John H. Owens has joined available for local sponsorship, it was
Iepartment of Compton Ad - stated.
The particular arrangement to pay
Inc.
the mechanical expenses attached to

recording a script was made last week
& RUBICAM, INC., an a Sesac delegation conferred
he appointment of Arthur when
Treasury Department officials in
i public relations manager. with
D. C. Basing their conis Fred Smith, now an as - Washington,
tention that if the Treasury can pay

Secretary of the Treasury

.genthau.

: & SMITH & ROSS, Cleve -

been named to place the

of General Industries
Elyria, Ohio, makers of

irs and radio- phonograph

SLER, joins William H.

,& Co., Inc., as an Account

He was formerly with

Iwo News Room
Illy
Today
entinued from Page 1)

isfy the needs of the large

ws broadcasters built up
e,' the news room will be
n 24 hours daily, seven
f,

with its own battery of
inters and manned by a
e persons, the New York
will be under the superhn C. Robb, who has been

Tom the position of edi-

ant to Johnstone to be
ton Decker, also a former
Istant, and John T. Madi-

ly with the NBC news
been appointed news edi-

g a staff of six writers.

separation from NBC and

up of the Blue as an inietwork in January, 1942,
for Blue newscasters
vritten in the NBC news
the supervision of Johnassistants,

and

facilities were pooled by

No Pay For Personnel

NEIC Shows

news

number of camps, time and days
available that radio stations in the
iff of Blue news writers vicinity of the service camps,
who
Scheffels, who has been
ith the United Press Asobert Sutherland, with
experience in the New
ates;

Gerald Bowman.
ith International News

hael Roshkind, formerly
news room; Creighton
illiam McSherry, form news room of the NBC
division.

The schedule is expected to be released through NEIC.

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Responsibility for the
success of the Third War Loan drive
was placed squarely on the shoulders

of

the broadcasting industry today

the radio industry has ever had to
face."
The drive, said NAB President
Neville Miller, "is a challenge not
only to radio, but to the entire nation," and he added, "Radio has

KPO, San Francisco: Ball Bros.
(Mason jars), 13 weeks, daily participation in "Woman's Magazine of
the Air," through Applegate Adv.
Agency; Kellogg Company (Cornflakes), five musical ETs weekly for
26 weeks, thru J. Walter Thompson
Co.; Norwich Pharmacal Co. (PeptoBismol), three anns., ETs, weekly
for 26 weeks, thru Lawrence C.
Gumbinner Advertising Agency; National Biscuit Co. (Shredded Wheat

& Shreddies) , nine anns., ETs, weekly

for nine weeks, thru Botsford, Con-

stantine & Gardner; Capwell, Sullivan
& Furth (department store), triweekly newscast, 39 weeks, thru
Garfield & Guild agency; Regal
Amber Brewing Co. (beer), "Light
and Mellow," half-hour variety,

weekly for 52 weeks, thru M. E.
Harlen agency; J. L. Tuttle Co. (cottage cheese) , tri-weekly news, 52
weeks, thru Emil Reinhardt agency;
Langendorf United Bakeries (breads)
,

live and ET anns., 52 weeks, thru

Ruthrauff & Ryan.

Pepperidge Farm Bread
Set Campaign On WQXR

tion of the show with the exception pledged itself anew to do everything Pepperidge Farm Bread, of Fairof the costs entailed in the record- possible in furnishing voluntarily field and Norwalk, Connecticut, has
ing studios.
time talent and facilities without stint bought a participation in Charlotte
Callahan, in the course of the or qualification, network and local." Adams' "The Run of the House" proTreasury conference, he said, had ob- Callahan presented a tentative line- gram on WQXR, New York, starting
tained a copy of the retailers' war up on network shows for the drive, tomorrow.
& Eckhardt is the
bond advertising outline and saw a including 21 "Treasury Star Parade"- agency. Pepperidge Farm Bread will
possible radio outlet for retailers. It one a day for the length of the drive, be advertised on all three of Mrs.
read in effect that the retailers could led off by Bing Crosby and includ- Adams' weekly broadcasts now heard
obtain through their State War Fin- ing the Bumsteads, Fannie Brice, at 9:00 a.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays
ance Committee two recordings of Rochester, Fibber McGee and Molly and 2:30 p.m. Wednesdays. Starting
14 minutes each, with one minute and many leading orchestras. United September 1, "The Run of the House"
open for the sponsor's name. He ex- States Senators will make transcrip- will change its time to 10 a.m. on
plained in the interview Friday that tions for use in their own states. A Tuesdays, Wednesday and Thursday.
in as much as this particular phase number of special events are yet to This is the only radio program in
of radio advertising had been pro- be announced.
New York City on which Pepperidge
moted through the retailers' division Selling of every advertiser, actual Farm Bread is advertised.
and
potential,
of the Treasury Department, it was
on support for the
not included in the plans what radio Third War Loan drive was urged by
NAB
in
a
special
message to its mem- Whelan Account On WOV
stations themselves could do to promote the drive. However, since it bers. Thorough familiarity with the Whelan Drug Co. has signed a 13 was brought to the attention of the drive on the part of every member week contract with WOV to sponsor
Sesac-Treasury conference, that par- of every broadcaster's sales force is a portion of Alan Courtney's "1280
ticular phase of advertising through an essential, says NAB, and constant, Club," six days per week, Monday
radio by retailers has been coordin- unremitting effort on the part of each through Saturday, effective today.
ated. However, Callahan emphasized individual.
This is Whelan's first account with
that the recordings obtained through Three principal methods of selling WOV.
the State War Finance Committee can broadcast advertising were outlined
be sponsored only locally throughout as follows:
tail Merchants of America, available
that particular state.
1. Participate with other stations in
through local offices of the War Fin-

addition, Callahan said Friday,
tworks. The opening of heInwould
confer with Abe
ws room Monday marks of the William Morris officeLastfogel
on the
to
separation of

as arrangements have been completed.

when NAB issued its elaborate Third
War Loan Bulletin, an elaborate,
eight -page illustrated publication of
outlining the plans for the drive.
similar expenses in the newspaper That radio will play the leading role
in the effort to enlist every Amerfield, there should be no reason why ican
in the . _rmy of bondholders was
the Treasury could not arrange to
pay the expenses of recordings made plainly indicated in the bulletin.
in the interest of the war bond drive,
Callahan, Miller Comment
particularly since the current bond "The success of the Third War Loan
campaign exceeds the preivous two drive depends to a great extent upon
drives. The treasury now pays all ex- how well the radio industry realizes
penses in the mechanical preparation the immensity of this challenge," said
of mats and electrotypes of war bond Vincent F. Callahan, war savings
advertising used in all newspapers press and radio chief. It is, he said,
and magazines.
"the biggest and toughest job which

However, as in the war bond adverWton, Durstine & Osborn
I was advertising manager tising in newspapers, the Treasury
tox Hat Company. More Department will not pay for the time,
was associated with Mears the talent, the writers, the directors,
i, Inc.
or any other personnel in the produc-

Itorial
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have created shows, may move trans-

your community. county or state in an
equitable distribution of any funds collected by state. county or local war finance committees.
2. Cell

individual advertisers on the

sponsorship of announcements, programs
or service features.

3. Organize special Third War Loan
programs and sell participation in such
programs to small or infrequent advertisers. For example, sell all, or as many
as possible. of the merchants on a given
street to s"a,'sor a program. or organize
the shoe dealers of your community to
hack the Third War Loan with a program of their own.

mitting equipment within the camps
and broadcast them in conjunction
with the current war bond drive. This
particular arrangement, he said, is
made available through the coordin- First on the list of special
availated efforts of the National Entertain- able for local sponsorship
are these
ment Industry Council and its affili- Treasury shows: News
Commentator
ated branches. The schedule of shows,
Hughes on 20 five-minute discs,
time and camps will be made avail- Rush
two
quarter-hour
shows,
able to all local radio stations as soon Treasury in cooperation
made by
with the Re-

ance

Division. They are entitled
"Sacrifice Day" and star John Charles
Thomas; Commentator John Nesbitt
with Victor Young's orchestra, and
"Axis Pay Day" starring Joe E.
Brown, Dennis Day and Wilbur
Hatch's orchestra. The "Treasury
Star Parade" will not be available for
local sponsorship.
NAB pointed out the benefit of interesting sponsors in buying time for

the drive. Although the drive lasts
only three weeks, says NAB, many,

sales can be made to new advertisers
on a 13 or 26 -week basis, also many
stations have found that selling the
advertiser on a special campaign su -h
as this affords an opening for a more
permanent contract.

I
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Communications Act

Declared Ambiguous

*PROMOTION

WBT "Bond" Talent
(Continued from Page 1)
Cox, chairman of the Investigating Fred Kirby, cowboy entertainer,
Committee, asked Alcorn, "Can pri- and recent addition to WBT, Charvate enterprise live under such cir- lotte, N. S., talent staff, will be schedcumstances?" Alcorn replied, "I do uled in a special series of programs
not."
bond sales during the
Alcorn further testified that the to stimulate
War Loan Drive. Series Will
station went on a temporary license third
on Kirby's title "Victory
in August of 1942 and was continued capitalize
cowboy"-which he earned as a reon that basis until August 1, 1943. He sult
personal efforts in war bond
admitted to Garey, who questioned salesof (over
half a million dollars
him on the point that, the station's worth) over KMOX,
St. Louis, Mo.,
business was affected by the tem- and on personal appearances
within
porary license. Many of the station's the St. Louis area,
clients Alcorn stated became apprehensive of the condition and couldn't WBT will headline Kirby under this
make contracts with the station for banner, and overtures are being made
to school authorities throughout the
more than 30 days.
area regarding plans to have "The
Calls Bruenner "Target"

RCA's "What's New"
Latest issue of the RCA "Victor
Record News" plugs the new RCA
show "What's New?", which starts
September 4 on the Blue Network.
Front cover presents the show's title
in three inch caps with the caption
"RCA Presents the World Today &
Tomorrow in terms of....Entertainment'

Events;

Personalities!"

First two inside pages are devoted
to the program. Ink wash half -tones
show the types of things "What's
New?" will cover-fast moving
variety with human interest stories,

See Early Settlemi
Of AFM Recordings
(Continued from Page

was primarily intended to
present inconsistent co
situation, the order, neve
ered all labor unions and
ated industries.
Point 2 of President
directive bears definite
plans, as one spokesman of
ing industry indicated.

settled one way or the of
in effect. If the hearing
settled amicably or comp

the AFM hearing would be
stars, etc., and with Don a WLB ruling based upo
Ameche as master of ceremonies. Roosevelt's assurance to D
Large half -tone of Ameche is cen- propitious decree would b
tered on the second page, with brief the spokesman recalled.
Victory
Cowboy"
appear
before
school
Alcorn brought out in his testimony assemblies. Kirby will entertain the career story under it. Surrounding
President Roosevelt's d
that anybody who wanted to make a youngsters in a program designed to news stories concern the show itself, part, follows:
music,

complaint against a station whether stimulate their interest in the pur- story of the promotion behind it, and
of show to RCA Victor
based on truth or half-truth could use
of war saving stamps. These significance
dealers.
a "three cent stamp" to accomplish chase
appearances
to
be
publicized
on
his
their purpose.
Kirby is to be featured, also, Bond sales on this WBT feature.
Alcorn stated that George Bruenner, program.
with "Briarhopper" talent in Kirby's show will be heard from 11:45
an announcer of the station for 10 along
years was a target for these "three the daily spot to be devoted to War to 12 noon, five days weekly.
cent" complaints and at the insistence

of the Lee Falk was removed from
the air.
Lee Falk told Alcorn at a meeting
that Alcorn had better remove Bruenner from the air if he wanted to get
his license renewed and if he didn't
want the Army moving in on him.
Falk said, "Let's get down to brass
tacks. I think you should remove
Bruenner from the air." Although to

Human Resigning Posts
Central War Time Adopted
With "Musical Courier" By Several Cities In Ohio

matter by Alcorn but their efforts to which was awarded to him by Cin- work programs broadcast on these
date have not been availing of Bruen- cinnati College for "outstanding edi- stations will be heard locally one
ner's reappearance on the air.
hour earlier than at present.
torial achievement."
Bruenner while accused of being
pro -Nazi, never, according to Alcorn his aid and support and Belli was or not his broadcasting activities will
had anything to do with creating a released in his custody. At that time be permanently suspended." This
newscast. All he did was broadcast Belli was allowed to return to the statement was made by Edward J.
the material from a previously pre- air. Later Belli was picked up again Ennis of the Department of Justice.
pared script.
by the Emigration authorities and re- Belli was originally picked up in
The FCC, according to James A. turned to Ellis Island.
August of 1942 and returned to the
Guest, of the New York office, had It was disclosed that Belli was re- air May ,21, 1943.
reports on Bruenner and Ilsie Troya turned to Ellis Island and kept there In endeavoring to show that there
to the effect that they appeared at for awhile at the suggestion of Hilda was a connection between the OWI,
German meetings in uniform. Troya Shea of the FCC and Lee Falk of the FCC, and Short Wave Research, Inc
it was reported attended a meeting OWI. Later Belli was released from Garey credited A. Manfred a foreign
where German costumes were worn. Ellis Island but under the restriction language broadcaster with telling
Alcorn testified that the costume she of not engaging in and radio activity Belli that he ought to go and see
wore was a "bunny costume with big whether broadcasting or the solicita- Short Wave Research, Inc., and then
ears." Bruenner was said to have at- tion of business. Alcorn testified that his difficulties would be straightened
tended a German American Bund during this period Belli nearly suf- out.
meeting in full regalia. Alcorn denied fered a nervous breakdown and that In an off -the -stand opinion Alcorn
that Bruenner ever attended such a he and his secretary took care of thought that the New York office of
Belli's business.

The Department of Justice which
handled the matter stated by letter
Bruenner was removed from the air that, "The broadcasting activities of
that, Lee Falk of the OWI wanted to this individual, (Belli) were sushave a hand in his replacement and pended temporarily at the request of
suggested Ruth Parsey.
the Governmental agency then interGarey brought up the question of ested in the matter and without in"Lido Belli" Discussed
Testimony disclosed that

once

Lido Belli, (Razzieri) another 10 -year dependent

man who was taken off the air and
interned at Ellis Island on the charge

effective, or

if a national or

union should Itself be the offen

will be taken over under the
Disputes Act and operated by
anent, if this is necessary to p
terence with production and to
workers who wish to work.
"The act provides that in su

In the next issue of the "Musical It is likely that a number of cities
and conditions of employm
Courier," Alfred Human is announc- in the State of Ohio will adopt Cen- terns
the time of taking over hi
ing his resignation as Managing Edi- tral War Time (equivalent of Eastern at
unless the board modifies the
tor, President, and Radio Editor of Standard Time) effective September gtitst of either the radon or the
agency operating the property.
that publication. Human will devote 26, 1943.
the compliance program the
his entire time now to the Human The first definite reports have
Government agency at the th

Syndicate, which was estab- received from Akron, Cincinnati,
this day no reason has been advanced News
lished
in
1926, and with headquarters Cleveland and Youngstown. These
for his removal, Alcorn has written in Steinway
Hall, to provide radio four cities will adopt Central War
Falk about the matter but Falk has news to newspapers
and magazines, Time on Sunday, September 26, 1943,
not seen fit to make a response.
and Dayton will adopt Central War
and also other kinds of news.
NAB Informed
Recently, Human received a citation Time beginning Sunday, October 3,
The NAB has been informed of the in connection with his doctor's degree 1943. This will mean that all net-

meeting.

When a local union rents
by ,:.
directing or advising workers
under the terms and conditions
the board, action by the respon
or international officers has th
but one or two cases, sufficed to
compliance. If such action sho

determination

by

this

office.

"The Office of Censorship is now

that he was an enemy alien. At the interested in broadcasting control and
time of his internment Alcorn offered its decision will determine whether

over

shall

ask

the board

to

order so as to withhold from the
escrow in the case of checked -off

benefits, privileges or rights or,

as such under the agreement o
agreement with the cm ploy eN,
union demonstrates its willingws
city to abide by the obligation.,

"All

fact in th

questions of

Lion, ,and the extent of any uwdi
the order,
board. I

should

be

deteruin

am authorizing

the

Economic Stabilization to issue
instructions to Government agen

nag out this policy."

Most of the recording
were queried regarding

hearing, were quick to offer
actions. One had even gone

to say that the AFM head
routine matter and that the
ing ban would be settled
when Representative Josep
Baldwin would renew in

Representative Hugh Scott'
ing copyright bill when
convenes. Another said th
cording ban had been in ex

long, and that such a case

settled. The AFM recordin
gone into effect early Au
the FCC had been very helpful to him However, some executi
in many ways. He was careful not to reluctant to offer their react
include the Washington office of the in particular, when con
this reporter, immediately
Commission.
Testimony given by Julio Ascarelli, that he did not want to b
announcer and part-time censor and Although assured that his
monitor at WHOM revealed that he would be off the record, he,n
came from Italy at the time the Ita- less persitsed to withhold.
lian fascist race laws were put into Although James C. Petrillo
effect and that he got a job at WHOM. available for comment on Ro
He stated that two weeks after he recent directive to Davis, P
arrived here he took out his first already agreed that passage
bill would be quite satisf
citizenship papers.

August 23, 1943
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Treas. To Pay For Bond ETs;
NAB Outlines Drive Plans

iHENCIES
I: SUTHERLAND has joined

(Continued from Page 1)

,ndvertising, Inc. as an as-

;<tlunt executive. For the past camps in the South Pacific, and Den- as arrangements have been completed.
etas been with the OWI in nis Day, singer, as well as John The schedule is expected to be re-

and before that was aa Charles Thomas, operatic singer, and
' Pedlar & Ryan Advertis- John Nesbitt, commentator, will be
'ohn H. Owens has joined available for local sponsorship, it was
apartment of Compton Ad- stated.
The particular arrangement to pay
nc.
the mechanical expenses attached to
a script was made last week
& RUBICAM, INC., an - recording
a Sesac delegation conferred
e appointment of Arthur when
Department officials in
public relations manager. with TreasuryD.
C. Basing their con1á13 Fred Smith, now an as- Washington,
tention that if the Treasury can pay
toiecretary of the Treasury similar
expenses in the newspaper
tigenthau.
field, there should be no reason why
1

1

the Treasury could not arrange to

E & SMITH & ROSS, Cleve - pay the expenses of recordings made
as leen named to place the in the interest of the war bond drive,
in of General
Industries particularly since the current bond
:y,Elyria, Ohio, makers of campaign exceeds the preivous two
10 's and radio- phonograph drives. The treasury now pays all expenses in the mechanical preparation
of mats and electrotypes of war bond
1'SLER, joins William H. advertising used in all newspapers
.11t 1,

Co., Inc., as an Account and magazines.

e He was formerly with
fton, Durstine & Osborn

No Pay For Personnel

leased through NEIC.

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Responsibility for the
success of the Third War Loan drive
was placed squarely on the shoulders

of

sty the needs of the large
a

e

o
d

fs broadcasters built up
,: the news room will be
t" 24 hours daily, seven

with its own battery of
aters and manned by a
persons, the New York
will be under the super n C. Robb, who has been

m the position of editnt to Johnstone to be

an Decker, also a former
stant, and John T. Madi-

y with the NBC news

a
n
li

p
3

peen appointed news edi-

a staff of six writers.
eparation from NBC and

p of the Blue as an infor Blue newscasters
ritten in the NBC news
:twork in January, 1942,

Ile supervision of Johnoriel

assistants,

and

'a acilities were pooled by

s

news

& Shreddies), nine anns., ETs, weekly

for nine weeks, thru Botsford, Con-

stantine & Gardner; Capwell, Sullivan
&
Furth (department store), triin the effort to enlist every Amer- weekly
39 weeks, thru
ican in the ..rmy of bondholders was Garfield newscast,
&
Guild agency; Regal
plainly indicated in the bulletin.
Amber Brewing Co. (beer), "Light
Callahan. Miller Comment
and Mellow," half-hour variety,
"The success of the Third War Loan weekly for 52 weeks, thru M. E.

drive depends to a great extent upon
how well the radio industry realizes
the immensity of this challenge," said
Vincent F. Callahan, war savings
press and radio chief. It is, he said,
"the biggest and toughest job which

the radio industry has ever had to

Harlen agency; J. L. Tuttle Co. (cottage cheese), tri-weekly news, 52
weeks, thru Emil Reinhardt agency;
Langendorf United Bakeries (breads),

live and ET anns., 52 weeks, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan.

Pepperidge Farm Bread
Set Campaign On WQXR
Pepperidge Farm Bread, of Fairbought a participation in Charlotte
field and Norwalk, Connecticut, has
Adams' "The Run of the House" pro-

gram on WQXR, New York, starting
tained a copy of the retailers' war up on network shows for the drive, tomorrow. Kenyon & Eckhardt is the
including
21
"Treasury
Star
Parade"agency. Pepperidge Farm Bread will
bond advertising outline and saw a
possible radio outlet for retailers. It one a day for the length of the drive, be advertised on all three of Mrs.
read in effect that the retailers could led off by Bing Crosby and includ- Adams' weekly broadcasts now heard
obtain through their State War Fin- ing the Bumsteads, Fannie Brice, at 9:00 a.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays
ance Committee two recordings of Rochester, Fibber McGee and Molly and 2:30 p.m. Wednesdays. Starting
14 minutes each, with one minute and many leading orchestras. United September 1, "The Run of the House"
open for the sponsor's name. He ex- States Senators will make transcrip- will change its time to 10 a.m. on
plained in the interview Friday that tions for use in their own states. A Tuesdays, Wednesday and Thursday.
in as much as this particular phase number of special events are yet to This is the only radio program in
New York City on which Pepperidge
of radio advertising had been pro- be announced.
moted through the retailers' division Selling of every advertiser, actual Farm Bread is advertised.
and
potential, on support for the
of the Treasury Department, it was
not included in the plans what radio Third War Loan drive was urged by
stations themselves could do to pro- NAB in a special message to its mem- Whelan Account On WOV
mote the drive. However, since it bers. Thorough familiarity with the Whelan Drug Co. has signed a 13 was brought to the attention of the drive on the part of every member week contract with WOV to sponsor
Sesac-Treasury conference, that par- of every broadcaster's sales force is a portion of Alan Courtney's "1280
ticular phase of advertising through an essential, says NAB, and constant, Club," six days per week, Monday
radio by retailers has been coordin- unremitting effort on the part of each through Saturday, effective today.
ated. However, Callahan emphasized individual.
This is Whelan's first account with
that the recordings obtained through Three principal methods of selling WOV.
the State War Finance Committee can broadcast advertising were outlined
be sponsored only locally throughout as follows:
tail Merchants of America, available
that particular state.
1. Participate with other stations to
through local offices of the War FinNEIC Shows

your community, county or state in an
equitable distribution of any funds collected by state, county or local war fin-

number of camps, time and days

sponsorship of announcements, programs
or service features.

In addition, Callahan said Friday,
works. The opening of he would confer with Abe Lastfogel
vs room Monday marks of the William Morris office on the
separation of

KPO, San Francisco: Ball Bros.
(Mason jars), 13 weeks, daily participation in "Woman's Magazine of
the Air," through Applegate Adv.
Agency; Kellogg Company (Cornflakes) , five musical ETs weekly for
26 weeks, thru J. Walter Thompson
Co.; Norwich Pharmacal Co. (PeptoBismol), three anns., ETs, weekly
for 26 weeks, thru Lawrence C.

the broadcasting industry today Gumbinner Advertising Agency; National Biscuit Co. (Shredded Wheat

when NAB issued its elaborate Third
War Loan Bulletin, an elaborate,
eight -page illustrated publication of
outlining the plans for the drive.
That radio will play the leading role

However, as in the war bond adver- face."
n was advertising manager tising in newspapers, the Treasury The drive, said NAB President
K)x Hat Company. More Department will not pay for the time, Neville Miller, "is a challenge not
liwas associated with Mears the talent, the writers, the directors, only to radio, but to the entire nas, Inc.
or any other personnel in the produc- tion," and he added, "Radio has
tion of the show with the exception pledged itself anew to do everything
of the costs entailed in the record- possible in furnishing voluntarily
ing studios.
time talent and facilities without stint
'awn News Room
Callahan, in the course of the or qualification, network and local."
Opened
Callahan presented a tentative lineTreasury conference, he said, had obstinued from Page 1)

nEuu susmEss

available that radio stations in the
of Blue news writers vicinity of the service camps, who
Scheffels, who has been have created shows, may move
transs
th the United Press Aso- mitting equipment within the camps
left Sutherland, with and broadcast them in
conjunction
'r xperience in the New
with the current war bond drive. This
es; Gerald Bowman,
:h International News particular arrangement, he said, is
made available through the coordinael Roshkind, formerly ated efforts of the National Entertainnews room; Creighton ment Industry Council and its affiliilliam McSherry, formh tews room of the NBC ated branches. The schedule of shows,
time and camps will be made availdivision.
able to all local radio stations as soon

ance committees.
2. Sell

individual advertisers on the

3. Organize special Third War Loan
programs and sell participation In such
programs to small or infrequent advertisers. For example, sell all, or as many

as possible. of the merchants on a given
street to s',oesor a program. or organize
the shoe dealers of your community to

hack the Third War Loan with a program of their own.

First on the list of special

available for local sponsorship are these
Treasury shows: News Commentator
Rush Hughes on 20 five-minute discs,

two quarter-hour shows, made by
Treasury in cooperation with the Re-

ance Division. They are entitled
"Sacrifice Day" and star John Charles
Thomas; Commentator John Nesbitt

with Victor Young's orchestra, and
"Axis Pay Day"

starring Joe E.

Brown, Dennis Day and Wilbur
Hatch's orchestra. The "Treasury
Star Parade" will not be available for

local sponsorship.
NAB pointed out the benefit of interesting sponsors in buying time for
the drive. Although the drive lasts
only three weeks, says NAB, many,
sales can be made to new advertisers
on a 13 or 26 -week basis, also many
stations have found that selling the
advertiser on a special campaign su -h
as this affords an opening for a mo_e
permanent contract.
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WBT "Bond" Talent
(Contiued from Page 1)
Cox, chairman of the Investigating Fred Kirby, cowboy entertainer,
Committee, asked Alcorn, "Can pri- and recent addition to WBT, Charvate enterprise live under such cirN. S., talent staff, will be schedcumstances?" Alcorn replied, "I do lotte,
uled in a special series of programs
not."
stimulate bond sales during the
Alcorn further testified that the tothird
War Loan Drive. Series will
station went on a temporary license capitalize
on Kirby's title "Victory
in August of 1942 and was continued Zlowboy"-which
he earned as a reon that basis until August 1, 1943. He sult of personal efforts
in war bond
admitted to Garey, who questioned sales (over half a million
him on the point that, the station's worth) over KMOX, St. Louis,dollars
Mo.,
business was affected by the tem- and on personal appearances within
porary license. Many of the station's the St. Louis area,
clients Alcorn stated became apprehensive of the condition and couldn't WBT will headline Kirby under this
make contracts with the station for banner, and overtures arc being made
to school authorities throughout the
more than 30 days.
area regarding plans to have "The
Calls Bruenner "Target"

See Early Settlemt

Of MM Recording p

RCA's 'What's New"

Latest issue of the RCA "Victor
Record News" plugs the new RCA
show "What's New?", which starts
September 4 on the Blue Network.
Front cover presents the show's title
in three inch caps with the caption
"RCA Presents the World Today &
Tomorrow in terms of. .. Entertainment!.... Events! ....Personalities!"
First two inside pages are devoted
to the program. Ink wash half -tones
show the types of things "What's
New?" will cover-fast moving
variety with human interest stories,

(Continued from P

was primarily intended
present inconsistent
situation, the order, neve
ered all labor unions and
ated industries.
Point 2 of President
directive bears definite

plans, as one spokesman of

ing industry indicated.
settled one way or the of
in effect. If the hearing
settled amicably or corn

the AFM hearing would b
stars, etc., and with Don a WLB ruling based upo
Ameche as master of ceremonies. Roosevelt's assurance to
music,

Large half -tone of Ameche is cen- propitious decree would
tered on the second page, with brief the spokesman recalled.

Cowboy" appear before school career story under it. Surrounding
Alcorn brought out in his testimony Victory
assemblies. Kirby will entertain the

President Roosevelt's d
stories concern the show itself, part, follows:
youngsters in a program designed to news
of the promotion behind it, and
L. When a local union ref u
stimulate their interest in the pur- story
of show to RCA Victor by directing
or advising workers
chase of war saving stamps. These significance
dealers.
under the terms and conditions
appearances
to
be
publicized
on
his
the
board,
action
by the respo
their purpose.
Kirby is to be featured, also, Bond sales on this WBT feature. or International officers has th
Alcorn stated that George Bruenner, program.
but
one
or
two
cases,
sufficed
with "Briarhopper" talent in Kirby's show will be heard from 11:45 compliance. If such action
an announcer of the station for 10 along
oho
the
daily
spot
to
be
devoted
to
War
to
12
noon,
five
days
weekly.
effective,
or
if
a
national
or
years was a target for these "three
union should itself be the offen
cent" complaints and at the insistence
will
be
taken
over
under
the
Human Resigning Posts

that anybody who wanted to make a
complaint against a station whether
based on truth or half-truth could use
a "three cent stamp" to accomplish

of the Lee Falk was removed from

the air.
Lee Falk told Alcorn at a meeting
that Alcorn had better remove Bruen-

ner from the air if he wanted to get
his license renewed and if he didn't
want the Army moving in on him.
Falk said, "Let's get down to brass
tacks. I think you should remove
Bruenner from the air." Although to
this day no reason has been advanced
for his removal, Alcorn has written
Falk about the matter but Falk has
not seen fit to make a response.
NAB Informed

With "Musical Courier"

Central War Time Adopted
By Several Cities In Ohio

It is likely that a number of cities
Courier," Alfred Human is announc- in the State of Ohio will adopt Cening his resignation as Managing Edi- tral War Time (equivalent of Eastern
tor, President, and Radio Editor of Standard Time) effective September
that publication. Human will devote 26, 1943.
his entire time now to the Human The first definite reports have
News Syndicate, which was estab- received from Akron, Cincinnati,
lished in 1926, and with headquarters Cleveland and Youngstown. These
in Steinway Hall, to provide radio four cities will adopt Central War
news to newspapers and magazines, Time on Sunday, September 26, 1943,
and Dayton will adopt Central War
and also other kinds of news.
Recently, Human received a citation Time beginning Sunday, October 3,

In the next issue of the "Musical

The NAB has been informed of the in connection with his doctor's degree 1943. This will mean that all netmatter by Alcorn but their efforts to which was awarded to him by Cin- work programs broadcast on these
date have not been availing of Bruen- cinnati College for "outstanding edi- stations will be heard locally one
ner's reappearance on the air.
hour earlier than at present.
torial achievement."
Bruenner while accused of being
pro -Nazi, never, according to Alcorn his aid and support and Belli was or not his broadcasting activities will
had anything to do with creating a released in his custody. At that time be permanently suspended." This
newscast. All he did was broadcast Belli was allowed to return to the statement was made by Edward J.
the material from a previously pre- air. Later Belli was picked up again Ennis of the Department of Justice.
pared script.
by the Emigration authorities and re- Belli was originally picked up in
The FCC, according to James A. turned to Ellis Island.
August of 1942 and returned to the
Guest, of the New York office, had It was disclosed that Belli was re- air May .21, 1943.
reports on Bruenner and lisie Troya turned to Ellis Island and kept there
In endeavoring to show that there
to the effect that they appeared at for awhile at the suggestion of Hilda was a connection between the OWI,
German meetings in uniform. Troya Shea of the FCC and Lee Falk of the FCC, and Short Wave Research, Inc.,
it was reported attended a meeting OWI. Later Belli was released from Garey credited A. Manfred a foreign
where German costumes were worn. Ellis Island but under the restriction language broadcaster with telling
Alcorn testified that the costume she of not engaging in and radio activity Belli that he ought to go and see
wore was a "bunny costume with big whether broadcasting or the solicita- Short Wave Research, Inc., and then
ears." Bruenner was said to have at- tion of business. Alcorn testified that his difficulties would be straightened
tended a German American Bund during this period Belli nearly suf- out.
meeting in full regalia. Alcorn denied fered a nervous breakdown and that In an off -the -stand opinion Alcorn
that Bruenner ever attended such a he and his secretary took care of thought that the New York office of
meeting.

Belli s business.

the FCC had been very helpful to him

The Department of Justice which in many ways. He was careful not to
once handled the matter stated by letter include the Washington office of the
Bruenner was removed from the air that, "The broadcasting activities of Commission.
that, Lee Falk of the OWI wanted to this individual, (Belli) were sus- Testimony given by Julio Ascarelli,
have a hand in his replacement and pended temporarily at the request of announcer and part-time censor and
suggested Ruth Parsey.
the Governmental agency then inter- monitor at WHOM revealed that he
Garey brought up the question of ested in the matter and without in- came from Italy at the time the ItaLido Belli. (Razzieri) another 10 -year dependent determination by this lian fascist race laws were put into
effect and that he got a job at WHOM.
man who was taken off the air and office.
interned at Ellis Island on the charge "The Office of Censorship is now He stated that two weeks after he
that he was an enemy alien. At the interested in broadcasting control and arrived here he took out his first
time of his internment Alcorn offered its decision will determine whether citizenship papers.
'Lido Belli" Discussed
Testimony disclosed that

Disputes Act and operated by

ment, if this is necessary to
ference with production and to
workers who wish to work.
"The act provides that in su
teens and conditions of employ

at the time of taking over sh
unless the board modifies the

tie, st of either the union or the
agency operating the property.
compliance

the

program

the

Government agency at the the
over

shall ask the

board

to

order so as to withhold from t

escrow in the case of cheekedoff
benefits, privileges or rights a

such under the agreement
with the employers,
union demonstrates its willingne
city to abide by the obligations
"All questions of fact In t
as

agreement

time, and the extent of any ma

the order, should he deternd
hoard. I am authorizing the

Economic Stabilization to issue
instructions to Government ages

mg out this policy."

Most of the recording
were queried regarding

hearing, were quick to offe
actions. One had even gon

to say that the AFM hea
routine matter and that
ing ban would be settled
when Representative Jos
Baldwin would renew
!

Representative Hugh Scott
ing

copyright bill when

convenes. Another said th
cording ban had been in exi

long, and that such a case
settled. The AFM recordin
gone into effect early Au
However, some executi

reluctant to offer their rea
in

particular, when con

this reporter, immediately

that he did not want to b
Although assured that

his

would be off the record, he,n
less persitsed to withhold.
Although James C. Petrillo
available for comment on R
recent directive to Davis, P
already agreed that passage

bill would be quite satisfa

z, August 23, 1943
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Treas. To Pay For Bond ETs;
NAB Outlines Drive Plans

;ENCIES

IIEUI BUSII1E55

I

KPO, San Francisco; Ball Bros.
(Mason jars), 13 weeks, daily participation in "Woman's Magazine of
the Air," through Applegate Adv.
Agency; Kellogg Company (Cornflakes), five musical ETs weekly for
26 weeks, thru J. Walter Thompson
Norwich Pharmacal Co. (Peptosuccess of the Third War Loan drive Co.;
Bismol), three anns., ETs, weekly
was placed squarely on the shoulders for 26 weeks, thru Lawrence
C.
of the broadcasting industry today
Advertising Agency; Nawhen NAB issued its elaborate Third Gumbinner
tional
Biscuit
Co.
(Shredded
Wheat
War Loan Bulletin, an elaborate, & Shreddies), nine anus., ETs, weekly
eight -page illustrated publication of for nine weeks, thru Botsford, Conoutlining the plans for the drive. stantine & Gardner; Capwell, Sullivan
That radio will play the leading role & Furth (department store), triin the effort to enlist every Amer-

SUTHERLAND has joined
(Continued from Pagel )
IT Advertising, Inc. as an asa ount executive. For the past camps in the South Pacific, and Den- as arrangements have been completed.
lthas been with the OWI in nis Day, singer, as well as John The schedule is expected to be re6g n and before that was a Charles Thomas, operatic singer, and leased through NEIC.
f Pedlar & Ryan Advertis- John Nesbitt, commentator, will be
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
c.John H. Owens has joined available for local sponsorship, it was Washington-Responsibility
for the
iy epartment of Compton Ad- stated.
FI

igInc.

N & RUBICAM, INC., an -

s le appointment of Arthur

The particular arrangement to pay
the mechanical expenses attached to
recording a script was made last week
when a Sesac delegation conferred
with Treasury Department officials in
Washington, D. C. Basing their contention that if the Treasury can pay

public relations manager.
la.s Fred Smith, now an as t Secretary of the Treasury similar expenses in the newspaper
M'genthau.
field, there should be no reason why
1

:

weekly newscast, 39 weeks, thru
the Treasury could not arrange to ican in the ...rmy of bondholders was Garfield & Guild agency;
Regal

,l & SMITH & ROSS, Cleve - pay the expenses of recordings made plainly indicated in the bulletin.
a been named to place the in the interest of the war bond drive,
Callahan, Miller Comment
31.
of General Industries particularly since the current bond
"The success of the Third War Loan
Elyria, Ohio, makers of campaign exceeds the preivous two drive depends to a great extent upon
and radio- phonograph drives. The treasury now pays all ex- how well the radio industry realizes
'

penses in the mechanical preparation the immensity of this challenge," said
of mats and electrotypes of war bond Vincent F. Callahan, war savings
&SLER, joins William H. advertising used in all newspapers press and radio chief. It is, he said,
"the biggest and toughest job which
& Co., Inc., as an Account and magazines.

He was formerly with

No Pay For Personnel

the radio industry has ever had to
face."
The drive, said NAB President
Neville Miller, "is a challenge not
only to radio, but to the entire nation," and he added, "Radio has

ton, Durstine & Osborn However, as in the war bond adverwas advertising manager tising in newspapers, the Treasury
ox Hat Company. More Department will not pay for the time,
'was associated with Mears the talent, the writers, the directors,
t, Inc.
or any other personnel in the production of the show with the exception pledged itself anew to do everything
of the costs entailed in the record- possible in furnishing voluntarily
time talent and facilities without stint
ing studios.
,'wn News Room
Callahan, in the course of the or qualification, network and local."
Today Treasury conference, he said, had ob- Callahan presented a tentative lineI

.

Amber Brewing Co. (beer) , "Light
and Mellow," half-hour variety,

weekly for 52 weeks, thru M. E.

Harlen agency; J. L. Tuttle Co. (cottage cheese), tri-weekly news, 52
weeks, thru Emil Reinhardt agency;
Langendorf United Bakeries (breads),

live and ET anns., 52 weeks, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan.

Pepperidge Farm Bread
Set Campaign On WQXR
Pepperidge Farm Bread, of Fairbought a participation in Charlotte
field and Norwalk, Connecticut, has
Adams' "The Run of the House" pro-

gram on WQXR, New York, starting
tained a copy of the retailers' war up on network shows for the drive, tomorrow. Kenyon & Eckhardt
?Missed from Page 1)
including
21
"Treasury
Star
Parade"agency. Pepperidge Farm Bread will
bond advertising outline and saw a
isfy the needs of the large possible radio outlet for retailers. It one a day for the length of the drive, be advertised on all three of Mrs.
ws broadcasters built up read in effect that the retailers could led off by Bing Crosby and includ- Adams' weekly broadcasts now heard
e,' the news room will be obtain through their State War Fin- ing the Bumsteads, Fannie Brice, at 9:00 a.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays
n 24 hours daily, seven ance Committee two recordings of Rochester, Fibber McGee and Molly and 2:30 p.m. Wednesdays. Starting
14 minutes each, with one minute and many leading orchestras. United September 1, "The Run of the House"
with its own battery of open for the sponsor's name. He ex- States Senators will make transcrip- will change its time to 10 a.m. on
inters and manned by a plained in the interview Friday that tions for use in their own states. A Tuesdays, Wednesday and Thursday.
e persons, the New York in as much as this particular phase number of special events are yet to This is the only radio program in
will be under the super- of radio advertising had been pro- be announced.
New York City on which Pepperidge
f hn C. Robb, who has been moted through the retailers' division Selling of every advertiser, actual Farm Bread is advertised.
and
potential,
om the position of edi- of the Treasury Department, it was
on support for the
ant to Johnstone to be not included in the plans what radio Third War Loan drive was urged by
NAB
in
a
special
message to its mem- Whelan Account On WOV
ton Decker, also a former stations themselves could do to proistant, and John T. Madi- mote the drive. However, since it bers. Thorough familiarity with the
Whelan Drug Co. has signed a 13 ly with the NBC news was brought to the attention of the drive on the part of every member week contract with WOV to sponsor
l been appointed news edi- Sesac-Treasury conference, that
of
every
broadcaster's
sales
a
portion
of Alan Courtney's "1280
force is
parg a staff of six writers. ticular phase of advertising through an essential, says NAB, and constant, Club," six days per week, Monday
separation from NBC and radio by retailers has been coordin- unremitting effort on the part of each through Saturday, effective today.
up of the Blue as an in- ated. However, Callahan emphasized individual.
This is Whelan's first account with
ietwork in January, 1942, that the recordings obtained through
Three principal methods of selling WOV.
Is for Blue newscasters the State War Finance Committee can broadcast advertising were
outlined
vritten in the NBC news be sponsored only locally throughout as follows:
tail Merchants of America, available
1. Participate with other stations in
the supervision of John- that particular state.
through local offices of the War Fint

itorial

assistants,

and

facilities were pooled by

NEIC Shows

addition, Callahan said Friday,
tworks. The opening of heInwould
confer with Abe
ws room Monday marks of the William Morris officeLastfogel
on the
to
separation of news

number of camps, time and days
available that radio stations in the
tff of Blue news writers vicinity
of the service camps, who

Scheffels, who has been
,ith the United Press Asobert Sutherland, with
I experience in the New
tes; Gerald Bowman,
'

ith International News

hael Roshkind, formerly
news room; Creighton
tilliam McSherry, form news room of the NBC
division.

have created shows, may move trans-

mitting equipment within the camps
and broadcast them in conjunction
with the current war bond drive. This
particular arrangement, he said, is
made available through the coordinated efforts of the National Entertainment Industry Council and its affiliated branches. The schedule of shows,
time and camps will be made available to all local radio stations as soon

your community. county or state in an
equitable distribution of any funds collected by state county or local war finance committees.
2. Sell

individual advertisers nn the

sponsorship of announcements, programs
or service features.

3. Organize special Third War Loan
programs and sell participation In such
programs to small or infrequent advertisers. For example, sell all, or as many
as possible, of the merchants on a given
street to snnesor a program. or organize
the shoe dealers of your community to
hack the Third War Loan with a program of their own.

ance

Division. They are entitled
"Sacrifice Day" and star John Charles
Thomas; Commentator John Nesbitt
with Victor Young's orchestra,
"Axis Pay Day" starring Joe and
E.
Brown, Dennis Day and Wilbur
Hatch's orchestra. The "Treasury
Star Parade" will not be available for
local sponsorship.
NAB pointed out the benefit of interesting sponsors in buying time for

the drive. Although the drive lasts
three weeks, says NAB, many,
First on the list of special avail- only
sales can be made to new advertisers
able for local sponsorship

are these
a 13 or 26 -week basis, also many
Treasury shows: News Commentator on
have found that selling the
Rush Hughes on 20 five-minute discs, stations
on a special campaign su -ll
two quarter-hour shows, made by advertiser
this affords an opening for a more
Treasury in cooperation with the Re- as
permanent contract.

Monday, August
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COASTTO COAST

**

-

LITTLE-KNOWN story of Emma
Gundar Haegg, world champion mile Joel Rickman, veteran editorial
Lazarus' poem, "The New Colos- runner, was the guest of Dennis James, writer formerly with the San Fransus," which stands at the base of the sports telecaster, on the DuMont station. cisco "Examiner" and "Call -Bulletin,"
Statue of Liberty, was dramatized W2XWV, New York. last night. It has joined the newsroom staff of
yesterday afternoon on "Thanks to was Haegg's initial appearance on KPO, San Francisco ....New anAmerica" from New England Mutual any television station in the U. S. or nouncer at KPO is Russell Snow,
Hall, over WNAC, Boston, and as- abroad. Other acts on the Sunday telecast formerly of WBZ-WBZA, Boston....
sociated stations of the Yankee net- included a one -act play, "Folks Out Our Newcomer to KPO sales staff is Carl
Way." by C. Elizabeth Ayres, presented Nielson, formerly of KJBS, San Franwork.
by players of the American Television cisco. He replaces Don Staley, who
Larry Scarborough, WMBR, Jackson- Society, and an appearance by Pauline is now in the Navy.
ville, Florida, is being "piped" to WFOY, Alpert. pianist. *

*

.,

St. Augustine, for a new series, "Broad
Side of the News," which will be heard
WAOV, Vincennes, Indiana, recently
three times weekly. Fort Marion Chev- carried part of the ceremonies of a
rolet Company. in contracting for this big celebration which took place in
new series upped their radio budget 108 the city. Events marking this day
per cent.

*

C. Herbert Masse has been promoted to sales manager of WBZ-

WBZA, Boston and Springfield, Mass.
succeeding Frank R. Bowes, who has

been inducted into the United States
Army: His appointment was announced last week by C. S. Young,

*

r

*

Along" program, and has a fifteen - sary on order.

*

braska, in

Ray Olson and Russ Baker.

show on its new five-day schedule.
*

scripting.

18

',,I5

19 120

21

John

77 23

s

26!27,2ü 29 30
August 23

Michael Bartlett
Vivian Crozier
Karen Kempel
John McCarthy
Maj. Ray Perkins
Art Van Harvey

i.

t

.7

Wendell Hall
Lawrence Marks
Frank Pacelli
Evelyn Skidmore
Forrest Wallace

(Continued from Page

*

*

*

Worcester,

WTAG,

them to the station where the broadcast
was piped in.... WTAG softball team
has its first femme manager, Margaret
Michaud, secretary to David H. Harris,
WTAG program manager.
*

*

*

be heard Tuesdays through
for 15 minutes at 10:30 p.m
The enlarged renewal

covers all times of the d

course of a week, covering

as early as 7:30 a.m. and
12 midnight. On Mondays

Hans Jacob, news commentator, days and Fridays from 7:
will interview Walter F. Willcox, a.m., Crawfords has adde

professor emeritus of Cornell Uni- program of recordings. Th
versity and vice-president of Inter- ute news period at 8:30 a,:
national Statistical Institute, on W9V, days, Thursdays and Satur
New York, tomorrow.
*

*

renewed.

However,

Lawrence program at

th
1

Larry Wayne has left the announcing 12:45 p.m. Mondays, Wed
staff of WEDC, Chicago, for Green Bay, Fridays and at 12:45 to 1

Wisconsin, where he begins today as days, Thursdays and Sat
new Crawford listing. The
announcer on WTAQ, CBS affiliate.
*
*
*
two new listings include
Glenn Wilson has been added to by Benny Goodman at 7:

sippi, news editor and announcer has merly with WTIC, Hartford, Conn.,
returned to his post after several weeks as an announcer. For Columbia he
spent in conducting revivals in several will produce and announce shortSouthern states. Brinn is reputed to be wave programs, and will broadcast
the nation's only full-time news editor news to North Africa and Europe
and minister, holding both positions at in English.
the same time. While he was away his
*

*

Jerry Lawrence progr.

Mondays through Saturda
The renewed programs,
to those mentioned heretofo
"63 Club," orhestra and
talent at 6:03 p.m. Sundays
p.m.; a five-minute sport

6:20 p.m. Monday through F
United States Coast Guard Glee Club Saturday musical quiz sho
tion chief Bill McHan....Maxell Williams,
WCBI chief engineer, is back from a of 25 voices under the direction of Coxs- until 7:30 p.m.; "Five -Star F
vacation in Kansas.... Madge Moore is wain Vernon Duke will be heard tonight necessary talent at 1:15 for

back to work alter a vacation

in the

Ozarks as director of the remote studios
of WCBI at West Point, Miss....Jimmie
Eatherton, WCBI commercial manager,
has joined the state guard.

OI

invited 5ity of New Jersey. Dr. Ki

CBS shortwave production and 10 minutes Mondays, Wed
Brinn, WCBI, Columbus, Missis- the
announcing staff. Wilson was for- Fridays, and an additiona

news post was filled by WCBI producBob Crosby

cast recently on the BBC program "Hello

to

Children,"

*

the events that brought fame. At
broadcasting divisions as guests of to
climax of the salute, the mother,
the Crosley Corp. Features of the the
or sweetheart of the hero, or
outing were á round trip on the Wife
man himself, when available, will
river boat; swimming in the park's the
s
ep
up
to the WBT mike and make
pool; dancing to Phil Davis' 14 -piece a personal
appeal, challenging to lisWLW-W'SAI orchestra; and two
broadcasts originating from Coney tener to do his part. Adele McCarty,
WBT continuity head, will do the
Island.

17

Crawford's WMCA
Increases News

Sutton, Mass. three years ago, had
Vicks Chemical Company will sponsor the no means of hearing their father broadchild of

families of the manufacturing and

a

When two British children, evacuated

September is

Coming," popular local show and brain

.

9

new salesman; Beverly Bat
merly of KJBS, San Francis
tinuity writer; Grant Holco

I

1.000 pipe cleaners with an air appeal
" daily show on
about the need of a sick girl who had "We Salute
to keep clear a silver throat tube with *BT, Charlotte, North Carolina, will
de devoted to the Third War Loan.
them.
*
I
*
Shows will pay tribute to Carolinas'
Eleventh annual Crosley picnic was fighting men who have distinguished
held at Coney Island, amusement themselves. With dramatic setting of
music and script, story will go
park on the Ohio River above Cin- both
cinnati, with both employees and back to pre-war days, picking up
the threads there, and follow through

1

Personnel changes at K6

Francisco, include Gordon W:
merly at KOMO-KJR, Seatth
ington, announcer; Davidson

*
*
*
announcer, formerly of KPRC
As a tribute to the courageous Chinese, Side, California; Mary Scott
the Municipal Broadcasting System is the traffic department; and

minute program of his own from 2:45Coming back to WOW, Omaha, Ne- 3 p.m. on Thursdays.
*
*
*

More than 5,000 blades were received
by Austin Fenger, KSFO, San Francisco,
newscaster, in an appeal for knives for
American soldiers lighting in the South
Pacific. Fenger recently drew more than

action in Sicily.

offering "Thumbs Up For China" over Owen, on the engineering s
*
*
*
WNYC, New York, this Wednesday at
3:15 p.m.. EWT. Dr. B. A. Liu, former
WING,
Dayton,
Ohio, has
were a parade featuring mechanized president of the China Industrial Train- with the Miami Valley
equipment from nearby Air Base, ing Institute in Nanking, will be guest Elizabeth's Hospital to Hospital
its
George Field, and air maneuvers. on the subject "China's Contribution to for carrying over thefeed
hospitc
Climax of the day was the appearance Science." Balance of the half-hour broad- systems.... Recent special
of the Jap sub, which is on a War cast will be devoted to the singing of WING was show featuring Hanet
Bond tour. Col. Edwin B. Bobzien, American and Chinese songs by a group Mayor of Overlook Project, a we
commanding officer at George Field, of children of both American extraction community, and Sgt. Bennett, chl
whose squadron was responsible for and Chinese descent.
Air Courier Service. Smith descri
e
*
the capture of the sub when stathe community had set up its o
tioned in Hawaii, gave an address.
Chet Kingsbury is a new addition city inside Dayton and runs
WAOV carried his speech as well as to the CBS organist staff. Kingsbury, affairs; Bennett described the
the ceremonies of swearing in formerly a free-lance artist, has been
of licensed pilots who de
WAC's into the Women's Army assigned to the CBS Landt Trio "Sing tjon
material anywhere where it ma

general manager of the stations....
Masse has announced the addition
of Gerald H. Slattery to the sales
staff of WBZ-WBZA. Slattery replaces R. Howard Milner, who also Corps.
has left for active duty with the
Army.

will be a brief interview with o
members of the C. G. who has

over WHN, New York. One of the program's features will be the introduction
of the new Coast Guard fighting song
"The Silver Shield," written by Duke
and Howard Dietz. Also on the show

utes, Tuesdays and Thurs
minute news period at 12
Monday through Thursda
Sunday "Headlines on Pa
necessary talent at 8:30 u

I(

ass
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TEN CENTS

(:ox Comm. Setting Plans
13 Merit -Raise Rule
,o (erns

Small Outlets

shington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

1ington-The difficulty which
'en

encountered in the past in

sing of wages in organizations

ring less than 30 employees-

classification would, of course,
i many radio stations-has been
ated by a special exemption

nnounced by the War Labor

new formula for such organipermits merit increases with (Continued

on Page 5)

a Genuis' Quiz
binds Show On WABC
t:ri You

FDR From Ottawa
Networks and many independent
stations here and in Canada have
scheduled President Roosevelt's ad.

dress before the Canadian Parka.
ment in Ottawa tomorrow at 12:30
p.m., EWT. Expected that Prime
Minister W. L. Mackenzie King will
speak for about 10 minutes fol.
lowed by Roosevelt who is ached.

Will Start New Phases In Washington
Soon As Rep. Miller Can Preside;
Another Week Of "Language"
Jergen Journal Subs

uled for 15 minutes.

Lead Night Programs
Ontario Joins CBC

In Air -School Plan

August 15 Hooper "National" Program Ratings Report lists the Walter
Winchell program, with Fulton Oursler, Louella Parsons and Robert St.
John substituting for Winchell on
the Blue Network, in first place

t and on CBS, Thursdays, 5:30- Education Advisor. One of the last

acts of the late Minister of Educaas the "studio tion, Hon. Duncan McArthur, was to
asks a variety of questions give his approval to a plan for a
ay. Questions rate a certain
(Continued on Page 7)

n., EWT.
it Chappell,

points and their total

(Continued on Page 5)

al Carnegie On MBS
Weekly Show Sept. 2

Bureau, RADIO DAILY

come

to

the

Capital

to

preside.

Present plan is for Miller to preside
as a sub -committee of one, with associate committee Counsel Fred L.
Walker

presenting the

committee

was
Montreal-Next winter for the first among the "First 15" evening pro- hoped that sessions could get under

time, the Ontario Department of Edu- grams. "Mr. District Attorney" is curcation will collaborate with the Canain second place and Kay Kyser
Al You a Genius," quiz show in dian Broadcasting Corp. in present- rently
(first half hour) is third.
every member of the listening ing over the air, educational programs The complete list of the Hooper
2e is a contestant, is now heard designed especially for the schools of
(Continued on Page 2)
BC four afternoons a week, Ontario. This new development was
rs, Tuesdays, Wednesdays and announced by R. S. Lambert, CBC's New Alaska Transmitter

of

Washington

Washington-Resumption of hearings before the Cox Committee in
Washington will be announced as
soon as word is received from Representative Louis H. Miller, now at
home in St. Louis, as to when he can

WHN War Loan Buildup
Via Star Baseball Game
As a prelude to the Government's

Will Be Completed Oct. 1
Seattle-Construction of the new
watt transmitting plant at
KINY, Juneau, Alasaka, is now under
way with completion date set at Oct.
1, according to Edwin A. Kraft, radio
5,000

advertising

agency

executive

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 7)

WNEW Revamping
Weekend Schedule
With an eye toward the potentially

larger Sunday audience created by
the war and its subsequent effects as
well as the approaching termination
of the current vacation period, WNEW

has revised almost the entire Sunday

who afternoon and evening program list-

ings. The new programs offer a varied

coverage of news, education and enThird War Loan Drive WHN will
tertainment.
Carnegie, author and lecturer, broadcast an exclusive description of Blue Signs 2 Renewalsimportant innovation at
heard in a weekly program the baseball game to be played by
'Sanctum' Replacement Most (Continued
on Page 6)
'Little Known Facts About teams comprising of stars of the
A new program which will replace
sown People" over WOR and Yankees, Dodgers and Giants and big
ltual network on Thursday, name ball players now in the armed "Inner Sanctum Mystery," which Treasury Dept. Sets Up
at 10:15-10:30 p.m., EWT. In service.
moves to CBS in September, will
Special Events "Tent"
r program, Carnegie will offer

ing and unfamiliar sidelights
tonalities often in the news.
ogram will be sponsored by
nk W. Lee Co.

t Three -In -a -Row
F
the third time In as many
`fir the CBS program, the Landt
141.ade farewell to a fellow work-

er. .rat it was organist Fred Felbel
1°3hyassed his
ago it

~a
Pact

army physical; two
was piano-accom-

Curley Mahr who left to
'*l= fob in a West Coast defense

and now the trio's publicity
Harry Feeney has left to loin
Mors.

Red Barber and Connie Desmond, be inaugurated by the Blue Net (Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 2)

CBS Withdraws Opposition
To Longer WN YC Night -Hours
Columbia Pix Buys Rights
To CBS' "The Whistler"
IVest Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY

CBS, in a petition filed yesterday
with the FCC, withdrew its opposition to longer hours of operation for
WNYC, New York, for the duration

of the war, provided, that

in the
Hollywood-Motion picture rights
to the Columbia Pacific Network opinion of the Commission, such action would aid in the
effort.
radio thriller, "The Whistler," have CBS is owner and operatorwar
of WCCO,
been purchased by Columbia Pic- Minneapolis and St. Paul, Class I statures from CBS, it was announced tion, operating full time with 50,000

by Donald W. Thornburgh, vice-presi- watts power on 830 kilocycles,
WNYC
dent in charge of the Pacific Coast operates with 1,000 watts during
the
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 6)

-

War Finance Committee of the
Treasury Dept. has taken over the
"big top" in back of the Roxy Theater
near Radio City which it will use for
(Continued on Page 2)

S. S. Victor Herbert
New Liberty Ship, the "Victor
Herbert," a birthday gift to Major
General Jonathan M. Wainwright,

taken by the Japs at Corregidor,
was christened by Mrs. Claude
Pepper last Sunday at Panama

City, Florida. The "Victor Herbert,'
named for the composer and
founder of Ascap, is a sixtieth birth-

day present to the General, who
is being held on Formosa.

2

Tuesday, August 24, g,,

RADIO DAILY
Blue Signs 2 Renewals- New Alaska Transmitter
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owns KINY and KTKN, Ketchikan.
Chief engineer Vincent I. Kraft is
in charge, assisted by resident engi-

neer David Jefferies, and crew of
radio technicians who made the trip

north to complete the project as
acterizes a nation at war, Carter quickly as possible.
Products, Inc., will launch "KeepTransmitter and tower will be
Saturdays, Sundays sakes" Sept. 5 as a substitute pro- located on the Alaska Juneau Gold
:

and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York,
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
President and Publisher; Donald M. Mcrae',
eau, Treasurer find General Manager; Chester
B. Bahn, Vice -President; Charles A. Alicoate,
Secretary. Terms (Post free) United States
outside of Greater New York, one year, $10;
foreign, year, $15. Subscriber should remit
with

work on Sept. 5. The new show,
together with two renewals, heads
the list of new business announced
late last week by the network.
In response to the current interest
in the past which invariably char-

gram for "Inner Sanctum Mystery." Mining property, about two miles
The new half-hour program will be south of Juneau. Studios will conheard at the same time, Sunday at tinue to be in the Decker Building
8:30 p.m., EWT, in behalf of Carter's in downtown Juneau. A full 16 -hour

Little Liver Pills, on a network of schedule, supervised and largely pro82 Blue stations. Ted Bates, Inc., is grammed by the War Department,

the agency.
Listeners will be invited to submit
Phone Wlsconsin
N. Y.
7-6338. Chicago, Ill.-Frank Burke, Suite "keepsakes," a bit of poetry or prose
1800-A, Merchandise Mart, Phone Delaware
which the sender thinks is worth
RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York,
7-6337,

7-6336,

Hollwood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425
Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5,
4950.

1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
under the act of March 3, 1879.

will be broadcast for troops and civilians in the territory. Special Service
Division of the Army is transcribing
practically all top-ranking chain

remembering, to be read against a shows, and rushing these to Alaska
musical background and followed by by air, so that the military forces
an old song which fits the same mood. may hear their favorite features soon
Listeners will receive $5 for each after they are originally released in
the States.
"keepsake" used.
In the cast will be Dorothy Kirsten,
soprano, Mack Harrell, baritone, and Treasury Dept. Sets Up
the Carter chorus of nine voices,
with the orchestra directed by Harry
Special Events "Tent"

FINANCIAL
(Monday, August 23)

Sosnik.

Mueller Company, Jersey
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
(Continued from Page 1)
Net City, N. J., has renewed "Morning
rallies and origination of special
Chg.
High Low Close
Market
Basket"
for
52
weeks
on
the
events for radio. Special events direc155
154V8 155
Am. Tel. G Tel
effective Sept. 14. Featuring tor yesterday took a group of trade
205/e
CBS A
205/e 205/e - 3/e Blue
201/2
21
20)/x CBS
Isabel Manning Hewson, the program press newspapermen through the pre183/4
183/4
183/4 - 1/4 is heard in behalf of Mueller's macaCrosley Corp.
mises revealing the facilities for the
361/2 357/8 36
- 54
Gen. Electric
211/4
213/8
Philco
211/a - 3/4 roni Monday, Wednesday and Friday rallies and events to be carried out in
91/e - 1/3 on 36 Blue stations. Duane Jones the interest of the Third War Loan.
91/4
9
RCA Common
69
683/4 6834 - 7/8
RCA First Pfd.
Company, New York, handles the Big top recently housed the Larry
11!8 111/4 11
Stewart -Warner
C.

B

F.

1

1/8

.

Westinghouse

927/e

917/8

917'8 -

1/2

311/8
303/8
303/8 - 13/8
Zenith Radio
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
31/4
3
31/4 + 1/8
Nat. Union Radio

OVER THE COUNTER

Bid

Farnsworth Tel. G Rad
Stromberg-Carlson
WCAO (Baltimore)

Wilt (Detroit)

Asked

83/8

83/4

101/4
19

111/4
22

271/2

291/2

Jergen Journal Subs
Lead Night Programs
(Continued from Page 1)

"First 15" follows: Walter Winchell
(Substitute); Mr. District Attorney;

Kay Kyser (first half hour) ; Your Hit

Parade; Screen Guild Players; Take
It Or Leave It; Can You Top This?;

Heatter (Tues., Thurs.) ;
Durante-Moore-Cugat; Bing Crosby;
Ellery Queen; Joan Davis -Jack Haley;
Adventures of the Thin Man; Gabriel
Gabriel

Heatter (Mon., Wed., Fri.) and One

account.
Sunbrock circus, and will be renamed
Effective Sept. 27, Miles Labora- Victory Square.

tories, Inc., has renewed its two pro-

grams on the Blue Network, "Quiz
Kids" and "Lum and Abner," both
heard in behalf of Alka-Seltzer and
One -A -Day Vitamins.

"Quiz Kids," sponsored by Miles
on the Blue since Sept. 4, 1940, will

WORL
BOSTON

MASS.

(Continued from Page 1)

regulars for the WHN Dodger
continue to be aired Sunday from WHN
7:30-8 p.m., EWT, on 131 stations. broadcasts, will be on hand to give
play-by-play description of the
"Lum and Abner," presented by the
which will be played August 26
Miles on the Blue since Sept. 29. game
5 p.m., EWT.
1941, will continue to be heard Mon- at The
Third War Loan Drive officially
day through Thursday from 8:15- gets under
way in all sections of the
8.30 p.m., EWT, on 102 stations.
Wade Advertising Agency, Chicago, United States on Sept. 9.
handles the account.
'

Columbia Pix Buys Rights
To CBS' "The Whistler"
(Continued from Page 1)

division of CBS. Plans call for the
Man's Family.
The second half hour of the Kay production of two feature pictures
Kyser program leads the programs based on "The Whistler" stories by
broadcast after 10:30 p.m., EWT, producer J. Donald Wilson during the
which are not measured in the East- next twelve months with options on
ern Time Zone.
film rights for the following two
years. "The Whistler" is now heard
each Friday night, 9-9:30 p.m., PWT,
THIS LITTLE BUDGET over Columbia Pacific network staWENT TO

WHN War Loan Buildup
Via Star Baseball Game

tions from KNX in Hollywood.

Taylor-Swarthout Return

CO
ce

Army Air Force and to consult willh He,,,
film producers on new Air Force p ictur
THAD HOLT, president and general
of WAPI, Birmingham, Ala., is het e
ferences at the headquarters of CB!

gag

f,co

WILLIAM T. LANE, station manage r of 40

Blue Network outlet

in Syracuse,

h

I. Y1

town on station and network busines s.

E. C. HUGHES, commercial managen o' It
Corpus Christi, Tea., who had been her, ho
a week, left yesterday on the return trip ti

Southwest.

ONA MUNSON arrived from Hollywoi

or

the week-end. She will make guest appc nc
while in town and is definitely se t fop:
on "Cavalcade of America" and the hil
Morris" show.

BOB KING, the Blue Network's rowi ng rrtr
TOM HARKER, the network's accour t city
for Coca-Cola, and FRANK OTT, of the 1r

agency, are in Atlanta to set the st age f

"Spotlight Bands" program which w ill oal
at Ft. MacPherson, Ga.

W. C. IRWIN, vice-president and cornul
manager of WSOC, Charlotte, N. C., k
for talks with the New York repres entail
the station.
HERBERT R. KENDRICK, station and ere

cial manager of WiLS, Beckley, West Va;
a short business trip to New York.
LOIS JANUARY, "Reveille Sweetheart' :s
on WABC, is back from Ft. Washingtordr
where

was

she

crowned

"Sweetheart

ti

Camp."

WILLIAM F. MALO, commercial many
WDRC, Hartford, in town from Connecti
a short business trip.
LINDSAY WELLINGTON, North Amerk
rector of BBC,
clipper.

has

arrived from

Lond

ROYAL E. PENNY, sales manager of 9.
G O outlet of CBS in Charlotte, N. C., hasp
the executive contingent currently in He '0

-

on business.

"Hot"
Availabilit yl
Six 15 minute periods

tot

"Spotlight on Rhythm",
2:45-3:00 P.M.

Monday thru Saturd ay
CONNECT IN
CONNECTICUT
Use WDRC to sell the

ford Trading

Connecticut's Major

Mar-

Write Wm.

for Connecticut.

Malo, Commercial Manager,

for full details.

WLT H

eaart-

ket
- with an Effective
Buying Income of $5028.60

EWT, after a six -week vacation. To
observe the day, special program has

been planned of the numbers most
frequently requested by listeners
since the show has been on the air.

--

CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

Gladys Swarthout and Deems Taylor return to the CBS "Family Hour"
to 5:45 p.m.,

MA). BEN LYON, master of

the BBC -Mutual "Stars and Stripes in
program, has arrived in America to coot wi
public relations officers of the Ei ghthi.

585.00.

1

per family!

show this Sunday, 5

COMIFIG and GOII;

Basic CBS

1

I

IN BALTIMO RE
TOM TINSLEY, Presiden

r

REPRESENTED BY HEADIEY.REED

MEET
STAR -FACE...
He's Going to Visit Every Radio Home
in America to Sell RADIO
As It Has Never Been Sold Before!

Star -Face is the biggest thing in radio promotion that has
ever hit America.

Who's behind him?-The sponsors, the stars, the agencies,
the stations, and the network that put on the country's top
radio shows.

Who's going to benefit from his work?-Those same sponsors, stars, agencies, stations, and network-plus America's
listeners up and down the land.
Star -Face, symbol. of NBC's Parade of Stars, is going to do a

promotion job that will set the country talking-and listening more avidly than ever. Here's the set-up:
The stars of 42 NBC programs have cut records packed with

the same action, appeal, and excitement they put into their
"live" shows. In all, 4609 recordings of shows have been
made for this one promotion.

These recordings have gone to all NBC affiliated stations in
132 dynamite -loaded portfolios, ready, for those stations to

build them into five, fifteen, or thirty minute complete
shows. And in those same portfolios is the ammunition to

promote NBC's Parade of Stars in every conceivable way, in
every town, to every radio home in the country!
From proofs of ads to press releases, from window posters to
car cards, from prints of stars to spot announcements-the
whole shooting match of spectacular and sure-fire promotion
is packed into these portfolios.

We think your own publicity instinct will help you evaluate this promotion ... without our mentioning such
figures
as 1320 spot announcements ... 10,560 mats and proofs
of
ads .... 11,088 mats and proofs of stars' photos
... 500,000

gummed letter -stickers

...

etc., etc.

The National Broadcasting Company
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Los Angeles'

Now Open for
L

By RALPH WILK

XAVIER CUGAT and his ban(

scheduled to play at Han o

Field, Calif., August 30.
i®

"THE
GREEN

HORNET'
Currently
BLUE Network

6 30 -7 P. M.
Sundays
Five Years
Coast -to -Coast
Build-up

A Reporter's Report Card ...

PRESIDENT FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT: In 1913, when you
were acting Secretary of the Navy, you appointed a board of officers to
draw up plans for the creation of a Naval Aeronautical Service, the main
base to be located at Pensacola, Florida....in recognition of the 30th anal-.
versary of Naval Aviation, "Vox Pop" with Parks Johnson and Columnist

Jordan Federal
Ace"
Broadcast
Four Years
Coast -to -Coast

of the NBC publicity departmett
tablished some kind of a record

they found an apartment in 20
utes.

Morgan Ryan, account exec

for the Sherman & Marquette Ag

Ed Sullivan (batting for vacationing Warren Hull) will emanate next Monday
from the "Annapolis of the Aií'....MAESTRO BOBBY SHERWOOD: You

arrived at KNX this week from
York on business connected wit]

might be interested to learn that the team of Bob and Gayle. featuring
songs and patter, gave an audition last week and as a result may get a
live times a week spot at NBC....we say you might be interested because
that vet vaude team happens to be your parents....DINAH SHORE: You

spending the greater part of his

will be the first guest star on Don Ameché s new program, "What's New?"
which debuts early next month.... VICTOR BORGE: Your Frau will make
her movie debut when she appears with you in the. RICO flicker, "Higher
and Higher"....JOHNNY GART: Verly Mills, CBSwing harpist, heard with
your jive trio each afternoon, will be seen and heard in the forthcoming
Broadway musical, "Mexican Hayride."

Frank Capka, CBS-KNX
writer who joined the U. S. Nat

JACK CARSON: Because of the nice comedy job he's
been doing on your Campbell Souper-duper, Dave Willock gets the
comedy lead opposite Betty Grable in her forthcoming flicker, "Pin
Up Girl"....JOAN DAVIS: You, Nancy Coleman and Ann Shirley
rate bows for the weekly buffet suppers and entertainment that you
provide at your home for convalescents from the Army Air Corps
Base Hospital at Victorville, Cal.....you kept it quiet long enough
and we think all of you, who do so much for our Fighting Yanks,
deserve Radiokays....MERLE ALCOCK: Your protege, Eileen Farrell, who twice before, appeared as guest singer on the "American
Family Hour," CBStarts as a regular on that program with tonight's
broadcast....JACK (KMA) KELLY: Got quite a kick out of your
"Mussolini Poem,"....sorry we can't print it here....JAY JOSTYN:

" Ned

Hal Halley, new Palladium
agent, and his bride, Joyce N

A "Mr. District Attorney" script, which you autographed was turned
over by NBC to the proper channels and was auctioned off for $1,000
at a recent War Bond Rally....OTTO PREMINGER: Martha Deane

will quiz you on her WOR program Friday....seems someone told
her you write, act, direct and produce plays....GEORGE RAFT:
Reason why Morton Downey nixed appearing in a film with you is,
this....his radio career comes first, last and always with the
ebullient Celt.

***

RAY KNIGHT: One of your producers, Alex Leftwich, was
turned down by the Army last week.... RAYMOND SCOTT: We just happened to tune in last Tuesday (11:30-12 midnight) to your new 29 -piece
NELSON EDDY: You
CBSwingeroo....what are sponsors waiting lore
are listed to Guestrill on the Telephone Hour's second NBCast, which will
emanate from Hollywood, September 6.... CHANTECLEERS: The audition
was okay and you MBStart a series of Saturday programs, early next month
.ED BROWNE: When the harmony team known as Escorts and Betty was

formed in Chicago, the gal was Betty Olsen....when the team came to

CBS "Judy Canova Show."

night in Hollywood searching

hotel space, Ryan claims he'll ]

his tent with him on his next
trip.

March, 1942, now boasts a second

yeoman rating and is stationed ah

Submarine Chaser Training
at Miami, Florida.

Ci et-

Bob Crosby and his band will p.
pear at the San Francisco Civic iii.
torium August 28. Others who ill;
appear with him will be Jo Sta rd

and the Pied Pipers. The trout ir'
expected to play to 16,000 ser e men and 6,000 hostesses.
Capitol Records is re -issuing "lis

Twilight Til Dawn," which watt corded by Ceelle Burke and hi:rchestra, It was written by lei
René.

Our Passing Show: Judy Cara.
Martha Scott, Carlton Alsop,

Haley, Don Belding, Edward And,
Don Quinn, Milt Samuel, Bill GI'

win, Carroll Nye, Andy Kelly el
Maurice Morton dining at the Bra

Derby; Shirley Dinsdale. mis
"Judy Splinters," watching the ",Iy
Canova Show."
Jimmy Durante, between reheails
on the Garry Moore -Jimmy Dur to
airshow, is scanning the script oft:
new M -G -M opus, "Two Sisters .d

A Sailor" in which maestro Xa'r
Cugat, of the same air series,

11

also appear.

Decca company officials predict e

Sportmen's new recording of
Toky-I-O" will emerge as

",-

a

A sophisticated Hollywood pre%

audience tossed laurels at 'So .

Is Washington," the new film fea

ing the rural characters, "Lump
Abner," portrayed by Chet Laic

and Norris Goff.
Virginia Lindsey, former manar
of the Tom Fizdale office in Ho."

wood, and in private life, Mrs.:
Lindsey, gave birth to a babY 14
August 19. Baby weighed six
three-quarter pounds, and will '

ING-TRENDLE

New York to appear on the NBC variety show, "Everything Goes," Betty
was replaced by Helen Nash, but the "team name" was retained....now
Helen leaves for Chicago to become the party of the first part at a marriage
oh yes, it
and will, In turn, be replaced by Betty Randall.... the acts
will be called Escorts and Betty....THREE SISTERS: You will make your
theater debut in three weeks....HAL McINTYRE: When you and your
crew complete the flicker "Hey Rookie" which you will make for Columbia

BROADCASTING CORP.

Pictures, you will fly back to New York to open a lengthy stay at the
Hurricane.... to give you a chance to make you debut in the cinema, the

FUNNY MONEY 4i

nightclub date was set back from September 15 to 24.

ALLEN A. FUNT RADIO
52 Vanderbilt Avenue

over Mutual

1700 Stroh Building,;

Detroit, Michig

**

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

>t

seller after 30 days on the mark(

named Elizabeth Ann.

59 Stations Rave

Abo1

PRODUCTIC'

New York t'

'utfay August 24,

1943

waIc rxusHaM moras

Chicago
U
By FRANK BURKE

KERR manager of "Hi, Lo,
k and the Dame" passed
Chicago yesterday en route
wood and a picture contract
quartet. Unit is cast for "Hi
movie production.
nry, publicity director at

Dane will replace John in
of "Mike O'Hara" on the

Parks, ace Chicago "Herald" reporter, will appear with
. Lindley, host commentator
"Washington Reports on Rag" program on NBC next Sung
2 p.m., CWT.
Parks has
expose of black market here
aper.

General Tire and Rubber Company

by KHUB, Watsonville, California. America" over the Yankee network
Program is sponsored by a local bank, and WJW, Akron, Ohio. Program is
and all commercials have been turned largely musical, although comment
to selling War Bonds.
by Professor William L. Stidger of
Featured entertainers include Pfc. Boston University is featured. ReguDick Vance, who before induction lar spots in the program are held by
sang a quarter-hour to the Pacific a trio, the General Tire orchestra and
network of CBS; pianist Harry Zohn, a tenor, with weekly guest artists

is

week.

ars sports and special events
for WSBT, South Bend, Ind.,
the WGN sports staff this

regular "Help Wanted" pro-

be broadcast by a major

radio station celebrated its

1 on WGN, Monday, Aug. 23.

titled "Tunes and Oppor-

and each day six Chicago em -

'Are You a Genuis Quiz

will have chance to tell Its - tions have been received from all
jobs available in their parts of the country.
Program will be heard Mon Musical interludes are provided by
ugh Friday 9:30-10 a.m.
Charles Paul at the organ.
"National Barn Dance."

G Joining Blue

ve Oct. 4, WFPG, Atlantic
J., will become affiliated
.

e Blue Network as a basic
entary station, bringing the
mber of Blue affiliates to 165.

is owned by the Neptune

,casting Corp. and operates full
With 250 watts power on a freof 1450 kilocycles. E. E. Kohn
ger of WFPG.

Chicago,

friends.

Aluminum Company of America.

WLB Merit -Raise Rule

WAR ADVERTISING COUNCIL
has appointed Arthur Hirose, director

of promotion and market research,

McCall Corporation, as research cooridnator for the Council, and Norwood

Weaver,

director, magazine

marketing service, as Associate Coordinator. Both assignments are on a
volunteer basis. Hirose and Weaver
will work closely with commercial
research organizations and with marketing executives to make use of the
the listeners are asked to rate them- five cents per straight time -hour for research facilities offered to the War
selves and send in their score. A 75 all employees in the establishment Advertising Council in connection
point score gives a listener an "as- whose wages or salaries are under with urgent home front campaigns.
sistant genius" rating, while a mark WLB authority.
of 90 or better makes one an "asso- These increases are not to exceed JOSEPH E. BOYLE, an Associated
ciate genius."
rate paid by the employer Press correspondent in the Middle
Listeners to the program also par- the highest
similar jobs between last June West for many years, has joined the
ticipate in another way. They are for
July,' 1942, nor may they be used public relations staff of J. Walter
asked to send in interesting questions and
justify price increases or the rais- Thompson Company. He is an inand for each one used on the air, a to
of other wages within the estab- structor in public relations at ColumWinston Encyclopedic Dictionary is ing
bia University and for five years was
awarded to the writer of the ques- lishment to correct inequities.
national director of promotion for the
tion. To date, more than 60,000 ques-

of

D. Legear Medicine Company
Flex -O -Glass Company have
or 15 minute sponsorships on

MALCOLM HOWARD,

has been named to handle the account of Seymour Products Com-

scheduled.

to the staff of WBBM.
Expands Show On WABC
Concerns Small Outlets
Gibbs, director of the
of All Churches," is spend (Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page I)
two -week vacation at the equals 100. After each question is out approval of the WLB provided the
Music Camp radio -drama posed, the listeners are given time, total to any individual does not exp at Interlochen, Mich. How - during a musical interlude, to write ceed ten cents per straight time -hour
y is pinch-hitting while he's down their answers.
during any year starting with last
"Studio Genius" Chappell gives the
1, and provided the total amount
atts, tenor on the "Carna- correct answers before proceeding to July
in these increases in any one
gram of the Blue, joined the the next question. After each session, involved
year does not exceed an average of

oland, former Notre Dame
line coach and for the past

as last year's drive. Spot radio will be
used in area east of the Mississippi.

pany, Chicago, manufacturers of an
all-purpose cleaner and - a venetian
Broadcast originates at Yankee net- blind cleaner. A test campaign has
been inaugurated in the Chicago terwork headquarters in Boston, and is ritory.
Radio is being used.
oroadcast at 5:30 p.m., EWT, each
Sunday.
SAMUEL GOLDWYN, film producer, has appropriated $500,000 for
a national advertising campaign to
promote his forthcoming "The North
"King for a Day"
Star," which will be distributed
"King for a Day" is the new week- through RKO Radio Pictures. Donaly show on KSAL, Salina, Kansas. hue & Coe handles the account.
"War Is Your Business"
The "king" is an outstanding soldier
In cooperation with the Ordnance from nearby camps. He is interviewed JABEZ WILLIAMS has been apDepartment of the U. S. Army, WLW on the air and for one day, he and pointed art director of the trade diviis broadcasting a program titled "War his wife or buddy are given the best sion of J. Walter Thompson Co.
Is Your Business" this Sunday. hotel suite and their choice of any
Broadcast is part of the Department's entertainment in town....all at the
UNITED ARTISTS plans to diseffort to promote the conservation of expense of the hotel sponsoring the tribute
several million air maps as a
critical war material and to encour- show.
of its drive to publicize Walt
age men and women working in war The remainder of the half hour feature
plants to suggest new and better is given to playing musical numbers Disney's "Victory Through Air
methods in the production of war for the soldiers at the request of Power." The maps are produced by

thousand persons attended
ago -Land Music Festival at
Field on Saturday night with equipment.
eedings broadcast over WGN-

Sherr, pianist aranger, has

AGENCIES

"Thanks To America"
FLORIDA CITRUS COMMISSION,
new series of Army shows from Camp has launched a Sunday afternoon through Benton & Bowles, on or
MacQuaide, California, and broadcast radio show known as "Thanks to about Dec. 1 will start another campaign patterned along the same lines
"Join The Fight"
"Join the Fight" is the name of a

ack from a vacation trip of
ks.
g Sisters and Pat Buttram
featured on the Barn Dance
t over NBC from the Chi- former bandleader wt.) aired from
ic Theater on Saturday, and San Francisco; Pfc. Ed Costekyan,
w will originate their Sept. New York announcer, and Sgt. Jack
cast from the Indiana State De Mello, director of soldier band on
Indianapolis.
the program, and ex -music director
arkin, heard on NBC's "Road of KGO and the Blue Network, in
er" program will report to San Francisco. Program airs Fridays,
y at Camp Grant, Ill. on at 7:15-7:45 p.m., PWT.
30.
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Don Lee Extends Time
For Commentary Series

Wick Made Knight Asst.

Episcopal Church.

By Foote, Cone & Belding Les Mitchell To Freelance

Ted Wick, producer with Foote, Chicago --Les Mitchell, assistant
Cone & Belding agency, will assume program director of WBBM, Chicago,
the duties of assistant to Vick Knight, will leave his position shortly to go

vice-president and radio director of into free lance work as producer,
organization. Wick takes up his actor and writer. Mitchell will conSan Francisco-General David P. that
tinue as producer for CBS' "The
Barrows, military authority and for- new duties effective immediately.
Romance of Helen Trent." His sucmer president of University of Caliat WBBM has not yet been
fornia, has expanded his five -weekly "Yankee Doodle" Goes Network cessor
named.
commentary series on nine Don Lee
Following four months on WJZ, Mitchell made his radio debut in
stations to a tri-weekly stint on the "Yankee Doodle Quiz" is now being Detroit in 1935, later serving as proentire Don Lee coast hookup of 33 aired on the complete Blue and will ducer, actor, writer and announcer
stations. Program originates in Gen. be heard each week on Thursday on several Detroit stations. He joined
Barrows' study in Berkeley, and is from 10:30-11 p.m., EWT. The pro- WBBM in 1939 as producer and
was
relayed to the other stations via gram will also continue over WJZ
assistant program director
KFRC. Bob Bence produces and an- only via transcription Fridays at 8:30 appointed
in
charge
of
commercial
broadcasts
nounces the series.
p.m., EWT.
in 1943.

RADIO DAILY
PROGRAM REVIEWS

CBS Withdraws Opposition,
To Longer WNYC Night -Hours. GUEST -IN,

"Malta Spitfire"

(Continued from Page 1)
One of a series produced by NBC day on this same wavelength
and on the grounds that the extended
in cooperation with Council on Books in compliance with FCC rules and
of WNYC was not only
In Wartime, "Malta Spitfire," heard regulations signs off at sundown operation
contrary to the rules and regulations
over WEAF-NBC Sat. 8:30-9 p.m., Twin -City time.
the FCC but that such operation
EWT revealed a very ably written For several years, the City of New of
interfere with the night-time
script and equally well played half- York and officials of WNYC have would
rural service provided by WCCO.
hour production blended into a rous- been seeking to have their time of After
two
of intermittent hearing bit of drama which drove home operation extended. To date them ings the years
Federal Communications
to listeners the bravery and heroism efforts have been opposed by the Commission
the application
of Allied airmen. Probably the air- State of Minnesota and the Columbia of WNYC. In denied
October, 1942, WNYC
plane has intrigued man more than Broadcasting System, because the ex- filed an application
a Special
any other machine; likewise it has tended night-time operating schedule Service Authorization,for
which would
spurred men on to a courage and for WNYC would interfere with the permit the station to operate
daring almost beyond comprehension. program service provided to rural 10 p.m. prevailing Eastern Time.until
This
When the last page of history of

is written, Malta's listeners in the north central area was granted in December, 1942, withis contrary to the rules of the out notice to Columbia. When Columundoubtedly will rank and
bia filed a petition for rehearing, the
with the great heroes of all time and Commission.
grant was revoked and another hear"Wartime Necessity"
"Malta Spitfire" will probably prove
to be a most important document to WNYC in its latest request for ad- ing was scheduled for September 13,
the historian of 1950.
ditional time, however, stated in its 1943.
Radio adaptation of the book by application to the FCC that the serv- In announcing its willingness to
George F. Buerling and Leslie Roberts ice to be rendered would be 'needed withdraw opposition to the Special
was handled by Kenneth White. wartime services' for the people of Service Authorization grant, Colum-

World War II

defenders

Shows of this calibre more than jus- the city of New York. In the petitify so excellent a series.
tion filed yesterday, Columbia stated
that it 'desires to take no action

"Chick Carter"

"Chick Carter" show gives promise

of being to

kids what the "Nick

Carter" program is to adults. It's a

smoothly directed and acted show, and

which will in any way hamper the
fullest and most effective prosecution of the war,' and that 'it is the
sincere wish of Columbia to facilitate
and to aid in any way possible the

while there may be too many melo- complete prosecution of the war and
dramatic moments for grown-up lis- the proper defense of the people of
teners, it's swell fare for the young- this country.'
sters.
Columbia also stated that it canRecent episode dealt with black not, itself, possess knowledge of sufmarket activities of a crook named ficient facts regarding the strategy
Rattler, and there was some good of the war to enable it to determine
stuff in connection with Rattler's whether the operation of WNYC, as
treatment of his henchmen. Stephan proposed by the application, would
Schnabel is a convincing villain, and assist in the prosecution of the war
the part of Chick is made very real and the proper defense of the people
by young Bill Lipton. Jean McCoy of this country, but was willing to
is Chick's girl accomplice, and sounds leave the decision as to the merits of
just right in the role.
the case in the hands of the Federal
It's good entertainment of its kind, Communications Commission.
and is ably written by Ed Gruskin.
WNYC and the City of New York
Program is heard over WOR-Mu- first applied for operation until 10
tual, Monday through Friday, 5:30 p.m. on the WCCO channel in 1939.
p.m., EWT.
The application was opposed by

WNEW Will Revamp

Weekend Schedule

(Continued from Page 1)

Tuesday, August 24,941

bia specified that such grant should
be only for the duration of the war
or the license period of WNYC,
whichever period is shorter, and that
the extended time on the ajr should
be used only for programs in connection with the war effort.
No Waiving of "Rights"

MAJOR

ALEXANDER

p r;

SEVERSKY, noted aviator amai.,

plane designer, and author of ;w
tory Through Air Power"; L
COLONEL HAROLD E. HART
aviation authority and commanp

the First Pursuit Group in

,rl

War I; BRIGADIER GEM All
HENRY J. REILLY, military obs,o
lecturer and author, and Cpyi
LOWELL LIMPUS, syndicated did

tary analyst, and author of theetá
"How The Army Fights," disctimj

"Will a Separate Air Force
Victory,"

on

Theodore

l e!

Grk'I

"American Forum of the Air,"
(WOR-Mutual, 8 p.m.).

RUTH BRYAN OWEN, S

UNGER, AGNES DE MILLE,

WAYNE and ROBERT DELI
on J. C. Flippen's "Battle
Sexes," today (WEAF-NBC. 9
NANCY HEALY, night club

tainer just back from a nine,

tour of Alaska, on the "Report
Nation" program, today (WABC
9:30 p.m.).

PVT. CLARK DENNIS, radio p

before joining the Army, on

'

Shield & Company," today (WI F'.
Columbia also stated that in taking NBC, 12:05 a.m.).

such action, it was acting only to
DR. DONOVAN McCUNE,41
facilitate the establishment of a temporary service which may be deter- attending pediatrician of the B&es

mined to be necessary during the Hospital, discussing "Attitude Tot,d
wartime emergency, and that it was Pain," on "The Baby Institute," my
not waiving in any manner its right (WJZ-Blue Network, 10:30 a.m.)
to insist upon the maintenance of the
frequency of 830 kilocycles used by

COL. WALTER C. WHITE, °-

WCCO as a clear channel, and the mending Officer of the flying schoºt

fullest protection of the Commission's Randolph Field, Texas; LT. (Li
Rules and Regulations, the Com- MARKAN MALCOLM, in charg t
munications Act of 1934 and all ap- the primary training group; HARD
plicable laws of the United States. H. BUDDS, vice-president of le
Neither, in withdrawing its opposi- Fairchild Engine and Airplane Ca tion, Columbia stated, would it admit and RALPH DE PALMA, former u
that the operation of WNYC during racer and now chief testing engior
night-time hours would not cause for the Rangers, on "This Natiottt
interference within the territory War," today (WJZ-Blue Netw c,
10:30 p.m.).
Columbia and the State of Minnesota, served by WCCO.
in Exile," a program of recorded Mayor LaGuardia, Clifton Fadiman,
BERT LYTELL, on Wally But music that has been banned by the Dorothy Thompson, Jan Struther, worth's "Take -A -Card" quiz, toy
occupying Axis countries. "Stars and amongst others, will join the English (WOR-Mutual, 8:30 p.m.).
Stripes," a BBC feature, will now program, conversing with the English

WNEW is "Around the World in 30 be heard at 3 p.m., a period meant "experts" through special hook-up. DOROTHY JENKINS, "trot'
Minutes," a news period with remotes to compete with the various after- Lord Beveridge and Julian Huxley shooter" in a Bridgeport
war pl.
in Washington and London, heard noon symphonic programs. "Two on are amongst others who will be heard on Imogene Wolcott's "What's
Yi
at 10:30 p.m. The program is segre- The Aisle," to be heard at '4 p.m., from overseas at 5 p.m.
Idea," tomorrow (WOR-Mutual, 11!
gated in five-minute periods, pre- presents show tunes played by Merle Replacing John B. Kennedy's list- a.m.) .
senting the news of the wire, with Pitt and the WNEW orchestra.
ing, WNEW will present "The Weird
brief comments from Washington, and

London, followed by a profile of an
international personality, three minutes of a United Nation rendition and
concluding with five minutes of pre-

"The Time Machine," scheduled for Circle," sponsored by Howard Clothes,
in a series of mysteries scheduled for

4:35 p.m., will feature a novel presentation of recordings of old-time
songs and vocal renditions, such as
the melancholy torch songs of the
dictions on coming events in the field late Helen Morgan and the abdicaof world affairs.
tion speech by former King Edward
Kirby Cushing, who had been ac- VIII.
tive in sports circles in Philadelphia Preparatory to a regular presentasome years ago, has now been given tion of the English equivalent of
a new program as a reward for some "Information Please" from England,
timely pinch-hitting while John B. WNEW has scheduled a one-time
Kennedy was on vacation. Cushing listing of "Swingin' The Classics," a

6 p.m. At 8 p.m. "Lady of the Eve-

ning" will spotlight a feminine singing star each week. These programs
replace the former listings, while all
others remain on their original schedules on Sundays.
There has been one major Saturday
night change, listing a two-hour program of "Night Life In New York,"

Peabody Off -Barn Danc
Lt. Cmdr. Eddie Peabody, ba'
star of the "National Barn Dan(
made his final appearance on

program Saturday, Aug. 14 over NI

Navy officials have announced ti
"pressing and mounting naval dut
make it impossible for Peabody
continue on his radio programs."

Lt. Cmdr. Peabody has been

at 10 p.m., utilizing recordings, actual active duty since before Pearl Hart
pick-ups wherever possible, in pre- and had continued his broadcasts
will be heard at 1 p.m., presenting program of classical compositions that senting a general survey of what New the interests of national morale
a resume and comments on the news. evolved as an "Anschluss" with York offers for after -dark entertain- special permission of the Comman
At 2 p.m. WNEW will present "Music swing. Whereupon, guests, such as ment.
ant of the Ninth Naval District.
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gario Joins CBC

*PROMOTION*

In Air -School Plan

OWI Intl Service

(Continued from Page 1)

10 half-hour programs on Northern California relatives of
hi Appreciation. Entitled "Music Marines serving in the South Pacific
)ung Folk" the series will com- have been offered the opportunity of
Jan., 1944 and will be heard sending word to their relatives, etc. by
C network of Ontario sta- means of shortwave radio, through
Fridays, at 2:30 p.m., EDT. the San Francisco branch of the OWI.
0 programs will consist of Messages up to 50 words will be red instrumental music, per - layed over KGEI and KWID. Mesby Ontario artists. G. R. Fen- sages will bear the full name and ratovincial Supervisor of Music, ing of the Marines to whom they are
the commentator. All music addressed, without stating their locathroughout the province are tions.
formed of the broadcasts, in
at full advantage may be
NAB's Brochure
the facilities offered.
National Association of Broadcastplebes Trans -Canada Plan
ntrance of Ontario into the ers has sent out to all station manschool broadcasting corn - agers a brochure promoting women
e trans -Canada plan for sup- technicians. The presentation is done
lary education by radio. Dur- in black and white and is a "Tribute
i coming winter, each of the to Women Technicians and an Invial Departments of Education tation." Inside cover bears a poem
taking part in the provision saluting women technicians, and the
broadcasts, suitable to its rest of the booklet consists of pictures of women technicians in action
vincial curriculum.
Nova Scotia's Department at stations all over the country, action presented school broad - companied by brief histories of their
a variety of subjects last radio careers.
was not until July of this Mimeographed letter from Arthur
t plans were completed for Stringer, secretary of the NAB War
ts throughout the Maritime Committee, points out to station mans. The three provinces have agers that "The purpose of this broPeed to present, in cooperation chure is to provide broadcasters with
Eri

of

1

le CBC, a joint program rf
ts to schools in the Maritime

Iduring 1943-44. The scheme
s

10

broadcasts per week.

Cox Committee Plans

Wait On Rep. Miller
(Continued from Page 1)

Managers of stations affiliated with way on FCC draft deferments by tothe Blue Network have reacted en- morrow, Miller has not yet indicated
thusiastically to the research depart- when he will be able to show up.

ment's new policy of sending to all Walker said yesterday that he exBlue outlets copies of bulletins for- pected the New York sessions to be

merly issued only to the network
sales staff.
The bulletins; by the staff of research manager Edward F. Evans,
were specifically intended to help

concluded this week, although illness
of several witnesses may necessitate

Numerous letters have been received from station managers who
have used the information in selling
their facilities to local advertisers,

Representatives Edward J. Hart, New

a carry-over into next week. Re-

gardless of when the New York sessions terminate,

however, Walker

in selling Blue facilities to national said he will handle the next phase
advertisers and agencies, but are now of the investigation.
being sent to Blue affiliates in the
Uncertainty Regarding Cox
belief that some of the information There is some uncertainty as to
might be helpful in local selling. The whether Committee Chairman Eugene
research department has been send- E. Cox might sit in on the Washing out an average of three bulletins ington proceedings, but there is no
weekly.
uncertainty about the decision of

Jersey Democrat, and Richard B.
Wigglesworth, Massachusetts Republican, that they will not come down
and many have requested extra copies here for additional sessions.

for circulation among prospective advertisers.

British Diplomat On CBS

a tool to aid in securing the cooperation of all concerned in the training
of women technicians. It will also
encourage women now in training or
who contemplate training. What so

The speech of British Attorney
General Sir Donald Somervell, prin-

can do."

26, from 10:30-10:45 p.m.

cipal speaker at the American Bar

Association's annual meeting in Chi-

cago, will be broadcast over the
many others have done, they, too, Columbia network Thursday, August

Hotel Makes Radio Debut
With Program On WJZ

them will be carried by CBC
network. The remaining

ill

Blue Service

7

Pointing up an interesting trend in
be regional originations hotel advertising, the Prince George

hile of the most striking radio

"Say It With Music." The Prince
marks the hotel's first venture into

personalities!" says Radio Daily

lifax, N. S., Saint John, N. B., Hotel, New York, is promoting its
e, N. B., and other centers services seven nights weekly on
nounced. Maritime history, WJZ's all-night, all -music program,

ch language, social studies,
d science will be included
he subjects studied. Expert
from Nova Scotia and New

George's use of "Say It With Music"

radio advertising.
With "friendly living" as the theme,
the seven regional courses, musical jingles specially designed for
'royal of the Prince Edward the 1,000 -room hotel are heard five
times nightly on the all-night producation Department.

ck will prepare the broad-

gram, aired from 1 to 7 a.m., EWT.
Frank Best & Co., New York, is the
as the provincial school agency.
ts, already well established
Prairies, Quebec and British
iational School Shows Set

Sydney Moseley is one of the great radio buys of 1943. Here's a commentator who has proved his pulling power with results. For instance,
Moseley sent 2,000 people into one sponsor's stores every week for 26
weeks. 10,000 listeners wrote in begging him to reconsider when he said
he'd leave the air for a brief period. Don't wait. Get further facts today.

11

r3 a, there will be again a series

bnal School broadcasts. These
presented by the CBC in coall Provincial Depart ,pfwith
Education.

tSCRIPT WRITER
Int opportunity experienced, able,
ltic radio writer, capable handling

ling, musical, occasional dramatic

tUtine commercial programs. Ext working conditions. 5 KW.

ngland network affiliate. Reply
lete

experience,

rexrements, Box 739,
151 Broadway,

details, salary
Radio

New York City.

Daily,

A. S. Boyle Co. Renews
Blue Web On The Coast

Los Angeles-The A. S. Boyle Co.
which has been a participating sponsor of the Blue Network's "Breakfast
at Sardi's" broadcasts since Sept. 14,
1942, has renewed its account for another full -year, effective Monday,

Sept. 13, of this year. The company
again will participate in the Monday

through Friday sponsorship of the
program on the 13 Pacific Coast stations of the Blue, in behalf of Harmony Vitamins, and the company's

Sydney Moseley is now avail-

able to Mutual stations from
coast to coast for local sale.
Write, wire, or phone Norman

Livingston, WOR, 1440
Broadway, New York, 18

...

PE 6.8600, for an easy -to -read

presentation giving all facts including price.

famous Old English products, includ-

ing Old English Wax, Old English

Cleaner and Old English Scratch Remover and Polish.
The account again was placed with
the Blue through the J. Walter
Thompson advertising agency in Los
Angeles.

IVOR
- that power -full station

e

* * coso COAST
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NEW show on CKBI, Prince Albert,

Bob Newman, bass player, has joined dustrial plants have bought time on
Sask., is "Swop Shop," morning the "Shady Valley Folks" of KWK, St. WHIO. Frigidaire and Inland were
stunt inviting farmers to swop or Louis, Missouri.... Co-starred with Bill pleased with results obtained by the
exchange their machinery ....Newest House and his "Sons of Fun" show, the Emergency Committee in recruiting
voice on the news at CKBI is Jim "Shady Valley Folks" appeared at the war workers over WHIO and both

Grocery & Baking Ccmpany,
grocery chain. He will work id
Robert Savage, editor of "Buy.
..Vacationing is Elsa Wattn
director of audience mail ar r
Maxwell. Maxwell, with CKBI in Ambassador Theater in St. Louis in a manufacturers decided radio could do ordinator of guest relations for y.
1941, went on to Ontario, was at benefit show staged by the Variety Club. a job of getting additional employees WSAI.
*
*
CKNX, Wingham, headed West and Proceeds went to purchase an iron lung for all sorts of positions. Inland is
is now back in the fold...Doreen Hef- for the Infantile Paralysis Foundation. sponsoring nine news broadcasts a Last week WCCO, Minneapolis, It i
*
*
fernan, of the CKBI staff, is back
week, while Frigidaire is using spot mobile unit to Fairmont, Mintiest
from a holiday ....Vaughn Bjerre is Walter Cassel, baritone star of the announcements.
a broadcast of the community
the new sports editor at the Cana- "Calling America" program on CBS,
tion for the harvest of sweet corn
dian station....Gerry Tonkin, na- will appear tomorrow on the "Army
Ray Edwards has been promoted to the day the entire population of FI
tional sales representative for CKBI, Air Force Presents" show over position
of program director at WNLC, moved into the corn fields to p!
is home from a trip to Eastern Canada WMCA, New York, from 10-10:30 New London,
Connecticut. He succeeds corn and bring it to the cannery

and the U. S.
*

p.m., EWT.

*

*

*

Ted Hodge who has moved on to WTBO, Larry Haag. WCCO farm news

*

*

Maryland. Edwards has been
Dan Mozley has rejoined KLX, Oak- Cumberland,
with WNLC for the past two years....
land, California, as newsroom chief, with The Electric Boat Company is using daily
Gene Van Buskirk in as the new promo- five-minute programs on WNLC to recruit
tion manager....Harrison Wooley, KLX workers.
salesman, has resigned to join the staff
*
*
liquor distribution in Montana....Hal of KFRC, San Francisco.
Charles
*
*
*
R. Kelley has been apMoon, who recently resigned as news
editor of KGVO, has joined the announcHiram Motherwell, foreign corres- pointed to the position of associate
editor
of
WLW,
merchaning staff of KQW, San Francisco.
pondent and author of "The Peace dising magazine Cincinnati,
"Buy -Way." Kelley,
*
*
*
We Fight For" is guest speaker on a native of Cincinnati,
has taken
Francis Price, general manager of WQXR, New York, League of Women
in marketing and advertising
station KFKA, Greeley, Colorado, Voters program, tomorrow. Mother- courses
at the University of Cincinnati and

Special program on KGVO, Missoula,
Montana today is featuring Governor
Sam C. Ford and members of the State
Liquor Board in a discussion of problems
connected with the state supervision of

and Max Karl, director

of

edli

handled the broadcast on which c

ber of professional men in Fairmont
returned soldiers, housewives, st us
and a German refugee were intery 'st
Jack Yarmove and Bill Stewart of us
& Rubicam agency prepared the sr] 6t
the program.

Pearl Buck, distinguishe
traveler and lecturer will
tomorrow night at 8:30

WNYC, New York, on its s
recently returned from a visit to a well, who spent ten years in Europe has spent eight years doing produc- gram
in the series "Unity
Japanese relocation center in South- as correspondent for the Chicago tional advertising with the Kroger Victory
Abroad."
eastern Colorado. He has been re- "Daily News," will discuss "An

counting his observations to various Analysis of the Proposed Peace
Plans."
local civic organizations.
*

*

*

*

*

*

After a two-week stint that stretched Frances M. Stillman. formerly assointo three years service, Jean Wright, ciated with the "Civil Service Leader,"
program director and assistant to the has joined Carl Post and the Davis general manager of WTOL, Toledo, Ohio, Lieber offices as publicity associate.

leaves to make her home in San Bernardino, California. Program directing will

Ruth Perrott, WBBM, Chicago, CBS

be taken over by Charles Leslie Holleman, actress leaves at the end of this month
who resigned from WLW, Cincinnati, to for Hollywood, where she will appear
handle the program department at the in motion pictures for Universal
Toledo Blue outlet.
Studios.
*

*

*

*

*

*

Fred Garrigus, director of special

Betty Arnold, stage manager of "Sons
events and war broadcasts for WEEI, O' Fun" was interviewed last Friday by

Boston, recently received a letter of Frances Corey on her WQXR, New York,
commendation from Commodore W. show "Women and the War."
*
*
N. Derby, USCG, for the fine work
of the station in helping to publicize Fred Campbell is the newest memthe ceremonies celebrating the 153rd ber of the WHIO, Dayton, Ohio, anbirthday of the Coast Guard.... nouncing staff. Campbell joined the
Vacationing from WEEI are Harold CBS station in Dayton after previous
E. Fellows, general manager, and experience on several stations includJim Pollard, announcer. Both are on ing another Dayton station. He is
handling remote programs and doing
the Cape.
some singing ....Two of Dayton's in -

Seasoned Station Executive, Age 40
Seeks Fuller Opportunity

Eight years experience and thorough
training in station operations: traffic,
production, scheduling of talent, announcers and engineers, auditions, and
employee relations, also;
Ten years connection with show business before entering radio field.
Asks only reasonable salary, com-

mensurate with job to be done and

future opportunity.
Now employed but available on three
weeks' notice with high references and
clearance from present employer.
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TEN CENTS

(simplify FM Call Letters
llinguage' Testimony

Fore!
Today is

Jesumed At Hearing

the day when NBC

Press Department holds its second
annual golf tournament for (he
press at Bonnie Briar Country Club,

its from the U. S. Attorney
l's office that were read into
ord at the Cox Committee ining the FCC showed that,
vas no justifiable reason for

Larchmont. Luncheon starts at 12
noon ('till 2 p.m.) golf (or tennis)
during the afternoon; cocktails, din-

and away from his business.

home the swag while the others

Lido Belli off the air at

tIli, accused of pro -fascist ten -

ner and cards

in the evening.

"Prizes as usual" -probably meaning the wise guys will be lugging
are trying to get even.

was removed from the air

pt off it and away from his
s for 11 months, suffered a
11 loss because of this action of

was first picked up by the
d taken to a police station

be was photographed and finger (Continued on Page 7)
y store War Bonds and Stamps

parade" On CBS
fight Leader Says CAB
ding to the latest recall survey
by CAB, the Columbia
testing System's "Your Hit
p" ranks top in the list of radio
ins. The musical show starring
Id

FCC Modifies Three

Of Rules -Regulations
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-In a move modifying

three of its Rules and Regulations, the
FCC yesterday announced a new Section 2.66 of its general rules and regu-

FCC Will Assign Standard -Station Type
Of Identification Effective On Nov. l;
Outlets Asked To File Preferences
AFRA Sefs Up Agenda

For Chi. Convention

(Continued on Page 2)
Alum War Bonds and Stamps

ox Names Alberti
nal Radio Adv. Head

(Continued on Page 6)

Buy More War Bonds and Stamps

NBC Central Division

In Producer Changes

lations to require written notice to
the FCC inspector in charge of the

(Continued on Page 4)
Ruy More War Bonds and Stamps

To Extensive Ad Drive
A. S. Beck Shoes plans an extensive

Fall campaign in over 40 cities. A
special musical spot announcement
station breaks and participation
Alberti, formerly with the U. for
shows has been created and produced

Hewson Renewed On Blue
For Mueller's Macaroni

was anbg-publicity head of the film
Century -Fox, it

d yesterday by Hal Horne, ad-

fíng organization.

World News Roundup
Inaugurated By CBC
Montreal-For the first time in
being brought direct to listeners in

Canadian radio, news reports are now
a special "News Roundup," from vari-

ous battle fronts and world capitals.
This new feature will henceforth be
broadcast daily from Monday to Friday, at 7:45 p.m., EDT, over the National network of the CBC.
Reports

from

London,

(Continued on Page 4)

Algiers,

Buy ,More War Bonds and Stamps

C.

F.

Mueller Company, Jersey

KWK Issues 'Promotion'
Re Feud With Newspaper

(Continued on Page 2)

St. Louis-Battle between KWK,
and the St. Louis "Post -Dispatch,"

City, N. J., has renewed "Morning
easury Department handling
Pettingell & Fenton, Inc., for Beck Market Basket" for 52 weeks on the
or bond rallies, has been named by
broadcast more than 125 Blue Network effective Sept. 14,
director of radio advertising and will be
(Continued on Page 2)

Ith

for use after November 1, the FCC announced yesterday. All three -letter

calls are already assigned, it was reOpening its first convention in two vealed, but approximately 4,000 fouryears Saturday, August 28 at the Am- letter calls are available for the 45
bassador Hotel in Chicago, five major FM broadcasters now on the air and
problems have been scheduled for for others to come.
consideration by the delegates of the It is intended that these 4,000 comAmerican Federation of Radio Artists. binations be made available also to
The conference will conclude Sunday television stations and for non -broad (Continued on Page 7)
night, August 29.
Buy More War Bonds and Stamps
Amongst the major business factors

district in which a radio station operChicago-Appointment of Arthur
ates, two days prior to the voluntary Jacobson as assistant production
manremoval of that station, temporary or ager and the addition of two new
discontinuance of opera - members to the production staff have
`Sinatra and sponsored by the permanent
(Continued on Page 6)
Ran Tobacco Co., received a
been announced by the Central DiviBuy
More
War Bonds and Stamps
sion of NBC. The new staff men are
of 17.7 by CAB. The program
dcast Saturday nights from 9- Beck Shoes Adding Radio Albert Crews, former chairman of
My

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Simplified call letters
like those for standard broadcast stations will be assigned all FM outlets

"Food As Weapon" Drive
where KWK has issued a promotion
Outlined By Advt. Council

owners of KSD, has come to the point
(Continued on Page 2)

I Men And Accents
I

nth radio's demand for dialects
le days ranging from Swahili
elandic, from Malay to Bronx.
boasts that Jackson (Man Be -

1l

the Gun) Beck is master of

Si,arieties: James (Radio Readers
Dist) Monks, 33: Luis (We Love
(11

Learn) Van Rooten, 39: and

Stzn (Bright

Horizon)

Schnabel,

of Best British accent belongs to
Yt Swenson, Swedish -American.

Paramount Sets 3rd Serial
To Plug 'Proudly We Hail'
The third network radio serial arranged by Paramount to exploit "So

Proudly We Hail" went on the air
on Monday over NBC and will continue for five consecutive days. In
a tie-up with the producers of the
"Hollywood Theatre of the Air,"

sponsored by Procter & Gamble, the
(Continued on Page 2)

Unpardonable

Detailed plans (in which radio will

be a part), for a concerted effort to
bring to the nation an awareness of
food as a vital weapon of war were
presented in Chicago yesterday to
leaders of the food and allied industries, at a meeting at the Blackstone
Hotel, sponsored by the War Food
Administration, Office of Price Administration, Office of War Information and the War Advertising Coun(Continued on Page

5)

Syracuse-Until the other day,
Fritz, a pedigreed dachshund, rated

pretty high with engineers at the

WSYR, transmitter, but his prestige
took a sudden drop.. .Ordinarily

Fritz barks every time anyone approaches the transmitter grounds.
On one occasion last week he
failed to do so. The visitor was an
FCC inspector.
Fritz has been
relegated to the doghouse, literally.

Wednesday. August 25.

RADIO DAILY
KWK Issues Promotion'
Beck Shoes Adding Radio
Re Feud With Newspaper
To Extensive Ad Drive
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tion. Folder points out, with repro-

Stations in A. S. Beck sales territory throughout the East and Middle
West will be added to the campaign

ductions of "Post -Dispatch" program
schedules, that prior to May 17, 1943
the newspaper listed "personality
record" shows under the popular title,

shortly. Both newspaper and radio
copy will feature the successful
i.e., Rush Hughes was listed under theme, based on independent rehis own name, and the "M. J. B. search, proving that "more women on
Show" was so called. Now the "Post - Fifth Avenue and other fashionable
Dispatch" lists these shows only under streets wear A. S. Beck shoes than
the title of "Records," while, the any other shoe."

brochure points out, reproducing its Pettingell & Fenton is responsible
evidence, other St. Louis papers still for both the newspaper and radio
give it a personality listing. The im- campaigns.
plication and, incidentally, the selling

point of the promotion piece is that "Hit Parade" On CBS
those two shows have drawn such an
Night Leader Says CAB
audience that the newspaper owning
KSD is trying to minimize competifrom Page 1)
tion by listing the shows as incon- 9:45 p.m.,(Continued
EWT, over the full Columspicuously as possible.

Stork News

27,

1943.

TOP PRODUCERS & WRITERS
AVAILABLE NOW-CALL

FRANK McGRANN
POSITION SECURING BUREAU, INC.
(Agency)

331 MADISON AVE., N. Y., MU. 2-6494

PUBLICIST- SCRIPTWRITER

YOUNG WOMAN
Immediately Available for
Radio Executive or Writing Job

Radio background: writing, educational
and household script; commercials,
selling (broadcasting) programs.
Publicity: radio programs, promotions.
Magazine editorial: 21/2 years, food
and household topics.
Newspaper:
editorials.

columns, woman's

page

handles the account.
Home economist and raconteur who
Sponsors Agronsky On WISH
combines household hints with a
Philip Morris & Co. has signed for
"story for dinner tonight," Miss
Hewson carries thousands of stories local co-operative sponsorship of
in her head and scores of domestic Martin Agronsky, Blue Network
tricks up her sleeve. Leading off analyst, on WISH; Indianapolis.
with a menu for tonight's dinner, she
switches to a housekeeping trick and

concludes with a story designed for

Miss Hewson conceived the idea
for her program years ago when a
fellow dinner guest bet her ten dollars that "you can't build romance
around a potato."

Paramount Sets 3rd Serial
To Plug Proudly We Hail'
(Continued from Page 1)

Paramount property "The Lady Has
Plans" is being serialized over the
nation-wide network at 10:45-11 a.m.,

G. W. "JOHNNY" JOHNSTONE,
work

left

plane

news and special f
yesterday for Ottawa

today's address by President Roosevelt,

return tonight, also via the air route.
KOBS,

returned

has

to

his

Harlingenrer,l

HERBERT MASSEY

is

in

town

NBC.

FRANKLIN

M.

DOOLITTLE,

preside

WDRC, Hartford, is here for two days
tion business.

and

"The

Quebec conferences.
B.

A.

McDONALD,

6HOURS OF
SPORTS-NEWS

AND MUSIC!
NEW YORK'S
Great -Year 'Round

SPORTS
PARADE
Daily

I"- M. TO % P. Mt.

McGinty," were recently broadcast
on the "Hollywood Theatre of the
Air" as part of the exploitation for
"So Proudly We Hail."

Sports results by Dunphy-Popular tunes
picked by Tedd Lawrence-Latest AP and INS
news hourly at a quarter of the hour!
That's the WINS "Sports Parade"-a daily,
year 'round, star studded feature with powerful

Schedule Income Tax Talk

appeal to men and women in America's number
one market.
dt offers a real advertising opportunity. Want

John L. Sullivan, assistant secre-

He explains matters related to the
income tax returns which must be

day, August 26, from 6:15-6:30 p.m.

made by September 15.

Ikr

of Westinhausvt

is in New York.
Visited yes
national spot sales division of NBC.

Inc.,

JAMES

C.

RIDDELL,

assistant

c

manager of WXYZ, Blue Network
Detroit, has arrived for confabs at R
E. E.
HILL, managing director ofl
Worcester, Mass., is in New York fqt

days on station and network business.

WALTER J. DAMM, general mana
WTMJ, Milwaukee, is on a business

Washington and New York.

in

Philaclit)

is spending a few days in New York.

ELLA LOGAN, Scottish vocalist, has noel
from an eight -week tour of Army camps thBY'

out the country.

MAJ. E. B. FITZPATRICK, president of ,D1,

Network affiliate in Olean, N.
visitor this week at Rockefeller Center.
Blue

C1

"Hot"
Availability!
Six -5 minute news

1:00-1:05 P.M.
Monday thru Saturday

For. further Information call

BRyant 9-6000

l

LES RYDER, program director of WC!
is in town. The station recent:A
came affiliated with CBS.
Bois, Pa.,

to know more about it?

WINS

le

HAROLD M. COULTER, sales promotion el,

ger of KYW, NBC's affiliate

Great

tary of the Treasury, speaks on
"September Income Tax Returns"

nl
stra

CLEMENT FULLER, special BBC correslde,l

in European news service, has returned fi

$85.00 a week

Blonde"

fromfa;,

Boston, for conferences at the headquaw1

DON DUNPHY

vorite

a

headquarters following confabs at CBS,

We
Hail" will be plugged on each of the
five broadcasts.
Two other five-day serializations

of Paramount properties, "My Fa-

,,

INGHAM S. ROBERTS, station man. t

periods

In

BluNrt,

director of
by

WITH

Coast listeners at 3-3:15 p.m.
this connection, "So Proudly

RADIO DAILY
New York City

1501 Broadway

o

EWT, with a rebroadcast for West

over the Columbia network Thurs-

741,

cominG and coiii

Center.

of the Mutual network
Duane Jones Company, New York, department
in New York.

Executive and personnel: ran own radio
advertising agency.
Cornell, '36, A.B.
Box

ing on CBS.

Blanche Wolfe, formerly in the
featuring Isabel Manning Hewson. Paramount
Pictures publicity departThe program is heard in behalf of ment and CBS'
Artist's Bureau, has
Mueller's macaroni Monday, Wednesday and Friday on 36 Blue stations. joined the public relations and press

dinner conversation.
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Grandey (he is manager of
KTYN, Ketchikan, Alaska) on July

bia network.
"Your Hit Parade" is now well into
its eighth straight year of broadcast-

Blanche Wolfe To MBS

(Continued from Page 1)

(Tuesday, August 24)

"

(Continued from Page 1)

Hewson Renewed On Blue
For Mueller's Macaroni

FINANCIAL
Am. Tel. & Tel.

(Continued from Page 1)

folder illustrating its side of the times a week over three New York
argument and claiming discrimina- stations.

IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President

REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-REED

It's a trick to balance three peas on a knife.
You have to balance from dead center, not
from the edge. Apply "The Rule of 3 P's"
and you will see why WOOD - and only
WOOD - can do the real job in the

ESTERN

Mid/GA N
MARKET

fop

Grand Rapids is Michigan's second market, and is larger than the combined
population of the next three Western Michigan cities: Kalamazoo, Muskegon
and Battle Creek. WOOD broadcasts from the very center of this high wage territory
of over a million listeners. No station on the fringe of this rich market can possibly
deliver this audience.

T'O

R

ql4h

GRAM

WOOD is the only NBC station between Detroit and

Chicago. WOOD pulls listeners because it delivers the
programs "most people listen to most". In Grand Rapids, listeners
prefer WOOD 14 to 1 over any other 5000 watt station in Michigan.

?O

Power second to none in outstate

has WOOD.
Eiz It is the only 5000 watt stationMichigan
transmitting
from
Grand Rapids

- in the heart of the Western Michigan Market

- not 50 miles away on the fringe. WOOD delivers the
listeners which advertisers
Michigan's second market.

must have to do a thorough job in

GRAND RAI'IDS..IBC..5OOO WATTS
''Outstate Michigan's Greatest Stilt;

4
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Los Angeles
By RALPH WILL

DICK MACK, producer of "Blue Ribbon Town" is versatile, to say the

least. Together with Frank Murada
and Robert Armbruster, he wrote
"There's A War Going On," which
was premiered by Groucho Marx and
William Bendix on a recent "Blue

Ribbon Town" broadcast. Three leading music publishers have bid for the

rights to the tune and it will hit the

music counters ere long.
James S. Kemper, president of
Lumbermen's Mutual Casualty Co.
and sponsor of Mutual's "Close-ups"
with Upton Close, just returned from
a two weeks sojourn at the Bohemian

Grove, near San Francisco. David

Sarnoff, Herbert Hoover, Niles Tram-

mell and Governor Green of Illinois
also were guests at the Grove. Upton
Close, although invited and expected,

was unable to get away at the last
minute; however, he visited with

these celebrities in Los Angeles following the Grove meeting.

Abbott Tessman, former Blue announcer, who a short time ago was

i

.h`

fTTREETfin).á
¡

.Y

y'

-

_

Notes From A Ringside Seat. .

. !
We don't know why but we feel the urge to splurge a prediction.... That since Alfred Wallenstein has decided to remain on the coast
to conduct the Los Angeles Symphony this season, Gus Haenschen, who has

been subbing for the former on the "Firestone Hour," will be named to
succeed him some time in October....The invitation Joe Seiferth, WJZ
audience promotion Manager, sent to President Roosevelt, inviting the Chief
Executive to appear at the World Premiere of "Icecapades of 1944," Sept. 14
during which it is hoped $5.000,000 worth of War Bonds will be sold, was

a brilliant idea.... even if the President will be unable to attend....but in
explaining his regrets, Major Gen. Edwin M. Watson, Secretary to the
President, added, "The President joins me in wishing you every success
in this very patriotic undertaking"....The NBCavalcade of America will
be heard from Hollywood during the month of September....seems there's
a lack of "big names" in the East at the moment and a few programs from
the Coast might take up the slack. ...Johnny Simpson, announcer on the
"daffy"nitions program heard over WEAF, expects an early tap on the
shoulder by Uncle Sam....Before Columnist Ted Friend, left for the Coast
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Chicago
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By FRANK BURKE

WARTIME orders from the
VI ment for radio, Radar, an.
tronics equipment increased
Radio Corporation's business

to record levels in the

flsct

ending April 30, stockholder '
informed yesterday, but vo:r'

price reductions, contract ren

tion, and higher taxes reduced
The net earnings declined to $I
from the preceding year's $1,8,1
Shipments for the current

year to date and orders on Jul
the shipment during the bah
the year are considerably in
of $100,000,000, E. F. McDonald

dent, declared.

Six -year -old Bunny Dual
slated to replace Joel Kups
youngest of the "Quiz Kids,"
off to Hollywood for a movie et

Bunny will be heard on tht
of Sunday, August 29. In the t
of Joe Kelly, Durward Kirb
act as emcee.
Lieut. Ken Murray of the
Canadian Navy, in Chicago I
Canadian forces participation

heard announcing the Raymond Gram
Swing, Upton Close and Jimmy Fid-

to take over title and command of the Larson (Calif.) Advocate, he printed
and turned over to Perry Charles. 200 business cards, which designate "merry
Perry," circulation manager of the rag.... not to be outdone Perry immediately

the American Legion stadium,, is now

solicited subscribers at $3.00 per annum, and the first day added these
names to regular readers of Ted's journal....Hedy Lamar, Joan Brooks,

Command and is stationed at La
Guardia Field in New York City.

Judy Garland, Robert Taylor, Joan Crawford, Bob Kerr and Ben Pratt.
J
J

NBC Central Division

show, on its return, the "Thin Man," Hi Brown's ace sleuth, will
move from his present Friday night spot to Sunday....at 10:30-11
p.m.....format of "hodunit" remains unchanged....The Deep River

Sicily, Washington, and Ottaw al
broadcast during the 15-;f41

(Continued from Page 1)

Boys follow the Ink Spots into the Copacabana, September 1....Alex
Cohen's "Bright Lights," will feature several songs written by Music
Hall Organist Dick Liebert and George Blake....and Teddy Hall in

ritories. Home news is being sl
cast on special occasions frorpll

ler programs, as well as the fights at

a corporal in the Intelligence Department of the Army Transport

In Producer Changes

the department of radio in the school
of speech at Northwestern University,
who will become dramatic director,

and Peter A. Cavallo, Jr., Chicago
musician, who will serve as musical
director.

Also announced was the resignation of Fred Weihe, NBC director,
who plans to return to his home in
New York.

Jacobson, who will assist Charles

Urquhart, production manager, joined
NBC a year ago after an acting career
of 16 years in radio -movies and on the
stage.

In addition to his work at North-

When the Kate CBSmith program becomes a full hour

collaboration with Jean Herbert, have a natural for Frances Faye
in a number called, "Believe It Or Not-That's Broadway"....Dick
Haymes has endowed two scholarships in the School of Radio
Technique for . the male and female winners of the "Swingshift
Frolics," heard Saturdays....Joan Roberts, the "Oklahoma" star,
heard on the Texaco show has been renewed through October....
and may stay with the show even should Fred Allen return to plug
Fire Chief ....Radio Actress Jean Sincere, is the author of an original
sketch which will be heard as part of the program to be offered
tomorrow night at the Grand Street Settlement House by the American Theater Wing, for servicemen and their families....Gene Tierney

will guestar on Jerry Lester's CBSunday varieties this week....

with
Judith Waller, public service director
for the NBC central division, in planning the NBC -Northwestern Univer-

The October 6 issue of True Life Story Mag will feature the "trials
and tribulations' of a child star's mother....by Mrs. William Hookey,
mother of the five -year -old star of the networks.

recently completed its second success-

Ginny Simms first anniversary on the "Johnny Presenta" program takes place September 7....Steamboat Johnson, WHEW Hill -billy
atar, had staked out several claims for gold -prospecting in California....he
just received word from one of his pardneks that they've struck something
that looks like "pay-dirt"....and if, in this case, "all that glitters IS gold,"
Steamboat is America's newest millionaire....Hildegarde, NBChanteuse and
femcee of the "Beat The Band" show, will be Paul Lavalle á guestar this
Sunday on the "Basin Street" jamboree....Burke Miller, Manager of the
NBC Public Service Division, accompanied by his wife, took a combination
business and pleasure trip to Hollywood.... they visited the moom pitcher
studios and while ogling the stars in the commissary at the Warner Studios
in Burbank, themselves became the cynosure of all eyes when the loudspeaker blared, "Captain Rickenbacker in New York calling Burke Miller."

western,

Crews collaborated

sity Summer Radio Institute which

ful year. The educator was director
of the Institute both years and also
authored two text books used by the
Institute students, "The Handbook of
Radio Writing" and "A Handbook of
Radio Production -Directing."

diame ?you Mel the vt>kes

GILBERT MACK
LEX. 2-1100

J

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

Chicagoland Music Festival Sr .I
night.

World News Roundup
Inaugurated By BI
(Continued from Page

1)

period. They are presented 14

correspondents stationed in thetti
vincial capitals and leading it
across Canada.

The roundup opens with

Woodside, speaking from Ottal
Toronto. Woodside is widely .
for his incisive and discerning

sis of current events. He is

daily in an initial summary of

the
world news.
At present Woodside is in
where listeners are currently

taken for the latest review

Quebec conference. John Fist

CBC's talks department, is also Ai

ing the Quebec scene.
The latest news and events in*
Britain are reported by A. E. P IR
speaking from London. Powletl4
sent to England last May to he,,V

London Bureau in

CBC's Ovel

News Service.
Reporting from allied force

quarters in North Africa, are)
war correspondents Matthew Eilu
Peter Stursberg, and Andrew C.
These men have been assigned 1JuA

Mediterranean area in order

Canadians might have a

first m

account of their fighting forces 't
ACTORS! SINGERS! ANNOUNCII
YOUR picture and YOUR voice on our'
unbreakable record is the modern ea'

sell YOU inc. (your best product). sir
KUT RECORD CORP., 236 W. 55th
New York City. Cl. 6-4288.
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,tF'ood As Weapon" Drive
Outlined By Advt. Council
(Continued from Page 1)

New York meeting will be held ages, why food allocation is as it

liE

AK®®®

T ,b" is link & wg waa,,®, s
TO IIFf

ID> SW Ailk EFL O IL) T

baled "Food Fights for Freedom," why rationing and price control are

$,,rogram calls for mobilization of
and distribution
sh pn,ductíon
fa ches of the food field in a drive
O will get under way immediately,
pg ruing a peak in November, and
p nuing thereafter. The campaign
awed educational effort, designed
more effective such essential
programs as nutrition, con, Victory Gardens, rationing
*farm production goals.
s

it

is,

Ivy HI,& -r

why civilian food habits will change,

Ng arrow.
It

5
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necessary; and second, how the public can cooperate actively in making
the best possible use of food-how to
be assured of healthful meals, how to
help make food fight for freedom by
producing, conserving, sharing and
playing square.
Campaign Promotion

Available for immediate use by advertisers in the food and allied fields

I official program of the War Food are an official campaign symbol; a
ilistration, the Food Fights for food allocation chart, showing the

campaign will utilize all inn channels-editorial as well
rUsing. The support of woganizations throughout the
will be enlisted, together
bor and religous groups.

proportions of available food supplies
going to the armed forces, allies, outlying territories and the civilian population; sample "drop -in" advertising

units, for use in newspapers, magazines, direct mail and display; large

will be proclaimed Food space specially -prepared institutional
Freedom month, with ads, four of which have already been
Ping day assuming a deeper distributed to newspapers throughout
ce than ever before. The the country for local sponsorship;
Ill be promoted on a year - local and network radio program tieins; store posters and displays; outbasis.
door posters; and suggestions for letFour Obl.ctive. Listed
major objectives have been ters, postcards, broadsides, booklets,
house organ support. A kitchen pinfor the program:
Increase food production-on up chart has also been prepared for
orchards, on ranches, in Vic- distribution direct to the consumer
;for

through the food trade. The chart

rdens.

increase food conservation-it dramatizes the Food Fights for Free-

ated that 20 per cent of the dom story by furnishing the houseduced in America is wasted. wife with a "scorecard" for measuring cooperation with the campaign's
this waste is avoidable.
increase food sharing-war objectives.
ust come first. Our armed The consumer phases of the camd their fighting allies must paign, showing how food advertisers
fed. This requires approxi- and others can support the program,
per cent of our food supply. are described in detail in a new
aining 75 per cent must be brochure, while suggestions for parequitably on the home front. ticipation by independent retailers,

.all will have adequate diets.

super -markets, chains and wholesal-

play square with food-re- ers, restaurants and institutions, are
for what it is, a vital war contained in a separate booklet. Both

We must kill black markets, may be secured from the War Food
e hoarding, observe ration Administration, Washington, D. C., or
ons, comply
with ceiling the War Advertising Council, 60 East

otional material for the cam prepared by the War AdverCouncil, in cooperation with
Bee of War Information and
Ir Food Administration, is de to inform the public, first, about
e
1

food facts-why food is a
of war, why there are short LANE BRYANT

13 -weeks' test of Station WLIB,
Nnewed contract for programs for 52
a

girl There MUST be a reason
a market that n..,,.' of our
poraries

consistently

serve.

.

.

.

we

i r/

(Continued on Page 6)

MORE PEOPLE listen MOST to WTAM,

Cleveland, in the DAYTIME than to any other station in the whole Northern Ohio area. *In Cleve-

WENR
ou,/
chain WENR produced

NEW YORK'S

sales as were expected!

10 times as many

WENR , Chicago's Basic
Blue Network Station. 50,000

watts on a clear channel,
890 k.c. Represented nationally
by Blue Spot Sales.
Y

C

BUckminster 7 5900

it's 34% For WTAM against 20% for the

next station. In Akron, Youngstown, Canton and all

the 25,000 population cities WTAM has a big

lead. In the Rural Areas, WTAM has even greater
DAYTIME POPULARITY. Yet the COST is only
$.000073 per Family.
NBC 1942 Nationwide Survey.

For a Chicago shoe

be glad to quote you rates.

N

land

'WTI%,1
CLEVELAND
NBC Network 50,000 Watts
Owned and Operated by NBC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES OFFICES
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AFRA Sets Up Agenda

For Chi. Convention

_

Wednesday, August 25

Commission Writes 3 Changes Advt. Council Outih
In FCC Rules -Regulations Food As Weapon I

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued

from Page 5)
to be discussed will be (1) The pro- tion, and within two days subsequent tions read in their entirety as follows: 42nd St., New York,
1010 Vi
posed merger 'of AFRA and the to involuntary discontinuance of
"Section 6.9 radio telegraph.-The
N.W., Washington, D. C.
American Guild of Musical Artists. operation. Radio stations in Alaska term radio telegraph as hereinafter Ave.,
Representing the War Food A.
(2) Negotiation of AFRA's Transcrip- are excluded from this requirement.
used shall be construed to include istration in the development
tion Code, expiring November 1, 1943. The new section reads:
A-0, A-1, A-2 and A-4 emission." advertising phases of the Food
(3) Formulation of a standard indi"Section 6.11; Use of A-3 emis- for Freedom campaign, is '
"2.66, Discontinuance of operavidual contract. (4) Consideration of tion. Unless
otherwise required by sion by radiotelegraph stations.- Beatty, advertising director of
the activities of radio people in the the rules governing
The
licensee of a point-to-point Al Whitman and Maurice Hans(
particular
war program. (5) Clarification of service in which a the
radiotelegraph station may be the OWI food campaign mar
radio
station
recent rulings by Government agen- operates, the licensee of each. fixed authorized to use Type A-3 emis- War Advertising Council task
cies.
or land radio station, except sta- sion for the purpose of transmit- included Charles G. Mortitrtel
Welcome -Ball Scheduled
ting addressed program material as vice-president, General Foods,
operating in Alaska, shall
Prior to the actual opening of the tions
set forth in Section 6.51 and for the Company, coordinator on a
notify
the
inspector
in
charge
of
the
convention on Saturday, the Chicago
district where such station is purpose of controlling the transmis- food campaigns; Mrs. E. B.
local has arranged a welcome ball at located of any of the following sion and reception of facsimile General Foods, campaign mail
the Ambassador Hotel, presenting the changes in the status of such station material."
Evelyn Blewett, Council staff'
credentials committee with the op"Section 6.10; Radiotelephone- ager, and five volunteer adve`
at least two days before such
portunity to register delegates.
The term radiotelephone as here- agencies-Lennen & Mitchell,
change:
Lawrence Tibbett, president of
use shall be construed to & Bowles, Paris & Peart, Sherpa
(A) Temporary discontinuance inafter
AFRA, will officially open the coninclude Type A-3 emission only."

,

a.m.

of operation for a period of 10

present a report of his activities as an
officer of the organization. Mrs. Emily
Holt, national executive secretary,
and George Heller, national treasurer,

operation after temporary discontinuance of operation for a period
of 10 days or more;
(C) Permanent discontinuance
of operation.

vention

approximately

9:30

Whereupon, greetings will be read
to the delegative body. Tibbett will

will conclude the first session with

their reports.
As recess is called, the convention

body will be tendered a luncheon
at the hotel by the Chicago local.
While the second session Saturday
will be devoted to old business, a fully
represented convention body is expected to be present at the third session of the day to elect officers, for
the ensuing year. The agenda:

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF
RADIO ARTISTS
1913 CONVENTION
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY,

AUGUST 28 AND 29

AMBASSADOR HOTEL, CHICAGO
TENTATIVE PROGRAM

FRIDAY EVENING, AUGUST 27

Registration - Welcome Ball, Ambassador
Hotel.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 28

9:30 a.m.-Roll Call-Greetings.
Report and Address by Lawrence Tibbett, President.
Report by Mrs. Emily Holt, National
Executive Secreatry.
Report by
Treasurer.

George

Heller,

National

days or more;

(B) The date of resumption of

Provided, however, where any

Ellis & Co., and Gardner Advet
"Section 6.12; Use of A-0, A-1 or Company.
A-2 emission by radiotelephone staFollowing yesterday Chicago
tions-The license of a point-to- ing, regional meetings to explai
point radiotelephone station may be campaign, will be held at the
authorized to use Type A-9, A-1 or dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York, A
A-2 emission for test purposes or 26, and at the St. Francis Hotel
for the exchange of service mes- Francisco, August 30. In add
sages."
through the cooperation of the A
A third change dealt with financial tising Federation of America, a

such discontinuance of operation is statements, being a revision of Secnot voluntary and results from tion 1,361 of the rules of practice and
causes beyond the control of the procedure to eliminate reference to
licensee, notice thereof shall be specific forms. Footnotes to Sections
given not later than two days after 1.361 and 43.1 have also been adopted
such discontinuance of operation.
to emphasize relationship to the two
In all cases of permanent discon- sections. Section 1.361 now reads:
"Section 1.361, financial statetinuance of operation the licensee
shall, in addition to notifying the ments; each licensee of a standard
inspector of intention to discon- broadcast station shall file with the
tinue operation, immediately for- Commission on or before March 1
ward the station license to the
of each year on such forms as may
Washington, D. C., office of the
be prescribed by the Commission, a
, Commission for cancellation."
balance sheet showing the financial
The Commission also modified its condition of the licensee as of
rules governing fixed public radio December 31 of the preceding year
services, Part 6, deleting reference and an income statement for the
to the term "A-3 Emission" (Tele- preceding calendar year. Each such

advertising clubs in leading i
Volunteer speakers who will di
the significance of the campaig,

elude Ben Wood, Tea Bureau; Rill

Varney, Standard Brands; Jams/
Weber, Armour & Co.; Gene 8
Loose -Wiles Biscuit Company;

Kinnaird, American Meat Insti
Andrew Duncan, Cereal Institute
Howard Chase, General Mills.

Tenth All -Star Grid Gaud
On 80 NBC Outlets AugI
The tenth annual all-star fool
game, which this year will Ski

form shall be subscribed as pro- picked team of college greats nY
vided in Section 1.121."
ing the Washington Redskins Wed'
day, August 25, will be broalR
See also section 43.1 of the Rules and over 80 NBC stations
direct 1i
stricken material and to permit the Regulations which' requires the filing by
use of A-3 emission for the control licensees and permittees of all classes of Dyche Stadium in suburban Evanib
phony) in the definition of "radio-

telegraph" in Section 6.9, and adding
a new Section 6.11 to incorporate this

broadcast stations of reports as to ownerof the transmission and reception of ship,
operation, interests therein, contracts,
12:30 p.m.-Luncheon.
facsimile material.
etc.
2:30 p.m.-Old Business.
At
the
same
time
the
Commission
An
asterisk inserted immediately
6:30 p.m.-Recess.
8:00 p.m.-Election of National Officers. deleted from Section 6.10 the refer- after "Section 43.1" refers to the
SUNDAY, AUGUST 29

of meetings will be sponsored by,

Bill Stern, ace NBC sportscast

be at the microphone to give
ers a play-by-play account
second half of the Summer

ence to emissions which are used for following footnote: "'See also Section classic, from 11:15 p.m. to 12

The broadcast will be spo
10:00 a.m.-Unfinished Old Business-New telegraph services, and incorporated 1.361 of the rules of practice and proP. Goldsmith Sons, Cincinn
Business.
the
stricken
material
in
a
new
Seccedure
which
requires
the
filing
by
12:30 p.m.-Luncheon.
tion 6.12.
2:30 p.m.-New Business-Resolutions.
each licensee of a standard broad- goods manufacturers.
6:30 p.m.-Recess.
The modified sections and new sec- cast station of financial statements.'
8:00 p.m.-New Business - Resolutions
Selections of 1944 Convention Site.

AGENCIES

Stromberg-Carlson Set
Maxwell House Returns
On W59NY's "Treasury
Program On NBC Sept. 2

DEW BUSIIIESs

As another step in stimulating inThursday, Sept. 2, Baby Snooks KQW, San Jose, Cal.: Procter
terest in FM programs among radio (Fannie Brice), comes back on the Gamble,
Y. C., (Drene), thror'
listeners,
the Stromberg-Carlson air with Frank Morgan, for "Max- Compton N.
Advertising, Inc., N. Y.
Company of Rochester, N, Y., makers

well House Coffee Time" on NBC, 8
STANDARD BRANDS, INC., for its of radios, telephone and sound equip- p.m., EWT. Also Hanley Stafford, as station breaks through April 8, l!
Bakeries,
Stems, multi -vitamin tablets, next ment, has acquired time on W59NY, Daddy; Frank Tours, baton -waver; Langendorf United through
Ru
Francisco, (Bread),
month will launch an extensive adFM affiliate of WQXR, New York John Conte, singing emcee and anvertising campaign, it has been an- City, for the "Treasury of Music," a nouncer Harlow Wilcox.
nounced by James S. Adams, presi- classical and semi -classical radio prodent.
gram. The half-hour show is heard sponsored by Stromberg-Carlson over

on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at that company's FM station, W51R at
ARTHUR KUDNER, INC., has been 7:30 p.m. featuring prominent orches- Rochester. The show is aired six
named to place the advertising of tras and vocalists.
nights per week from 7:00 p.m. to
Transcontinental & Western Air, Inc
A simila4 program is broadcast and 7:30 p.m. for FM in Upstate New York.

rauff & Ryan, San Francisco, stat
breaks and one -minute ETs throt
June 26, 1944, also-for Hollywt
Bread, station breaks and one -min
ETs through Sept. 25, 1943; Same
vertiser, through Erwin, Wasey &I

San Francisco, for Holsum Bre

station breaks through June 26, 19

ro, esdQy, August 25, 1943

,aguage' Testimony
Rsumed At Hearing
Hawed f"om Page

1)

fP lit OMOTION*
WSM's "Tennessee"

WSM, Nashville, Tennessee is lettLater that
t he was taken to Ellis ing the state sell itself as a market
e he was kept for 13 days. in the brochure it is sending out.
"Tennessee. The First Public Power
Nothing Proved
estigation of the facts of State," is a booklet compiled and pubU. S. District Attorney lished by the Governor's Industrial
d In a report that, "there Council, Department of Conservation.
ce to indicate any Fascist Printed on coated stock, with heavy
on the part of the alien or cover paper, it is a de luxe job on
the resources of the state, designed
erican tendencies."
order of the U. S. Attor- to sell the state to manufacturers as
1, Belli was later paroled a good location for their plants. Halfof William C. Alcorn gen- tones of TVA projects, air fields,
waterways, coal, mineral and metal
er of WBNX.
o is a time block buyer mines, forests, available labor, etc.,
Language programs, oc- present an imposing picture of Tenan announcer and owner nessee potentialities.
Belli Radio Productions Nashville station has attached to
ly investigated by the the cover a simple engraved card
Dec. 9,

1941.
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WWSW Brochure

"24 Hours Around the Clock"

FM

Outlet Call letters

Simplified By The FCC
(Continued from Page 1)
is cast licensees. About 2,900 "K" calls,

the title of a new WWSW, Pittsburgh, for stations West of the Mississippi and
Pa., brochure, a general promotion on 1,100 "W's," East of the Mississippi,
the station and its coverage. In black remain available.

and yellow, the front cover shows

License Given Much Latitude

Pittsburgh skyscrapers on a moonlit
These simple calls will replace the
night, with the station call letters and present combination of letter -numeral
studios atop one of them lit up in calls (such as W47NY, W51R, etc.,
yellow, and the title in black and presently used by FM broadcasters) .
white on a yellow background in the In cases where a licensee of an FM stalower right-hand corner. Inside front tion also operates a standard broadcast
cover points out that when tens of station in the same city, he may, if he
thousands of Pittsburgh war workers desires, retain ,his standard call letter
changed from usual day work to night assignment followed by the suffix
hours in 1939 "WWSW provided their "FM" to designate broadcasting on
only radio programs."
the FM band. Thus, if the licensee of
In addition to a partial list of regu- a standard broadcast station with call
lar sponsors on the station, the eight - letters "WAAX" also operates an FM
page booklet includes an example of station in the same location, he will
type of listener response the sta- have the choice of using the call
e OWI and while the from Harry Stone, general manager, the
gets, the personalities that build "WAAX-FM" or he may, on the other
st him indicated pro- with the message "May I suggest that tion
and maintain this audience, the type hand, be assigned a new four-letter
gs nothing was ever you take time out to take a look at
of
sports coverage provided by call, say, WXRI. Similarly, an FM
Tennessee," and leaves the booklet to
t him.
WWSW, and figures on the Pittsburgh broadcaster on the West Coast, who
i testimony which con - speak for itself.
market as a key wartime industrial also operates a standard broadcast
the reading of the FCC
center. Brochure is liberally sprinkled station "KQO," may, if he likes, use
e record by Eugene L.
"Luncheon With Helen"
with descriptive half -tones of audi- the call "KQO-FM" or he may ask
sel for the committee
New program presentation issued
't Lee Falk of the OWI by WPAT, Paterson, New Jersey, ences, personalities, listener types, etc., for a new four-letter call, "KQOF,"
montage of Pittsburgh industries for his FM station. The choice is with
ly responsible for Belli's features Helen Leighton and her with
in the form of a V on the back cover. the FM operator.
show "Luncheon with Helen." Done
art Brought in Picture
FM stations are asked to have
attractively in blue, white and black, contents of the program, and spontheir request, indicating a prefreading of the FCC files cover consists of a half -tone of Helen sors. Folder also includes a statement
at one Dr. Nicola Brunari Leighton, highlighting her name, with of WPAT's coverage and a coverage
erence in call letters, filed with
off a Lido Belli program the slogan "The Voice That Launched map. Line cuts accompany the mesthe Commission by October 1. If
Is inability to stay with no request has been received
various points
d time and that on occa- relate the tale of her sales ability, made.
from an FM licensee by that
from his script which
date, the FCC will, at its discree plugging of a nutrition Ellis Island and paroled again in the public interest, and shall give its
tion, assign a new four-letter
o one of political content. custody of Alcorn with the restric- consent in writing.
call to that station. It is recomnari stated to Lee Falk of tions placed upon his radio business "Hilda Shea admits that Belli's conmended that FM operators who
that Belli was airing fascist which in effect prevented him from tract with WBNX reserves such
wish a new four-letter call list
da. Garey also read into even going near his office that, "We power to the station with the respect
their first, second and third
d that Brunari's statements wish now to recommend an immediate to the time Belli purchases in bulk.
choices, and in the event two
ave been suspect and not release from the terms of the parole." But she doubted whether the constations seek identical call letby the FCC or any governReports on 25 Belli broadcasts made tract embodies the full agreement
ters the request first received by
ency because Brunari had by the chief engineer of the FCC, between the parties, and whether
the
the Commission will be honored.
victed for attempted extor- Ewald Gett showed that the broad- practices under it follow the letter
The Commission's decision to dissentenced to the state pene - casts did not contain any material of the instrument. She also felt that
or three and one half to six inimicable to the war effort of the Belli had exclusive control over all card the combination of letter -numeral calls for FM stations arose out
alt years. The fact that the United Nations.
Italian Language broadcasts."
of several disadvantages and inherent
e use of the FBIS reports,
Checked Re Federal Act
Garey
showed
that
in
this
action
ey again termed the "acme
Because of the fact that Belli pur- against Belli the same names con- limitations in the system based upon
ty" was an indication that chased a great deal of time at WBNX stantly appear; Lee Falk, Allen Cran- the past experience of FM broadcastwas acting on material too which he controlled completely, ston, "the sinister figure of Giuseppi ers themselves, and the advisability
to justify taking a man off Hilda Shea, of the FCC investigated Lupis," and Giuseppi Facci. Garey of making the change at this time
when transmitter construction is
the possibility of Belli's violation of also
out that these same
ring to the FBIS. Garey the Communications Act of 1934. She namespointed
have constantly appeared halted because of the war. Licensees
e only
intelligent thing sent a memo to Nathan David of the
FM stations have found that the
the entire investigation. of
FBIS was the injection of FCC, and Garey in reading it into throughout
letter -numeral system is cumbersome
Falk
Order
Confirmed
'Intelligent' in the title."
the record said to chairman Cox,
The most damaging testimony was and does not meet with general pubg to a statement attributed "This is good, listen to it."
confirmed by Belli when Garey lic acceptance. In addition, a change
of the OWI in connection
Sheá s memo to David stated:
of an FM station under
out in the testimony that, in frequency
ons why Belli should be There is ground to believe that his brought
old system involved a change in
Belli was removed from active the
the air was the fact that, activities (Belli's) may constitute a while
its
call
with
consequent
confusion to
rent from these analyses violation of the Communications Act participation in his business, Lee Falk, the listening public. Finally, it was
Allen
Cranston,
and
Giuseppi
Facci,
at the newscasts at WBNX of 1934.
that as FM stations were licensed
told him to fire all his present em- felt
to be desired." The report
in more and more cities, it would
"Sec. 310 (b) of the Communica- ployees who were accused of fascist
that Belli's newscast showed tions Act provides as follows:
tendencies and engage those suggested become increasingly difficult to idenritish bias and wasn't all
"The station license required here- by them. This he did and put in tify the station call with a particular
the United Nations' War by, the frequencies authorized to be
city through the use of an initial
charge of his office Renzo Nissin.
letter or letters.
used by the licensee and the rights
It
was
disclosed
that
while
the
hip Report on Belli
therein granted shall not be trans- business was owned by Belli, Nissin
ce of Censorship report on ferred, assigned, or in any manner,
particularly the OWI and the FCC.
e by J. Harold Ryan, as- either voluntarily disposed of, or in- did the hiring of the others suggested It was also revealed that those whom
by members of the OWI. All Belli Belli hired are, with one exception,
ector of that office in directly by transfer of control to
any
roadcasting was exhaustive corporation holding such license, to did was pay them.
still working for him. After he made
After Belli had hired Renzo Nissin,
led that, after Belli was
any person, unless the commission Ettore Rava and Nino De Salle, be- the personnel changes his parole was
lifted and he reported all the changes
the second time at the re- shall, after securing full information,
Lee Falk and returned to decide that said transfer is in the side a dramatic group he had no more he had made to James A. Guest of
trouble with any government agency, the FCC.
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OAST -TO COAST
0

"WALLY and Jane," a new in- William Agar, acting president of Free- Ernie Keller and Tex Turner have
rr formal variety show designed dom House. will be guest speaker on the been named co -program directors of
largely for feminine listeners, was "What Do You Think" program series WBIR, Knoxville, Tennessee. They
proaired for the first time over WSYR, over WMCA. New York, today. He will continue announcing feature
Syracuse, New York, last Monday. A will discuss "Post -War Planning" and grams....New head of the WBIR
participating show, it features songs analyze the opinions submitted by
series.
by Helena Sorensen, guest artists, teners in past weekss on the
s

lis-

traffic department is Vivian Ray.

WOW. Omaha. Nebraska has tour
hers in the Civilian Air Patrol: Crab
Harry Burke, assistant general mg
Lieut. Al Larson, auditing manage I4
Glen Flynn, control operator, an p
Thomson Holtz, announcer.

and interviews by Ralph Wallace with

popular personalities. Murray Bern- Commendation from naval and civi.
thal, violinist -conductor and member Tian sources has been given to th,
of the staff at Syracuse University, show "Salute to Uncle Sam's Induperformed on Monday's opening show tries," heard over WCAU, Philadel....Dick Moore, singer and announ- phia. From Rear Admiral C. H. Woodcer, has been added to the staff of ward, Industrial Incentive Division,
U. S. N., the station received a letter
WSYR, Syracuse.
thanking WCAU for its cooperation
*
and effectiveness in stimulating war
WELL New Haven, Connecticut, paid production. From S. K. Stevens, Penn-

solemn tribute to Dr. William Lyon Phelps,

sylvania State Historian, came a re-

beloved professor -emeritus of Yale Uni- quest for copies of scripts in order tg
versity, by pausing for 30 seconds in its contribute some highlights to the anbroadcasting schedule last Monday at nals of Pa. war production.
*
*
2:30 p.m., the starting time of the funeral
services for the noted literary authority Charles M. Barbe has joined Sesac as
at Yale's Battell Chapel.
station relations representative. He will
$
*
handle all station relations in the Central
Carl Frederick, formerly with States.
s
*
WMBG, Richmond, Virginia, ha:

Guest today on "News Through
joined the announcing staff of WIBG,
A Woman's Eyes," Kathryn Cravens'
Philadelphia.
a
program on WNEW, New York, will
New fall commercial line-up on WTAG, be Betty Smith, author of current be,.I
Worcester. Massachusetts, includes- pur seller "A Tree Grows in Brooklyn.`
chase of station's 1 to 1:15 p.m. newacas Thursday and Friday James Haran,
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays for assistant city editor of the "Journal -

26 weeks through Morse International, American," and Gerold Frank, reInc., New York, effective September 14
Starting October 5, station has contracted
for- "Aunt Jeminº," five-minute ET program Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays
at 7:40 a.m. for Quaker Oats, while Rock.
wood Chocolate Bits, through Federa'
Agency. New York, has signed for one minute announcements thrice weekly. begining October 4, on Mildred Bailey's
"Afternoon Journal" over WTAG.
*

write man on the same paper, will
guest on the show, discussing their
book "Out in the Boondocks."
*

*

Russ Winnie, assistant manager of
WTMJ, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and well
known sports announcer, was recently ap
pointed to the publicity committee for the

Milwaukee Association of Commerce Post War Planning Program.
a

*

Mary Little, radio editor of the Des
Craig Lawrence has returned to his
Moines "Register and Tribune," is on manager's desk at KSO and KRNT,
special assignment this month to Des Moines, Iowa, after a fishing trip
WNAX, Yankton, South Dakota. She vacation with his family at Escanaba,
is working with the station manage- Michigan.... John Irwin, former
ment and personnel in publicizing speaker of the Iowa House of RepreWNAX's new tower, the tallest in sentatives, is back at the KSO news
America, which will be dedicated on microphone after spending a few
September 4. Her "Air Glances" weeks with his son, a Captain in'thc
columns in the newspapers, are being Army, in California.
handled by her assistant, Mabel Bod*
a
dicker.

1

e

9

Thayer "Jack" Roberts, announcer, has
signed on at WIBW, Topeka, Kansas.

4
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Celia Branz
Zinn Arthur
Ken Christie
James M. Carroll
Lillian Golden
Edward Davies
Norman Kaphan Harry R. Lubcke
John Rarig
Dolores O'Neill

*

Leading department store of Oakland, California, has turned over its
Monday through Saturday broadcast
on KROW exclusively to the war
effort....Sponsored by the H. C. Cap -

well Company, the program called
"Hi-Lites with Barbara Lee" presents interviews with representatives
of the various branches of the service,
or those who have a message for the
public concerning some phase of de-

fense industry. Commercials are no
longer included in the program, mere-

ly credit to the sponsor at open and
close of the show.

MODERN ROMANCES
Every one of these exciting dramas is
true-every one is different -every one
is complete in itself-every one is timely and in tune with today.
MODERN ROMANCES is more
than an "escape" program. It dramatizes the domestic and love problems
that millions now face, it brings relaxation, inspiration, and solace to men and
women of all ages.

Taken from the pages of one of
America's fastest -growing magazines,
MODERN ROMANCES is expertly
dramatized, excitingly. acted, skillfully
produced. And because each of the 15 minute programs in the series of 39 is
complete in itself, MODERN ROMANCES gives you time -buying flexibility; you can spot it at whatever time
'is most advantageous and economical.

N BC

MODERN ROMANCES is

a p:

gram so effective, so strong in audien'
attraction, so certain to do a great sal

job for its sponsors-that you can't
ford to overlook it in making ya
plans. Write today for full infurmatioaudition records, and availability da

MODERN ROMANCES
is NOT for Sale in North Caro-

lina, Virginia, South Carolina,
Florida and Georgia.
The Columbia Baking Co.. Atlanta, Ga., through the Freitag

Advertising Agency, is

spon-

soring MODERN ROMANCES

in these states on 27 stations,
using evening time on 17 of
them,

RADIO -RECORDING DIVISIOA
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY

RCA Bldg., Radio City, NEW YORK
Trans -Lux Bldg., WASHINGTON, D. C.

Merchandise Mart, CHICAGO
Sunset & Vine, HOLLYWOOD, CAI
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TEN CENTS

(skay AFRA 10% Boost
La

Committee In N. Y.

(lose Tomorrow
testified at the hearrday of the Cox Committee

;o

Nissin,

g the FCC, that he was
d by Lido Belli at WBNX
ence of the OWI or the

Belli already testified that
the insistence of Lee Falk
OWI that Nissin was put in
of his programs at WBNX.
wh''e known to Falk and
I

Churchill On Sunday
In the wake of President Roosevelt's and Prime Minister MackenKing's addresses before the
Canadian Parliament at Ottawa
zie

yesterday, Prime Minister Churchill. brimming with a timely and
topical message for all the world
to hear. will speak from Quebec
Sunday, 1-1:45 p.m. on all networks

as well as BBC to his English constituents and the Allied fronts.

F:,cci, also of the OWI, be -

NAB Regional Hits FCC

it-onti,n,ed on Pane 6)

And Hitch -Hiker Anns.

the work he was doing for
in connection with Italian

WLB Approves Application For Rise
On Commercial Broadcasting Code
Retroactive To March 8
War Labor Board has ap-

RosenbaumAFMLetter proved the AFRA application

on its Code of Fair Practice for

commercial broadcasting,
Answered By Gillin live
the applications having asked

John J. Gitlin of WOW, Omaha, for a 10 per cent increase on
in a letter addressed to all broad- fees in the Code, and is retrocasters has made answer to the re- active to March 8, 1943. Netcent letter to the industry by Samuel

R. Rosenbaum of WFIL, Philadelphia.

works and agencies concerned

Rosenbaum, on the eve of joining were in accord with this appliand it is in keeping with
the U.S. Army (Amgot) as a Lt.
puper Committee
Syracuse-Following the policy of Colonel, gave his opinions on the the clause in the Code which
Votes For Legislation member
district groups of the Na- recording ban situation and the AFM
(Continued on Page 6)
tional Association of Broadcasters, the
Committee of the News - second district of the NAB, meeting
o Committee, of which yesterday at the Hotel Syracuse,
Sough is chairman, yester- passed two resolutions regarding the
a resolution calling for FCC and the hitch -hike and cowto preclude any further catcher announcements. Kolin Hager,
on against newspaper - chairman, presided, while Neville
of broadcasting stations.
Miller, president of the NAB was

on follows:
the Newspaper -Radio Cornhould immediately advocate
(Continued on Page 2)

Adding 37 Outlets
ang Busters' On Blue
rte S. Sloan, Inc., manufacSloan's Liniment, will add
ns September 17, totaling 92

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 7)

FCC Plans Public Hearing Over 8,000 CBS Shows
For Akron Transfer Plea
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Moving toward final
solution of the complicated Akron,
Ohio, broadcast situation, the FCC

In the 181 -day period from January
1943 through June 30, 8,412 CBS'
yesterday designated 'for public hear- 1,broadcasts
treated some phase of the
Bird's Eye Show On CBS ing the applications for assignment of war, according
to a report released
the construction permit for a 5,000 To Feature Dinah Shore
yesterday by the network's Research
(Continued on Page 2)
Department. Since some of the broadcasts treated more than one war topic,
General Foods Corporation, in addition to returning the CBS "Kate Hooper Says 12,636,000
10,237 different war items, were in -

Smith" evening program to an hour
show and placing "The Adventures

Heard FDR In USA

of the Thin Man" in a new time spot,
President Roosevelt's broadcast
"Gang Busters." The Florida, has announced the purchase of a new from Ottawa pledging destruction of
st and South Central groups time niche on the Columbia network "international gangsterism" was heard
pecific affiliates added. Spon- in which it will launch the first radio in this country by a radio audience
(Continued on Page 2)
ce October 11, 1940, "Gang
(Continued on Page 2)

will be heard Friday even 9 to 9:30 EWT. Warwick &
aced the account.

Parson .%ereI)lt,
-

Work

commentator

expressed

Alfred

duPont

Radio
Awards of $1,000 each to be first
I.

presented annually beginning early

Planned Foods, Inc., makers of
in the United States for "meriRose Mill Pate Gras and Extendo, tator
has renewed its sponsorship of torius service" have been completed,
Alfred W. McCann's "Pure Food according to Mrs. Alfred I. duPont.
committee of five will present the
Hour," heard over WOR Monday A
through Friday from 10 to 10:30 a.m. awards to (1) the station that devel-

d'a health, has accepted. Pear.
has chosen the "weapons" and
agreed to meet the auto manurer "on foot, astride a bike, in
Itiodel T Ford or In a contest of
Mho. pitching."

on a nation-wide, or even worldSponsor will use alternate weeks for ops
scope the most influential
13 weeks beginning August 23. The wide,
service, (2) the station that is most
agency
is
Blaker
Advertising.
-- (Continued on Page 5)
I

-

Three

in 1944 to two stations and a commen-

doubt regarding the state of

-

Full Details Now Completed
For DuPont 3 Radio Awards
Planned Foods Extending
Sponsorship Of McCann

Drew Pearson. who was chal
Ted by Henry Ford to a test of
Ical endurance after the Blue

Aired War Messages

(Continued on Page 7)

Advertising During 1943

Shows Increase Over '42
Advertising did well during the first

half of 1943, according to L. D. H.
Weld in "Printers' Ink," out tomorrow. The increase over the same
(Continued on Page 2)

Usual Custom
An elderly couple in Havelock,

Ont. though up in years, had not
lost their sense of the romantic.
About to be married at home, the
67 year old bridegroom and 62
year old bride wished music for
the nuptials and requested CHEX,
Peterboro, to play the Wedding
March at 4 p.m. Station not only
fulfilled their request, but supplied
music all thru the service.
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FCC Plans Public Hearing
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of 12,636,000 persons, according to a watter in Cleveland from the Akron
survey made by C. E. Hooper, Inc., Broadcasting Co. to the WJW Co., and
research firm. The Hooper rating for for modification of the license for
the broadcast throughout the United WJW, Akron, to change the name of

the licensee from WJW, Inc., to the
States was 24.9.
According to Elliott -Haynes, Cana- Akron Broadcasting Co.

dian research firm which employs
similar rating methods, the broadcast
had an average rating of 40.1 within
Canada. The English-speaking portion

of the program had a rating of 35.3

WJW was purchased last year by
William S. O'Neill, of the General
Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, owner of
the Yankee network, and permission
was given by the FCC to move the
station to Cleveland and raise its

while the French part obtained a 52.5.
The President spoke in approxi- power from 250 to 5,000 watts, changmately the same period of the day, on ing its frequency from 1,240 to 850
January 7, last, when he gave his kc. Subsequently, O'Neill decided he
RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York, annual message to Congress. His wanted to keep the Akron facilities,
7-6337, Hooper rating then was 27.7, indicat- but in the meantime an application
Phone WIsconsin 7.6336
N. Y.
7-6338.
Chicago, III.-Frank Burke, Suite
1800-A, Merchandise Mart, Phone Delaware
Hollwood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425
Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.

4950.

Entered as second class matter April 5,
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,

under the act of March 3, 1879.
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net
High

Am. Tel. & Tel
CBS A
Crosley Corp.
Gen. Electric

Lew

1551/4 155

Philco

21

21

21

+

1/4
3/g

19

19

19

-{-

1/2

37

3634

3634

223/e

22%
9%

22%
9%

69
111/

691/2

RCA Common

91/2

RCA First Pfd
Stewart -Warner ....

691/2
111/4

Westinghouse

Zenith Radio

Chg.

Close

1551/4 +

31%

91% -

1/e

31%

313/4 +

Y

Bid
81/2

evenings from 9:30 to 10:00 EWT. The

19

834
22
291

Leibert, M. H. Organist,
Has New Sunday Program

land, both of whom now want to
shift to the 1,200 band.

WADC, a CBS affiliate, owned by

Advertising During 1943

Shows Increase Over '42
(Continued from Page 1)

Newspaper Committee
Votes For Legislation

Asked

271/2

be WADC, Akron, and WGAR, Cleve-

program, a variety show, will feature
5,000 watts days and 1,000 nights.
Dinah Shore and Cornelia Otis Skin- with
ner, and will be broadcast Thursday No date was set for the hearing.

ye

911%

Other parties to this hearing will

T. Simmons, is now operated
campaign for its Bird's Eye Frozen Allen
with 5,000 watts on the 1,350 band.
Foods.
also a CBS affiliate, is owned
Scheduled to begin September 30, WGAR,
George A. Richards, and John
the initial radio network campaign by
with Eugene Carr, now with
for Bird's Eye will be heard over the Patt,Office
of Censorship, as general
full network of CBS stations. The the
manager. It operates on 1,480 kc,

was placed on CBS by Young & Rubicam, Inc.

OVER THE COUNTER

Farnsworth Tel. & Rad
WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR (Detroit)

Bird's Eye Show On CBS
To Feature Dinah Shore

General Foods Bird's Eye account
-}-

11

Buckeye Broadcasting Co.

(Continued from Page 1)

FINANCIAL
Wednesday, August

ing an audience in the United States for an Akron station, with 250 watts
on the 1,240 band came in from the
of 14,290,200.

(Continued from Page I)

legislation which will make it im,possible for there to be any present
or furture discrimination against
newspaper ownership of broadcasting stations, and that this advocacy
should include the support of pro-

theater in

1932.

This is Leibert's

second radio variety show. His first
was "Dick Leibert's Musical Revue"
in 1934.

Assisting Leibert in the presentation of these highlights are Martha
King, 18 -year -old lyric soprano, and
Florence Wightman, harpist.

town for contr.cr,'

in

is

at the headquarters of CBS.

HAROLD V. HOUGH, general super'', oil
KGKO, Blue Network outlet in Fort Worth er,
and MARTIN CAMPBELL, managing direc off
the station, are here this week on a b iessr
trip.

STANLEY YOUNG, sales executive of paw
Inc., leaves tomorrow to join the iiµ.:
division of the American Transport Servic Neti
will be replaced by Jack Koste, of Willianst1l
& Co.
Sales,

ROYAL

PENNY,

E.

sales

manager of lit

Charlotte, N. C., is expected back at hi:.,, '
Monday.
He has been visiting client nsr

agencies in New York.

WILLIAM WYSE and STANLEY MARC át
KWBW, Hutchinson, Kans., are spending is+

days in New York.
HAROLD

E.

FELLOWS,

station

manag ifs

WEEI, Boston O0r0 outlet of CBS, is o e.
other of his frequent but brief visits here.
JAMES CASSIDY,

special

events direct of

WLW- WSAI, Cincinnati, is on a
to Washington and New York.

basins da

EARL H. GAMMONS, director of WTOP,'h.

ington, D. C., a caller yesterday at the in
of CBS.

LEONARD KAPNER,

president

and

g

manager of WCAE, is in town from Pithlu
HERBERT L. KRUEGER, commercial mil,
of WTAG, Worcester, spending a few dafs re
on station and network business.

Monks, Schnabel for "Othell
James Monks and Stefan Schnt 1,

of the year will probably not be so serials, are signed for the Their
great, he states, because the wartime Guild's Fall production of Shari
slump occurred during the first six peare's "Othello." Monks p i
months of 1942. This has meant good "Cassio" and Schnabel "Iago."
percentage increases for the first half

of this year as compared with last.
Since advertising began to come back

in July of 1942, and has stayed at a

which relates to the subject is no prospect of a drop in actual
Sunday morning NBC variety pro- tion
volume, however.
gram, "Radio City Revue," broad- matter." -

Leibert has been the Music Hall
organist since the opening of the

.5"3

ED NORTON, chairman of the board of ,p f

Birmingham, Ala.,

period during 1942 was 12.3 per cent. both heard on CBS "Radio Reat'a
The rate of increase for the rest Digest," also on Columbia dayl.e

fairly good level ever since, comparipositions intended to accomplish this sons from now on will be with higher
end
in
the
White
-Wheeler
Bill,
the
figures, and the percentage increases
Dick Leibert, Radio City Music
Hall organist, is star of a new early Holmes Bill, as well as other legisla- are not likely to be maintained. There
cast from the stage of the huge theater
each Sabbath at 8:05 a.m., EWT.

ComY1111G and G0111; .I

Kiska Story On M. Of T. Tonite
BBC to Broadcast Bergen
"March of Time," on its NBC proBBC will broadcast Charlie Mc- gram
at 10:30 tonight, will present
Carthy and his mentor, Edgar Bergen, Maj. John L. Tarpin speaking from
as a regular weekly feature. The Fairbanks, Alaska, with an eye -witBritish broadcast will be a recording ness report of the re -occupation of
'of Charlie's regular weekly network Kiska Island in the Aleutians. Maj.
show heard on NBC, Sundays, 8:00 Gen. Norman D. Kirk, Surgeon Genp.m., EWT.
eral of the Army, also will be heard,
The BBC inaugurates the new pro- as will an Air Force squadron leader
gram on August 20. British listeners reporting from Australia.
have heard such other American fav- For the first time, there will be a
orites as Bob Hope and Jack Benny magnetic wire recording of actual

battle sounds in Sicily.
THIS LITTLE BUDGET by similar recordings.
WENT TO
Sen. Connally on NBC Today
Stork News
U. S. Senator Tom Connally (D. Here's one fellow who sneers at
Tex.) will be heard in a special broad- superstition. John Robert Gunther,
over NBC today at 11:00 p.m., born Friday 13th to Martin Gunther
BOSTON cast
when he speaks at the opening of the and Mrs. Gunther at Memorial HosWar Bond drive in Texas. His pital, Exeter, New Hampshire. GunMASS. third
subject will be "Our World." Sena- ther is business manager of WHEB,
tor Connally is chairman of the Portsmouth, PS.: seven pounds, nine

"Hot"
Availability!
Noon News Strip!
$85.00 a week

Monday thru Saturday
12:00-12:05 P.M.

WLTH

WORL

Senate Foreign Relations Committee. and one-half ounces.

IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President
REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-REED

1

Radio Network

New Yorkers Idea o
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WE take it all back. This is not a New Yorker's idea
of a radio network.
A couple of weeks ago we said it was, in an ad published in New York. Then people started writing letters.
They telephoned. A few even sent telegrams.
Some of the folks were in the advertising business and

some were ordinary human beings, but they all had an
amazingly correct idea of a radio network - namely,
Mutual.

Of course they know Mutual has more stations than
any other network 1 ( Maybe we should have added the
fact that a full dozen advertisers are now using the full
Mutual Network to reach the full nation. )
Of course they know people west of the Hudson tune
to Mutual stations "as regularly and as enthusiastically"

as they themselves tune to WOR! ( Maybe we should
have added the fact that current Crossley studies reveal
Mutual programs are up to six times as popular, out
beyond the regularly researched cities, as in the 32
"national -rating" centers.)
Of course they know Mutual's idea of a radio network
consists of stations located where people live, with pro-

grams people like to hear! ( Maybe we should have
added the fact that 117 of our 209 outlets are located in
towns where no other networks have stations.)
0

As somebody once put it, in almost these very words:
"Never underestimate the intelligence of people - nor
the power of the network they believe inl"

THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

RADIO DAILY

z

Los

Angeles

Chicago
By FRANK BURKE

By RALPH WILK

THREE new announcers joigep
I Gary staff of WIND this a

DAUNTLESS James
broadcasts over the Pacific Blue
Abbe,

who

from KEX, Portland, may have to
sleep in a trailer, but he will spend

a week here, with his program emanating from Hollywood. In answer to

Abbe's request for living quarters.
Tracy Moore, general sales manager of
the Pacific Blue, scoured the city, and

wired Abbe his hunt was fruitless.

However, Abbe was not discouraged
and wired Moore "The Lord will provide and I am coming to Hollywood."

Dick Joy, one of the busiest an-

nouncers on the Coast, has been
sworn in as an Ensign in the Naval

Air Intelligence.
The many agriculturally -minded
members of the KFI-KECA staff are
being practical and are swapping
product. Clyde Scott, sales manager,
raises rabbits; Bud Edwards, program
manager, hens; Don McNamara, frying chickens; Matt Barr, publicity director, apricots and other fruit; Ernest

Felix, auditor, squab. W. B. Ryan,
manager of the outlet, is the latest

to join the ranks of Victory gardeners.

Garry Moore, pixilated half of the
Durante -Moore air show, astounded
Hollywood, when he came to town,
by finding a house within 24 hours.
He'll reside in Beverly Hills, where
houses are now scarcer than steak.
Dinah Shore and Don Ameche :belong to the same golf club, have appeared on the same day in the same

radio studios, have lunched at the
same restaurant on the same day, but
have not met. They will appear together on a new radio series begin-

They are George Reeves, former:;

Radio Is My Beat ...

The "beat" yesterday brought us to the Bonnie Briar Country
Club, at Larchmont nestled in the rolling hills of Westchester County
None other than smiling John McKay himself opened the door of the taxi

as we rolled up to the Club House. The air of good fellowship and the
spirit of fun that pervaded the rural atmosphere was in evidence from the
First thing
start. And as for the weather, it couldn't have been better

It was unquestionably a golf tourney. Those who didn't
venture out onto the green played the "indoor" or "African" variety.
Judge A. L. Ashby was the best dressed golfer present
Sid Eiges, Ed Bragdon, and Charlie Pekor of the NBC press department were "johnnies-on-the-spot" if and when anyone needed anything, and what with the perfect weather, good-natured subjects and
plenty of film, Sid Desfor, NBChief photog, was in paradise
Among those present were Frank Mullen, Roy Witmer, John Royal,
William Brooks, Albert Dale, George Fry, William S. Hedges, Dick
Connolly, Jack Ryan, R. J. Teichner, Clay Morgan, Burke Miller
and John MacDonald of NBC; Joseph B. Connolly and Brad Kelly
of King Features; Barry Faris, Jim Kilgallen, Walter Moss, and Bob
McCormick of INS; Bob Hanlon, Tom O'Neill, and Bill McCambridge
of Press Association; Syd Robards of RCA; Clayton Irwin and Tom

Paprocki of AP; Bob Warberg, Howard Rutledge and Joe Kelly of
the Wall St. Journal; Irving Genatt of Advertising Age; Al Hughes
of the Christian Science Monitor, and Tom Kennedy of the New
York Times.

Others present included Edwin Balmer of Red Book; Ben

Lucille Manners, singing luminary of the Friday night

New York this week in time to men-

series, which bows August 29, over
Underwood arrives accompanied by the show writers who preNBC.

NBConcert (8-8:30 p.m.) may be starred in a Broadway musical this

train. Hal (Gildersleeve) Peary has

Fall.... in fact the authors are seriously considering writing into
the plot a "broadcast scene," timed so that Miss Manners could
broadcast her Friday programs direct from the stage.... could be....
Following the season's initial broadcast, Saturday, of his Truth Or

with his radio staff on their arrival

NBConsequences show, Ralph Edwards, will be "mine host" to mem-

pared the opening scripts on the

completed his role in RKO's "Gildersleeve On Broadway" and will huddle
here.

ANNOUNCERS
will
find permanent spots with a 10,000 watt
full-time independent, this month. OpSeveral

experienced ad

lib men

portunities are unlimited. The station
is WIBC, Philadelphia. Nearby applicants
apply in person. Others send ETs and
photos.

to 1 p.m., Saturday August 28. Ge
Christopopulos, Greek consul in 44

Nikki Kaye is active in the q
Bill Slocum, Jr., director of
cial events for CBS, is in Chi

tor the opening show of the new

Cecil Underwood, producer of "The

:

started their respective games with near -perfect drives from the first tee.
The booby prize was won handily by George Slade of WBZ, Boston, whose
terrific drive catapulted the pill exactly 91/2 yards.

Great Gildersleeve," trains in from

Oct. 2.

Paxinou, who plays the role of
in "For Whom the Bell Tolls,"
be broadcast over WJJD from i

cago, will also he heard.
Radio writers guild is

Bodec of Variety (last year's goli tournament winner); Norman Cousins of
the Saturday Review of Literature; Ed Duffy of Hearst Publications; Lou
Frankel of Billboard; Marvin Kirsch and M. H. Shaprio of Radio Daily; Fred
Sannis of Radio Mirror; Don Short of the New York Journal -American;
Walter Schneider of Editor and Publisher, who goes NBC shortly; Toe
Weigers of Liberty Magazine; Tom LaBrun of the Philadelphia Record;
Frank Rosen of the Philadelphia Enquirer; Joe Purtell of Time; and Jerry
If your name isn't listed it may be because we
Mason of This Week
and a red robin perched on
didn't have time to look under the table
the limb of the 'nineteenth hole' chirped "Don't be surprised if A. J.
Spalding will be sponsor of the Babe Ruth program."

California Symphony Association,
KFI-KECA and the Daily News. After
preliminary auditions, contestants
will be presented in a series of weekly
broadcasts over KECA, beginning

Marvin Com

WOWO, Fort Wayne, and Mark :
ward of WLOL, Minneapolis.
A broadcast dedicated to the G
"Underground" and headlining Ki

that struck our eyes was the list of entrants in the golf tourney, among whom
Don Mersereau and Nick Kenny
was listed "Niles Trammell, CBS"

ning Sept. 4.

Young American musical artists
will be given recognition, presented
on the air and offered a chance at a
debut with the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, in a contest to be
held here during winter of 1943-44
under joint sponsorship of Southern

WAKR, Akron;

bers of the fourth estate, at a midnight supper at the "21 Club"....
RADIOKAY TO: Kate Smith, herself a product of Radio, who will
select guest artists, not only from the stage and screen but from the
ranks of radio itself, which has produced so many top-flight entertainment artists....Vera Barton and Johnny Long's Orchestra will
be the principals of "Something New and Something Blue" which
will be sneak -previewed Sunday over the Blue Network.

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

national

executive

seekit

secretary

to arrange partial orgination on b

the aircraft carrier "Wolverine"
"World News Today," Sunday Au
29.

Fred Kilian, producer at WB
is passing out cigars. He's fathe
a new baby, a son.

1

Four women circus perfort
from the Ringling Brothers show
compete for spelling honors
four clowns on the WGN spelling

Sunday, August

29,

from noon

12:25 p.m.

"The Shadow," mystery thri

will return to WGN as

a

Su>#

feature starting October 1.
Tom Wallace, producer of the l I
Date" show, is back in Chicago

a lengthy sojourn in New York
Fall plans for his show.
Nancy Clyne, Chicago M
traffic assistant, will be marr

"

Lawrence B. Trenholme of Phil

phia on September 11, the wed
taking place at the home of
aunt, Mrs. D. R. Mathias in J
Ill.

"When Johnny Comes Mar

Home" will be the discussion topii

three prominent educators who
participate in the "University of I
cago Round Table," Sunday, Septl
ber

5,

at

1

p.m., CWT.

will originate at Mitchell

Broads

Towel

the university campus.

Met. Auditions Retu

Sherwin-Williams Co., paint
facturers, on November 28 will
the Metropolitan auditions to
Blue, marking its fifth year on

network and ninth on the air,.
program will be carried on 155
tions, the largest ever heard f
show. Warwick & Legler place
account and it will be heard
Sunday at 4:30 until 5 p.m., beg
November 28. Arthur Carron
Eleanor Steber, heard in leading
at the Metropolitan Opera
amongst many who made their
on the Sherwin-Williams progr
America's Greatest Syndicate

FUNNY HONEY
ALLEN A. FUNT RADIO PROD
New
52 Vanderbilt Avenue

rht;daY, August 26, 1943

`
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Full Details Now Completed
For DuPont 3 Radio Awards AGENCIES

(Continued from Page 1)
DAISY SIMONS WADSassistant director of the effective for the same ends within its 1943 by and between Jessie Ball
phi ren's Welfare Federation of legitimate community or territory, duPont and the Florida National Bank
Key York; MRS. PAUL DOUGLAS, and (3) the commentator whose work of Jacksonville. The indenture was
weary of the International Rela- during the given year is deemed most made and executed in view. of Radio's
lion Center of Chicago, and FRED L. distinguished for constructive inter- manifold services. Whereupon, the
trustee of the estate, through due
BL fK, of the Industrial Depart - pretation.
Wier Board of Commerce of Post The Committee of Awards, consist- course, has been Designated to make
'al Problems, Detroit, discussing ing of a person representing a na- available for the purpose of present'Sh Id Women Relinquish Their tional woman's organization; a non- ing annually ti.ree cash awards of
[nditrial Jobs to Men After Vic- commercial, non-political affiliate of $1,000 each in accordance with the
tory on "America's Town Meeting the radio and broadcasting industry; following provisions:
yt i! Air," today (WJZ-Blue Neta nationally prominent educator; a
Awards Described
wor 8:30 p.m.).
nationally prominent expert on pub- (a) The two Alfred I. duPont Radio
lic opinion; and a representative of Station Awards shall be conferred in
JUN CARRADINE, on the Joan the Alfred I. duPont Estate interests, each calendar year to two radio staHaley
program, today will be authorized to form appro- tions in the continental United States
Dav-Jack
1Wl,F-NBC, 9:30 p.m.).
priate rules and regulations from time for outstanding and meritorious serto time "within the reasonable inter- vice in encouraging, fostering, pro)A11 ROSELLE, soprano, on the pretation of the purposes and ob- moting and developing American
ipst Stopak program, today (WJZ- jectives of the agreement" and di- ideals of freedom and for loyal and
9it¡Network, 1:45 p.m.).
rected to select the two stations and devoted service to the nation and to
radio commentator entitled to the
communities served by these sta[AN CHOOKASIAN, on annual Alfred I. duPont Radio the
tions respectively. One of the radio
of All Churches," today Awards. In order that the judges may stations selected to receive an award
-NBC, 2:45 p.m.).
have adequate time for proper con- shall be representative of the group
sideration of all entries, it will be
larger radio stations possessing
S CAGNEY, on "Eyes of the necessary for all nominations and sup- of
facilities above the averce," today (WABC-CBS, 10:45 porting data to be received by the broadcasting
age from the standpoint of power
Secretary of the Committee of and range coverage. The other radio
Awards, W. H. Goodman, P. O. Box
selected to receive an award
GEN. EDMUND B. GREG- 720, Jacksonville, 1 Fla., on or before station
shall be representative of the group
uartermaster General of the December 31, 1943.
of smaller radio stations in relation
Army; BEA WAIN, PEGGY
Condensation Requested
the power and range of broadcastROLAND YOUNG and Since the secretary has stated that to
T WEEDE, at the "Stage Door no part of the material submitted ing facilities. Each radio station
however, shall be of equal
'
today (WABC-CBS, 9:30 will be returned because of the anti- award,
size, dignity and merit, for percipated volume of records, it is re- formance within these respective
quested that only copies of valuable
of endeavor.
HENRY SCHRICKER, Gov - papers or documents be used and that fields
(b) The Alfred I. duPont Radio
Indiana, on "Double or Noth- these be condensed as much as pos- Commentator
Award shall be conmorrow (WOR-Mutual, 9:30 sible for convenient examination. The ferred in each calendar
year to one
UFH,

ADOLPH J. TONGO has joined

William Esty & Co. as vice-president
and director of research. He formerly
was associated with Geyer, Cornell &
Newell.

STURDIWHEAT CORPORATION,
Redwing, Minn., has appointed Erwin,
Wasey & Co., to place its advertising.

RALPH H. JONES CO. has signed

three new accounts, the Cincinnati

and New York offices sharing honors
equally. They are: Sabin Robbins Co.,

Cincinnati, and in New York two

magazine publishers' campaigns will
be handled by Philip Meek, manager
of the agency's office. The publications are "Secrets Magazine" and
"Flying Aces."

H. M. DANCER, head of BlackettSample-Hummert Agency, has announced the appointment of Bertram
H. Carter as a Senior Executive
Carter was formerly associated with

"The Saturday Evening Post," his
own advertising agency, Lennen &
Mitchell and more recently as publisher and editor of his own newspaper in Upper New York State.

KENNETT R. McMATH, formerly
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Inc
New York, and Vick Chemical Comof

pany, has joined the Duane Jones
Company as a member of the plan
board.

THE

AMERICAN

MOLASSES

COMPANY anounces the appointment of McCann-Erickson, Inc., New
decision of the judges, constituting individual who shall be a citizen of York, to handle the advertising of its
of Awards, will be the United States in recognition of molasses products. Radio has not been
BLONDELL, on "Colgate the Committee
and conclusive in all respects. distinguished and meritorious per- specifically mentioned.
ewsreel," tomorrow (WEAF- final
In writing the letter to RADIO DAILY, formance of public service by aggres:30 p.m.).
Mrs. duPont stated that the newly sive, consistently excellent and acawards committee is not alone curate gathering and reporting of
WDAK Joins Blue Net
TIERNEY, in an adaptation created
honoring the name of her husband news by radio and the presentation With the addition of WDAK, Coe Hard Way,"
tomorrow in
but "by projecting across the years of expert, informed and reliable in- lumbus, Ga., the Blue Network will
CBS, 9 p.m.).
something of his interest and loyalty" terpretation of news and opinion for list 166 affiliated stations. The affiliaas she had come to know them.
of encouraging itititiative, tion will be effective September 1,
FRANK and JEAN MUIR, The Alfred I. duPont Radio Awards the purposeindependence
and public or as soon as lines permit, with
strong's Theater of Today," Foundation was founded August 10, integrity,
service through the medium of radio. WDAK becoming a supplement of the
(WABC-CBS, 12 noon).
Central group of the Blue.
of the United States and the Post - "Stars Over Hollywood," Saturday South
Owned and operated by the Valley
O MARX, on Groucho Marx's War World," on "For This We Fight," (WABC-CBS, 12:30 p.m.).
Broadcasting Company, WDAK operRibbon Town," Saturday Saturday (WEAF-NBC, 7 p.m.).
ates on a full power of 250 watts with
-CBS, 10:15 p.m.).
JAMES MELTON and JOAN a frequency of 1,340 kilocycles. The
LT. COMMANDER DEWITT ROBERTS, on the "Star Theater" network rate per evening hours is
[GIE,
BEA, GERRIE - The SHUMWAY, veteran of the fighting program, Sunday (WABC-CBS, 9:30 now listed at $80. L. J. Duncan is
Sisters-on "It's Maritime," in the Pacific, on the "Navy Bulletin p.m.) .
the president of WDAK.
Board" program, Saturday (WORy (WABC-CBS, 5 p.m.).
Mutual, 5 p.m.) .
ED "ARCHIE" GARDNER, on
irPH C. GREW, former Ambas"Paul Whiteman Presents," Sunday
p Japan and now Special As- COMM. A. S. RICE, USN, on "U. S. (WEAF-NBC, 8 p.m.).
p to the Secretary of State, Coast Guard on Parade," Saturday
0. THEODORE F. GREEN, of (WEAF-NBC, 11:30 a.m.).
LELAND STOWE, on John Vander [Island, discussing "The Role
"Where Do We Stand," Sunday
DOROTHY KIRSTEN, soprano, and cook's
REED KENNEDY, baritone, on (WJZ-Blue Network, 5 p.m. r
"Nellie Revell Presents," Saturday
DENVER'S STANDOUT STATION
(WEAF-NBC, 10 a.m.)
newals Prove Results
.

DR. L. C. GRATON, of Harvard
University,
on
"Adventures
in
Science," Saturday
(WABC-CBS,

Cumberland, Md.

1:30 p.m.).
LT.

ROBERT CUMMINGS,

on

WANTED

Announcer Disc Jockey by Metropolitan
Network Station. Please give age, draft
status and salary requirements. This is
not a draft replacement. Write Box 742,
Radio Daily, 1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Favorite of local advertisers

-for a very good reason:

RESULTS!

CBS-560Hc.
Repreeenh tire: The Katz Agency, Inc.
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Cox Committee In N. Y.

May Close Tomorrow

*PROMOTION

Thursday, August 2f

Okay AFRA 10% I
For CommercialShwq

WAPI's Folder
(Continued from Page 1)
WJZ's "Women's Exchange"
New WJZ, New York, promotion " 'I had my doubts', .. " is the title permits application for "et
ing stints, was unaware of the fact plugs its "Woman's Exchange" pro- of a promotion folder sent out by living increases."
that the job at WBNX was made gram, participating show added to the WAPI, Birmingham, Alabama CBS According to Emily Holt, ex«8
(Continued from Page 1)

short-wave broadcasts and announc-

available to him until Lido Belli contacted him and offered him the job.
Nissin, who came to this country in
December of 1938, was, while in Italy,

schedule last June. The black and affiliate. Done in black and white, secretary of AFRA, the in crea
white folder bears only the title on the front cover contains line cuts of be put into effect as soon as tl N
various articles sold in a department

the front cover: "So Lily Dache said
chanics become operative. Sin
to Mrs. Higgins ..." Next page goes store-men's wear, women's wear, ac- networks et al concerned antita,
a member of the fascist party. But on to say that not only Lily Dache cessories, etc. Inside consists mainly such an increase, it is believe
his affiliation with the party was one but many other prominent women of the reproduction of a glowing letter separate funds were kept
of necessity not of choice. In order have told Mrs. Higgins, who is evi- from the merchandise manager of the purpose. Some months ago t
to work, Nissin pointed out, one had dently Mrs. Public, interesting ideas bargain basement of Pizitz, a Birm- also approved an application
to join the party. He was an as- on home -making, etc., and lists some ingham department store.
per cent increase for artists
sistant in the law school of the Uni- of the guest experts. Brochure de- Letter tells in detail how the man- taining broadcasts.
versity of Florence when the Italian scribes the show, which is so new that ager had his doubts as to the advis- Specifically, those concer
racial laws were put into effect which it has no ratings yet, and points out ability of using a news show for NBC, CBS, Blue Network, W
made his stay in Italy untenable.
that Alma Kitchell, who runs it, has merchandise advertising. Finally con- gram Service, Don Lee
Draws Cox Comment
the ability to line up big names, and vinced, he bought the CBS "News
and WLS, also the adv
Before determining how long Nis - that big names mean box office. "We of the World" program and the re- WGN
with whom these n
sin had been in the U. S. before he put the Back Fence in Studio 3B," sults were more than satisfactory, agencies
stations do business. O
got a job with the OWI, Chairman says WJZ, with a half -tone of two as he relates. WAPI allows the letter and
ganizations under the AFRA
Cox commented. "Apparently people housewives gossiping over a fence, to prove its point and adds only the also affected.
in government couldn't find citizens and that is the idea of the program- finish of the title sentence "but , .
for the increases. a';
to do government business so they new to radio but old to housewives. WAPI gets results for this local ad- toReason
AFRA, is to prevent its ,a
grabbed immigrants as soon as they The promotion is meant to give only vertiser. Ask us or Radio Sales how. from
being caught in any infi
landed. What I would like to know a general idea of the show, and
move that might develop as
is were they engaged because of advertisers are requested to call for a
WMCA's Folder
increased cost of living.
their understanding of the American presentation and outline of the pro- "Time ... is the test of Time," says the
event that cost of living rises
system or because they were obsessed gram.
WMCA, New York, in its newest leaf- tional 10 per cent then AFt'
with some brand of foreign ideology?"
let. Accompanied by a line cut of again at some future date app
Nissin was first employed by WOV.
Father Time's sickle, the message to the WLB.
WGAR's Matches
Later when Mario Ferrari -Hutton,
goes on to say that the best measure' As agreed upon some ti
program director of the station, was WGAR, Cleveland, Ohio is sending of radio time is by Father Time; that; AFRA
and the signatories of
asked by Lee Falk for the name of a out boxes of pocket matches adver- "When an advertiser comes back year' have agreed
upon a one -yea.
writer to do Italian scripts Ferrari - tising the station. In gray, blue and after year, it's because he gets good, sion of the contracts
from
Hutton recommended Nissin's name. red, the front cover shows a WGAR results consistently." Without much 1943 fo Nov. 1, 1944. Otherwis=
Apparently the work Nissin did for mike with the slogan "Cleveland's further comment, WMCA proves its pact would have had to be m.,
the OWI was sufficiently good for that Friendly Station." On the back cover point by listing advertisers who have year.
office to suggest his name to Lido another slogan appears, "Best Stars been with the station four years or
Belli to handle the work which Belli By Far ... WGAR" with a patriotic more, starting with Sachs Quality
himself could no longer do because emblem signifying the service of radio Furniture, which has advertised on Elgin Adding 4 Stati
of. the impost laid upon him by the to the home and nation. Every bit of WMCA for twenty years. The message
To Program On CB
terms of his parole.
space is utilized. Across the top of is printed in black in the center of
the
packet
is
the
statement
of
the
In Touch With OWI
a single, white page.
The Elgin National Watch Con
Nissin testified that he kept in con- station's affiliation with CBS. Inside
has announced it will add four
tact with the OWI when he hired or are listed four "WGAR Best Bets," in back of the matches, is printed stations to its "Man Behind the
fired anyone from WBNX because he with days and time, and below that, that station's emblem.
network when the client retur
felt it was his patriotic duty to do so.
Columbia to sponsor the progra
He also checked the changes he Freedom For Italy." He also acted as on them and added that he felt it was September 4. This brings the it
made with James A. Guest of the a translator and at one time produced still doing so.
number of stations carrying they
FCC. He pointed out through leading a show aired over WBNX that was Shortly before the session ended gram to 65. The stations added%
questions presented by Eugene L. suggested to him by Giuseppi Facci. for the day, Ralph Weil, manager of WSPA-Spartanburg, S. C.; WI/
Garey counsel for the committee, that He felt that the program called WOV, cited the many awards won by Utica, N. Y.; KDAL-Duluth, l'
Guest had asked for this information. "Martyrs for Italy" was good enough the station for the commendable work and KILO -Grand Forks, N. D.
Nissin also told the committee that to use not because he was compelled it had done in connection with the Agency handling the account I
he had recommended to Facci when to use it.
war effort. One of the letters which Walter Thompson Company.
he saw him in Washington that, the
Alcorn Assistant Testifies
found its way into the Committee;
restrictions placed on Belli should be William J. Moore, assistant to Wil- record was a letter from Chairman Expands Time On KFl
lifted because he felt that Belli was liam Alcorn of WBNX, testified that Lawrence J. Fly of the FCC, con-' San Francisco-Mother's Cake
a good man and should be on the air. the FCC investigated the station for gratulating the station on the splenCo. of Oakland has expa
Nissin did admit that one member several days but that he felt that the did work being done in the Italian Cookie
its radio campaign on KFRC, Mu
of Belli's staff, whom Belli did not investigation failed to impose any un- foreign language field. A field which Don
Lee outlet, from its tri-We
wish to fire would be objectionable to due hardships on the station.
Fly thought important in -as -much as
news, a five-minute shove
Lee Falk of the OWI. Neri, Belli's Garey brought out testimony re- many of the Italians in Amerca had noon
five weekly presentations of the
employee, was under the bad light of garding Frances Keene of Short Wave been too thoroughly indoctrinated Minute
News," a long-establi
having pro -fascist connections. In Research, Inc., which Moore was not with the Italian brand of Fascism.
show at 5 p.m. Contras
that respect Neri would be objected too sure of. Garey, by reading previ- Fly stated that WOV was helping to KFRC
ous testimony, tried to refresh his weld the Italian speaking population for 13 weeks, and the show will
to by Falk.
ture up-to-date rationing neWl
memory but the witness still failed into a unified whole.
Never Removed from Payroll
well as current war and vats11tt
Testimony showed that Belli never to show too clear a grasp of the
topics.
subject.
took Neri off his payroll but he was
Account was upped through acre,
not permitted to enter the WBNX Moore, Garey stated, was responMarmon WMCA Sales Mgr.
Arch Kerr, through l
studios. Nissin admitted that Guest sible for the statement that the Howard B. Klarman joined WMCA, executive
Reinhardt Advertising Agency
trouble Lido Belli found himself in
of the FCC made this request.
is bi
Incompetency of the part of a Belli was due to the fact that he didn't co- New York as sales promotion man- other new KFRC account
1
employee named Franchi, prompted operate with Frances Keene when ager, C. Nicholas Priaulx, general nings, Inc., coffee shop chain.
she suggested the name of a professor manager of WMCA, announced yes- has taken semi-weekly participa
Nissin to discharge him.
Bye," marketing sho
While Nissin was employed by the to take over some time on the Italian terday. Klarman was formerly asso- in "Bess
retail -sold coffee. Deal
OWI he acted as a writer of an Italian language broadcasts. Moore thought ciated with Macfadden Publications its
program called "Victory for America; that the station was doing a good job and Crowell -Collier Publishing Co. Gerth-Pacific Adv. Agency.
a,
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Rosenbaum's Letter Re 24.FM

nEw gusinEss

Draws Rejoinder From Gillin

WFIL, Philadelphia: Musterole Co.,
WQXR Musicals
Cleveland, Ohio (Musterole) six annew programs soon to start on
(Continued from Page 1)
New York, are "Musical as it concerns the broadcasting in- musicians, it is equally true of radio broad- nouncements weekly for 26 weeks,
without the use of records; since through Erwin, Wasey & Co., New
and "Salute to Cities." The dustry. Once before Gillin took up casting
network broadcasts, or remote control broad-

ed on the idea that a great the cudgels via the NAB and an- casts, or locally originated broadcasts, bring
entertainment to people who are not listenusic is frequently remem- swered a Rosenbaum proposal.
ing to local musicians. Moreover, radio not
connection with the person Gillin wrote as follows:
transmits the art of instrumental muWhen, on January 26, Sam Rosenbaum only
ormed it, or with it. De - circularized
sicians, it also transmits the art of singers
his
views
with
respect
to
the
actors and gives wide circulation to
feature the music which is Petrillo situation, I analyzed them in a and
work of writers. If musicians who do
with great stage and con- letter which I sent to broadcasters on the
not make recordings or work for radio should

February 6. Now, upon my return from a be supported by the payment of a percentage
brief vacation. I
of the gross income of the broadcasting industry, then there should be another percentage of the industry's gross Income for
the benefit of singers, another percentage
for the benefit of writers, and another per-

ormers, past and present,

note that Sam has seen
Montage' will be heard every fit to restate his views.
Again, I urge you
afternoon from 5 to 5:30, to Jo161 me in examining them.
Baidcally, I do not see why any of us
eptember 7.
should accept Sam's counsel of total and
to Cities," which has its pre - unconditional surrender to a principle
which
Sunday, September 5, at Is absolutely false. I know that Sam is

will honor symphony or -

of various

cities in this

Initial show will feature the
neisco

orchestra, Pierre

conducting, in a recorded

Dance of D'Indy's "Symphony
rench Mountain Air." This will

lowed by programs saluting
ities.

Iagher-Shean Contest
er and Shean's old-time
has returned to the air in
contest over WBZ-WBZA,
nd Springfield, Mass. A
and Shean jingle is broad-

plete except for the

last

teners are invited to submit

last lines to the jingle,
best three each week win

uthors a $25 War Bond each.

is heard each Tuesday and
at 7:05 p.m., EWT.

Regional Hits FCC
ind Hitch -Hiker Anns.
(('', tinued from Page 1)

t

the meeting attended by

drawn from various sections

centage for the benefit of actors. The arts
singing, acting, and writing are as worthy
really suggesting an extension of the 1937 of
being encouraged as the art of performing
plan for which he, as Chairman. was largely of
instrumental music.
responsible. The plan of paying a percentage
of the industry's gross to musicians was

wrong in principle then and I think it has

Sees Citizens "Penalized"

Carried to

its logical

Philadelphia, one
announcement
weekly for 13 weeks through McKee

& Albright Inc., Philadelphia; Grove

Laboratories, Inc., St. Louis, Mo.
(Cold Tablets) five five-minute studio
programs weekly for 26 weeks,
through Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago,
Ill.; Grove Laboratories, Inc., St.
Louis, Mo. (B -Complex Vitamins)
three five-minute transcribed pro-

grams weekly for 26 weeks, through

Donahue & Coe, Inc., N.Y.C.; Morville

Clothes, Philadelphia, (men's cloth-

ing) one announcement weekly for

weeks, through H. M. Dittman
tan Soap Co., N. Y. C. (Sweetheart

conclusion, there 13

been proved wrong to the broadcasters, in would be no end to calls for a percentage
practice, by subsequent events.
of the gross income of broadcasting stations;
indeed, the radio industry would be taking
Treats Incidentals First
its own dissolution. The alterBefore attacking the basic principle ex- a step toward
would be to take the money taut of
pressed in Sam's letter, I think that I should native
the
pockets
of
our customers (if we could)
discuss one or two of the incidental points so that Sam's proposal
would then boil down
that he makes. First of all, the record
to
penalizing
the
citizens we serve for the
should be set straight on "musical jingles use of the inventions
on platters,' as Joseph A. Padway, counsel was created to develop. which our industry
to Mr. Petrillo, and Sam both characterize
Of course, Petrillo's argument that radio
the transcriptions involved in the case before
the War Labor Board. It is understandable and recordings have displaced musicians is
buncombe, but even if they had, Sam's
that Mr. Padway should wish to confuse sheer
would make neither economic nor
the issue by acting as though all transcrip- proposal
tions were one -minute spots, in order to social sense, either for our industry or for
the
public.
prove to the War Labor Board that the ban
Sam is not as consistent in his correspondon transcriptions in no way affects the war ence
latest letter would lead one to
effort. Sam knows that the musical jingles, believe.as his
His first couumIndention on this
to which he and Mr. Padway refer, are least
dated October 19, 1912, criticized
dependent on instrumental music and that subject,
they have been practically unaffected by the industry for interesting itself in the
and Ile said of the musicians:
Mr. Petrillo's ban. Sam knows, even if Mr. fight,"Their
fight is not against us primarily,
Padway does not, that the dispute before
but principally against the juke box baron
the War Labor Board involves library tranand
the
record
manufacturers."
scription service and the fifteen -minute comNow Sam has cane around to the way
mercial transcriptions-the very life -blood
of
thinking
that
the fight is directed priof hundreds of broadcasting stations, parmarily against us, and he says in his latest
ticularly those in communities which cannot letter:
offer to the broadcaster the prosperity which
"The musicians have no just complaint
Philadelphia offers to Sam's own station.
against the record publishers and manuSant bases his letter on the contention
facturers or against the transcribers."
that the musician who performs for records
has a right to some kind of protection.
Objects to "Surrender"
I
pointed out In my last letter that the
Sum counsels immediate situ render on our
musician who actually renders service in part because, he points out. that Mr. Petrecording is not asking for any protection. rillo's proposal has not yet been defeated.
The only complaint comes from Mr. Petrillo, I point out. on the other hand. that it was
speaking, presumably, on behalf of the mu- Mr. Petrillo who wanted to accomplish

and district, which takes in sicians who do not play for recordings or
and thus far he has not had
New York and New Jersey. for the radio. Sam's proposal that broad- something,
the slightest success. According to this
the attention of Congress, casters pay to the union a percentage of week's Variety, the members of his union
gross income amounting to some ten have already lost four million dollars in
ers of New York and New their
million dollars a year is, presumably, for recording fees, and they leave gained nothing
solved that the "present the benefit of those
felons whose services through Mr. Petrillo's unwise and unecowas enacted in 1927 and are not used by radio either in the form of nomic move to compensate for their loss of
income.
amended in 1934, in sub - recordings or in any other way.
Help Music Field
Sant at least has come out into the open
mains as originally drawn; ReadingETs
Sam's
letter, tut un informed on one thing. His cure for the present strike

o has made great progress

York City; Breyers Ice Cream Co.,

citizen might get the impression that radio
have created a scarcity of
date and exercises a greater and recordings
in this country. The reverse is, of
in American life; that it is music
course, the fact. Radio and recordings have
for Congress to re -appraise made America the greatest music market in
world. There is more music today, there
o law in the light of this the
made since the enactment of are more members of the musicians union

is a proposal to the union that we should

C. and that early dates be
e hearings upon the bills
ding before both Houses of

out how few are the people who agree with

urge Congress to change the copyright law.

Advg. Agency, Philadelphia; Manhat-

Soap) six 15 -minute studio news pro-

grams weekly for 30 weeks, through
Franklin Bruck Advg. Corp., N. Y. C.;

Foster, Miller & Bierly, Philadelphia
(tires) six five-minute news programs
for one week, and six 15 -minute news
programs weekly for 52 weeks,
through Lawrence I. Everling, Advg.,
Philadelphia; Dr. Jaynes, Philadelphia

(Cough Remedy) 15 announcements
weekly for 52 weeks, through J. M.
Korn Company, Inc., Philadelphia;

Brooks Clothing,
(Brooks Clothing)

Philadelphia
five

announce-

for

indefinite

ments weekly for indefinite period,
through Cox & Tanz, Philadelphia;
The Evening Bulletin, Philadelphia
(newspaper) three 15 -minute studio
programs

weekly,

period; Verley Products Corp., Chicago (imitation butter flavor) five
participations weekly for 13 weeks,
through Hoffman & York, Advertising,

Milwaukee, Wis.; Chambers Wylie Memorial Presbyterian Church,
Philadelphia (church service) one

hafl-hour program weekly, for

26

weeks, direct; Bell Telephone Company of Penn., Philadelphia, four
anns. weekly for 13 weeks.

Over 8,000 CBS Shows

Aired War Messages
(Continued from Page 1)

In other words, we are not only to adopt eluded in these 8,412 broadcasts, totala bad principle, but we are to adopt a new ing over 1,700 hours.
technique in lobbying, the putting of presCBS devoted 845 hours sustaining
sure on Congress to change the law by
program time to war items, in the
means

of

depriving

the

citizens

of

the
today, more
khans mire being employed benefit of inventions until Congress does subject matter of the program, in
annt law, especially in view of today. more
y is being spent for music the will of the union.
10 decision of the Supreme today, and the working musician is earning Perhaps I have devoted too much time nouncements or in war news; 864
hours of CBS commercial program
stoney today than ever before in our
ing greatly enlarged power more
history, or is the history of any other to Sam's proposal because he, himself, points

try of the world.
It is true that n station which uses a
record or a transcription can bring music to
a town without utilizing the services of local
e

If

econd resolution, the attend - Bred to be a violation of the responmoved that cow -catcher and sibility placed upon radio station
announcements be elimin- licenses to operate in the public inall announcements on a terest and convenience and necessity;

spot basis as soon as may and whereas the use of such an-

cal. They moved "whereas the nouncements was permitted without
hitch -hike and cow -catcher the consent of affiliates, save those
lements presently used on spots sold on national spot basis, now,

programs and on national therefore, be it resolved that Kolin

louncements tend to lower the Hager, chairman of the NAB second
Is of broadcasting; and where - distrct of New York and New Jersey,
announcements are consid- is instructed to convey to the proper

him. On the other hand, writing this letter
affords me an opportunity of wishing Sam
well in his military career, and this I do

time, or 45.8 per cent of total sponsored operating time, were devoted
to war effort broadcasts.

with all sincerity.
CBS' New York City outlet, WABC,
devoted all or part of some 11,099
officials of NAB for action at the next broadcasts to war messages during
regularly called meeting of NAB a the stated six month period. During
request that immediate steps be these broadcasts, totalling 1,692
taken to eliminate from network pro- 13,436 war items were treated. hours,
grams hitch -hike, cow -catcher or
WABC gave 1,055 hours of its susother similar announcements and taining
time to war items either in
from all announcements on a national the subject matter of the broadcasts,
spot basis."
in announcements, in war news or in
Congressman Clarence N. Hancock station -break announcements,
and 637
of Syracuse was guest speaker, laud- hours of its total commercial operating radio and the American system ing time for the six months were
of broadcasting.
devoted to war messages.
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Legion rejoined the WTAG orchestra after GROW, Oakland, California has schedAmerican
SECTIONAL
junior baseball championships several months' road tour with Ray Mor- uled a series of half-hour programs presenting the "California Nightingales."
were covered play-by-play by KMYR, ton's orchestra.
*
*
choral ensemble, each Monday night at
Denver, Colorado recently. Mark
Schreiber was the mike man assisted Special events department of KOY, 8 p.m. Variety of popular, classical and
by Charles Benedict, former an- Phoenix, Arizona, managed to obtain novelty selections will be presented under
nouncer for WOL, Washington, D. C. some of the time of Major General the direction of Dr. P. L. Unruh. founder

Broadcasts were sponsored by the
Denver Ford dealers....Frank Sinatra is Denver's favorite singer, according to KMYR. In the "Battle
of the Baritones" recently staged by
Jim Hawthorne, emcee of "Meet the
Boys in the Band," Sinatra smashed

the old and established a new all
time record mail count on the station as fans voted by mail for their
favorite. Dick Haymes came out

Lewis B. Hershey, Selective Service of the twelve -voice group.
Director, during his recent five -hour
*
stopover at Phoenix. Transcribing
Ted
Enns,
national
sales
manager
equipment was put into a room ad- of the Cowles Group stations
(KSO,
joining the dining room where a civic KRNT, WMT, WNAX) is spending
his
luncheon was being given the Gen- vacation in Evanston, Illinois....Vireral, and on his way out KOY re- ginia Black, mail department, is the
corded an interview with him which new KSO and KRNT correspondent
was broadcast that evening.
for "The Spirit," employe house or*
*
*

siege of pneumonia which kept him off
their air for three weeks. Kelley also
'conducts the "Nite Shift" over WGAR, a
Because of the importance of war news, 15 -minute late night show or records,
WDRC, Hartford, Connecticut, is increas- sports and news headlines heard daily
ing the broadcasting time of its war
commentator, George B. Armstead, from except Sunday.*
*
*
10 to 15 minutes, starting August 30.
ComFurniture
Rhodes
-Perdue
Armstead, former managing editor of the pany has renewed its 52 -week conHartford "Courant," is shifting from the tract for the daily "Rhodes Request
6:05 p.m. period to the full 15 -minute sec- Hour" over WLAG, LaGrange, Geortion starting 6:15.... Megowan-Educator gia. Show is heard for 60 minutes
Crackers has contracted for a series of daily and Sunday.... WLAG has com-

Crosby was fourth.

*

39 one -minute ET's over WDRC, starting
September 13. Account was placed by
Badger and Browning. Inc. of Boston.
*

Jimmie Leonard, program director
for WSAI, Cincinnati, Ohio, is on
vacation

this week, part of which

will be spent in Washington....Also
leaving soon for vacation is Bob Bent-

for the Cincinnati
"Enquirer" ... Dorothy McVitty,
WLW-WSAI vocalist, and the "Boone
County Buccaneers" will entertain
guests at a mammoth open-air Victory

8

1:
1

le

2
19 20 21

25 2627 28

August 26
Jack Berch George Francis Hicks
Larry Larsen
Ward Landon
Frank Pfaff
Charles Michelson
Winifred Wolfe
Paul Valencia

as

manager of KGVO, has bee
pointed to the publicity corn
of the staff of the Third War
Drive for Missoula County.

f:

has scheduled "Treasury Star Pt

daily, as have many others,
local programs have been s

for an around -the -clock driv
opening days, and a street d

Bond auction will be aired
30 -minute periods on the
September 9.

s

*

field and one of the transport planes from WLW "Background" broadcasts.

which the parachuters descended.

*
Susanna Foster, young singin
Jan Murray, young night club of the screen and former Minne
was interviewed by Ds
pleted arrangements for weekly pub- comedian, will be the guest of Jerry girl,
Aldrich
on the "Calling All Wt
Cooper
on
his
"Keep
Ahead"
prolicity releases to be carried by four
over WCCO, Minnet
county newspapers in the area it gram over WOR, tomorrow from program
Minn.,
recently.
She was in Mi
7:30
to
8
p.m.,
EWT.
serves.... James McKay. (chief engipolis making personal appearan
neer of WLAG, is vacationing in East
connection with her latest pictulq,
Texas.
Newest additions to the staff of WRBL, John Merrifield, farm service
*
*
*
Columbus. Georgia, are: Martha Bumpas, tor of WHAS, Louisville, Mo.
September series of Saturday health former professional model, now part-time. a recent guest of Larry Haeg,
talks over WMCA, New York, include announcer and receptionist; Mickey farm news editor.
speeches by Dr. Charles L. Holmes; Specks and Betty Hall, salesladies at the

for the Prevention of Blindness; David new to the mike, having participated in a
'Bosworth of St. Luke's Hospital; and Dr. number of dramatic presentations.
Madge C. L. McGuinness of Lenox Hill
Hospital.
Recently organized 18 -piece orches*
*
s

tra comprising employees of the EastHarry Burke, assistant general ern Aircraft Plant at Tarrytown, New
day. Dances comes as the culmination manager
of
WOW,
Omaha,
Nebraska,
will make its premier appearof a War Stamp and Bond drive in and assistant chief engineer Joe York,
ance tomorrow in a half-hour prothat city.
'Herold
spent
a
short
vacation
haying
gram on WFAS, White Plains, N. Y.,
*
*
*
on Herold's father's farm near Falls from 5 to 5:30 p.m., EWT. Orchestra
Recent staff changes at WTAG. Wor- City.... WOW's Ray Clark on his includes a number of prominent procester. Mass., include the addition of "Noonday Forum" is resuming a few fessional musicians who have foreHelen Wall as secretary in the commer- of the "man on the street" broadcasts gone personal careers in the interest
cial department, replacing Muriel French, which made a name for Foster May in of the war -production effort. Under
and resignation of Madeleine Sohlstrom, the Omaha area.
the . direction of Dick Dinsmore,
*
*
script writer, who enters the insurance
formerly with NBC, orchestra infield.... Joe Ferrºzano, saxophonist, has
Clifton Otley, veteran newscaster, takes cludes pianist Graham Forbes, who

4

Canyon.... Jimmy Barber,

KOWH, Omaha. Station carried a com- World Front Guest Observer, is el
plete description, broadcasting from the luting for Gregor Ziemer this week 4t

Dance in Hamilton, Ohio, on Satur-

8

Forest Service camp ground in

New participating sponsor on
Cincinnati, Ohio, "Everybody's
"Look" magazine, and the Des Moines Hour"
program is the American
"Register" and "Tribune."
tural Chemical Company, Cincinnt
*
*
*
their product Agrico, commercial ft
Re-enactment of the invasion of Sicily ....Charles Lanius, former news
at the dedication of the Alliance, Nebras- man and NBC correspondent, who eil
ka. air base last Sunday was aired by Cincinnati a few months back as all

ley, who presents the "Voice of the
Enquirer," newscast over WSAI, and Isobel Janowich of the National Society WRBL Victory Bond Tank. Martha is not
is radio editor

Staff of KGVO, Missoula, Mo

held a picnic last week-end

of the Cowles Organization,
Bob Kelley, WGAR, Cleveland, Ohio gan
which also includes: WMT, WNAX,

second, Bob Eberly third, and Bing sports editor, Is back on the lob after a

*

Thursday, August 28, 9

over the regular WBBM, Chicago, live -a - has played with Red Norvo, Charlie
Bunny Berrigan; Greg
week news spot at 5 to 5:15 p.m. for Barnett and
trumpeter formerly with
Interstate Bakeries Corporation.... Flor- Verga,
Bunny Berrigan,
ence Warner, director of education of Harry James and Cliff
Scholl, who
and accordionist
'WBBM, is vacationing in Michigan.
*

Chemical Warfare

Unit of the

1

Terrell On Leaving FC(
Draws Eulogy From 1!
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAII

Washington-The FCC yest
released a letter from Chai
James Lawrence Fly to Willis
Terrell, who retires next wet0

head of the Commission's field
sion, engineering department,
40 years of government service,
72 -year -old veteran was chief c
radio division of the Departure t
Commerce from 1915 to 1932.
he became field chief for the Fe`ea

Radio Commission, and two
later, for the FCC.
In his position as radio chiest1

the Department of Commerce,
Fly, Terrell "contributed more
any other government official toe
early growth of broadcastinfe
starred with Borah Minnevitch's band. the
high frequency communicatiot
Orchestra is fostered by C. E. Hoehn, ofFly
also lauded Terrell's work 1
plant manager, in the interest of the FCC,
and as government fS
plant morale.
sentative at a number of Intel
tional radio conferences. He that
fol
United Broadcasting Company (WHK- him for remaining at his post

United States Army has requested a
,copy of the WHIO, Dayton, Ohio
broadcast of the show "Action Overhead," recently presented in Dayton.
Description and pick-up of the actual WCLE), Cleveland, Ohio, has contracted
bombing was so realistic, that the with Press Association, Inc. for the speunit's advance man will use the tran- ed AP radio wire. Service will include

M

past two years, although he had lu
the age at which federal employe.

retired by law. Presidential apps

required to keep Terre
scriptions for advance work in all Telescripts and hourly summaries in addi- was
post.
cities.

tion to AP dispatches.
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TEN CENTS

(:IO In Petition To FCC
o Committee Turns

Sevareid Rescued
Eric Sevareid. CBS correspondent

io WOV Staff Quiz

who recently made a p'rrachute

lump to safety along with other
passengers in a plane bound from

estígation of the FCC by the

India to China has been rescued
from the small Burma village in
which he landed. News came last

with the activities of

night from Larry Leseuer via cue channel from London. Leseuer said
Sevareid is in "'cm elaborate' town
in India called Mokokchung.

mittee took a wide detour
in its efforts to link up the
on

OV. What started out to be
tigation of the FCC turned
Viz session of the personnel

The concatenated process
by Eugene L. Garey, coune committee, in building up
.

against

the

Commission

(Continued on Page 5)

ding Buys Babe Ruth
Over 28 NBC Stations

National War Fund

Charges NAB Unfair To Labor Unions;
Asks Right To Intervene In Pending
Hearing On Sale Of Blue Network
Establish State Quotas

For Third War Loan
Washington-The Treasury Department today announced quotas for
each of the 48 states and for the territorial possessions for the Third War
Loan Drive which opens September 9.
These contributions are expected to

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Demanding more free

time on the air, also the lifting of
restrictions on use of radio in an
organizing campaign and the establishment of machinery to adjudicate

labor - broadcast controversies, the
CIO this morning petitioned the FCC

for permission to intervene in the
September 10 hearing on the sale
of Blue Network from RCA to the

American Broadcasting interests headed by Edward J. Noble.
provide a major share of the state The CIO action was in the interest
A nationwide broadcast on October totals with a goal of $15,000,000,000 for of securing relief necessary when
Spalding and Brothers, Inc., fourth
will mark the official start of the country as a whole. The state
(Continued on Page 6)
sporting goods house, will
from $4,709,000,000 for
1943 National War Fund Cam- quotas range
the "Babe Ruth in Person" the
(Continued
on
Page
5)
paign. On that signal, in every section
over the
of 28

Gets Web Start Oct. 4

full NBC basic of the country local drives will be

stations, beginning
The result should be the
August 28 at 10:30 a.m. launched.
most tremendous appeal that America

anly is the agency.

ever known-a single appeal for
BC contract marks the first has
$250,000,000 to support vital relief
t the Spalding firm, now de - work on the military front,
and the
he majority of its facilities home front. This united campaign
is
ork, has used network facili- to support 17 major war relief agencies and countless local activities sup =abe Ruth program started
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 2)

'Poland vs Hitler' ETs
Two New Commercials
Readied For Blue Net

Two new commercials have been
readied to start on Blue Network
early next month by F. W. Fitch Co.
and Dubonnet Corp. New "Fitch
Bandwagon" will be launched Sept. 8
when the F. W. Fitch Company will
begin presenting the series on the

May Hit 500 Outlets

Although 193 stations now list the

broadcast of the Poland vs. Hitler

series, Thomas M. Kelleher, manager

of the WOR Recording studios, ex-

pects approximately 500 stations to
Hope-"Barn Dance"
(Continued on Page 2)
include the series as part of -their
Fighter Wing Show Bob
programs of the week.
Renew
For
Year
On
NBC
theduled Over Mutual
Victory Square Group
Coordinating the current importance of Poland in the midst of the
Chicago-Renewal of two popular
Outlines
Dedication
Plan
ew York Fighter Wing of the NBC programs, the Bob Hope show
(Continued on Page 6)

Air Forces, in behalf of the and the "National Barn Dance," for

Symbolic of the new spirit for a

Warning Service, will pre- another 52 weeks was announced yesvictory, representatives of the "Renfro Valley Folks"
ew weekly half-hour program terday by Paul McCluer, sales man- quick
entertainment industry were informed
ager
of
the
NBC
central
division.
OR-MBS Fridays at 4:30-5
Increases Time On CBS
yesterday by L. E. Thompson, chairNetwork of the Bob Hope show has man of the Victory Square Commit T effective Sept. 3. The pro ill be of a variety nature,
(Continued on Page 4)
Ballard and Ballard Company of
(Continued on Page 2)
stars of stage, screen and
Louisville, Kentucky, has announced
ith Milton Berle and the cast
an increase in the time schedule of its
(( nufimird on Pane 4)

Far Fetclaed
e

more

fans

the

better is

sly the motto of radio, but not
'Ith Elsie Dick, director of relit programs for WOR, who finds
tilt admiration for her work ex -

Mr to the lower branches of the
an al kingdom. Awakening one

wing she found a large insect

tad ring her from a vantage point

'Pte pillow. One swat killed her
rd rer-a praying mantis.

Joint Conference In New York
Asks Aid In 'Food' Campaign

Radio, newspapers, films, magaFour New Programs Set
and all other media serving
By United Press Unit zines,
the public were called upon at the

joint conference of the War Food
United Press Radio News Manager, Administration,
Office of War In-

Phil Newson, has announced that
starting Sunday, stations served by
the high-speed UP radio wire will
be supplied with four new bonus

formation, Office of Price Administration and War Advertising Council
yesterday at the Waldorf-Astoria to
enlist in the national educational pro-

features, "In Your Neighborhood,"
gram that "Food Fights For Free"Tomorrow's World," "Great Moments dom." Detailed plans
were presented
in Sports," "Places in the News," as yesterday to representatives
of all
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)

gp

program,

"Renfro

Valley

(Continued on Page 2)

Folks,"

Boomerang
John Watkins, WCKY. Cincinnati,

announcer, bears the mark of valor
over his right eye, and station has
an unblemished mike. Preparing
to make a newscast, Watkins was
maneuvering a lamp into position

when he backed into the

mike.

Putting equipment before safety, h>
planted his foot on the base before
it hit the floor. It boomeranged like
the old familiar rake!

Friday. August 274

RADIO DAILY
Two New Commercials
Victory Square Group
Readied For Blue Net
Outlines Dedication Plan
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continutd from Page 1)

new "Banda luncheon at Toots Shor's Blue Network.be The
heard Wednesday
will
restaurant that the Victory Square, wagon"
located between 50th and 51st Streets from 9 to 9:30 p.m., EWT, on 142 Blue
and Sixth and Seventh Avenues, will stations. L. W. Ramsey Company,
is the agency.
be dedicated in the splendor of an Chicago,
In taking the Blue road, the Bandtee, at

Price 10 Sts.
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e
MILLER

McCLINTOCK,

president of

leaves Monday for the Yankee Network ass
which will be held in Boston. He will be ae,,,
partied by EDWARD W. WOOD, JR., salts ,
ager; ADOLPH 1. OPFINGER, program mill

official ceremony either September 1
or 3. A galaxy or stars of radio, stage wagon's guest passengers will be top- manager, and HARRY TRENNER, sales rope,.
songwriters, one of whom will
and screen will participate in the flight
featured each week along with his tative.
ceremonies and subsequently pre- be
JULES HERBUVEAUX, program manager as s
Freddy Martin's orchestra will NBC
sent on the stage within the tent songs.
division, is back in Chicago W the music for the entire series, ing a central
trip to New York. JACK RYAN, tsars
area in an elaborate show for the supply
while
Tom
Reddy
will
be
heard
in
of
the
central
press departmesl, gm
entertainment of war bond buyers. his familiar role as the master of here. He will division's
return to his Windy City Nay(
over the week-end.
Five committees representative of ceremonies..
the entertainment industry will be Dubonnet Corp. will launch Dubon- HOWARD LANE, central division field amrt.
formed to arrange and coordinate net time with Xavier Cugat on the for CBS, left yesterday for the Chicago Ida
their respective talents and programs Blue Network Saturday, Sept. 4. Of quarters of the network.
o

Published daily except Saturdays,

with order.

_

Wisconsin

a

I

7-6336
7.6337,
Ill.-Frank Burke, Suite with James Sauter, chairman of the
general entertainment committees.
Chairman to guide (1) bands, (2)
night clubs, (3) concert artists,
(4) talent, (5) booking will be
Each of these chairselected.

nighttime calibre, the new show is JULES ALBERTI, recently placed in chary",
advertising for 20th Century -Foe, Y
the first of its type to be backed by radio
New York following a business trip test.
an advertiser in an early daytime in
England.
period. The Cugat program will be
CLAIRE and MERNA BARRY, singing
heard Saturday from 11-11:30 a.m., heard
on WHN, have returned from All,,
EWT, on 80 Blue stations. William where they
appeared at a War Bond rally.
men will form his own active work- Weintraub & Co., New York, is the
ing committee, and in turn the chair- agency.
PARKS JOHNSON and ED SULLIVAN, ale .
men of their respective ' committees Originating in the Blue Network ter pinch-hitting for the vacationing W,,
will be in Pensacola, Fla., on Yo1
will act as liaisons with Sauter & studios in Hollywood for at least the Hull,
for the broadcasting of the "Vox Pop" a I
Thompson.
from
the
U. 5. Naval Air Station.
its
run,
the
new
11
weeks
of
first
Nevil Ford, active with the Trea- Dubonnet show will feature the Cugat MERLE S. JONES, general manager of Kb,
(T/iu sday, August 26)
sury Department, said that the indus- orchestra, singer Lina Romay, the St. Louis, and ROBERT DE VOE, aceeiisl
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net try "has a terrific job to do" in lieu Cugat choir and a male singer yet to for the station, are in New York for confetti
Chg. of the $4,700,000,000 "debt" the Trea- be selected. Each week's program will at the Columbia offices.
High Low Close
Am. Tel. G Tel..... 1557/e 1551/4 1557/e
Vs sury has place on New York State present a combination of Latin-Amer37
363/4 367/8 -{Gen. Electric
alone. Whereupon Sauter assured ican airs and popular American bal- Spalding Buys Babe Rut
223/8 221/4 221/4 -IPhilco
9% + 1/a John P. Jones, also affiliated with the lads.
93/e
91/8
RCA Common
691/2 691/4 691/4 - 1/4 Treasury, and Ford and Thompson
RCA First Pfd.
Over 28 NBC Statioi
Dubonnet formerly sponsored "Alec
111/4 111/4 11 /4
Stewart -Warner
that they can expect the full co- Templeton Time" on the Blue Net917/e 91% 917/8
Westinghouse
from Page 1)
operation of the industry.
work. A five-minute program heard June 5 on(Continued
OVER THE COUNTER
WEAF only but went
Bid
Asked
Monday,
Wednesday
and
Friday
on
74
Thompson
generalized
the
program
the network July 3. Its pres
8% 83/4
Farnsworth Tel. G Rad
101/4 111/4 before the representative body at the stations, Templeton was presented for format which will be continued Dm
Stromberg-Carlson
19
22
WCAO (Baltimore)
luncheon. He said that the committee 26 weeks, with the last performance sponsorship, consist of a 15 -rain
271% 291
WJR (Detroit)
will try to put on shows that will be on August 27.
question -and -answer period with
a credit to the industry. In as much
Bambino using his long expert*
as the dedication "is still a few days
"The Editor Speaks"
and keen baseball sense to gd
"Renfro
Valley
Folks"
off,"
and
the
subsequent
drive
a
little
problems put to him by youngst
Starts On NBC Sunday later, nevertheless, preparations indiIncreases Time On CBS in the studio audience.
cate
that
the
shows
will
be
extraNew series of six programs will be
He also added that at 5 p.m.
(Continued from Page 1)
inaugurated Sunday by NBC as a ordinary.
day a company of soldiers from heard over a network of 18 CBS stasummer replacement for "Lands of every
Governor's
Island
will
be
on
hand
at
the Free," 4:30-4:55 p.m., EWT. Entions.
7-6338.

Chicago,

1800-A, Merchandise Mart, Phone Delaware
4950. Hollwood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425
Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5,
1937. at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
under the act of March 3, 1879.

ell

FINANCIAL

1/8
1/4

"The Editor Speaks," it is the Victory Square to blow "retreat."
planned to pick up important writers It was announced earlier at a War
and editors from various parts of the Finance Committee meeting, chaired
country and by prearrangement they by W. Randolph Burgess, that special
will choose their topic. Subject arrangements will be made to have
chosen by the initial group is "The local stations set-up remote transQuebec Conference." Taking part on mitting equipment to broadcast the
this Sunday's show will be Robert C. special bond shows.
Notson, managing editor of the "Port- Amongst the representatives of the
land Oregonian"; E. F. Tompkins, entertainment industry and the press
chief editorial writer for the N. Y. in attendance at the luncheon were:
"Journal American" and Charles C. John P. Jones, Nevil Ford, L. E.
Wertenbaker, foreign editor of "Time" Thompson, James Sauter, Leo Brecher, Sonny Weiblen, Larry Puck,
magazine.
Both the replacement and former Harry McDonald, Herman Pincus,
show are NBC Inter -American Uni- Arthur H. Ashley, Bert Ennis, Mori
Kushin, Terry Ramsaye. L. Walters,
versity of the Air programs.

titled

Vince Jacobi, Marvin Kirsch. Jack
Alicoate,

IIIIIIIIIWWw,IJIEEEaaaas..

WBNX
WITH THE MOST
EFFECTIVE

NEVI
YORK

INTIMATE AND

PROGRAM

TO AMERICAS

Alf H.

LARGEST

5000 WATTS

Zeb Epstein, Bob Shapiro, Bob Weitman and Jessie Kaye.

+:,;OVER METROPOLITAN NEW YORK

Sinatra Buys Pact Release
Los Angeles-Frank Sinatra has

announced that he has purchased the
interest held

day, and the client has added 15
minutes to the Friday program, putting it in the 8:15 to 8:45 niche.

Ballard has discontinued the Tuesday program, but has scheduled "Ren-

fro Valley Folks" for a half-hour on
Sunday mornings from 9:00 to 9:30
EWT. Thus the client adds 30 minutes to its CBS schedule. The effective date for the new time set-up is
September 1. Henri, Hurst & McDon-

ald, Inc. is the agency handling the

"HOT"

AVAILABILITY
Six -5 minute News
Periods

Monday thru Satur
$85.00 a week!

At one swell time . .
8:00 to 8:05 A.M.

account.

Morton, William

Feinberg, Mac Pomerantz, Fred G.
Krauss, R. Baremore, James M.
Jerauld, Nick Konecoff, Fred Steig,

APPROACH

MARKET

Previously heard Tuesday through
Friday from 8:15 to 8:30 a.m., EWT,
the program will be broadcast at the
same time on Wednesday and Thurs-

on him by Tommy

Dorsey and Leonard Vannerson for
"more than $50,000 in cash."

THIS LITTLE BUDGET
WENT TO

WORL
BOSTON

IN BALTIMORE

MASS.

REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY FEED

TOM TINSLEY, President

II

1
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PROMOTION c

hfional War Fund
gets Web Start Oct. 4
feor»Page 1)

by community
(Cr

chests in
tdreds of cities. Americans will be
lid to give to their own community
t ed

paign and through it to the Na-

cal War Fund.

iring the campaign, appeals for
utions will reach the public by
through magazines and news-

,

3

RADIO DAILY

In Capital Monday

Best In History." Listing new adverWOV's Slogan
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
"There's something 'Special' about tisers and renewals for this fall, sta- Washington-Washington sessions
tion
includes
a
cost
-analysis
of
major
WOV," is the title of a recent promoof the Cox Committee will resume
tion sent out by the New York sta- Chicago stations which shows WENR's Monday morning with draft defercost
per
family
to
be
lowest
of
four
tion. With a Peter Arno -like sketch
ment of FCC employees the first topic
of a be -moustached, wing -collared stations. Schedule is printed on the of the inquiry it was revealed here
two
inside
pages,
while
on
back
page
gent with an apron around his fat is a WENR
yesterday by the committee office.
coverage map by state Hearings are scheduled definitely
middle, standing on a ladder hamfor
and
county.
mering up a WOV "Special Sponsor
Monday and Tuesday.

and on outdoor boards and Award" (the head of a sponsor on
a plaque) with nails handed to him
M. Wriston, president of by a haughty butler, the message

University is chairman of Pubations for the fund.
man of the General Publicity
vertising Committee is Thomas
rophy, president of Kenyon &
dt Inc. Other members of this

Cox Sessions Resume

EVERY

out that the "something
'Special'" is not its award from
"Billboard," not its award from "Tune
In," not its award from the 1942 NAB
points

STORY

TAUT

Convention (all of which are up on
the wall), but its survey from Hooper

ee are Edwin Cox, Bernard which shows that "WOV reaches
nberg, Thomas J. Ross, Ray- more people at lower cost than any
Rubicam and James W. Young. New York independent station" beication advertising was pro - tween 8 and 10 p.m.
by a committee representing
erent advertising agencies,
Re WENR's Biz Outlook
hn P. Cunningham of Newell Cover of a recent WENR, Chicago,

Co. serving as chairman.
g with him are Julian Field, program schedule points up the fact
and Newton, Ted Patrick, Wil- that "Outlook for WENR Business Is
Brooks Smith and Walter Weir.
trd Mante is supervising publi- tion section. Serving with him are

n production.

(

Heagan Bayles, Maurice H. Bent, Hub-

tdoor and poster advertising is bell Robinson, Carl Swanson, and
r Paul Holder, of McCann Erick - Harold Wengler.
Chairman in charge of Publicity is
Serving with him are Carl
his, George Dearnley, Kerwin H. Bernard Lichtenberg. His committee
in and Herbert Noxon.
includes Carl Byoir, Gerald Swine eph R. Busk of Ted Bates Inc. hart, T. J. Ross, Harcourt Parrish,
the Radio Scripts and Produc- John W. Hill, E. M. Thierry, and

HOURS OF
SPORTS -NEWS

AND MUSIC!
NEW YORK'S
Great -Year 'Round

David Hinshaw.
The Office of War Information has

allocated network time for National
War Fund radio programs during the

four weeks which follow October
fourth. The Office of War Information
has also allotted time on local stations,for special community programs.

A series of 55 advertisements have

been produced by the Publication
Advertising Committee. These dra-

PORTS
ARADE
WITH

matically portray the need for and
the purpose of the National War
Fund. Portfolios containing this series
will shortly be placed in the hands
of local campaign committees.
Formed At FDR Behest

Posters, billboards, publicity and

feature stories will be available for

use by local National War Fund committees.

ON DUNPHY.
Daily
1 P. M.
Its

results

M.
TO 7".

by

Dunphy-Popular tunes
by Tedd Lawrence-Latest AP and INS
Hourly at a quarter of the hour!
I'u the WINS "Sports Parade"-a daily,
tend. star studded feature with powerful
men and women in America's number
!torket.
ers a real advertising opportunity. Want

tw more about it?

111 further information call

WINS
BRyant 9-6000

The National War Fund was formed
on the recommendation of the President's War Relief Control Board. It
presents a single, united appeal which
eliminates competition between relief
agencies, saves the time and effort of
voluntary workers, prevents duplications and reduces administrative expense. The war relief agencies represented are: USO, United Seamen's
Service, War Prisoners Aid, Belgian
War Relief Society, British War Relief Society, French Relief Fund,

Friends of Luxembourg, Greek War

MODERN ROMANCES
Every one of these exciting dramas is
true-every one is- different-every une
is complete in itself-every one is timely and in tune with today.
MODERN ROMANCES is more
than an "escape" program. It dramatizes the domestic and love problems
that millions now face, it brings relaxation, inspiration, and solace to men and
women of all ages.

Taken from the pages of

one of

America's fastest -growing magazines,
MODERN ROMANCES is expertly
dramatized, excitingly acted, skillfully
produced. And because each of the 15 minute programs in the series of 39 is
complete in itself, MODERN ROMANCES gives you time -buying flexibility; you can spot it at whatever time
is most advantageous and economical.

MODERN ROMANCES is a program so effective, so strong in audience attraction, so certain to do a great sales

job for its sponsors-that you can't afford to overlook it in making your
plans. Write today for full information,
audition records, and availability data.

MODERN ROMANCES
is NOT for Sale in North Carolina, Virginia, South Carolina,
Florida and Georgia.

The Columbia Baking Co., Atlanta, Ga., through the Freitag
Advertising Agency, is sponsoring MODERN ROMANCES

in these states on 27 stations,
using evening time on 17 of
them.

Relief Association, Norwegian Relief,
Polish War Relief, Queen Wilhelmina

Fund, Russian War Relief, United
China Relief, United Czechoslavak

Relief, United Yugoslav Relief Fund,
Refugee Relief Trustees and United
States Committe for the Care of European Children.

BC RADIO -RECORDING DIVISION
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY

RCA Bldg., Radio City, NEW YORK
Trans -Lux Bldg., WASHINGTON, D. C.

Merchandise Mart, CHICAGO
Sunset & Vine, HOLLYWOOD, CAL.
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Los Angeles

Chicago

By RALPH WILY

By FRANK BURKE

OUR selection of the week of the

TOPPING business at WMAQ

most photogenic non-professional

a new order for 52 one -m

-Marjorie Hurst, secretary to Gil

Paltridge, KFI-KECA promotion and
public service manager.

Charles Seel, "Melvin Foster" on

"A Date With Judy," was first nipped
by the acting bug 20 years ago when

he crashed a motion picture set. He
immediately gave up his $6 a week
job as an office boy and went scout-

ing for a job in the theatre-and a

legitimate place before the camera.
Al Span, CBS West Coast sound
effects director, became a father for
the second time August 21 when his
wife

presented him with

a

girl,

Adrian M, weighing five pounds, 12
ounces. The Spans also have another
girl, two -year -old Carol Ann.
Headed by Producer Robert Hefter,

the entire cast and crew of "I Was
There" program, journeyed to the
Los Angeles Red Cross Blood bank
to donate their blood in the current
Red Cross drive.
Ed Coleman and Ken Bennett, the

latter formerly of Oakland, who are
KFI-KECA have been re-classified
1-A and expect their Army induction

Reporter At Large

. . !

At a luncheon held yesterday at Toots Shoí s, a group representing every phase of the entertainment world and the press, listened
to talks by Major L. E. Thompson and Jimmy Sauter, who outlined the
necessity of co-ordinated effort to help the U.S. Treasury successfully launch

and sustain the Third War Bond Drive.... Victory Square, formulated on
the ideas of Pat Powers. director of Special Events for the Treasury Dept,
occupying the site adjacent to the Boxy Theater between 50th and 51st
streets, will present shows nightly and top names of the Theatrical World
will be called upon to help....the quota for New York State is $4.700.000,000.00... Radio folk have been doing, are doing and will continue
to do whatever is asked to "Back The Attack"....Conrad Thibault has
relinquished his vocalist spots on the "Manhattan Merry Go Round" and
"American Melody Hour" programs to devote most of his time entertaining
at Army camps and bases....MGMoguls are definitely interested in Lon
Clarke. heard on the CBShow, "Bright Horizon" and who also does a swell
MBSleuthing job as "Nick Carter"... Jack Eigen was renewed for 52 weeks
on WMCA by Crawford Clothes and 13 weeks on "Keep Ahead," WORchid
by Edelbrew Beer on the same day ..'Tis rumored that Don Langan, ace

commercial writer and program supervisor has resigned from his agency
over a disagreement on company policy.

*

notices soon.

"The Noah Webster Says" word
quiz show will be responsible for at
least two children knowing more

Marilyn Day, heard for eight years on "Coast to Coast
on a Bus," former vocalist for Johnny Long's band and a member

son and daughter of Haven Mac-

and a singing role in a forthcoming Universal flicker....Clayton
Collier will be the new announcer when Ralph Edwards' "Truth
Or Consequences" program NBCommences Saturday ....Frank
Sinatra will guestrill on the Joan Davis Thursday nite program,
September 9.... Vick Knight, songwriting producer of the Jack

words than most people, as the small

Quarrie, originator and director of the
on learning all the defini-

tions of the words used on the program.

Arthur Gilmore, announcer on "Dr.

Christian" and "Stars Over Hollywood," leaves immediately for duty
with the U. S. Navy at Quonsett, R. I.
He's due for a commission as Lieutenant (j.g.). Members of Jean Hersholt's "Dr. Christian" troupe pre-

sented Gilmore with a writing case as
a farewell present.

New Fighter Wing Show
Scheduled Over Mutual
(Continued from Page 1)

of the Ziegfield Follies scheduled to
start off the new series.

Program, scheduled to go coast -to coast will feature local cut-off recruit-

ing spots, plug going to civilians for
volunteer service with the Air Forces
as members of the Aircraft Warning
Service. Program will be produced by

Roger Bower and was set by Ray
Nelson, daytime program manager
with Lieut. Norman Weiser, Public
Relations Officer

for

the

Fighter

Wing.

c/o /C c

TINY DILL

O.rayezznw`FrMAYc.r diPos
/17c Carrc
.
w.,,.ye,

.

of the WJZ "Victory Troupe," left Gotham yesterday for the coast

live spot announcements place
the Chicago Restaurant Asso
through McCann-Erickson fo
weeks, starting August 30th
nouncements will be "Help
appeals for the restaurant m
Balaban & Katz, through
Fisher associates, continue its
ule of motion picture adverti
ordering 15 -minute, one-minut
scribed announcements, 12

to "For Whom The Bell Toll

three to "Victory Throug
Power."
Vacationers at NBC include
Waller, director of public
John Keyes, press; Alice Weid

advertising and promotion;
den, local and spot sales, and
Skidmore, secretary to Paul M
Arthur G. Pearson, central
NBC purchasing agent, who

as a Justice of the Peace a
Deerfield Township, Ill., will o
at the wedding of William
building maintenance staff, an
lyn Carlson on Saturday, Au
Lee Marshall, copywriter at
M. Seeds agency, has been i
into the army and assigned to
Grant, Ill.
Hildegarde's "Beat the Band
on NBC will originate in Ne
from September 23rd to Janua

and on January 13th the sho
to Chicago, where Hil
opens a twelve -weeks' engage

trip....he returns to Hollywood next week, but not until he has

the Palmer House.
Mrs. Raymond Jeffers, wife
public relations director of the
M. Seeds agency, has returned

seen the New York Yankees in action.... Johnnie Hereford, former
CBStaff organist has been doing a remarkable "one-man job" of
supplying the season's dance music at Jenkinson's Pavilion at Old

hospital for a second spinal op

Point Pleasant, N. J.....the music of her Hammond Pipe Organ,
sends jitterbugs into ecstatic rhythms, formerly induced by 'name
bands' at this resort....Jimmy Blair, the Blue Net's new contender

of the Ringling Circus, off
York to aid in the produc

"Big Top Dynasty" on

Carson CBSouper-duper, is in Nieuw Amsterdam on a short business

in the swooning sweepstakes, makes a return guest appearance on
the "Basin Street" Sunday Niter....Gregory Coleman (Emil's brother

and manager) has opened his own talent agency....Phil Brito
now handled by General Amusements.... turned down a three-

Beverly Kelly, of the radi

Bob Hope-"Barn Dance 1
Renew For Year On N.

month vaude tour to retain his three -times -weekly Blue Net spot....

Phil Davis Ork Pilot, heard on the "Fountain of Fun" show for
the Milky Way products on WLW, in town with several novel musical
scripts.

*
Jean Colbert, WCAU commentator, who has been invited by

the Mexican Government to interview that Nation's 'biggies' in Mexico
City Sept. 6, was given her radio start in 1931 when Nick Keesely cast her
in "Tell Us Your Story," one of the early CBSoaperas....Mary Margaret
McBride WEAFeature, celebrates her third anniversary on that station
Monday.... Three picture companies, Paramount, Columbia and Republic,
seem interested in Michael Sage, WMCAnnouncer.... the high ratings
enjoyed by Bob Emory's brainchildren, "Rainbow House" and "Archie
Andrews," heard over MBS and the Blue, respectively, are the fruits of
22 years of 'active radio study'.... Bob started his radio career in Bean town in 1921.... Alan Holt, leaves the "Manhattan Merry Go Round" program after the Sept. 5 broaiicast to take an overseas field post with the
American Red Cross.

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

the

"Playhouse," Saturday, Augus
at 10:30 a.m., CWT.

(Continued from Page 1),n

been increased to 133 outlets, si

stations than last year. New s

added to the network are

WBOW, WSAM, WENY, WE
KMED.

"National Barn Dance," he
Saturdays, will be aired over
work of 70 NBC outlets from
p.m., CWT. This program w

serve its tenth anniversary
network for Alka Seltzer
2nd,

on

date of the 52 -week rene

TOP PRODUCERS & WRI
AVAILABLE NOW-CALL

FRANK McGRANN
POSITION SECURING BUREAU,
(Agency)

331 MADISON AVE., N. Y., MU. 2

ri,ry, August 27, 1943

;o; Committee Turns

WHO'S WHO IN RADIO

lo WOV Staff Quiz
h . (Continued from Page 1)

hown when the links between
onnel hired by WOV and the
of power over the personnel
FCC was not clearly brought
jo Tabet, a former Italian ArtilIjcer by conscription, who came
country after the Italian racial

tere put into effect, and cur mar of WOV, was charged by
'with censoring religious pro Formulated Censor Code

under the examination of
admitted that he assisted in
lating a code of censorship in
:t,

oration with Mario Ferrari-Hut,rmer WOV program director.

ty charged Tabet with censor:ligious programs and cited a
erase of the Lord's Prayer
was included in a program

abet said he referred to his

m director before censoring. It
abet's contention that since he
glowing, in the strict sense of

Der, the code which he and
from inpns of the Office of Censorship
rHutton conceived
Is

doing what was required
Explains Change

:t

contended that in talking

"peace" he was obligated in
case to first state that, "the
' of America is necessary for

THE most talked of personality in network broadcasting during the
past few weeks, Edward I. Noble-who has signed an agreement
for the purchase of the Blue Network Co., Inc., subject to customary
approva:-comes to national radio with a broad background in many
fields of industry and civic work.
First chairman of the Civil Aeronautics Authority, he also is an educational leader. Himself a graduate of Yale and holder of an honorary degree
of LL.D. from St. Lawrence U, Noble has taken leadership in general
education and public welfare through the establishment of the Edward John Noble Foundation.
Currently he is president of the board of trustees
of St. Lawrence U. He is an Empire State native

having been born at Gouverneur, Aug. 8, 1882.
To the business side of radio, Noble brings
a background which includes: Under Secretary
of Commerce: member of industrial advisory
committee of Federal Reserve Bank of New
York: chairman of the board and director of
Lile Savers Corp., and extensive holdings in
New York State real estate, Sterling Products
and others.
His financial operating experience includes,
in addition to his association with the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York, a directorship of
the Commercial National Bank & Trust Co. of
New York. From 1917 to 1919, Noble served
Looms large on rndi
I,s,.izo
as a major in the Ordnance Dept.
A little less than three years ago, Noble,
whose experience up to that time had been confined to the purchasing
of radio time, became the owner of WMCA in New York, one of the nation's
leading non -network stations.

Noble is married, the father of two daughters, and resides at Round
Hill Road, Greenwich, Conn. He is a member of the following organizations
and clubs: Beta Theta Pi, Round Hill, Field, Beach, Greenwich (Conn.)
Riding, Chevy Chase (Md.), Cloud, Yale (N.Y.) Boca Raton (Boca Raton,
Fla.), and Thousand Islands Club (Alexandria Bay, N. Y.).

rotation in the script, "Let us
those who, enacted by the out criticism men engaged in the
(force of Satan, have attempted practices and activities of these three
d us," was changed because, men."
part of a commercial pro - It was the Committee's duty now,
4 specifically
the
LaPerla Garey said, "to decide what legislapi program which fact was not tion is required and what action may
the record or brought out be desired by reason of the Commismony should mention the sion permitting these people on these
:

n victory because it might be stations."
n listener.

also testified that another

Establish State Quotas

For Third War loan

EDWARD J. NOBLE

Arthur Simon Heard

Arthur Simon, general manager of

recommendation was a way of currying favor.

The question of Stefano Luotto
came up and Garey wanted to know
why Weil didn't put him back on the
air. Weil said that it was his opinion
that there was an agreement among
Foreign Language Broadcasters not to

hire anyone who had been removed
from the air.
He also testified that station personnel had written to the FBI asking
information about those in the foreign language field who were employed by the station. But there was
no forthcoming information from the

which he made in a script WPEN testified briefly concerning his
1as a fable based on religious relations with the FCC. He stated
s, was necessitated because in that his testimony given in Garey's
4erican dialect the word in office was corrected by him and
would have had a double allowed to be read into the official FBI.
f. It was his testimony that, record.
questioning Weil, Garey wanted
!bating the word which ap- The recorded testimony given by to In
know why he had written the FCC
4L1 many places he clarified the Simon revealed that while he knew
to tell them about the station's operaI of the script.
that the FCC and the OWI didn't tions.
barges FCC Responsible
have the power to remove any one Weil replied, "I think it was a good
stated to Chairman Cox "You from the air he did take some of his idea to tell all government agencies
and the testimony of three station personnel off at the insistence about the station's operations."
s who are censors; Lupis of government agencies which didn't
Garey referred to this statement as
i)
Nissim (Renzo), and have that right.
"One of those things," of "For God's
)uccio) and it is our posisake tell us what to do." He charWeil Resumes Testimony
FCC must accept responterized this attitude with "a lack of
for the acts of these people Ralph Weil, manager of WOV, re- courage
against the tyranny of this
h of them because it now sumed his testimony and stated that, beauocracy.
(FCC).
in evidence before the corn - whenever hired Arnold B. Hartley, In referring
to the Luotto case
at all of the personnel on formerly of WGES because he was
dio stations, their actions and recommended by Lee Falk of the Garey wanted to know when a decisino would be forthcoming regarding
ivities, were by direction of OWI. He did testify to the fact that
investigated; and you will Hartley's name was suggested by. Lee
at while this large staff of Falk to Harold Lafount, vice-presitors that were turned loose dent of the Woddam Corp., operators
out the country to investigate of WOV. He felt that the recommensonnel of these stations found dation of a member of a government
ith many innocent people, they agency was important. Garey charged
ed to remain on stations with- that the station's acceptance of the

(Continued from Page 1)

New York to $12,000,000 each for
Nevada and Wyoming. The Quota for
the territorial possessions has been
set at $21,000,000.

The quotas by states (in millions

of dollars) are as follows:
STATE
Ah lnima

AMOUNT

Luotto's return to the air over WOV
which Weil answered by saying, that
he'd make his mind up when, "I can

get back to the station and attend
to station business."
It is expected that the final New
York hearings will be held in this
city today.

108
32
58
421
422

Ar:'ona

Arkansas
California -No.
California -So.
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware

'72

453
19
94
117

Dist. of Columbia
Florida

Georgia
Idaho

137
25
921
257
196
112
126

Illinois

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas

Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland

123
53
196
783
41
216
53
320
35
103
12
39
585

Massachusetts

Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada

New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico

New York
North Carolina
North Dakota

Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania

Rhode Island
Carolina

ity to find its peace." And that

rued as passive or mislead

5
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14
-1.709
145
29

698
100
104
1.071
81

61
35

South Dakota
Terlrlessee

141

Texas
Utah

420

Virginia

27
153

41

Vermont
Washington

191

West Virginia

76

Wisconsin
Wyoming
Alaska
Canal Zone
Hawaii

298
12
21

Puerto Rico
Virgin Island
TOTAL

15.000

Talent Lineup Completed
For New Roma Wine Show
The Andrews Sisters, Maxine, Patty

and LaVerne, jive harmony singers,

join Mary Astor, Charles Ruggles and
Mischa Auer as regular featured performers on Columbia network's

"Roma Show" Thursday, September
2. WABC-CBS, 8:00 to 8:30 p.m., EWT.

Rebroadcast at 12:00 midnight).
On this comedy show, Mary Astor
is mistress of ceremonies and Charles
Ruggles does the comedy, Mischa
Auer contributes another episode of
"The Memoirs of Mischa the Magnificent."
Lud Gluskin is musical director.

ANNOUNCERS
Several

experienced ad lib men will
find permanent spots with a 10.000 watt
full-time independent, this month. Opportunities are unlimited. The station
is WIBG, Philadelphia. Nearby applicants
apply in person. Others send
ETs and
photos.
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All Media Requested
To Aid Food Campaign
(Continued from Page 1)

ClO Plea To FCC Hits NAB;

Asks Voice At Blue Hearing

to members last month that they
should not sell time for series tran-

scriptions made for the United Automobile, Aircraft, Agricultural Implement Workers of America (CIO).

and magazines will be relied upon The eleven points of the petition,
chiefly to convey yesterday's signi- as submitted by CIO General Counsel
ficant message to all Americans.
The consumer phases of the cam- Lee Pressman, follow:

1. The Congress of Industrial Organizapaign, showing how food advertisers
is a labor organization representing
and others can support the program, tions
approximately five million organized workers
are described in detail in a new who, with their families, comprise over
brochure, while suggestions for par- twenty million persons in the population of

ticipation by independent retailers, the United States.
2. The membership of the labor organizasuper -markets, chains and wholesal- tions
affiliated into the Congress of Industrial
ers, restaurants and institutions are Organizations
have a vital interest in the
contained in a separate booklet. Both operation of radio
broadcast stations and
may be secured from the War Food radio networks. This interest arises from

tain restrictions exist which prevent labor's tensive campaign to all progri

full participation in the public service of
radio broadcast stations. Labor may not
buy time on the networks or on a large
number of individual stations. It has not
been given a large proportion of the regu-

dramatic series.

Throug

Polish Information Center 01

the code of the National Association of series of weekly 15 -minute tram
Broadcasters.
programs. A minimum of 13 di,

8. The National Association of Broadcasters

of course, a trade association of the
owners of broadcast stations. Some years
ago this association adopted a code which
provided that time is not to be sold for
programs involving controversial issues but
sustaining time may be given for such
programs. Individual stations belonging to
the National Association of Broadcasters,
either acting on their own or with advice
of the National Association of Broadcasters
staff, have for practical purposes uniformly
held that labor programs are controversial.
It should be noted that the National Association of Broadcasters code has no provision
that any time or a certain proportion of
time need be given at all for controversial
issues, so that a station or a network may
abide by the code by neither giving nor
selling labor any time on the air at all.
In the spring of this year, this code was
further amended to provide that solicitations
of membership in organizations are deemed
to be unacceptable under the basic theory
of the code and therefore time should be
neither given or sold for this purpose. The
major activity of labor organizations is to
extend their membership and the benefits
achieved by them to workers as yet unorganized. To the extent that broadcast stations and networks abide by this provision
of the code, labor organizations are seriously
crippled in one of their major activities.
9. A recent instance of the unfairness of
the operation of the code, and Indeed an
example of the dangers inherent in the code,
is the treatment accorded certain transcriptions of the United Automobile, Aircraft,
is,

available. The series

is intn

with a cabled message by the p
of Poland, followed by dramat:
sentations of actual incident

nounced and written by Joel

ney. Henry Milo conducts and

vises the production of the "I
vs. Hitler" series. Baron Stepl
Ropp, professor of geo-econon
Poznan College, acts as comme.

In addition to the free distri
of the "Poland vs. Hitler" pro,

WOR Recording Studios throuj

Polish Information Center wi
range a promotion campaign f
individual station booking the

Four New Programs St,
By United Press
(Continued from Page 1)

a regular part of the program sill«
In making the announced
Newsom said: "These four newit
ures are timed to meet sponsors'

for new ideas and fresh materifi

Fall shows. The shows offer a vet

of appeal and change of pace. ie
will do an outstanding job for Ili
stations who want something ne'

different to offer sponsors."

"In Your Neighborhood"
homey, down-to-earth five.

daily show that brings radio
ers the human -interest and
from the lives of everyday p
An institutional program,
the influence of the spoken word, and its of Broadcasters informed its members that

ability to reach audiences numbered in the
millions, radio is the outstanding medium
of mass communications. To achieve its
greatest benefits, organized labor must use
this medium, and the radio industry in performing its role in the public interest must
serve organized labor, which forms so large
a
As in past years Husing will pick part of its listening audience.affiliated to
The members of unions
gridiron contests from week to week the4.Congress
of Industrial Organizations deso as to bring sports fans the "game

sire to present to the public at large, as
well as to potential members and themselves,

radio programs regarding the merits of collective bargaining and the value of membership in a trade union, the legislative programs of the unions, discussions of public

affairs, and labor's point of view on cur-

this was a controversial program and should row's World" is a preview of
not be presented on paid time.
war world that tells the s

10. The above review of the National the marvels of the laboratory
Broadcasters code and its
effects in restricting labor's use of the air as the social and political
points to a serious defect in the control ments that will revolutioni
Association of

and operation of broadcast stations and networks. Decisions to exclude labor from the
air are made either by the individual broadcaster, the owners of the network, or by the
commercial broadcasters represented in the
code committee of the National Association
of Broadcasters. In none of these bodies is
there representation of the public, including
labor, nor is there any machinery for appeal
or relief from unfair and discriminatory
actions of the code committee.
11. Operation of radio broadcast stations
and radio networks in the public interest requires that the Federal Communications Commission and radio broadcast station manage-

rent public issues.
5. At the present time business and comTwo games expected to be high mercial
concerns buy time from radio broadpoints in the 1943 season, the Army - cast stations
and the networks not only for
Navy and the Army -Notre Dame will the purpose of selling their particular prod- ments recognize:
uct but to a growing extent for good -will
be broadcast by Husing.
(A) That a larger proportion of free
and institutional advertising. Sustime should be made available to labor
Broadcasts of football games take programs
taining free time or a sustaining program is
in the form of organized
on added interest this Fall since the given by one of the networks at the present organizations
weekly recurring sustaining programs.
National Association of Manucurtailment in gasoline and pleasure time to the This
is a half-hour program
(B) That labor organizations should
driving will prevent attendance at facturers.
suffer no blanket restriction on their purweekly. Front time to time spokesmen for
the games and many of the nation's employing interests on the other end of the chase of time on stations or on the netscale from labor are given time
works.
top teams cannot travel for intersec- bargaining
for speeches to present their program.
(C) That labor organizations should
tional games.
suffer no blanket restrictions on their soliSo Ted Husing's seat on the fifty 6. Organized labor, however, has one
citation of memberships or use of broad-minute sustaining program once a
casting programs in an organizing camyard line will provide enjoyment fifteen on
one of the major networks. From
paign.
for additional millions of sports and week
time to time officials of labor organizations
(D) That machinery should be promptly
college alumni who heretofore have and other spokesmen secure free time for established
for the relief necessary when
speeches.

been regular eyewitnesses.

the

Federal Communications Commission and to purchase time at commercial rates on various
the radio broadcasting industry. Through broadcast stations. The National Association

Ted Husing, Columbia's ace sports
reporter and his assistant, Jimmy
Dolan, plan to cover the outstanding
football games of the country on successive Saturdays beginning Sept. 18.

of the week." By keeping his schedule flexible Husing is able to determine from team records, as the season progresses, what games will provide the most excitement, and which
are most important.

rectors who have not as yet I

WOR Recording Studios
larly organized sustaining programs on net- York,
works. Labor may not solicit memberships a position to offer each program
on the air. These restrictions are based on tor, completely free of all cha

organized labor represents a
Administration, Washington, D. C., or the fact thatportion
of persons composing Agricultural Implement Workers of America,
the War Advertising Council, 60 East substantial
that audience. Organized labor is also in- affiliated with the Congress of Industrial Or42nd Street, New York, N. Y., or 1010 terested because it uses time on radio broad- ganizations, dealing with price control. The
National Association of Broadcasters cirVermont Avenue, N. W., Washington, cast stations and radio networks.
culated its members on July 23, 1943, reD. C.
3. This hearing affords an opportunity to garding these transcriptions for which the
present certain problems of organized labor United Automobile, Aircraft, Agricultural
Husing-Dolan Scheduled in relation to radio broadcasting both to the Implement Workers of America sought to

To Start Pigskin Sept. 18

May Hit 500 Ouil

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
7. Although organiztd labor also is anxious
to present programs for the purpose of se- intriguing foreign policy of the
curing the good -will of the community, cer- Union, Kelleher has planned

industries by Marvin Jones, WFA; labor organizations are not permitted
Chester Bowles, general manager of either to buy time or to receive free
OPA; Palmer Hoyt, OWI director of time "to put their programs on the
domestic operations; Vernon Beatty, air," and follows several recent
advertising director for WFA, and brushes with the NAB Broadcasting
Charles G. Mortimer, Jr., vice-presi- Code. The latest of these was only
dent of General Foods Sales Com- last week, when portions of a broadpany, coordinator on food campaigns cast over WHKC, Columbus, Ohio,
for the WAC.
were cut from the script of Richard
Although there is insufficient food Frankensteen, vice-president of the
in total to satisfy all demands at United Automobile Workers (CIO)
home and abroad, Hoyt said, "Yet because they were in conflict with
our food can shorten the war, save the NAB Code.
American lives and help write a The petition referred also the NAB
decent peace if we use it properly." action of last April in amending the
Thus the allied public service organs Code to prohibit use of the air for
have been asked to utilize their time solicitation of membership. "The maand space to increase promotion of jor activity of labor organizations is
"Food Fights For Freedom" on a to extend their membership and the
huge scale. Promotional material for benefits achieved by them to workers
the campaign, prepared by the WAC, as yet unorganized," CIO declared.
in cooperation with the OWI and Mention was made of the NAB advice
WFA, is designed to inform the public about wartime food facts.
Local and network radio program
tie-ins, store posters and displays, and
advertising lay -outs in newspapers

'Poland vs Hitler' b

in the world of tomorrow.

To satisfy demands for a ne
show, UP radio sports staff h
oped "Great Moments

in

which recaptures the excite
great sports events that w

forever in the memories of
fans.

Rounding out its broad war
age, both in spot news and in se
features, United Press is now °fill
"Places in the News" as an info;
tive, background take-out on':

new places that dot today's

ti

lines to explain the relation of e't'
to the places where they occud.
With the addition of these four".

grams, United Press is now
ing radio stations with 20
daily and weekly features,

soli
sa
Wr,

expressly for radio by a special
ures staff.
labor organizations are not Permlttj
a
either buy or to receive free time
their programs on the air.

THE EXECUTIVE

WHO STOPS TO THI K

.. .

Knows that "10% for war Bonds isn't enough these days"
Workers' Living Costs going up ... and
Income and Victory Tax now deducted
at source for thousands of workers...
Check! You're perfectly right ... but
all these burdens are more than balanced
by much higher FAMILY INCOMES fir
most of your workers!

Millions of new workers have entered

the picture. Millions of women who
never worked before. Millions of others
who never began to earn what they are
getting today!

This space is a contribution to
America's all-out war effort by

RADIO DAILY

A 10% Pay -Roll Allotment for War

Bonds from the wages of the family
bread -winner is one thing-a 10% Pay Roll Allotment from each of several workers

in the same family is quite another matter!

Why, in many such cases, it could well
be jacked up to 30%-50% or even more
of the family's new money!
That's why the Treasury Department
now urges you to revise your War Bond
thinking-and your War Bond selling-on
the basis of family incomes. The current

War Bond campaign is built around the
family unit-and labor-management sales
programs should be revised accordingly.
For details get in touch with your local
War Savings Staff which will supply you
with all necessary material for the proper
presentation of the new plan.

Last year's bonds got us started-this
year's bonds are to win! So let's all raise
our sights, and get going. If we all pull
together, we'll put it over with a bang!

you've done your bit
... now do your best!

***

*

*** *****
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Roger W. Clipp, executive vice- Ward Baking Company, for 11'op
Rita Hackett, fashion commentator for
ALL future contacts between WINX,
Washington, and New York WSAI, Cincinnati, Ohio, who broadcast president and general manager of Bread, has begun sponsorship of th,;$6
agencies will be handled directly by the show -Views on Vogue and Value" WFIL, Philadelphia, has accepted the to 8 a.m. newscast over WFAS, dp
the sales staff of the station in line under the sponsorship of the Alms & chairmanship of the promotion com- Plains, New York. Contract was iwt

with a sales policy recently established by Norman Weill, station's
newly appointed commercial manager. WINX was formerly represented by the Walker Company.
*

*

Edwin M. Clough, news editor of KOY,

Phoenix, Arizona and the Arizona net-

work, has returned from his summer vaca-

tion and resumed his commentaries on
the news each Monday, Thursday and
Saturday at 6:30 p.m..... Also back from
vacations are Al Becker. KOY console
artists, and Marlene Ayres. vocalist.
*

Ted

Hanna,

*

*

WGAR,

Cleveland,

Ohio news editor on the morning
trick picked up a UP wire story
making an appeal for a rare type

Doepke Co., Cincinnati department store, mittee for the Third War Loan Drive
will interview students returning to school in Philadelphia.
in September during the next week. She
Leo Langevin has joined the announcwill discuss school fashions with kinder.
garteners, as well as girls returning to ing staff of WSRR, Stamford, Connecticut,
elementary school. high school and coming there from WNAB. Bridgeport....
Latest addition to the WSRR control room
college.
technical staff is Carl LaRoche, who is
This month ushered in the second new to radio....WSRR will broadcast the
anniversary of "Listen, it's Fort Ben- address of Sentator Harold H. Burton of

ent service clubs of the Post, brings
entertainment by service men from
different units stationed there. Other
remotes from Fort Benning carried
for their second year over WRBL
are: "Fort Benning on the Air," and

land Clinic. Hanna put the story on "Dugout Dope" was the title of a spehis 7:15 a.m. newscast, and three cial two-day broadcast series direct from
minutes after he went off the air the diamondside at Merchants Park, Denhe was talking with a willing donor. ver, Colorado this week by Mark Schreiblood donations. "
*

*

r.

Last of this season's "Matinee Pre-

partment store, in the Interests

tM

White Plains Suburban Shoppe he re
newed "Music for the Morning" I p
weeks on WFAS, following a 28 et
initial campaign. Show is aired ,a
days through 'Saturdays from 8 to 1i

a.m., and consist

of concert must

League of Women Voters on Thursday. Saturday broadcasts. WFAS will pe

September 2. Governor Raymond E. Bald- the program to WALL. Middletown, lw
York. starting September 18.
win will also be on the program.

Tomorrow the opening day of the National Aviation Day \vas
1943 "On To Victory" Minnesota State served on KGVO, Missoula. Mon .4.
Fair, WCCO, Minneapolis, will broad- last week with a special 25 -mi,

cast a half-hour of the horse races, program titled "Salute to
the first time in the history of the Aviation," sponsored by
fair that it has permitted a broad- Men's Clothiers.

.A,nei

the

c

cast of this kind. WCCO will present a
complete story of the fair, which runs Special sales meeting was condud
ber. KMYR sports editor. Half-hour shows from August 28 to September 7, from last Sunday, in the studios of WD,
presented outstanding baseball men, in- a studio in its regular booth at the Miami, Florida. by Joseph Freitag, ad.
cluding: Homer Challeaux, national di- fair grounds. Larry Haeg, farm news tising executive of Atlanta, Ga., for e
ector of American Legion junior baseball; editor, will give complete coverage than 40 drivers and employes olis
Claude "Bubber" Jonnard, scout of the of the agricultural aspects, and Dar- Columbia Baking Co.. serving the ids
New York Giants; Bill Wiggid and Red ragh Aldrich will cover the fair from Florida area. Meeting had to do witlii
?carton, scouts for the Brooklyn Dodgers; a woman's standpoint. "Saturday special radio and newspaper advert 41
Pat Moynihan, scout for the St. Louis Morning Open House" will be .broad- campaign for Southern Enriched Bid.

views," broadcast direct from the stage
of the Buck's County Playhouse in the
Bellevue -Stratford Hotel by 'NIP. Phila- Ccrdinals, and others,
delphia, Monday at 2:15 p.m.. will feature
Glenda Farrell. stage and screen star.

weeks, .. ,Bonwit Teller. New Tor is

Hudson Valley Gospel Hour, origiras
ning," a remote carried over WRBL, Ohio at a joint luncheon meeting of the in the Dutch Reformed Church, Roc ad
Atlanta, from Fort Benning, Georgia. Stamford Chamber of Commerce, Kiwanis, County, N. Y.. has renewed for 13 di,
Show, which originates in the differ- Lions, Rotary Clubs and the Stamford tional weeks on WFAS its 7:30 to 8s.

of blood -needed for transfusion for a "Quartermaster Quarter-hour."
e
*
World War I veteran, ill in the Cleve-

Hanna put the story on again at 8
a.m., and within an hour WGAR had
four callers for that particular type

through J. Walter Thompson, and ru St

*

*

t

cast from the grounds on the second which got under way this week thrcb
Saturday, and other programs will be out the South. The group also h d

Verne King, formerly of KBIZ, Ot- presented on special aspects of the Charles Reakir6 national advertising nu
ager of The Miami "Daily News";
who begins a week's engagement at the tumwa, Iowa, has joined the announc- fair.
LeGate, manager of WIOD, and v
Playhouse in "Brief Moment."
ing
staff
of
WINN,
Louisville,
Ken*
*
WTIC, Hartford, Connecticut. began McCullough. commercial manager ri
tucky.
this week a series titled "Connec- WIOD.
*
*
e
New to the announcing staff of
r
ticut on the Alert." presented in coWOWO-WGL,- Fort Wayne, Indiana
of
KDKA,
Pittsburgh,
Pa.,
News
staff
is Vincent Rowe. Rowe was formerly was augmented this week by the return operation with the Connecticut War Counwith WMBD, Peoria, and WLDS, of Charles Malley, newspaperman who cil. Initial show featured Harold F. Zellers Names Committe
Jacksonville, Illinois. He is a graduate has served on many metropolitan dalles Woodcock, State War Administrator, and
For Advt. Club's Cou
Edward J. Hickey, Commissioner of State
of Illinois College.
during the last 18 years.... Charles A. Police. WTIC is recording the 6:15 p.m.
Earley, veteran Pittsburgh newsman, this program each Tuesday and feeds a deJohn A. Zellers, president
week added a daily ten-minute commer- layed broadcast at 7:15, EWT, to WELL Advertising Club of New Yor
1
9 4 a
cial news commentary to his daily duties New Haven: WICC, Bridgeport, and appointed the following merit
as KDKA news editor... .KDKA chief WNLC, New London.
serve on the Advertising and
engineer T. C. Kenney and program man*
*
111:4111
Course Committee for the tw
ager R. E. White and their families re- Mark Wakefield has joined the com- year of the course.
t
turned this week following summer vaca- mercial staff of KEVR, Seattle, WashB1! 20 21122
They are: Herbert I,. Stephen,
17
tion at Deep Creek Lake. Maryland.
2S26,27 28 29
ington, as an account executive. editor, Printers' Ink Publishin
*
*
*
Formerly a broker, Wakefield was Frederick B. Duncan, Fuller &
Latest contingent of vacationeers primarily interested in radio and & Ross Inc.; Quincy P. Emery,
August 27
from WEEI, Boston, all have chosen joined the staff of a local Seattle sta- Stevens -Nelson Paper Co.; R
Eddie House
Lewis R. Abel
Provincetown, Mass., for their so- tion as an announcer, where he re- Evans, The Jam Handy Organizat
& I.
Harry Neigher
R. E. (Joe) M
journs. They are: Heloise Parker mained until the present opportunity George P. Hall, James Jamison Pi
«

e

«

S

1

Archie Preaby
Mack Parker
Alfred Stracke
Roger Pryor
August 28
John Corigliano
Len Conn
Eddie Davis
Chris Cunningham
Myna Granat
A. Dickson
Marjorie Hannan Ralph L. Power
Harriette Widmer
Irving Silvers

August 29
Arthur Anderson
Mabel Jackson
Maureen O'Connor
John Kane
Tim Marks Theodore C. Strefbert
Stan Widney
Julius Seebach

Broeg, "Mom" Parker of the WEEI at KEVR presented itself.
«

*
*
"Food Fair"; Peggy Kiley, also of the
"Food Fair"; and Marie H. Houlahan, Larry Walker, announcer -entertainer at
WEEI director of publicity....Fred WBT. Charlotte. North Carolina, recently
Garrigus, director of special events emceed a benefit performance for the
and war programs for the Boston sta- Blowing Rock (N. C.) Hospital and Clinic.
tion, is vacationing in New York.
Featured artists were Agnes Davis of the

Joseph T. Jaret, The Tuttle
Co.; Thomas W. Jones, Acme

D

Service; B. L. Kamberg, Hirsch N'
Manufacturing Co.; W. H. Loeb
Westinghouse Electric & Manufact,
1pa.

ing Co.; Walter A. Lowen.
Lowen Placement Agency; R
«
Metropolitan Opera and William Horne, McKinney, J. P. McKinney Leto
H. Nahm, Hooven
Radio department of Hillman magazines tenor.... Charles Crutchfield, WBT pro- Horace
Inc.; Eugene S. Thomas, Bamber
is considering airing its stories. Teddy gram director, and Charlie Walters, an- Broadcasting Service; Daniel S. T '
Garry, script writer, has dramatized nouncer, have returned from summer vaca- hill, National Concert & ArtistsCor!
"Washington Girl," novelette in the Octo- tions....Betty Johnson, 14 -year -old singber issue of "Real Story" magazine. Script ing star of WBT's "Ma Johnson's Family" ration.
Herbert L. Stephen continues
has been sent out to a group of 100 sta- recently underwent an appendectomy. chairman
of the committee,
Latest reports are that she is doing nicely.
tions for their perusal.
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Miller Answers CIO Plea
Far -Web Program

o Open Bond Drive
hington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Titled Guest
For her Labor Day program, Sept.
6, Mary Margaret McBride, WEAF
commentator, will have as her
guest the renowned Major Edward
Bowes. The veteran showman, who

ington-It was revealed here

has been on the air since the early

will appear on a full hour,

many hobbies when he is
viewed by Miss McBride at

that a group of top Hollywood
ost of them also favorite radio

twork broadcast, Wednesday
September 8, to launch the
War Loan Drive.
Crosby,

Burns and

Allen,

days

of

radio,

will

discuss his
inter1:00

p.m., EWT. Major Bowes is a conscientious collector of paintings, old
silver and rare books. He's also the
possessor of 1,000 honorary titles.

Bergen and Dinah Shore were
ly known to be scheduled, with
(Continued on Page 2)

The Attock....With War Bonds

Benny From Africa
NBC Tomorrow Night
Benny and his accompanying
amp Shows troupe touring

Cheap Post -War Tele

Predicted By Seldes

e special half-hour broadcast said Gilbert Seldes, head of the Telerecorded and rebroadcast on vision Program Department of the
only at 6:30 p.m. the same day. Columbia Broadcasting System in
ecial listing cancels "Music by New York. Seldes gave his opinions
(Continued on Page 2)
in a recent interview before vacationThe Attack.... With War Bonds
ing on Canada Steamship S.S. Quebec,

Alta-G. R. A. Rice of Ed was re-elected president for
ear at the concluding session

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Cox Hearing Reverts

(Continued on Page 7)
Back The Attack.... With War Bonds

Ethyl Corp. Returning

ing the FCC came to a desultory end
in New York Friday. The main body or group. Miller's statement was ocof testimony for the day was given casioned by the filing Friday of a
A. Lafount, supervisor of CIO petition to intervene in the forthby
the Bulova stations. The committee coming FCC hearings on the sale of

Network in order that it
hearings were conducted by Hugh the Blue(Continued
on Page 7)

O'Reilly, member of Eugene L.
Garey's staff, before acting Chairman,
Rack The Attack....Wih War Bonds

S. Q. Series
Ian Francisco-The tune -rime
( My Hands" will usher in anCor series of broadcasts from San
(entin Penitentiary, over KFRC
Cd the Don Lee web, on Sept. 2.
la weekly show (Thursday nights)
Cain will be written, produced
Ci enacted by inmates of the pris
c
with informative talks by
trrden Clinton T. Duffy. Prisoner
Irony White again will be emcee

19 Radio Courses

Twenty-nine courses in radio and
The Campbell Soup Co., and Ever sharp, Inc. over the week-end an- electrical engineering-ranging from
nounced renewals of their full CBS fundamental circuit study to indusnetwork programs, "Radio Readers' trial electronics on a post -graduate
Digest" and "Take It Or Leave It," level, will be offered at Illinois Instieffective Sept. 12 and Sept. 19 re - tute of Technology in Chicago this
(Continued on Page 2)
fall, when the school will open its
Back The Attack.... With War Bonds
eighth series of radio war training

Furthering its policy of rebroad-

casting important speeches, news and

sports events for war workers who
no longer can listen to their radio

at normal times, WOR has added two
(Continued on Page 2)

* THE WEEK
IN RADIO *
. CIO Petitions FCC
.

Ill. Tech. Institute's

Renew Full CBS Webs

hewan, and Roy Wright, of
on, for Manitoba.

Back The Attack....With War Bonds

Campbell-Eversharp

Two Daytime Commercials
With Spot Campaign On WOR All -Night Show

annual convention of Western Returning to radio advertising after
tion of Broadcasters here. Di - a considerable lapse of time, Ethyl
elected were: F. H. Elphicke Corp. of New York is reported as
ouver, for British Columbia; setting an extensive spot campaign
airns, Calgary, for Alberta; through BBD&O. Agency spokesman
(Continued on Page 2)
Moffat, Prince Albert, for

Washington-Pointing out that the
American Civil Liberties Union has

recommended that no changes be
in the present Broadcast Code,
To Washington Setup made
NAB President Neville Miller on
Friday declared that American labor
and may have the same
Cox Committee hearings investigat- deserves
access to radio as any other individual

of Jersey City, N. J.
Montreal-Post-war television will Edward Hart
(Continued on Page 3)

Africa, including Anne Lee, be cheaper, come much faster and
d Shaw and Larry Adler, will reach more cities than ever before.
d tomorrow on a special broad- It may come right after the war or
om "Somewhere in Egypt" on it may take a year or two longer,
xcept WEAF, at 6 until 6:30 "When it comes it will include color,"

Canada Broadcasters
lied Rice As President

Quotes Liberal Groups In Emphasizing
Fairness To Labor In NAB's Code;
Suggests "Better Acquaintance"

.

courses.

The tuition -free courses will cover
(Continued on Page 3)

Back The Attack....With War

Bonds

"Fabulous," Says Stauffer
Of Radio's Bond -Sale Aid
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-"We can't praise the
industry too highly," Don
Stauffer, OWI domestic radio chief,
radio

....-

(Continued on Page 2)

By PEGGY BYRNE

Farewell Party

(CONGRESS of Industrial Organiza- tacked the NAB and the restrictions

Jack Page, for the past 10 years

i.i tions petitioned the FCC for per- it has placed on labor broadcasts.
mission to take an active part in the Pointing out that the CIO represents
hearings of the sale of the Blue about five million of the American
Network, to be held Sept. 10, in order audience, and that the NAB is disto settle the controversy between criminating against labor, the petilabor and broadcasting, which was tion requested the opportunity for
brought to a head by several recent labor to present its grievances at the
incidents. Seeking to gain more time hearing to the FCC and the industry.
on the air, and some means of stat- WLB last week approved AFRA's
ing labor's case when issues arise, the application on its Code of Fair PracCIO,

in an

11 -point

petition, at-

(Continued on Page 3)

evening manager of all CBS theater
operations was tendered a farewell

party Friday night at the Hotel
Bolivar, New York. by the Building

Operations Department. Page left
Saturday to accept a commission
in

the U. S. Navy with the rank

Lieut. (j.g.). Successor to Page
as manager of the network's theater operations is being set.
of

Monday, August 30,

RADIO DAILY
Ethyl Corp. Returning

With Spot Campaign
(C.>utiused from Page 1
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COMM and GOIIli4

(e ,minuet from Page 1)

on Friday however, said the station spectively. Campbell Soup introduced
list was not yet ready, nor was it "Radio Readers' Digest" on CBS in
settled as to how many. In New September of last year, and the pro- e=
York, WJZ gets the account via three gram is being renewed for its second
ED NORTON, chairman of the board of Ut
Ala., and THAD HOLT, pr,51'
participations weekly on Ed East's season. Starring Conrad Nagel and Birmingham,
and
general manager of the station, balk.
"Breakfast In Bedlam" program, guest stars, the program features dra- for home
after spending the major port N;
heard on the station Monday through matizations of stories and articles the week here on station and network brae*
Saturday 7-8 a.m.
from Readers' Digest magazine, the ANNE KELLY, office manager and Edo
Radio campaign will supplement program is heard Sunday evenings trative
assistant to Ray Knight in the pros
the Ethyl magazine promotion, built from 9:00 to 9:30 p.m., EWT for department
of the Blue Network, left y
around the significance of names and Campbell Soups. Campbell also spon- night for a vacation at Shohola, Pa.
emphasizing that Ethyl is the best sors "The Jack Carson Show" on the VIC BROWN, vice-president of NCI
name in gasoline. Batten, Barton, full Columbia network.
charge of the Chicago office, has left for
Durstine & Osborn, New York, hanThe Evershap quiz program, "Take wood to discuss picture deals.
dles the account.
It Or Leave It," with Phil Baker as
RYDER, program director of WCIA
Other WJZ biz includes: Inter- master of ceremonies, has been pre- wasLESvisiting
last week at the headqua
has left for the home offices
national Salt Company, Scranton, Pa., sented on Columbia since April, 1940 CBS,
for Sterling salt, and Carleton & for Eversharp Pens and Pencils. In Bois, Pa.
Hovey Company, Lowell, Mass., for addition to being heard on the full TOMMY TUCKER and his band will,
Camp Upton, L. I., tomorrow, where
Father John's Medicine, will both re- U. S. CBS network, the program is scheduled
for
performance in the
turn to WJZ for campaigns beginning carried by CBS outlets in Honolulu Band" series
over the Blue Network.
in September.
and Hilo. "Take It Or Leave It" is
HAROLD E. FELLOWS, station man
Sterling salt will participate twice broadcast Sundays from 10:00 to 10:30 WEEI,
Columbia OCrO outlet in Boston,
n

a

Hovey will promote Father John's "Take It Or Leave It."

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Crosley

Renew Full CBS Webs

)

weekly in Nancy Booth Craig's p.m., EWT.
"Woman of Tomorrow" beginning
Ward Wheelock Company, Inc. is
Sept. 20. J. M. Mathes, New York, the agency for "Radio Readers'
handles the account. Carleton & Digest," and the Biow Co. handles

FINANCIAL
Am. Tel. Cr Tel
CBS A

Campbell-Eversharp

High Low Close
Chg.
156
155'/e 1557/8
213/8 213/8 21% +
3/8
19%
19
19
363/4 363/s 36225/8
1/2
223/8 223/8
1/9
-f-

Medicine in five live station -breaks
weekly beginning Sept. 27. John W.
Queen, Boston, is the agency.

Another new account signed up
this week for WJZ is the Ken -L

"Fabulous," Says Stauffer
Of Radio's Bond -Sale Aid

Products Division of Quaker Oats
(Continued from Page 1)
Philco
Company, Rockford, Ill. In behalf of
declared Friday in commenting upon
RCO Common
9%
91/e
91/4Ken-L-Biskit,
the
division
will
parRCA First Pfd
69
69
69
1/4
ticipate five times weekly in Ed East's the aid OWI and the Treasury have
Stewart -Warner
11% 111/8 111/4
received from broadcasters in preparWestinghouse
92
92
92
1/8 "Breakfast in Bedlam." Ruthrauff &
ing the Third War Loan Campaign.
Ryan,
Chicago,
is
the
agency.
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
"I never cease to be surprised at
28
Hazeltine Corp.
28
28 - 1%
the extent to which the radio industry
Nat. Union Radio...
3%
33/s
33/e + 1/s Two Daytime Commercials will go to give us best job possible.
OVER THE COUNTER
On WOR All -Night Show What this industry does for us is perGen. Electric

1/8

-

Bid

Farnsworth Tel. Cr Rad.
Stromberg-Carlson

WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR (Detroit)

Asked

8%

83/8
103/8
191/2

113/e

27%

291/4

22%

(Continued from Page 1)

day -time (commercial) programs to radio on any important matter,"
its "Moonlight Saving Time" feature Stauffer declared.
heard daily from 2 until 5:45 a.m.
Alka-Seltzer's "Quiz Kids," each Mon-

Sked Benny From Africa
Over NBC Tomorrow Night

fectly fabulous. We have yet to be
turned down when we've gone to

day, beginning today, at 2 until 2:30

a.m., will be rebroadcast in a tran-

Four -Network Program
Will Open Bond Drive

scribed series on "Moonlight Saving
(Continued from Page 1)
Time," conducted by Steve Ellis. An(Continued from Page I)
other Miles Laboratories show, "Lum "Amos 'n' Andy," "The Aldrich
Shrednik" on NBC, except WEAF, at 'n' Abner," will follow on Tuesdays Family" and several others tentative.
p.m. When the Jack Benny show is through Fridays at 2 until 2:15 a.m. Nearly all the shows will emanate
rebroadcast on WEAF at 6:30 p.m., Both programs will go on the air from Hollywood, with a pickup from
Bill Stern's sports resume and "Music on an eight -week test basis. If suc- the White House, during which Presi-

cessful, Miles Laboratories will mainOn Thursday evening Bob Hope tain these features indefinitely on
did a show over NBC from North "Moonlight Saving Time." Other
Africa and this was transcribed for high -rating day -time and evening
You Want" will be cancelled.

dent Roosevelt and Secretary Morgen-

thau will speak. It is possible also
that members of the "Hollywood Bond

Cavalcade" will also be aired from
rebroadcast over WEAF, New York WOR shows will be added to the the White House.
key station at 12 midnight.
early -morning schedule.

Important special events will be

rebroadcast on "Moonlight Saving
Time" at the usual hour at 4:05 a.m.,
Released through M -G -M, the Bri- while Ellis will continue to offer his
tish -made film short "These Are The various musical features and latest
Men" will be dramatized in a special news.

'These Are Men' on CBS

five-minute broadcast tomorrow at

9:30 p.m., EWT on the CBS program
"Report To The Nation."

ANNOUNCERS
Several experienced ad lib men will
find permanent spots with a 10,000 watt
full-time independent, this month. Opportunities are unlimited. The station
is WIBG, Philadelphia. Nearby applicants
apply in person. Others send ETs and

photos.

John Mayo In New Post

John Mayo joins the New York
office of Radio Advertising Co. Sept.
1. He will handle sales and station

SAVARIN COFFEE
through
parade

Ruthrauff
of smart

Cr

Ryan,

national

the

to

contemporaries

We'll be glad to quote you rates.

,7

It

WILLIAM MARSHALL, producer-diretl
Network, has left on his r

the Blue
vacation.

LOIS JANUARY, "Reveille Sweetheart"
on WABC, left Friday for a personal
ance at an Army Camp in Upper New York
MERT EMMERT, WEAF's farm program 1t
tor, has returned from a vacation in Sag Hit,
Lond Island.

CLIFTON FADIMAN, FRANKLIN P. ADS.
MARIAN ANDERSON and EDNA FERBEIR
where they particill
in a special OPA "Home Front Pledge" pion
which was broadcast over Mutual.
Bridgeport yesterday,

CHRIS CROSS and his orchestra is bacn
town and has resumed his broadcasts from t
Dempsey's after having entertained the set,
men at Camp Devens, Mass.
DE LANCEY (TONY) PROVOST, assistant r
of WEAF, returned this week trot,
vacation, a portion of which was spent in
Catskills.
ager

I

"HOT"
AVAILABILITY!
Six 15 minute periods
for $85.00!

"The Melody Parade"
9:30-9:45 A.M.

WITH

NEW YORK'S
1

relations. Mayo resigned from Associated Recorded Program Service,
where for five years he covered the

If

IN BALTIMORE

entire United States for the Associated Transcription Library. Previously he was with NBC in Washington and with CBS in New York.

station following a few days

Monday thru Saturday

pins

advertisers

There MUST be a reason ... we
reach a market that none of our
consistently serve. .,\l r/e
WLIB.

at the
week.

TOM TINSLEY, President
REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY.REED

RKO bldg., N. Y. C.

BUckminster 7-5900

M Iday, August 30, 1943

r(u Hearing Reverts

TILL WEEK IN RADIO

III. Tech. Institute's

. CIO Petitions FCC

1 Washington Setup

19 Radio Courses

(Continued from Page 1)

Ice for live commercial broadcastng, requesting a 10 per cent increase on fees in the Code. Ruling
's retroactive to March 8, 1943....
FCC announced that it will simplify
call letters, to take effect after
a coercion on the part of gov- FM
Approximately 4,000 four1.
ental agencies in removing per- Nov.
calls are available, three -letter
il from the air. Lafount told letter
calls having been already assigned, to
(Continued from Page I)

,man Eugene E. Cox having re rd to Washington, D. C.
'ount's testimony didn't bear
tle committee's premise that there

,telly that he knew nothing of per - be used by television and non -broadi1 clearance by the OWI, FCC or cast licensees, as well as FM. Re-

Wave Research, Inc. He said quests and preferences in call letters
should be filed with the FCC by

tyre was any clearance by others
station he knew nothing about
L,afount supervises the Bulova
Ins WPEN, WOV, WELI, WCOP

3

RADIO DAILY

certain limitations set down by the
(Continued from Page 1)
ruling .... Federal Communications seven fields:
radio engineering, elecCommission made three changes in trical engineering
engineering
its Rules and Regulations last week, electronics, power power,
systems, telephony,
and included a new Section, 2.66, re- illumination engineering
and mathegarding notifying the district FCC inspector when discontinuing station matics.

Registration for all but two courses
operation.... Plans were. announced will
be held from Sept. 20 to 24 on
for a national drive on food as a Illinois
west campus. The two
vital weapon. War Advertising Coun- coursesTech's
for which registration will
cil is preparing the promotion in cobe held elsewhere are in illumination
operation with the WFA, OPA and engineering,
which persons may
OWI. New York district meeting enroll at the for
Chicago Lighting Incalled on all media to cooperate in stitute.

October 1.
New York hearings of the Cox Com- the campaign.

mittee investigating the FCC conthrough last week with further
of the testimony had been tinued
into the connection of the
before by previous witnesses probing
and OWI with the hiring and
afount was acting as a collabo- FCC
it agent where he knew anything firing of employees at foreign lan-

gNNBC).
st

Main case under insubject matter of the material guage stations.
at two of the sessions was
nted to him. Most of the time vestigation
tilt couldn't recollect the details. that of Lido Belli, owner of Lido
Radio Productions and time
id testify to the fact that he Belli
lked with anyone in the OWI block buyer for Italian language
who, the Committee claims,
the hiring of other personnel shows,
Arnold B. Hartley, current was kept off the air for 11 months, at
the instigation of the FCC, and was

director of WOV. He did say,
r, that he asked for an opinion replaced by a candidate suggested by
it e OWI about Hartley, whom the OWI. Personnel at WOV, New
considering hiring as program York, came under scrutiny in an attempt to prove a tie-up between the
r.
bstance he confirmed the state - FCC and the station's personnel
given by Arthur Simon, man- policy.
WPEN although he refrained Executives of recording companies
last week appeared confident that the
ecoming too specific.
recording ban would be settled
nt, who had been a member AFM
old Federal Radio Commission, at the War Labor Board hearing Sep-

6, particularly in view of the
d that WPEN had taken off tember
Ralph Borelli, whom both he recent directive to the WLB from
on felt was a good man. When President Roosevelt

ordering

the

asked by O'Reilly why he Government to take over when a
t it necessary to' consult gov- union refuses to comply with a WLB
t agencies Lafount said. "I decision....CBS filed a petition with
t it would be safer if we lis- the FCC withdrawing its opposition
o the Government boys who to night-time operation for WYNC,
York ....New ruling on merit
formation which we didn't New
raises, announced by the WLB last
on organizations employing
as later revealed that the only week,
so constituted by law, the less than 30 people affected small
of Censorship, had approved stations, which no longer have to
apply to the Board for raises, within
's removal from the air.
e close of the hearing Eugene
ey, chief counsel of the inves- Republican Post -War
committee termed the actions
Group Reports Via CBS
Commission as a constituted
po" agency that, "operating" First announcement of policy rethe guise of lawful and proper cently adopted by the Republican
_ation, is violating the consti- Post-war Policy Association is made
1 rights of individuals."
termed the investigations a by the association's chairman, Deneen
A. Watson, exclusively over the Colul picture."
network on the evening of
ings by the Committee are be- umbia
Saturday, September 4. (WABC-CBS,
umed today in Washington.
10:45-11 p.m., EWT).
Chairman Watson, speaking from
Stork News
Chicago outlet, WBBM,
eland-Jimmy Martin, mike - Columbia's
n WGAR, is the father of a reports on the association's meetings
held in Chicago, New York, and San
pound boy born on August 20. Francisco.
His subject is "The Little
oungster has been chistened People Speak
Up."
Jr.

National War Fund drive, which

HOURS OF

SPORTS-NEWS

mentator.

John J. Gillin, manager of WOW,

Omaha, sent out to the industry a

letter in answer to one written

recently by Samuel Rosenbaum, of
WFIL, Philadelphia, setting up arguments against Rosenbaum's, proposed

Settlement to the AFM on the recording ban.

Geo. A. Taggart Resigns
CBC Programming Post
Montreal - The resignation

of

George A. Taggart, assistant general
supervisor of programs, is announced
by the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.

Taggart is one of the pioneers of

Canadian radio having been with the
CBC and the Canadian Radio Broadcasting Commission since 1933. Prior
to his appointment as assistant gen-

eral supervisor of programs for the
CBC Taggart was manager of CBL,

Toronto in 1937. He went to England

on exchange with the BBC to study
its methods and operations, and to
Literature of the association dis- study broadcasting techniques there.

WANTED
ouncer Disc Jockey by Metropolitan
ork Station. Please give age, draft
us and salary requirements. This is
a draft replacement. Write Box 742,
lo Daily, 1501 Broadway, N. Y.
C.

closes it was "born in protest" against
..voices in Illinois and the Midwest

which were...."preaching isolationism," and that "the association is a

TOP PRODUCERS & WRITERS

tion, working within the Republican

FRANK McGRANN
POSITION SECURING BUREAU,

contest."

331 MADISON AVE., N. Y., MU. 2-6494

one -purpose, single-minded organiza-

ranks, to take the issue of foreign
policy out of the 1944 presidential

Some Day Courses

starts October 4, will get the co- To accommodate war plant workers
operation of the industry. Nationwide on night shifts, some of the free
broadcast will take place the open- classes will be offered during the
ing day, and OWI has allocated time day for the first time. The program,
to the drive through its four week which is primarily one of evening
duration ....Second NAB district courses, will now include elementary
passed two resolutions last week call- radio classes in the morning and
ing for a re-appraisement of the afternoon.
powers of the FCC and condemning Another innovation in the fall procow -catcher and hitch -hiker an- gram, a refresher course for graduate
nouncements....NBC last week an- electrical engineers will be given on
nounced that a special committee has Saturday mornings and one night
been set up to study the problems weekly. Instruction will cover modof post-war television, to facilitate ern developments in application of
expansion in peacetime....AFRA an- electronics and recent developments
nounced the agenda for its conven- in the field of power systems engition, including discussions of pro- neering.
posed merger of AFRA and AGMA,
negotiation of its Transcription Code, All classes in the free program will
formulation of a standard individual meet twice a week, with an average
contract, activities of radio artists in of five and a half hours of lectures
the war program, and clarification of and conference and two and a half
recent Government rulings.... De- hours of laboratory work weekly.
tails of DuPont Radio Awards were
completed last week. Three awards
will be presented annually, starting
in 1944, to two stations and a com-

AVAILABLE NOW-CALL

(Agency)

INC.

AND MUSIC!
NEW YORK'S
Great -Year 'Round

SPORTS
PARADE
WITH

DON DUNPHY
Daily

1 P. M. TO % P. M.
Sports results by Dunphy-Popular
tunes
picked by Tedd Lawrence-Latest AP and INS
news hourly at a quarter of the hourl

That's the WINS "Sports Parade"-a daily,

year 'round, star studded feature with powerful
appeal to men and women in America's number
one market.
It offers a real advertising opportunity. Want

to know more about it?

For further information call

INS

BRyant 9-6000
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rhaps not a collector's item
.

but again, perhaps, if is.

if you haven't received your copy you'll probably want it.

So write to Columbia Broadcasting System, 45.E .\Ia1 ison
Avenue, New York 22, New 'York, asking for a copy

I' " I'ori rail

of A Great American" and you'll get it.
It tells a story of leadership, both personal and network.

is unique on this global globe.

This is CRS ...the Columbia Broadcasting, System
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Now Open
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By RALPH WILE

C

'WHOSE WE LOVE," starring Nan
1 Grey, which has been a summer
replacement show for Jack Benny on

Sunday, will be kept on the air by
General Foods in the Fall, starting

October 3rd. They will go on Sunday
from 11:00 to 11:30 a.m., PWT, NBC

Memos Of An Innocent Bystander

.

.

. !

Phil Hoffman, vice-president of WNAX, Yankton,

sent us a letter which we reprint

S.

Dakota,

chestra featured on the coast -to -coast
program which originates at the Santa
Ana Training Center one of the coun-

part.... quote: in your colu nns of
the past, "Scoops," you have always been kind to someone who has been
nice tc someone else....In other words, you have been glad to pin orchids
on those who are deserving of them....and I pass this story along to you
concerning our mutual friend Bob Hawk....after the advertising company,
sponsoring Bob Hawk, had agreed to have his show "Thanks To The
Yanks," originate from Yankton. September 3, the night before an event
when we will have between 30 and 40 thousand people present at the
dedication of "America's tallest Radio Tower". ..and from whom Bob,
as one of the judges was to help select the 'typical Midwest Farmer', it
was discovered at the last minute. that three of the artists on the Hawk
program were previously committed to other advertisers and could not
leave New York.... Bob then did one of the nicest things for the Middle
West... .called us long distance and apologized for not being able to
bring his entire show.... but that immediately following the broadcast of
September 3, he would board a plane that would bring him to the WNAX

week for a series of Fall program
conferences. During his absence production chores on the show will be

studios the following day so that he would be available here.... while
here he will also visit two bomber bases: at Sioux Falls, S. Dakota and
Sioux City, Iowa....Mr. Hoffman concludes with, quote: and only a 'bigtimer' such as Bob Hawk will do a thing of this kind.... unquote.... a low
bow to Bob Hawk and a handshake to Phil Holtman for the spirit that

coast -to -coast.

Young

&

Rubicam

handle the account.
When Charlie Spivak finishes "Pin

Up Girl" for 20th Century -Fox, he
will open the Hollywood Palladium,

Sept. 7.
Dorothy Higgins, formerly of NBC's
continuity department, has joined the
Hollywood publicity staff of Tom Fizdale, Inc.

"Soldiers With Wings" will have

film stars Bette Davis and John Garfield as guests of the week when the
program is heard on KHJ-Mutual
Don Lee, September 18. Major Eddie

Dunstedter directs the 52 -piece or-

try's largest military establishments.
Clare Olmstead, producer of the
John Charles Thomas Westinghouse
show on NBC, left for New York this

taken over by Glenhall Taylor.
Gordon Jenkins, CBS orchestra
leader has just written, arranged and
conducted music for "The Last Will
-

and Testament of Tom Smith" at
Paramount. It stars Lionel Barrymobre, of CBS' "Mayor of the Town"

who plays Smith's grandfather. The
film was made for the National War
Fund.

Donald Dickson, baritone star of

"Blue Ribbon .Town," leaves the cast
in September to fulfill previously

made concert commitments in the

East.
J. A. Briggs, national advertising

manager of the Kellogg Co., attended

the "Breakfast At Sardi's" recently.
His organization sponsors the second

half of the Monday through Friday
"Sardi's" airings to the East (8:15-8:30

a.m., PWT) in the interest of "Pep,"

as well as the 9:50 to 9:55 a.m., PWT

period of the live repeat broadcast
to the Coast network. He will also
visit San Francisco before returning
to the East.
Frank Graham, CBS announcer and
star of the Columbia Pacific spy

series "Agent V," has won the role

of the voice of "Li'l Abner" in a
recent audition of over

100

in

prompted him to send that letter to this desk.

And, dwelling on the subject of good deeds, we'd like
to include in this particular pillar a Radiokay to: Benny Goodman,
who promised the USO-Campshows, Inc., that he isn't taking any
dates from 'September 21 to 28 inclusive but will devote all of that
time to appearing with his band, at Army Bases and Camps....with

all expenses defrayed by himself....setting a noble example, for
already, Jimmy Dorsey, Woody Herman and Sammy Kaye have
promised to follow suit.... Will Roland, former B.G. manager, who
was turned down by the Army and now is associated with the
USO-Campshows, informs us that the Army would appreciate hearing from Bandleaders, who can bring their crews to entertain
Servicemen at embarkation points.... Baritone Thomas L. Thomas,
has been set by NCAC to replace Alan Holt on the NBC program,
"Manhattan Merry Go Round," starting September 12.... Holt, re-

signed to serve in the Red Cross overseas.... Fred Vosberg, radio
producer, is lending his talents to managing the Palm Tavern,
nitery at W. Palm Beach, Fla....just subbing for his ailing brotherin-Iaw....Not unlike his contemporary, Meyer Davis, Hit Parader
Mark Warnow is suffering from a slight case of ProduceritisFlightis, (ABSOLUTELY NOT from the Latin, 'but translated
literally, means 'taking a flier at producing') ....the Maestro plans
to produce a musical titled, "What's Up?" which deals with the
forced landing of a group of Army Pilots at a girls' boarding school.

men.

r

The comic strip character, which has
been featured in many papers
throughout the country will be pro-

Back in 1937, while working for AP in Europe, Bernie Estes,
befriended a high Polish Official.... this man, who subsequently became
an important contact man in the secret underground. operating in Germany,

series.

arrived

duced as a motion picture cartoon

cil4ue Voss Mel tlr:e Voiced.

"THE
GREEN

HORNET'
Currently
BLUE Network

630-7 P.M.
Sundays
Five Years
Coast -to -Coast
Build-up

"Ned
Jordan Federal
Ace"
Broadcast
Four Years
Coast -to -Coast

over Mutual

America several weeks ago and contacted Bernie who will
write a series of revelations, based on the secret agent's daring exploits.
if Washington gives the green light....Alan Dale is the new Carmen
in

Cavr:llaro vocalist, replacing Larry Douglas who goes into a musical next

ING - TRENDLE

month... Evelyn Kaye, concertmistress of Phil Spitalny's "Hour of Charmers,"

GILBERT
9

111ACN
LEX. 2-1100

has accepted an invitation to be featured guest -violinist with the Houston
(Texas) Symphony Orchestra....RKO would like the Murtah Sisters for a
choice spot in a forthcoming musical.
Remember Pearl liarbur --

BROADCASTING C

1700 Stroh Build:
Detroit, Michiga

¡only, August 30, 1943
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hop Post -War Tele

i4edicted By Seldes

*PROMOTION*

Labor Treated Fairly

By NAB Code --Miller

UP's Four New Ones
Treasury Award
(Continued from Page 1)
Wolf and Dessauer, department may present its grievance against the
$85." he cited. "After the war four new features to its service, stores, sponsors of "Baukage Talk- NAB and the Code. CIO claims, in
cost $5. The price of a good United Press has issued a promotion ing," on WGL, Fort Wayne, Ind., for effect, that the Code discriminates
et will give you the price of a folder containing sample scripts of its the exclusive promotion of war bonds against labor.
four different shows.
and stamps, is the third to receive The NAB president pointed out
television set."
CBS we have television in Front cover announces the addi- the "Treasury Star Award." Marshall that organized labor was given more
Seldes continued. "This is tions, with four storks flying across Field of Chicago and John Wana- than 100 broadcasts on the networks
ful. We put a three -colored the top carrying mikes in the diapers. maker of New York are the only in 1942 and this gesture by radio to
store our television camera. Inside front cover describes each of other two to receive similar awarcj,s. labor was heartily commended by
' we're not getting the precise the features, and bottom of the folder The sale of war bonds and stamps William Green and Phillip Murray,
vé re after we press a button- is turned up to hold the four loose through Wolf and Dessauer to date AFL and CIO presidents, respectively.
you would turn a light switch scripts, "In Your Neighborhood," approaches the $4,000,000 mark. It was also recalled that at the NAB
"Great Moments In Sports," "To- "Baukage Talking" is presented on Code Compliance Committee meeting
is there."
ision can take a cast range of morrow's World," and "Places In the Blue network on a local coopera- in June four members of the radio
matter and intensify it. The News."
tive basis.
committee of the National Council
thing stands out better," Seldes
on Freedom from Censorship, Thomas
f. "Furthermore it gives you 'Twenty -Year Club' Lists
R. Carskadon, chairman, met with
N.Y.
Municipal
FM
Outlet
loor things-the mobile units
the
NAB group. After that meeting
28
Additional
Members
and
racing
Ick up regattas
Now On New Time Sked Carskadon,
himself, issued a stateTreatment of hockey is won ment to the effect that labor has
Basketball is terrific. We've Including several members from Although in operation for the past ample opportunity
the use of
tern all and it's the only way Canada the second edition of H. V. seven months, Municipal Broadcast- broadcasting facilitiesfor
in this country.
((. n1tur+rr.1Iron; Pan,.

fain

I

t

tube in television used

In connection with the addition of

Kaltenborn's "Twenty - Year

;pings.

Club" ing System's FM outlet, W39NY com-

lists an additional 28 new members
total 112. Of the 109 living memlisten to a fight by radio to
59 are executives, 27 engineers,
only the report. If you go to bers
ch you probably have a nine editors, six performers, two in
Royal Canadian Air Force, two
view. But television corn - the
education directors and one radio
the fight's angles.
lawyer and auditor as
," he went on, "we can show psychologist,
as Kaltenborn, himself. Since
and texture of a painting well
on April 4, 1942, three
ever been seen before. In its inception
died, Graham MacNamee, NBC
verage we have visualized have
Neal Tomy, publicity disuch a way as to combine announcer;
s and the movie's March rector of WJR; and Vaughn de
style with something else Leath, the "First Lady of Radio."
Cites War Restrictions
tent than mere immediacy."
explained, "Four months In his foreword, the veteran NBC
broke out President Roose news commentator, points out that
View of Fights Perfect

pleted Friday its first week of broad-

cast on its new time schedule from
5 until 10 p.m. daily. During this
period W39NY has broadcast ,programs of WNYC, and through FCC
grant, will continue the schedule.
However, "live" shows direct from

concert halls will be especially listed

ct them from his

radio, mentioning names, dates and

speech. incidents as they recall them.

in the NAB Code.
Carskadon also suggested that labor

above City Hall Park. Operating on to what their broadcast privileges
an assigned frequency of 43.9 mega- are and how better to take advantage
cycles, the range of W39NY reaches of them.
within the circle formed by Ossining, In referring to Carskadon's suggesN. Y., Princeton, Bloomfield, Eliza-

year. However, Kaltenborn suggested as far as Holmsburg, Pa.
that "the founder will appreciate any
information or suggestions that might
advance this project," listing the com- Pittsburgh Radio -Film

plete story of their early years in

president, when he further stated
that no changes are recommended

for W39NY.
organizations avail themselves of the
W39NY transmitter is located 450 ft. opportunities to become educated as

beth, East Orange, Sea Girt, N. J.
ed on the air and said he war restrictions have made it im- and Riverhead, L. I. although it was
e had a map he could show possible to have a club union this reported that W39NY has been heard

teners at the time. We gave
map. We gave the public a
geo-politics first, and then
like we moved the camera just
'so that people could see the
mentioned-but not enough

Approved By Roger Baldwin

Carskadon, who is also radio committee chairman of the American
Civil Liberties Union, had the concurrence of Roger Baldwin, ACLU

tion, Miller said "The ACLU has

stated that labor should become better acquainted with its opportunities
for the use of broadcasting facilities.
This position is supported by the radio
industry. A public hearing would

not only reveal radio's cooperation

Men with labor throughout the United
but might also provide the
In War Bond -Sale Tieup States
education apparently most needed by

Pittsburgh-Many extra bond sales the CIO."
Since the initiation of Orestes H. are
looked for by Pittsburgh broadanother is'-we showed the Caldwell, editor of "Electronic InWe had lines and arrows dustries," David Sarnoff, president of casters as a result of the deal they
NBC To Fete Beatty
" Seldes stated.
RCA, has been replaced as the myth- have worked out with the motion picWashington-Morgan Beatty, NBC
one said the other day that ical "veteran of veterans." Sarnoff ture exhibitors of that city repre- commentator
just returned from Lonthing you couldn't have is now listed fourth in the point of sented by the War Activities Comwill be guest at a special cocktelevision sets in the front service with the addition of Charles mittee. Pittsburgh's stations will be don,
party tomorrow at Washington's
cars. And I guess you can't. Butterfield, radio editor of Associated selling performances by members of tail
Statler. Host will be NBC Vice ber when car radios came in Press, and Donald Manson, chief ex- the "Hollywood Bond Cavalcade" in Hotel
President, Frank M. Russell, with
ought they would be killers," ecutive assistant of Canadian Broad- return for war bonds.
The arrangement is for broadcast- members of the press and the loca]
fled reminiscently. "I was casting Corporation.
ers, as soon as they know the full radio figures on hand.
ble for a small accident my makeup of the "Cavalcade" and date
en I sent in a question to a
of its appearance 'in Pittsburgh, will
w that went: 'Close your Biggest Summer Season
offer
the public broadcast performat color tie are you wearing?'
5000 WATTS
1330 KILOCYCLES
In WOR Dollar Vol. Biz ances by individual stars at the rate
closed his, and had an acciof $100,000 a minute. Plan is for all
said, 'the distance from one

do put sets in cars," finished

Completing the

biggest summer five stations to present these perform-

"I promise you this-they'll season for dollar volume in its his- ances jointly with the stars performe back seat."
tory, WOR for the third successive ing in response to audience request.

tt

RADIO BUY /N BALTIMORE!
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month has achieved a new sales high. Even a ten-minute show featuring the
August represented a record -breaking visiting stars will mean $1,000,000 exhigh of 12 per cent increase over last tra in bonds and it is hoped that a

year, maintaining the average set
since the inception of the current
summer period in which June, July
and August represented a 12 per cent
rise for the corresponding period in
1942. The 12 per cent increase for
August as well as the corresponding
summer period is indicative of the

longer period will be subscribed for
a considerable time before the stars
reach Pittsburgh.

record business advance since the
second quarter of April, May and
June that also showed a new high in

dollar volume for the station.
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ENGLISH JEWISH ITALIAN
The roster of advertisers using WEVD year

after year reads like "'Who's Who'"
National Advertising. List on request.

in

HENRY C REENFIELD, MANAGING DIRECTOR
WEVD-117 W, 46th Street, New York, N.Y.
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With the Colors!
LOUIS A. PYSER, typographical
expert of Barnes Printing Co., New
York, and

technical consultant to

Coast -to -Coast
OPELL BAKING CO. of Vincennes,

IIEU! BUSItIES

KFRC, San Francisco:
Ruth Howard and Bob Howell have Cooper, Inc. (Cooper

C7

bladq
Indiana, has just signed a con- joined the staff of WKNY, Kingston, New weekly live anns., 13 weks,

prominent editors in the radio and tract for 26 weeks with WAOV, Vinmotion picture field, leaves today cennes, to present 15 minutes of "Old
for service in the armed forces.
Fashioned Melodies" to WAOV lis-vvvFRANK R. BOWES and R. teners five times weekly. Program
HOWARD MILNER, of WBZ-WBZA, will be designed primarily for "easy"
Boston, Mass. are in the Army. Bowes listening pleasure and will feature
was station's sales manager, while musical gems from light opera and
Milner was a member of the sales traditional folk harmonies familiar
from all corners of the world.... Alice
staff.
Irene Gardner recently made her
-vvvROYDEN FREELAND, of the debut into professional radio as a
operating staff of WKY, Oklahoma member of the WAOV announcing

City, Okla., has joined the service. staff.
-vvvr
W. S. LUCKENBILL, known as
Bond Clothes returned to he Des Moines,
"Roger King" to Southwest radio, and Iowa, air late this month, with the Gene
staff announcer on KOMA, Oklahoma Shumate KRNT morning news. New proCity, left last week for San Diego to gram promotes Bond's recently added
begin his service in the United States women's apparel department.
Navy.

Monday, August 30.

-vvv-

York, as director of women's programs
and station manager, respectively. Ruth
and Bob (Mrs. and Mrs. Howell) are the
writers on
Pays to be Ignorant." She
is conducting her own morning program,
that which she ran formerly on WJJD,

Casanave

Haven.

Cummings Adv.; Oakland Cr
ium Columbarium, tri-weekl

&

Pearson,

Inc.;

Breweries (beer and ale), tri
dramatized ET anns., 13 well

"Bullets of Truth," five-minute
ETs, same period, through B!
Davis & Staff; Fox -West Coal
Chicago, and WMCA, New York. Howard ters, 16 anns. ETs, direct; C
was formerly commercial manager of Food Co., 52 -week renewal of
WNLC. New London, Connecticut and hour weekly show, "Pet Ext
later on the sales force at WELL, New with Frank Wright, through
Louis Bromfield, novelist, and cipating in Emily Barton p
Raymond B. Howard, newspaper 13 weeks, through Pacific Ad+
editor, were featured speakers on Standard Brands Inc. (food pe
the WLW, Cincinnati, "Everybody's tri-weekly anns., ETs, 13
Farm Hour" last week. Bromfield, through Ted Bates Adv. Ag1

who was recently appointed to the Brook Dairies (milk), week(
Ohio Division of Conservation and 26 weeks, through Bostford, C

Natural Resources, directed "Conser- tine & Gardner; Bank of Amt
New innovation at the studios of vation of Farm," Howard, who is weekly anns., 52 weeks,
recently W55M,
Wisconsin, is an publicity director of the same organ- Charles R. Stuart Adv. Agen
named night news editor of KMYR, FM partyMilwaukee,
for servicemen. After ization, spoke on "Conservation of
Denver, Colorado was inducted into they haveheld
entertained at the Natural Resources."
KTKN, Ketchikan, Alaska:
the army last week. Butterfield is "Recital inbeen
r
Rhythm" show, they are
E. Lowman, religious, throu
the twenty-fourth KMYR staff mem- invited to tour
the building and later Bill Thompson, known to radio fans as man Advertising Agency, o
ber to answer the call.
adjourn to the "Rumpus Room" for "Mr.
Wimple" and "Mr. Old Timer" on weekly for one year; Alaska 1
the Fibber McGee program, made an Extractors, 15 minutes dal
BOB STUART, former announcer refreshments and dancing.
appearance with RubinofI and his violin months; Ellis Air Transport,
at WDRC, Hartford, Connecticut, and
daily;
K
Phyllis R. Doherty has joined WNAC, on the Ak-Sar-Ben's third summer show announcement
its FM station, W65H, has been comand the Yankee network as direc- for service men at Creighton stadium. Spruce Mills, 15 minutes di
missioned a second lieutenant in the Boston,
army. Lt. Stuart has just been tor of publicity. She was formerly as- Omaha, Nebraska, Friday. Thompson months, direct; National Lead
editor of the "New England Pur- made a special trip from Chicago, nouncement daily 13 weeks.
graduated from the Adjutant Gen- sistant
eral's School at Fort Washington, chaser"....Ray Rich has been appointed where he is auditioning for a new radio
night supervisor of WNAC and the program. The pair replaced Grace
Maryland.
Yankee network. Rich, who started out in Moore, who because of illness will not Norway Discs On 210
"Norway Fights," a recorded
LIEUTENANT J. GORDON LLOYD, radio in juvenile parts in the Columbia appear in Omaha until September.
of factual incidents, lists 210
Guild and March of Time show
formerly an account executive with inTheater
Scripts based upon actual eve
1932-35, comes from WHDH, Boston,
WJZ, has been assigned as a Public where
he was a former announcer and New business at KFRO, Longview, ceived from underground soureete
Relations Officer with the Central
Texas, includes a year's contract from Norway and transmitted to the
Procurement District, Detroit, Mich., program director.
Standback Co., makers of Standback wegian Information Center in
under the Material Command, Army
Headache powders, using daily one New York, are recorded
Air Forces. Among his public rela- Ben Ludy, general manager of minute transcriptions; the "Pilgrim's and
Recording Studios. Ea
tions duties, Lt. Lloyd will be han- WIBW, Topeka, Kansas, since 1938, Hour" fed to KFRO by the Mutual WOR
15 minutes and distrib
has been appointed by Capper Publi- Broadcasting System, placed by the runs
dling radio.
each of the 210 outlets without
cations Inc., as general manager of
Agency, Los Angeles; program
both Capper stations WIBW and Albers
Kansas City. According to is 1 hour each Sunday; a year's conJohn S. MacLaughlan KCKN,
Ludy there will be no change in the tract by Rev. O. W. Webb of Bristow,
BILL

BUTTERFIELD,

-vvv-

Montreal - Funeral services were present policy of either station. Ellis
Atteberry will continue as local manager of KCKN.

held here Friday for John S. MacLaughlan, wireless telegraphist of the
Royal Canadian Navy, dead of war
injuries at Ste. Anne de Bellevue
Hospital. A studio engineer at station CFCF, Montreal, he enlisted
three days after war broke out and
served on a corvette, taking part in
the landing of American troops at
Algiers. Taken ill, he was brought
back to Canada on a hospital ship.
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August 30
Oliver S. Gramling Paul W. Keaton
Hester Kyler
Fred MacMurray
Ruby MacQuatters Peggy Marshall
M. K Shapiro
Amanda Snow
Howard Stanley M. P. Wamboldt

Oklahoma for his "Beams of Light"
programs run at 7:15-7:30 Monday
through Friday and at 12:45-1 p.m.
on Sunday. Longview Coca-Cola Co.
has signed contract to sponsor Morton

Newest engineering personnel additions Downey program, Monday through

to WWL, New Orleans, are Joe Juhae, Friday.
formerly doing telephone installation
r
work, who joined the transmiter crew.
"Breakfast
With
the Band," recorded
and Leonard Brondum, formerly in radio
servicing, who is now being trained as show which ran at one time for four cona control operator.... "University Time." secutive years, is now being produced
weekly dramatic show over WWL, has again on WHK, Cleveland, Ohio, Monday]
returned to the air from summer vacation through Friday, 9-9:15 a.m., Saturday.
for the fall and winter series. Designed 9-9:30 a.m. Francis Pettey is the comas both entertainment and educational mentator. Program includes recordings of
feature, title of the first show is "Amer- one or several outstanding orchestras
ican Seacraft." Dr. Alfred J. Bonomo of each day; biographical sketches of band
Loyola University of the South is both leaders, vocalists or musicians: interviews
narrator and director.
with popular band leaders appearing in
Cleveland; top tunes from the "Hit
WTIC, Hartford, Connecticut, has Parade"; and other similar features.

sold to Grove Laboratories the comAnnouncers, engineers, continuity
plete sponsorship of the "World News
Roundup," Monday through Saturday, writers, salesmen and executives of
effective Sept. 6. Program, which is WHIO, Dayton, Ohio, are organizing
presented by NBC over a large net- two bowling teams for competition
work of stations from 8-8:15 a.m., in a local league. Listeners have been

will be transcribed by WTIC and requested to submit names for the
offered 8:15-8:30 a.m.

competing radio station teams.

Edward Petry & Co., Notional Repre

The National Daily Newspaper of Commercial Radio and Television
VC 24, NO. 43
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TEN CENTS

Cox Resumes FCC Probe
Rol. Bartley Named

Hot Seat
An ordinary housefly recently

RAB "War Director"
Bureau, RADIO DAILY

ngton-NAB yesterday

an-

appointment of Robert T.
nephew of Speaker of the

am Rayburn and vice-presi-the

Yankee Network, as War

a newly created post. Re of Karl A. Smith, Washingrney as special counsel, was
,

caused consternation at WNBC,
Hartford, Conn. and brought
about his own horrible death.

Buzzing about the WNBC trans-

mitter, the fly wandered into the
plates of a condenser, causing a
short circuit.

Fly dissolved, as

8.000 volts shot through him, and
station went off the air for 19
seconds, while emergency trans-

mitter was switched on.

nounced. Since President
Miller has been out of Wash -

or more than two weeks, the
Iiispton

agton office does not know the
¡of

s ""Touchdown" ETs
Sets 1943-44 Season

USO Will Broadcast

For War Loan Drive

House Committee Counsel Hits Attempt
To Defer Draft -Eligible Technicians;
Statement By Fly Defends Move
Flamm Loses Action

To Halt WMCA Sale

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Shifting to Washing-

ton after five weeks in New York, the
Cox Committee investigating the FCC
yesterday recounted tales of attempts
by the Commission to gain draft

deferments for technical workers in
New York Supreme Court Justice order to keep its Radio Intelligence
Division
manned. Sneering at the
David W. Peck, yesterday denied the
suit for injunction which seeks to standing of radio amateurs as techni-

restrain Edward J. Noble from selling cians, committee counsels Hugh Reilly
station WMCA. Noble, who must sell and Fred L. Walker revealed that
WMCA when he acquires the Blue among those for whom deferment had
Network, is now free to negotiate the been asked were men who had

sale of the New York outlet which

(Continued on Page 5)

Flamm nearly two
Arrangements for the broadcast of he bought from
Flamm sued on the
and his "Touchdown a series of nation-wide USO -Camp years ago.
(Continued on Page 5)
Thomson May Resign
weekly series of gridiron Shows without charge in conjunction
which NBC's Radio - with the Third War Loan Bond Drive
g Division has distributed to have been successfully completed, ac- See "Theatrical" Expenses
ions since 1940, will be avail- cording to Paul Heinecke, president
Not Subject To Taxation Post As CBC Manager
ain this year. Despite war of Sesac, who is informing broadcastns, Hayes will maintain his ers in a letter carrying full details. Transportation expenses and com- Montreal-Resignation of Rev. Dr.
A schedule of touring talent shows
ry ;wide coverage of the
incurred on behalf of the J. S. Thomson as general manager of
leading teams, and by a new in the various sections of the country missions
was
released to 400 stations located employer and fullfillment of con- CBC is reported to be in the offing
if simultaneous recording in
are not subject to the with- and radio circles say it will be con+ood, Chicago and New York, near the various Army camps and tract,
holding tax, according to a message sidered at the September meeting of
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 2)
received yesterday by the American CBC governors. Neither Dr. Thomfi

son nor CBC officials would comment
Blue Appoints Feldman
(Continued on Page 2)
on the report. Rene Morin, chairLondon
'Events'
Reporter
of the CBC board of governors,
Radio Relay Stations
CBS Salutes Amer. Women man
said at Montreal he had no definite
Effective
tomorrow,
Arthur
FeldIn Labor Day Program
(Continued on Page 3)
pInauto,, Bureau. RADIO DAILY
A'ington-The FCC decided last man has been appointed special fea'eeVo permit the reinstatement of tures reporter for the Blue Network
Frank Sinatra, his "Broadway Band WCKY Inaugurates School
Puititions for radio relay stations in London, according to an announce- Box," and a roster of top -name singment
by
G.
W.
Johnstone,
director
ing
and comedy stars, in a special For Radio -Phone Operators
resume the licensing of these

ITo Resume Licensing

It
14

special features. Feld - full hour Labor Day program, over
provided they meet certain of news and
(Continued on Page 3)

!ns and requirements. Licens'; 9 'elay stations was discontinued
J i, 1942, on the occasion of the
'

1

(Continued on Page 2)

Inside Story
I, Thursday evenings for many
roahs, C. Ray Lawton and C. A.
Wadi, Jr., went to Keesler Field,
11issippi. to handle "Free For
All

she.
Ne

Keesler's
As

half-hour radio
engineers for WWL,

Orleans, La., they got to
knb Keesler Field from without.
No they have showed up at
Keller.

not as engineers but as

1'n'les Lawton and Schmidt.

(Continued on Page 2)

AFRA Okays AGMA Merger
As Annual Convention Closes
Chi. Firm Switches Show
Chicago-The American Federation
Radio Artists climaxed its fifth
To Attract Employees of
annual convention at the Ambassador
Chicago-Spiegel's, Chicago mail
order concern, yesterday began sponsorship on WAIT of what is believed
to be the first radio program designed

Hotel in Chicago over the week-end
by unanimously approving the pro-

posed merger with the American
Guild of Musical Artists. The convention recommended that AFRA's
not to increase business or institu- national
board proceed with plans for
tionalize but to attract new employees the merger
that it also invite
to Spiegel's by stressing in the com- Actors Equityand
Association Council
to
mercials the various employe benefits join in the deliberations with a view
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 6)

Cincinnati-In cooperation with the
War Emergency Radio Service setup
in the Greater Cincinnati area, WCKY
has inaugurated a school of instruc(Continued on Page 2)

Nasty Man
Ernest

L.

Adams,

chief

en-

gineer of WHIO, Dayton, Ohio is
on the hunt for the culprit who
stole

of

the gas ration coupons

the mobile unit.

out

Adding in-

sult to injury, the purloiner not
only stole the coupons but used one

of them for gas and charged it
to the station.
While Adams is
sore, he's glad it was gas coupons
and not broadcasting equipment.

2
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WCKY Inaugurates School FCC To Resume Licensing
For Radio -Phone Operators Of Radio Relay Stations
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

tion to train applicants for restricted BWC equipment freeze. However, at
the present time there is on hand a
Vol. 24, No. 43 Tues., Aug. 31, 1943 Price 10 Cts. radio telephone operator permits.
John E. Dickerson, WCKY engineer, large quantity of relay equipment
Publisher has been named area instructor by which is not needed by the military
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Jack Thornell, radio aide of the area and which is useless without FCC
Editor Civilian Defense Corps and Federal authorization for its use.
FRANK BURKE
Resumption of the licensing of reBusiness Manager Communications
Commission. The
MARVIN KIRSCH
six -week course will be taught one lay stations whenever it would mean
Pniblished daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, night a week by Dickerson, and spon- employing idle materials or materials
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate, sored by the station. Following suc- for which priority assistance is not
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merser- cessful examinations, third class required was recommended earlier
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin operators certificates will be issued this month in the third critical mateKirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, Managing Editor; Charles A. Alicoate, Secretary. by the FCC and the trainees will be rials report filed by the special comTerms (Post free) United States outside of utilized in the Greater Cincinnati mittee on critical materials which inGreater New York, one year, $10; foreign, area Civilian Defense organization.
cluded Commissioners C. J. Durr and
year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order.
Current plans of the WERS in the T. A. M. Craven. Former CommisAddress all communications to RADIO DAILY,
Phone Greater Cincinnati area are to ex- sioner George Henry Payne also was
1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Wlsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338. Chicago, pand from 22 to 106 emergency sta- a member of this special research
III.-Bill Irwin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone
.

:

:

:

Oakland 4545. Hollywood, Calif. Ralph Wilk,

tions, which will be used both in committee.

war -time civilian defense and post- Power boosts for relay stations may
peacetime public emergencies to also be granted with applications due
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y., war
supplement. normal telephone com- for consideration if the relay is to
under the act of March 3, 1879.
munications. The area includes Hamil- provide necessary emergency links
6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.

Entered as second class matter April 5,

ton County, O.; a portion of Clermont between the studio and the transCounty, O.; Kenton and Campbell

FINANCIAL

Counties, Kentucky, and a portion of broadcasting.
Applications for new relay stations
Boone County, Kentucky.

(Monday, Aug. 30)
NEW YORK STOCKMARKET
Net

Am. Tel. Cr Tel
CBS B

Gen. Electric
I'hi'co
RCA Common

High
1563/

Low
156

Close

Chg.

1561/4 -}-

213/8
363/8
221/4

21%

213/e

361/4
213/4

3634
22

93/a

91/8

mitter if it is for use in war effort

CBS Salutes Amer. Women
In Labor Day Program

1/s

-3

91/4 - 1

(Continued from Page 1)

the Columbia network, Monday, Sept.
6, 10:00 p.m., EWT. to pay tribute to

which have ben dismissed may be
reinstated if they meet those condistions.

NBC's "Touchdown" ETs
Sets 1943-44 Season

COmIfG and Gin( I

e
BOBBY SHERWOOD and his orchestra, ,,
GWEN DAVIS, vocalist, off for a week's
gagement at the Palace Theater in Cleve)
.

DON SEARLE, manager of KGO,

F.

San

is in New York for conferences
headquarters of the Blue Network.

cisco,

at

HAROLD E. FELLOWS, station manager,
KINGSLEY HORTON, sales manager, of W

Columbia's O G 0 outlet

in

Boston,

turned to the home offices following
days in New York.
W.

LINK,

R.

Valdosta, Ga.,
work business.
GENE

L.

is

station
in

CAGLE,

of

WC

general manager of
a visitor in New Y

call yesterday at the

a

a

town on station and

Texas State Network,
Paid

manager

1

have

Blue Network.

offices of

PATTI LITTELL, program director of W.
Westinghouse FM affiliates in Pittsburgh,
back at her desk after attending the Al
convention in Chicago. She is treasurer et
Pittsburgh.

PAULA STONE. commentator on WNEW,

returned from New England where

she

en.

tailed the servicemen at several Army came
WILLIAM F. MALO, commercial manager
WDRC, Hartford, is on a short business trip
New York.
IRENE BEASLEY has returned from a
vacation in several states.
She viii
Illinois, Texas, Florida, Tennessee and Louisit
day

DICK

KOFF,

of

the

Blue

Network

tra

division, is back from his annual vacation.
(Continued from Page 1)
women for their part in
11%
11
- 1/4 American
each
contracting
station
will
receive
broadcast tomor
DEL
COURTNEY will
the
war.
This
special
program,
dedi91% 903/8 903/4 - 3/4
Westinghouse
feat
Ellis, Lewiston,t Ill.,
Zenith Radio
313/4 313/4 313/4
cated to Womanpower in the War transcriptions far enough in advance fromheCamp
theBlue's "Spotlight Bands" series.
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
to give listeners the prophesied scores
both
Hollywood
and
in
originates
29
283/4 29
Hazeltine Corp.
+1
well before the day -of the games.
New York.
OVER THE COUNTER
According to Claude Barrere, in Stowe Subbing For Shirt
Bid Asked
From Hollywood, Sinatra, will renFarnsworth Tel. G Rad
81/2
83/4
der a specially selected group of songs charge of NBC's Syndicated ProLeland Stowe will substitute
191/2
221/2
WCAO (Baltimore)
to CBS Hollywood gram Sales, eight stations that have CBS for William L. Shirer, Sept.
28
291/2 and welcomes
WJR tDetroit)
microphone the suave, soft-spoken, signed for "Touchdown Tips," in and 12 while the latter vacatiol
English -born movie stare Herbert previous years, have already ordered The program is heard on the netw
See "Theatrical" Expenses Marshall,
who reads a special mes- the 1'43 series. They are WMAZ, from 10:30-10:45 p.m.
Macon, Ga.; WNOE, New Orleans;
Not Subject To Taxation sage from the OW3.
La Crosse, Wise ; KOHL,
From New York lending their WKBH,
(Continued from Page 1)
talents are Columbia's singing stars Billings, Mont.; KGHF, Pueblo, Col.,
Guild of Variety Artists from Deputy Joan Brooks, the girl "with the voice WHKC Columbus, O.; KVOD, DenQEHot" Availability
Commissioner Timothy A. Mooney. you'll never forget"; Jeri Sullavan, ver, Col., and WEBR, Buffalo, N. Y.
This it is pointed out is a result of Sultry singer of the blues heard WEBR is taking the program for the
trips to Washington by AGVA execu- three days a week on her own Co- theird year for the same sponsor a
SPORTS ROUND -UP*
tives who are seeking to negotiate lumbia program; Eileen Farrell, manufacturer of men's clothing.
a'
further deductions, i.e., 50 per cent *hose glorious soprano voice thrills Because of this year's shortened

RCA First Pfd
Stewart -Warner

69

69

69

11

expense deductions on contracted sal- Columbia listeners from coast -to aries under $500 weekly and 40 per coast; Perry Como, whose sweet
cent over $500.
Crooning on the "Perry Como Songs"
It is also pointed out that such a program, has won him nation-wide
ruling would apply equally to bands acclaim; Jack Smith, handsome tenor
and
tour.

radio programs which go on heard regularly on "You Shall Have
Music" and with Gladys Swarthout
on "The Family Houur"; the Three

sation; the Golden Quartet of radio
and screen fame, and the talented
the FCC, will decide tomorrow morn- Bobby
Tucker Chorus,
ing on whether the CIO shall be perThe comedy portions of the promitted to intervene in the September grams
will be in the hands of Jerry
10 hearing before the Commission on Lester and
Stoopnagle. Jerthe sale of the Blue Network stations ry Lester isColonel
the man who throws out
by RCA to the Amercan Broadcasting the laugh -lines
in his own comedy System.
variety show Sunday nights; and
colonel Lemuel Q. Stoopnagle is the
inventor -without -peer of fantastic
ANNOUNCERS WANTED
gadgets and super -spinner of inFor a live wire independent station
credible whimsy on his Saturday
to New York.

cover games to be played Novem-

of

Write or wire
Radio Daily, Box 744, 1501 Broadway,
N. Y. C.
close

September 25 and will be delivered in
time for broadcasting on Friday,
September 24. The final program will

Sisters, radio's newsest harmony sen- ber 27.

FCC Decision Tomorrow
Washington-Norman S. Case,

gridiron season, "Touchdown Tips,"
will consist of 10, instead of 13, programs. The first recording will predict results of the games of Saturday,

night "The Colonel" program.
Interspersed in the program are the

orchestras of those master wielders
of the baton, Paul Baron and 'Raymond Scott.

WANTED TO BUY
NEW OR USED APPROVED 250
WATT TRANSMITTER AND ALL

6:45 to 7:00 P. M.

.

Monday thru Saturday
-and the price is right!

$125 a week
(Special Sports "Package")

now available, subject to
prior sale.
*When they think of sports in
Baltimore they tune to WITH.

W4T H

EQUIPMENT NECESSARY FOR IN-

STALLATION OF 250 WATT STATION INCLUDING ANTENNA.
WILL. BUY COMPLETE SET-UP OR

ANY INDIVIDUAL PIECES OF
EQUIPMENT. WRITE TO BOX 733,
RADIO DAILY, 1501 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK, N. Y.

IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President
REPRESENTED BY HEADLEYREED

' esday, August 31, 1943

li0 Will Broadcast
For War Loan Drive
(Continued from Page 1)

s
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PROMOTION*
WJZ's Bond Quota

Thomson May Resign
Post As CBC Manager

Labor Day Cup

(Continued from Page 1)

John M. Rivers, president of WCSC, information on the matter and that in
bases. This particular arrange - Sales of war bonds in exchange for
was made by Sesac through its tickets to the 1944 world premiere of Charleston, South Carolina, is pre- any event it would have to be dealt
cipation with the National En- "Icecapades," sponsored by WJZ senting a cup on Labor Day to work- with by the governors as a group.
Dr. Thomson, who took office on
ment Industry Council and under the auspices of the U. S. Treas- ers at the Charleston Navy Yard who

ed through the cooperation of ury Department, were announced to
-Camp Shows with the Treasury have already reached $1,497,469, with
tment and the broadcasting in - almost three weeks still to go before
the opening date, Tuesday, Sept. 14.
y
edules for the Mid -Atlantic, WJZ is aiming at a goal of $5,000,000
Central, Central and Rocky in bonds.
An interesting promotional feature
tain, Southwest Pacific, North n, Southeastern, South -Central of the occasion is the naming of special
sections as "Celebrity Loges,"
..s list dates, camps and the operattalent units in those areas for Forty loges will be used exclusively
for purchasers of bonds in large
month of September.
tions may transcribe shows and amounts who wish to play host to
them over their stations as well celebrated personalities. Each loge
k them up through the medium will be sold for bond purchases of
$100,000 or more. Among celebrities
ote control.
ditional Information Available

ecke, in his letter, stated that

station relations staff and their
am service department have ad al publicity information, and

on the personnel in each unit.
information will be forwarded
toll broadcasters in the event they
Jere special promotional material
till to the broadcast. Additional

1'o ing information on the various
cap show units for the last half of
Se.ember will be available at a later
da.

would

"Guess the Tune"

be whether Dr. Thomson's

resignation would be merely a "techTwenty-five pairs of Nylon hosiery nical one" handed in because his year
are to be given away every week to of service with the CBC had come
the winners of the "Guess the Tune" to an end.
program, which starts this Monday There have been unofficial suggesover WIP, Philadelphia. Listeners tions that, if Dr. Thomson returned to
have to guess the tune played on the his University post, L. W. Brockingalready scheduled to appear in the program and send in their answers. ton, KC, of Ottawa, former chairman
special sections are Carole Landis, Five pair of Nylons will be given of the CBC board and now an advisor
motion picture star; General William away to five winners five days weekly. to the British Ministry of InformaBarton of the 4th Division, Fort Dix; At the mike for this show, which is tion, should be considered in any
orchestra leaders Vincent Lopez and sponsored by Kurtz Complete Spa- management reorganization.
Fred Waring; singer Jerry Lawrence; ghetti Dinner, will be Howard Jones.
Commander Richard Hoyle of the
KDKA Sportscaster ETs
Ellis Island Coast Guard, and Ed Sul- of the War Finance Committee; John
livan and Nick Kenny, New York McNeil, manager of WJZ; Joseph Pittsburgh-James F. Murray, memnewspaper columnists. All WJZ pro- Seiferth, WJZ audience promotion ber of the KDKA sales staff and
grams are promoting the "Icecapades" manager; George Tyson, manager of former well known sportscaster, is
premiere and making bond sales over "Icecapades"; and Ned Irish, acting making a series of sports recordings
president of Madison Square Garden. at the request of the War Departthe air.

Arrangements for the "WJZ War During the intermission of "Ice- ment to be broadcast via shortwave
Bond Night" are under the supervi- capades," the WJZ Victory Troop will on all bands overseas to the men on

I.e Apppoints Feldman sion of Nevil Ford, executive manager
ondon 'Events' Reporter Chi. Firm Switches Show
(Continued from Page 1)

have contributed most, this year, to Nov. 2, 1942 was granted leave of
the war effort. Cup from WCSC is absence for one year by the Board of
being awarded on the basis of the Governors of the University of Sasleast absenteeism, the most war bonds katchewan of which he is president.
sold and general prosecution of the He became CBC general manager as
war on the production front. Judges successor to Maj. Gladstone Murray.
Informed sources said the question
are high-ranking Navy officials.

broadcast a short program over WJZ. all the fighting fronts.

To Attract Employees

will also act as assistant to

n

_

from Page 1)
we Hicks manager of the Blue's offered by(Continued
concern. The show is a
ion news office, and will tern - five -a -weekthecomedy
called
lily take over as manager when "Salt and Pepper" withserial
Livings leaves London for he Allied ston and Marjorie LeighLes
playing the
e Headquarters in North Africa. roles of Sylvester O. Salt,
a cloak ldman has been with the British and -suit Mogul, and Jane Red
dcasting Corporation and pre - his secretary, Livingston, freePepper,
lance
sly had wide experience as a actor and staff announcer at WAIT,
!al events reporter in the United and Miss Leigh, free lance actress,
also are heard as Mr. and Mrs. Mean-

Berry Leaves OWI

LAW. 'I THÉáTR
R ENCE JJERRY

AIR

II

o

ingwell on "The Meaningwells," WGN
serial. Script is by Harry Lawrence,

rles Berry, Supervisor of Pro - veteran Chicago radio writer, who
for the Overseas Branch of scripted the popular "Kaltenmeyer's
WI, has resigned effective to- Kindergarten" show.
w. He will return to commer- Tom Moore is handling production

and announcing. Program was sold on
Berry joined the a four -week basis with a 13 -week
succeeding Harold McGee. His option.
n was to schedule and super over 50 radio producers and to
responsible for the operational
boning of over 300 daily broad dio.

ecember

1942,

beamed overseas.

TALK about smash hits! Have

you heard the rave news
about Jerry Lawrence's "Air Thea-

THIS LITTLE BUDGET
WENT TO

WORL
BOSTON
MASS.

tre"? Only one month after an
impressive opening run and already the noon show is booked
solid, sold out, with standing room
only for the matinee performance.
A sound, dollars -and -cents in-

dication of how Jerry's new recorded musical show tastefully

combines entertainment with

selling showmanship. Sorry about

SRO in the mornings, but some
choice seats are still available for
the "Air Theatre's" evening performance from 8 to 9. And lucky
is the sponsor who grabs 'em! Just
inquire at the box office.

First on New York's dial, 570

w mca

America's Leading Independent Station

4
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Chicago

ST AT! OY

By BILL IRWIN

ASPECIAL half-hour documentary
drama, "An Englishman looks at

Chicago," written and produced by
Geoffrey Bridson of BBC, will be
broadcast over NBC on Wednesday,
September 1, 10:30 p.m., in place of
"Author's Playhouse." Cast will in-

clude Arthur Sinclair of Toronto, who
will come to Chicago to play the role

of the Englishman. Others will in-

clude Sidney Ellstrom, Bob Jellison,
Arthur Hern, Fred Sullivan, Virginia
Payne and Nannette Sargent. Dr. Roy

Shield and his NBC orchestra will
furnish

the

original

background

music. Program will be transcribed
and sent immediately by bomber to
England for re -broadcast to the British people.
New series of educational radio pro-

grams will be broadcast to the city's
schools five hours a day every week
day beginning September 20, George
Jennings, acting director of the Radio
Council, has announced.

Jennings

said the Radio Council will air net-

work and transcription programs
over its own FM station, WBEZ, from

10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Programs will

be heard in the classrooms of the 100
public schools which have FM sets,

from 1:30 to 1:45 p.m. WBEZ will
join with WIND to broadcast "live"
programs from the school board building, and from 2:15 to 2:30 p.m., WBEZ

and WJJD will broadcast.
"That Brewster Boy" WBBM-CBS
serial, celebrates its second birthday

on the air with the broadcast of
September 10. Show is written and
produced in Chicago by Pauline Hopkins and Owen Vinson.

Robert Quick, new concertmaster
of the WGN Symphony Orchestra,
will be co-starred with Marion Claire,

soprano, and Thomas L. Thomas,
baritone, on the "Chicago Theater of
the Air" over WGN and Mutual on

Saturday, September 4, from 8-9 p.m.,
CWT.

Clifton Utley, news analyst and forexpert, has added a
Monday through Friday news period
(5 to 5:15) to 'his WBBM schedule.
eign affairs

He is also heard 6:30-6:45 Sundays.
Utley,

credited with being radio's

first commentator on foreign affairs,
having originated a weekly commentary for commercial sponsorship nine
years ago, is director of the Chicago
Council on Foreign Relations.

A Reporter's Report Card... !
PAUL WHITEMAN: When the Musical Steelmakers show from

West Virginia resumes, September 26, on the Blue Net, none other than
Ray Knight will accompany you on the trip when you personally attend
to launching of the new series
RICHARD STARK: Axel Gruenberg
leaves the "Counterspy" series after the September 6th broadcast to devote all of his time to the Gertrude Lawrence varieties show for Revlon,
which bows in September 30
DICK GRANVILLE: Some of your listeners, who tune you in on WMBR, Jacksonville, Fla. wrote to notify us that
they get a kick out of your swell platter -chatter sign -off

OWNER!
DO YOU NEED A

STATION MAhAIIRB
HERE'S

to wit: "Buy -

buy bonds-then bye-bye Axis"

N Ray Kelly: Thought you'd like to
know that Arthur Henley, one of the co-scripters of your -Everything Goes"
morning NBComedy, has luck with
starting tomorrow
he adds his talent to Sammy Kaye's staff of gagsters who concoct the
laughs for the Old Gold CBSmoker

RALPH EDWARDS: That satirical

recording you played for your guests at the 21 Club Saturday night.
"Radio Critics' Review," was really the piece de resistance
Herb
Moss promised us a 'dupe (make it two)
SGT. SID WEISS: The
-Telegram," contrary to rumors definitely will continue to feature
Harriet Van Homes radio column
not only that but the blonde
radio critic has been given an increase in salary

PHILLIPS H.

LORD:

Little Ronny Liss, a regular on
your "Gangbusters" program, is thirteen years of age and has
spent all but the first three years at the mike
JOAN BROOKS:
We just received a card from Bob Kerr informing us that en route
to the Columbia Pictures studios on Gower Gulch, he won the Fred
Harvey Gin Rummy Trophy
'we learned of his wizardry with
the paste -boards 'the hard way'
we learned of his wizardry with
the studio audience at the "G. I. Blind Date" show sounded a bit
disappointed when it was announced that they were present at the
last performance of that program
DAMON RUNYON: The
"Joe & Ethel Turp" cast, featuring John (Joe) Gibson, Patsy (Ethel)
Campbell and Hope Emerson, will cut a half hour record tonight,
which might replace the fifteen minute strip format
LEONARD
CALLAHAN: Did you know that Charles M. Barbe, new Stations
Relations Representative for Sesac, was with BBC when war broke

he joined the French armed forces, was awarded the
Croix de Guerre and Legion of Honor and was captured by the
out

Germans when they took the Maginot Line

His release was ef-

fected through intervention of Radio executives who proved his
non -belligerent status

***

111.AN
His experience embraces
metropolitan newspapers, national magazine, advertising
agency, radio station sales and
management.
He is thirty-nine, native American of Scottish extraction,

married, recently HONORABLY DISCHARGED from
the United States Army.
For over six year's he was top

sales executive for a 50 LW
key network station.
Before entering the Army

was general manager of
eastern metropolitan full
station.
Because of his practical know

edge of all phases of man.
agement he gains employee
confidence and effects corn

plete interdepartmenta
cooperation.

His intelligent and dignifie
selling methods obtain results
of a sound and permanent

nature, thereby reducing spoil

sor mortality to a minimum

and of course, substantially

In a recent listener poll made by

GENE KING: The other night at WOR, you squeezed in a
hitch -hike, time announcement. thirty-second spot and special announcement, with such perfect timing, that a soldier, visiting the studios, waxed
warm in his praise
what the soldier. 1st Lieutenant George Sickinger,
U. S. Army Air Force, didn't tell you is this
his own timing and accuracy shooting down Zeros in the Bismarck Sea and other South Pacific

He enjoys the confidence and

during the summer, the station re-

WBBM to determine whether to keep
Clifton Utley news period on the air
ceived 6,021 affirmative replies.

Ken Fry, former NBC central division news and special events director

now with OWI at San Francisco,
visited NBC studios last week.

59 Stations Rave About
FUNNY MONEY MAN
ALLEN A. FUNT RADIO PRODUCTIONS
52 Vanderbilt Avenue
New York City

battles, earned him the DFC and a Silver Star....

,

, CAPTAIN MONROE

GREENTHAL: Sgt. Leo Pillot, who worked for you at United Artists Pictures.
now stationed in the public relations office at the Army Air Base at Pueblo,

Col., has suggested a series of network programs, to feature only enlisted
personnel to be programmed from the various camps and bases
listeners to send their votes on the 'best programs' with prizes to be awarded
to the three camps whose programs polled most votes
If the War
Dept okays, sounds like a pretty good bet for some national advertiser,
provided each program contains the "does NOT endorse" clause

***

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

increasing sales volume.

respect of a wide range
both industrial and adverti»in=
agency executives.
This man can deliver a smooth
and economic over-all station

operation. He may be inter
viewed in New York City.
Write Box No. 743,
RADIO DAILY
1501 Broadway

N. Y.

p' y, August 31, 1943
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»Probers Criticize
F(: Deferment Pleas

DEW PROGRAMS- IDEAS
"Time Machine"

(Continued from Page 1)

"The Broadway Busybody"

Flamm Loses Action
To Halt WMCA Sale

"Time Machine" is the title of new
varying from show
inaugurated over WNEW, New Theatrical program featuring news grounds of being coerced into sellYork, yesterday afternoon from 4:35- and gossip of Broadway, entitled ing the station.
5 p.m., EWT. Idea of the program is "The Broadway Busybody," will Justice Peck, in his statement denyto bring back in time the voices of launch Ethel Colby as new drama and ing Flamm the injunction, said "The
outstanding people who are no longer motion picture editor of WMCA, New trouble with the plaintiff's case is
living. Show starts with a "'Time York. Miss Colby is currently drama that he knew all the elements of the
ir}'tio jobs they were doing which Machine" sound effect, taking lis- critic for the Ridder newspapers, in- fraud except the participation of his
t( t been revealed-the butter teners back into former days, and cluding the "Journal of Commerce," employees, and he suspected that bek :for instance held three radio running narrative sustains the illu- and has been on the stage. She and fore he transferred the station, still
-another man had been sion.
her husband. Julius Colby, who is he had waited two and one-half years
as an amateur for 12 years Recordings of famous voices com- WMCA's dramatic critic, are billed before seeking a revision."
prise the body of the show. Initial as "Mr, and Mrs. Go To The Theater," Recalling the hearing with the Fedments were asked by the
included Enrico Caruso sing- during the theatrical season, doing ad eral Communications Commission,
rim sion for men in the following program
lib reactions of first night perform- Justice Peck said that it was disjo: engineers (radiotelephone ing "Over There," Will Rogers in a ance after the shows.
closed at a hearing before the conmonologue titled "Nominate Henry
egr h and
,k

for periods

(Continued from Page 1)

onths to 12 years as butter
ke glove cutters, barbers, clerks,
drii, musicians, candy cooks, etc.
)erlission sources pointed out
a.l'se men had qualifications for

cartographic) , field
)errors (engineers), radio inspecs, :dio monitoring officers, radio
arc tors, radio operators, intertttlalysis, monitoring translators,
for analysts and key administra4'ir?BIS.
p.

Names Not Revealed

tail placed committee investiga-

li vey Walker on the stand to

xs it the facts in regard to some

stipulating that he did

als,
1`

a`

1 to use names because of the

ty of some error. Congress lis Miller, presiding, declared

is any man now in a bomb-

vernment position and hiding
litary service the committee
Olt to know his name and the

should know it in fairness

en in the service. He declared,
i reason why there should be

y of indentity for anybody
from military service."
ere revealed, however.

No

defended the committee's

r.' nber tactics, saying that wit3

/ere quizzed in private bee committee had received
much evidence, some of

ved inaccurate and did not
ing this out in public until

He said that records
red for correction to all
oof.

questioned but could not

hem to keep.

Dr. Leigh Present

room at the time was Dr.
ad of the FBIS, who was
in private last spring and

Ford for President," Nora Bayes sing"Broadway Busybody" will be tract of sale was signed, that the
ing "Has Anybody Here Seen Kelly," heard daily Monday through Friday plaintiff's counsel had talked with the
and George Gershwin playing "Some- from 3:15 to 3:30 p.m., beginning chairman of the FCC about the repreone to Watch." Future shows will September 13, and will cover all sentation that the defendant Noble

feature the voices of Lillian Russell, forms of information relating to life could take the license away from
Flamm. The plaintiff's counsel was
Teddy Roosevelt, and others.
in Times Square.
assured that there was no foundation
impressed the handful of reporters dent himself. Requests for deferment for such representation and no reaand spectators-the latter mainly of federal personnel are now being son why any person could move in
commission or committee employes- handled by a central committee of and take the license.
as considerably more fair than Com manpower experts under a uniform
mittee Counsel Eugene L. Garey. Al- procedure for all agencies, a procethough they were guilty of sins of dure, by the way, which Congress has Buys 'Where Do We Stand'
omission in their presentation they adopted for its own employes.
were far more convincing and im- "To meet the critical shortage of Clark Chewing Gum Co. has taken
pressive than Garey. Much of the dis- technically qualified men, the FCC over the sponsorship of "Where Do
cussion concerned the overall draft has conducted a continuous recruit- We Stand?" on the Blue Network and
increased the station line-up from
picture at the commission, and, in ment and training program. Its efforts has
order to clear up the widespread to supplement critical shortages on 109 to the complete network.
confusion regarding this, the FCC its own staff have met with small
released some figures on draft defer- success; out of 550 names received
ment showing 1,468 males employed from the War Manpower Commission,
by the FCC as of August 6. None of only six could be hired; only 16 per
the 242 male employes in the account- cent of the names certified to us by
ing, administrative or law depart- the Civil Service Commission could
ments is deferred. Of the 1,020 males qualify for engineering positions for
in the engineering department 393 jobs as translators. It is only the
are deferred on occupational grounds. extraordinary performance of the exThis figure includes 34 over draft age, isting staff which the Cox Committee
22 pre -Pearl Harbor fathers, 18 with is bent on branding as slackers which
deferments which have expired, and has made it impossible for any fifth
70 employed overseas, many in areas column radio station to get on the air
of war.
Sydney Moseley is available
undetected. Over 60 of these RID
Fly Statement 'Introduced
to Mutual stations from coast
are unique in their mastery
During the afternoon session, a operators
to coast for immediate local
of the difficult Japanese Kana code.
commission press release quoting Others, through long familiarity with
sale. Comes to you live, not
Chairman James Lawrence Fly code have been able to identify altranscribed. Great record of
reached th hands of Reilly, who arose most immediately illegal transmissales successes; mail pull,
waving it in his hand, asking that the sions in this country and in South
audience popularity, prove
FCC be restrained from telling its America. Still another group of RID
story. Miller was still in the chair, men have been rigorously trained to
pulling power of this great
although Cox had put in a brief ap- intercept and monitor transmission
commentator.

ed a copy of the record,
er made to permit him to
Reilly also charged that pearance during the afternoon, and of over 1,500 Axis transmitters.
tself, is guilty of star-cham- said he hoped the Commission would
Language Knowledge a Factor
s and that hearing records not try to "try this case in the news- "As for the Foreign Broadcast Innarrative form not fairly papers" and assured the FCC of full

telligence Service, some of our men
the hearing.
deferred because of their masFly declared that the Commission's were
tery of unique language combinations,
deferment policies conform to such as; knowledge of both Mandarin
to the credit of a man draft
aracter the Commission WMC and selective service directives. and Cantonese. Others spoke readily
proceedings

before

In many cases, he said,

n.

o blacken" was removed Over 90 per cent of the employes, from four to 12 languages, including

whose deferment was sought by the such tongues as Dutch, Russian and
records.
took over in the afternoon Commission, are skilled communica- Afrikaans. Almost without exception
engineers engaged in work in
d both Walker and Reilly tions
connection with the nation's tele- those deferred had had first hand
of enemy and occupied
io Writer Available phone, telegraph and radio operations. knowledge
countries, spoke several languages,
These men, if employed in compar- and were otherwise
uniquely qualified
Articles, Publicity, Scripts able work in private industry, would for this important war
work. The Cox
be
automatically
deferred.
Chairman
g.
Long experience.
has ignored the vital naFly said, "the matter of deferment of Committee
ture of the work which these highly
DIO DAILY, Box 746, 1501
federal employes has already been skilled men are performing."
thoroughly studied by the House and There will be another session
y, New York City.
today
Senate Military Affairs Committees after which no hearings
will be held
and was later reviewed by the Presi- I for another week.
.

.

.

One of radio's

great buys!

Write, wire, or phone Norman Livingston, WOR, 1440 Broadway, New York
18, for furthur fact., figure, price, etc.
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AFRA Okays AGMA Merger
AGENCIEI
GUEST-ING
As Annual Convention Closes
(Continued from Page 1)
EDGAR ANSEL MOWRER, syndicated news analyst; ELY CULBERT- to effecting a merger of the three notation petitions to 75 per cent of
SON, author of "World Federation groups.
membership.
Plan"; WILLIAM B. ZIFF, author of The convention reaffirmed the The caucus of AFRA's transcrip"The Coming Battle of Germany," Federation's no -strike pledge, acting tion code, expiring Nov. 1, 1943,
and GEORGE SOKOLSKY, syndi- on a suggestion contained in. Presi- authorized the national board to recated columnist of the New York dent Lawrence Tibbett's annual re- open negotiations for a new code.
"Sun," discussing "An International port, which was read to the 58 The resolutions committee, com-

KENNETH A. BONHAN, ex
vice-president of The Emersoi
Co. of Baltimore City, manufa
of Bromo -Seltzer, has annount
appointment of Harold L. Gil
general sales manager. Grafer
to the drug field after two yes
ciation with Schenley Distill
Police Force, on Theodore Granik's delegates by Virginia Payne, presi- posed of Helen Van Tuyl, Chicago; Prior to joining Schenley
"American Forum of the Air," today dent of the Chicago local, who pre- Donna Keath, New York; Zella Layne, sales manager of the Ana
(WOR-Mutual, 8 p.m.).
sided at the first session Saturday. San Francisco; Shields Dierkes, De- pany for four years.

Tibbett himself was absent, being troit, and Georgia Fifield, Los Ang-

TOM HADDOCK and DICK under a doctor's care in New York eles, in its first report at the third

DOUGHERTY, high school student for an infected tooth. The Federation session Saturday presented, in addiwar workers, on "Salute to Youth," also went on record as pledging its tion to the John L. Lewis resolutoday (WEAF-NBC, 7:30 p.m.).
full efforts to the winning of the war. tion and one appealing for racial
'Another resolution put AFRA on unity, a third resolution providing
ISIDOR PHILIPP, pianist, on Alfred record as opposing re-aumittance of méans for electing temporary succesWallenstein's "Sinfonietta," today the United Mine Workers of America sors to national board members dur(WOR-Mutual, 11:30 p.m.).
into the American Federation of Labor ing their terms of service in the
as long as John L. Lewis is head of armed forces.
Execs in Armed Services
MARJORIE REARDON, film star- the miners.
Forty-five members of AFRA's naOther Matters Also Treated
let, on "Noah Webster Says," today
tional
board
are serving their counAlthough the AFRA-AGMA action
(WJZ-Blue Network, 8:30 p.m.).
highlighted the two-day meeting, the try. They include Major Wm. Brandt,
Halberger, Major Knox ManDR. CHARLES M. McLANE, as - Federation's first national session in Major
years, other convention agenda ning, Capt. True Boardmen, Lt. (j.g.)
sistant attending physician at the two
Lying In Hospital, New York discuss - acted upon included AFRA's Tran- Ben Alexander, Lt. (s.g.) Norman
from Expectant scription Code, constitutional changes,
of standard
(WJZ-Blue Net- proposed establishmentcontract
for
forms of individual
work, 10:30 a.m.).
AFRA members, and various matters
ing "Questions
Mothers," today

affecting locals, among them a comCOMM. LEROY SEMPLER, veteran prehensive plan for sharing of dues
of the fighting in the South Pacific, and facilitating of transfers. Three new
on "This Nation at War," today (WJZBlue Network, 10:30 p.m.).

on the Burns
and Allen program, today (WABCFRANK

CGS, 9 p.m.).

KENNETH MORROW, tenor, on

"Hymns of All Churches," today
(WEAF-NBC, 2:45 p.m.).

LUCY MONROE, HELEN JACOBS,
FANNIE HURST, SGT. RALPH
STEIN, CPL. WALTER RAMSEY and

SEAMAN JOHN BROOKS, on the
"Battle of the Sexes," today (WEAF-

WILLIAM E. DEMPSTE$

signed as sales promotion

of the New York "World -Tr
to join the executive staff o,'
Durstine, Inc., New York. B
two years with the "World -T
Dempster was head of sales p

at the New York "Herald

for seven years ....JOHN O.
TON, formerly with Pedlar
Federal and Newell -Emmett,
come a member of this age
tive department.

SERVEL, INC., for its all
air-conditioning unit, will
radio in a campaign curre;
Barry and Corp. Ray Jones.
ing prepared by Batten, Bart
Altogether 1,000 AFRA members stine
& Osborn, Inc. The un
are in the armed forces.
to serve homes and s
The matter of defining commercial signed
and sustaining programs was referred ness establihment.
back to AFRA's counsel by an advi- WILLIAM H. KEARNS, v
sory caucus at the first session Sun- dent
of Ted Hates, Inc., h
day. Regarding allocation of national granted
leave of absence

national board members were elected,
national officers re-elected and Cleve- revenue, with particular attention to
land chosen as the next convention Los Angeles' request to be reimbursed
city if the war is still on. If the for service rendered members under
war. is over and the transpor- national agreements, the convention
tation facilities are available the decided to continue AFRA's revenue
convention city will be Los Angeles, structure on its present basis on a
which has in a permanent after -the - national and a local 50-50 proposition.
It was also decided to pursue pre.war bid.

sent policies on war activities proNew Board Members
following a discussion aimed
New national board members grams,
policy in all
elected were Herbert Mann, president at establishing a uniform
to government
of Racine local: Robert Doneley, locals with respect
private agencies.
president of Pittsburgh local, and and
At a caucus on establishing standard
Edward L. Merritt, vice-president of forms
of individual contract for
the Boston local.

National officers re-elected, in addi- AFRA members it was decided to
to the Federation's counsel the
tion to Tibbett, were: Vice -Presidents leave
task of working out such a contract
MRS. RORY GALLAGHER, author Virginia Payne, Jean Hersholt, Bill covering all phases.
of "Lady in Waiting," tomorrow Adams and Ken Carpenter, and newly
ET Policy Discussed
elected, Anne Seymour: Treasurer
(WABC-CBS, 11:30 a.m.).
Discussion 'on uniform policy for
George Heller, and Recording Secreoff
-the -line recordings was
use
of
HARRY HERSHFIELD, cartoonist tary, Alex McKee. Gunnar Back
merely that, with no definite action
and humorist, on Wally Butterworth's served as convention secretary.
In the treasurer's report at the taken the question relating to memquiz, tomorrow
"Take - A - Card"
first session Saturday, Heller disclosed bers of American Federation of Musi(WOR-Mutual, 8:30 p.m.).
that the $43,000 AFRA had borrowed cians coming within the purview of
JEAN PARKER, on "Soldiers with from Actors Equity and Screen Actors AFRA shop clause in AFRA collective
(WOR-Mutual, Guild to tide it over its lean years bargaining agreements was placed in
Wings," tomorrow
had, in the past five years, been re- the hands of- a commission composed
9:30 p.m.).
of six national- board members, two
duced to $13,000.
each from Los Angeles, Chicago and
Membership Shows Increase
AFRA's membership has increased New York, and the Federation's attorWDAK Removal
Completion of the removal of from 13,600 to 15,000 in the last two neys. Whatever solution is arrived at
WDAK from West Point to Colum- years, Mrs. Emily Holt, executive will have the full support of the
bus, Georgia, has been announced by secretary, reported. This compares convention.
On Friday evening delegates were
L. J. Duncan, general manager of with the Federation's original memValley Broadbasting Co., owners and bership of 400 at its inception six greeted by Government Dwight Green
of Illinois at a pre -convention welyears ago.
operators of the station.
WDAK took to the air in its new Two constitutional changes were come, at the Ambassador, given by
Columbus location on August 20, after recommended to the National Board. the Chicago local.

NBC, 9 p.m.).

a removal of facilities of only four One provides for appeal from local AFRA's formal proposal to Actors'
days, which included the dismantling discipline to the National Board, and
Association to merge with
of a 150 -foot tower atop the General the other changes the r '-vote mini- Equity
mum required for loca . in signing AFRA-AGMA had not as yet been
Tyler Hotel.

agency to serve with the U.
with the rank of lieutenant

JULIAN DOWELL, effecti

1, becomes art director in t
York offices of Sherman & Ms
Dowell comes from BBD&O,

was an art director and priol
he was art director at Willia4
Company.

LEWIS & GILMAN, Phi
has been appointed to hand
count of Hygienic Products
ton, Ohio.

EUNICE POWELL has j

media department of
Bowles, Inc. as a space bu

past seven years, Miss

been in the Cleveland
McCann-Erickson, Inc.

presented to either Bert

Paul Dullzell, president an
secretary of Equity, re
Alfred Harding, editor of

magazine, said yesterday.

however, did say that h
ferred with Lytell and D

terday in the event AFRA
the formal proposal to met

Of course, he added as

thought, that Equity would
it, nor would they receive
astically. It would, howev

sidered in due course as
"many complications" that

fined in such a merger. Tb
cations Harding referred

fleetly are the financial and,
ship arrangements of a
merger.
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* * C OASTI

D COAST

BILL WALLACE, formerly with the cast by KWK's transmitter was celebrated Fred Garrigus, director of special
Radio Section of the American last week, marking its 50.000th hour on events and war progl;ams for WEEI,
Red Cross in Washington, D .C., and the air.
Boston, recently received a letter of
*
*
*
free lance actor and producer, has
commendation from Rabbi Samuel I.
joined the staff of the new CBS out- Two broadcasts over WNYC, New Korff for the time allotted by the
let, WHOP, Hopkinsville, Kentucky, York, this Wednesday will observe station for a religious sermon in conas chief announcer....Norris Hite, the fourth anniversary of the Nazi junction with a Jewish holiday this
new to radio, has joined the WHOP invasion of Poland and the start of month.
*
operating staff.....Offices of WHOP World War II. At 10 a.m. Newbold
have moved from Hopkinsville proper Morris, president of the N. Y. C.
"Boeing Hour" is the new half-hour
back to their transmitter and studios Council, Hon. Sylwin Strakacz, Con- show on KOMO, Seattle, Washington.

which are located two miles out of sul General of Poland, and others Sponsored by the Boeing Aircraft Corporawill be heard from the U. S. Army tion, show is heard from 9:30 to 10 p.m.,
town.
exhibit of war weapons at the Chrys- Tuesdays. and features Bob Harvey and a
"Food Scout Program," featuring Vir- ler Building. "Music of the United 20 -piece orchestra, plus Edwin Adams,
ginia Davis on KXOK, St. Louis, Missouri, Nations," at 6 p.m., will feature Polish
has been enlarged to a half-hour daily music.
*
*
*
in order to cover increase in subjects

"Famous Fathers," series of show debrought on by war measures. Show is
sponsored across the board by Betten- picting private lives of outstanding Amer-

dorf's Super Markets....John Corrigan is ican fathers. is now being presented over
the latest addition to the KXOK announc- WELL, Tuesdays at 7:45 p.m., EWT. Proing staff. Prior to joining KXOK, Corrigan grams are sponsored by Diamond Ginger
was a staff announcer in Jefferson City. Ale Company ....Stan Brillar, student at
Yale University, has taken over the anMo., and Springfield, Ill.
nouncing chores of Bill Hanrahan, who
has gone to the Army Air Corps.

A. E. Joscelyn, general manager of
WCCO, Minneapolis, Minnesota is
Special events department of
vacationing with his family at Deer - WPEN, Philadelphia, is broadcastwood, Minn..... Richard E. Stock- ing a drop -by -drop account of the
well has been added to the news experiences of a blood donor this

announcer for WWSW and WCAEitt.r
burgh, and WHK and WCLE, Cles;e.
In 1936 he had his own symphonirr.,

gram for CBS....lo cooperation will
OCD, WOWO will show the Good I
keeping film "Home Canning for Yrt
this week in its large studio, Fort 'l nk
and Allen County housewives hat
invited to attend,
*

Third show in "Unity At

i

Books in Wartime, will again have rudo....Howard Johnson is serving 1
Bennett Cerf as emcee, and first guest lief engineer at KMYR while Paul Pinl

will be John Roy Carlson, author of vacations for two weeks....Mark Sle
ben, station's sales manager, has met
the new book, "Under Cover."
*

*

from a two week vacation.

*

Special remote broadcast from Camp

*

*

Ruth Lyons, who presents
ran the "Invasion Course" with troops. coat Partyline"' over WSAI,
Signal
Corps
strung
approximately
five
and "Consumers' Found
room staff at WCCO as associate news afternoon, in cooperation witn the miles of wire to make the program pos- nati,
WLW, is on vacation. He
editor, replacing Mitchell V. Charnley. Red Cross Blood Donor Campaign. sible. Purpose of the maneuvers was to over
lar announcers, Cecil Hale and
Stockwell comes from WMT, Cedar Donor will be Miss Philadelphia give soldiers a taste of invasion tactics, Thomas,
doing the -Pa
Rapids, Iowa, where he held the same (June McAdams), and Don Frank and live ammunition, flame throwers and for her, andare
Wood, of the
position. Previously he was affiliated will emcee the show. Interview, from other implements of actual warfare were WSAI staff,Julia
handling "Con with the Wisconsin State Network; Valley Forge Hospital, with a soldier used. Lt. Col. Stotts served as commenta- Foundation"is....Doris
Day, f,:)
WLW, Cincinnati, and WIBA, Madi- whose life was saved by plasma, will tor, and entire program was under the vocalist on many WLW-WSAI
son, Wisc.
*

*

be a feature on the program.

*

*

*

*

Elizabeth Lipton, has joined the staff
Charlie Runyon, organist for KPO, San
of KWK, St. Louis, Mo., as continuity Francisco, heard on "Dr. Kate" and other
writer. Formerly she edited the house dramatic shows, has just written his 200th
organ for the McQuay-Norris Manufactur- song for radio. Tunes are used to idening Co. and previous to that was in tify different characters in the plays
charge of the Information Service Depart- Runyon supports.... John W. Elwood,
ment of the Unemployment Compensation manager of KPO, was chairman of the
Commission at Jefferson City, Mo..... San Francisco Advertising Club's recent
Seventh anniversary of the first broad - radio session....Leo Rumsey, formerly
of KCMB, Honolulu, is now doing a Sunday morning news summary over KPO
and the NBC coast web.
*
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Winifred Cecil
Arthur Godfrey
Peggy Horton
Walter Paterson
Signey Elistrom
Dickie Holland

Jean MacGregor
Jack Ward
Pearl Watts

AVAILABLE
Top-notch

radio

news

and

experience

in

both

script
fields.

Reference-ten leading executives.
GRamercy 3-7354

*

McCoy by WKBH, La Crosse, Wisconsin,

is in the hospital for an eme
officer.
appendectomy. Taking over he
*
*
ing spots is Mary, one-third
"Sport Shots," daily show run by "Mary, Jeanne and Betty"
Stoney McLinn, sports director of the station's staff.
WIP, Philadelphia, for the past nine
years, goes commercial on September

Show, under the sponsorship of
Dr. D. Jayne & Son, Inc., will be
6.

*

Ceremonies attending the dedication
and formal opening of the new post theater for Fitzsimons General Hospital, Den-

Hugh Feltis, station general manager, Sunshine Boys." begin a thrice weekly
D. B. Woodyard, vice-president of the 15 -minute show over KOA on September
Chamber, and Frank P. Fogarty, 13. Vick Chemical Company is the sponChamber general manager. Show will sor. Account was placed through Morse
outline business developments during International, Inc.
*
*
*
the week.
*

Rex

Davis,

editor -in -chief

for loyal

continuous service.

*

Chamber of Commerce to be heard Quade, C. O. at Fitzsimons, were among
Monday nights at 6:15 over KOIL. those taking part in the dedication....
Appearing on the program will be Si Westbrook and Zeke Beckman, "The

*

Jud Miller, violinist on WIBW,
Kansas, received a live -year
week from Capper Publicatio

heard from 6:30 to 6:40 p.m., EWT, owners of the station,
Mondays through Saturdays.

"This Is Omaha," will be the sub- ver, Colorado were carried by KOA.
ject of a new weekly broadcast by the Dorothy Lamour and Brig. Gen. Omar H.

*

p

1

direction of Capt. Kohan, public relations

at

Gwen Dew, newspaper woman and WCKY, Cincinnati, is doing remotes
photographer, will be guest speaker on from his hospital bed, where he is
the "Freedom House" series on WMCA. convalescing from an operation. In
New York, Wednesday. She will discuss appreciation for the many services of
of Japanese the hospital, Davis also broadcast an
war psychology with Martha Linn, who interview program for the nurses aide

her first-hand impressions

writer wants agency connection. Network

*

.

Victory Broad" dramatic seri
WMCA will be heard this Tlt
from 9:45 to 10 p.m., EWT. S
entitled "American Dimout;l
emcee and narrator of the feature "Be- written by Ruth Adams Knig
hind the Scenes at Boeing." Show is part the Writers' War Board, and is
directed by Bob Shayon, of the
of a radio campaign to recruit workers.
*
Directors' Guild.
*
*
*
*
"Books Are Bullets" resumes over
WQXR, New York, on Wednesday,
Earl Williams, formerly with Kit
September 8, at 5 p.m., EWT. Show, Albuquerque. New Mexico, has ioineht
which is presented by the Council of announcing staff of KMYR, Denver, it

represents Freedom House.... William L. department.
r
Batt, vice-chairman of the WPB. will be
heard tomorrow night over WMCA, as
New to WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne,
the guest of Richard Eaton, WMCA's com- Indiana, is Ernie Neff, announcer and
mentator from Washington. He will dis- organist. Starting in 1928 at KQB, Pittscuss "Coordination Of Our War Effort."
burgh, Pa., Neff has been an organist- I

Good Sales Manage
Looking

for

hard

selling job
Now handling
National and Local Sales with outs
ing 5000 W Regional Network St

network station.

Both National and Local have
consistent increases every year fo
three years. Have many costa
National Field.

Pleasing personality-able to ge
with people and handle men.
oughly familiar with Sales Pr'
and all the operations of a
Draft exempt.
Salary expected in keeping wit
and responsibilities.

Complete information and

re

gladly furnished.
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